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FOREWORD

The NASA/USRA University Advanced Design Program was established in 1984 as an attempt to add more and better

design education to primarily undergraduate engineering programs. The original focus of the pilot program encompassing

nine universities and five NASA centers was on space design. Two years later, file program was expanded to include

aeronautics design with six universities and three NASA centers participating This year marks the last of a three-year

cycle of participation by forty-one universities, eight NASA centers, and one industry, participant.

The Advanced Space Design Program offers universities an opportunity to plan and design missions and hardware that

would be of use in the future as NASA enters a new era of exploration and discovery., while the Advanced Aeronautics

Design Program generally offers opportunities for study of design problems closer to the present time, ranging from small,

slow-speed vehicles to large, supersonic ,and hypersonic passenger transports. The systems approach to the design problem

is emphasized in both the space and aeronautics projects. The student teams pursue the chosen problem during their senior
year in a one- or two-semester capstone design course and submit a comprehensive written report at the conclusion of the

project. Finally, student representatives from each of the universities summarize their work in oral presentations at the

Annual Summer Conference, sponsored by one of the NASA centers and attended by the university faculty, NASA and

USRA personnel, and aerospace industry, representatives.

As the Advanced Design Program has grown in size, it has also matured in terms of the quality of the student projects.
The comprehensive final reports are distributed through the National Technical Information Service. However, the results

of the studies reach only a small audience, principally those who attend the Summer Conference. In order to broaden the

distribution, a Proceedings volume, which summarizes the project results and roughly parallels the Conference

presentations, is published. The present volume represents the student work accomplished during the 1992-1993 academic

year reported at the Ninth Annual Summer Conference hosted by NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, June 14-18,
1993.
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HIGH-SPEED ROTORCRAFT DESIGN--ROTOR/WING CONFIGURATIONS

Arizona State University

Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering
Tempe, AZ

Professors V. L. WeLls and D. H. Laananen

Teaching Assistant Jian Shi

Abstract

The Advanced Design Program at Arizona State

University has considered the design of high-speed

rotorcraft which can take off and land vertically, yet

can achieve relatively fast forward velocities. Two

design missions were considered--a military ground

attack mission and a civil commuter transport mis-

sion. The design groups selected the rotor/wing con-

figuration for each of these applications. The de-
sign groups utilized their own software to perform

design tradeoff studies to determine the optimum

design point. Once the design points were deter-

mined, more detailled design of the various compo-

nents was undertaken. The paper outlines the needs

for a high-speed VTOL aircraft, and describes the

aircraft designed to meet those needs. Several tech-

nology areas unique to the rotor/wing design are
discussed.

Introduction

All Department of Defense (DOD) services, NASA

and commercial enterprises have expressed inter-
est in high-speed, Vertical Take-Off and Landing

(VTOL) aircraft. Air Force studies indicate a clear

requirement for a special operations aircraft with ca-
pabilities not available in any existing vehicle. Navy

studies have focussed on the need to disperse air de-

fense aircraft from carriers to smaller combat ships,

dictating the need for VTOL capabilities. Addition-

ally, in order to carry out the air defense mission,

these aircraft must have the ability to fly high and
fast. The reduced-size, future Army will have fewer

helicopter assets with which to accomplish virtually

the same missions presently assigned, resulting in

the need for vehicles with increased speed and capac-

ity for the necessary mobility and self-deployment

capability.

NASA has had an interest in high-speed rotor-

craft since the mid 1950's and has recently reem-

phasized study of these vehicles. Commercial inter-
est in VTOL aircraft stems from the need to relieve

airport congestion and to provide city-center to city-

center transportation in a truly cost-effective man-
ner. Such missions call for an aircraft which can

hover with helicopter-like efficiency and cruise at

speeds of 400 knots or more, well beyond the maxi-

mum possible for the V-22 tilt rotor aircraft.

The students involved in the first year of the

NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program at Ari-

zona State University have designed and analyzed

two high-speed VTOL concepts, one of which sat-
isfies the mission requirements for a civil trans-

port, and the other fulfiling requirements for a mili-

tary ground-attack vehicle. The mission statements
were adapted from the NASA "Technology Needs for

High-Speed Rotorcraft" program.

Ten students who expressed keen interest in de-

sign were selected from among the top seniors in

Aerospace Engineering to participate in a year-long

design sequence. These students made up two of

the design groups in the aerospace engineering cap-

stone design course in the Fall semester. During the
semester, each group completed the conceptual de-
sign of an aircraft meeting the requirements for one

of the two mission statements. In the spring, these

students enrolled in a special design course created

for the program. Tasks during the second semester

included more detailled design and verification of

the suitability of the original design point. In par-

ticular, issues unique to the chosen configurations
were studied.

Though the mission requirements for the two

groups varied, both determined that a rotor/wing

configuration best suited their design goals. This

type of aircraft has a large, stiff lifting surface which

rotates like a helicopter blade for vertical flight, but

which can be stopped to act as a fixed wing once the

vehicle reaches a certain "conversion" speed. Virtu-

ally every aspect of the design of this type of ve-
hicle includes some innovation. Some examples of
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thoseareaswhichhavebeenstudiedinclude:the
designandtestingof midchord-symmetricairfoils,
analysisof theconversionprocessfromverticalto
forwardflightandvzce versa, investigation into the

characteristics of a convertible engine which can act

as both a turboshaft and a turbofan, design of a ro-
tor hub which includes conventional collective and

cyclic controls as well as mechanisms for locking out

pitching and flapping motions and braking, and the

structural design of a hub/rotor combination which

must also act as a wing.

The design teams selected the rotor/wing config-

uration from among several possible solution con-

figurations. Figure 1 shows those concepts consid-
ered by the group designing the civil transport air-

craft. The groups evaluated each candidate vehicle

according to a set of predetermined criteria which

had each been assigned a weight function according

to perceived importance to the design. The decision

matrix resulting from this exercise is given in table

1. As shown in the matrix, the rotor/wing design

obtained the highest score, followed fairly closely

by the tilt-rotor. The military ground-attack de-

sign team followed a similar procedure, evaluating
some of the same vehicle concepts and some differ-

ent ones. Because of the differing missions, the eval-

uation criteria included such attributes as weapon

system integration, survivability, and signature pro-

duction. Nevertheless, the rotor/wing configuration

scored highest in the selection process.

The original rotor/wing appeared in the mid-

1960's as the Hughes Rotor/Wing. The concept

consisted of a large, roughly circular hub with three

stub blades, attached to a fuselage. In order for the

aircraft to take off and land vertically, the hub ro-

tated using reaction drive where hot gases exhausted

from the turbojet engine were ducted through the

hub and out the blade tips, and the blades produced

enough lift to raise the vehicle. When the aircraft

achieved a high enough velocity, the blade rotation

speed was reduced, the hub was locked into place,

and the aircraft flew in fixed-wing mode using the

now-stationary blades as a wing. During conver-

sion from rotary- to fixed-wing flight, the weight of

the aircraft had to be carried by the center hub--

not a very efficient lifting device. Tile Hughes Ro-

tor/Wing never flew, but it was extensively tested

in the wind tunnel during its six-year development

program.

A similar concept to the rotor/wing was the

Navy-sponsored X-Wing. Though the X-Wing

looked simdar to a rotor/wing, the former aircraft

was to utilize a very complex circulation-control sys-

tem to enact cyclic and pitch control of the blades

Arizona State University
during rotary-wing flight, and to aid in the aerody-
namic performance of the midchord-symmetrie air-

foils used on the rotor. The circulation-control sys-

tem was very complex and ultimately led to cancel-

lation of the X-Wing program.

Recently, McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Com-

pany has engaged in the development of a two-

bladed rotor/wing aircraft.[1] This vehicle uses re-

action drive, as did the former Hughes Rotor/Wing,

but it does not rely on the large lifting hub to sup-

port the aircraft during conversion. This Canard

Rotor/Wing (CRW) has a forward lifting surface (a

canard) as well as a large horizontal tail to carry the

lift during the conversion process. Thus, the CRW

takes advantage of much more efficient lift produc-

tion than the Hughes Rotor/Wing for conversion,

and does not rely on very complex circulation con-

trol as did the X-Wing. Figure 2 shows a compar-

ison of the Hughes Rotor/Wing, the X-Wing, and
the CRW.

The rotor/wing vehicles designed by the ADP
students at ASU differ from all of the above air-

craft. Unlike the Hughes Rotor/Wing and the CRW,

both ADP designs utilize direct rather than reac-

tion drive. However, unlike the X-Wing, neither
of the two new designs have incorporated circula-

tion control, the designers opting instead for con-

ventional helicopter controls. The remainder of this

paper outlines the major attributes of each of the

aircraft designed by the ADP student groups and

then discusses the solution to some unique problems

encountered in their design.

Rotor/Wing Designs

Civil Transport

Mark Meyer, group leader, Muhammed

Budi Kurnia, Jack Lo, Dan Lohavanijaya,
Alex Pozzi

The civil transport VTOL aircraft was designed for

the following primary mission:

• Takeoff and hover out of ground effect (HOGE)
for 1 minute at sea level international standard

atmosphere (SLISA) + 15° C.

• Fly to conversion speed and convert to cruise

configuration in 19 flight at SLISA + 15 ° C.

• Climb to altitude for best range.

• Cruise 600 nautical miles (NM) at 350 NM/hr

true air speed (KTAS) at cruise altitude.
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Figure 1: Candidate Configurations
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• Decelerate and descend to sea level.

• Fly to conversion speed and convert to hover

configuration in Ig flight at SLISA + 15° C.

• Land with 10% mission fuel reserve.

The aircraft must carry:

• 6000 lb. payload (30 passengers)

• Fixed equipment (not including controls) 4000
lbs.

• Avionics 800 lbs.

• Operating items 625 lbs.

In addition to the mission requirement, the aircraft

must meet the following performance constraints:

• In hover configuration, SLISA vertical rate of

climb (VROC) > 400 ft/min.

• In cruise configuration, perform a 1.5g maneu-

ver at takeoff gross weight, constant cruise air-

speed (350 KTAS), and constant cruise alti-
tude.

The Hummingbird is a VTOL commuter trans-

port meeting all of the above specifications. The

fuselage of the aircraft is similar in size and layout

_,0 many common commuter aircraft. The aircraft

has a four-bladed rotor/wing mounted on the top

of the fuselage which rotates to provide lift for ver-
tical and low-speed forward flight, and acts as a

fixed wing for high-speed forward flight. The blades

of the rotor/wing have a midchord-symmetric cross

section so that the leading and trailing edges are

interchangeable. An additional small, low wing is
located underneath the rotor. This wing, outfitted

with high lift devices, provides the lift required to

maintain the aircraft in lg flight during conversion

from one flight mode to the other. The aircraft is

powered by two convertible engines capable of pro-

ducing both shaft horsepower and jet thrust. The

engines are mounted near the top of the fuselage
close to the transmission and drive system for the

rotor/wing. The aircraft has standard horizontal
and vertical tails in the T-configuration to provide

stability and trim in all flight modes. Anti-torque

thrust in rotary-wing mode is provided by a fan
built in to the vertical tail surface. Figure 3 shows

the main features and dimensions of the Humming-

bird.

The Hummmgbzrd was sized using a Quattro Pro

computer model of the aircraft which estimates the

component weights, the hover horsepower and cruise

7

thrust required (engine size), the wing size, the ro-

tor diameter and aspect ratio, the aircraft parasite
and induced drag, and the total fuel required for the

design mission. The important design parameters,

which were varied to determine the best design, in-
clude:

• rotor disk loading (gross weight/disk area)

• rotor tip speed

• a measure of rotor blade average lift coefficient,

Cr/g (where CT is the rotor thrust coefficient

and _ is the rotor solidity given by number of

blades (B) multiplied by the blade chord (C)

divided by rr and the blade radius (R))

• wing aspect ratio (wing span squared/wing

area)

• wing maximum lift coefficient

• conversion speed

The design code utilizes "rubber" convertible en-

gines based on data provided by McDonnell Dou-
gla.s Helicopter Company. Losses clue to installa-

tion, transmission, bleed air, and accessories are es-

timated at 7% of the total engine power or thrust

available. The drag is determined using a stan-

dard component drag buildup method described

by Raymer[2]. Induced drag is estimated using

the biplane equation given by von K£rmdn and

Burgers[3], which depends on the vertical and hor-

izontal separation of the lifting surfaces, the share

of the lift carried on each, and the spans of each.

The component weights were estimated using sev-

eral statistically-based sources. These include the

method of Raymer[2], the method found in the VAS-
COMP computer sizing code[4], and a hub/blade

weight estimation method supplied by McDonnell

Douglas Helicopte.r Company.

Table 2 shows a component weight breakdown for

the Hummingbird. As shown in the table, the design

gross weight for the vehicle is 40,386 lb. with an

empty weight of 28,4671b. To complete the design

mission, 5294 lb. of fuel are required.

Military Ground Attack Aircraft

Anthony T. Glinka, group leader, Scott

A. Capehart, Daryl J. Hilderbrand, Eric

W. Lloyd, Thurston J. R.uggiero

The military ground attack aircraft mission consists

of the following:

• Entire mission at 4000 ft. altitude and 95 ° F.



Weight Breakdown

Group Weilzh t (Ibs)

Fixed Wm 8

Mare Rotor

Drive System

Tad Fan

Engines

Body

HorizontalTad

Vemcal Tall

Landing Gear

Nacelles

Engine Controls

Starter

Fuel System

Fhght Controls

AvIOnlC_

Fixed Equipment

1082

3393

5097

679

2985

5170

352

104

1065

854

18

89

265

2515

8OO

aO00

Empty. Wmght 28.t67

Payload 6000

Operating Items 625

Xhsmon Fuel 5294

G-ross Wm__ht -t0386

Table 2: Humm,ngbzrd Component Weight Break-
down
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• Take oil and IIOGE for 1 minute.

• Fly to conversion speed and convert to cruise

configuration in lg flight.

• Cruise out 150 Nbl at V99%.

• Dash 50 NM at 400 KTAS and Intermediate

Power Rating (IPR).

• Convert to hover mode.

• Nap-of-the-Earth (NOE) maneuver including
15 minutes HOGE and 15 minutes at 40 KTAS.

• Attack target at IRP for 5 minutes without

dropping weapons.

• Convert to cruise mode.

• Cruise 200 NM at V99 % back to base.

• Fly to conversion speed and convert to hover

configuration in lg flight.

• HOGE for 1 minute.

• Land with 10% mission fuel reserves.

The aircraft must carry the following:

• Internal payload of 2000 lb. and external pay-
load of 1000 lb.

Fixed equipment 2000 lb.

Mission equipment 2900 lb.

• Crew 470 lb.

Other performance requirements include:

• Sustained g loading of-.5 to 3.5 in helicopter

mode and -1.5 to 5.0 in fixed-wing mode.

• Ferry mission of 1260 NM unrefueled.

• VROC 800 ft/min

The AV-13 Mohare is a tandem--seat, twin-

high-engine attack aircraft which can hover with

helicopter-like efficiency', yet achieve dash speeds in

excess of 500 kts. Its capabilities dovetail well with

the reduced-size, future military, and it meets all re-

quirements outlined above. The aircraft can deliver

3000 lb. of ordnance to a target which is 1200 NM

distant without need for refueling. The Mohave is
a three-surface aircraft, having a canard with flaps,

a horizontal tail with flaps and ailerons, and a two-

bladed, teetering rotor/wing. The vertical tail has a
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Figure 4:AV-13 Mohave Ground Attack Aircraft

conventional rudder and contains within it an anti-

torque fan. Figure 4 shows a three-view drawing of
the Mohave.

The crew compartment houses both pilot and co-

pilot and provides easy access to all of the necessary
instruments and controls. Measures were taken to

give the pilot 15° of over-nose vision, fully satisfy-

ing the 11-15 ° military requirement. Since the Mo-
have must perform as a ground attack aircraft, the
cockpit is designed so that the over-the-side vision

requirement of 40 ° is met for the pilot.

The Mohave can accomodate a variety of weapon

systems. Weapons are located both externally on

pylons and internallyin a weapons bay. Options for

the external weapons include Hellfire air-to-ground

missiles, rocket pods, or Maverick missiles. The in-

ternal weapons bay may house either rocket pods or

HeIlfire missiles. The internal storage area can be

used as an additional fuel storage compartment for

extended-range missions. A 30 mm turreted cannon
is located near the nose of the aircraft.

The conceptual design for the Mohave was de-

veloped through an iteration between configuration

layout requirements and a design sizing code writ-

ten in C. Results of the design code were used to

construct carpet plots which designated a feasible

design space. By choosing the lowest weight aircraft

within the feasible design space which also satisfies

the constraints on configuration layout (such as visi-

bility requirements), the best design for the military

ground attack mission was obtained.

The design gross weight for the Mohave is 27,972

lb., with a total weight empty of 19,870 lb. The air-

craft requires 4631 lb. of fuel to complete the design

mission. Table 3 gives a component weight break-
down for the Mohave. Table 4 gives the important
performance characteristics of the aircraft.

Technology Developments for High-Speed
Rotorcraft

Conversion Analysis

One of the most important performance attmbutes
for a successful high-speed rotorcraft is the ability

to convert smoothly from rotary-wing to fixed-wing

flight and vzce versa. Both of the ADP designs are
intended to convert in a sirmlar manner; the fol-

lowing discussion pertains to the civil transport in

particular.

The convertible engines used in this design are one

of the key elements in providing the deslred smooth

conversion. The desigu point analysis showed that
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7 NOSE LAND_IG GE.AR 298.4 1.07

8 Et, K31NE SECTIC_ 63.7 0.23

9 FtR EWTALL. 90.4 0.32

1 0 _D 356.6 1.27

PROP1JI..SION GROfJP

1 1 _ 2170.7 7.76

1 2 DRIVE SYS"I"EM 2679.3 9.58

EQLI1PMENT GROUP

1 4 FUGHTCONTROLS 627.1 2.24

1 5 _ EQUIPMENT 2000.0 7.15

1 6 AV1ONICS 327.8 1.1 7

1 7 MIS_ON EQUIPMENT 2900.0 10.37

TOTAL WEIGHT EMPTY t 19870.6 t 71.04

USEFUL LOAD GROUP

18 _ 470.0 1.68

1 9 FUEL 4631.4 16.56

20 AMMUNITION 1200.0 4.29

2 1 EXTE,=_IALWE.APCNS 1000.0 3.57

2 2 INTERNAL WEAPONS 800.0 2.86

TAKEOFF GROSS WEIGHT I 27972"01 100.00

Table 3:AV-13 Mohave Component Weight Break-
down

Arizona State University
the engines were sized by the 1.5g maneuver con-

straint, which means that there is an excess of power

available in rotary-wing mode. Therefore, some of

the power can be diverted to thrust even while the

aircraft is hovering, causing the aircraft to begin for-

ward flight. As the aircraft gains speed, the wing be-

gins to provide lift, which off-loads the rotor and al-

lows even more power to be diverted to thrust. Once

the aircraft reaches the conversion speed, the wing

carries the entire aircraft weight. At this point, the

rotor is disengaged from the driving mechanism, and

the gimbaling motion of the hub is locked. The ro-

tor brake is appfied, and, once the rotor is stopped,

it is locked into place in an X-Wing configuration.

At this time, the high-lift devices on the wing axe

retracted, and the aircraft flies in fixed-wing mode,

sharing the rift between the rotor and the wing.

The feasibility of this conversion process was ver-

ified by examining the forces acting on the aircraft

and the engine output available at all points along

the flight trajectory. These computed forces, along

with the engine data, were used to determine a suit-

able schedule for diverting the power into thrust.

Figure 5 shows the wing lift and rotor thrust tradeoff
as a function of velocity from takeoff to conversion

and cruise speed. Figure 6 shows the rotor horse-

power required and the jet thrust available vs. ve-

locity for the same conditions.

Airplane Mode

Ma_mum Velocity

@ Pmax 510.52 kt 861.78 _s

@ IRP 529.25 kt 893.37 fps

Best Range

Vetoc_ty 256.08 kt 411.48 fps

Cruise-climb 1238.90 nmt

Const. altRude 1177 79 nrnf

Max. Endurance 5.58.6 hr

Mm. Drag Vetocrty 194 58 kt 328 84 fos

Staff Speed 150 98 k't 254.83 los

LJft-off Speed 181.18 kt ",,05.80 flzs

Take-off D_stance 1.048 nm_ 6367 57 .ff

Steepest Climb
PJC 53.79 fps 3227 4 flzm

Velocsty 328.84 fps 194 58 kt

-f 9 42 °

Fastest Chmb

R/C 70 11 fps 4206 6 f_m

Velo_t_ 519 70 flns 307 88 kt

7 7 75 °

Celhng 41,654 52 ,'t

Helicopter Mode

Max Downwasn 72 18 fps

Ve!oc_ty

F_gure of Ment 0 6956
Maximum Vertical 13 84 ;ps 818 23 fpm

C:lmD Velocity

Table 4:AV-13 Mohave Performance Characteris-

tics

Hub Design

In order to enact the conversion sequence described

above, the rotor hub must be designed to slow and

stop the rotor, to disable the teetering mechanism,

to lock the rotor in a specified position, and to keep

the blades from pitching in fixed-wing mode. Both

rotor/wing designs will require similar function from

the hub. The following description pertains specifi-

cally to the ground attack vehicle.

The disc braking system is hydraulically operated

and will stop the rotor within 40 seconds. It is made

of steel and weighs a total of 67 lb. The positioning

system consists of locking pins which wdl prevent

the rotor from moving during fixed-wing mode, and

a sensor which detects the position and speed of the

rotor shaft during braking. This positioning system

is disengaged during rotary-wing mode, and allows

the rotor shaft to spin freely' During braking, the

sensor detects a rotor angular velocity of 10 rpm,

and then signals the braking system to stop the ro-

tor in its fixed-wing position. Once the rotor angu-

lar motion has stopped, locking pins move into "V"
shaped slots in the disc brake.
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Figure 5: Wing Lift and Rotor Thrust from Takeoff to Cruise
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Figure 8: Locking Mechanism (Fixed-Wing .Mode),
Side View

Figure 9: Midchord Symmetric Airfoils

The anti-teetering and pitching mechanism is de-
signed to prevent the rotor/wing from teetering or

pitching, but to allow the rotor to have an angle of

attack relative to the fuselage in fixed-wing mode.

During rotary-wing mode, the locking mechanism

will be in the position shown in fig. 7, which gives a
front view of the hub. The anti-teeter lock is a bar

which will rotate with the rotor shaft. The anti-

teeter lock can also move up and down the shaft

by means of the stationary swashplate control arms

and the locking guides. The mechanism is designed

to allow the rotor head to teeter up to 15 ° above
and below the horizontal with no interference dur-

ing rotary-wing mode. During fixed-wing flight, the

anti-teeter lock will move into the position shown in

the side view of the hub depicted In fig. 8. The anti-

teeter lock is poslttoned against the rotor head and

prevents the hub from teetering. The rotating and

scatlonary swashplates are fixed at the zero degree

position by means of the pitch lock. This allows the

rotor blades to symmet, rlcally pitch relauve to the

fuselage utdizmg die cyclic control.

Midchord-Symmetric Airfoil Analysis

In order for the rotor/wing to operate as both a

rotating and a fixed lifting surface, its airfoil must be
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Figure 10: Schematic of Airfoil Model in the Wind
Tunnel

symmetric about the midchord. Little information

is available concerning midchord-symmetric airfoils,

so wind tunnel testing and numerical analysis were
scheduled in order to determine the characteristics

of these sections. The tested airfoil was a 12% thick

ellipse, designated the RW120000. A modified el-

lipse with increased bluntness of the leading and
trailing edges is scheduled for future testing. Figure
9 shows the profiles of these two airfoils, along with

the locations of the pressure taps on the wind tun-

nel models. Figure 10 represents the model in the

Department of Aeronautical Technology Wind Tun-

nel at ASU. The models were tested at an average

velocity of 150 ft/sec, an average Reynolds number

of 790,000, and a Mach number of .13.

Figure 11 shows lift coefficient vs. an-

gle of attack for the RW120000 airfoil. The wind
tunnel data is from both a force balance and the

pressure taps. The numerical data comes from a

Navier-Stokes solver. The computations predict a

higher clm., than does the wind tunnel. Some pos-
sible reasons for this are that the model has some

flaws, particularly around the leading edge which

could greatly affect the behavior at high angles of
attack. In addition, there was some evidence of

three-dimensional flow on the model winch could
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alsoreducethemaximumlift.

Conclusions

Two rotor/wingaircrafthavebeendesigned,one
whichsatisfiesthemissionrequirementsfor a mil-
itary groundattackaircraft,andonewhichmeets
the specificationsfor a civil commutertransport.
Bothaircraftcanhoverwithnearhelicopter-likeef-
ficiency,but canalsocruiseat speedsup to twice
asfastasthe mostswifthelicopter.Severalspe-
cific technologyareashavebeenaddressed--these
representproblemareasuniqueto rotor/wingair-
craft. Furtherdevelopmentisnecessaryin orderto
proceedto themanufacturingof suchaircraft,but
the analysisindicatesa goodprobabilitythat the
technologicalbarriers_uchasconversionfromone
flight modeto the other--canbeovercome.The
rotor/wingrepresentsa usefulandviableconcept
whichshouldbeconsideredfurtherfor high-speed
VTOLmissions.
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Abstract

This year Cal Poly challenged 37 students (six design
teams) with four modern subsonic transport projects.

Two groups chose to tackle the Boeing 737 and

McDonnell Douglas MD-90 series replacement. One

group took the challenged for a new mid-size (Boeing

767) commercial transport. A fourth group attempted to

market an 800 plus passenger (PAX) aircraft that would

rival Boeing's and Airbus' upcoming mega-transport.

Finally, the next two groups were given the problem of

designing a global range military transport with a

800,000 pounds cargo capacity.

Their solution includes ample use of low and high risk

technologies. These include: higher usage of composites,

more efficient propulsion units, high lift devices and

unique configurations.

Introduction

The six design project presented in this paper is a

culmination of Cal Poly's 1992/1993 Flight Vehicle

Design senior design class. The design class' project

varies from year to year. This year the students were

given the task of designing the next generation of
commercial and military subsonic transport. Summaries

of the six design projects are presented in this report,
from small to large commercial transports to the heavy

military lifters.

The 100-150 Passenger Solution

The AC-120 Advanced Commercial Transport

Design Team: AeroCom
Aircraft Name: AC- 120

Team Members: David Duran, Ernest Griffin, Saul

Mendoza, Son Nguyen, Clemm Noernbcrg, and Tim
Pickett.

The main objective of this design is to fulfill the need

for a new airplane to replace the aging I00 to 150

passenger, 1500 nautical mile aircraft such as the
Douglas DC9 and Boeing 737-100 airplanes. After

researching the future aircraft market, conducting
extensive trade studies and analysis of different

configurations, a final design was achieved. The AC-

120's (Figures 1 and 2) main design features include the

incorporation of a three lifting surface configuration

which is powered by two turboprop engines. The AC-

120 is an economically sensitive aircraft which meets the

new FAA Stage 3 noise requirements, and has lower

NOx emissions than current turbofan engine airplanes.

The AC-120 also improves on contelnporary aircraft in

passenger comfort, ease of manufacturing, and lower

operaung costs.

The AC-120 is a commercml transport winch has the

distinct feature of using a three lifting surlace design.

This configuration was chosen to allow for a reduction in

wetted surface area and trun drag. The entire span of the

canard is flapped which helps achieve higher lift

coefficients and smaller control surface areas. The plane

cruises at a speed of Mach .68 at an altitude of 29,000
feet.

Figure 1: From View

__...0.
Figure 2:AC-120 Side View
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TheAC-120usesasupercriticalairfoilandhaswing
aspectratioof9,withawingloadingof98.6poundsper
squarefoot. Theairfoilchosenallowsfora largerfuel
volumeandgivestheplanea range(withmaximum
cargo)of 1550nauticalmiles.ThisrangeallowstheAC-
120tofly fromLosAngelestoChicagonon-stop,giving
it theflexibilitytonotonlybeashortrangeaircraftbut
alsocapableofflyinglongerranges.

Thewing span(Figure 3) is 97.7 feet and has 0

degrees of sweep at the quarter chord. The leading edge

sweep is 3.18 degrees and has no leading edge lift

devices to keep manufacturing cost low. Single slotted

Fowler flaps are used along with outboard ailerons. The

placement of the ailerons, the outboard sections of the
wing allow the pilots to use them for the purposes of trim
and lateral control when the auto pilot is engaged.

Spoilers are used to during landing to increase the
aircraft's decent into crowded airspace or when landing
in urban areas.

Figure ]: AC-120 Top View

The propulsion for the this aircraft is provided by two

turboprop engines using swept-blades. Currently there _s

no turboprop engine capable of producing the

horsepower required (8,500 HP) to power a twin engine

transport the size of the AC-120. Several engines do

exist which possible denvatives could be created, such a.s

the Allison GMA 2100 Turboprop. A predicted

derivative of the GMA 2100 needed to power the AC-

120 would need to have an engine diameter of 54 inches,

a length of 140 inches, dry weight of 2010 pounds, and

operate with a specific fuel consumption of .41 lbs/hp/hr.
The propeller diameters and engine RPM at cruise were

determined by using Hamilton Standard propeller

perlormance charts, with the tip Mach number scaled

down by the cosine of the tip sweep. Estimated propeller

diameters were lound to be 12-14 feet and engine RPM

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo

at cruise to be 1200 ~ 1500 with an efficiency of 0.8.

The reason tor the selecuon of turboprops was duc to the

advantages they have over turbofans. Examples of these

advantages are lower emissions, reduced ground
handling expense and reduced maintenance and

acquisition cost.

The AC-120 comes in two different passenger seating

arrangements; a mixed and an all tourist configuration

The mixed class layout is configured to 110 passengers,
10 seats in business class and 100 in tourist for va tounfit

arrangement. The business class seats are situated in an a

four abreast arrangement and are m a 36 inch pitch width

seats being 21 inches wide and havc 25 inch aisles. This

arrangement provides a comfort equal to that of the

Boeing 747-400 first class seating. The economy seats
are 18.5 inches wide, have 18 inch wide aisles and are at

a 31 inch seat pitch arranged six abreast. The 120

passenger layout is arranged in 20 rows of seats in a 6

abreast configuration and are in a 31 inch seat pitch. The
seat width is similar to those in the mixed class

configuration. At a width of 18.5 inches and 18 inch

aisles, the all tourist class layout provides the widest
economy seats available, comparable to only the

economy seats to be found in the Boemo_. 777.

The acquisition cost for the AC-120 is 24.5 million

dollars. This price kept low due to the aircraft's use of
inexpensive aluminum and avoided the use of expensive

composites. Currently the AC-120 operates at cost of 6

cents per passenger mile (USD) for a 1500 nautical mile
and the cost rises to 7 cents lot a 800 nautical mile

mission.

The AC-120 use of swept blade technology allows it to

beat existing turbofans with a fuel savings of 30%.

Along with the low drag to the three lifting surface

design, high passenger comfort, low unit and operating

cost makes the AC- 120 a strong player m already crowed
aircral l market.

The SA-150 Advanced Commercial Transport

Design Team: Weasel Works
A_rcraft Name: SA-150

Team Members: Kevin Alkema, Mike Comcaux, Tim

Gilbert, Victor Para, and George Tocpfer.

The Weasel Works design team was presented with a

request for proposal (RFP) at the beginning of

September, 1992. This RFP required that a new alrcral't

be designed in the 100 to 150 passenger range entering
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service by the year 2000. The new aircraft also needed

to meet all current FAR parts 25 and 121 requirements
and the more stringent emissions requirements and stage

IV noise requirements. This new aircraft was limited to

take-off on a 5000 ft runway at 95°F at sea level. With

these restrictions in mind, the aircraft had to operate up

to an altitude of 40,000 ft with a cruise speed of Mach

.76 traveling up to 1500 nautical miles with international
fuel reserves while carrying full passengers and baggage

with 20% overage.

The Weasel Works design team decided that in order

to assure salability, the new aircraft would have to out

perform Boeing's 737-500 model aircraft as well as meet

the RFP requirements. Thus the goals for design became

a comparable unit cost, lower direct operating costs, and

an increased comfort level to help achieve a higher load
factor for the airlines.

As is the custom, price was the bottom line. When all

was said and done, Weasel Works came up with a

product that will cost 30 million 1993 dollars assuming a

production of 800 units. This is higher than the 737

price of about 25 million dollars. However, much of this

cost is incurred due to the use of composites in the wing

and the use of a fly-by-wire system. If the price of

composites and manufacturing processes of composites

lowers as the years pass, which they should as more

becomes known about them, then the price of the SA-150

should drop. This is not true of the fly-by-wire system,
however, since as the price of the equipment decreases,

more and more software will be added to the system

which seems to be ever increasing in cost.

The SA-150 is much less sensitive to fuel prices than

the competition. With fuel prices at 65 cents per gallon,
the 737-500 has an estimated direct operating cost of
4.17 cents per available seat mile (ASM) while the SA-

150 has a DOC of 4.21 ASM. However, with an

increase of just 4.2 cents per gallon the SA-150 and the

737-500 will have an equal DOC. Any larger increase

will make the SA-150 more profitable to run. This event
seems quite probable with the current Clinton

administrations attempt to increase fuel taxes.. So with

higher fuel prices in mind, the Weasel Works design
team felt that the SA-150 would be a winner. The

aircraft's end design incorporates several distinctive

features (Figures 4, 5, and 6)) and creative design

concepts which are described below.
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Figure 4. SA-150 Front View
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Figure 5.SA-150 Side View

Figure 6. SA-150 "fop View

The most outstanding features of the aircraft are the

"V" tail and the high aspect ratio wing. The "V" tail was

originally chosen in order to reducc surface area and to

decrease drag. In order to avoid porting drag by moving
the entire tail surface for trim this function wall be

performed by fuel pumping. Double hinged control

surfaces were used to achieve the control power required,

however, due to the need for even more control power

during one engine out operations the reduced tail surface
area was not realized. Instead, the wetted surface area

had to be increased causing an increase in skin friction

drag. Yet all was not lost, for only two surfaces mate

with the fuselage instead of three which causes less

interference drag. This reductton in interference drag

cancels out the increase in skin friction drag leaving a no

gain and no loss situation in comparison w_th a
conventional tail. Two benefits were realized. One

being a distinctive appearance which would help in

marketing. The other advantage is that the two surfaces

are identical and symmetrical winch lessens the cost of
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manufacture.

The other distinctive feature of tile SA-150 _s the 12

aspect ratio wing. This is a substantial increase over the

Boeing 737-500 which uses an aspect ratio of

approximately 8. At the same time, the wing was

constrained to a wingspan of 107 ft to ensure that the

aircraft fits into existing gateways and maintenance

facilities. The high aspect ratio was chosen in order to

reduce induced drag. Induced drag comprises a majority

of the total aircraft drag in all flight regimes. It was

thought lowering this value would have a large effect on

DOC during cruise and thus generate a superior product.

The problem with the high aspect ratio is its

susceptibility to aeroelastic flutter effects. In order to

compensate for this, the Weasel Works design team

utilized the directional strength qualities of composite

materials. This had the additional advantage of lowering

the weight of the wing which then allowed for down-

sizing and fuel reduction further reducing aircraft gross

weight. In order to utilize the inherent advantages of

composite materials, we eliminated the traditional twin

spar design of conventional aluminum wings and used a
one piece structure. This structure lends itself well to an

automated manufacturing process which will ensure

consistent quality and reduce labor costs. However. the

cost of the structure will still be more expensive than

conventional designs at tins time.

The wing sits about 7.5 ft off the ground at the root

location with landing gear deployed and flat tires. The

SA-150 fuselage rests 5.3 ft above the ground under

these conditions which prowdes for easy one person

servicing. These dimensions are a d_rect result of the

engine size and tip over requirements. The engines

mounted under the wing are Rolls-Royce/BMW BR-700-

17 engines which provide our required 16,000 lbf thrust

requirements (determined by second stage climb).

Weasel Works design team felt that it would be cost

prohibitive to have an engine designed to our own

specifications so the BR-700 was selected from available

engines in this thrust range as the best opuon. With the

lowest specific fuel consumption, an acceptable fan

dleaneter of 53 inches and a low wmght (675 lbf lower

than the CFM56-3), no other engine currently compares

to it. Rolls-Royce has also guaranteed it to bc 30c_

below stage Ill noise requirements which we believe will

be more than adequate to satisfy prolx)sed Stage IV

requirements.

The length of the fuselage is 107 ft which (with a
diameter of 13.2 ft) results m a fineness ratio of about 8.

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo

This is considered optimum for drag considerations. In
an attempt to further reduce manufactunng costs of the

aircraft, the fuselage will be built with the frames and

stringers father apart than usual. The skins will then

have to be thicker in order to provide the necessary,

strength. This reduces the number of fasteners required

which has a direct effect on manufacturing cost. An

additional advantage is that fail safe tear straps will not

be needed providing a slight weight savings. Without an
secondary structure to take the loads m case of a failure

additional testing will be required to insure satiety of the

design.

The SA-150 aircraft has three passenger

configurations, a 108 dual class, a 118 single class, and a

124 high density class. In comparison, the 737-500"s

three passenger configurations consist of a 108 dual

class, 120 normal class, and 126 high density class

seating arrangement with an interior cabin diameter of 11

ft 7 inches. However, the SA-150 surpasses the 737-500
with an inner cabin diameter of 12 ft 8 inches and overall

roomier seat pitches (33 inches being the normal class

seat pitch). The larger cabin diameter allows for wider
ann rests which hold told out trays removing the need for

seat back trays (which tend to shake the seats and are

considered annoying). With the higher seat pitch, the

larger cabin d_neter, and wider ann rests, the SA-150

carries about the stone amount of passengers/br the stone

ticket price as the Boeing 737-500 yet provides a more

comfortable and roomier atmosphere /'or the passenger.

This will allow the airlines to sell a superior product and

build a good reputation, thus increasing their load

factors. The resulting bottom line is increased profits for
the airlines.

With its high efficiency, enhanced passenger comfort,

and distinctive appearance, the SA-150 will meet the

needs of the an'lines in the 21st century.

The 250-350 Passenger Solution

The JB-300 Advanced Conunercial Transport

Design Team: TAC Team
Atrcraft Namc: JB-300

Team Members: Gilles de Brouwcr, Katherine Graham,

Jim Ison, Viuce Juare, Steve Moskalik, Jon Pankonin,

and Arnold Wemstem

In the fail of 1992, the TAC ./'e_un was presented with

a Request for Proposal (RFP) for a mid-size (250-350

PAX) commercial transport. '/'he result was an aircraft
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that is highly competitive in the areas of passenger

comfort, performance, environmental and economic

aspects.

By using fly by wire, a high aspect ratio supercritical

wing, a new type of Very High By-pass Ratio (VHBR)

turbofan engine, an optimized, low drag configuration,

and mild use of composites the JB-300 (Figure. 7), offers

a significant performance improvement. It is an

economically viable choice to the airlines with an total

operating cost as low as 1.76 C/PAX/mile.

Figure 7 JB-300 Three-View

Introduction, The design philosophy of the TAC

Team, was to design a highly competitive,

technologically advanced aircraft w_th low operational

cost and development risk, that is compatible with

technological advancements and restrictions, and
economical over the life of the aircraft. This was

achieved by several means. First, a fly by wire control

system was incorporated to improve performance and

design flexibility. Second, a high aspect ratm

supercritical wing with a low wing loading, sweep, and
winglets provided a cruise lift to drag ratio of 2 l. A Pratt
& Whitney VHBR turbofan engine known as the

Advanced Ducted Propulsion (ADP) provided a cruise
SFC of .45 lbf/lbt/hr, and low noise levels. A

conventmnal structure made of primarily aluminum

alloy, with moderate use of composites minimized risk

and cost while still allowing a takeoff and empty weight

of 286000 lbs, and 141000 lbs respectively. The

maximum payload and range of up to 75000 ibs and

7000 NM are highly competitive with competing aircraft.

Finally, an optimized conventional configuration was

used to achieve a good balance between cost,

aerodynamic and structural efficiency.

Fly by Wire Flight Control System. The JB-300 has

a triple redundant and electro-hydraulic digital fly-by-

wire flight control system. This system was chosen

19

primarily because of its weight reduction, and it's

stability augmentation capability. It also improves the

ride quality associated with low wing loading, h_gh

aspect ratio wing designs by providing active gust
alleviation.

Supercritical Wing. The supercritical wing allowed

the sweep Io be reduced by 7.5 °, 2000 ft higher cruising
altitudes, a 1.8% increase in L/D, and a 4q decrease in

fuel and takeoff weight due to decreased wing weight
and drag. The current wing destgn has an aspect ratio of

10.5, a 31 degree sweep, a total area of 2900 sqft. a 173

ft span, winglets, a 15.5 _ thickness ratio at the root
tapering down to 10 % near the tip, and a design cruise

lift coefficient of 0.5 l. At Mach .82 thts wing has 8 to

13 counts of cruise compressibility drag.

The main advantage of this wing is that it allows the

JB-300 to have up to 44 % less induced drag than a

Boeing 76"7 during cruise. This improvement comes

from the aircraft having a 25 % lower span loading
(lbs/ft wing span)., as induced drag is proportional to the

span loading squared. The wing's 36 % increase in

weight fraction (0.15) over currently llymg design's is

completely offset by reduced structural weight due to
decreased fuel loads.

Propulsion System. The Pratt & Whitney ADP was

selected primarily for it's low SFC of .45 and low noise

output. Using a low thrust version, 46000 Ibs thrust, also

eliminated the weight penalty and minimized the size

_nalty as shown in Table 1.

This resulted in a cruise SFC penalty of only 3%

caused by the engine operating at a lngher than optimum
cruise thrust. This engine is also expected to provide a 5
to 10 dB decrease in noise contributing to tile lower
overall noise levels in ip.dicated in the noise section of

this paper.

Table 1 Airfreane/Engine
Airfrmne/ 767-300

en,o.me PW4056
Thrust (lbs) 56000

Diam. (ft) 9.2

Combination Comparison
A300-600 JB-300

CF-6-80C2 ADP

59000 46000

9.8 10.8

Aircraft Configuration. The JB-300 has the low risk

and cost associated with a conventional configuration yet

has a major improvement m performance over current

competitors. The final design, Figure. 7 was arrived at

by optimizing the preliminary design. Several specific

changes were required to minimize trim drag associated
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witha supercriticalwing. Theseincludedaddinga
centerlinemainlandinggear,a tail fueltrimtank,and
repositioningthewing. Thesechangesimprovedthe
overallperlormancewithoutsignificantlyincreasing
cost. The optimumwing loadingwas foundby
investigatinga familyof configurationswithdifferent
wingareas.Wingsweepandthicknesswerealso
adjustedasneededforoptimumperformance.Theresult
wasthatthecurrent designs low wing loading, and span

loading configuration provides a 4.5% fuel weight
savings, compared to a 23 % higher wing loading case,

while not affecting the gross weight. It also has lower

noise levels by reducing thrust required during the

takeoff and landing phases as shown in Table 2 below.

Table 2 JB-300 and Certification Noise Levels

Flight
Condition

Approach
Sideline

Takeoff

FAR 36-

8 Stage 3
(EPNdB)

102.3

99.0

94.5

Anticipated

Stage 4
(EPNdB)

99.3

96.0

91.5

JB-300

Predicted

+/-2.5 dB

(EPNdB)

94.1

83.9

75.6

Conclusions. The JB-300 has several distinct

advantages that make it more efficient and cost effective

than the competition. It successfully integrates 24 ck

more fuel efficient VHBR engines that are currently

being developed, and has reduced noise. The engine's

large diameter also prevents them from being
incorporated by current aircraft at a later tune.

The JB-300's low cost conventmnal configurauon

would allow for a $53 million dollar acquisition cost,

based on 1993 dollars for a production run of 505 It's
high fuel efficiency, and low cost design resulted low

direct operating costs and total operating cost as low as
1.76 C/PAX/mile.

Gwen a demand for 505 aircraft, the JB-300 provides

an economic alternative to the Boeing 767, and the

Airbus 300, 330, and 340. It does this with greatly

reduced environmental impact, fuel use, and fuel price
sensmvity.

The 800 Plus Passenger Solution

The VLCT-13 Advanced Commercial Transport

Design Team: Aeroheads
A_rcraft Name: VLCT-13

Team Members: Wflfredo Balanon, Pamela Beal,

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo

Matthew Cotton, Manuel Parayo, Terri Sowels, and
H_toshi Takahashi

Introduction. Bocino and members of Airbus have

joined together in a feasibihty study of a new long-haul
commercial transport w_th a capacity of 600 - 800

passengers (PAX). The market lor the proposed design

would be the Transpacific. By 2001. 30 million

passengers are expected to travel the Pacific Rim.
corresponding to a growth of 8%. Typical city pairs

include Los Angeles to Sydney and Chicago to Hong

Kong, a trip of about 16 hours. With such a long trip, a

philosophy of passenger comfort at an economical price

controlled the VLCT-13 design (Figure 8).

Weight, The maximum payload for the VLCT-13

would be 200,000 pounds. This is based on 800 PAX

weighing 175 pounds with 40 pounds of baggage, 30,000

pounds of cargo. Along with 500,000 pounds of fuel and
reserves to travel 7,000 NM, the maximuin takeoff

weight of the VLCT-13 is 1.4 million pounds. The

operational empty weight of the VLCT-13 is 600,000

pounds. A tried and true, conventional configurauon
resulted; this is shown in Figure 8.

2T

lqgure 8 Top View of the VLCT-13

Performance. The thrust reqmred lor takeoff is

400,000 pounds: the mrcraft is powered by/bur engines,

each producing 100,000 pounds of thrust. A wing

_°_d0 f_2° fli __elbin/Soqs_to_VL _aT,VLnCTisl _p: ,_ ii':gcra_u_sae?_

high aspect ratio is desired: 11.63 was chosen. In cruise,

VLCT-13 has a lift-to-drag ratio of 21.5. From a

payload-range calculation, the VLCT-13 can fly 9,000
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nauticalmilesatmaximumtakeoffweight.A ferryrange
is14,000nauticalmiles.

Cost. Anairplanemarketpriceof$190millionbased
in 1993dollars.ThecurrentBoeing747-400market
priceis$151million. TheVLCT-13carriestwicethe
numberof passengersfor only 1.3timesthemarket
price.Thissavingsispassedon in termsof costper
availableseat-mile,only2.8centsperavailableseat-mile
with800PAX. In thegrowthversion,2.3centsper
availableseat-milecanbeattained.

Interior. The fuselage diameter is 27 feet. The main

deck has ten across seating of business class. This

Business class is the VLCT-13's Tourist class in keeping

with the design philosophy. The upper deck has seven

across seating representing the Business 1st class which

has a 40" pitch. This two class arrangement
accommodates 852 PAX. The growth version does not

require buying a new airplane; changing the seat size to

20" by 32" pitch and retaining 96 Business 1st seats will
accommodate 1012 PAX. There are 16 Type A

emergency exits; both the upper and main decks have
four exits on either side. An estimated 1030 passengers

can be evacuated from the VLCT-13. The emergency

exits on the upper deck have tube slides since the door is

27 feet above the ground and passengers may feel

uncomfortable seeing such a long drop.

Landing Gear. The VLCT-13 requires 28 tires. The

nose gear has four tires which are stearable. The main

gear struts have six tires. There are two wing gear and

two fuselage gear. The fuselage gear telescope up to

facilitate storage. The main gear carry 76% of VLCT-

13's weight. With an LCN of 112, the VLCT-13 can

land in any existing international airport.

Extras. A folding wing option is offered with the

VLCT-13. By reducing the wing span 100 feet, the
VLCT-13 can fit into B747 loading bays. A unique

concept for this airplane is the vortex turbine. This

turbine uses the vortex produced by the aercxlynamics of

the wing to produce an estimated 400 hp. This extra

power can be used to power PAX computers, galley

microwaves, etc. An added aerodynamic benefit is a 6%

drag reduction.

Conclusion. A very large commercial transport IS

required to support 800 - 1000 PAX comfortably for
about 16 hours. The VLCT-13 can carry 1000 PAX

without growing the airplane. Recommendations for

further study include: passenger egress, landing gear, the
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vortex turbine and a_rport compatibility.

The VLCT-13 uses existing technology and a tr_ed and

true configuration at only 1.3 times the market price of

Boeing's 747-400. With the expected growth in

passenger travel along the Pacific Rim, aJ_ aircraft of this
size is required.

The 800,000 lb Global Range Military Solution

The Cetaceopteryx Heavy Military Airlift

Design Team: Hydra
Aircraft Name: Cetaceopteryx

Team Members: Chad Brivkalns. Nicole English.

Tahmeneh Kazimi, Kim Kopel, Seth Kroger, Edmund

Ortega

Introduction. The Hydra Cetaceopteryx is a global

range military transport aircraft. The Hydra team found

that the changing role of the military was very influential

in the design philosophy of tile Cetaceopteryx. With the

current wave of closures of US. bases on foreign soil,

America's transport aircraft will face longer ranges wltJl

less refueling. The amount of distributed supplies is also

dwindling, leaving the bulk of American military

equipment and manpower stationed on domestic soil.

The Cetaceopteryx is faced then Wll]l being a large

expensive aircraft carrying large expensive payloads over

incredibly long distances. The obvious cost and

vulnerability of this type of mission, dictates that the

Cetaceopteryx not be used as a tactical lifter delivering

cargo to combat areas. It will fly instead from a main

supply base in the US. to a large airport transfer point

and distribute its cargo to smaller tactical lifters such as
the McDonnell Douglas C-17. These smaller aircraft
will then fly directly to combat arca.s.

Because the Cetaceopteryx is a cargo a_rcraft, the
cargo bay was considered to be of the uUnost importm_ce

m the overall design. Initially the cargo bay was
designed as short and wide. This was done in order to

ease loading and unloading of the aircraft. However, the

resulting ovular shape was found to be structurally

inefficient. A longer thinner, more orcular fuselage was

then adopted because of its structural and aerodynamic

benefits. To com_nsate for its loading shortlhlls, a nose

door was added. The floor wa.s designed wide enough to

load two tanks concurrently .side by side. The above

dimensional requiremenL,; also allow the Cetaceopteryx

to hold four full McDolmcll l)ouglax C-17 load.,, .situated

two loads across and two load.,, longitudinally "l'lus wax
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a considerationfor therapiddeploymentof cargoto
awaitingtacticalaircraft. Thetwohundredcombat
troopswereplacedontheupperdeckof theplane.They
wcrespacedataseatpitchof fortyinchessothatthey
couldattachtheirpacksto theseatd_rectlym frontof
them

In theInitialphaseofdesign,tileHydrateamrealized
thatinorderto fulfill thestrenuousrequirementsof the
requestforproposal(RFP),averyefficient,highlift,low
dragwingwouldbenecessary.Duetothesheersize
requirementsof theaircraft,a conventionalwingwas
soonfoundtobeastructuralhindrance.Thehighaspect
ratiosrequiredby theaircraftweretoo structurally
demandingfor theconventionalwingapproach.The
alternativesthatwereconsideredweretandem,forward
swept, joined wing, and variousthree surface
configurations.It wasfoundthatthejoinedwingwasan
excellent compromisebetweenstructural and
aerodynamiccharacteristics.Thejoined wing is
comprisedof twowingsin theconfigurationshown
below.(Figure9). Thefrontwingwaschosentobea
highwingin ordernotto interferewiththecargobay
whichwassituatedlowmthefuselage.Therearwing
joinsthefrontwingatseventypercentofthesemi-span.
The Cetaceopteryxdoesnot havea conventional
horizontaltail butreliesinsteadon therearwingfor
control.A canardwasalsoincorporatedforcontroland
forlift attakeoffforrotation.

Tile Cetaceopteryxjoined wing has threemain
advantagesovera conventionalwing with similar
parmneters.Firstly,thewingstructureislighterthanthat
of anaerodynamicallyequivalentcantileverwing-tail
configuration.Secondly,wingsof higherthannormal
aspectratio, which with conventionaldesignare
structurallyunfeasible,canbeusedwith very.good
structuralandaerodynamicefficiency.Andlastly,the
elongatedwingbox structureallowslot largerfuel
volumestoragethanaconventionalwingwouldallow.

Thespecificjoinedwingconfigurationchosenbythe
Hydragroupwasa compromisebetweenaerodynamic
andstructuralconsiderations.Foraerodynamicsto be
optimized,thewingsmustbejoinedatthetips,sothat
bothwingshavethesamespan. Unlortunatelythis
configurationtendsto bemorestructurallyinefficient
thanacantileverdesign.Forstructuraloptimization,the
wingsmustattachatapproximatelyonethirdthesemi-
spanofthefrontwing.Withthisconfigurationhowever,
allaerodynamicadvantagesoffilejoinedwingarelost.

California Polytechnic State University
San Lais Obispo

The Hydra team found that a rear to front wing span

ratio of 0.7 was a good compromise between the above

extremes. Structurally. the wing was forced to become

heavier due to the reduced support encountered at file
larger span ratio. Aerodynamically. the Oswald

efficiency factor was cut from a possible 1.15 to

approximately 1.0. Even with these compromises, the

joined wing was still a much more attractive solution

than the conventional wing.

Figure 9- Cetaceopteryx Isometric View

Composites were used as the primary structural

material in the Cetaceopteryx. This decision was made

because strict range requirements reqmred as light an

aircraft as possible. Composites are being used

increasingly in industry and given the technological

lmaitations in aluminum, seem to be the material of the

future. The Hydra team used composites in ways that are

currently being manufactured. The non-orcular fuselage
structure was made with an isogrid back bone. The

isogrid is a series of ribs forming a grid of isometric

triangles glued to the inside of a composite skin. The

grid was arranged so that one direction of ribs ran

parallel to the longitudinal direction of the fuselage. This

was done to ,allow the maxunum resistance to bending in
that d_rection.

Advantages of the lsognd over conventional frame and

stnnger constructioll are twofold. Fu'slly, the isogrid is a

more efficient structure distributing loads more evenly

throughout its mass. Secondly, isogrid construction is

easier to manufacture, reqmring less manpower and

material. The wings were designed m such a way as to

be easy to manufacture using extrusion, automatic tape

laying and filament winding methods. There was one

area of the aircraft where composites were not used. In

general, the large loads being transmitted through each
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side of the rear wing tend to equal each other causing

compressive loads in the wing. If however, one side of

the wing happens to stall and lose its lift, all of the lateral

loads from the lifting wing are transmitted into the
vertical tail. These loads would cause a rigid structure

made of composites to fail. Therefore a less rigid
aluminum material was used in the vertical tail structure.

Propulsion for the Cetaceopteryx was accomplished

with six General Electric GE90 high bypass ratio engines

each producing over 100,000 pounds of thrust. GE
sources verified that this number would be attainable in

production engines by the manufacture date of this

aircraft. The engines were initially mounted beneath the

rear wing. This was done because at the time, the front

wing was mounted low on the fuselage for aerodynamic
reasons and there wasn't enough room below the wing

for the twelve foot diameter engines. This decision was
reconsidered when it was realized that because of the

large anhedral and the height of rear wing root,

maintenance on the engines would be next to impossible.

The front wing was then moved to a high position on the

fuselage and the engines mounted underneath. The

GE90 engine was chosen over the Pratt & Whitney

PW4084 because it met the thrust requirements with a

minimal number of engines. The GE90 also had a low

SFC, met stringent noise requirements, and had low
emissions.

The idea behind designing the landing gear for the

Cetaceopteryx, was to use the fewest amount of wheels

and struts in order to minimize size and weight, while

retainmg the ability to operate under the huge required

operating loads. To achieve these goals, large high

pressure tires were chosen for the highest load carrying

capability distributed among as few tires as possible.
The same tires were used for both the nose and main

landing gear. Tile nose gear is comprised of six wheels

arranged into two triple bogies placed at the edge of the

fuselage in pods. The main gear consists of thirty-six

wheels arranged in two rows of six struts each holding

three wheels. The same struts, bogies, tires, and

retracUon sequence were used for both the nose and mare

gear. The mmn gear can rotate 20 degrees to the left and
right of the centerline. This feature was added to reduce

the turning radius of the aircraft. In flight controlled ure

inflation was added so that stresses on paved

intermedmte runways could be minimized. The

unusually high ACN rating of 110 at maximum gross

takeoff weight would require that. the initial home base

runway, where the aircraft will be heaviest would have to

have a specially reinforced surtace. Once the plane has
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reached its intermediate point however, the ACN rating

falls to 87 due to the weight loss from fuel burn. This

rating is low enough for normal runway operations. Two

extendible supports were added to help distribute the

loading stresses more evenly onto the landing surface
during nose loading.

The Cetaceopteryx uses new ideas in aircraft design to

provide a unique solution to a complex problem. Using

advanced materials and new research, it attains

capabilities that have previously been unattainable.

Designed for the role of global range strategic transport,
the Cetaceopteryx uses a joined wing to improve upon

conventional wing design in weight savings, structural

efficiency, and longer range. The Cetaceopteryx

provides a feasible solution to the changing needs of

global military operations for decades to come.

The Ostrich Heavy Military Airlift

Design Team: Trash Haulers
Aircraft Name: Ostrich

Team Members:

Introduction. Rece_ll studies have shown all

increased need for a global range military transport

capable of carrying large numbers of troops and
equipment from the continental United States to

anywhere m the world. This _s due m part to tile
reduction in the number of US bases abroad, as well as

the changing world political clhnate.

The Ostrich, which is showtl in Figure 10, 1,_ a

multibody military transport capable of carrying 800,000

Ix)unds of payload 6,500 NM. and returning without

refueling.

Figure 10 Three View of the Ostrich

Two main factors guided the design of the Ostrich.

The first was a need to keep the size to a minimum. Size
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wasimportantbecauseofthelargerangeandlongrange.
Theotherfactorwasthecost.Reducnonsincostwere
achievedbyusingexistingtechnologmsin thedesignof
theOstrichincludingexistingMcDonnellDouglasC-17
fuselageswithslightmodifications.Theresultsof the
preliminarysizingprocessaregiveninTable3.

Table3. Weightsizing,resultsfor
WEIGHTS
Payloadweight
Missionfuelweight
Operating empty weight

Trapped fuel/oil wei_,ht

Crew weight (6 crew)

Empff wei_,ht
Fuel fraction (ff)

the Ostrich

POUNDS

800.000

839,000

650,000

5,000

1,200

6401000
0.61

Gross take-off weight 2.3 million

The aircraft was sized for a Mach number at cruise of
0.73 and flight altitude of 35,000 ft. The required

CLmaxTo was determined to be 2.6. Because the

CLmaxTo was so high, it was important to develop a
low drag, high lift system for the take-off configuration.

The CLmax L was established from the design point to be

o_._,-_but the aircraft was designed with a CLmax L of 3.2,

in order to obtain a slower approach speed.

A specific fuel consumption of 0.4 was projected to be

attainable by the technology availability date of 2010. It

was found that the take-off weight increased with Mach

number. The design Mach number of 0.73 was a
compromise between speed, drag, and structural weight.

The configuration of the Ostrich aircraft was selected

after the consideration of several different designs.

Weight, aerodynamic efficmncy, loadability and cost
were the primary concerns in the selection of a

configuration. The three body fuselage design was
selected after comparing this design to other designs such

as a flying wing and single fuselage.

Studtes have shown that a multibody aircraft

configuration offers many of the advantages of a span-

distributed-load aircraft while retaining configuranon

and operational characteristics much like those of

convenuonal transport aircraft. Reduced wing benthng

moment is accomplished by d_stributlng the load along

the wing. This in turn reduces the overall wmght of the

wing. The overall cost of the multilxxly aircraft can be

reduced by using existing fuselages instead of designing

a single fuselage that is capable of handling the same size

California Polytechnic State University
San Luis Obispo

payload. A further reduction m cost is oblamcd lrom

part commonalty assocmted with the use ol mulnplc

fuselages and empennagcs The three-body

configuration, because it has multiple cargo loading

doors, offers reduced loading and unloading tunes.

The lateral placement of the fuselages was a

compromise between wing bending moment rehef,
maneuverabihty and runway capabihty. The outer

fuselages were placed at a spacing of 100 feet from

centerline to centerline (23% semi-span), which gives the

Ostrich about ten feet of clearance between the landing
gear and the edge of a 150 ft. wide runway.

In order to obtain a high L/D ratio, a wing of enormous

span is necessary. An aspect ratio of 13 was chosen to

reduce the induced drag produced by the wing. A total

wing area of 12,600 sq. ft. wa_s needed to produce the

necessary lift for the Ostrich. This resulted in a

wingspan of 410 ft. The sweep was set at 25 degrees at

the quarter chord position to delay drag divergence

during normal flight operations. Winglets were placed
on the wing tips to reduce induced drag. Fowler flaps

were used at the trmhng edge of the wing to obtain h_gh

lift at take off and landing. The flaps run 80_ span and

with a flap chord ratio of 0.30. The mrfoil selection for

the Ostrich was a derivative of the supercritical MS-86
airloil.

Laminar Flow Control (LFC) suction capability is used

on the leading edge and top of the wing. LFC _s

implemented to increase the L/D by sucking the shear

layer through a porous titanium skin, and thereby

reducing the skin friction drag by delaying transition.

Projections are that by the year 2010, LFC will produce a
20c/c increase in L/D. The LFC consists of a titanium

skin placed on the leading edge and top surface of the

wing and suction units.

With a thrust-to-weight rand of 0.24, the required

thrust for the Ostrich was 560,000 lbs. The engine
chosen for the a_rcraft is a derivative ol the General

Electric GE 90, which is currently producing over

100,000 lbs of thrust. With this thrust, the Ostrich

reqmres s_x engines. The placement of the Ostrich's six

engines on the outboard portmn of the wing was

determined to be the most advantageous position after

considering several other configurations.

The landing gear for the Ostrich consists of sixteen

main bogeys with three wheels each and three nosegear

bogeys with two wheels each. The three wheel main
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bogeys are identical to those used on the McDonnell

Douglas C-17 and was chosen for compatibility with the
C-17 fuselages. Each of the main gears rotate 90 degrees

when retracted for a low pod frontal area. The three-

body configuration, because of its shorter fuselage

lengths, allows for a shorter landing gear strut resulting

in reduced weight and compatibility with existing

loading equipment. Flotation for the Ostrich is

comparable to that of the C-17. The nose gear loading

which range from 8% to 11% of the gross take-off

weight provides sufficient friction for steering.

The entire structure of the Ostrich is 56% composites

allowing for a 30% reduction in the empty weight. The

remaining structure is aluminum. The wing structure is

entirely composites except for the titanium skin on the

upper surface and hinges for the control surfaces. The
titanium skin is needed for the laminar flow control

system. Composites are also used for the empennages,

nacelles, pylons, nose cones, and the center fuselage
tailcone.

The maximum lift to drag coefficient for cruise in the

clean configuration was calculated to be approximately
24. The maximum L/D ratio for take-off with landing

gear retracted is approximately 20, and the maximum

LID for landing with landing gear deployed is

approximately 12.

The Ostrich has an airplane estimated price, AEP, of

$1.2 billion for a 100 unit production quantity assuming

a 15 year operation cycle, 700 flight hours per year

utilization rate and a fuel cost of $0.60 per gallon. The

total life cycle cost of the Ostrich was estimated to be
$162 billion.

In conclusion, the Ostrich is an innovauve approach to
the need to rapidly transport large amounts of cargo and

troops to problem areas around the world without

refueling. By incorporating existing and advanced

technologies, the Ostrich can serve it's mission both

effectively and efficiently.
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THEDESIGN OF A PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINER USING CONCURRENT ENGINEERING CONCEPTS

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Aerospace Engineering Department

Daytona Beach, Florida

Dr. James G. Ladesic

Professor Charles N. Eastlake

Nicholas H. Kictzmann Jr., Teaching Assistant

Abstract

Concurrent Engineering (CE) concepts seek to coordinate

the expertise of various disciplines from initial design

configuration selecUon through product disposal so that

cost efficient design soluUons may be achieved. Integrating

this methodology into an undergraduate design course

sequence may provide a needed enhancement to

enginecrmg education. The Advanced Design Program

(ADP) projcct at Embry-Riddle Acronautical University

(ERAU) is focused on dcveloping recommendations for the

general aviation Primary Flight Trainer (PFT) of the twrenty

first century using methods of CE. This project, over the

next two years, will continue synthesizing the collective

knowledge of teams composed of engineering students

along with students from other degree programs, their

faculty, and key industry, representatives. During the past

year (Phase I), conventional trainer configurations that

comply with current regulations and existing technologies
have been evaluated Phase I efforts have resulted in two

baseline concepts, a h_gh-wmg, convenuonal design named

Triton and a low-wing, mid-engine configuration called

Viper In the second and third years (Phases II and II[),

applications of advanced propulsion, advanced materials,

and unconventional airplane configurations along with

military and commercial technologies which are anticipated

to be within the economic range of general avmtion by the

year 2000, will be considered.

Introduction

Concurrent Engineering is presently receiving a great

deal of attention in many segments of industry due to the

significant reductions in development costs that can be

realized w_th its implementation. It has long been

recognized that ninct) percent of all product development

costs are locked m during the initial concept phase of

preliminary design I CE departurcs from the long standing

approach to design as being a sequential activity. CE

reqmrcs the combination of ever) function revolved in the

development of a product. Th_s would include functions

like engineering, procurement, marketing, sales and user

support groups, all involved in design decision making

early on in the design phase.

Why is CE important to engineering education programs?

For one reason it is believed that the U.S. is losing its

dominance in several industries as a result of engineering

graduates who are poorly prepared in design and product

development:. In fact, industry's view of engineering

design education is that American engineering schools are

producing great scientists but mediocre engineers. In other

words, many universities do not view design as a credible

research discipline. Thus, there has been an increasing
number of engineering graduates specialized in theoretical

and analytical methods, but with minimal design

experience. Integrating CE into engineering education

would help universities keep pace with the needs of

industry and play more vital roles in a competitive U.S.

design strategy..

Professional organizations such as the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the Society of

Automotive Engineers (SAE) strongly emphasize design

activity at the university level; this may be the reason that

the U.S. still lead in aerospace engineering by a thin

margin. However, this dominance is continuing to erode
from 73% of the market share in 1985 to 60% currently. 3

This trend may be linked to problems within the general

aviation (GA) industry. GA makes up a large portion of

the U.S. air transportation system.

Most of the primary flight trainers flying today are aging,

almost to the critical point. Very few new designs (none

from the U.S.) are being manufactured to fill the trainer

roll Most student pilots are being trained with pre-1980

aircraft. A poll of central Florida flight schools confirms

the aging aircraft problem. All schools reported that at

least 80 percent of their fleet are more than ten years old. 4
Some of the more common aircraft used as trainers

include the Cessna models 152 and 172 (both introduced

in the 1950's), the Grumman AG-5B Tiger (introduced in

the 1970's), and the P_per Cadet (introduced in the late

1980's). Figure 1 indicates the dramatic decrease in the

producUon of hght aircraft occurring in the mid 1980's.
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The problems within the GA industry associated with

product liability laws and certification issues have led to the

near extinction of new, single-engine aircraft in the U.S.

Even the so-called newer designs, such as the Aerospatiale

TB9 Tampico Club represent technology that is 20 years

old. Furthermore, the skills developed in flying available

trainers will be of little use to the pilot of a fly-by-wire

airplane having velocity vectoring and a side-arm controller

such as those seen in the corporate, airline, and military

sectors. 4 Thus, the utthly of general aviation aircraft

becomes important in maintaining consistency with an

expanding national airspace system.

Single Engine Piston Aircraft Shipment_

16

12

Aircraft
x 1000 8

76 78 80 82 84 86 88 90 92

Calendar Year

Fig. 1 U.S. Shipments of Single-Engine Primary Flight
Aircraft.

phase investigates conventional trainer configurations that
comply with current regulations and existing technologies;

the now airplane. In the second phase, applications of

advanced propulsion, advanced materials, and

unconventional airplane configurations will be considered.

Third year activities will focus on the adaptation of military

and commercial technologies which are anticipated to be

within the economic range of general aviation by the year
2000.

NASA Langley Research Center

The ADP at Embry-Riddle commenced with the

gathering of pertinent information applicable to PFT
designs driven by methods of CE. Areas of investigation
included:

• Low Reynolds Number/Laminar Flow Technology

• Stall Pattern Tailoring

• In-Flight Operational Loads

• Forecasting of GA Activity

• Changes in Airworthiness Regulations

• Product Liability and Certification Issues

Description of Project

The Advanced Design Program (ADP) at Embry-Riddle

Aeronautical University (ERAU) is focused on developing

recommendations for the primary flight trainer (PFT) of the
twenty first century using methods of CE. Embry-Riddle
has the unique opportunity to explore CE within the
framework of aviation-related curricula. Students and

faculty from a variety of programs such as aviation

business, avionics, flight, aircraft maintenance along with

engineering allow for collaborative efforts in the

development of advanced primary flight trainers,

representative of realistic, industry-type design projects.

Thus, over the next two years, the ADP project will

continue synthesizing the collective knowledge of teams

comprised of engineering students, students from other

degree programs, their faculty, and key industry

representatives.

The development of the ADP/PFT is divided into three

phases. All phases are supported by the research activities

of a graduate teaching assistant visiting NASA/Langley

Research Center during a summer internship. The first

• Advanced Prototyping and Manufacturing Technology

• Proven Concurrent Engineering Programs

Preliminary recommendations as a result of this research

activity included:

Utilization of existing NASA NLF airfoils which have

been enthusiastically accepted by the GA industry.

Consideration of leading edge droops as an effective

means for preserving aileron authority at high angles

of attack and eliminating wing twist.

Investigation of in-flight data acquisition systems for

improving future designs, pilot performance

evaluations, and safety.

Phase I

Over one-hundred students, faculty, and representatives

from the aerospace community have been involved in

design and research activities during this phase. The initial

two semesters of the proje¢: (92-93 academic year) were

structured to generate modem, FAR Part 23 certifiable
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aircraftdesignsto be usedas standardsof comparison

against the futurc designs of Phases II and III. This

structuring was based on the fact that no existing PFT

aircraft fully comply with the present FAR Part 23. By
imposing design constraints such as use of certified, in-

production engines, selection of proven aerodynamic

configurations, and employment of proven fabrication

methods, several now atrplane designs were developed.

Embry-Riddle employs an aircraft preliminary design

course and an aircraft detail design course. The

preliminary design activities included concept and mission

selection, configuration sizing, powerplant substantiation,

weight and balance, stability and control, cost estimates,

and considerations of manufacturing, repairability, and

disposal of the aircraft. This past year, 22 teams were

involved in preliminary design and were introduced to

concurrent engineering through teleconferences and visits

from engineers at NASA/Langley Research Center. In

addition, instructors from non-engineering programs such

as Embry-Riddle's Aircraft Maintenance Technology and

Aeronautical Science departments supplied information

regarding maintainability, repairability, human factors and
pilot preferences essential in the design of a primary flight

trainer.

For this project, a set of design parameters and mission

profiles had to be tailored to fit the requirements of both the

design course and a PFT as decided upon by the design

course instructors. The design parameters require that
aircraft:

• comply with FAR Part 23 including occupant safety
and crashworlhiness

• use an FAA certified powerplant currently in

production.

• comply with FAA VFR standards upgradable to IFR.

• accomadate two to four occupants.

• demonstrate good spin recovery characteristics.

• assure a structural life of at least 10,000 flight hours.

• reach cruise speed of at least 120 knots.

• be able to take-off or land in no more than 3,000 feet.

• cost no more than $50,000, excluding avionics, for
production of 1,000 aircraft over five years.

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Each aircraft had to satisfy one of two mission profiles.

The first mission represents a general transportation

scenario while the second that of a flight trainer.

Mission 1: Take-off

Climb to 5,000 ft
Cruise for 500 nautical miles

Loiter for 45 minutes with reserve

Land

Take-off

Cruise 500nm

oiter 45 min

Land

Fig, 2 Mission Profile 1.

Mission 2: Ten cycles of take-off and land (Touch and Go)
Take-off

Climb to 3,000 ft

Maneuver at 2 g's for 15 minutes
Cruise 100 nautical miles with reserve

Land

Crmse 100nm

Maneuver 30 mm/_

Descend to landm 8 /o_

_
Take-off 10 Cycles Land

Fig. 3 Mission Profile 2.

The aircraft detail design course activities include

structural design, load calculations and load path

evaluation, system design and installation, material

selection, manufacturing processes, and hardware

familiarization. This past spring there were 14 teams

assigned to conduct structural designs of the wing,

empennage, and tail surfaces as well as the operation and

installation of the control system. All components were

designed for fatigue life and operational environments

outlined in a statement of work for each project.
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From the eight preliminary aircraft designs developed in

the first semester of the program (Fall of 1992), two were

selected for detail design. This selection was based upon

the design's level of creativity, feasibility, and potential role

as a primary flight trainer plus the completeness of the

supporting documentation. The combined efforts of the

preliminary and detail design courses have resulted in two

baseline concepts, a high-wing, conventional design named

Triton and a low-wing, mid-engine configuration called

Viper.

The Triton Primary Flight Trainer

Configuration. The Triton Primary Flight Trainer (PFT)

is a side-by-side, two-place, fixed-gear aircraft that

conforms to all of the project design parameters. The

aircraft has a cantilever high wing which provides excellent

downward visibility, easy ingress and egress, and houses a

gravity-fed fuel system. The Triton can be certified in

either the normal or utility category. A single Lycoming

0-235 engine enables the aircraft to attain a cruise speed of

120 knots. A summary of specificaUons and dimensions of

the Triton are on the following page.

Design Features. The Triton has several modern design

features that make it different from most of today's general

aviation planes. First and foremost, the cabin was designed

with ample internal volume for occupant safety and with

structural reinforcement to insure increased protection.

The cantilever wing eliminates the need for external strut

bracing and thus reduces parasite drag and increases

downward visibility. A large forward-opening "hood" to

accommodate maintenance of the engine, and permits easy

inspection and preflight procedures. There are inspection

panels located throughout the aircraft for maintenance and
inspection of control systems, flap mechamsms, wiring, and
structures. Since high wing aircraft generally have poor

upward visibility, a tinted window is provided between the

wing spars in the cabin roof. The cargo area (42.5 ft 3) in
the Triton can also accommodate a third seat which would

meet the requirements of the flight instruction program

currently employed at Embry-Riddle. This program, called

Gemini flight instruction, has two students and one

instructor in the same aircraft during training. One student

receives flight instruction while the other observes the

process.

Versatility. Mission versatility was one of the design

goals for the Triton design team. While sized for the

Lycoming 0-235, the engine compartment can

accommodate a larger engine. Utility category

certification, baggage compartment accessibility, and

baggage capacity enable the aircraft to be used for cargo or
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general aviation transportation. A three-passenger version

configured for the Gemini flight training program is

achieved without airframe changes or the need for

supplemental certification. Since the high wing with the

overhead window allow for excellent visibility, the Triton
could also be used as an observation and reconnaissance

aircraft. The high wing design and tricycle gear

arrangements also permit conversion from a land-based

aircraft to an amphibian.

Occupant Safety. There are several safety features

employed in the Triton to maximize occupant safety and

crash protection. The firewall is angled at the bottom so

that the aircraft can slide along the ground without digging

into the earth during a forward, falling impact. Angling

the firewall also reduces the chance of fuselage buckling in
the event of a crash 5. Separate fuel tanks are set in the

wing to avoid leaking and accidental puncture. The Triton

is also equipped with energy-absorbing, "S-frame",
JAARS 6 passenger seats.

i i/z

JAARS Seat (

Four Point Harness

)
Fig. 4 Triton Cockpit layout.

The seat tracks are rigidly fastened to the floor structure so

that they can absorb crash loads without dislodging from
the airframe. Finally, four-point occupant restraint

harnesses are attached at the floor and the wing

carrythrough structure.

Configuration Sizing and Aerodynamics. Before any

configuration sizing was done, the preliminary weight and
fuel fractions were calculated for each of the two nussions

to determine which of these yielded the highest gross take-

off weight. A weight of 1,785 lb came from the first

mission (see Mission Profiles) and was used throughout

the conceptual design phase until weight and balance was

completed. The weight was further reduced after

completing the structural design of certain parts of the

aircraft (see Structure).

Following the take-off gross weight (TOGW)

determination, the cruise power required was calculated to

demonstrate that the Lycommg 0-235 (rated at 118 hp)
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wouldbe sufficientfor the missionprofile. The
preliminarysizesof thefuselage,wing,tail surfaces,and
controlsurfaceswerethendeterminedfrom the gross
weight,andthewingplanformwasdesignedfor desired
flight characteristicsasagreeduponbythedesignteam.
Thesecharacteristicsincludemildstallprogression,aileron
authorityat stall, induceddrag reduction,tip vortex
distribution,flapeffectiveness,wingtwist,andincidence
angle. A summaryof aerodynamiccoefficientsfor the
Triton,basedonthepreliminaryweightandsizingresults
arezerolift dragcoefficientof0.026,cruiselift coefficient

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

of 0.303, maximum lift coefficient of 1.35 clean and 1.7

flapped, and a stall angle of attack of 10.7 ° clean and

flapped.
After the wing configuration was finalized, the engine

compartment and firewall section were proportioned to
accommodate the engine and accessories. This task

included the design and arrangement of a Dynafocal engine

mount, exhaust manifold layout, carburetor intake duct,

cabin heating system, and cooling air pathway. Further

calculations sized the propeller to deliver the desired

Dimensions

Height 7.9 fl

Length 28.0 fl

Wingspan 33.8 fl

Fuselage Width 3.83 ft

Gross Take-off Wgt 1903 ib
J

////// /////

Fig. 5 Triton General arrangement

Triton Size/Configuration

Length (ft)

Height (fl)

Wing

Span (ft)

Area (sq ft)

Aspect Ratio

Taper Ratio
Airfoil

Horizontal Tail

Span (ft)

Area (sq ft)

Aspect Ratio

Taper Ratio
Airfoil

28.0

7.9

33.8

150.6

7.4

0.56

NACA 641"A212

12.25

25.0

6.0

0.56

NACA 0009

Vertical Tail

Span (fi)

Wing Area (sq fi)

Aspect Ratio

Taper Ratio
Airfoil

Performance

Engine Type
Horse Power

Prop Diameter (in.)

Rate of Climb SLS (fpm)

Max. Velocity SLS (kts)

Cruise Velocity (kts)

Stall Velocity (kts)

4.0

12.8

1.25

0.30

NACA OO09

(Lye) 0-235
118

74

724

128

120

53
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performance and meet the far-field noise level as described
in FAR Part 36.

The landing gear of the Triton was then positioned to

satisfy the tipback angle, static tail down angle, maximum

stall angle, and overturn angle requirements. To

accomplish this, a rough estimate of the center of gravity

location had to be assumed from aircraft geometry.

Landing and braking loads, strut deflection, and tire size
for each wheel was then determined. The Triton can use

differential braking, a steerable nosewheel or both to

maneuver on the ground. A redesign of the initial engine
mount was required to accommodate the final nosewheel
mount.

Airframe and Structure. Triton's airframe is designed
to be constructed using traditional metal fabrication

employing fiat wrap construction. The primary structure of

the aircraft consists of fuselage frames, wing and tail

surface ribs, doublers, longerons, and stringers all
surrounded by an aluminum skin. The cross-section of the

aircraft begins square at the firewall and remains such until

just behind the door, where it transitions into a circular
section at the tail cone. The cabin floor is raised four

inches above the lower skin by several C-section stiffeners

to which the landing gear strut, seat tracks, and occupant

harnesses are attached. Also in this space are the fuel

selector valve, control system pulleys, and trim wheel

assembly, all located between the two seats and serviced by

a removable floor panel. The instrument panel, firewall,

and doors are rigidly mounted to the longerons and

stringers which shape the 46-inch wide (internal) cabin.

The Triton wing (Figure 6) has two spars, several

stringers, ribs, and skin that are constructed from

aluminum using extrusion and flat wrap construction
methods The complete structure is joined with NAS or
MS standard, aviation fasteners. The spars are assembled
from two altered T-sections riveted to a sheet aluminum

web forming an I-beam Each spar is one continual piece

to ease construction and save weight by eliminating
multiple spar assembly points. The wing skin varies in

thickness depending on the shear and torque loads

encountered in each panel. Provisions were made for easy

access to the fuel tank and inspection of the flap and aileron

controls. The entire wing is attached to fuselage cabin

bulkheads with eight bolts.

Cell

Fig. 6 Triton wing structure.

The tail surfaces are composed of ribs, stringers, and two

spars wrapped with aluminum sheeting to form a NACA

0009 airfoil section. The flight loads to which the surfaces

were designed were calculated using the methods found in
FAR Part 23. The summation of the worst case loads was

then used to design the empennage structure. The
horizontal stabilizer and vertical fin have similar

construction, as do the elevator, trim tab, and rudder. Each

surface is bolted to thc empennage using mating interface

connectors. All components in each surface are designed to

mect a 10,000 flight hour fatigue requirement.

The empennage consists of several ring-shaped formers

held in place by eight stringers and an aluminum skin. The

strmgers were sized to transmit any bending and axial

loads developed by the tail surfaces into the fuselage and
the skin thickness was sized for the torsional loads. The

frames were then placed to reduce stringer and panel

buckling under the applied loads. Similar fatigue

assessment was done on the components at both the

fuselage and tail surface interface locations. Access panels

and a ground tie provision were also incorporated in the

design.

In addition, subassembly determination and assembly

decomposition, snow load reactions, moisture drainage

provisions, and system corrosion resistance were considered

in the Triton design. After the size and strength of each

component were determined, any fasteners integrated with

the parts were also sized and documented.

Weight and Balance. A preliminary center of gravity

location was estimated during the conceptual design phase

but was later refined aftcr approximating weights for most

of the aircraft's structure and major components. Any

weights not obtained from calculation or other sources were

estimated. A spreadsheet program was used to evaluate

various pilot, baggage, and fuel weights to determine the

c.g. range and approximate locations. The new c.g.

position was used to recalculate the landing gear
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requsrements and was also used in the stability and control
calculations.

Stability and Control. The Trlton's static stability and

control parameters were estimated. Longitudinal,

directional, and lateral stability were evaluated, as were roll

rate and spin recovery. For longitudinal evaluation, the

neutral point location, static margin, horizontal tail
incidence, and elevator deflection were determined.

Directional criteria included CNI3 and ample rudder
deflection to maintain control in an 11.5 ° crosswind, while

lateral parameters included Cl_, roll rate using the
preliminary aileron size, and spin recovery behavior. All

values except CN_ and C1_ were acceptable for this type of
aircraft. A dynamic stability calculations was also

performed on the aircraft for long and short period

longitudinal modes, rolling mode, spiral mode, and dutch

roll tendencies. Although the Triton is statically stable and

controllable, a divergent long period phugoid mode (Figure

7) was predicted. While this is acceptable under FAR Part

23, such dynamic flight characteristics may cause liability

problems and could result in unnecessary lawsuits.

]Phugoid Mode

jJ

t_l= 55.9 sec

time

Fig. 7 Triton m phugoid mode.

The control system of the Triton is all cable-actuated

from the yoke to the control surfaces. This was done

primarily to keep the system weight within the prediction

stated in the weight and balance calculations. The system

was designed to deliver maximum control surface

deflection without failure even if the pilot limit loads

exceed those determined by FAR Part 23. Adequate

maintenance provisions were incorporated into the design,

as were considerations for thermal expansion, dust/dirt

xntrus_on, corrosion, and component wear.

Cost. Both the production and operating costs of the

Triton were evaluated using two computer programs. The
production cost program determined whether 1,000 aircraft

could be produced over five years with a ten percent profit

margin while staying under the $50,000 per aircraft limit

(less avionics and liability insurance). This schedule yields

an overall production cost of $46,020 and therefore meets

the design parameter. The operating cost program required

yearly flight hours, loan values, and ownership type. With

a schedule of 1,000 yearly flight hours, a 90 percent loan

value, and company ownership, the operating cost is

slightly over $36 per flight hour. This value compares with
current aircraft rental rates and shows that the Triton would

be competitive with all primary flight traming aircraft.

The Viper Primary Flight Trainer

Configuration. The Viper is a two person, low wing,

low tail configured pnmary flight trainer with fixed tricycle

gear. The most unique feature of the Viper's design is its

mid-mounted Lycoming 0-235 engine. The Viper is

designed to be certified under FAR Part 23 in the utility

category.

Design Features. Viper's mid-mounted engine concept

was chosen for several reasons. The mid-engine presented

a potential for a smaller frontal area which should reduce

drag. Since the placement of the engine produces a smaller

moment arm in the center of gravity calculations, this

allows the wing to be positioned rearward which improves

downward visibility. The engine is serviced by removing a

horseshoe-shaped hood over the engine, through an

underside access panel, or through small preflight

inspection panels around the engine. The Viper's tricycle

landing gear allows for good visibility over the nose during

ground operations. There are two doors on each side of the

Viper. The top door is a gull-wing door that allows head

clearance during entry while the lower door swings down

and acts as a step to enter the aircraft. The lower door

grants access to the cockpit control system, the underside of

the instrument panel, and contains part of the engine

cooling ducts.

Versatility. The Viper can be used in roles beyond those

of a flight trainer. Its performance makes it attractive as a

small business plane and its visibility makes it ideal for

observation in law enforcement, wildlife preservation, or

traffic-reporting

Occupant Safety. The Viper was designed to conform to

current FAR Part 23 crashworthiness requirements. Its

JAARS seats will withstand the 26g forward loads required

by FAR 23.562. Occupants are restrained by four-point
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harnesssystems.Theengineis mountedin a truss-type
mountingbox which isolatesit from the passenger
compartmentin theeventof acrash.Thepropellershaft,
containedin the armoredconsole,has threesupport
bearingsalongits lengthandusesfrangiblecouplingsat
bothendsforsafetyif acrashweretooccur.Theshaftalso
hasadryclutchattheengineattachmenttoprovidesafer,
smootherflight. Sincetheengineisbehindthecabin,the
exhaustispreventedfromenteringthecockpitwiththeaid

Proceedings of the 9th Summer Conference
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of a venting system located behind the cabin; gases exat into

a low-pressure portion of the slipstream.

Configuration Sizing and Aerodynamics. In examining

the mission profiles for the Viper, the 500 nautical mile

cruise mission consumed the most fuel, approximately 200

lb. The initial sizing was done based on this fuel weight.

The required horsepower for the mission was 83.9 which is

within the limits of the 97 HP Lycoming 0-235. The total

weight estimate was 1642 lb.

Dimcmions

Height g 8 II

Length 24 2 Ii

Wingspan 31.15 11.

Vt.tsclagc Width 3 5g ft

Gross Take-off Wgt 16(17 lh

/

Fig. 8 Viper general arrangement.

Viper Size/Configuration

Length fit)
Height (fl)

Wing

Span (fl)
Area (sq fl)

Aspect Ratio

Taper Ratio
Airfoil

Horizontal Tail

Span (fl)

Area (sq ft)
Aspect Ratio

Taper Ratio
Airfoil

24.2

8.8

31.15

124.4

7.98

0.45

NACA 642-415

10.95

30.0

4.0

0.45

NACA 0012

Vertical Tail

Span (fi)

Wing Area (sq t)

Aspect Ratio

Taper Ratio
Airfoil

Performance

Engine Type
Horse Power

Prop Diameter (in.)

Rate of Climb SLS (fpm)

Max. Velocity SLS (kts)

Cruise Velocity (kts)

Stall Velocity (kts)

4.5

12.9

1.57

0.40

NACA 0012

(Lye) 0-235
118

74

1,140
140

136

46.5
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Usingthesevaluesand the Raymertext, the wing,
stabilizers,andfuselagewasthensized5. Thewingairfoil
chosenwasthc NACA642-415witha platformareaof
124.4sq ft anda 31.15footspan. Theaerodynamic
coefficientforViperareasfollows,zerohftdragcoefficient
of 0.027,cruiselift coefficientof 0.400,maximumlift
coefficientof 1.3cleanand1.8flapped,andstallangleof
attackof 12°cleanandflapped.

TheDynafocalenginemountis placedin a mounting
structureto transfertheengineloadsinto theaircraft
structure.Foradequateenginecooling,two60sqin ducts
weredesignedinto theaircraft,oneoneithersideof the
cabin. Carburctor intake will also be from these inlets. To

insure an even distribution of cool air, the left inlet cools

the front cylinders while the right inlet cools the rear

cylinders. The fixed-pitch propeller far-field noise
calculations were less than the FAR Part 36 maximum of

70 dB. The landing gear was designed using criteria for

static loads, braking requirements, gear stroke, dynamic
loads, and tire selection.

Airframe and Structure. The forward fuselage of the
Viper is made up of longerons along the bottom with

stringers and formers used to reinforce the cabin. The seats

and harnesses fasten directly to the floor longerons.

Sections around the doors and access panels were

reinforced. The aluminum-tubc propeller shaft is covered

by a shroud where it runs through the cabin. Yoke control

system routing is done under the shroud.

The structures of all lifting, stabilizer, and control

surfaces consist of ribs, spars, stringers, and flat wrap skin.

All non-moving and permanent parts are riveted together

while removable sections are fastened by bolts. Each

section was calculated for shear and buckling loads and

fatigue life.

The wing spar is composed of two units joined by four

rivets. The spars consist of L-section caps and a linearly

tapered web. The wing has no angle of incidence and a

1.6 ° dihedral angle. The wing was designed to handle the

worst case loading scenario of a vertical 3g landing with

fully extended flaps and ailerons. The wing carrythrough

structure is composed of a two C-sections riveted to the

fuselage airframe. The wing/fuselage interface consists of

mating the C-sections to the front and rear spars using
twelve bolts each.

gmbry.Riddle Aeronautical University

spars

ribs

Fig 9. Viper wing structure.

The empennage is composed of the vertical and
horizontal stabilizers and the tailcone. The stabilizers are

similar in design to the wing with front and rear spars, ribs,

stringers, hinges and torque tubes for the elevator and

rudder assembly. The vertical stabilizer skin panels are

beaded to reduce panel buckling. The tailcone assembly

consists of 8 stringers and 3 ring frames. The last frame

located at the point of the tailcone is made of cast

aluminum and has a small hoop which will act as the tie

down. The remaining frames are made from hydropressed
aluminum blanks. Since the skin carries all of the torsional

loads, while panel buckling criteria was used for sizing.

Access panels and lightening holes aid in the assembly or

disassembly of the stabilizers, wing, and tailcone. These

panels also provide for control system installation,

maintenance, and inspection.

Weight and Balance. The weight and balance began

with a detailed weight evaluation of the aircraft

components. Actual component weights were used

whenever possible. When these weights were not available,

estimations were made using Raymer's statistical weight

equations. The center of gravity was evaluated for a variety

of loading conditions by varying the fuel load, number of

passengers, and amount of baggage. The overall c.g. travel

is 13.8% mean aerodynamic chord (MAC). The most

forward position is 19.6% of MAC

Stability and Control. It is necessary that a plane

possess the natural tendency to return to its original

attitude, yaw, bank, and speed after a disturbance. To

ensure this, several stability and control parameters were

examined. For static stability, the neutral point and static

margin were calculated. As a result the neutral point for

Viper is 43.4% MAC and the static margin is 10%. Other

calculations done to verify stability were incidence angles,

directional stability, and lateral stability. Calculations were

done for elevator deflection, directional and roll control,

and spin recovery. In all cases, the Viper has adequate

stability and control. A dynamic stability evaluation was

conducted by a group of graduate students as a continuation
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of Phase I and concluded that the Viper also has good

dynamic stability except in the phugoid mode. In this

mode, the Viper has a divergent trend with a period

doubling in 500 seconds. This is acceptable in normal

conditions, but may pose a liability problem if a crash were
to occur.

Phugoid Mode

T = 36.7 sec 1

tdb r 523 sec [

Fig. 10 Viper in phugoid mode.
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of 1000 aircraft at 17 per month with a 15% profit. This

price does not include avionics or liability insurance.

Materials, Manufacturing Methods, and Hardware

The primary construction material for both Triton and

Viper is 2024-T3 aluminum. This material is either cast,

extruded, or used as sheet to construct various components

of the aircraft. Some parts are made of other aluminum

alloys such as 7075 and 6061 depending on the stresses and

loads in the part. Steel alloys such as 4130 are used for
some highly-stressed critical components.

All components and assemblies for each aircraft are to be

made from traditional manufacturing methods such as

brake and hydropress forming, flat wrapping, and basic

machining operations. Operations like stretch forming,

double-action press forming, and spin forming were

avoided due to expense, tooling complexity, and

manufacturing time.

Parts are assembled using various aviation rivets and AN

or NAS .type bolts, nuts, and washers. The quantity and

size of the fasteners were determined depending on the part

load, assembly method, and orientation. Safety wire

restraint is used on some bolts to eliminate loosening due to

vibration or part motion.

The design of the control system provides a simple,

reliable assembly that will withstand a training

environment without excess cost or weight. An adjustable

yoke in the cabin is connected to an all push-pull rod

control system. Push-pull rods were selected for pilot feel

and thermal expansion. The rudder control system

provides both rudder and nosewheel deflection as well as

differential braking. The elevator control system was
designed using the loading conditions listed in FAR Part 23

and human factors specifications given in MIL-STD-1472.

Design substantiation was done for all control system

components. Calculations consisted of Margin of Safety

calculations, pilot limit loads, ultimate loading cases, and

fatigue life. The current design provides a simple effective

cockpit control system meeting FAR Part 23 specifications

and will allow for comfortable flying.

Cost. The cost of the Viper was determined by using the

LITECOST computer program developed at Embry-Riddle

by Professor Charles N. Eastlake. This program uses the

following parameters in determining cost: airframe weight,

avionics cost, engine horsepower, production rate, number

of aircraft produced, time to completion, and profit

percentage. The Viper will cost $41,978 for a production

Avionics

The statement of work for this phase required that all

aircraft designed have at least visual flight rules (VFR)

equipment aboard. This includes a communication

transceiver, an emergency locator transmitter (ELT), and a

transponder. The option to upgrade the aircraft to

instrument flight rules (IFR) capability was considered.
This would require adding an automatic direction finder
(ADF), encoding altimeter, and distance measuring

equipment.

Phase H

The design courses in phase two of the project will

incorporate the use of thermoset structural composites, new

powerplants, and Natural Laminar Flow (NLF) airfoils.

The use of resin transfer molding increases the production
rate of composite parts and lowers the manufacturing cost.

Composite parts reduce weight and allow compound curves
making the process suitable for the production of

aerodynamic shapes such as natural laminar flow airfoils.

Several new powerplants are emerging that have great

potential for use in general aviation aircraft. The water and

oil/air-cooled Rotax 914 is half the size, weight, and cost of
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theLycomingO-235.Themulti-fuel,4-cylinder,Zoche
Aero-Dieselhasa2000hourtimebetweenoverhaul(TBO)
andrunswithturbinesmoothness.Thesix-cylinderDyna-
Cam,certifiedin 1960,hasa unique4-strokedesignthat
provides210hpat 2000rpmand650fl-lbof torqueat
1200rpm. Thenewlycertified,fuel-injected,air-cooled,
Teledyne/ContinentalIO-240is basedon an engine
originallydevelopedby Rolls-Royce.Otherpowerplants
thatcouldbeconsideredfor usein theaviationfieldare
convertedautomobileengines,rotaries,and stratified
chargediesels.Alternatefuelssuchasautomotivegas,
alcohol,anddieselarebeingconsideredforaviationuse.

AlthoughNLFairfoilshavelessdragandbetteroverall
performancethanexistingairfoils,their acceptancemay
sufferfrom a historyof disappointingresultsfromthe
generalaviationuseof theNACA6-seriesairfoils,known
asthefirstgenerationof laminarflowairfoils. Withthe
newly developedNLF-0414,laminar flow can be
maintainedbackto 70percentofthechord,whichallows
forasignificantdecreaseindrag.

Phase HI

Phase three of the project will explore advanced flight

controls, cockpit displays, flight load monitoring, and

structural thermoplastic composites. Advanced flight

controls and cockpit displays include heads-up display, side

stick control, CRT flat panel displays, and GPS navigation.

To defuse the speculation in liability claims, a

microprocessor-based flight load monitoring/recording

system could be used to monitor the flight loads applied

during the aircraft's life and indicate possible structural

failure. The use of thermoplastic composites such as

polyether-ether-ketone (PEEK) will allow for faster

fabrication compared to thermoset composites. The

advantages of thermoplastic composites over thermoset

composites are low moisture absorption, high fracture

toughness, and delamination resistance under low-energy

impact conditions s. Also, thermoplastic material can be

recycled, while thermosets cannot.

Recommendations and Conclusions

In 1992 the United States general aviation industry

produced approximately 900 aircraft, including turboprops

and jets. Of those 510 were single engine piston 7. A

decade ago the numbers were three times higher. The

aircraft produced today still use technology from the 1970's.

None of these currently comply with the current Federal

Aviation Administration airworthiness regulations. Not

one single engine piston aircraft produced in either the

United States or broad employ state-of-the-art technology

currently available in commercial and military aircraft.

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University

Applications of such technology could improve product

reliability, operational safety and skill level attainment for

the student pilots involved. The vehicles students currently

use for primary flight training are technologically decades

apart from the aircraft they will use as commercial pilots.
As our national airspace system continues to expand,

maintaining a parallel growth in the general aviation

aircraft sector becomes increasingly more important.

The primary flight trainer aircraft market has the

potential to be a multi-billion dollar per year industry in the
United States. This can only be achieved if new material

and manufacturing technology are explored along with

significant changes in our liability laws and certification

procedures. Improved methods for teaching design in

engineering education can also contribute in a positive way.

Concurrent Engineering at the undergraduate design level
has proven to be successful as a means to bolstering student

enthusiasm and interest during Phase I of this project.

Student interaction on teams with input from other

interested groups like engineers from industry and other

previous preliminary design teams and flight instructors
from ERAU's Aeronautical Science department has yielded

better designs than previously accomplished in the capstone
activities. The use of leading edge technology to form of

stereolithography to produce models of student projects has

led to a better understanding of design and manufacturing.

Phase I exceeded the parameters set forth in this document.

The program not only designed a better performing aircraft

than required but it went in-depth in dynamic stability, cost

manufacturing, engine selection for Phase II and safety
constraints.

The Triton and Viper designs are important in that they

represent a modern way of accomplishing an airplane

design.
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Abstract

In June 1992, Georgia Tech's School of Aerospace
Engineering was awarded a NASA University Space
Research Association (USRA) Advanced Design Program
(ADP) to address "Integrated Design and Manufacturing for

the High Speed Civil Transport (HSCT)" in its graduate
Aerospace Systems Design courses. This report summarizes
the results of the five courses incorporated into the Georgia
Tech's USRA ADP program. It covers AE8 1 1 _:

Introduction to Concurrent Engineering, AE4360:

Introduction to CAE/CAD, AE4353: Design for Life Cycle

Cost, AE6351: Aerospace Systems Design I, and AE6352:

Aerospace Systems Design II. AESl13: Introduction to

Concurrent Engineering was an introductory course

addressing the basic principles of Concurrent Engineering
(CE) or Integrated Product Development (IPD). The design
of a total system was not the objective of this course. The

goal was to understand and define the "up-front" customer
requirements, their decomposition, and determine the value
objectives for a complex product, such as the High Speed
Civil Transport (HSCT). A generic CE Methodology

developed at Georgia Tech was used for this purpose.
AE4353: Design for Life Cycle Cost addressed the basic

economic issues for a HSCT using a robust design
technique, Taguchi's Parameter Design Optimization Method

(PDOM). An HSCT economic sensitivity assessment was
conducted to address the robustness of the basic HSCT

design. AE4360: Introduction to CAE/CAD permitted

students to develop and utilize CAE/CAD/CAM knowledge
and skills using CATIA and CADAM as the basic geometric
tools. AE635h Aerospace Systems Design I focused on the

conceptual design refinement of a baseline HSCT
configuration as defined by Boeing, Douglas, and NASA in
their system studies. It required the use of NASA's
synthesis codes FLOPS and ACSYNT. A criterion called
the Productivity Index (P.I.) was used to evaluate
disciplinary sensitivities and provide refinements of the
baseline HSCT configuration. AE6352: Aerospace

Systems Design II was a continuation of Aerospace Systems

Design I in which wing concepts were researched and
analyzed in more detail. FLOPS and ACSYNT were again
used at the system level while other off-the-shelf computer
codes were used for more detailed wing disciplinary analysis
and optimization. The culmination of all efforts and
submission of this report conclude the first year's efforts of
Georgia Tech's NASA

USRA ADP. It will hopefully provide the foundation for
next years' efforts concerning continuous improvement of
Integrated Design and Manufacturing for the HSCT.

Course Sequence

Figure 1 illustrates the sequence of Aerospace Systems
Design courses offered as Georgia Tech's NASA USRA
ADP.

Each course, with the exception of the CAE/CAD
course, required students to work as multi-disciplinary
teams. During the Fall and Winter Quarters, two separate 4-
and 5-member teams worked on the required projects and
submitted separate reports. For the Spring Quarter, the two
teams were combined into one nine-member team in order to
achieve more depth in the research and analyses. A Request

for Proposal (RFP) was given as a handout at the beginning
of each quarter stating the required tasks and deliverables.
An oral presentation and submission of the final written
report concluded each course.

Aircraft Systems Design

Over the years, aircraft research has evolved into distinct

disciplines: aerodynamics, structures, propulsion,
performance, controls, and others. With the distinction
came isolation, as each discipline concentrated on activities
related to its own concerns. This isolation has created at

least two problems in the incorporation of advanced analysis

techniques into the design process. First, disciplines have
come to view production of their analysis results as a final
product. Second, a discipline may require data from another
discipline as input to an analysis, but may develop or
acquire capabilities to generate these data locally. While this
approach maintains independence from a multidisciplinary
design group, it may not benefit from the total expertise of
this group or their most recent improvements in each

disciplinary area.
As industries and governments around the world refocus

to achieve major quality improvements to become more
competitive in the world marketplace, the term Concurrent
Engineering (CE), or Integrated Product Development (IPD),
is being used to express the desired environment. A major
realization of this refocusing is that opportunities to
improve quality are greatest early in the design process. CE
has been defined as a systematic approach to the integrated,
concurrent design of products and their related processes,

including manufacture and support.
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CE has been called the implementation arm of the Total

Quality Management (TQM) strategy. It has also been

called a modern treatment of systems engineering which

combines quality engineering methods in a computer

integrated environment. Integrated Product Development

(IPD) and the use of an Integrated Product Team (IPT) is the

form of CE being applied in most of the aerospace

community. For the purposes of this report, CE and IPD

will be used synonamously. A next generation of CE or

IPD, termed Integrated Product and Process Development

(IPPD), is evolving and is specifically addressing

affordability and the business processes to achieve it. One

major goal of the research associated with this effort is to

provide a framework for the aerospace community to move

into IPPD.

The generic methodology used by Georgia Tech in its

NASA USRA ADP as well as other pilot projects is

illustrated in Figure 2. The basis of Georgia Tech's

methodology is built on the belief that CE includes the

interaction of four key elements: Systems Engineering

Methods, Quality Engineering Methods, a Top Down

Design Decision Support Process, and a Computer
Integrated Environment. Beneath the umbrella at the top of
Figure 2 are the interactions of the four key elements. The
Computer Integrated Environment is also located at the top
of the umbrella to emphasize its importance in providing a
mechanism for integration of the other three elements.

Since CE is the concurrent design of products and processes,

both product and process design must be integrated. This is

accomplished through the incorporation of both Systems

Engineering Methods (product design driven) and Quality

Engineering Methods (process design driven). Systems

Engineering focuses on system decomposition from system

to component to part, while Quality Engineering focuses on

system recomposition from part to component to system.

The heart of the CE methodology is a Top Down Design

Decision Support Process. Though decision support is not

explicitly addressed in other evolving CE methodologies, it

is an essential element, particularly for management, that is

used to focus efforts on the design goals. It supplies a

logical, rational means for including factors that must be

considered when making a decision. The structure is not

designed to restrict thinking, but to organize it and ensure its

completeness. Since design can be viewed as an iterative

decision making process, it can be described as a sequence of

steps. The first course in the design sequence, Introduction

[o Concurrent Engineering, consisted of presenting the

overall methodology and addressing the first three elements

of the Top Down Design Decision Support Process:

• Establishing the Need,

• Defining the Problem, and

• Establishing Value Objectives.
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Figure 2: Georgia Tech's Concurrent Engineering Methodology

The follow-on capstone design courses (AE6351 and
AE6352) were aimed at completing the second half of the
Top Down Decision Support Process, especially with
system synthesis through Multidisciplinary Design
Optimization (MDO), both at the system level and

component level (wing). Trades at the component level
using information from part level trades are considered
essential if an integrated design and manufacturing approach

is to take place. There are two principal reasons for this
required approach. First, a complex system like an airplane
is not manufactured at the system, or even component level.
A prime-sub-supplier relationship is always involved, with
the prime aircraft manufacturer being the final assembler.
Second, the complexities and interactions involved in
understanding the total decomposition and recomposition of
design and manufacturing of a total aircraft system is
overwhelming for both industry and government, let alone
academia. Therefore, choosing one primary component,
such as a wing, is the only viable approach for a pilot
project.

Intro to Concurrent Engineering - AE8113

The CE approach is intended to cause the developer, from
the outset, to consider all elements of the product life cycle
from concept through disposal, including quality, cost,
schedule, and user requirements. The design of a total
system was not the objective of this course. The goal was

to understand the overall generic CE methodology (see
Figure 2) and define the "up-front" requirements, their
decomposition, and the value objectives for a complex
product such as the HSCT. This first education/research
project consisted of three tasks, with deliverables for each.

The first task consisted of defining the HSCT problem
by developing an initial Quality Function Deployment
(QFD) Matrix that related the HSCT customer requirements

to key product and process characteristics. This is usually
called the Product Planning Matrix. Some of the Seven
Management and Planning Tools (and Systems Engineering
Tools (Requirements and Functional Analysis) were used to
identify and decompose the customer requirements into key
product and process characteristics.

The second task was the Establishment of Value

Objectives for the HSCT. Value Objectives consist of
setting feasibility constraints and establishing a Criterion
Function describing a weighted relationship of pertinent
criteria. The task consisted of deploying the key product and
process characteristics of the first QFD Matrix to a second
QFD Matrix.

This second QFD Matrix showed the relationships
between the key product and process characteristics of the
first QFD Matrix and the criteria that could be used to
generate a criterion function and feasibility constraints.
Some of the Seven Management and Planning Tools and
Functional Analyses were used for brainstorming and to
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decompose the characteristics and criteria to secondary and
tertiary levels.

The third task was the Oral Presentation on December 2,
1992, of the results to an External Advisory Board (EAB)
consisting of selected members of industry and academia.
Submission of the final report was also a part of this task.
Finally, an Activity Network Diagram was used to develop a
schedule of events for the remaining NASA USRA ADP
design courses.

As a result of this course, the team members had defined

the customer requirements and key product and process
characteristics, as well as determined their interrelationships
with the use of QFD Matrices. Value Objectives were
established for the HSCT, again using QFD. Upon
reviewing both matrices, it was evident that those key
product and process characteristics that had the strongest
correlation with the customer requirements (in the first QFD
Matrix) also had the strongest correlation with the criteria
used to determine the value objectives (in the second QFD
Matrix). The teams now had the capability to generate a
criterion function which could be used to evaluate design
alternatives to be generated in the first Aerospace Systems
Design Course, AE6351. However, since the purpose of
this first sequence of courses was to develop and exercise the
CE design methodology (Figure 2), and the Boeing/Douglas
HSCT baseline configuration was selected as the baseline
concept; the criterion function was limited to the
Productivity Index to evaluate alternative designs from the
baseline. Maximization of the Productivity Index (P.I.)
became the overall system objective function. Also, Life
Cycle Costs (LCC) were included and were addressed in the
Design for LCC course, AE4353.

Design for Life Cycle Cost - AE4353
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the need for major "show-stopping" changes in the future.
This benefit is realized in reduced development cost, reduced
delays, redesigns, and inherent product development cycle
times, as well as more marketable products. These benefits
translate into improved business practices such as reduced
overheads, better "make or buy" decisions, and elimination
of "hidden factories."

The major focus of the Design for Life Cycle Cost

Course AE4353 was to conduct a sensitivity assessment of
the HSCT, focusing on the Airline and Manufacturer Return
on Investments (ROI). ROI was chosen as a first attempt to
include business practices into the CE design methodology
(figure 2), and move to an extended CE methodology, IPPD.
There are several methods to achieve this goal. One Quality
Engineering method which is now used extensively in both
the United States and Asia is Taguchi's Parameter Design
Optimization Method (PDOM).

One of the most important things in LCC analysis or
Economic Sensitivity Assessment (ESA), the term being
used for the HSCT, is to understand the significant cost
drivers early in the design process. These cost factors can be
divided into two categories - control factors and noise
factors. Control factors are those factors which a design
engineer can control during the design process. Noise
factors on the other hand are those critical factors, such as

the external environment, over which the designer has no
control, but which will have a major influence on his
design decisions and on the viability of his product. In the
airline industry, for example, the cost of fuel is a critical
noise factor. To conduct the HSCT economic sensitivity
assessment, the Taguchi PDOM was used in conjunction
with a fixed baseline configuration and Quality Function
Deployment (QFD). The outline of this process is illustrated
in figure 3.

During the mid - 1960s, the United States actively
pursued the supersonic transport (SST) concept. In 1971,
however, the U.S. Government canceled the prototype

program because of increasing concerns over its economic
and environmental viability. For an airplane to be
economically viable, it must offer a value to the airline that
is equal to or more than the price charged by the
manufacturer to cover manufacturing costs. Economic
viability occurs when a market size justifies the investment
and risk that both the manufacturer and an airline undertake

when deciding to develop or purchase an airplane.
As the budgets of aircraft manufacturers and airlines

become tighter, the total cost of a product becomes
extremely important. Also, as the CE/IPD methodology in
industry matures, the inclusion of business practices and
"Re-engineering the Enterprise" have marked the progress
toward true Integrated Product and Process Development
(IPPD). This total cost or Life Cycle Cost (LCC) is
defined as the total cost of a system over its full life. This
includes the cost of development, acquisition, operation,
support and disposal. The life cycle cost of the system has
to be addressed during the design process. The ability to
design around potential problems through essential cost
effective trades from the beginning can reduce or eliminate
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The process began with Quality Function Deployment.
This was used to determine the Key Cost Drivers for the
HSCT manufacturer and airline industry. These cost drivers
were separated into control and noise factors which were
subsequently used to conduct the Taguchi PDOM.

The cost drivers for the airline were determined to be:

• Acquisition Cost
• Depreciation
• Insurance
• Fuel Cost
• Load Factor

• Facility/Building Cost
• Maintenance Cost

• Flight Equipment Maintenance
For the manufacturer, we determined that the important

cost drivers were:

• New Manufacturing Techniques
• Engine Development
• Material Development
• Profit Margin
• Raw Materials

The second preliminary step was to determine the return
on investment(ROI) criteria for both groups. This ROI
criteria relates to business practices and overall productivity.
It is simply a listing of the important issues that determine
the level of profit for the groups.

For the airline:

1) Ticket Price
2) labor and overhead rates

3) Aircraft Performance
4) Turnaround times
FQr _he m0nofafturer:

1) Production Cost

2) Research and Development Cost
3) Aircraft Selling price
4) Airline Payment schedule

5) Warranty Obligation
This information was then placed in the QFD

House of Quality to determine the key cost drivers. The key
cost drivers were determined following the weighting scheme
implemented in the QFD matrix, The key cost drivers were
found to be:

Airline

• Acquisition cost
• Fuel cost

• Flight Equipment maintenance
• Load Factor
• Overall Maintenance cost

Manuf_turer

• Material development cost
• Engine development cost
• Profit margin
• New Manufacturing Techniques

These cost drivers were divided into control factors and

noise factors. These were then used as inputs to the

ACSYNT ® aircraft synthesis program. The economics
module of ACSYNT was used as the simulation model for

Georgia Institute of Technology
Aerospace Engineering

exercising Taguchi's PDOM. The Boeing/NASA HSCT
baseline configuration was used as a fixed input to this
economics module for the cost sensitivity analysis.

ACSYNT Analysis

The ACSYNT input variables used in this study
represented the best effort made to match the cost drivers
output by the QFD matrix. For the manufacturer, the
control factors specified to ACSYNT were: Engineering
Labor Rates (material development), Manufacturer Fee
(profit margin) and the Construction Factor (new
manufacturing techniques). The noise factors were the

Production Quantity and the Average Price Index. For the
airline, the control factors were the Maintenance Labor Rates

(maintenance cost), the Maintenance of Flight Equipment,
and Flight Operations Costs. The noise factors were the
Cost of Fuel, and the Load Factor. These factors were then
varied in accordance with the orthogonal arrays of the
Taguchi PDOM.

Using these Taguchi orthogonal arrays, the
optimum control factors which maximized the ROI for the
manufacturer and the airline were determined. These

optimum factors were:
1-1-1 Airline

Lower Maintenance Labor Rates

Lower Maintenance Flight Equipment
Lower Flight Operation Cost

2-3-3 Manufacturer

Lower Engineering Labor Rates
Highest Fuselage Construction Factor
Highest Manufacturer Fee

These optimum input results were combined and
executed to verify, if indeed, this "optimum" combination
would result in higher ROI's when compared to the baseline
aircraft.

The results indicated that the airline is directly
affected by the manufacturer and not vice versa. For the

ACSYNT analysis, the airline ROI went down and the
manufacturer's return increased. This is due to the input and
analysis structure of ACSYNT. In ACSYNT the results of
the manufacturer is directly coupled to the airline. There is
no automated coupling loop from the airline back to the
manufacturer. Thus, the optimum of the airline has no

effect on the manufacturer. To investigate the coupling that
exists between these two parties, an off line analysis has to
be conducted.

Although the identification of the optimum control
factors in itself is not earth-shattering, the fact that an open
loop system exists in the ACSYNT economic analysis
between the manufacturer and it primary customer, the
airline, demonstrates that CE and IPPD in particular is not
implemented in this commonly used synthesis and analysis
tool.

Computer Aided Design and Manufacturing

CAD/CAM/CAE technology has undergone enormous
changes in the past 25 years. CAD systems, which began as
two dimensional automated drafting systems, were used for
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computer aided drafting, not computer aided design. As
hardware became more powerful and numerical algorithms
were improved, three dimensional wire frame systems
evolved. In the past, although design work could be
accomplished on these systems, the challenge existed in
integrating them into the analysis and manufacturing
processes. Today, CAD/CAM tools can not only perform
analysis while the design is being developed; they can also
allow the design data to be passed directly to the user for
access to numerical controlled manufacturing machines.

As an integral part of the Concurrent Engineering
approach, CAD/CAE provides the computer integrated
atmosphere which encompasses this methodology. This
evolving capability makes the feasibility of conducting
MDO a reality. Creating a digital product model enables
electronic data sharing by all parties involved in product
definition. This common database eliminates duplication
efforts, and provides everyone with access to current data.
With the improvements in 3-D modeling, design
information can be relayed with great detail. Simulating
product performance helps the designer to understand, before
the product is fabricated, how it will perform. Simulations
can be used early in the design process and the results
incorporated during the development cycle. Digital mockups
can be used to simulate the hardware assembly, thereby
reducing the need for expensive physical mockups.

The capabilities of CAD/CAE are tremendous. Using
today's common database approach, the designer can create a
3-D model that can be used for numerous activities.

Analysts can construct finite element models from the
design geometry data set. This data set can also be used to
construct configuration models which are used to determine
part interferences and fit. Tooling and access platforms can
also be developed from this database, allowing the early
identification of problems usually not found until
fabrication. Additionally, traditional drawings can be created
by taking 2-D views of the 3-D models and letting the

computer automatically add the necessary dimensions.

CAE/CAM at Georgia Tech - AE4360

The fundamentals of Computer Aided Design were taught
in the AE4360 class as part of the Concurrent Engineering/
Integrated Product Design course sequence outlined earlier.
The purpose of this class was twofold. First, it presented the
primary concepts behind the computational representation of
objects. Second, it introduced two primary design and
analysis tools.
These were:

1) Professional CADAM®
2) CATIA TM

Professional CADAM is an interactive computer aided
design system that is currently supported by the IBM
Corporation. It is used primarily for 2-D geometric
representation, and can be used for several analyses.

CADAM was used to create the three view orthographic
drawings of the aircraft used in this study. It was also used
to illustrate the CG location of major aircraft components.

CATIA is a Computer-graptu'cs Aided Three-dimensional

Interactive Application system. CATIA, developed by
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Dassault, has become an industry standard throughout most
of the aerospace community. It is used to create three
dimensional geometric models using wireframe, surface and
solid modeling constructions. Additional application
modules incorporated with CATIA provide capabilities for
kinematics, robotics, Finite Element Modeling mesh
generation, NC mill and lathe programming, structural
member design and image generation. CATIA was used to
ensure that the primary structure designed to support the
wing would fit within the volume generated from the
aerodynamic study.

Aerospace Systems Design I - AE6351

This first capstone design course addresses "System
Synthesis through Multi-disciplinary Design Optimization
(MDO)." Two closely related projects were associated with
this course. The first was the conceptual design refinement
of a baseline HSCT configuration defined by Boeing and
Douglas in their systems studies. This project was
essentially individual in nature and was intended to
familiarize the team members with conceptual design
systems synthesis trade-offs for the HSCT. The second
project was team oriented and was intended to introduce
students to sensitivity analysis and some analytical methods
and tools used in preliminary design. NASA's synthesis
codes FLOPS and ACSYNT were the primary tools used for
these studies. One of the two teams used ACSYNT and the

other used FLOPS. The same initial configuration and
mission profile were modeled in both.

This project was modeled after the producibility
technology studies that the Lockheed-California Company
conducted in the mid-1970s. The purpose of the studies,
funded by NASA's Langley Research Center (LaRC), was to
assess materials and producibility methods for the design of
the primary structure of a supersonic cruise aircraft.
Emphasis was placed on an integrated design and
manufacturing approach to develop low-cost producible

structural configurations by identifying potential materials
and fabrication technologies that would be available in the
1980s and 1990s for advanced technologies. While the
studies are somewhat out of date, they served as a good
foundation for Georgia Tech's first efforts, and introduced
students to the methods and tools used in industry.

The criterion used to evaluate the initial baseline

configuration was the Productivity Index (P.I.). This
criterion addresses the relationships between optimum
aircraft performance and various economic and technical
design constraints. The development of an economically

viable supersonic cruise aircraft is primarily dependent upon

the sucf_ssful integration of inter_liv_ advanced

technologies involving:

• aerodyn_nics / performance,

• propulsion / integration, and

• structures / materials / manufafturing.

Parametric variations we-e performed on key design
parameters in these three areas. These variations were related
to the Productivity Index (P.I.) and ideas for modification of
the initial baseline configuration were generated individually
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byteammembersineachof the four respective areas. Upon
culmination of all ideas and efforts, a final revised baseline
configuration was selected to be used for the next quarter's
capstone preliminary design course, Aerospace Systems
Design II, AE 6352.

Criterion Selection

The paramount issue in the decision process is whether

_n ecologically suitable H$CT can be developed with

acceptable risk that will provide safe and profitable

o_veration. The pivotal concerns regarding any future HSCT

are noise and pollutant emissions (both on the ground and at

altitude), performance, cost. and development risk.

Recently, an assessment was conducted of the mission
performance benefits associated with the technology
improvements and goals of NASA's HiSAIR Program.
Advanced technologies in the areas of structures, propulsion,
flight-deck systems, and aerodynamics were applied to a
representative Mach 2.4 vehicle concept based on 1990
technology. The payoffs associated with each particular
discipline were broken down to identify the result from the
proposed major elements within each discipline. For each
technology, a sizing thumbprint was generated, including
selected constraints. The focus of these efforts was on

minimizing the aircraft's TOGW by applying eldvanced

technologies tO key parameter_ within each discipline.

Our approach is similar to that used by NASA for their
study. While minimizing TOGW is often used as a
criterion, or objective function, it is often not a complete
measure and does not relate completely to economic
considerations. Instead of concentrating efforts on
minimizing the TOGW, _;he objective of this analysis was
to consider _ criterion one step above the TOGW in the

hierarchy of design variables: the Productivity Index (P.I.)

was selected as the target variable of this study. The

Productivity Index does indeed incorporate the aircraft's
TOGW, as well as other important parameters in an explicit
manner such as the payload, empty weight, fuel weight, and
block speed. The Productivity Index is a commonly used
criterion that relates pertinent product and process parameters

to overall affordability. The Productivity Index relates
design parameters to economic parameters and is defined as:

P.L.xV s
P.I.-

W E .._ W F

where: P.L. = Payload W E = Weight Empty

VB = Block Speed W F = Fuel Weight.

Traditionally, productivity has been a measure of relating a
commercial aircraft's capability to economic viability.
Thus, our selection of the productivity index as an analytical
measure to evaluate alternative configuration refinements
directly corresponds to an aircraft meeting its technical
design goals, as well as being an economical success.

Baseline Productivity Index

Georgia Institute of Technology
Aerospace Engineering

As discussed in the previous section, the Productivity
Index constitutes four design variables: payload, block
speed, empty weight, and fuel weight. The baseline P.I. for
our concept(s) modeled in FLOPS and ACSYNT were
calculated as follows:

Payload:

294 pax x (170 lbs/person + 30.2 lbs baggage/person)
+9 stewardesses x (170 lbs/person + 30.2 lbs bagg./person)
+2 galley crew x (170 lbs/person + 30.2 lbs bagg./person)

+3 crew x /225 lbs/crew member_
TOTAL PAYLOAD = 61,736 lbs

Block Speed:

Block Speed = (Block Range / Block Time)

= (5000 nmi/4.31 hrs /
BLOCK SPEED = 1160 kts (output from FLOPS)

EMPTY WEIGHT = 295,744 lbs (output fram FLOPS)

F!JEL ' WEIGHT = 305,612 Ibs (output from FLOPS)

These values lead to an initial Productivity Index for the
FLOPS baseline of:

P. I.(l,_,_t/FLOeS) = 1 19. lkts I

The values for block speed, empty weight, and fuel weight
output from ACSYNT lead to an initial Productivity Index
of essentially the same value as that calculated with the
parameters output from FLOPS. A comparison of the
HSCT baseline P.I. with two other aircraft is provided in
Table 1.

* Default values for person and baggage weights from
ACS YNT.

Results

Two teams performed sensitivity analyses with respect to
the Productivity Index in our three critical design areas:
structures, propulsion, and aerodynamics. Both teams made
recommendations for all three sections. At the end of the

quarter, it was mutually agreed upon by the two teams to
model the changes with respect to structures and propulsion
in FLOPS, and to model the recommendations made with

respect to aerodynamics in ACSYNT.

Structures and Propulsion Changes in FLOPS

Three parameters in FLOPS were changed in our initial
baseline configuration based on our new sensitivity analysis
with respect to the Productivity Index. An aggressive use of

composites [mainly] in the wing, an increase in the engine
overall pressure ratio, and a decrease in engine turbine inlet
temperature all increased the Productivity Index. The
variable FCOMP was used to model the use of composites
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in the wing. After changes, 22,564 lbs of composites were
used in the revised baseline (20,637 lbs in the wing) as
compared to none in the initial baseline. The percentage of
the composites used can be broken down as follows:
(91.4%) wing, (7.1%) landing gear, (1.1%) controls, (0.2%)
horizontal tail, and the remaining (0.2%) in the vertical tail.
This addition of more than 22,500 Ibs of composites,
coupled with an increase in engine overall pressure ratio
(from an initial value of 18 to a final value of 22) and a
decrease in turbine inlet temperature (from 3360 degrees
Rankine to 3200 degrees Rankine) resulted in 21,629 lbs
less fuel required to meet the 5000 nmi range requirement.
These changes increased the baseline P.I. from 119.1 kts to
127.5 kts.

Aerodynamics Changes in ACSYNT

To determine the effect of Hybrid Laminar Flow Control
(HLFC) technology on the productivity index of the baseline
aircraft, the ACSYNT laminar to turbulent factor, SFWF,

was used. This factor enables the tailoring of the
aerodynamic performance of major aircraft components. In
essence, an 11 percent reduction in the SFWF factor resulted
in a corresponding reduction in turbulent drag. Based on
NASA studies, it was determined that this 11 percent
reduction would require full wing HLFC. If only leading
edge HLFC was employed, this would result in a reduction
of approximately 6 percent. In addition to determining the
effect of HLFC on the Productivity Index, the wing area was
varied to observe its effect as well. The baseline area of

7700 square feet was varied between 6800 and 8500 ft 2,

while keeping the aspect ratio and wing sweep constant.
The lower limit of 6800 ft 2 was set because the ACSYNT

sizing program was unable to reliably perform a mission for
a configuration below this limit For this particular study,
the range and Mach number of the baseline was held
constant. Based on the area and HLFC changes, it was found

that the maximum P.I. occurred when the wing area was
7700 square feet, and full wing HLFC was employed. The
Productivity Index increase was from 117.4 knots to
approximately 121.8 knots.

Having determined the maximum P.I. based on these
changes, the "revised" baseline was analyzed to verify that it
met the necessary constraints. The FAR 25 landing
constraint for this vehicle is 11,000 feet. It was determined
that all HLFC configurations with wing areas in excess of
7600 ft2 conformed to this rule.

From the disciplinary sensitivity analyses conducted in
AE6351, it was determined that improvements could be
obtained in the baseline HSCT configuration using the
Productivity Index (P.I.) as the Criterion Function
(Figure 4). However, these improvements can not be
achieved if the resulting manufacturing considerations are
not taken into account, Therefore, a major focus for
AE6352 would be to address integrated design and
manufacturing issues at the wing level to close the loop and

include system product and process wades.
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AIRCRAFT

Gross Weight
(lbs)

Block Speed
(knots)

Payload
(lbs)

Empty Weight
(lbs)

Block Fuel

Obs)

PRODUCTIVITY

INDEX (Knots)

Concorde

(acsyn0
(3424 nmi
mission)

399,051

1124.46

25,000

169,060

167,258

83.58

Boeing
747-200

(5000 nmi
mission)

773,800

463.86

90,710

365,800

269,600

66.22

HSCT-
base

(acsynt)
(5000 nmi
mission)

727,291

1169.43

61,735

294,524

320,638

117.35

Table 1. Comparison of Aircraft
Productivity Index

,:.. ,,. ...

tl irl i i i i

Revbed BaJeline Productivity Index (PJ.) = 128.5 kl&

Initial Ba_line Productivity Index (P.L) = 117.4 k_.

Figure 4: Overall Productivity Index Increase

Aerospace Systems Design II - AE6352

Methodology

The methodology used for the final quarter's work builds
heavily upon what was learned the previous quarters. At the
beginning of the quarter, some of the Seven Management
and Planning Tools learned in Introduction to Con_urren_

Engineering were used to enable the team members to

understand the design processes related to wing concept
selection before analyses were attempted.

Tree Diagrams, Affinity Diagrams, Interrelationship
Diagraphs, and a QFD Matrix were generated at the

beginning of the quarter. The Concurrent Engineering Tools
were used to determine the relationships between several key
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designareasandthecostanalysisparametersusedtomakea
wingconceptselection.

Wing Concept SelectionMethodology

Figure5 showsthemethodologythatwasusedfor the
researchandanalysisofwingconceptsfortheHSCT.

Themissionandperformancerequirementsinfluencethe
systemat twolevels.Firstthemissionandperformance
requirementsareusedbythesynthesiscodesFLOPSand
ACSYNTforvehiclesizing.Second,someof thesesame
missionperformancerequirements,in additionto others
particulartocertaindisciplines,areusedin thedisciplinary
trade-offsconductedatthewinglevel. Otherdisciplines,
suchasLayout/ Mass Analysis and Airframe / Propulsion
Integration, may only begin after some of the initial vehicle
sizing has been completed.

oa_cr,.rr

L .....

i- r-;-o7.......I
"_"%" I

Figure 5: Wing Concept Selection

A designer's non-recurring (NR) manufacturing cost
trade-off tool was used at the wing level to determine relative
manufacturing costs associated with different wing concepts
generated by the multidisciplinary trade-off studies. Once the
parameters describing a new wing concept are determined,
they can be inserted back into FLOPS and ACSYNT for
overall vehicle performance estimation as well as airline and
manufacturer cost estimation. Finally, the wing concept
selection can be made based upon recommendation by the
disciplines at the wing level and based upon vehlcle
performance and cost at the system level.

Results

Georgia Institute of Technology
Aerospace Engineering

DESIGNER'S PRODUCTION COST TOOL

Material Cost

All Aluminum $10,714,065

All Titanium $13,978,704

All Composite $14,477,161

J

Figure 6: Example Production Cost Results.

Analysis tools were identified and used for many of the
design areas. FLOPS and ACSYNT were used at the system
level. Other off-the-shelf codes were used for more detailed

wing analysis. ASTROS was used for wing structural
analysis and optimization. VORLAX and WINGDES were
used for aerodynamics analysis. Several cost estimation
tools were used for wing concept manufacturing cost
estimates. Figure 6 shows an example of this estimate.

A methodology and database were established that can be
used and expanded by next year's design teams.

Conclusions

The sequence of Aerospace Systems Design Courses
addressing Integrated Design and Manufacturing for the
HSCT has been completed for the first year. This report is
submitted to summarize and document the results of the

research and analyses conducted in these courses. More
detailed results are provided in Reference 26.

Overall, the results of the year's efforts can be
summarized as follows:

• A methodology and framework for Integrated Design and

Manufacturing has been established.
• Analysis tools for the fundamental disciplines have been
identified and are functional in most areas.

• A Computer Integrated Environment is being established
to facilitate Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimization (MDO)

and Integrated Product Development (IPD).
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Abstract

The design of an Oblique All-Wing (OAW)

supersonic transport presents several unique problems

relating to the integration of the passenger cabin,

landing gear, engines, and structure into the airplane.

Because the airplane is a flying wing, the cabin

height determines the wing dimensions. Doors for

passenger and cargo loading and unloading, as well as

emergency exits, must be located in the leading and

trailing edges of the aircraft, requiring that the spars

be cut. The engines and landing gear of the Oblique
All-Wing often conflict during taxi and take-off
ground run conditions. Burst plane locations and

cabin noise also affect the placement of the engines.
Directional control of the OAW is provided by drag
rudders.

Introduction

The OAW concept first gained widespread

attention because of the work done by R.T. Jones 1

in 1952. Because it distributes lift over a longer

streamwise distance, Jones concluded that the Oblique

All-Wing configuration would result in significantly

reduced wave drag compared to traditional swept wing
configurations for supersomc aircraft. Interest in the

OAW has been renewed in the past decade as the need

for large capacity supersonic transports has become

apparent.

The emphasis of this design has been on the

operational feasibility of the OAW concept due to the

integration of such items as the passenger cabin,

landing gear, engines, and cargo. Preliminary

configuration decisions for the KU OAWT were based
on the Oblique All-Wing developed by Mark Waters 2.

less than routine however. The passenger seating

arrangement has to be specially designed to meet the

FAR requirements. Passenger and cargo loading is

unique due to lack of a fuselage on the OAWT, and

design of emergency exits requires special attention

because of the all-wing design.

Passenger Seating Arrangement

The KU OAWT was designed to take off

and land at a 37.5 ° angle of slew. This decreases the

effective span of the aircraft as it sits on the runway
and therefore reduces the risk of striking buildings or
aircraft on neighboring runways. This angle of slew

is also required for the landing gear to fit onto the
runway. However, taking-off and landing at an angle

of slew presents a unique problem for the cabin

arrangement.

According the AE 622 design team's

interpretation of the Federal Airworthiness Regulation

(FAR) Part 25.561, passengers may be subjected to

the following maximum inertial forces during a worst
case crash scenario:

• Forward g limit, 9.0g

• Lateral g limit, 4.0g

Assume for a moment that the passengers

are sitting facing the leading edge of the wing (this

would be considered facing forward if on board a

conventional aircraft). The wing takes off and lands

at an angle of 37.5 °, thus the passengers are also

seated at this angle during take off and landing. If the

aircraft should crash during take off or landing (at

37.5°), a forces calculation indicates the passengers

will experience the following inertial forces:

Internal Cabin Design

Typically the design of the internal cabin

arrangement for an aircraft would be a routine process.

The unique configuration of the oblique flying wing

makes the cabin design for the KU OAWT somewhat

• Forward, 4.71g

• Lateral, 8.65g

The conventional cabin arrangement violates the
FARs' limit on lateral inertial forces in a worst case
crash scenario.
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To remedy this situation the passengers are

arranged in the cabin to face the direction of take off

and landing. Figure 1 shows the KU OAWT cabin

with the passenger seats arranged at a 37.5 ° angle.

Passenger Ingress/Egress.

A traditional fuselage allows for passenger

ingress/egress through the side of the aircraft. Since

the OAWT does not have a fuselage the passengers

are limited to exits through the top, bottom, leading

edge and trailing edge of the wing. Each of these

methods of regular ingress/egress were examined in
turn.

If the normal passenger loading were through

the top or bottom of the aircraft, some arrangement

with ladders, steps, or escalators would be required.

This would limit access to the aircraft by the very
elderly, the very young, and the handicapped.

Airlines would probably be reluctant to invest in an
aircraft with limited access or in an aircraft that would

require the additional expense of purchasing stairs,

escalators, etc. Conducting regular loading of

passengers through the leading edge of the aircraft

would pose several problems. Machining tolerances
would create mismatches between the doors and the

rest of the aircraft leading edge. Furthermore, wearing
of the door seals with time would also create

mismatch. This mismatch over the leading edge

would tend to disrupt the airflow over the leading edge

and degrade the performance of the aircraft. The

superior performance of the OAWT is the reason the

aircraft is being considered as a SST alternative, and

should thus be preserved in every design phase. Also,

the high dynamic pressures encountered at the leading

edge during supersonic cruise would require a heavy
door structure and the accompanying weight penalties.

Instances of high angles of attack, where suction

forces act on the leading edge (creating "wing thrust"),

would also require a heavy door structure.

To avoid weight penalties and restricted

access, the regular passenger exits were designed into

the trailing edge of the aircraft. Figure 2 shows one

possible method of passenger ingress and egress in

which the trailing edge opens, clamshell-like, as the

standard airport ramp backs up to _ aircraft. Note

that foreign object damage (FOD) could be a problem

between the trailing edge and the airport ramp.

Figure 1 shows the location of the trailing edge doors

on the cabin. The location of the doors is highly

dependent on the landing gear bay locations,

something that is unique to the OAWT.

Cargo/Baggage Loading
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Determination of locations for cargo/baggage

doors follows a similar process to the passenger

doors. Cargo access doors on the leading edge were

rejected for the same reasons passenger doors were not

designed into the leading edge. Cargo doors on the

top of the aircraft would require the airlines to

purchase special cranes to load the cargo. The

infamous "last two bags" checked in by the last

minute passenger would require the use of the crane

just as much as loading the LD3 containers. Airlines

would, again, be hesitant to purchase an airplane that

requires large additional investments in support
hardware.

Cargo could be loaded through the bottom of

the aircraft. Again, a special cargo loader would be

required for this method of loading, to lift the LD3

containers into place. To avoid the extra expense of

special cargo loaders, doors in the trailing edge

(similar to the passenger doors) would facilitate the

use of airlines' current scissorbed cargo trucks.

Figure 3 shows how the trucks could back up to the

clamshell opening to load LD3 containers on board

the aircraft. Note again that FOD problems with the

trailing edge and the cargo truck could occur.

Emergency Exit Design

According to the FARs, the KU OAWT

would require more than a dozen type I emergency

exits, in addition to the 5 passenger ingress/egress

type A doors already located in Figure 1. Only 5
pairs of type A emergency exit doors would be

required for a seating capacity of 500 passengers. The
10 type A doors were chosen as emergency exits to

reduce weight penalties and the reduce the number of

cabin crew required during an emergency situation.

Crash Scenarios

The location of the emergency exits is

dependent on the various crash scenarios of the

OAWT. The first of these possible crash scenarios is

an emergency landing with the landing gear down. In

this scenario any emergency exits located on the top,

bottom, leading edge or trailing edge of the aircraft

would be equally accessible by the passengers.

Another possible scenario is an emergency

crash on land but with the landing gear still retracted.

In this situation, any emergency exits located on the

bottom of the aircraft could not be used by the
passengers. Because of the inertial distribution of the
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OAWT,thewingisjust aslikely to crashupside-
downasit is to crashupright•In thatsituation,any
emergencyexitsonthetopof theaircraftwouldbe
uselesstothepassengers.

Theintercontinentalmissionprofileof the
OAWTindicatesthatamajorportionof flighttime
willbespentoverwater.Forthisreasonemergency
ditchingof the OAWTin watermustalso be
considered.Two possibleditch scenariosare
possible•An upright ditch in water would result in

the bottom exits being inaccessible and an inverted

ditch would result in the top-located exits being

inaccessible. A study was conducted to confum what

the attitude of the OAWT would be while floating in
water• The KU OAWT floats at about a 2° angle

between the chordline and the waterline, both upright
and inverted.

A review of the various crash scenarios

indicates that at some point top and bottom located

exits might be inaccessible to passengers•

Additionally, top or bottom exits would require

passengers to use ladders in an emergency, which

would not be acceptable during an evacuation. This
design team made the decision to locate all passenger

emergency exits either in the leading or trailing edges

of the aircraft, despite the penalties for placing doors

in the leading edge. These exits should be

exclusively emergency exits and should not be opened

under normal conditions for any reason. Some sort of

removable panel should cover the door on the outside

leading edge of the aircraft to keep the leading edge

smooth and prevent disruption of the airflow. These

panels could be quickly removed during an emergency

by use of pyrotechniques or some mechanical means.

Later the panels could be replaced so the aircraft
could return to regular service.

Figure 4 shows the locations of the

emergency exits.

Landing Gear Design

Preliminary landing gear design of the KU

OAWT is critical to its success. A takeoff weight of

greater than 1.4 million lbs requires special attention

be paid to surface compatibility• The size of the

aircraft presents several problems also; including

ground maneuverability, runway fit, and gear
retraction volume.

Strut Locations and Loads

As determined in Reference 1, a nine strut

layout is employed for the tAW. Five struts are

positioned along the front spar, and four along the

University of Kansas

rear spar. The methods of Reference 3 were used to
calculate the static strut loads and the maximum

dynamic braking load on a single nose strut:

• Pn= 156,500 lbs

• Pm = 154,400 lbs

• PnDYN = 184,000 lbs

The maximum single tire dynamic load was
calculated:

• PSWmax = 38,300 lbs

It should be noted that this value accounts for: 1) a

25% increase in weight due to future growth of the

aircraft, 2) the required 7% safety factor for FAR25

certification, and 3) an additional 10% safety factor

due to the unconventionality of the landing gear

arrangement.

Tire Selection

Candidate tires for the KU OAWT were

selected from tables of Reference 4 with the following
cri_rion:

• Maximum Static Loading:

38,300 lbs < Pmax < 40,000 lbs

This assumption is based upon an assumed six wheel

per bogey layout• The tire that was selected is a

44x16 in., type VII tire. It has a maximum loading

of 38,400 lbs. and a maximum speed of 200 mph.

Bogey Layout

As previously mentioned, a tri twin-tandem

layout is assumed for each bogey of the landing gear.

Determination of bogey dimensions requires the

calculation of grown tire sizes and minimum required

tire clearances to surrounding structure. The

following tire growth factors were assumed:

• Width, fw = 1.04

• Diameter, fD = 2•14 (pg 6-15, Ref. 2)

The 'grown' tire dimensions are:

• Wg= 16.64"

Dg= 45•82"
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The minimum required clearances to surrounding

structure, as determined from Figure 6-14 of
Reference 2, are:

• Sidewall: 2.95"

• Radial: 1.89"

• Shoulder: 2.42"

The grown tire dimensions and minimum clearances

lead to the following bogey characteristics:

• Total Bogey Length: 141"
(grown dimensions)

• Total Bogey Width: 51.2"

(grown dimensions)
• Wheel Base: 47.7"

(front axle to shock centerline)
• Wheel Track: 34.5"

Runway Fit

Research of Reference 1 specifies standard

runway width to be 150 ft. FAR 25 Certification

requires 25 feet of clearance on each side of the aircraft
wheel track. The KU OAWT does not meet this

requirement. In fact, the 2.5 ft clearance on each side

may not be sufficient even if fully automated

operations are assumed. This problem must be
furth_ researched.

Gear Strut Length

Strut lengths of conventional aircraft are

frequently dictated by lateral clearance requirements.

As determined by Reference 3, the required height to

the wing chord plane to satisfy a 5 degree lateral
clearance at 37.5 degrees slew is 9.7 feet.
Serviceability requires a minimum clearance of 10.5
ft beneath the aircraft 1 . The 10.5 ft minimum

clearance will dictate the gear strut length.

Additional Considerations

Preliminary landing gear design for the KU
OAWT requires further research in the following
areas:

• ground maneuvering

• gear rotation scheduling

• gear placement

Ground Maneuverability

Maneuverability of the KU OAWT on the
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ground will require a complex system to

independently rotate each strut assembly. However,

the friction forces in such a rotation, may be too large

to overcome by a simple rotation of the strut.

Additional measures, such as independent steering of
wheels, may be necessary.

Gear Rotation Scheduling

Simultaneous rotation of all nine struts to

the retracted position may not be feasible from an

aircraft controllability standpoint. For this reason,

scheduling of gear rotation may be required for the

proposed gear layout to be acceptable.

Gear Placement

The chosen landing gear placement is

acceptable from the standpoint of load distribution.

However, location of the retracted gear may be critical
to the effective emergency evacuation of the aircraft.

The effects of placement of the landing gear at

different locations must be evaluated. Emergency
evacuation and the effects of load distribution on the

aircraft and runway must be accounted for.

Engines

For the oblique all wing aircraft, the engines

are a major design issue. The requirement that the

engines must pivot during the flight creates

operational problems.

Engines Beneath the Wing

Six engines were chosen for the KU tAW

aircraft with the pivots located under the front spar of

the wing. (To compensate for the large span of the

flying wing on conventional taxi ways, it has been

proposed to taxi the aircraft in the spanwise

direction). However, as can be seen from Figure 5,

this presents a problem for the engine placement•

Assuming an engine pivot of 65 degrees and thrust

vectoring up to 25 degrees, interference occurs

between engine exhausts, landing gear, and other
nacelles. One solution to this problem could involve

using only the outboard port engine for taxi.
However, in the event of engine failure, the aircraft
would be unable to taxi.

Figure 6 displays a staggered engine

configuration. This eliminates exhaust interference

and allows two additional power sources in the case of

engine failure. The staggering of the engines also
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allowsthepivotsto bemovedinboardfromtheir
initialpositionsinFigure5.

Figure7 displayspotentialproblemswith
the staggeredenginesmountedunderthewing.
Duringthetake-offgroundrun,oneor twoof the
enginescouldexperienceForeignObject Damage

(FOD) from the landing gear. This is thought to be

operationally unacceptable.

Engine Placement for the KU OAWT

One possible solution to the FOD problem

is to mount the engines above the wing. The same

engine placement can be used on top of the wing as

below the wing, as shown in Figure 7. This

eliminates the danger of FOD damage to the engines.

Another potential problem concerning the

engine placement is turbine burst plane interference.

With the engine configuration shown in Figure 7

(engines above the wing), the turbine planes of the

engines are directly above the fuel tanks.

Containment rings, increased local skin thickness,

and fuel dry bays could help prevent fuel tank damage
in the case of turbine failure. The turbine plane and
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fuel tank interference could be avoided all together by

placing the engines above and behind the passenger

cabin as shown in Figure 8. The outboard port

engine has been asymmetrically staggered to allow for

dual engine operation during spanwise taxi. With

the engines in close proximity to the passenger cabin,

excessive noise and vibration in the passenger cabin
could also occur.

Directional Control

Traditionally directional control is handled

through the vertical tail(s) and rudder. However, due

to the unique configuration of the tAW, directional

control was handled through the use of drag rudders.

The engine which produces the largest (in

magnitude) yaw moment was determined to be the

trailing engine in slew. Windmilling drag on the

failed engine was estimated using the methods of

Reference 4, Eq. 4.67. Table 5.1 summarizes the

various yaw moments which must be counter-acted

by the directional control system.

Table 5.1: KU OAWT Yaw Moments in Various Flight Conditions

Fli/_ht Condition

Subsonic fli_t at 37.5" slew, all six engines operating

Supersonic flight at 67.5 ° slew, all six engines operating

Subsonic flight at 37.5" slew, single critical engine out

Supersonic flight at 67.5" slew, single critical engine out

Yaw Moment/about c._.)
-2.15 x 106 ft-lb

-3.10 x 106 ft-lb

-17.51 x 106 ft-lb

-11.66 x 106 ft-lb

A single drag rudder capable of counter-

acting these yaw moments was sized. The drag

rudder area required for various flight conditions is

given in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Drag Rudder Sizes Necessary for Directional Control

in Various Flight Conditions

Flight Condition

37.5" slew, all six engines operating

67.5" slew_ all six engines operating

37.5" slew, one critical engine out

67.5 ° slew, one critical engine out

ACDairplane

0.0056

SDR (ft. 2)

151

0.0045 122

0.0450 1213

0.0170 459

A drag rudder size of 1213 sq ft (i.e. 607 sq

ft on the top half and 607 sq ft on the bottom half of

the split flap) will not fit onto the OAWT. Therefore

some alternative must be found for the single engine-

out directional control other than using solely a drag
laldder.

tEl Corresponding Engine Shutdown

If one engine fails in flight, a solution to the

directional control problem may be to shut down a

corresponding engine on the other airplane wing.
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This would decrease the yaw moment that must be

fought by the drag rudder (or vertical tails). If the

critical engine fails, the corresponding engine would
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be the leading engine on the starboard wing. Table

5.3 gives the yaw moments that must be countered

with the corresponding engine shut down.

Table 5.3: Drag Rudder Sizes for One Engine Failure and

Corresponding Engine Shut Down

Flight Condition

37.5 ° slew, critical and

corresponding engine failed

67.5 ° slew, critical and

corresponding engine failed

Yaw Moment (about c.g.) to be
countered

/ft.-lb./
-1.43 x 106

-1.97 x 106

ACDairplane

0.0037

0.0029

100

77

Table 5.3 shows that putting a routine into
the control software of the OAWT to shut down a

corresponding engine would be advantageous (the in-

flight yaw moment with all 6 engines operating
would become the critical yaw moment to counter).

Conclusions

The unique problems associated with the

design of an Oblique All-Wing supersonic transport
can be overcome. The cabin must be laid out with

the seats at an angle, in order to meet FAR crash

force requirements. The passenger and cargo doors are

located in the rear spar, and additional emergency exits

are located in the front and rear spars. Nine landing

gear with six-wheel bogeys are required to support the

OAW. The engines are placed over the wing in order

to avoid FOD damage, and in a staggered

configuration in order to avoid flame out caused by
ingesting another engine's exhaust. Directional
control is provided by drag rudders, with a

corresponding engine shut down in the case of an

engine failure.
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Abstract

A conceptual design is presented for a cartier vehicle for an

air launched space booster. This airplane is capable of

carrying a 500,000 pound satellite launch system to an
altitude over 40,000 feet for launch. The airplane features a

twin fuselage configuration for improved payload and

landing gear integration, a high aspect ratio wing for

maneuverability at altitude, and is powered by six General

Electric GE-90 engines. The analysis methods used and the

systems employed in the airplane are discussed. Launch

costs are expected to be competitive with existing launch

systems.

Introduction

One way of reducing the total weight of a space booster is

to launch the booster from an airborne platform. This

results in a lower booster vehicle weight for the same

payload capacity. Among the advantages to this approach
are that the kinetic and potential energy of the airborne

platform are added to that of the space booster and that the

launch takes place above a substantial portion of the
atmosphere so that aerodynamic drag is reduced. One current
design which takes advantage of this approach is the

Pegasus, manufactured by Orbital Sciences Corporation.

The Pegasus has a total weight of 41,000 pounds and a

payload weight of 900 pounds. It has been carried aloft and

launched by a Boeing B-52 and future launches are planned
from a modified Lockhe_ L-1011.

In the future, there may be a market for an air launched

space booster an order of magnitude larger. A space booster

of this size would be capable of placing one or more

sateUites into geosynchronous earth orbit or a heavy payload

into low earth orbit. Such a large booster would require a

new airplane to be purpose built for its launch since no

current airplane could carry a space booster of this size to

any significant altitude.

Class history

In the fall of 1992, the University of Michigan Aerospace

481 Airplane Design class undertook the design of an

airplane to carry a large air launched space booster. A
preliminary design was formulated by each of the 35

students in the class. The space booster weight was set at

250,000 pounds to verify the feasibility of this project.

Then, the class split into two groups to continue the design

process, with one group pursuing a conventional design and

the other group pursuing a more unusual design. The

airplanes designed have a payload capacity of 500,000

pounds since the viability of this payload weight goal was

proven with the individual design projects.

In the winter term, seven students elected to continue this

design project under Aerospace 490/590 Advanced Airplane

Design, a directed study class with the goal of presenting a

more fully defined design at the USRA summer conference.

Three designs were evaluated in the early portion of the

class. First was a conventional design with the payload

suspended beneath the fuselage. Second was a twin fuselage

configuration with the space booster suspended beneath the
wing. Last was a flying wing. The flying wing was an

appealing configuration since it removed the fuselage
volume which is wasted in the other two configurations.

This design was eliminated after the discovery that it was

not the best design for this mission from a stability and

control standpoint. For the best landing gear and payload

integration, the final design is based on the twin fuselage

concept.

Overview

The University of Michigan Aerospace 490/590 Advanced

Airplane Design class has designed the Eclipse, an aircraft

whose primary mission is to act as a launch platform for a

space booster weighing 500,000 pounds. Other mission

requirements include:
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• mission radius of 750 statute miles

• launch altitude of at least 40,000 feet

• the ability to use existing airport facilities

• reliance on components, subsystems, and processes

currently used in production or which will be in the

very near future

• the ability to perform 2.2g post-launch maneuver at
altitude

Market studies concluded that six launch missions per year

would be a realistic design goal. A ten year life span for the

launch system is anticipated as this would reach until the

introduction of the next planned launch systems. Only two

airplanes will be built. The first will be a fully functional

aircraft while the second will act as a structural spare. The

design mission profile is shown in Figure 1.

/ 2 Climb 7 Descent

3 750 rrtl cntt_ 8 Prelandlng Iott_r
J 4 Prelaunch loiter 9 LandLng

] 5 Launch maneuver 9

Fig. 1 Mission profile

Two other mission profiles were studied as well. The

ferry mission, which consists of flying the maximum

distance possible with the empty space booster, and a
minimum fuel mission, which consists of a climb to

maximum altitude, loiter, launch, and descent. The lack of

fuel for the cruise portions results in a higher launch

altitude. The design mission and maximum altitude mission

performance calculations assume an aborted launch scenario.

This is the worst case from a vehicle design standpoint due

to the extra drag and weight of the booster which is attached

for the return portion of the mission.

The final configuration of the Eclipse is presented in

Figure 2 which is a configuration overview. Some of the

important parameters are tabulated in Table 1. The most

obvious aspect to this design is the twin fuselage

configuration. This allowed for straightforward payload and

landing gear integration. The high aspect ratio wing was

necessitated by the need for controlled flight at high altitude.

There are six engines to provide the thrust needed to attain

altitude. Two vertical tails are positioned with the

horizontal tail between them in a cruciform layout. This

configuration keeps the tails out of the wake of the wing,

payload, and engines while keeping the horizontal tail below

an area susceptible to deep stall.

The airplane which is the closest in comparison to the

Eclipse is the Antonov An-225 with a take off weight of
1,323,000 pounds. Available data for the An-225 indicates

it could carry a 551,000 pound payload. It is doubtful,

however, that it could meet the requirements of this mission

since the heaviest payload carried to date is 344,000 pounds
for a 3 1/2 hour mission whereas the design mission for the

Eclipse calls for carrying a 500,000 pound payload almost
seven hours.

Table 1 Eclipse parameters

Take off weight

Payload weight 0d. of Michigan Gryphon)

Fuel weight (including ramp fuel)

Operational weight empty

Wing area

Wing span
Overall length

Overall height

Take off thrust (w/o extractions)

Thrust-to-weight ratio
Take off field length (to 35 ft)

landing field length (from 35 ft)

Wing aspect ratio

Wing quarter chord sweep angle

Wing loading

Vertical tail area (each)
Horizontal tail area

Cruise velocity

Launch altitude (design mission)

1,227,000 lbf

479,000 lbf

241,000 lbf
541,000 lbf

11,750 ft 2
368 ft

188.6 ft

62.4 ft

600,000 lbf

0.489

4,300 ft
3,400 ft

11.53

22.1 °

104.4 lbf/ft 2

950 ft 2
3700 ft 2

515 mph
43,300 ft

The remainder of this paper is an overview of the

analytical work which was done for this design project. The

propulsion, aerodynamics, structures and weights, stability

and control, performance, and several airplane systems are

studied. Finally, the results of the wind tunnel testing are

discussed Further details of the design can be found in

Design of an Airborne Launch Vehicle for an Air Launched

Space Booster, the Aerospace 490/590 class report. 1 This

report contains detailed descriptions of the design work.

Propulsion

The engine selected for the Eclipse is a planned growth
version of the General Electric GE-90 which will be rated at

100,000 pounds take off thrust. Six of these engines will

be used to provide the thrust needed to attain altitude. The

growth version of the GE-90 was selected because it is the

only engine which will be commercially available in the

near future which meets the thrust requh'ements for this

airplane. The high lapse rate of thrust with altitude makes

the airplane highly overpowered at take off and during a large
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portion of the climb. Thrust specific fuel consumption and

uninstalled thrust available (including ram drag) data was

supplied by the manufacturer. 2 Installed thrust levels were
obtained using empirical models for estimating extractions. 3

Figure 3 shows the installed thrust available curves which

have been extrapolated across the entire Mach number range.

800_0

Drag polars for the airplane were found using semi-
empirical methods. 3 Along with this, the interference drag

from the payload, i.e. the space booster, was accounted for

by adding ten percent of the wing drag to the area which is

directly affected by the flow around the payload. An

additional five percent is added to the final drag number to
account for interference in the rest of the airplane. 6 Typical

drag polars are listed in Table 2.
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Fig. 3 Installed thrust available

Nacelles were sized using semi-empirical methods based

on experience and wind tunnel testing. 4 The engines are

located with a diameter and a quarter between each engine and
from the fuselage. They are mounted below and in front of

the wing. This location was chosen to minimize the losses

associated with installation and therefore improve altitude

performance.

Aerodynamics

Table 2 Drag polars

Flight Condition
Cruise h = 40,000 ft

M = 0.78 w/payload
Cruise h = 40,000 ft

M = 0.78 w/o payload
Loiter h = 44,000 ft

M = 0.78 w/payload

Loiter h = 10,000 ft

M = 0.45 w/o pa_,load

Drag Polar

CD --- 0.0170 - 0.0012CL +
0.0390CL 2

CD -- 0.0150 - 0.0011CL +
0.0364CL 2

CD = 0.0146 - 0.0016CL +
0.0397CL 2

CD = 0.0144 - 0.0052CL +

0.0414CL2

A single slotted Fowler flap with an area of 1346A ft 2,

covering 30 percent of the chord and from 23 to 32 and 38 to
70 percent of the half span, is utilized to lower the take off

and landing speed to acceptable levels. No leading edge

devices are employed. For take off, CLmax = 2.06 with a

flap deflection of 20 ° and for landing, CLmax = 2.65 with a

flap deflection of 45 °.

Structures & Weights

A V-n diagram was constructed to determine the loads

acting on the aircraft during flight. Between the maneuver

load and gust induced load plots, the maximum loads on the

airplane can be deduced. These showed a limit load of 2.5g

which implies, with a factor of safety of 1.5, a ultimate load

of 3.75g.

The wing airfoil is a NASA 14-percent thick supercritical

airfoil. 5 A supercritical airfoil was chosen to minimize

wave drag and therefore increase cruise speed. To further

increase the critical Mach number, the wing has a leading

edge sweep of 25 °. This raises the critical Mach number to

0.78, or roughly the cruise speed of the airplane. The
vertical tails are NACA 0012 airfoils while the horizontal

tail is a NACA 0008 airfoil for the inboard section, to raise

critical Mach number where there is no leading edge sweep,
and a NACA 0010 airfoil outboard of the vertical tails. The

outboard sections have a leading edge sweep of 40 °. This

results in a higher critical Mach number for the horizontal

tail than the wing, as required for stability and control

purposes.

The majority of component weights were found using
semi-empirical methods. 7 These values were calibrated

using a production aircraft part of similar dimensions and

configuration. Engine and nacelle weights were supplied by
General Electric.': Wing weight was calculated using an

analytical method developed specifically for twin fuselage

aircraft. 8 This method calculates the structure required to

resist the shear and bending moments associated with the

distributed and point loads acting on the wing. Semi-

empirical models are then used to give weights for non-load

bearing surfaces and trailing edge devices. The analytical

method results in a wing group weight percentage of gross

take off weight which is in line with that of current
production airplanes.
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The longitudinal center of gravity was calculated by

assigning each component a center of gravity and then
calculating the weighted average. All measurements are
made from a reference datum 50 feet in front of the forward

most point of the wing. The payload and fuel centers of
gravity are collocated with the airplane center of gravity to
minimize center of gravity shifts during the flight and

launch maneuver. Table 3 is a breakdown of the airplane

weights and centers of gravity.

Table 3 Component weight and center of gravity

Component Weight (lb D CG (ft)

Fuselages (both) 85,200 107.33
Horizontal tail 28,100 214.03

Vertical tails (both) 14,800 202.05

Crew and mission specific

equipment 2,000 45.00

Spate b(x)ster 479,000 103.43

Engines, nacelles, and pylons (all) 138,000 83.90

Forward landing gear 7,100 45.00

Main landing gear 64,200 110.43

Fixed equipment 50,100 80.00

- Flight controls 12,500
- Hydraulics and pneumatics 10,000

- Electrical systems 6,000
- Avionics, electronics, and

instrumentation 11,000

- Auxiliary power 4,000

- Oxygen 100
- Air conditioning, pressurization 1,500

- Payload specific systems 5,000
Mission fuel 207,000 103.43

Main Wing 151,900 97.17

Total lr227T400 103.43

Several structural issues were considered on a qualitative

level in the design. The fuselage has an oblong shape so

that the landing gear can be fully retracted within the

fuselage and still allow for a large closed section. This large

closed section significantly stiffens the structure. There is a
pressurized compartment in the left fuselage for the crew.

This pressurized section is a cylinder which fits inside the

exterior contour of the airplane. A cylinder was chosen to

minimize the possibility of fatigue due to pressure cycling.

The wing has four main spars located at 17, 38 (maximum

airfoil thickness), 54, and 70 percent of the chord. In
addition, between the fuselages a fifth spar runs parallel to

and 12.5 feet in front of the trailing edge of the wing. This

spar aids in the distribution of the loads from the space

booster. Two reinforced ribs are used for the mounting

system for the booster. These ribs start at the fast spar and

extend out the back of the wing to provide attachment points

for the payload. The twin fuselage design with a horizontal

tail spanning the two fuselages has an added advantage of

creating a large shear cell. This should significantly lower
the structure needed to carry the loads. This would be seen

in a weight savings over a comparable single fuselage
design. The two forward horizontal tail spars intersect the

two rear vertical tall spars. This minimizes the extra

structure needed to carry the tail loads,

Stability & Control

Stability and control calculations are based on semi-
empirical methods. 3 Longitudinal stability calculations

focused on three areas. First, the airplane must be able to

rotate about its main gear for take off. This did not size the

horizontal tail. It did, however, size the elevators. Second,

the airplane must be trimmable during cruise. Last, the

airplane must meet a static margin requirement during

cruise. The third criteria sized the horizontal tail. Ideally,
the tail would be positioned such that all three criteria would

be met simultaneously. This is not the case with the

Eclipse and the tails are therefore larger than they might
otherwise be. This is acceptable since the shorter fuselages

which are associated with the larger tail allow for a shorter

landing gear to meet the tip over and rotation requirements.

Also, fuselage weight and tail weight are almost an equal

trade off so there is a minimal weight penalty associated

with the larger tail surface with shorter fuselages.

Take off rotation and trim calculations were estimated by

summing the moments acting on the airplane. In the fast

case, by summing around the median point of the main gear

contact points and in the second case by summing around

the center of gravity. The landing trim requirement was not

evaluated. Static margin calculations are done through the

use of an x-plot. The design is for five percent static
margin. This value was chosen as a point where there is
sufficient margin for safe pilot control without making the

tails extremely large. With only a five percent static

margin, a stability augmentation system will be necessary

to ensure controlled operations of the airplane. Static

margin at take off is high due to the large tails needed for an

acceptable static margin at cruise.

The critical condition for lateral and directional stability

and control is a one engine inoperative condition on take off.
This criteria sized the vertical tails. The two engine

inoperative condition was also analyzed. Meeting the two
engine out criteria required either a very high speed or

excessively large vertical tails to maintain control. Since

meeting this criteria would be detrimental to airplane

performance, the one engine out condition was selected as

the design condition. Table 4 is a summary of the lateral

and directional stability and control parameters.
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Table 4 Conditions for one engine out stability and control

University of Michigan
Aerospace Engineering

Table 6 Minimum fuel mission performance

Minimum control speed

One engine out bank angle

One engine out sideslip angle

One engine out aileron deflecfon

One engine out rudder deflection

231 ft/sec
4.0 °

5.0 °
7.4 °

25.4 °

Take off weight
Fuel weight (including ramp fuel)
Launch altitude
Launch turn radius

Mission time

1,143,000 lbf

157,000 lbf
45,800 ft

11,500 ft
4 hr 11 min

Performance Table 7 Ferry mission performance

Airplane performance was calculated for the three mission
scenarios: the normal launch mission, the minimum fuel

mission, and the ferry mission. The calculations for the two

launch missions assume an launch abort at the last possible
moment, which is the worst case scenario. Calculations

were based on analytical models of airplane performance. 9

The Gryphon, an air launched space booster designed by the
University of Michigan Aerospace 483 Aerospace System

Design class, is used as the payload for the performance
calculations.

Upon launch, a minimum radius turn is conducted at
constant altitude. This maneuver should give maximum
separation between the vehicles in a given amount of time.

For the design mission, the mission profile was broken

up into nine segments (see Figure I), and each one of these

segments was further broken up to increase the accuracy of

the calculations. The fuel weight required for this mission

was used for the sizing of the airplane. Take off and landing
distances are the distance to clear a 35 foot obstacle from or

to a complete stop, respectively. The final values for this

analysis are presented in Table 5.

Table 5 Design mission performance

Take off distance 4,300 ft

Landing distance 3A00 ft
Launch altitude 43,300 ft

Launch turn load factor 2.2g
Launch turn radius 9200 ft

Mission time 6 hr 55 min

Performance for the other two missions was calculated in

a similar fashion, but it was limited by the airplane

configuration which was determined by the requirements for

the design mission. The minimum fuel mission removed

the cruise segments. Final values are contained in Table 6.

The ferry mission was limited in range by the fuel lank

capacity, which was designed for up to 350,000 pounds fuel

weight. Also, the booster is assumed to be unfueled for this

mission. Table 7 lists the performance values for this
mission.

Take off weight 1,135,000 lbf

Payload weight 278,000 lbf

Cruise altitude 35,000 fl

Range 4,300 mi
Mission time 11 hr 14 min

Systems

Six systems of the airplane were designed. Along with

these, several issues regarding the comfort and safety of the
crew were considered.

Payload Integration

The University of Michigan Aerospace 483 Aerospace

System Design class completed the payload integration

work. This team designed the Gryphon, a space booster
which could he carded and launched by the Eclipse. The

integration mechanism is based on the system used in

attaching the Orbital Sciences Corporation's Pegasus
booster to the L-1011 carrier vehicle. It features an eight

point attachment using hooks and pins which are
simultaneously released using a set of hydraulic actuators.

These eight points are all located on the large ribs in the

wing of the Eclipse and the loads are distributed from there

to the spars. Further details of this system can be found in
the Gryphon project report. 10

Landing Gear

The landing gear is a quadracycle configuration. This

layout allows for all six gear trucks to fully retract into a

fuselage without interfering with the payload. The main

gear consists of four struts, each with an eight wheel landing

gear truck in a dual-twin-tandem configuration. Each nose
gear is steerable and has three wheels in a triple

configuration. The main gear retract forward and aft and the

nose gear retracts afL

The main gear are located such that the airplane can rotate

about the median point between the trucks by extending one

shock absorber and compressing the other. The struts are

long enough to ensure that the airplane meets all clearance
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and tip-over requirements. The nose gear are located so that

a sufficient amount of the ai_lane weight rests upon it to

allow for effective steering.

The large number of wheels allow the airplane to operate

from any concrete runway and in the case of an abort

immediately after launch, to return and land on a runway
which is used by modem wide body wanslx_ aircraft. Using

the steerable nose gear and differential braking, the Eclipse
needs a 73 foot radius circle of concrete to turn. With a

margin for safety to keep the airplane on the concrete, this

requires a wider taxi area for the airplane than is available at

existing commercial airports.

the system to maintain DC system voltage under wansient

conditions, to supply power for short term heavy loads, and

to supply power in an emergency. In addition, there is a

ground connection point for ground operations.

Flight Control System

A mechanical signaling system is used for the flight
controls in this aircraft. All flight controls are irreversible.

A mechanical signaling system was chosen, despite the

weight penalty and higher maintenance, to avoid the cost and

difficulty associated with the development of either a fly-by-

wire or fly-by-light control system.

Hydraulic System

A conventional hydraulic system is employed. A

conventional system was chosen over a electromechanical
system because of the size, volume, and performance losses

associated with the electromechanical system. A

conventional system was chosen over an electrohydrostatic

system due to the expense associated with the

electrohydrostatic system. There axe four independent

hydraolic systems to insure complete redundancy of the

system to all airplane systems.

The hydraulic system operates at a pressure of 5,000 psi.
This was chosen as a compromise between volume and

weight requirements of a lower pressure system and the

sealing requirements of a higher pressure system. In
addition, the 5,000 psi system is the standard used on large

commercial transports today.

For safety, four levels of redundancy are employed with

each of the primary flight control surfaces (aileron, rudder,
and elevator) with each section of the control surface
powered by three separate systems. Secondary control

systems employ only two levels of redundancy. The high

level of redundancy is called for since only two airframes are

being built and any hull loss would be devastating to the

program.

Two separate mechanical systems are employed for

redundancy with the primary flight controls, while the

secondary controls use only one level of redundancy.

Fuel System

The fuel system has a capacity of 260,000 pounds in the

primary tanks. This value is a direct result of the

performance calculations for the design mission. In

addition, there are auxiliary tanks with a capacity of 90,000
pounds which brings total fuel capacity to 350,000 pounds.

This extra fuel volume is used when ferrying the airplane,

either with or without the payload, from place to place. All

tanks are located in the outboard section of the wing between

the first and third spars.

Pumps are sized for one and a half times the maximum

fuel flow. The pumps have a through flow of 473 pounds

per minute. The lines are two inches in diameter. Surge
tanks are located outboard of the main tanks.

In order to keep the center of gravity of the fuel constant,
several fuel cells are used with flow valves and pumps which

are computer controlled to maintain a constant center of

gravity.

Crew Issues

Electrical System

The electrical system for the Eclipse is sized using the

requirements of an airplane of similar dimensions, the

Boeing 747. This is done because the actual electrical loads

of the systems are not known until a more detailed design

for the airplane systems is carried out.

Three engine driven generators are used for normal airplane

operations. There is an extra generator connected to the

auxiliary power unit and an emergency generator connected

to a free-fall ram air turbine. Batteries are incorporated into

The crew of the Eclipse consists of three people, the pilot,

copilot, and a launch officer. The pilot and copilot control

the flight of the airplane while the launch officer performs

the space booster system checks, performs the launch, and

verifies separation after launch through telemetry sent to the
aircraft from the booster.

The crew are in the forward section of the left fuselage in a

pressurized compartment. The pilot and copilot are on a

raised platform to enhance visibility with the launch officer

behind them. A galley and lavatory are also provided for

crew comfort during the mission.
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A ground based simulator is needed for this airplane to

maintain pilot proficiency. Since this airplane will only be
used once every other month for missions, the pilots need

other flight time to remain proficient. This could be

attained through use of the airplane itself for training, but

this risks loss of the airplane. Instead a six degree of

freedom trainer could be used to train the pilots for flight and

to keep them proficient in the airplanes flight qualities. One

other option is available for training, the flying simulator.

This concept was rejected due to the cost associated with

maintaining the aircraft.

Cost Analysis

The cost analysis was performed using empirical

methods. 11 The price was determined in 1993 dollars.

Since only two airplanes are being built and the weight of

the Eclipse is so large, the precision of these values remains
uncertain.

The cost to acquire the two airplanes is estimated at $1.72

billion. This includes all costs associated with the design,

testing, manufacturing, flight testing, profit, and f'mancing.
This cost is much higher than buying an airplane such as
the Boeing 747, but this is due to the small number of

planes over which the development cost is spread.

The cost per mission for a 60 mission life time is $28.6

million. The cost of a typical space booster, such as the

Gryphon, is estimated at $22.1 million. This brings the

total launch cost to $50.7 million. The original per launch

cost goal for the airplane was to be under $10 million. The

low number of missions is what drives it higher. As seen

in Figure 4, by increasing the number of missions to 1130,

the per mission cost is $17 million which is more in line

with the goal. This increased number of missions could be

accomplished in several ways: by increasing the number of

missions per year, by lengthening the life span, or by

finding alternate missions. Finding alternate missions
would be a last resort since it risks loss of the airframe.
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The mission cost of the airplane is still competitive with
existing launch systems and can be made even more so by

increasing the number of missions. However, the initial

cost of producing the airplanes may make the program
infeasible.

Wind Tunnel Testing

A 1:120 scale model of the Eclipse was tested in the

University of Michigan 5'x7' subsonic wind tunnel. To

accurately model the supercritical airfoil, it was necessary to

mill the wing. Using the SDRC I-DEAS software package,

a computer model of the wing was generated and converted

into tool cutter paths. These paths were then used to drive a
Bridgeport computer numerically con_olled (CNC) mill.

The three axis CNC mill cut the wing from a one inch thick

aluminum plate. The fuselages were made from wood. The
tails were made of balsa wood with an aluminum core. The

nacelles were made from wood and the pylons were made

from aluminum. Unfortunately, the pylons could not be
altached securely enough to the wing for wind tunnel testing
and had to be removed.

The model was tested with and without the Gryphon
attached. The tunnel was run at two speeds, 120 and 150
miles per hour. This data was then scaled to Re = 39.4x106

for comparison with the analytical data.

As can be seen in Figure 5, the clean predicted and test
drag polars are similar. Unfortunately, due to the scale of

the model, there was very bad interference between the

Gryphon and the Eclipse. This led to a much worse zero lift

drag for the model than was anticipated. Due to the low

speed of the test, the assumption of zero angle of attack for

the payload was not valid. The model lift curve slope,

however, is in good agreement with the analytical value.
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Conclusion

A design has been presented outlining an airborne launch

vehicle for an air launched space booster. The airplane has a
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twin fuselage layout for payload and landing gear

integration. The wing has a high aspect ratio for increased

altitude performance. This design meets or exceeds all of the

goals which were set at the start of the design process:

• Payload capacity = 500,000 lbf
• Launch radius = 750 mi

• Launch altitude = 43,300 ft > 40,000 ft

• Can operate from existing airport facilities

• Relies on current production methods and equipment

• Can perform 2.2g post-Munch maneuver

The propulsion, aerodynamics, structures and weights,

stability and control, and performance analysis methods used

in designing this airplane have been presented. The payload

integration, landing gear, hydraulic, electrical, flight conu'ol,
fuel. and crew systems designed for the Eclipse have also

been presented. In addition, the results of wind tunnel

testing have been presented and discussed.

It is technologically feasible to design an aircraft which

can carry an 500,000 pound air launched space booster to an
altitude over 40,000 feet and launch it. The stumbling

block, however, is the initial cost associated with acquiring

the airplanes. The per mission cost can be made reasonable,

if a large enough number of missions is flown.
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Abstract

The graduate program of the Department of Aero-

nautics and Astronautics at the Naval Postgraduate

School uniquely supports a comprehensive design

program in aircraR, avionics, spacecraft, missile,

helicopter, and engine design. This paper is focused on

four aircraft configuration designs proposed by AA 4273

Military Aircraft Design course team members. The AA

4273 course is, in turn, supported by a growing research

program to enhance and further develop the method-

ology of aircraft design. This design effort has received
considerable support from the NASA/USRA Advanced

Design Program in Aeronautics. Specifically, two design

solutions for a long-range, carrier based, tactical, wave-

rider configured fighter/interceptor aircraft are reviewed

herein, as are two solutions for a global range military

transport. Both types of aircraR were developed as a

graduate student team response to specific design RFPs.

Introduction

The Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) exists for the

sole purpose of increasing the combat effectiveness of

the U.S. Navy and Marine Corps. This propose is

achieved by providing military officers and defense

officials with a quality education which supports the

unique needs and interests of the Defense establishment.

Although the NPS programs are developed for Navy and

Marine Corps personnel, the student body consists of

U.S. officers from all branches of military service,
international students from allied countries and civilian

employees of the United States Federal Government. 1

Eleven academic departments and four academic groups

provide a wide spectrum of degree programs for nearly

1800 students. Nearly half of the students receive

advanced degrees in disciplines different from their

undergraduate areas of study.

The Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics

offers the Degrees of Master of Science in Aeronaut;cal

Engineering, Master of Science in Astronaatical

Engineering, Master of Science in Engineering S,_ience,

Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineer, Doctor of

Philosophy and Doctor of Engineering. Doctoral

programs are available in the fields of gas dynamics,

flight structures, flight dynamics, propulsion, aerospace

physics and aerospace vehicle design.

There are approximately 180 students distributed

across the aeronautics, astronautics and avionics

curricula supported by the Department of Aeronautics

and Astronautics. Departmental design requirements are

supported by aircraR, missile, aircraft engine, helicopter,

avionics and spacecraft design courses or course
sequences. The aeronautical and avionics programs are

accredited by the Accreditation Board for Engineering

and Technology (ABET).

The aircraft design course, AA 4273 Military

Aircraft Design, is a single, twelve-week quarter course

offered twice a year (summer and winter quarters). The

course enrollment typically supports two 7-10 member

design teams. These design teams typically respond to

a Request-for-Proposal (RFP), which specifies

requirements for a military aircraft.

NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program

During the fall of 1984, the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA) developed the Advanced
Design Program (ADP) as a national pilot project

initiative to encourage and nurture engineering design

education in the universities and to supplement NASA's

internal efforts in the advanced planning for space

system design. In 1986 the ADP was expanded to

include aeronautical design activities. The ADP is

administered by the Universities Space Research

Association (USRA), which consists of some 75

academic institutions, supported by grants from NASA
Headquarters. Some 44 academic institutions are

currently participating in this program. Of the 44

participants, twelve are pursuing aeronautical design

initiatives, while the remainder are investigating space
related design concepts, z'3
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The author of this paper developed an under-

graduate 4's ADP effort in the mid-to-late 1980s and

proposed to develop a graduate ADP effort at NPS

during the most recent NASA/USRA ADP proposal

period. 6 Based on a competitive selection in 1992, the

Naval Postgraduate School was selected to participate in

the NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program in order to

pursue waverider design initiatives. These waverider

design initiatives were concerned with the development

of tactical, carrier compatible, military aircraft. Once

these waverider initiatives received appropriate

consideration in any given year, other design topics
could be addressed, if there was sufficient student

interest and if class enrollment could support additional

aircraft design teams. 6
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planet. For the Navy, this new strategic direction

represents a shift away from open-ocean warfighting on

the sea, toward joint operations conducted from the
sea. m0

In keeping with this new warfighting direction, a

hypothetical scenario was suggested by the author,

wherein a carrier force was deployed sufficiently far at

sea to preclude any land-based aircraft threat, yet able

to support joint operations in the nearest littoral zone.

The design question was whether or not a waverider

configured aircraft could be developed as a plausible

tactical aircraft capable of operating from such a carrier,

yet able to provide significant support for joint
operations in littoral zones of conflict.

During the past year, student enrollment in AA 4273

Military Aircraft Design supported four design teams.

Two teams elected to pursue waverider configurations

and two elected to pursue subsonic, long-range, heavy-

lift-capability configurations. The design teams were

composed of either seven or eight members, depending

upon the particular academic quarter. One waverider

team (SABOT) was comprised of eight members, while

the second (LONGBOW) was comprised of seven

members. Similarly, one subsonic transport design team

(DUMBO) was comprised of eight members, while the

second team (HUGO) was comprised of seven members.

The efforts of these four design teams are reported
herein.

One approach was to suggest that such an aircraft

should have a large radius of operations, a high speed

capability to traverse that radius and reach the littoral

zone of conflict and then spend an acceptable residence

time in the littoral zone, in order to provide sufficient
support for joint operations. The vehicle should be able

to carry acceptable quantities of ordinance and

armament for that support as well as be able to provide

adequate self-protection. Within this framework, the

design te_n was free to ref'me and otherwise supplement

these requirements.

The specific waverider air-superiority/fighter/
interceptor requirements consisted of the following:

In the following discussion of these four aircrat_

designs, samples of the design effort will be presented

herein. However, no effort will be made to compare the

performance, life-cycle-cost or other parameters of any

two similar aircraft. Instead, methodology and design
results will be stressed.

Waveriders

Initially, waveriders were conceived as aerodynamic

configurations that could be designed inversely to fit

known flowfields. Nonweiler 7 proposed a wedge-based

configuration similar to that shown in Fig. I. Cone-

based configurations may result in planforms similar to
that shown in Fig. 2.8 The XB-70 may well have been

the first practical waverider configuration. 9

The waverider Request-for-Proposal (RFP), to which

the design teams responded, was developed by the

author and consisted of few but stringent requirements.

The present National Security Strategy reflects resized

Naval forces that can effectively support joint

warfighting scenarios in the littoral regions of the

1. 1500 nm unrefueled range

2. Waverider planform

3. Cmiseat 3<M <6
The cruise Mach number should be dependent

upon a design team trade study

4. C,mrier suitable

° Major system considerations (not necessarily in

the order of importance)
a. Fuel fraction

b. Cost

c. Maintainability
d. Structures

e. Propulsion

6. 100 page f'mal report.

There were two responses to these six requirements. The

SABOT interceptor approximates the waverider plan-

form, but is not a true waverider configuration. The
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LONGBOWconfigurationcloselyapproximatesatrue
waveriderconfiguration.

SABOT

Fig. 3 presents a three-view of the SABOT aircraft.

The trailing portion of the wing swings forward for

low-speed flight. The aircraft has a length of 63.9 feet,

a height of 14.2 feet and a span of 32.5 feet (swept

forward wing position, 50.6 feet). Based upon a con-

straint analysis, the thrust-to-weight was determined to

be T/W = 0.55 with a corresponding wing loading of

W/S = 105 psf. The cruise configuration leading edge

sweep angle was determined to be A = 70 degrees. The

design team considered a maximum weight limit of

85,000 lbf for carrier suitability requirements. The

maximum weight of the SABOT vehicle is 76,036 lbr

Since this is somewhat less than the 85,000 lbr projected
limit, there is some growth potential. _

Fig. 4 presents the SABOT weight statement. Weight

relationships from the Nicolai _2and Raymer _3texts were
used to generate these weight estimates. It should be
noted that the fuel fraction is approximately 51% of the

gross takeoff weight. The combined fuel and ordinance

weight fraction is approximately 55%. The correspond-

ing (large) c.g. travel varies from 23.8% to 83.5% of
the mac.

Naval Postgraduate School
Aeronautics and Astronautics

50,000 feet of altitude. The gust load lines all fall

within the operating envelope. Fig. 9 presents the flight

envelope for the SABOT aircraft.

The SABOT flying qualities are compared with MIL-
F-8785C _8class IV, level 1 requirements in Table I. As

can be seen, the SABOT exceeded all requirements

except for a small excursion in exceeding the maximum

roll rate time constant (x_J. All stability derivatives
were calculated by USAF DATCOM methodology. The

waverider stability sensitivity, together with the large

center-of-gravity travel, requires the utilization of a

three-axis stability augmentation system.

Development, Test and Evaluation (DT&E) costs

together with production costs were considered to result

in a unit cost of $ 89.1 million (FY 2000 dollars) for

the SABOT. This unit cost was based upon a 100 air-
craft purchase, with a production rate of one SABOT

per month and was based upon cost estimation methods

provided by Nicolai) 2

Table II permits a comparison of the SABOT
performance with the RFP requirements. It can be seen

that the SABOT meets or exceeds the design goals set
for the aircraft.

LONGBOW

Fig. 5 illustrates the carrier approach and landing

characteristics for the SABOT. As can be seen in Fig.

5, operations under no-wind conditions are limited to

full flap landings at weights under 43,000 lbp The deck

handling characteristics of the SABOT are in

compliance with MIL-STD-805A. t4

Fig. 6 illustrates the SABOT zero-lift drag coefficient
variation with Mach number. USAF DATCOM _5

methodology was used to compute the subsonic,

transonic and supersonic CDo values. Fig. 7 illustrates

representative drag polars for the SABOT aircraft.

The propulsion system features a variable bypass

turbofan engine with afterburner. Automatic controls

vary the bypass ratio from 0 (turbojet), at high Mach

numbers, to 1 at subsonic speeds. The maximum turbine
inlet temperature was assumed to be 3200 °R.

The SABOT V-n diagram for sea level operation is

shown in Fig. 8. This diagram is based on guidelines set
forth in FAR Part 2516 and in MIL-A-8861(ASL). _7 A

similar diagram was developed for the SABOT at

The LONGBOW was essentially designed to the same

RFP specifications as the SABOT. Fig. 10 presents a
three-view of the LONGBOW aircraft. As with the

SABOT, the LONGBOW features a swing-wing

configuration for low-speed, subsonic flight. The

LONGBOW has a 14 foot height, a length of 57 feet

and a cruise configuration wing span of 57 feet (low

speed span of 76 feet). The cruise configuration has an
approximate leading edge sweep angle of 67 degrees. 19

The constraint analysis for the LONGBOW is

illustrated in Fig. I 1, which indicates that the design

point has a thrust-to-weight ratio of T/W = 0.55 and a

corresponding wing loading of W/S = 120 psf. It should

be noted that the maintainability and reliability

constraint relationships are based upon historical data.

This constraint analysis is consistent with the mission

profile of the LONGBOW shown in Fig. 12.

Turbojet, turbojet with afterburner and ramjet engine

cycles were considered for the primary propulsion

system. The result of several studies by the design team

suggested that the afterburning turbojet should be the

cycle of choice. Accordingly, the ONX, OFFX computer

programs of Mattingly 2° were used in the optimization
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of the cycle pressure ratio. Tsfc, specific thrust and

aerodynamic heating trade studies resulted in the

selection of M® = 3 for the cruise portion of the
mission.

A detailed static and dynamic stability analysis was

conducted for the Mach 0.2 powered approach

(configuration PA) and at the Mach 3 cruise
(configuration CR). The USAF DATCOM _5and Etkin 2t

methodologies were used to compute the requisite

stability derivatives. Stability augmentation was used as

needed to ensure compliance with allof the stability

requirementsof MIL-F-8785Cfl

Fig. 13 illustrates the results of the aerodynamic heating

analysis. This analysis is based on a eleven element

model of a typical section of the leading edge. Element

1 is the leading edge element, elements 1 and 2

comprise the leading edge heat sink. Elements 3,4,5,6,7

and 11 are skin temperatures near the leading edge.

Elements 8 and 10 are spar caps and element 9 is a spar
web. Element 20 is an isolated skin element six feet aft

of the leading edge. The analysis suggests that the skin

temperatures are acceptable for the materials selected for

aircraft construction, without using an active cooling

system. Painting the skin black typically reduced the

titanium skin temperatures by some 35 degrees (°F).

The maximum structural loads on the wing were

considered to be associated with a 6g, Mach 3 turn at

50,000 and 65,000 feet of altitude on a standard day. A

finite element model was developed with MSC/PAL2

software. Stress levels were acceptable for this design

condition. The swing-wing is fully swept aft at Mach

numbers above M® = 0.8. Thus, the swing-wing was

designed for a maximum load factor of n = 3 at a Mach
number of M_ = 0.8.

Based on the acquisition of 250 aircraft, the unit cost

of the LONGBOW (DT&E and production) is estimated

to be $ 46.9 million (FY 1993). Based on ten years of

operation, the life-cycle-cost per unit is estimated to be
$ 55.3 million.

Global Range Military Transport

The world is rapidly changing from one with two

major military powers in which most countries were

more or less aligned with one or the other of the so-

called superpowers, to one with many downsized

military powers. In this changing world environment,

the United States can no longer count on the availability

of worldwide operational bases that can be used by

American forces responding to international crises. It is
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recognized that there is an increasing need to rapidly

transport large numbers of both troops and equipment

from the continental United States (CONUS) to

potential crisis centers throughout the world. To respond

to this perceived need, the national AIAA/McDonnell

Douglas Corporation Graduate Student Team Aircraft

Design Competition for 1992-93 addresses this global

range military transport requirement. 2z

This design study was, as required, performed in two

phases. Phase I was performed to formulate the mission

performance specifications for range, speed and payload
that will maximize the amount of material that can be

transported in 72 hours (3 days). Phase II of the study

was performed to develop an optimum aircraR design

capable of meeting the performance specifications

developed in Phase I. The minimum designated
unrefueled range requirement was 6,000 nm and the

corresponding minimum designated payload was

400,000 lbf (at a 2.5g maneuver load factor). The

mission specification for this heavy lift system is as
follows:

1. Warm-up and taxi for 15 minutes

2. Takeoff and climb to best cruise altitude

3. Cruise at best cruise altitude and Mach number to

the mission mid-point

4. Descend on course and land

5. Taxi/idle for 30 minutes, off-load full payload

6. Load 15% of full payload, takeoff and climb to
best cruise altitude

7. Return at best cruise altitude and Mach number

8. Loiter 15 minutes (15 minutes reserve fuel)

9. Descend, land and taxi 10 minutes

The specifications further stipulated that the aircraft

must be able to operate from existing domestic airbases

and use existing airbases or sites of opportunity at the

destination. Takeoff and landing rules (critical field

length) were also required.

There were two NPS responses to these requirements.

It should be noted that the competition requirements

were not finalized until mid-to-late August of 1992

(midway through the course). The initial specified

payload requirement was 800,000 lb_ in contrast to the
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final payload requirement of a minimum of 400,000 lb e

The DUMBO design responded to the 800,000 lbf

payload requirement while the HUGO was designed for

a payload of 450,000 Ibe

DUMBO

The solution space for the DUMBO design is shown

in Fig. 14. The constant speed climb, takeoff and

landing tend to define the solution space. The point

design thrust-to-weight ratio is T/W = 0.21 and the

corresponding wing loading is W/S = 140 psf. 23

Naval Postgraduate School
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meet the thrust requirements of DUMBO, counter-

rotating (10 blades per each of the two discs) fans with
a 24.2 foot diameter were selected. At sea level takeoff

conditions, the propfan will have a disc loading of 120

SHP/D 2 and a tip speed of 800 fps. For cruise

conditions, a disc loading of 36 SHP/D _ and a tip speed

of 789 fps are optimal.

The DUMBO wing features an NASA SC(2)-0714

airfoil. Leading and trailing edge flaps are employed to

achieve a Cz_ax = 3. The wing lift curve slope

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) was used to

identify significant design related attributes of the

DUMBO aircraft. One of the corresponding House of

Quality diagrams is shown in Table III. The 800,000 lbf

payload was considered the most important attribute of

DUMBO. A plus sign indicates a strong positive

relationship between the design (aircraft characteristics)

parameters; a minus sign indicates a strong negative

relationship. For example, the MCRtnSE = 0.77 customer

requirement is shown as having a strong positive
relationship with L/D.

is CL_ = 5.51/rad at M_ = 0.5. The wing aspect ratio

is AR = 10 with a cruise lift-to-drag ratio ofUD = 21.

The DUMBO V-n diagram was determined to ensure

compliance with MIL-A-8861B. 17 The maximum wing

loading condition (3.75g at cornering speed) results in

a wing shear of4.3x 106 lbf and a corresponding bending

moment of 3.75x10 s ft-lbf at the wing root. The

corresponding wing shear and bending moment
distributions are shown in Fig. 16.

Lambda, conventional tail, canard, two wing and three

wing configurations were considered for this aircraft.

The final DUMBO configuration is shown in Fig. 15

with a span of 239 feet, length of 295 feet and a height
of 64.5 feet.

On a standard day, the DUMBO can takeoff in 7833

feet (8767 feet on a hot day). The corresponding landing

distances are 8798 feet on a standard day and 9396 feet

on a hot day. The critical field length is estimated to be

8675 feet on a standard day and 9570 feet on a hot day.

The DUMBO configuration features a front loading

raised cab visor nose; a canard; six unducted propfans

mounted on the underside of the main wing comprise

the propulsion system; a landing gear of six main struts

and two nose struts; a flight crew of pilot, copilot, flight

engineer, navigator and two load masters; and a

primarily composite airframe. The weight estimates are

based upon the statistical (historical) weight

methodology provided by Nicolai. x2The maximum gross

weight of DUMBO is approximately 4,000,000 lb_ with

a fuel fraction of 0.425. The static margin is

approximately 13.8% of the mac. The largest shift in the

e.g. occurs when the required 60,000 payload drop is

completed. However, the e.g. is always within

acceptable limits.

Turbojet, turboprop, turbofan and unducted fan (UDF)

engine cycles were considered for the DUMBO

propulsion system. The mission requirements eliminated

the turbojet and the turboprop. The UDF was selected

for fuel savings and life-cycle-costs. The UDF core

engine has a maximum pressure ratio of 45, sf¢ of 0.21

per hour and a compressor frontal area of 6.7 _. To

The longitudinal dynamic characteristics of DUMBO

are shown in Table IV. Stability augmentation about all
three axes, using state variable feedback design

techniques, is employed.

The main cargo deck of DUMBO is 200 feet long and

33 feet in width. At the center it is 15 feet high,

tapering to a height of 10.5 feet at the sides. The upper

cargo deck is 20 feet wide and 185 feet long. The entire

upper deck can be rigged with jump seats for

approximately 500 personnel. The DUMBO kill tree is

shown in Fig. 17.

The cost analysis for DUMBO was computed using

the methodology presented in Nicolai. _2 It was

determined that only 13 aircraft would be required to

meet the global airlift requirements; one test aircraft and

twelve operational aircraft. Based on these assumptions,
the unit cost of each DUMBO aircraft is $ 6.29 billion

(FY 1992).

HUGO

The HUGO configuration was designed as a global
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mobility platform. The mission profile for HUGO is

shown in Fig. 18.24As with DUMBO, Quality Function

Deployment (QFD) was used to identify significant

design related attributes of the HUGO aircraft.

Table V shows a comparison of subsonic and

supersonic aircraft delivery capability. Speed is shown

to have little influence upon the total delivered payload

quantity. The life-cycle-cost analysis shown in Table VI

indicates that the subsonic, single fuselage HUGO

concept has the lowest life-cycle-cost.

The HUGO constraint analysis is shown in Fig. 19,

where the design point thrust-to-weight ratio is T/W =

0.265 and the corresponding wing loading is W/S = 135

psf. A three-view of HUGO is shown in Fig. 20.

The NASA SC(3)-0615 supercritical airfoil was

chosen for the wing root section, while the NASA

SC(3)-0609 section was chosen for the wing tip section.

The wing thickness ratio versus the wing semispan is

shown in Fig. 21. The extra thickness inside the 40%

semispan break-point is used to balance Mc_ r across the

span. to hold fuel and to match required bending
moments.

The HUGO cargo bay loading configuration is shown

in Fig. 22. Various civilian and military cargo payloads

were investigated. It was found that civilian cargo
container size dominated the selection of the cargo bay

width, while the military cargo requirements dominated

the cargo bay height selection.

The HUGO configuration has a gross takeoff weight

of Wor o = 1.367 million pounds, with a payload of

450,000 lb r and a fuel load of Wf = 500,000 lbr The
fuel fraction is Wr/WGr o = 0.366. Cruise is at a Math

number of M® = 0.8, at 35,000 feet on a standard day,

with a corresponding (L/D)_ x -- 17.

The cargo bay is 160 feet in length, 13.5 feet in height

and 35 feet in width. The wing span is 300 feet and the

wing planform area is 10,080 _, with a taper ratio of

_. = 0.38 and an aspect ratio of AR = 8.93. The wing

quarter chord is swept aft by 22.6 degrees.

The c.g. shift due to payload and fuel usage is shown

in Fig. 23. The maximum c.g. travel is 23% of the mac

(mac = 35.27 feet) and maintains a static margin of less

than 15% of the mac. The cruise and ultimate wing

shear and bending moment distributions are shown in

Fig. 24 and 25, respectively.

Although several engine cycles were considered, as
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shown in Fig. 26, the AIAA ATF competition engine

was selected for the HUGO. Six pylon mounted engines
provide power for the HUGO aircraft.

The HUGO stability augmentation system (SAS)

longitudinal and lateral stability characteristics are

shown in Tables VII and VIII, respectively. The

augmented Dutch-Roll response [roll/yaw rate (deg/sec)
versus time] is shown in Fig. 27.

Life-cycle-cost (LCC) estimates were based on

methods on methods outlined by NicolaP 2 and Earles. 2s

The results of the cost trade study indicated that a fleet

of 37 HUGO aircraft, with a payload of 450,000 lbf

each, was optimal for a continuous logistic operation

over the range specified by the RFP. The unit cost per

pound is $ 303. The LCC analysis based on Nicolai's

methodology resulted in a LCC per production HUGO
aircraft of $ 325 million.

Waverider Research

Graduate thesis work also supports the waverider

design work performed by the AA 4273 design class.

Based upon a I000 nm combat radius, Price 26developed

an optimum waverider configuration for a cruise Mach

number of M® = 6 using ethylene (C:H,) for fuel. The

mission profile for this vehicle is shown in Fig. 28. An

eight inch (long) model is currently being prepared for
water tunnel flow visualization tests. A somewhat larger

eighteen inch (long) model is being prepared for low-

speed wind tunnel tests. These test results are expected
to be available in mid-1994.

Conclusions

1. The twice yearly offered graduate AA 4273

Military Aircraft Design course typically supports four

aircraft design teams. Although waverider configured

aircraft provide a principal focus for these design teams,

other aircraft needs can also be addressed. Typically,

two design teams can address each aircraft RFP and

thereby provide some perspective to the possible design
choices for these different aircraft.

2. NPS participation in the NASA/USRA Advanced

Design Program for Aeronautics increases the support

primarily for the AA 4273 Military Aircraft Design

course. However, during the 1992-93 academic year, the

ADP also provided some support for other aeronautical

design related classes. It is expected that during the

1993-94 academic year, participation in the ADP will

provide more balanced support for all of the

aeronautical related design classes.
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3. Fourgraduatestudentaircraftdesignconfigurations
aresummarizedherein.Twosolutionsareproposedfor
thehigh-supersonic,carriersuitable,tacticalwaverider.
Twosolutionsarealsoproposedfora6,000nm global

range military transport.

4. The design classes also provide the impetus for

considerable graduate level research in aircraft design

methodology. An optimum M® = 6 tactical, carrier

suitable, waverider configuration was developed as part
of this thesis effort. Water and wind tunnel models of

this configuration will be tested in the near future to

provide support for future tactical waverider design
efforts.
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Figure 1

Wedge-Derived Waverider
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SABOT Flying Qualities Summary

Figure 8

SABOT V-n Diagram

Specification

Minimum Radius

Required

700 nm
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Table II

SABOT Performance Comparison With RFP
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Dash Wach Number <5 3
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DUMBO Longitudinal Stability Characteristics
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DUMBO Survivability Kill Tree
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HUGO Mission Profile
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HUGO Design Solution Space
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HUGO Aircraft

Figure 21
" HUGO Wing Thickness Distribution
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HUGO Cargo Bay Loading Configuration
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HUGO Center-of-Gravity Shift
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_UGO Wing Shear Distributions
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HUGO Wing Bending Moment Distributions
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Engine Cycle Trade Study for HUGO
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Effect of HUGO Speed Capability on Payload

Delivery Capability
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HUGO Augmented Longitudinal Stability Comparison
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HUGO Augmented Dutch-Roll Response
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Hypersonic Waverider Mission Profile
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Abstract

The successful design of a commercial aircraft which is
intended to be in direct competition with existing aircraft
requires a market analysis to establish design requirements,
the development of a concept to achieve those goals, and the
ability to economically manufacture the aircraft. It is often
the case that an engineer designs system components with
only the perspective of a particular discipline. The rela-
tionship of that component to the entire system is often a
minor consideration. In an effort to highlight the interaction
that is necessary during the design process, the students were
organized into design/build teams and required to integrate
aspects of market analysis, engineering design, production
and economics into their concepts. In order to facilitate this
process a hypothetical "Aeroworld" was established. Having
been furnished relevant demographic and economic data for
"Aeroworld", students were given the task of designing and
building an aircraft for a specific market while achieving an
economically competitive design. Involvement of the team
in the evolution of the design from market definition to
technical development to manufacturing allowed the students
to identify critical issues in the design process and to en-

counter many of the conflicting requirements which arise in
an aerospace systems design.

Introduction

The primary goal of this design course was to introduce
the students to the process of system design. The majority
of the undergraduate education has been devoted to learning
basic technical concepts and principles, and using this in-

formation to solve problems of limited scope. This course
was structured to enhance the students' ability to approach
and solve a problem with a very wide scope by integrating
diverse technical and non-technical areas. The skills neces-

sary for success in this class included communication,
scheduling, teamwork, self-evaluation, budgeting, and per-
sonal responsibility. The main objectives of the course were
to:

Introduce design methodology relevant to an aircraft sys-
tem.

Illustrate the interface between individual technologies in-
troduced in previous technical courses.

- Develop an understanding of the planning, coordination,
and communication necessary in a team design effort.

These objectives have led to a design project which is effec-
tive because of two unique aspects. First, the students expe-

rienced all phases of the design process: they developed sys-
tem requirements from a market analysis, performed concept
definition and selection, completed trade studies and detailed
design, presented their results in a design review and docu-
mented the results in a proposal, and finally manufactured a
prototype and performed flight tests. Second, the project re-
quired the design teams to integrate a variety of mission,
cost, and manufacturing requirements with technical disci-

plines such as propulsion, aerodynamics, structures, and sta-
bility and control.

This paper contains a discussion of the organization of
the course and the results of the students' design efforts this
year. The first major section of this paper, The Design
Project, contains a discussion of the requirements for the de-

sign project as presented to the students at the beginning of
the semester. The next section, The Design Process, de-
scribes the major steps the design teams went through dur-
ing the aircraft design. The resulting aircraft designs of the
six teams are summarized in the third section, The Design
Results. Finally, the last section of this paper contains a
brief discussion of the significant observations and conclu-
sions from the project.

The Design Project

Course Requirements

The course is primarily a group effort and the success of

the final product was dependent upon a coordinated team ap-
proach. However, certain milestones were provided both for
the groups and for individual students. In the early stages of

the design many course requirements were imposed on indi-
viduals to allow the group to become used to working with
each other, and to aid in the brainstorming of ideas. These
requirements included an individual mission assessment, a
concept description, and design trade studies.

As design decisions were made and the basic aircraft
concept was selected, the members of the groups selected
specific technical areas in which they became "experts". The
remaining course requirements for the project were group
milestones. The next three sections provide some of the spe-
cific requirements which were supplied to the design teams.
The Request for Proposals (RFP) contains the overall pro-
ject requirements and guidelines, the market data contains the
transportation system requirements for the aircraft, and the
cost section contains the guidelines for developing cost es-
timates for the aircraft.
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Request for Proposals

The objective of this project was to gain some insight
into the problems and trade-offs involved in the design of a
commercial transportation system and the role that manufac-
turing plays in the design process. In order to do so in the
limited time allowed for this single course, a hypothetical
world ("Aeroworld") has been developed along with pertinent
information on geography, demographics and economic fac-
tors. The project is formulated in such a fashion that design
teams were asked to design an aircraft configuration which
would be able to compete with an existing, successful air-
craft. The project not only allowed them to perform a sys-
tems design study, but provided an opportunity to

those decisions in the design process which most signifi-

Cantly impact the manufacturing of the product. This project

allowed for the opportunity to fabricate the prototype in
order to experience firsthand the influence of conceptual de-
sign on system manufacturing.

The project goal was to design a commercial transport
which could compete for (and win) a market share from the

HB-40, the aircraft that was the first entry in the commercial
aviation market of "Aeroworld". Market data for "Aeroworld"

was provided to the design teams so that they could
determine aircraft characteristics (e.g. range, capacity) for
this market. This required a market analysis to identify
which segment of the market showed particular promise.
Additionally, a number of aircraft concepts to help meet
these market needs were developed. Of particular concern was

the development of a concept for which manufacturing costs
including materials, tooling and man-hours would be mini-
mized while still meeting performance and operating econ-
omy targets.

The HB-40 is a 40 passenger aircraft with a range of
17000 ft and a Direct Operating Cost, DOC, of approxi-

mately 0.9¢ per passenger seat/1000 foot when operating at
maximum capacity for its design range (note that length,
time and costs are a bit unusual in "Aeroworld"). The HB-
40 was designed as the first entry into the commercial trans-
portation market in Aeroworld and has be enthusiastically
received. Due to the growth of the air transportation indus-
try, new entries into the market are desirable. Since this sin-
gle transport design cannot efficiently compete in the wide
range of payload/range markets available the design teams
were tasked with considering additional entries into the

commercial transportation market.
The following information was to be used to define spe-

cial technical and economic factors for this design:
1. Passengers: The standard Aeroworld passenger is similar

in size and weight to a ping-pong ball (D=I.5 in, W=2.5
gm). Each aircraft must also contain an appropriate flight
crew based upon number of passengers. Two person flight
crew and one attendant per 40 passengers are needed.

Passenger space requirements are considered to be 8 in 3 in

coach and 12 in 3 for 1st class.

2. Range: distance traveled in feet.
3. Fuel: battery charge measured in amp-hours.

University of Notre Dame

4. The typical runway length at the city airports is 40 feet.
This length is scaled by a runway factor in certain cities.

5. Time scale: "Aeroworld day" is 1 hour.
6. Propulsion systems: Propeller driven aircraft using elec-

tric propulsion systems are considered state-of-the-art in
Aeroworld. Alternative propulsion systems can be pro-
posed but approval from management is required,

7. Handling qualities - To be able to perform a sustained,
level 60' radius turn at flight speeds of 25 feet/second.

8. Loiter capabilities - The aircraft must be able to fly to the
closest alternate airport and loiter for one minute.

9. Aircraft Life - Fatigue life of the materials used in
Aeroworld can be determined based upon the total number
of flight hours for the aircraft. Current technology allows
for a design life of 50 hours. Safe-life design philosophy
must be used for all structural components.

Market Data

The design teams were required to design and build an
aircraft to outperform an existing aircraft (the HB-40). The
market which the HB-40 currently services is a subset of the
entire "Aeroworld" air transportation market. The market re-
quirements are based on passenger transportation needs be-
tween a number of cities in "Aeroworld". There are three

major aspects of the market:
1) The characteristics and locations of the airports in

"Aeroworld",

2) The number of passengers who need to be transported
each day, and

3) The frequency of flights between the cities.
Figure 1 is a map of "Aeroworid" which gives the loca-

tion of each city. Table 1 below shows the number of pas-

sengers who travel between each pair of "Aeroworld" cities
daily. Each latitude and longitude degree increment represents
500 feet in "Aeroworld". Figure 1 and Table 1 provide all
the necessary information in order to perform a market anal-
ysis of "Aeroworld" upon which concept aircraft are based.

30°

<-30° t_ _
30°

Figure 1.

_20°

LONGITUDE

"Aeroworld" Geography
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Table 1. "Aeroworld" Daily Passenger Traffic

A B C D E F G H I

A 0 500 400 40 40 500 350 50 200

B 500 0 600 350 200 450 300 450 100

C 400 600 0 500 300 380 500 50 30

D 40 350 500 0 150 60 40 30 90

E 40 200 300 150 0 475 30 40 350

F 500 450 380 60 475 0 800 50 300

G 350 300 500 40 30 800 0 700 600

H 50 450 50 30 40 50 700 0 550

I 200 100 30 90 350 300 600 550 0

Origination City- Columns Destination City- Rows

Frequency of flights was the final consideration which
had to be included in a complete market analysis. Because

airline transportation competes with various forms of
ground-based transportation, the major advantage of air travel
is the speed at which passengers can travel long distances.
The length of time people are willing to wait for air trans-
portation is related to the distance being traveled. There is a
resulting relationship between distance to be traveled and the
need for frequency of flights. The need for frequency of
flights between two locations is inversely proportional to
the distance between the two locations. For this class this

relationship was expressed as:

30000
FhshtsL" per Day - Travel Distance (ft)

Cost

Once a particular market segment (i.e. a desired passen-
ger size and range)was selected, an initial economic analysis
was performed as part of the development of the Design
Requirements and Objectives, DR&O. This assisted the de-
sign teams in identifying those factors in the design process

which had the greatest impact on the design and permitted
the selection of certain design targets. In order to perform
this analysis for "Aeroworld" the following simplified cost

analysis was developed.
In most commercial transportation systems the costs

can be divided into two general categories, indirect operating
costs and direct operating costs. Indirect operating costs,
IDC, include ground operating equipment (maintenance and
depreciation), ground operations, administration, sales, etc.
Though these are critical issues they were not considered for
this current design project. The second category, Direct
Ol_¢rating Costs (DOC) usually include the cost of the fly-

ing operations such as crew and fuel as well as maintenance
cost for flight hardware and depreciation of aircraft. We at-
tempted to model each of these issues in this simplified
model though one should realize that the model and associ-
ated parameters have been specially developed for this pro-
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ject. The interface between economics and engineering is an
important part of our profession and this brief, albeit hypo-
thetical, exposure gave the student some insight into the
complexity of the problem.

The total cost of an aircraft system is composed of
many factors including basic research, design, development,
test and manufacturing. Our model of the total cost per air-
craft includes only a few of these factors as shown below:

Total Cost ]per Aircraft

i [ i
i iSubsystem ] RawMaterials

_ Avionics L PersonnelElectric Motors Tooling

Batteries

Figure 2. Total Aircraft Cost Breakdown

In addition, an expression can be developed for the direct op-
erating cost per flight can be broken down as follows:

Direct
Operating Costs [

I sl [ Fue'I
Figure 3. Direct Operating Cost Breakdown

This cost can also be expressed as a cost to move each pas-
senger or "seat" a given distance. As a means of comparison,
the following parameter will be used:

Cost per seat per 1000 ft =
DOC

# of Passengers * Range (ft)
1000

The depreciation cost factor recognizes that the flight
hardware has a limited life. In the simple "Aeroworld"
model, the total cost of the aircraft must be depreciated over
the aircraft lifetime. Due to the limited data available on the

fatigue characteristics of materials in "Aeroworld", current
technology permits a total lifetime of 50 flight hours. The
depreciation cost is the cost per aircraft divided by the num-
ber of flights in the life of the aircraft. Operation costs in-

clude both the costs for the "flight crew" and the other opera-
tion/maintenance costs which depend upon the size of the
aircraft and the nominal flight duration. The flight crew
costs are based on the number of mechanical servos and the
maintenance costs are based on the maximum number of

passengers and the design flight time. The estimate of fuel
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costsiscomplicatedby the unique type of propulsion sys-
tem used in "Aeroworld", i.e. electric propulsion. Fuel is
measured in amp-hours of battery storage. This can be esti-
mated using a simple estimate of the cruise power require-
ments since relatively little energy is expended during take-
off, climb, and descent. The current draw is used with a
charge per amp-hour of battery use to calculate fuel costs.

The Design Process

Because the entire aircraft design and construction was
to be completed in one semester, scheduling was extremely
important. The teams were provided with an overall schedule
and due dates for major deliverables, and they had to develop
a schedule for the specific activities. The schedule below is
representative of the major activities which comprised the
design project.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

]Mission Analysis & Design Requirements

'-"-]Concept Selection CDR
V

ITr eS dies Det l Desi I
Draft Final

V V

Manufacturing [

Flight
Tests

Figure 4. Aircraft Design and Production Schedule

The remainder of this section will provide some of the more
important aspects of these activities.

Mission Analysis and Design Requirements

The initial steps of the design process involved the
analysis of the market requirements and the establishment of
resulting design requirements. The two primary aspects of
the mission were the requirement to transport passengers be-
tween various locations and the cost associated with develop-
ing and building the plane and flying the passengers. The
mission evaluation process was focused primarily on the
analysis of how many flights and what size flights best sat-
isfy the market demand to fly certain distances. Figure 5 de-
tails the number of passengers that desire to fly given dis-
tances in "Aeroworld".

Of primary interest was the portion of the market which
the HB-40 did not currently service and therefore would be
open to a new aircraft entry. The majority of the design
teams opted to design aircraft which carried more passengers
but had a shorter design range than the HB-40. Figure 6
(below) shows the range and size of all daily flights and the
market which the HB-40 currently services.

16000
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The design teams used the information generated from
the market analysis and flight constraints associated with
"Aeroworld" to develop a high level set of design require-
ments and objectives for their aircraft. Typical design re-
qutrements included constraints on cruise speed, maximum
speed, range, passenger capacity, and take-off distance. Many
of these requirements were not technical in nature but were

based on cost and manufacturing goals. Each team published
a document which contained all specific requirements as well
as all significant, derived design objectives. This Design
Requirements and Objectives (DR&O) document provided

the framework upon which all design decisions were based.
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Concept Selection

Because the teams were designing an aircraft which
would be in direct competition with the HB-40 they were
forced to improve on some aspect of the HB-40 capabilities.
With this challenge in mind, each member of the teams de-
veloped an individual aircraft concept which would satisfy
the DR&O. Each design team considered these different de-
signs and generated one team aircraft concept. In most cases,
these group concepts featured a combination of characteris-
tics from the individual designs.

Two common requirements seemed to have the most
significant influence on these early design concepts. First,
each group's market analysis drove them to a desirable num-
ber of passengers the plane should be designed to carry. This
requirement influenced almost all of the initial aircraft sizing
requirements. The number of passengers drove the passenger
weight and volume, which in turn drove the size of the fuse-
lage, the total weight of the aircraft, and the wing sizing.
Although no design decisions were ultimately based _ on
the number of passengers, this number was essential to the
first iteration of the aircraft.

The second aspect of the project which influenced early
design decisions was the goal established by most groups to
design for reduced manufacturing costs. As a result, many of

the aircraft had features such as rectangular planform wings,
flat-bottomed airfoils, and rectangular fuselages. Although
the teams did not have the experience necessary to estimate
the number of manufacturing hours these features might
save, they were able to make qualitative design decisions to
reduce manufacturing costs.

Trade Studies and Detailed Design

Next the design groups' efforts were concentrated on
generating the information necessary to make detailed design

decisions. During this stage of the design project the stu-
dents completed a number of trade studies, both formally and
informally. Each of the individual trade studies served to ex-
amine a specific area, and the information generated provided
a basis upon which an informed decisions were made. Much
of the effort during this phase was concentrated on the per-
formance characteristics of the aircraft. Some decisions were

made by conducting an analysis in a single technical area.
Many other decisions were made by combining the results of
trade studies in different disciplines, such as propulsion and
aerodynamics. Quantities such as take-off distance, wing
area, range, and power requirements were typical areas ana-
lyzed and compared to the requirements established in the
DR&O.

The three objectives which drove the design of the air-
craft for many of the groups were the desire to minimize the
direct operating cost of the aircraft, the short take-off dis-
tance required at some "Aeroworld" cities, and the need to
minimize the aircraft weight. To decrease the DOC of the
aircraft, the majority of the design teams implemented de-
sign objectives to decrease the time to manufacture the air-
craft. In general, this resulted in conservative design con-
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cepts. The short take-off distance requirement drove many of
the teams to consider and implement high lift devices. These
high lift devices were often in direct opposition to the need
to reduce the manufacturing hours. Two of the teams em-
ployed flaps on the wings for takeoff, while two of the
teams used Wortmann airfoils to provide high lift at low
Reynolds numbers. The desire to minimize aircraft weight
resulted in decisions which directly conflicted with the need
for structural integrity and the goal of minimal manufactur-

ing hours.
Combining the results of the trade studies was an itera-

tive process where advantages and disadvantages of the differ-
ent technical areas were compared with each other. For ex-
ample, airfoil selection was ultimately based on the resolu-
tion between low Reynolds number aerodynamic efficiency
and manufacturing complexity. Upon completion of the ma-
jor trade studies, the teams made the final design decisions.
Whenever possible, the final decisions were made specifi-
cally to satisfy the design requirements and objectives estab-
lished earlier in the course. Upon completing the final de-
sign the teams were required to formally present their results
at a Critical Design Review.

Proposal Preparation

A major deliverable in the class was a design proposal
prepared by each team. These proposals contained all of the
technical details on the aircraft and the information upon
which all major design decision were based. Producing a
quality proposal was more important than the delivery of a
successful prototype. Each group submitted a draft proposal
which was thoroughly reviewed and returned. The teams then
revised and resubmitted the final version of the proposals.
Upon completion of the construction and flight test of the
prototype, the teams wrote an appendix to the proposal
which contained the relevant information from these experi-
ences.

Manufacturing

The intent of this year's project was to emphasize the

importance of including manufacturing considerations while
designing the aircraft. The fact that most students had little
or no experience in the manufacturing of these planes made
this goal more difficult but also allowed for a great deal of
learning. Given these various constraints, it was determined
that the best way to encourage the considerations of manu-
facturing in the design process was to provide detailed costs
which would be associated with the various aspects of manu-
facturing. By providing these manufacturing costs to the
teams before the plane was designed, the students were aware
of the penalties associated with designing a complicated
structure which would take a significant time to manufac-
ture.

The two primary costs of manufacturing were the mate-
rials costs and the labor costs. The estimate of materials

costs was based on the amount of wood, control actua-
tors,etc, needed for their particular design. These costs were
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relativelystraightforward,butriskwasassociatedwiththe
estimatesbecausethestudentswerechargeddisposalcosts
basedon theamountof excessmaterial,andanyextra
materialneededaftertheconstructionhadbegunwaspur-
chasedataninflatedrate.Laborcostswereassociatedwith
thenumberofhoursthestudentsspentbuildingthevehicle
andthenumberof hoursspentusingtools(jigsaws,sanders,
etc.). Becausethe studentshad little experience
manufacturingsuchaircraft,it wasdifficultfor themto
estimatetheselaborhours.Themanufacturingcostswere
thesinglemostimportantcomponentin theprofitabilityof
theaircraft.Thechartbelow(Table2)givesacomparison
betweentheestimatedandactualmaterialcostsandlabor
hoursforeachofthedesigngroups.
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with previous planes, the more difficult it was for the stu-
dents to provide an accurate estimate of the manufacturing
costs.

The Design Concepts

Because the HB-40 provided a strong competitor for the
design teams, most of the designs were generally evolution-
ary in nature. The teams found it difficult to be able to quan-
titatively justify the inclusion of exotic technologies in the
designs. The table below details some of the more important
specifications associated with each of the aircraft.

Table 4. Aircraft Specification Summary

Table 2. Comparison of Material and Labor Costs

Aircraft

Airplane
Blue Emu

Bunny
DiamondBack
GoldRush
RTL-46

Labor ($ @ $10/hr)
Estimated Actual

1000 1350
950 1600
1000 1340
1500 2710
1000 812.50
1000 1850

Material Cost ($!
Estimated Actual

175 112
150 150
70 152
140 234
9O 135
120 165

In almost all cases the estimated costs were lower than the

actual costs. This is especially true in terms of labor hours.
The overrun in labor hours was a result of design teams in
which there was no systems engineer to integrate the differ-

ent technical disciplines or inadequate analysis during the de-
sign phase. A substantial amount of engineering was done
in the manufacturing phase of the project because the aircraft
to be manufactured were still a collection of components. In
other cases it was realized during construction that the initial

design did not provide adequate strength or accessibility for
assembly. Consequently, many of the actual aircraft
weighted more than their design weight (see Table 3).

Table 3. Comparison of Actual & Design Aircraft Weights

Aircraft

Airplane
Blue Emu

Bunny
DiamondBack
GoldRush
RTL-46

Wei_,ht

Design
5.25
5.30
4.80
5.40
4.82
4.90

(pounds)
Actual

5.80
6.70
6.00
7.22
5.74
6.00

It is particularly interesting to compare the students es-
timates of the costs associated with building the prototype
with the cost recorded during the manufacturing process. The
students estimates were primarily based on the costs incurred
in previous years' projects. It is clear from Table 2 and the
information provide in the Design Concepts section that the
more unique characteristics the aircraft had when compared

Aircraft

Airplane
Blue Emu

Bunny
DiamondBack _
GoldRush
RTL-46

'# Passengers

70
60
100
100

80 - 84
100

Range (fQ
10000
17000
10000
15000
10000
10000

Take-off (ft /
24.0
32.0
16.0
25.4
24.0
15.4

Because all of the aircraft are in the same general class,
there is no wide variation in these specifications. The differ-
ences which are apparent are the result of two factors. First,
the teams each made an independent decision as to the sec-
tion of the market which they would fulfill. This decision
led to the requirements on the number of passengers and the

range the aircraft were designed to fly. Second, a team's deci-
sion to apply a particular technology (e.g. flaps, joined
wing) the performance characteristics of the aircraft were di-
rectly affected. The following sections were adapted from the
Executive Summaries of the students' proposals.

The Airplane

The Airplane is a moderate-range, 70 passenger aircraft.
It can carry more passengers in a shorter time and at a lower
cost than the HB - 40 which currently dominates the
Aeroworld market. The major drivers for the design of the
Airplane are economic competitiveness, takeoff performance,
and weight minimization.

A critical economic feature of the design of the Airplane
is the direct operating cost. This cost is greatly driven by
the cost of labor and materials for the manufacturing pro-
cess. By building the Airplane for less money than the HB -
40, the market may be overtaken since more seats may be
filled for the flight range targeted. Fuel is conserved by
transporting more passengers along a specific route in a par-
ticular time frame (i. e., smaller overall number of flights)
and the added convenience of a quicker flight will attract

more passengers. All of this translates into larger profit
margins for airlines adding the Airplane to their fleets. In
addition, the Airplane can take off at all but one of the air-
ports which serve "Aeroworld". This is an improvement on
the competition, which serves all but two airports. Finally,
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the Airplane is weight efficient. This plays an important
role in minimizing materials cost as well as decreasing the
size of the lifting surfaces and propulsion system necessary
for the Airplane to meet its range and performance objec-
fives.

The rectangular cross-sectional fuselage houses the mo-
tor, flight deck and passenger compartments as well as the
fuel and control actuating systems. The wing will be at-
tached to the top of the fuselage as will the fuel and control
actuator systems for easy disassembly and maintenance.
Seats are arranged in the passenger compartment in 24 rows
of three passengers on a single level. The layout calls for
two seats to the right and one to the left of a single aisle.
Single level construction eliminates the complexity and

added weight of having two floors on the aircraft. It is
feared, however, that the very wide fuselage may create
strong vortices which could have a very significant effect
upon the directional stability and control. The twin vertical
tail concept is employed to remove the directional control
surfaces from the unsteady flows.
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ward shift of the battery pack. In addition, the wide fuselage
of the Airplane is expected to create destabilizing vortices
which leaves the aircraft controllability in doubt despite an
innovative tail design. The Airplane cannot cover as large a
range as the HB-40. Finally, its L/D at cruise is signifi-
candy smaller than its maximum L/D. This indicates an in-
efficiency which results from a required wing area to satisfy
takeoff distance requirements and a desired cruise speed equal
to or exceeding that of the competition.

The disadvantages are, however, overshadowed by the
aircraft's many strengths. The Airplane provides more eco-
nomical travel alternatives than the HB-40. It is a faster air-

craft and can serve one more airport within the "Aeroworld"
market than the HB-40. It can carry more passengers in

fewer flights than the HB-40 and should thus reduce total
fuel costs to its investors over the long term. Finally, it is
less costly to operate at its own maximum range and ca-
pacity as well as at the maximum capacity of the HB-40.

The Blue Emu
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Figure 7. The Airplane

There exist, of course, weaknesses in the design of the

Airplane. These include a passenger imbalance in the fuse-

lage seating area which must be compensated for by a left-

The primary goal in designing the Blue Emu was to
provide an airline with a cost efficient and profitable means
of transporting passengers between the major cities in
Aeroworld. The design attacks the market where a demand
for inexpensive transportation exists, and for this reason the

Blue Emu is an attractive investment for any airline. In
order to provide a profitable aircraft, special attention was
paid to cost and economics. For example, in manufacturing,
simplicity was stressed in structural design to reduce con-
struction time and cost. Aerodynamic design employed a
tapered wing which reduced the induced drag coefficient while
also reducing the weight of the wing. Even the propulsion
system was selected with cost effectiveness in mind. Thus,
in every aspect of the design, consideration was given to
economics and marketability of the final product.

The Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil was selected because

it exhibited high lift, low drag, and favorable stall character-

istics in this low Reynolds number regime. The wing size
was chosen as 10 square feet to attain a desirable wing load-
ing. The wing employed a taper ratio of 0.6 to increase the
aspect ratio, which ultimately narrows the difference between
airfoil section and finite wing lift characteristics, as well as
approximating an elliptic wing planform. By using a
tapered wing concept and thus modeling an elliptic wing
shape, a 6% reduction in the induced drag coefficient over a
rectangular wing was realized. Further, the wing employed
by the Blue Emu produces 57% less induced drag in cruise
than the HB-40. Wing design was a critical technology of
the Blue Emu. This reduction in drag will improve the
economic characteristics of the aircraft and allow it to

successfully compete in "Aeroworld".
Longitudinal and lateral control surfaces allow the Blue

Emu to maneuver. The Blue Emu utilizes a elevator-rudder,

two servo control system. Ailerons were not included in the
control system to avoid the complexity and weight of added

servos. Flat plates were used for the horizontal and vertical
tail to ease construction. The combination of rudder deflec-
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tionanddihedralwasthemechanismchosentoturntheair-
craft.A staticmarginof 20%wasallowedtopermitthepi-
lotlongerresponsetimeswhencontrollingfromtheground.

TheBlueEmuhasseveraldistinctadvantagesoverthe
existingcompetition,theHB-40.Firstandmostobvious,
theBlueEmuhasagreaterpassengercapacitythantheHB-
40. Second,theextendedrangeof theBlueEmuaddsto
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flexibility in use of the aircraft. Third, the wing design of-
fered by the Blue Emu reduces the induced drag of the air-
craft. Finally, the Blue Emu has a CPSPK 34.4% lower
than that of the HB-40, making it a more economical air-
craft. For these reasons the Blue Emu should successfully
compete in the market for which it was designed.

Figure 8. The Blue Emu

The Bunny

The Bunny is a single-engine, 100 passenger commer-
cial transport designed to serve the high density short-to-
medium range markets in "Aeroworld". The aircraft's design
range is 10,000 feet at a cruise velocity of 30 ft/s.

The factors which had the most significant influence on

the f'mal design were the direct operating cost and the take-
off distance. Since this aircraft will be in competition with

the existing HB-40, it must offer "Aeroworld" airlines a dis-
tinct advantage in order to be marketable. In a competitive
economic environment, the most attractive feature of a new
aircraft is lower operating costs, described in terms of the
cost per seat per thousand feet (CPSPK). The large capacity

of The Bunny helps to reduce the CPSPK, since the total
costs are divided among more revenue passengers. In addi-

tion, attempts were made to reduce the fuel costs by decreas-
ing the overall weight and increasing the lift to drag ratio.

The aircraft features a low wing which incorporates

polyhedral for roll control. Yaw and pitch control are ac-
complished by a rudder and elevator, respectively.
Propulsion is provided by a nose-mounted Astro 15 electric
motor powered by thirteen 1.2 Volt, 1000 mah batteries
with a Zinger 12-6 propeller. The aircraft is structurally de-

signed with a safety factor of 1.5 and is constructed primar-
ily of balsa, bass, and birch wood. Passenger seating is ar-
ranged on two levels, with three-abreast on the lower level
and two-abreast on the upper level. The Astro 15 motor was
chosen for its light weight and low cost. The wing features
a moderate aspect ratio of 8.5 in order to reduce structural
weight, as well as slight taper to reduce induced drag. The
Wortmann FX 63-137 airfoil has a high lift-to-drag ratio; in
addition, the fuselage shape is trapezoidal to reduce frontal
area and features rounded comers to reduce parasite drag.

Since one of the primary missions of The Bunny is the abil-
ity to operate in all cities in "Aeroworld", take-off distance
became one of the other driving factors. In order to meet a
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maximum take-off distance of 20 feet, The Bunny was de-
signed with plain flaps spanning the inboard half of the
wing. In addition, the Wortrnann airfoil was utilized to pro-

vide a high CLmax. With respect to this design goal, the
flaps and the high-lift airfoil are critical technologies.

The primary strength of the Bunny is its ability to
compete economically with the HB-40. At full capacity and
mid-range fuel costs, the CPSPK of this aircraft is 25% less
than the HB-40. At 75% capacity, it can operate with the
same CPSPK as the HB-40 at full capacity. Thus the
Bunny offers a strong economic advantage in addition to its
ability to reach new markets. Another principal strength is
its ability to operate in all airports in "Aeroworld". Also,
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The Bunny's two-piece removable wing is an advantage
from a transportability standpoint.

The Bunny also has some weaknesses which may effect
its success. The manufacturing of the wing is more compli-
cated than the competition's due to its high-lift airfoil and
flaps. The inability to precisely manufacture the airfoil
shape may lead to a decrease in aerodynamic performance
from the design values. The use of dihedral instead of

ailerons couples the roll control with the lateral/directional
stability; as a result, the Bunny's roll response may be
slow, although it should feature good stability. The stabil-
ity and control requirements also dictated large tail surfaces;
these are a weakness since they cause increased drag.

Figure 9. The Bunny

The Diamondback

Unlike conventional aircraft, the Diamondback utilizes

an innovative configuration known as the joined wing.
Such a design connects the wing and tail forming a diamond
in both the front and plan views. For the Diamondback, the
wing and tail have the same span and chord with the wing

sweep equaling the tail's negative sweep. Breaking new
ground, the Diamondback is the first joined wing to be de-
signed in "Aeroworld".

The cost of operating the flight system ultimately
guided many of the design decisions. Its influence was not
direct but manifested itself in goals such as minimizing the
drag and optimizing the propulsion system efficiency. The
critical factors which had the most influence on the design
were the runway length, the dihedral needed to roll the air-
craft to execute a turn, and the airfoil moment about the

aerodynamic center. The runway length was a significant
driver of the design, requtring a high coefficient of lift to re-
duce the take-off speed and a high thrust to accelerate the air-

craft and reduce the ground roll. The dihedral and the airfoil
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CMo,however,hadaspecialsignificanceforajoined-wing
design.

Becausetheconfigurationutilizedrudderand dihedral to

turn, a large dihedral angle of 8° was needed. Unlike conven-
tional designs, the wing and tail are physically and geomet-
rically coupled such that a change in one geometry leads to a
change in the other. Thus the need to obtain an effective di-
hedral of 8 ° for the Diamondback greatly determined the ge-
ometry of the wing and tail combination.

The most telling strength of the design is its cost per

seat per 1000 ft (CPSPK). The best estimate of the
Diamondback's operating cost reveals that at the design pay-
load of 100 passengers the CPSPK is 0.006 S/seat/1000 ft,
less than 67% that of the HB-40 for a comparable range. The
Diamondback also provides other gains over conventional
aircraft. Structurally, the configuration has the benefits of
increased stiffness and a possible reduction in weight of the
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wing due to the additional support of the tail. Because of
the diamond geometry of the wing and tail and the lifting
contribution of the tail, the aircraft's neutral point and thus
the center of gravity is located near the middle of the fuse-
lage. This placement can reduce the sensitivity of the center
of gravity to changes in the payload weight distribution
since the distance to the payload from the empty weight cen-
ter of gravity is reduced by the central location of the e.g.

Overall, however, the promising characteristics of the
joined wing make the Diamondback a strong candidate for
future competition against the HB-40 in the "Aeroworld"
passenger aircraft market. The aircraft has not yet been op-
timized, and re-sizing the wing and tail with the data and in-
sight acquired in the design process will increase the overall
efficiency of the Diamondback. By blazing the path for fu-
ture joined-wing designs, the Diamondback is a valuable ad-
dition to the "Aeroworld" aviation industry.

Figure 10. The Diamond Back

GoldRush

The Gold Design Group designed the GoldRush to
complete the mission of transporting passengers in
"Aeroworld" at a lower cost per seat per thousand feet
(CPSPK) than the competition, the HB-40. To this end, the

Gold Design Group selected a high traffic market to serve
more effectively than the HB-40. This market consisted of

travel routes in the range of 10,000 feet. It was determined
that this market would best be served by an aircraft capable
of carrying 80 or 84 passengers; thus the GoldRush concept
was born.

The first constraint encountered in the design was the
takeoff distance of 24 feet needed to take off from the city
with the shortest runway. This constraint led to the choice
of a wing area of 10.9 square feet, as well as the decision to
use the Astro 25 motor, which will run off of a battery pack
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with a 900 mah capacity. Due to its high lift curve and ex-
cellent low Reynolds number performance, the airfoil chosen
was the Wortmann FX 63-137. Also, in order to increase
the Reynolds number to a higher, more desirable value, a
chord of 15 inches was chosen. This led to a Re of approx-
imately 200,000.

One way in which the design could be improved is in
the area of aerodynamic drag. A less conservative drag esti-
mation technique may have yielded the shorter takeoff dis-
tance without the need for the larger motor. Another possi-
ble area of improvement might be the ability to move the
battery pack or some other method of adjusting the location

of the center of gravity. The majority of the weight of the
plane is in the nose which created a c.g. which was so far
forward it created problems with stability.

Figure 11. The Gold Rush

RTL-46

The major focus of the endeavor was to design an air-
craft which would serve the Aeroworld market better than the

existing aircraft, the HB-40. The RTL-46 (Reason to Live
for the Six group members) is an aircraft which utilizes
advanced technology to better service the air travel customers
and airlines of "Aeroworld".

The driving forces behind the design for the RTL-46
were economic in nature, consisting of reducing the direct

operating costs, and thus the cost per seat per thousand feet
of the aircraft, and gaining a higher share of the potential
market than the HB-40. The first method of decreasing the
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costs and increasing the market arose through the design of
an aircraft which holds 2.5 times as many passengers as the
existing aircraft. The 100 passenger capacity RTL-46 de-
creases the cost per seat by increasing the number of seats,
and achieves the increased market share goal by servicing a
higher percentage of the passengers desiring flights. The
second major aspect of the design, which increases the avail-
able market, consists of the use of high lift devices (full
span flaps) which results in a short takeoff distance of 15.4
feet, well below the 20 foot maximum distance for service

to all airports. Through structural engineering and weight
analysis, these increases m the aircraft performance are
achieved with only minimally greater aircraft weight than
the HB-40 (less than 15% greater).

The interior of the RTL-46 is designed to maximize the
comfort of every one of its 100 passengers, first class and
coach. The seating arrangement provides every passenger
with both a window view and aisle access from his or her

seat. Passengers will be served their food from the aircraft's
galley located towards the nose of the aircraft and lavatories
are located in the rear. The muluple deck configuration pro-
vides each individual w_th enough room to move while not
causing long walks to the front or rear of the aircraft to get
to the lavatories or exits.

The major areas of design for the aircraft lie within the
cost effectiveness through _mproved aerodynamics of the
wing and fuselage. Although the benefits of these areas are
readily apparent, their drawbacks are slightly more subtle.
The increased drag of the wing with flaps down could negate
the lift gain, and the increased complexity could lead to

higher costs of construcuon than the revenue gain from the
service to the shorter runway airports.
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Figure 12. The RTL-46
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Concept Validation

Because of the nature of this project it is possible to
subject the design to a real validation. Although difficult to
evaluate the design of these aircraft on paper, the requirement
to build and fly the aircraft provides indisputable evaluation
of the design. The final three weeks of the semester was
devoted to these activities.

The teams were required to present a manufacturing plan
and provide all construction materials prior to the start of
construction. These requirements allowed for the evaluation
of the aircraft with respect to the original manufacturing
plan and the design proposal.

The flight tests were conducted in two stages. First the
completed aircraft were subject to taxi tests to determine
whether the aircraft could taxi adequately under remote con-

trol of the pilot. When the aircraft had adequately passed the
taxi tests, they were cleared to participate in the flight tests.
An experienced remote control aircraft pilot flew each of the
aircraft around the flight test area.

All of the aircraft passed the taxi tests adequately,
although some design modifications were necessary based on
the results. One design team was forced to redesign the land-
ing gear to attach to the aircraft more securely; one team had
to redesign the wing carry-though structure when it was
found that it failed under the weight of the aircraft; and one
team was forced to use a larger propeller to increase the
amount of thrust available for take-off.

Every aircraft flew successfully during the flight test.

However, modifications were required of several aircraft
before being authorized to fly or after an initial flight
attempt, for example, removing twist from one wing or
increasing control surface size. The Diamond Back (the
joined wing aircraft) was very tail heavy and required
significant movement of the center of gravity in order to fly.

The handling qualities of each aircraft were assessed
qualitatively by the pilot and were used to evaluate the
flight-worthiness of the aircraft.
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to develop very specific plans with regard the the manufac-
turing process. They were required to purchase all materials
prior to the start of manufacturing and they were provided
with costs associated with the manufacturing labor and
equipment.

The changes in the design course which were imple-
mented this year were generally successful. Although the
tight constraints on cost and manufacturing resulted in de-
signs which were generally conservative in nature, the joined
wing concept was unique. Most of the other designs had
unique features such as flaps, taper, or efficient airfoils
which were implemented to accomplish the requirements
established by the teams in the DR&O.
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Conclusions

This design course is evolutionary in nature. Each year
the design project as presented to the students is altered to
emphasize different aspects of the design process. This year

the design project was expanded in three areas. First, the de-
sign teams were forced to develop a plane which would be in
direct competition with an already existing aircraft. This
provided the students with a bottom line, against which they
would have to measure and justify their aircraft. Secondly,
the teams were provided with more detailed costing methods
than in the past. This allowed them a better opportunity to
identify the cost ramifications of their design decisions. It
also provided them with valuable lesson in the importance
of cost in the development of a product. Finally, and most
importantly, the project was structured in a manner which
emphasized the importance of manufacturing in the the de-
velopment of a successful product. The teams were required
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Abstract

Three different Experimental Hypersonic Test Vehicles (X-

HTVs) were designed by separate student teams. These X-

HTVs were designed to provide a platform to test advanced

configuration and propulsion concepts under hypersonic

flight conditions. The design requirements given for this

project state that these vehicles must be capable of testing an

airbreathing propulsion system at a speed of Mach 12-15

and an altitude of 100,000-120,000 ft. for one minute at

steady state conditions. It was decided that this type of

mission could be effectively accomplished by a remotely

piloted vehicle. Therefore, all three vehicles were

unmanned due to the hazardous nature of test flights. Three

separate conceptual designs were developed to study

different operational possibilities. One vehicle is a lifting-

body configuration which takes off and lands as a

conventional aircraft. Another is a lifting-body

configuration which is vertically rocket launched and

parachutes to splash-down landing. The third vehicle is a

waverider which is air-dropped from another aircraft. This

paper provides the details of all three vehicles along with an

overview of the design process for high-speed aerospace

vehicles.

Introduction

The Ohio State University (OSU) Advanced Aerospace

Design Program (ADP) continues its tradition of hypersonic

vehicle design with this year's project. Past projects for this

program range from high speed cruise vehicles, including

250-passenger civil transports, 10-passenger executive

aircraft and military reconnaissance aircraft, to accelerating

two-stage-to-orbit launch vehicles. This year's project, an

experimental hypersonic test vehicle, presents its own set of

unique design challenges.

There is an increasing interest around the world in

developing vehicles capable of attaining low-earth-orbit in a

reusable and reliable manner. The National AeroSpace

Plane and its derivatives in the United States are examples.

These vehicles will require advances in state of the art

materials and technology to succeed.

There is always a certain amount of risk and cost involved

when using new technology. For conventional flight

vehicles considerable ground tests are normally carded out.

However, such tests are not possible for the extreme

conditions of hypersonic flight. An experimental hypersonic

test vehicle provides the capability to test advanced

configuration and propulsion concepts under actual flight

conditions. This will reduce the risk and cost of future

vehicle development. The three vehicles presented in this

paper are intended for this purpose.

Project Requirements

The design requirements set for this project were intended

to reflect those areas of technology advancement needed for

future hypersonic vehicle development. Therefore, these X-

HTVs must provide a platform capable of testing

airbreathing propulsion concepts at a speed of Mach 12-15

and an altitude of 100,000-120,000 ft. for a minimtml of one

minute. Each vehicle was further required to carry a 1000

lb. payload of electronic data gathering equipment.

There are several operational modes possible for this type
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of test vehicle. Three separate conceptual designs were

developed to study these different possibilities. One vehicle

was required to takeoff and land on a conventional runway.

Another was to be vertically launched from a pad, making

use of refurbished Minuteman boosters. The third vehicle

was intended to be launched from another aircraft. This

"mother" aircraft was designed by a French team from

Ecole Polytechnique Feminine to release the test vehicle at

Mach 2 and 50,000 ft.

All three vehicles were intended to be unmam_ed to

eliminate the potential loss of life for the test flight. Studies

showed the mission could be accomplished using a remotely

piloted system. The general design requirements for all

three vehicles can be summarized as follows:

Design Requirements

Test Speed

Test Altitude

Test Time

Propulslon

Payload Weight

Payload volume

Mach 12 - 15

i00,000-120,000 ft.

I min

Airbreathing(Test)

i000 ibs.

35 cu. ft.

Design Program Outline

The Advanced Design Program at OSU consists of three

separate classes over the academic year. These include a

one credit hour seminar during Autumn Quarter, a four

credit hour Aerospace Vehicle Design Course during Winter

Quarter, and a three credit hour Advanced Vehicle Design

Course during Spring Quarter.

The first course offers the students the opportunity to hear

seminars from design engineers who work for NASA Lewis

Research Center, Wright Laboratory, and GE Aircraft

Engines. These professionals speak about the aircraft design

process and some specific problems created by operating in

a hypersonic speed regime.

The students were organized into three separate design

teams at the beginning of the second course. These teams

consisted of a team leader and members specializing in one

or more core disciplines, such as aerodynamics, propulsion

systems, etc. Since there is a separate structural design

Ohio State University

course offered at OSU, no structural design was required for

this project and none will be presented in this paper.

The teams were given the project requirements which they

incorporated into their own design goals. The students were

given access to the tools necessary to develop their designs.

These included a database of related technical papers and

publications, a collection of computer programs for aircraft

design and analysis developed by NASA and Wright Labs,

and a series of engine performance tables created by GE

Aircraft Engines. Trade studies were conducted by each

group dealing with different external and internal

configurations, propulsion systems, and materials. The

results of these studies were used to create a conceptual

design for each vehicle and provide initial estimates for its

aerodynamic, propulsion, and weight characteristics for an

assumed flight envelope. These estimates were input into

the preliminary mission analysis. The results of this

analysis were interpreted and the design was accordingly

altered to produce new performance characteristics. This

process was repeated until a successful mission was

achieved.

The design process was continued in the final course by

using the iteration method to optimize the vehicle designs.

Each group attempted to optimize their vehicles according

to their design goals and minimize their weight and cost.

The specifics of each design, such as thermal protection

systems, stability and control systems, and inlet and nozzle

configurations were examined. All of the design groups

were required to give oral presentations on their progress

and to submit a final paper at the end of both quarters.

The three design groups were designated OSU1, OSU2,

and OSU3. Each group operated independently and in a

spirit of friendly competition with others. The Teaching

Associate functioned as a project manager making sure that

all of the groups progressed accordingly.

Vehicle Designs

The OSU1 vehicle is a 50 ft. long lifting-body

configuration. (See figure 1.) It reaches a test speed of

Mach 12 and a test altitude of 100,000 ft. This lifting-body

design was chosen for its aerodynamic performance at high

speeds, its volumetric efficiency, and for ease of propulsion

integration. The vehicle is powered by three RL-10 liquid
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rocket engines to its test point. At this time a single

hydrogen fueled scramjet is engaged. The OSU1 vehicle

has a maximum gross weight of 47,800 lbs. and operates

from a standard runway.

50.0 n

Figure 1 - OSUI Conventional TO and Landing
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configuration. (See figure 3.) It reaches a test speed of

Mach 13.5 and a test altitude of 110,000 ft. This waverider

configuration was designed using the exact 3-D solution of

a conical flow at the test point and methods established by

Rasmussen. The shock wave at the test point remains

attached to the leading edge of the vehicle. This produces

an optimal lift-to-drag ratio for the vehicle. While this

effect is most beneficial for a cruising vehicle, the group

decided their intended mission would be ideal to evaluate

this concept for future use. This vehicle is carded to a

speed of Mach 2 and an altitude of 50,000 ft. by another

aircraft. It then separates and engages a single hydrogen

fueled ramjet engine which powers the vehicle to a speed of

Mach 7.At this stage a single hydrogen fueled scramjet

engine is engaged to carry the vehicle to its test point. The

OSU3 has a maximum gross weight of 14,260 lbs.

The OSU2 vehicle is a 20 ft. long lifting-body

configuration. (See figure 2.) It reaches a test speed of

Mach 12 and a test altitude of 120,000 ft. This vehicle is

rocket boosted to its test point by a two-stage Minuteman

missile. The vehicle, surrounded by a protective sheath,

forms the missile's third stage and nose cone. The sheath

is blown away from the vehicle at the test point. The

vehicle separates from the missile and its single hydrogen

fueled scramjet engine is engaged. The OSU2 has a

maximum gross weight of 7200 lbs. not including the rocket

booster which weighs 66,000 lbs. This vehicle makes an

unpowered descent until a parachute is deployed for a splash

down at sea.

Figure 2 - OSU2 Missile Launched

The OSU3 vehicle is a 76 ft. long wave rider

I 1

Figure 3 - OSU3 Air Dropped from Carrier Aircraft

Design Methods

The design team must satisfy the project's requirements

with the best possible design according to their design goals.

One major goal in all aerospace vehicle design is the

minimization of overall weight. This leads to optimal

performance for the vehicle. Another design goal is cost

minimization. In these difficult economic times cost

effectiveness must be considered in the conceptual design

stage. Other possible design goals include simplicity of

construction, operational flexibility, and enhanced

capabilities.

The best possible design from an aerodynamic point of

view is not necessarily the best for propulsion performance
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or weight minimization. The design process is one of

compromise between the various disciplines of aerospace

vehicle design. The following sections provide details of the

technical disciplines incorporated into the design process.

Propulsion

The purpose of this vehicle is to test a high-speed

airbreathing propulsion system. The high internal

temperatures and pressures associated with slowing airflows

at speeds greater than Mach 7-8 make subsonic combustion

impractical. Therefore, the only choice for an airbreathing

engine system operating at speeds of Mach 12-15 is a

supersonic combustion ramjet. A scramjet combusts the

fuel/air mixture at speeds above Mach 1, thereby reducing

the internal temperature and pressure.
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Figure 4 - Scramjet Engine Schematic for OSU3

The performance for these scramjet engines was obtained

in two ways. Teams OSU 1 and OSU2 scaled the data from

theoretical engine performance tables provided by GE

Aircraft Engines. Team OSU3 used the engine simulation

program RAMSCRAM t. Liquid hydrogen was selected by

all three groups to fuel their scramjets. Trade studies

showed it to be the only fuel proven capable of producing

the needed amount of energy. The design teams were able

to calculate maximum net thrust for the engines and the

corresponding specific fuel consumptions. Figure 5

shows the performance of the scramjet drops dramatically

as Mach number decreases. They may be considered

unusable below Mach 6. Therefore, one or more additional

propulsion systems must be used to reach the test point.

There are two types of propulsion systems capable of
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Figure 5 - Scramjet Engine Performance for OSU3

powering these vehicles to their test conditions. (See figure

6.) One is a combination of airbreathing engines and the

other is non-airbreathing or rocket engines.

The efficiency of the airbreathing engines is shown to be

much higher than for rockets. This means that for an equal

period of time the rockets use more fuel. Therefore, the

airbreathing engines can reduce the overall weight of a

given vehicle. This is especially true for vehicles

performing long cruising missions. The rocket engines are

capable of much greater acceleration which makes them a

viable option for this type of mission. Rockets are a proven

and reliable technology and relatively inexpensive to

purchase. They may not have the reusability of airbreathing

systems.

(SEE)

o

HAEHI_BER

Figure 6 - Propulsion Alternatives

Two teams chose to use the rocket propulsion systems.

Team OSU1 incorporated three RL-10 liquid hydrogen-
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oxygen rocket engines into their vehicle. These engines

weight 380 lbs. and produce 34,000 lbs. of vacuum thrust.

OSU2 used a two-stage Minuteman solid rocket booster.

The first stage weighs 50,500 lbs. and produces 200,000

lbs. of thrust. The second stage weighs 15,500 Ibs. and

produces 59,000 lbs. of thrust. The third team, OSU3, used

RAMSCRAM to design a single hydrogen fueled ramjet

engine for their vehicle. This engine weighs 1520 lbs. and

produces a maximum thrust of 22,000 lbs. at Mach 3.

The thrust produced by each propulsion system at given

speeds and altitudes was input into the trajectory analysis as

thrust available. The results of this analysis were used to

scale the number and size of the engines for the next design

cycle. All engine data assumes mil-spec inlet and nozzle

performance.

Aerodynamics

The aerodynamic analysis of these X-HTVs was conducted

differently for the subsonic and supersonic/hypersonic flight

regimes. Two of the vehicles have near ballistic ascent

trajectories. The third is dropped off at Mach 2.2.

Therefore, the subsonic characteristics are only necessary

for the descent part of the trajectory. The simplified

aerodynamic theories and empirical formulas outlined in the

books Fundamentals of Aircraft Design 2and Aircraft Design:

A Conceptual Approach 3 were used along with the AIREZ

computer program. This program incorporates similar

theories and formulas to match wind tunnel data. 4 The

vehicles were approximated as equivalent fiat plate delta-

wing-bodies for these methods.
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In order to get more accurate results for the

supersonic/hypersonic regime, each vehicle was modeled as

a series of panels. (See figure 7.) The different areas of

the vehicle were analyzed using different methods. These

methods included Empirical Tangent Wedge and Cone,

Prandtl-Meyer Shock and Expansion, and Modified

Newtonian.The OSU1 group used APAS, a computer panel

code developed by NASA Langley, which incorporates all

of the fore mentioned methods and many others. S

These methods produced the aerodynamic characteristics

of each vehicle with respect to free stream Mach number.

The characteristics were assembled into drag polars for each

vehicle. (See figure 8.) These drag polars were used along

with the dimensions of each vehicle to calculate lift-to-drag

ratios at given speeds and altitudes. (See figure 9.) These

values were input into the trajectory analysis.
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Figure 8 - Drag Polar for OSUI

The results of the trajectory analysis were then used to

resize the vehicle for the next design cycle. The geometry
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of each vehicle was modified to maximize the lift-to-drag

ratios and meet stability constraints.

Weight and Sizing

There are two steps to the weight and sizing analysis of

aerospace vehicles. The first step is the initial prediction of

the weight and size of each configuration at the beginning of

the design cycle. The second step is a detailed component

weight and volume breakdown for each phase of the cycle.

The first step is accomplished using a fixed fraction

method. The various major components of the vehicle such

as structure, fuel, propulsion systems, etc. are assumed to

be fixed fractions of the total vehicle weight and volume.

These fractions are determined from a database of existing

aerospace vehicle weight and size information. This

existing data must be for aerospace vehicles similar to the

one which is being designed. These fractions and an initial

estimate of fuel required for the mission are used to estimate

the vehicle's initial weight and dimensions.

The detailed component weight analysis for aerospace

vehicles uses a statistical correlation method. This method

is based on correlating existing component weight data with

empirical equations. These equations can then be used to

calculate the weight of new vehicle designs. The computer

programs HASA and PDWAP use this method. 6"7 These

programs were used to determine a weight breakdown of

each vehicle from geometric, performance, and material

inputs.

47,800 LBS 7,200 LBS 14,260 LBS

100_, | _

08U1 OSU2 OSU3

Fuel _ Structure _ Propulsion

Syetems _ Paylo-d

Figure I0 - Component Weight Breakdown

A component weight breakdown for the three X-HTVs is

shown in figure 10. The OSU1 vehicle is the heaviest of

the three. This is due to the integration of three liquid

rocket engines and their fuel within the vehicle. The fuel in

Ohio State University

this case is almost 3/4 of the total weight. The OSU3

vehicle is much lighter because if does not have to carry an

oxidizer for its airbreathing ramjet. The fuel is less than 1/3

the total weight for this vehicle. The OSU2 vehicle is the

smallest and lightest. It is carried to its test point by an

external rocket booster. It must only carry enough fuel for

the scramjet test and cooling purposes.

Once the detailed weight analysis is complete the values

are used to determine a complete volume breakdown of each

vehicle. These volumes are then incorporated into a 3-D

model of the internal configuration of the vehicle. (See

figure 11.) The vehicles dimensions may finally be rescaled

for the next design cycle.

Fuel Tanks

H= O2

pa#_l

VTailLeadingEdge

o_et Engines

LeadlnEdge
RearGear

Figure 11 - Internal Configuration of OSU1

Trajectory

The trajectory analysis provides the test of the aircraft

design concept. The propulsion, aerodynamic, and weight

data are used as inputs to determine the aircraft's ability to

meet mission requirements. If these requirements are not

being met then the previous inputs must be updated and the

trajectory analysis repeated until the mission is successfully

accomplished. Once a vehicle that satisfies all requirements

has been obtained, the vehicle can be optimized to produce

the best possible design according to the group's design

goals.

The trajectory analysis for the three Experimental

Hypersonic Test Vehicles were based on two-degree-of-

freedom methods which used five equations of motion

describing velocity, flight path angle, weight, altitude, and

range. The trajectory computer program ETO was used by
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two of the groups) The third group wrote their own

program.

The engine performance data is input as maximum thrust

available. The aerodynamic drag is used to determine the

thrust required for steady level flight along a determined

flight path. (See figure 12.) The area between these two

lines is the vehicle's ability to climb and accelerate. A

successful mission trajectory requires two things. The thrust

available must be greater than the thrust required at every

point along the fight path. The vehicle's ability to climb

and accelerate must be great enough to accomplish the

mission within time constraints imposed by the specific fuel

consumption of the engines and the amount of fuel available.
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The flight path for each vehicle was determined based on

selected parameters. (See figure 13.) The OSUI vehicle

performs a Rutowski climb after takeoff and then pulls up

into a ballistic ascent. The OSU2 is vertically launched into

a ballistic trajectory which takes it to the test point. The

OSU3 vehicle makes a Rutowski climb after being dropped

off. The vehicle climbs into a constant Q trajectory which

it follows to the test point. All three vehicles make

unpowered descents.

Conclusion

The following table provides a comparison between the

three different designs. All three concepts are inexpensive

to develop and cost effective to operate. The cost analysis

was based on three aircraft without propulsion systems and

performing a total of ten flights. The cost analysis was

performed using the method presented in Fundamentals of

Aircraft Design 2. The OSU1 and OSU2 vehicles both use

proven low risk rocket technology which can be purchased

off the shelf. The OSU3 requires the development of a

ramjet engine capable of operating at Mach 7. This

airbreathing propulsion system gives the OSU3 more

mission flexibility and minimizes the total system weight.

These are all reusable systems with the exception of the

expendable booster for OSU2. There are currently a large

number of decommissioned Minuteman missiles available

today.

There are still questions to be answered and details to be

added to these conceptual designs. But, this project has

achieved its goal. The students have discovered the

cooperation and compromise necessary to conduct

multidisciplinary design in a team effort.

Three conceptual designs of Experimental Hypersonic Test

Vehicles have been completed by independent student design

teams. These aerospace vehicles were designed to provide

a platform capable of testing advanced airbreathing

propulsion concepts under hypersonic flight conditions.

These vehicles will reduce the risk and cost of future

hypersonic vehicles such as the NASP and its derivatives.
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Experimental Hypersonic Test Vehicles

Configuration

Planform Area

(sq. ft.)

Test Speed

Test Altitude

(ft.)

Total System

Weight (ibs.)

Engines

Mission Time

(sec)

OSUl osu2 OSU3

Lifting-Body Lifting-Body Waverider

625 95 720

Mach 12 Mach 12 Mach 13.5

i00,000 120,000 ii0,000

47,000 73,200 14,260

RL-10 Rockets 2-Stg. Minuteman 1 Ramjet

1 Scramjet 1 Scramjet 1 Scramjet

200 175 550

Cost (1993) $ 468 Mill $ 362 Mill $ 417 Mill
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Abstract

This paper examines the design of a 650 passenger aircraft
with 8000 nautical mile range to reduce seat mile cost and to
reduce airport and airway congestion. This design effort in-
volves the usual issues that require trades between

technologies, but must also include consideration of: airport
terminal facilities; passenger loading and unloading; and, de-
feating the "square-cube" law to design large structures.
This paper will review the long range ultra high capacity or
megatransport design problem and the variety of solutions
developed by senior student design teams at Purdue
University.

Introduction

The objective of the senior design class of the School of
Aeronautics and Astronautics at Purdue University was to
provide a conceptual design for a new class of aircraft with a
range of 8000 nautical miles to carry a maximum passenger
load of 650 passengers, together with 30,000 pounds of
cargo and to incorporate prudent amounts of advanced
technology and new configuration concepts. Forecast

production go ahead is 1996 with the first certificated
airliners being delivered in 1999.

These large capacity airliners have been referred to as
"super-jumbos", "megatransports" or "megajets." We will
use the term "megatransport." The term "mega" refers to the
projected take-off gross weight (TOGW) of these aircraft, a

number expected to exceed 1,000,000 lbs.

Increased air travel demand that is sure to follow economic

recovery will provide an opportunity for airlines to increase
revenues and an opportunity for airframe manufacturers to
sell airplanes. On the other hand, increased traffic may also
place a burden on airports, air traffic control and airways
around the world, many of which are at or near traffic
saturation levels. Northern Pacific routes are already
congested at prime times because there are only two airways
westbound and three eastbound.

To take advantage of increased traffic, while recognizing
airport and airway congestion difficulties, airlines are con-
sidering new airplanes with more than 150% the capacity of
the Boeing 747-400. Predictions for the number of new

large transports needed by 2010 range as high as 550
units. 1,2

The last substantial increase in aircraft size occurred

almost 25 years ago with the development of the Boeing
747. Megatransport designs will compete with existing
Boeing 747 designs, the proposed MD-12 and possible new
SSTs being proposed for long range use.

This paper briefly reviews megatransport objectives and
constraints, and summarizes some of the solutions developed
by student design teams at Purdue University during a one
semester course. It begins with a discussion of the market
needs and the economic risks involved in such a project. It
then summarizes some of the different approaches taken to
solve the problem and the difficulties faced by the design
teams. Finally, some "lessons learned" are discussed at the
end of the paper.

The Request for Proposal

This was the second year that senior design teams had

considered the design of a large transport. On the basis of
previous experience, a Request for Proposal was generated to

reflect market conditions and demand. The primary
difference this year was that the range was increased to 8000
nautical miles to provide a challenge and the number of

passengers was chosen to be large, but not too large
compared to existing designs. The Request for Proposal is
summarized as follows.

Regulations/certification

The aircraft must comply with Federal Aviation
Regulation Part 25 (FAR25) and foreign equivalents. The
engines must comply with Federal Aviation Regulation 36
(FAR36) and ICAO Article 16.

Mission Performance

The still air range must be at least 8000 nmi. with a full
load of 650 passengers and 30,000 pounds of cargo.

Fuel reserves equal to 5% of primary trip fuel must be
included in the mission.
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Cruise must begin at least at 35,000 ft. and Mach 0.85.
The cruise Mach number at any operational altitude must be
equal to or greater than M=0.85.

The aircraft must be able to operate from international

airports with a full passenger/cargo load using no more than
10,000 ft of runway. It must be able to land at sea level at
80% of TOGW using no more than 8500 ft. of runway.

The use of advanced materials is highly encouraged,
consistent with safety, maintainability and cost
requirements. Emphasis should be placed on minimal

empty weight and cost.

The use of high bypass ratio turbofan engines is
encouraged, consistent with cost and development
considerations. It is strongly recommended that upgrades or
modifications of existing engines be considered.

The use of advanced airfoils and innovative, multiple
lifting surface concepts is strongly encouraged, consistent
with customer acceptance and performance. Evidence of
transonic area ruling must be presented in the final proposal.

The design of the fuselage must show evidence of concern
for safety and for passenger comfort, loading and unloading.
Compatibility with existing or slightly modified airport
facilities likely to be in use in the year 2005 must be
demonstrated. Carrying fuel in the fuselage is discouraged,
but not prohibited. Using the entire length of the fuselage
for a double deck passenger configuration is discouraged, but
not prohibited because of loading and unloading and
compatibility with current airports.

Cost

Acquisition and operating costs are a major factor in
evaluating the suitability of the design. These costs must
be determined using generally accepted data and estimation

procedures.

Maintainability

The design must clearly show that maintenance and

reliability have been considered.

Data requirements

The technical proposal shall be specific and complete, but
must be less than 100 pages, excluding the Appendix. This
proposal must demonstrate a thorough understanding of the
requirements and opportunities for the design RFP.

Critical technical issues and problem areas must be clearly
identified in the proposal and adequately addressed.
Descriptions, sketches, drawings and analysis, method of
approach and discussions of new techniques should be
presented in sufficient detail to permit accurate engineering

evaluation of the proposal. Exceptions or modifications to
the proposed technical requirements presented above must be
identified and explained. Aerodynamic analysis using
LINAIR, VORLAT and PMARK is required.

Trade-off studies must be performed and included in the
proposal to describe how the final design was arrived at. A
history of the design development, including possible
designs that were rejected and their reasons for rejections,
must be included.

The Final Proposal Report

Based on the previously stated objectives, requirements
and constraints the final report must include sections and or
data on the following:

1) Justify the final design by describing the aircraft's
performance and listing its advantages compared to other
existing and proposed designs. Include aircraft design and
sizing trade studies.

2) Include a three-view drawing in the final proposal. This
drawing must show important dimensions (in English and
metric units), payload and passenger locations, fuel
locations, crew location and crew accommodations, flight
control systems and any unique or unusual features.

3) Weight and balance data must be provided together with a
description of loads and structural materials and their
location. Provide a center of gravity envelope diagram
showing extreme c.g. locations relative to the aircraft
aerodynamic center. This data must be provided in terms of
a mean aerodynamic chord reference.

4) Describe techniques or methods used to determine aircraft
performance, stability, control and handling qualities.
Indicate the results of these techniques. Show compliance
with FAR25.

5) Summary of design trade-offs - Describe why the final
design was chosen. Describe why this design is optimal for

the intended use. Describe the sensitivity of the design to
changes in parameters such as aspect ratio, wing area, wing
thickness, engine TSFC, range, materials choice and other
design choices.

6) Provide cost data and sensitivity of the aircraft price to
such parameters as number produced, cost of capital, take-off
gross weight and government grants.

Basis of Judging

Responses to this proposal will be judged in four primary
categories.
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Technical Content The correctness of theory,
validity of reasoning, apparent understanding and grasp of

the problem.

Organization and Technical Presentation The
ability to present a description of the design and to clearly
communicate its advantages is an essential factor in
evaluation. Organization of the design report, clarity and
skillful inclusion of pertinent data are major factors in this
evaluation.

Originality The design proposal should show that
there was independence of thinking or a fresh approach to the
problem. Does the method and treatment of the solution
show imagination or extend previous efforts or is it simply
a rehash of an existing solution? Evidence of team effort
and participation are essential.

Practical Application and Feasibility The
proposal should present conclusions and recommendations
that are practical and feasible and not merely lead the
evaluators into other unsolvable problems. Has the team
made mention of shortcomings and made recommendations
for further improvement if time permitted?

Challenges and Advantages of Megatransport
Design

The design of an aircraft such as proposed in the above
RFP poses some unique problems. Design addresses a cus-
tomer need and then proposes a solution. The consideration
of need requires an answer to the question "Is there a market

for large capacity, megatransport airliners?"

During 1991 the operating losses of major airlines ex-
ceeded the total profits earned since the introduction of jet
transportation in the 1950's. In 1992 airlines continued to
lose money. Despite this and the worldwide economic
growth problems, the demand for air travel is predicted to
resume its growth within the next few years.

The number of airline revenue passenger miles (RPM) is
predicted to more than double by the year 2010. Boeing
predicts that the number of available seat miles (ASM) will
increase by more than 180 percent to meet air travel demands

in the year 2010. 2 Markets to consider include both
domestic and international routes.

Table 1. Percentage of total available seat miles (ASM)by
airlines to and from three regions (1991 value / 2010 fore-

cast) 1

Travel US Airlines Europe Asian

to/by
North 61%/56% 32%/26% 28%/28%

America

21%/20% 40%/36% 17%/28%Europe
Asia-Pacific

Domestic marketing concentrates on frequent flights to
and from destinations. As a result, the number of pas-
sengers per flight is too small to justify a large capacity
aircraft Overseas markets with high demand, but only a few
flights a day, have the most potential for generating revenue.
The fastest growing markets for North America appear to be
in the Pacific Rim region. The economic growth there in-
dicates that this trend will continue. Table 1 shows a predic-
tion of the available seat miles (ASM) categories by routes

for U.S., European, and Asian airlines. I

Airlines favor buying aircraft with a range equal to the B-
747. Recent articles appear to favor aircraft ranges of
between 7500 and 8000 nautical miles. 3 On the other hand,

each nautical mile of range increases take-off gross weight
TOGW substantially and few airport pairs are located more
than 7000 nautical miles from each other.

To reach out to these markets, we require a long range
aircraft. The cruise portion of the flight dominates the
mission of the long range transport. Estimating the fuel
required for a cruise dominated mission with the Breguet
range equation illustrates fuel requirements. This estimate
reads:

IW fuel = WTO 1-e MaL//D (1)

where R=range, cj= thrust specific fuel consumption,
M=cruise Mach number, a=speed of sound at cruise altitude
and L/D is the estimated value of cruise lift to drag ratio.

Equation 1 shows that the fuel required for the mission
approaches the TOGW as range R increases. It is not
unusual for the fuel fraction (ratio of fuel weight to take-off
gross weight) to be of the order of 0.45, even if the
aerodynamic efficiency (ML/D) is high and the engine TSFC

cj is low.

For preliminary estimates of the TOGW, we can use the
relationship of the form

Wl:_toad

WTO =- l__ fuel__empty
(2)

where m3,,t is the fuel fraction wf'_ro_ and _,_q is the

empty weight fraction. The empty weight fraction becomes

slightly smaller as TOGW increases. 4 This occurs because

the dimensions and size of the megatransport allow for more
efficient use of high strength materials in the structure and

12%/20% 12%/27% 47%/41%
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more dramatic weight savings if advanced composite
materials are used.

Increased aerodynamic efficiencies may also occur because

parasite drag may be reduced due to the larger Reynolds
numbers at which large aircraft operate. The coefficient of
friction Cf decreases because of an increase in Reynolds

Number. Assuming turbulent flow over the entire wing, the

Cf is approximated by 4

0.455

Cf = (logRe)2.58(l+0.144M2)0.65 (3)

where M is the Mach number and Re is the Reynolds
number. Aircraft with larger characteristic lengths (wing
chord, fuselage length, etc.) will have smaller friction
coefficients, all other things being equal. Even with these
potential advantages, the megatransport TOGW quickly
grows as the range increases.

Balancing these problems, operating costs, especially fuel
cost per passenger mile, decreases as passenger number
increases. There will be a minimum fuel cost for a given
number of passengers and a given range. This minimum
fuel cost reflects the economies of scale for any given
design.

Megatransport Special Design Issues

The large size of a transport with passenger capability
exceeding the B-747 places demands on technology,
including structures, manufacturing, landing gear and pas-
senger configuration, to name a few items. These issues for
the design of large transports are discussed in a variety of
recent articles.5,6,7,8, 9

Airports

The long range markets with high passenger demand are
currently served by B-747, DC-10 and MD-11 aircraft.
Boeing 747 airplanes not only the primary competition for

the megatransport, they are the standard for designing
terminal facilities and runways. Increased aircraft size beyond
the B747 planform may require modifications to runway
widths pavement thickness, taxiways and terminal facili-
ties.10

Several constraints arise if existing facilities are to be
serviced. These include service to airport terminals built to
accommodate wingspans less than 220-240 feet and fuselage
lengths of the order of 220 feet. This constrains the span of
the megatransport wings and makes drag reduction difficult.

Another serious problem is the logistics of quickly load-
ing or unloading 650 passengers. This includes not only
jetways, but terminals and emergency conditions.

Structural Design

Among other important issues faced by the structural
designer of large transports is the so-called "square-cube
law." The square cube law is a statement regarding the
relationship between the loads, which are assumed to be
proportional to weight, and the stresses in the structure. For
similar structures of different scales, the load increases as the
cube of linear dimensions and the cross-sectional areas

increases as the square of the linear dimension. 11

If the size of the object is doubled (for instance, we
simply scale up an existing design) then the stresses double.
Therefore for a given material with a given ultimate stress,
the square-cube law limits the size of the objecL As a
result, we can not simply make the aircraft larger, we have
to make it differenL

Recent aircraft design has focused on using new materials
and structural design techniques. New materials, such as
aluminum-lithium, and advanced composite materials have
allowed changes in structural design. This "defeats" or at
least holds off the detrimental effects of the square-cube law
and allows larger aircraft to be builL

Innovative configurations can also aid in "defeating" the
square-cube law. The use of such configurations as joined-
wing design, three-surface designs or flying wings can
overcome pessimistic predictions of the square-cube law by
allowing a redistribution of weight throughout the vehicle.
Finally, the weight of some items on an aircraft are not
functions of scale.

Fuselage design

Containment of passengers on a large transport requires an
examination of how to keep the wetted area per unit volume
at a low level. This objective must be tempered by safety
and comfort requirements. Fuselage design is challenging
because of aircraft maximum length constraints imposed by
terminal facilities and the requirements for aerodynamic

efficiency of the fuselage shape. This latter feature is
usually at odds with terminal requirements because short,
stubby fuselages are aerodynamically inefficient.

New fuseMge cross-section layouts must be considered to
satisfy fuselage length limits while increasing volume and
minimizing wetted area. These new layouts include multiple
deck configurations, elliptical single deck configurations and
dual fuselage configurations.

The largest factor constraining fuselage design is safety.
There must be enough emergency exits for the passengers to
escape in 90 seconds. Multiple deck configurations have
emergency exits far from the ground (40 feet or more),
possibly compromising safety.
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Because of previous efforts in fuselage configurations, the
class decided to strongly consider single deck configurations.
While these configurations will have some evacuation
problems, they also will have structural, aerodynamic and
passenger comfort advantages. As a result, all designs
described in this paper will be single deck configurations.

Wing Design

Wing design is driven by size constraints, imposed by
existing aircraft terminal facilities, that limit the wing span
of the aircraft. Consequently, it becomes important to
consider the trades involved in wing design with the
constraint of a luted upper limit on the wing span.

The most important factor in controlling the induced drag
is the wing span loading (the ratio of aircraft weight to wing
span). With the span limited and the weight requirements

high, one must look to new configurations. The wingspan
constraint was addressed by using folding wing tips and
multiple lifting surfaces, including tandem wings, canard
configurations and three surface configurations.

Another key parameter in wing design is the choice of
wing area. The cruise lift coefficient CL is related to aircraft
weight W and wing planform area S as follows

c L _ (4)
q

where q is the dynamic pressure. From a structural point of
view the wing area should be small to decrease wing weight
and empty weight. As W/S increases with decreasing wing
area, CL increases. This results in an increase of induced

drag, which depends on the square of CL as follows

CDi - (5)
reAR

where AR is the aspect ratio and e is Oswald's efficiency
factor. As a result of increased induced drag, more fuel is
required, so that the take-off gross weight increases even
though wing weight decreases. The matter is further
complicated by changes in the parasite drag as wing weight
changes. Clearly there is an optimum trade-off between
wing area, induced drag and fuel required.

This trade between wing area, weight, drag, and take-off
gross weight exists for every type of aircraft. However, this
trade is very evident in the mega-transport because of the
large wing areas involved and the large take-off gross
weights.

Engines

Large transports must have efficient propulsion units.

These engines must meet thrust requirements, noise
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standards and emission standards. Although some long
range aircraft such as the Boeing 777 are powered by twin
engines, the "one engine out" requirement for the megatrans-
port requires more than two engines. All teams chose to use
four engines with relatively high bypass ratios so that they
could meet noise constraints and have TSFC's of about 0.55

lb/lb./hr, at cruise. One group chose a prop-fan engine with
very low fuel consumption.

The team design take-off gross weights (TOGW) for the
aircraft designs range from slightly below one-million
pounds to about 1.2 million pounds. Although there are
some large engines that may meet the requirements for
megatransport propulsion, the engines used on the Purdue
designs were designed to meet the special requirements of
their airplane. The cycle analysis programs ONX and

OFFX, developed by Mattingly and Heiser, 12 were used for

engine design and performance predictions.

Large engines create design problems over and above the
usual problems of finding an efficient design cycle. The
large intakes require severe restrictions on ground clearance.
This leaves the designer with a choice of lengthening the
landing gear, adopting a high wing design or mounting the
engines on top of the wing.

In addition to these problems, FAR 36 and ICAO Annex
16 (Chapter 3) have restrictions on lateral, take-off and

approach noise. 13 While these regulations permit increased

noise with increased aircraft weight, the upper level of noise
generation is luted for aircraft weights greater than 900,000

pounds.

Cost and Price Estimation

The megatransport must have low operating expenses
compared to existing aircraft such as the B-747 aircraft.

These operating expenses translate into direct operating cost
(I30(2) per block hour of operation and direct operating costs
per available seat mile.

The estimation of direct operating costs requires an es-
timate of airplane cost and fuel requirements. The production
costs to build the aircraft were estimated using the DAPCA

IV model discussed by Raymer 4 This model estimates cost

on the basis of aircraft empty weight, production quantity,
maximum airspeed and engine and avionics cost. One
problem with this estimator is that it is based on a data base

heavily weighted with military aircraft. Still, the numbers
generated using this model are useful.

The price of the aircraft was calculated using a cash flow
analysis. This calculation considers production cost (from
the DAPCA model), quantity produced over a 19 year period
and the cost of raising capital (effective interest rate on

borrowed money and money raised in financial markets) to
initiate the program. A low cost of capital (currently near
17%) is very important to the success or failure of a
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commercial venture. The production quantity was set by the
teams based on what the market would support.

Direct operating costs (DOC) were estimated using a
model suggested by the Association of European Airlines.
The direct operating costs and the cash flow analysis required
to set the manufacturers selling price were calculated, using

a computer model supplied by Professor J.W. Drake 14 The
input to the DOC model includes mission block time, fuel

requirements, cost data for labor rates, fuel prices, engine
prices, aircraft purchase price, maximum weight, stage
length, payload and number of crew members.

Design Resources and organization

Teams were composed of from 5 to 6 members, each with
a primary responsibility. There were 4 such teams during
the Fall 1992 semester and 5 teams during the Spring 1993
Semester.

The design course at Purdue is one semester long. This
allows about ten weeks of group effort to produce a pre-
liminary design after all the basic areas of effort are re-
viewed. In addition to the emphasis on technical effort, the
requirements for communication in terms of writing quality
and oral presentations are stressed.

A Summary of Configurations

This section will present four representative 1992-93 team
design efforts. These designs have been selected to illustrate
the range of solutions developed. Each of these designs
represents a different path taken by students. The reader
should keep in mind that the final results at the end of one

semester are at a preliminary level. At the close of a
semester the students are finally aware of the trades and are
aware of where they need more effort. On the other hand, for
the most part, these efforts indicate a remarkable level of

understanding and effort.

The Phoenix 650

The design of the Phoenix 650 was selected and refined by
its design team to be an unconventional answer to several

problems and constraints posed by the RFP. This design,
shown in Figure 1, uses the joined wing concept first
suggested by Wolkovich. The team selected this

configuration because they wanted a challenge and because
they thought that this design would have lower wing
weight, good transonic area distribution, low trim drag and
better accessibility to existing airports. On the other hand,
the team felt that the lack of a good data base for weight
estimation and the challenges of doing a credible analysis
were drawbacks for this selection.

The Phoenix 650 has an estimated empty weight of
505,000 lb. but has a take-off gross weight of only 750,000
lb. This low take-off gross weight is made possible by the

use of four prop fan engines with a TSFC of 0.286 lb/lb/hr.
This remarkably low TSFC translates into a very low fuel
weight.

This aircraft will carry 650 passengers. The length of the
Phoenix 650 is 240 feet while the fuselage width is 30 feet

PHOENIX 6501

Figure 1 - The Phoenix 650

at its widest point and the fuselage height is 18 feet at the
same point. The maximum L/D is estimated to be 22. The
price of the aircraft is estimated to be $140,000,000. The
computer aided drawing effort for this aircraft was extremely
good. A wind tunnel test model of the airplane is currently
being manufactured by the Tupelov Design Bureau for
delivery in September 1993 for testing.
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The BWB-650 Griffin

The BWB-650 Griffin is an ultra-wide body aircraft that
attempts to use the minimum of trimming and stabilizing
surfaces to reduce drag. This aircraft, shown in Figure 2,
has a wing span of 300 feet and a total length of 209 feet.
The wing tips can be folded so that they are only 230 feet
wide in their folded position. The take-off gross weight of
this aircraft is 985,000 lb. with an empty weight of
450,300 lb. The aircraft price is estimated to be
$134,500,000.
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Figure 2 - The BWB-650 Griffin

The BWB-650 carries 657 passengers and has a fuselage
that is 16 ft. 10 in. high and 42 ft. 2 in. at its widest po'Mt.
The aircraft is powered by four high bypass ratio engines
with a cruise TSFC of 0.546 lb./lb./hr, and a thrust of
81,600 lb. per engine at sea level static conditions. The
maximum L/D was estimated to be 23.19 because of

attempts to minimize wetted area and maximize wetted
aspect ratio.

The INF Super Condor

The INF Super Condor, shown in Figure 3, is a single
deck, wing/canard lifting surface aircraft that can carry 656
passengers. With a maximum span of 220 feel the relative
areas of wing and canard, as well as their placement on the
fuselage, were selected with the objective of high I_/D and

low wetted area in mind.
configuration is estimated to be 19.

19___ _-_ O I_ 6"
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Figure 3 - The INF Super Condor

The maximum I./D of this

The thrust per engine is 81,000 lb. at static sea level
conditions. TSFC at cruise is 0.534 lb/lb/hr. The take-off

gross weight is 1,180,000 lb. with an empty weight of
539,000 lb. The price of this aircraft is estimated to be

$200,000,000. The length of the airplane is 260 ft. with a
maximum fuselage width of 36 feet and a maximum height
of 19 feet 6 inches.

The AMT-Condor

The AMT-Condor, shown in Figure 4, is a conventional
design, again with an ultra-wide deck. The AMT-Condor
team chose this design because of their concern for
configuration acceptabifity in the marketplace. This aircraft
has a take-off gross weight of 1,137,000 lbs. and an empty
weight of 480,400 lb. The wing span is 275 feet and the
aircraft length is 240 feet. The fuselage cross-section, with
a maximum width of 33 feet and a height of 16 feet 6
inches, should help lift generation. The maximum L/D is
19.

An indication of size and efficiency of each of these air-
craft is provided by the data in Table 2.

,
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Table 2 - Design OEW, wing span, TOGW

Aircraft

BWB-650

Phoenix
650

OEW

(lbs)

450_300
505,000

INF-Super
Condor

wing span
 ft)

300/230
210

TOGW

Obs.)
985_000
750,000

AMT- 480,400 275 1,137,000
Condor

539,000 1,180,000

-- . _ ,/_ __

0 0 " C, '^---'

\

Figure 4 - AMT-Condor

Fuselage Designs and Comparisons

To the passenger, the heart of the transport aircraft is the
fuselage. The aerodynamic efficiency, in terms of
minimizing drag, requires a slender fuselage or no fuselage at
all. One design considered initially by several groups was a
flying wing. While aerodynamically efficient, the flying
wing seats passengers in very wide rows. This makes it
difficult to evacuate the aircraft in an emergency. It also

makes it awkward to service the cabin in flight.

Fuselage designs finally centered on the single deck,
"ultra-wide" configuration shown in Figure 5. Cargo
storage is a design criterion, as is the ability to provide a

carry-through structure. With so many passengers on board,
internal traffic patterns must be considered. Also, the

requirements placed on a cargo hold to carry so much
baggage are severe.

For pressurization loads there is no more efficient
structural form than a circular cross-section. On the other

hand, if the aircraft has two decks, then only about 1/3 of
the large circular cylinder is filled with passengers. There
axe other related problems of increased height of the aircraft
and increased landing gear length when a circular section is
used.

Hitch 15 assesses the trades between a "flattened" elliptical
section and a circular section and concludes that a slight
weight penalty is necessary to use an elliptical section, but
that this increased weight is more than made up by decreased
wetted area and reduced drag. It is interesting to note that the

•" $06"
_1

107"

95"

L

Figure 5 - Fuselage design (BWB-650 Griffin)

Tupelov Design Bureau will unveil its answer to the mega
a'ansport problem at the Paris Air Show in June 1993 and
their design is rumored to be an ultra-wide-body.

Engine Design

Engine design is an integral part of the senior design
course at Purdue. Each group was required to design an
engine around a baseline engine provided to them. Design
included the design of the engine cycle and included
specifying the turbine inlet temperature, compressor pressure
ratio and engine bypass ratio.

Engine design efforts were supported by the ONX and
OFFX analysis programs mentioned earlier. The TSFC at
cruise altitudes for turbo-fans ranged from a low of 0.52 to a
high of 0.54. Bypass ratios between 8 and 10 were
common. An alternative engine was proposed by the
designers of the Phoenix 650. This engine was a prop-fan,
shown schematically in Figure 6. This engine used the
latest technology available and had a remarkably low
estimated TSFC of 0.286 lb./lb./hr.

For the operator and the passenger, the fuselage is the

heart of the airplane. However, for the engineer, it is the
wing that makes or breaks the design. The wing design is
affected by considerations of performance, such as landing,
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take-off and cruise. On the other hand, the wing design
must take into consideration added weight and the ability to
house fuel and landing gear as well as carry engines.
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zero) must increase substantially if the market share is
reduced from 452 aircraft to 252 aircraft.

As noted previously, the market for this type of airplane
is estimated to be about 550 units by 2010. On the other
hand, a company cannot be expected to capture the entire
market. Design teams estimated as few as 200 units and as
many as 400 units that they could sell. As a result, the
prices of the aircraft varied widely depending upon their
empty weights, the estimates of the number to be produced
and the cost of capital estimate used for calculafons.

Figure 6 - Proposed prop-fan engine
(Oliver Debikey)

Aerodynamics

Most of the team designs used wing loadings near 130 lb.
per square ft. This wing loading allows the aircraft to
operate efficiently at cruise, however, at landing and take-off
leading edge and trailing edge devices must be used to
operate at the airfields specified in the RFFs.

The primary parameters for trade-off studies in wing

design are airfoil thickness to chord ratio, wing area, sweep,
taper ratio and aspect ratio. Wing placement on the fuselage
is a consideration also. In the vertical plane of the design,
the wing may be placed high on the fuselage, in the middle
of the fuselage or low on the fuselage. There are advantages

and disadvantages to all of these choices. 16,17

The megatransport designs generated by the teams used a
variety of wing mounting positions. The low wing
position was popular. All teams used supercritical airfoils
and some used laminar flow control.

Aircraft Cost and Price Analysis

Controlling aircraft price and cost of aircraft and the cost
of operations are emphasized in our design course. Cost of
production and cost of operation are computed to make sure
that what is being designed is cost efficient.

If the number of aircraft produced is large, then the cost
per aircraft and the price per aircraft will be low. On the
other hand overestimating market share can be disastrous.
To illustrate this, Figure 7 shows the cash flow (profit)

after 19 years of production using our computer simulation.
The discount rate or cost of capital is 12% (a low estimate
considering the risk) while the aircraft empty weight is
450,000 lbs.

Plotted on the horizontal axis is the manufacturer's selling
price. Note that the break-even price (where the cash flow is

4o
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Figure 7 - Cash flow (profit) after 19 years
of production vs. aircraft price; cost of
capital 12%; empty weight 430,000
Ibs.
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Figure 8 - The cash flow (profit) after 19 years
of production vs. cost of capital at three
different aircraft prices; 352 aircraft produced;
empty wt. of 430,000 lbs.
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Figure 8 shows the effect of cost of capital on cash flow
after 19 years for three different manufacturers prices for an
aircraft whose empty weight is 430,000 lbs. The production
number is fixed at 352, including two test aircraft that are
later sold.

Purdue University
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Abstract

Reduced quantities of ozone in the atmosphere allow
greater levels of ultraviolet (UV) radiation to reach the
earth's surface. The 1992/1993 project goals for the Virginia
Tech Senior Design Team were to 1) understand the
processes which contribute to stratospheric ozone loss, 2)
examine ways to prevent ozone loss, and 3) define the

requirements for an implementation vehicle to carry out the
prevention scheme. A scheme proposed by R.J. Cicerone, et
al late in 1991 was selected because of its supporting
research and economic feasibility. This scheme uses
hydrocarbon injected into the Antarcuc ozone hole to form

stable compounds with free chlorine, thus reducing ozone
depletion. A study of the hydrocarbon injection reqmrements
determined that 130 aircraft traveling Mach 2.4 at a
maximum altitude of 66,000 ft. would provide the most
economic approach to preventing ozone loss. Each aircraft
would require an 8,000 nm. range and be able to carry
35,000 lbs. of propane. The propane would be stored in a
three-tank high pressure system. Modularity and multi-role
funcuonality were selected to be key design features.
Missions originate from airports located in South America
and Australia.

Introduction

The discovery of an Antarctic "ozone hole" in the late
1970s led to a flurry of scientific research to determine its
causes and impacts. Despite a better understanding of the
processes involved, ozone loss continaes and, if current
predicuons are correct, will continue far into the future. The

potential effects of continued ozone loss on the global
biosphere are devastating and this threat has created the need
for methods to replace lost ozone or interrupt the processes
which cause ozone loss.

Current work on an ozone loss intervention scheme

builds on work by Jacob Kay.1 Kay compiled an overview
of current theories on the ozone depletion process and ideas
on vehicle based intervention schemes. The 1992/93 work

has dealt with selecting the best scheme to prevent or slow
the ozone depletion process and defining spemflc vehicle
requirements. The vehicle requirements will be used by the

1993/94 Semor Design Team to design the vehicle and
associated systems. The work completed by the 1992/93

Senior Design Team includes the selection of an
intervention scheme, definition of the mission profile and an
analysis of the hydrocarbon injection scheme to develop

requirements for the storage and injection systems. The
design team concluded their work with specific requirements
for a supersonic aircraft based on an in-depth mission
analysis.

Ozone

Ozone (03) is found mainly in the stratosphere, with

90% by mass located between 10 and 50 km. The highest
concentration of ozone is found between 15 and 35 km, and

is called the "ozone layer. ''2 It is a thxn layer which, at sea
level conditions, would be 3 mm thick. This layer is very

important to the hving orgamsms on earth. It absorbs
harmful ultraviolet (UV) radiation (wavelengths from 220 to
290 nm), which causes skin cancer, cataracts, and possible

immune system deficiencies. 2

Ozone Chemistry
Ozone is formed by a natural photochemical process

when UV radiation from the sun splits diatomic oxygen into

the two oxygen atoms from which they are formed. The free

O atoms then react with 0 2 molecules to form 03 2.

0 2 --_ O + O (129 < X < 240 nm) (1)

O2+O+M _ 03 +M (2)

where M represents "bath" species such as 02 or N 2.

Natural ozone loss occurs by absorbing harmful
ultraviolet radiation of longer wave length (220< 2_<320
rim) through the following process:

0 3 _ O 2 + O (3)

The monatomic oxygen can then break down ozone

molecules by the following reaction:
0 + 03 _ 202 (4)

Reaction [3] is the process in which most of harmful
UV is prevented from reaching the earth's surface. Other

important natural ozone destruction reactions are of the
form:

X+O 3 _ XO+O 2 (5)
XO + O _ X + 0 2 (6)

net:O+O 3 _ 202

where X is a radical which is OH, NO, C1, or Br (Fig. 1). 3
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Fig. l Natural Ozone Creation/Destruction Process 2

From reactions (1) through (6) it appears that ozone is
being destroyed catalytically by oxygen atoms and radicals
(X). However, there are two reasons that the catalytic ozone
destruction does not occur in natural stratospheric
conditions. First, O is much less abundant than 03 in the

middle and lower stratosphere. Second, the reactive species
HO 2, NO 2, CIO, and BrO, from which the radicals are

formed, are generally not abundant. 3 This calls for additional

explanations for the global ozone depletion, especially over
Antarctica.

Polar Ozone Depletion
There have been many reports over the last decade that,

during austral spring (autumn in the North Hemisphere), the
ozone concentration over Antarctica drops to the point of
almost total depletion. This decrease in stratospheric ozone
is known as the "ozone hole". In 1987 and 1989, the ozone
hole covered almost twice the area of the Antarctic

continent. 4 According to some researchers, severe ozone
depletion may occur over the North Pole within the decade. 5

Many scientists believe that man-made
chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) are the main cause of the
depletion of the ozone layer. CFCs are used in refrigerators,
air-conditioners and fast-food cartons as well as in solvents
and cleaners. These chemicals are inert under most

circumstances, but when they slowly rise to the stratosphere
and are exposed to large amount of UV radiation, they
release chlorine atoms by the following processes:

CF2C12 _ CF2C1 + C1 (_, < 220 nm) (7)

CFC13 _ CFC12+C1 (_,<265nm) (8)

The free chlorine then reacts with ozone by the following
processes:

03 + C1 _ 02 + ClO (9)

O + C10 _ 02 + CI (10)
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In these reactions CI is a catalyst, and each CI molecule can
destroy millions of ozone molecules before it combines into
a stable "reservoir", described next.

Chlorine Reservoirs. Most of the atomic chlorine

(C1) released from CFCs and brought to the South Pole by
stratospheric winds eventually react with hydrogen, nitrogen,

and oxygen molecules to remain as reservoirs. 6 Reservoirs
are stable compounds in which ozone-depleting species are
tied-up. The formations of the primary chlorine reservoirs
involve the following reactions:

CI+CH 4 _ CH 3 +HCI (11)
CIO + NO2 + M _ C1ONO2 + M (12)

Polar Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) During
September and October, lower latitude air with a high
concentration of CFCs is transported poleward by
stratospheric winds, and is trapped inside a belt of
stratospheric winds called the Polar Vortex. This polar
vortex isolates the cold Antarctic stratospheric air from the
warmer air of the middle latitudes. The vortex starts to form

during the polar night (around June) and lasts until late
September. 7 During the Antarctic winter, temperatures
inside the w)rtex are often well below 200 K, which allows

for the formation of atmospheric particles (essentially ice)
known as polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs). There are two
types of PSCs. Type I PSCs appear to form at about 197 K
and consist of condensed HNO 3 and H20. The larger type II

PSCs appear to form below 187 K and consist primarily of

H20. 3 Eventually, in the spring, the vortex breaks down

due to enhanced planetary wave activity. 3

Heterogeneous Reactions. It has been speculated
that heterogeneous reactions occurring on the surfaces of
particles making up the PSCs are the possible main
chemistry of the catalytic ozone destruction. Some of the
important heterogeneous reacUons are:

HC1 + C1ONO 2 _ HNO 3 + C12 (13)
HC1 + N20 5 _ C1NO 2 + HNO 3 (14)

H20 + N20 5 _ 2HNO 3 (15)

H20 + C1NO3 _ HOC1 + HNO3 (16)

As the temperature falls below about 197 K, reactions

(13) and (14) convert the reservoir CINO 3 and HCf species

to CI 2, CINO 2, and HNO 3. These heterogeneous reactions

are likely to be the first to occur as type I PSCs form. W_th

further cooling within the vortex, type II PSCs form and

any remaining N20 5 and CINO 3 react as in reacuon (13),

(14), (15) and (16). 3 These new chemicals (CINO 2, CI2, and

HOC1) are rapidly converted to CIO via photolyses:

HOCI -_ OH + El (17)

C12 _ 2C1 (18)

CINO2 "_ CIO + NO (19)

The CI and CIO then destroy 03 catalytically by reactions

(9) and (10), and the ozone hole Is formed.
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Active Intervention Schemes

Only a few science-based suggestions have been
proposed for active intervention schemes to prevent or reduce
stratospheric ozone loss. This is due to the lack of
understanding of the atmospheric processes and dynamics
within the ozone hole. Computer simulations have been
used to test various hypotheses, but the complexity and
chaotic nature of the atmosphere makes it impossible to
accurately model all aspects of the atmospheric dynamics. In
spite of the difficulties involved, several active intervention
schemes have, however, been presented. Only one stands out

for use in a vehicle based intervention scheme. Kay 1 has
presented a survey with descriptions of various other
proposals.

Cicerone Method

R.J. Cicerone, Scott Elliott, and R.P. Turco proposed a
hydrocarbon injection system for binding the free chlorine in
the polar vortex. 7 Though full-scale atmospheric testing of

the idea was impossible, the hydrocarbon injection scheme
idea is supported by computer modelhng. The results of his
zero-dimensional s_mulations make the hydrocarbon
injection scheme the most promising.

Concept. Cicerone's basic concept is to stabilize the
active chlorine elements within the PSCs so that ozone will

not be deteriorated. PSCs dehydrate and denitrificate the
polar air so that stable chlorine reservoirs break up and
attack the ozone. Injecting certain hydrocarbons into the

ozone hole dunng PSC evaporation allows the formation of
stable chlorine reservoirs. The following are some

representative reactions:

CI + CxHy _ HC1 + CxHy (general reaction) (20)
CI + C3H8 _ HC1 + C3H7 (propane reaction) (21)

The ratio of hydrocarbon to active chlorine is 1 to 1 (it
takes one hydrocarbon molecule to stabilize one active
chlorine species). The stabihty of HC1 determines the
effectiveness of this scheme. The presence of PSCs will
free chlorine to attack the ozone.

Model. The computer simulation of the hydrocarbon
injection is based on current polar stratospheric data coupled
with Antarctic ozone chemistry. The calculations 7 consisted

of 130 stratospheric gas-phase photo-chemistry equations,
all of the heterogeneous PSC equations, gas phase reaction
rates, and ice surface reaction efficiencies based on laboratory
experiments. The model is a zero-D simulation. The

baseline input parameters are:

Parameter Baseline

Altitude 15 km
Latitude 80 S

Calculations begun 8 August
Sunrise 15 August
PSC evaporation 1 September

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Ethane and propane were tested for the simulated
hydrocarbon injection. Two simulation versions were
utilized. The versions differed by the amount of trace gases

in the Antarctic stratosphere remaining after the polar night.
Despite the difficulties in modelling, both models showed a
possibility of increased ozone loss if the injected
hydrocarbon, was at a concentration less than 1.8 ppb.

Complications. Lacking extensive polar vortex data,
many simplifying assumptions were incorporated in the
simulation. These assumptions may cause inaccuracies and

may produce misleading results. However, this method
produces the best available active intervention prediction.
However, the Cicerone method is sensitive to an injection
time frame, due to PSC dissipation which determines the
stability of the chlorine reservoirs. The simulation is also
sensitive to the concentration of hydrocarbon injected. If not

enough ethane or propane is injected then the ozone loss
may, in fact, increase. It was recommended that a minimum
of 3.6 ppb hydrocarbon be used to avert this problem. 7

Implementation Requirements. The Cicerone
method is not a permanent solution. The stable chlorine
reservoirs become unstable in the presence of PSCs, and the
PSCs form annually near the end of the polar night. Thus,
an annual hydrocarbon injection must be performed until a
safe permanent solution as found.

In our study, propane was selected over ethane as the
injected hydrocarbon because of its advantageous chlorine
scavenging ability. Fifty thousand tons of propane are
needed to obtain 3.6 ppb in the ozone hole. The delivery
time constraint requires that the propane be added in a 3
week period beginning with PSC dissipation. There must be

a uniform propane distribution throughout the volume of
l x 108 km 3 for effective chlorine scavenging.

This is be difficult due to the lack of natural

atmospheric mixing within the polar vortex. The propane
delivery system evolved _s crincal for a successful propane

injection campaign.

Mission Analysis

Several types of delivery systems were considered to
implement the Cicerone method. These included missiles,
lighter-than-air (LTA) vehicles and aircraft. An aircraft

delivery system was selected as the most appropriate. The
key considerations used as the criterion for that selection are:

• Missiles have a low payload/gross weight ratio and
debris problems. However, they could be used to fill
gaps left by aircraft delivered propane.

• LTAs are very slow, are alutude restricted, have low
payload capacity and are prone to weather damage.

• Aircraft are capable of high speeds, have high payload

capacity, and are reusable, but require more extensive
ground support,

Mission Parameters

The controlling factors for this mission are the volume
of the polar vortex, the delivery time frame, the mission
range and the delivery plume area. The polar vortex volume
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is recognized as a dynamic variable in this analysis, but
assumed to be constant for simplicity. The delivery time
frame is set to 3 weeks as specified by Ciccrone, but may be

raised to a month if need arises. 1 The airport region of
choice will determine the minimum mission range.

One of the main parameters in the mission analysis is
the plume area. To get an idea of the plume area
requiremcnts, it is necessary to look at the delivery volume.
It is 5 km in height and has a surface area of 20 million
square kin. That's a total of 100 million cubic kin. Fig. 2
depicts the polar vortex, with a cut-out section showing the

proposed delivery scheme. This drawing is not to scale, as
the vortex has a diameter one thousand times it's height.
Untreated "holes" are a major concern of the distribution
method. According to Cicerone, under-treatment may have
adverse effects. Thus, the "holes" must be minimized and

Fig. 2 portrays that distribution. The plumes are overlapped
to maximize the mixing of the hydrocarbon, and all the
untreated area is at the edges of the vortex. The radius of a
single plume "sweep" through the volume is defined as the
value where the propane concentration is down to 3.0 parts
per billion (ppb). Using this definition, the plume radius is

about 1000 m., or an area of 3.142 km 2, thus requiring
propane delivery over three different altitude levels to achieve
full coverage.

Polar Vortex 

a: 20 million sq. kin. \

i
/

Fig. 2 Depiction of the polar vortex geometry and the
proposed delivery scheme.

Mission Model

To obtain the mission requirements, a mission model
was established. This model splits the polar vortex volume
into equal shares for each airport region. Figure 3 depicts the
model representation for two airport regions. For three
airports the vortex is divided into three parts.

A FORTRAN program implementing this model was
written. This program is short, but is expensive to run. It

sweeps through the mission from the start to the end of the
payload delivery, computing total range and delivery range.
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Fig. 3 A schematic of the mission model.

The number of missions depends on the aircraft range,
plume area (distance between dehvery paths), the size of the
volume to be treated (two or three airport regions) and the
distance from the airport to the polar vortex. Note that there

is no Mach number dependency. The output from the code is
the number of missions and the Total Mission Range
(TMR). TMR is the total range of all the missions

combined, but only for one stack for one airport region.
Equation [22] shows the relation for the number of aircraft
required.

TMR GT(sec)" Missions
#ofA/C = +

Time (sec).M .a Time (sec) (22)

where M is Mach number, a is the speed of sound and GT

is the ground time per mission. This combination of a
detailed code model and a short equation provides a relatively
simple and cheap analysis tool.

Model Assumptions. Some assumptions were

necessary to simplify the model representation. One
assumption was to make the temperature over the whole
mission profile equal to the lowest temperature in the polar
vortex, 190 K. This is equivalent to reducing the range of
the aircraft, and effectively increases the number of missions
required.

Another assumption has to do with the polar vortex.
Cicerone specifications treat it as a cylinder. The shape of

the polar vortex has usually been that of an oval stretching
from South America to Australia. This shape changes from
year to year, making it difficult to model.

One implicit assumption is that the mission can be
achieved in the specified manner. For instance, the distance
between two delivery paths is only 1,732 m. This may be

hard to maintain, resulting in non-uniform delivery.

Delivery Mission Analysis
South America, Australia and Africa were consldered as

locations for airport bases, in order of increasing distance to
the polar vortex. Combinations of the first two bases and all
three were considered. Using the model previously
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established,the formercombinationresultedin 6006
missionsversus6066missionsforthelattercombination.
Thisis notabigdifference,butenoughto concludethat
Africaisnotadesirableairportlocation.Thereasonforthis
is thatthelargerdistancefromAfricato thepolarvortex
requiresmoreaircraft,aswellasthatoperatingfromtwo
airportregionssimplifiesgroundoperations.

Antarcticawasalsoconsideredasanairportbase,but
problemsassociatedwith operatingan airportin an
environmentsuchasAntarctica,particularlyduringthe
middleof winter,maynullifyanypayoffs.However,field
locationsin Antarcticamaybedesirableasemergency
airfields.

Figure4depmtsthenumberof aircraftrequiredversus
Machnumber,comparingdifferentranges.Theminimum
rangehereis6000nm.Thatisapproximatelythedistanceto
theSouthPoleandback.Astherangeis increasedfrom
6,000to 7,000nm.thepayoffsaretremendous,andthe
reductionofaircraftisapproximately60%.Butastherange
isfurtherincreased,thereductioninthenumberofaircraftis
lesssignificant.As a result,the8,000nm.rangewas
chosenasthebaselineforthismission.Thatis thecurrent
limit for commercialjetsandthepayoffsat thehigher
rangesaretoosmalltomakethemdesirable.
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Fig. 4 Comparing different aircraft ranges. Airport
locations are in South America and Australia. Ground

Time is 4 hours and the plume area is 3.142 km 2.

Figure 5 shows the number of aircraft required versus
Mach number, comparing different payloads. This is at the
8,000 nm, total range baseline. As the payload is increased,
the payoffs are initially large, in terms of number of aircraft,
but decrease rapJdly. The difference between carrying a
35,000 lb or 40,000 lb payload is barely observable As a
result, 35,000 lb payload was determined to be the baseline.

For a given range and plume area there exists a total
number of missions. As the Mach number is increased,

fewer aircraft are needed to accomphsh these missions. In
turn each aircraft needs to be employed more often. This
relationship is depicted in Fig. 6 for different ranges and does

not induce any limitations on the aircraft type.
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Fig. 5 Payload Considerations. Airport locations are in
South America and Australia. Ground time is 4 hours

and the plume area is 3.142 km. 2 Range is 8,000 nm.

However, for fewer number of planes which are

deployed more often, maintainability and reliability become
more important and any misfortunes in regard to these will
be more severe. For example, if one plane becomes
moperauve, it will be more severe for a fleet of 50 planes
than 500. This needs to be taken into consideration in the

design phase. Figure 6 also shows indirectly the time of
flight. For subsonic aircraft this is between 18 and 24 hours,
requiring two crews to be present for each mission.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of Sorties per plane per day vs. Mach
number, for different ranges. Airport locations are in
South America and Australia. Ground time is 4 hours and

the plume area is 3.142 km 2'

Reloading fuel and hydrocarbon and other activity on the
ground was included in terms of ground time, which is
assumed to be 4 hours. Figure 7 shows that the ground time

has a large effect on the number of aircraft. This is more
severe at high Mach numbers; there is a difference of 18% at
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M=0.8 compared to 40% at M=2.4. This shows that care
must be exercised in the design process, minimizing the
time it takes to reload payload, fuel, etc.

Operations at airports need to be considered. Note that
the relationship between airport operations and range only
depends on the number of missions, which in turn depends
only on the range of the aircraft and the plume area. An
operation is defined as either one take-off or one landing. At
8,000 nm range the traffic is at 286 operations per day (24
hrs.) That is at a manageable revel, as discussed later.
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Fig. 7 Effect of Ground Time on the number of aircraft.

Airport locaUons are in South America and Australia.
Ground time is 4 hours and the plume area is 3.142 km. 2

Mission Requirements Summary
The results of this analysis can be summarized as

follows:

• Airports in South America and Australia

• 8000 nm. Range
• 35,000 lb. Payload
• 130 airplanes at M = 2.4

Hydrocarbon Injection and Mixing

The Cicerone scheme is based on the assumption that
each aircraft can uniformly mix the propane in a cylindrical
plume behind the aircraft. The hydrocarbon injection scheme
requires propane to be dispersed over a plume area of 3.142

km 2. A mathematical model was developed to analyze the
plume area estimate. The model assumes the propane is

injected using a constant velocity flow turbulent jet. Figure
8 shows the basic physical representation of the model. The

Cicerone method requires a uniform distribution of 3.6 ppb
propane in the ozone hole. Due to mixing phenomena and
aircraft range and payload limits, it is determined that an

average concentration of 3 ppb is achieved. This is lower
than suggested by Cicerone, but is still greater than 1.8 ppb

propane concentration which may damage the ozone 7 and
thus, would be a good starting point for actual physical
testing.
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Fig. 8 Hydrocarbon Injection Model

Classical Diffusion Theory
Classical diffusion theory 8 can be used to predict the

propane concentration level after its injection from the
aircraft, including turbulent mixing. 9 The analysis was

developed with the help of Dr. Joseph A. Schetz. 10 A

classical heat transfer integral was modified for species
diffusion including the results of a turbulent mixing model:

(r2)_ :-r,2 ) ,

e _cx ie_l_cxl,o(r r lr,dr, (23)
C - 2cx k.2cx;

0

C = propane concentration

x = plume distance behind aircraft

r= plume radius,
a = nozzle exit radius

Io(rr'/2cx ) = Bessel function,

0.025 1 ,ojUj , a turbulent mass diffusion coef.c= 0.--'_ p_,Uoo

= propane injection density
,o,,_ = air density

Uj = propane injection velocity
U_ = aircraft velocity

Circular Coverage Function
The integral m Eqn. (23) is the P-function, and is

known as the off-set circular probabihty funcuon or the

circular coverage function. It simplifies the integration of
some diffusion problems in cylindrical coordinates. 11 Here,

it provides the plume size and propane concentration for the
propane analysis.

Swirl was investigated as a way to increase the amount
of propane mixing. 12 The exit nozzle design would include

vanes to initiate the swirl effect. The swirl effect only
adjusts the constant, c, which is used in the P-function, thus
the turbulent mixing and swirl results are combined to
maximize propane mixing.
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Results

Figure9showsthepropaneconcentrationasafunction
ofradiusfortheMath2.4case.Generally,theconcentration
decreasesastheradiusincreases.Theslightconcentration
increaseneartheplumeedgeisdueto theplumeoverlap
shownin themissionanalysisflightpattern.Obtaining3.6
ppbpropaneconcentrationwouldmorethanquadruplethe
requiredaircraftpayload.Therefore,anaverageconcentration
of 3.0ppbpropaneisdispersedin theozonehole.While
lowerthantheoptimumconcentration,it still satisfiesthe
requirementsof the Ciceronemethod.The propane
concentrationintheinnerthirdoftheplumewillexceedthe
Ciceronerequirement.Theouterpartof theplumehasless
thantherequiredconcentration,howevernaturaldiffusion
willbeutilizedtomixthepropane.
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Table 1 compares the Mach 2.4 and Mach 0.8 aircraft.
The results are similar due to identical dispersion range,
payload, and propane injection velocity compared to free-
stream velocity. The only difference is the mass flow and the
mixing time. Changing input parameters will not drastically

adjust the mixing plume size.

Table 1

Vehicle Velocity Comparison

(note: Uj=I/16U for both cases)
Mach = 2.4 Mach = 0.8

plume radius (m) 1000 1000

x (m) 5.9x106 5.9x106

propane (ppb) 3.0 3.0
diffusion time (hours) 2.5 7.4

propane payload (lbs) 35000 35000
propane required (tons) 100,000 100,000
mass flow @ nozzle exit 0.3781 0.126
(lbs/s)

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Thus for the plume radius of 1,000 meters proposed in
the mission analysis, the required propane concentration
level can be obtained by turbulent mixing with induced
swirl. The average concentration of propane in the plume is

3.0 ppb.
Subsonic aircraft would be better if the plume area more

than doubled. Plume area can not be obtained by adjusting
the propane exit velocity (the only parameter which changes
between the super- and subsonic cases). The plume radius

may be doubled by increasing the amount of injected
propane. This would require a mixing time approaching two
days. The P-function injection analysis may not accurately
predict the mixing beyond several hours. The inaccuracy
would arise from the effect of natural dispersion in the

Antarctic polar vortex. Also, the additional propane would
tax the already limited range of the subsonic aircraft.

Operational Bases

Airports and ground support are vitally important to
aircraft operation. Two choices for airports exist; either
existing airports could be used or new airports could be
constructed. However, before the selection can be made,

some initial requirements must be established. The airports
need to be as near the south polar vortex as possible. They
will also need provisions for propane storage. Based on the
mission analysis and mixing requirements it was determined
that a total of 100,000 tons of propane is required for the
overall mission. So, 50,000 tons of propane will need to be
stored in each of the two airport regions.

Existing Airports
The two areas of interest are the southern tip of South

America, including the Falkland Islands and the
Australia/New Zealand region. Table 213 lists civilian

airports with runway lengths of at least 8,000 ft. which are
being considered for bases of operation.

Table 2

Airport Locptions and

Airport

Porvenir, Chile
Mount Pleasant, Falkland Islands

Rio Gallegos, Argentina
Christchurch, New Zealand
Puerto Montt, Chile
Avalon, NSW, Australia
Melbourne, Victoria, A-Tulamar
Auckland, New Zealand-INTL
Canberra, ACT, Australia

Buenos Aires, Argentina-Pistari
Sydney, NSW, Australia
Santiago, Chile
Rosaria, Argentina
Mendoza, Argentina
Perth, WA, Australia

Proximity tO Polar Vortex

Range to Range to
Polar South

Vortex Pole

(rim.) (nm.)
844.53 2206.53
931.63 2293.63
943.64 2305.64

1432.21 2794.21

1555.37 2917.37
1759.58 3121.58
1781.60 3143.60
1820.65 3182.65
1922.77 3284.77
1952.80 3314.80
2004.86 3366.86

2038.90 3400.90
2066.93 3428.93
2071.94 3433.94
2126.00 3488.00
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Difficulties may arise at existing airports due to the
large amount of propane storage necessary. The propane
needs a large amount of storage space which may be limited,
and the airports need to maintain certain safety levels. This

may be resolved by building the propane storage depot in an
area far enough from the airport that the danger is minimal.

Trucks could then be used to transport the propane and fill
the aircraft's onboard tanks.

Another limitation for an airport is air traffic. For an
average international airport the maximum capacity of the

entire airport is approximately 300 operations per hour, an
operation being either a landing or a takeoff. 14 The typical

daily demand for an airport servicing larger aircraft is about
310 to 350 operations per day. 15 As determined in the
mission analysis, 286 operations per day are required for

each region. This could be handled by one airport in each
region, even with other traffic using the airport. Using only
one airport would be preferable in that only one propane

depot need be constructed for each region.
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nozzle exit area, will have the necessary velocity and mass

flow rate to achieve the required plume area.

Types of Storage Systems

Two types of aircraft storage systems are feasible: a
cryogenic temperature system and an atmospheric
temperature system. A cryogenic temperature system would
store the propane in 100% liqmd form at a very low
temperature (200K).16 This system would consist of the

propane tank and insulation to prevent heat loss. This
system requires extensive ground support systems and a
cryogenic plant on site to cool the propane before it is
placed on the aircraft.

An atmospheric temperature system would store the
propane at atmospheric temperature, but would use a
pressure of about 10 atmospheres to keep the propane at

approximately 85% liquid state. 17 The system would
consist of a tank able to withstand the high pressure and a
compressor to load it into the tanks.

New Airports

Constructing entirely new airports would solve many of
the problems associated with existing airports. They could
be located in areas that would minimize the risk of

catastrophic occurrences. A new airport would be designed to
meet the rainimum requirements for the mission. In doing
so, the airport could also be suitable for general aviation and
commuter type aircraft, or even emergency aircraft staging
areas (i.e. medical, rescue, and fire fighting units). This
could benefit the local community by providing jobs and
encouraging business and industry to move into the area. A
two runway configuration would provide an operational base
of 94 operations per hour under visual flight rule (VFR)
conditions and 60 operations per hour under instrument

flight rule (IFR) conditions. 15
It would be preferable to use existing airports for bases

of operations, since the only major construction necessary
would be the propane storage areas. However, if the existing
airports cannot be used, then new airports would need to be
constructed in locations as near the polar vortex as possible
without being subjected to Antarctic winter storms.

Propane Storage

The aircraft propane storage system is an integral part of
the delivery scheme. The propane will be stored in three
identical, individual tanks. A multiple tank system is
utilized to minimize center of gravity shift, reduce the in-
flight stresses on the tanks, and provide safety in a redundant
system. Each tank is to be furnished with a relief valve in

case of an emergency. The tanks will be filled using check
valves to prevent back flow in the lines when the pressure
changes. The internal pressure of the three tanks will be
utilized to disperse the propane. Each of the three tanks will
be individually connected to a settling chamber with a
butterfly valve to maintain a constant stagnation pressure.
The stagnation pressure will be such that the flow into the
air stream, after travehng through piping and an appropriate

Pressure Vessel Design
The pressure vessel was designed to be a cylindrical tank

(length l, and radius r) with spherical end caps (radius r).

This tank provides the best balance of maximum space
utilization and minimum stresses. The dimensions of the

tank were optimized to provide maximum volume,
minimum weight, and fit within the physical constraints
imposed by the aircraft.

These tanks are designed so that they would not fail due
to the internal pressure and weight of the propane at a 2.5 g
load, which is the standard for air transports. 18 Failure

would occur along the center line on the bottom of the tank
when the tank _s full due to wmght concentration. 19 A

mimmum thickness was determined to prevent the tank from
failing according to Tresca's failure theory for 2-D stresses 20

w_th a safety factor of two.
An appropriate tank size was designed by minimizing

the tank mass as a function of tank volume. A FORTRAN

program was used to iterate tank radius as a function of the
tank volume. Tank wall thickness was determined using
Tresca's failure theory as previously stated. Furthermore, a
minimum thickness of 1/8" was set to comply with the
standards set by the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME) for pressure vessels. 21

Based on a three tank system, Table 3 shows the final
tank design. Considering onboard requirements alone, the
cryogenic approach is lighter. However, neither tank weight

poses a serious problem.

Table 3

Comparison of storag', systems

Dimensions Atmospheric Cryogenic
Radius .5 m .5 m

Lenl]th 12.964 m 11.596 m
Wall thickness .004975 m .003175 m

Mass 608 kg 348.8 kg
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Thecryogenicsystemtakesuplessvolumeandoffers
lesstankweight.Evenwithadditionalinsulationweightit
wouldseemlike the cryogenicsystemhasthe clear
advantage.However,operationally,cryogenictanksrequire
complicatedgroundsupportand loadingsystems.In
addition,atmospherictanksdonotinvolveanunreasonable
payloadorcargovolumepenaltyandits flexibleloading
systemwoulddecreaseturnaroundtime. Thereforethe
atmospherictemperaturesystemwillbeused.

Mounting within the Aircraft
Once the tank size has been set, the tank system will

become an integral part of the aircraft. The propane tanks in
the fuselage must be able to withstand the torsional and
bending moments imparted by the aircraft as well as the
weight of the propane. It is also necessary that the tanks can
be removed from the aircraft with ease.

The tanks are placed in a support system whose outer
shell is rigidly fixed to the airframe at one end while the
other end is relatively free in order that the torsional and
bending moments of the aircraft are reduced when transferred
to the tanks. The three tanks are rigidly fixed to one other,
and are then attached to the outer shell with a non-rigid
support. The tank system would be equipped with tracks

which move along airframe mounted ball bearings so that it
can be removed from the aircraft.

Flight Regime and Sizing

Subsonic vs. Supersonic Cruise
To further define aircraft requirements, it was necessary

to select the flight regime (subsonic or supersonic) and to
set the general size of the aircraft. Mission analysis provided

the following requirements for an aircraft delivery system:
Range of 8000 nm.
Cruise Altitude of 47,000 to 66,000 ft
Payload of 35,000 lbs. of usable propane
Plume area of about 3.142 km 2

This data was then used to make a comparison of supersonic
cruise vs. subsonic cruise mrcraft.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Supersonic

Cruise. A supersomc cruise aircraft delivery system has
distinct advantages over a subsonic one. These include:

1) A supersonic cruise missmn requires fewer aircraft
than a subsonic cruise mission.

2) A supersomc cruise aircraft provides more mission
flexibility than its subsonic counterpart. Examples of
potential secondary uses include civil, commercial, and
military transports as well as high altitude research_ for
which the aircraft can be leased or purchased.

3) Supersonic cruise aircraft can more easily reach the
required altitude than a subsonic aircraft. (Supersomc:
Concorde - 60,000 ft cruise, SR-71 - 80,000 + ft
cruise).

4) Current research is directed toward developing High
Speed Civil Transports (HSCT), which are intended to

crmse at Mach 2.4 and carry 50,000 Ibs. payload with
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a similar mission profile. The cost of development can
be reduced by building on this work.

5) A supersonic cruise aircraft might distribute the
propane more effectively due to the larger amount of
energy being dissipated in the atmosphere. The
supersonic aircraft will have much more drag (roughly
2-3 times as much) than the subsonic cruise aircraft. It
would release more energy per sortie into the
atmosphere in the form of shocks, friction and wing
tip vortices and jet wake (exhaust). This would
theoretically give better mixing for the supersonic
cruise aircraft.

6) Analysis and research was conducted into the
requirements of high altitude flight. It was found that a
supersonic cruise aircraft hke the Concorde could be
constructed in existing facilities and use existing
runways.

Disadvantages of supersonic cruise aircraft:
1) The supersonic aircraft would have to withstand

heating of the leading edges of the aircraft and the
resulting thermal stresses.

2) The supersonic aircraft would be noisier than the
subsonic aircraft. The noise would come from shocks

whde cruising (sonic boom) and the engine noise. The

aircraft will be flying over an uninhabited region, and
noise should not be a problem at cruise. However, it
will be difficult to meet existing noise regulations at
take-off.

Advantages and Disadvantages of Subsonic
Aircraft. Subsonic cruise aircraft have limited advantages
over supersonic cruise aircraft:

1) A subsonic aircraft is likely to be more reliable, but
the larger number of planes required for this mission
may nullify this advantage of subsonic cruise over

supersonic cruise.

The disadvantages of the subsomc aircraft are:
1) Larger number of planes.
2) More flight crew and ground support.
3) Difficulty reaching altitude. No subsonic aircraft has

ever been built that would take 40,000+ lbs of payload

(propane plus tank weight) to 66,000 feet altitude and
fly 8000 nm., and not much research has been done in
that area. For example, the service ceiling for civil
transports is around 42-45,000 ft., while for the B-52
it is 55,000 It, The service ceiling of an aircraft is
defined as the altitude where the climb rate = 100
ft./min.

4) The subsonic aircraft would require a large wingspan
of 270 It, thus requiring the development of costly

manufacturing techniques and facihtles.
5) There is no existing subsonic aircraft on which to

build.

6) The subsonic aircraft would require extremely advanced
structural development. With an AR = 12 and with a
sweep of approximately 30 ° , the structural span will
be 312 feet.
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Sizing
Once an aircraft delivery system was decided upon,

preliminary sizing was performed. A general mission profile
was defined to be the same for either flight regime. This
mission profile was:

1) Engine start and warm-up.
2) Taxi and take-off.

3) Climb to between 47,000 and 66,000 ft.
4) Cruise for 8,000 nm.
5) Loiter 20 minutes.
6) Descend
7) Land, Taxi, and shut-down.
To compare the aircraft concepts, a subsonic and

supersonic aircraft were each sized using Nicolai's sizing

algorithm. 22 Initial sizing studies for the supersonic cruise

aircraft were also done using ACSYNT. 23 The ACSYNT
model also explored the possible use of current High Speed
Civil Transport aircraft (HSCT) for the propane injection

mission. Notional concepts used for the sizing are shown in
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fuel consumption) was varied from 0.65 to 0.85,
representative of non-afterburning, low-bypass turbo-fan
engines, as discussed in the next section. [Advisor's note:
Students selected the sfc range. The decision may be
overly optimistic. ]

The results are shown in Fig. 11. This provides an
indication of the TOGW and weight of fuel required per
plane (sortie) and thus some indication of the cost. The ideal
case supersonic aircraft (lightest) had:

cruise L/D = 10.5
cruise SFC = 0.65 lbs./sec./lb.
total fuel = 104,900 lbs.
TOGW = 248,700 lbs.

Accounting for trapped and reserve fuel, the usable
fuel/sortie is 90,000 lbs. This aircraft is almost half the size

of the Concorde. Although the ideal case seems overly
optimistic, it was used as an ultimate goal.

Fig. l0 Aircraft concepts for the propane dispensing system.

Supersonic Cruise. The focus of the sizing was the
supersonic cruise mission because of the advantages it has
over the subsonic mission, primarily the multirole
adaptability and the fewer number of aircraft required.

The supersonic cruise Mach number was set to 2.4 to
allow use of existing materials and to utilize existing
research and technology. Supersonic cruise L/D (Lift to

Drag) was varied from 9.0 to 10.5. Cruise SFC (specific

L/D cruise = 23.185
Cruise SFC = 0.48 lbs./sec./lb.
Total Fuel = 106,800 lbs.
TOGW = 283,500 lbs.
CL cruise = 0.894

This aircraft is almost identical in weight to the best-case

supersonic cruise aircraft. However, it requires:

Wing Area = 6074. ft. 2

Span = 270. ft.

Fig. 10. 550000
I../0=105

i

500000 -"o-- L/D = I0 /11,

450000 _ L./O = 9 5 .t,/ /,

Opti.um = / /
Supersonic Coacorde- ="_ 400000 ' _- _J "

3000o0 /_wr_ _

_bsonic Cruiser . 200000 .... I .........
0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85

SFC

_/___ Fig. 11 TOGW SensitivitySubsonic Cruise. For comparison, a subsonic

1270.00 _---i_00' l L_--- 1___0 88_ [ a_rcraft satisfying the missl°n pr°file was sized" Subs°nic
_ cruise, M = 0.8, was selected to optimize L/D and range.

This represents current designs of civil and military long
range transports.

Using an AR = 12, which is higher than modern civil
transports, and other input based on Lockheed U-2 data, a

0.[} 50.0 reasonable weight was obtained for the subsonic aircraft. The
results are:
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Thesevaluesare largerthanequivalentweightcivil
transports.For example,the767-200hasa TOGWof
300,000lbs.,andaspanof 156ft.24

Basedonthesubstantialadvantagesthatasupersonic
cruiseaircrafthadoverasubsoniccruiseaircraft,it was
decidedthatthesupersoniccruisemissionwouldbeused.

ACSYNTTo verify theNicolaisizingresults,and
comparethemissionprofilewiththatof theHighSpeed
Civil Transport,the missionprofiledatawasusedin
ACSYNT.ACSYNTis a softwarepackagefor aircraft
synthesiscurrentlyunderdevelopmentbytheACSYNT
Institute.AnavailableACSYNTHSCTmodelwasmodified
tofit themissiongoals.

TheACSYNTenginecyclesimulationproduceda
minimumachievableSFCof 0.98.Thisresultedin a
TOGWof over700,000lb. Thisresult,togetherwith
furtheranalysisusingNicolai'smethod,will formthebasis
forfurtherdesignworkto becarriedoutbythe1993-94
designclass.

Propulsion
Propulsive Fuel Analysis

Initially in the analysis of the design problem, much
attention was focused on the propulsive fuel to be used in
the aircraft. Several liquid hydrocarbon candidates were
considered. After analysis of thermodynamic properties,

ethane and methane were eliminated and propane was
determined to be the most likely candidate. Its

thermodynamic qualities nearly matched that of conventional
jet fuels in several important categories. Its heating value

actually exceeded that of JP-4 providing a higher combustion
chamber temperature under the same fuel flow conditions.

Using propane as the propulsive fuel did pose problems
with the tank design. As stated earlier, the propane to be
injected into the stratosphere is to be stored in a cylindrical,
standard temperature tank, mounted lengthwise in the aircraft
fuselage. For the range and airspeed requirements from the
mission analysis, the tank would have to be greatly modified
to accommodate for the extra fuel to burn for propulsion.
The volume would have to be increased by a factor of 14.7

and its radius would have to increase by a factor of 3.8. A
tank wall thickness increase of approximately 1/4" would
also be necessary to accommodate the extra weight of the
fuel. This option would also leave the wings empty as no
fuel could be stored due to the choice of pressurized propane
storage tanks. One possible solution would be the use of
cryogenic storage tanks to be placed in the wings for more
efficient use of aircraft volume. This option would reqmre
expensive, bulky equipment, as well as increased ground

support, and with current design requirements, its use is
precluded.

Engine Cycle Analysis
With a range dominated mission profile, engine

efficiency is of paramount importance. A supersonic cruise
L/D of 10.5 was assumed. A supersonic cruising aircraft
requires engines that can produce enough thrust to break
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through the transonic drag rise and propel the craft into the

supersonic regime. An engine that could provide enough
thrust while burning dry (no afterburning) requires extremely
efficient components as well as very high combustor and
turbine inlet temperatures. A compressor with higher
compression per stage than currently obtainable is required
to generate increased thrust without a significant weight
penalty. Segmented burning in the combustor and bleed air
for cooling would allow for higher chamber temperatures.
High technology ceramic turbine blades and state of the art
Thermal Barrier Coating (TBC) would allow for much
higher turbine inlet temperatures. Given the proposed flight
conditions, successive iterations of a cycle analysis for a

turbojet engine yielded a cruise SFC of approximately 0.65
with a thrust output of approximately 20,000 lbs.

Table 4.

Engine Parameter Requirements
Mach Number 2.4

Ambient Temperature 220K
Stagnation Pressure Ratio Across Diffuser 0.9136

Specific Heat Ratio of Compressor 1.2
Stag. Temp. Ratio Across Compressor 1.682

Specific Heat Ratio of Turbine 1.1

Stag. Temperature Ratio Across Turbine 0.786
Turbine Inlet Temperature 1900K

Stagnation Pressure Ratio Across Nozzle 0.97

Resulting Specific Fuel Consumption 18.407

mg/Ns

The parameters shown in Table 4 were determined using

algorithms proposed by Gordon C. Oats. 25 With Mach
number, ambient temperature, and efficiency ranges as input,
the algorithms were successively iterated until the specific
fuel consumption was minimized. The value of 0.65 lb/h/lb
is the lowest realistic SFC thermodynamically obtainable.
Diffuser design is of significant importance to the engine

design. Is efficiency must be very high for this aircraft
(0.9136). The very high stagnation pressure ratio across the
nozzle also requires that its design be very efficient. These
two factors have a significant effect on the specific fuel
consumption of the engine in supersonic cruise.

The propulsion system will have to be powerful yet

very efficient. These two requirements together appear
"'ideal" at first glance but with incorporation of the

advancing technologies mentioned above, they are believed
obtainable.

Conclusion

In our study for a vehicle intervention scheme for
preventing or slowing the destruction of the ozone layer over
the Antarctic, the following conclusions were drawn:

1) Ozone destruction is assisted by the presence of Polar
Stratospheric Clouds (PSCs) and by the presence of a
Polar Vortex.
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2) A hydrocarbon injection scheme proposed by R.J.
Cicerone, et al was found to be reasonably feasible for

use as a vehicle based intervention scheme, as well as
having reasonably extensive theoretical background
research.

3) Propane was selected for the injected hydrocarbon due to
the ease of obtaining it and its greater effectiveness.

4) Mission analysis determined that an aircraft would be
best suited to the task. Mission analysis also provided
the aircraft range, total number of sorties, aircraft
payload, number of aircraft, suitable geographic regions
for mission bases, and numerous other parameters.

5) An aluminum high pressure system was selected for the
propane storage. In addition, a tank support system was
designed to minimize airframe-imparted torsion and
bending moments on the tanks and to ensure tank
portability from the aircraft.

6) Airports and facilities were studied, based on mission
analysis. Analysis concluded that only two airports were
required to support the mission, one in each airport
region.

7) A definition of the vehicle requirements was developed
and is as follows:

• 130 aircraft required
• Cruise at Mach = 2.4

• Range of 8,000 nm
• Payload Weight = 40,000 lbs
• Takeoff Gross Weight = 250,000 lbs
• Engine SFC = 0.65
• Current HSCT designs and technology are applicable
• Mission flexibility

• Modular design
8) The use of propane as the aircraft fuel was found to be

impractical.

Future work will be concentrated on the preliminary design
of the aircraft and an examination of the possible adverse
environmental consequences of the use of propane.
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Abstract

The development of new-high speed, high-capacity public

air transportation is one of the challenges facing commercial

aviation today. One possible solution to this challenge _s a

supersonic oblique flying wing aircraft. This project

involves the design and construction of a radio-controlled
model of such an aircraft as a means of examining some of

the aircraft's unique problems, especially its natural

instability. The different areas of aerodynamics, propulsion,

stability, controls, and structures, are analyzed in the

context of the aircraft as a whole. The design relies heavily
upon computer modeling and analysis to overcome the

technical challenges encountered. Since the size of the

model prohibits the use of automatic control systems, the

wing is designed to be as inherently stable as possible, and

an airfoil is designed to provide the necessary

characteristics. Finally, the optimum design is chosen and

constructed using composite materials.

Introduction

A supersonic oblique flying wing aircraft is one solution

to the challenges facing commercial. For instance, such an

aircraft could carry as many as 500 passengers travelhng at

1100 miles per hour, enabling transportation from New

York to Los Angeles to be completed m under three hours.

This concept was initially proposed by Robert T. Jones m

1958, but was not believed to be a feasxble design due to

structural and stability considerations] Today, however, the

technology exists to overcome these challenges.

Since the full scope of such an endeavor involves

numerous difficulties, simplicity must be used to surmount

these problems by examining the different aspects

individually. With this approach in mind, a simplified

design was developed and analyzed which studied the

stability, structural and aerodynamic issues of an unswept

elliptically shaped flying wing.

The result of these efforts is the Elang, shown in Figure

1. A description of the final configuration is summarazed as

follows. Due to the rather unique design requirements, the

Fig. 1 The Elang

development of an original airfod was necessary, resulting

in the HPRS 33 airfoil section. The wing has a root chord

length of 45.5 cm and a span of approximately 2.5 m, with

an aspect ratio of 7. The planform area is elliptically

shaped with a straight quarter-chord line.
The main control surfaces include two ailerons and one

elevator which are used to stabilize the aircraft in flight.

The speclficattons of the surfaces are as follows. The

ailerons are located on each end outboard the engines,

occupying 2.9 percent of the wing planform area. The

elevator area in 9.2 percent of the wing planform area.
Two verttcal taxis are utilized, each located on the rear

portion of the engine ducts. The airfod section is the

symmetric SD 8020 airfod. The vertical stabilizers each

have an effective area of 0.10716 m". Rather large surfaces

were purposely employed to ensure adequate control. Only

vemcal tails are used, since by nature the flying wing

design does not contain a horizontal tail.

The induced drag is a minimum due to the elliptical shape

giving a total drag coefficient of 0.02208. The flying wing

is at a geometric attack angle of 4 degrees and as a results

generates a lift coefficient of 0.4355 at cruise speed of 15

m/s. The lift to drag ratto is therefore 19.69.
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The wing structure is designed to be composed of a foam

core wrapped with a skin of carbon fiber and epoxy. This

design provides a relatively lightweight structure that can

still withstand sizable loading.

A propulsion system was chosen which provides ample

thrust and relatively clean aerodynamics. The system

consists of two ducted fan engines, each placed 57 cm from

the root chord. Operating at 22000 rpm, each engine
provides 15.60 N of thrust. One centrally located fuel tank

supplies both engines.

In order to achieve the final product, the group was

divided into four sub-groups, dealing with aerodynamics,

controls and stability, structures and propulsion. In the

following sections, the analysis of each sub-group and

explanations for its results are presented.

Stability

Stability is defined as the ability of an airplane to fly

straight with its wings level, and remain in eqmlibrium

without pilot assistance. It can be divided into two

categories, static and dynamic, and can be analyzed along

three axes, pitch, roll, and yaw.

Static stability deals with the natural ability of an aircraft

to create a restoring moment after a disturbance, and return

towards its initial equilibrium position. This type of

stability does not give any information on how long it takes

to return to its original position, and does not even insure

that the plane will return exactly to its equ|librium state. A

dynamic stability analysis must be performed in order to
obtain this information.

Dynamic stability concerns the motion of the aircraft after

the disturbance. In order for the aircraft to be dynamically

stable, it must return to the equilibrium position within a

certain amount of time, and thus damping is required. If an

aircraft is dynamically stable, it will also be statically stable,
but the reverse is not necessarily true.

There are three axes about which stabdity must be

achieved. The rotations are about the conventional x, y,

and z axes, and the motions are designated as roll, pttch,

and yaw, respectively (Figure 2). These motmns can be

separated into two distinct groups, lateral and longitudinal.

Lateral motions consist of rolling, yawing, and sideslipping.

Longitudinal motions denote the movement along the

aircraft's flight path, its vertical movement, and pitching.

Fig. 2 'Axes of Rotation
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The major difficulty in stabtlizing a flying wing Is along

the pitch axis. In conventional designs, a horizontal tail

offsets the moments generated by the wing and fuselage.
However, a flying wing does not have a horizontal tail.

Consequently, an alternative, more advanced method for

stabilizing the wing had to be utilized.

Pitch Stability

Conventional airfoils typically have a negative moment

coefficient about the aerodynamic center. After analyzing
a few such airfoils, it was found that to achieve static

stability, the engines would have to be placed at locations

which were not feasible. Thus, it was determined that an

airfo_l with a positive coefficient of moment about the

aerodynamic center was needed. The positive moment

causes the wing to have a natural tendency to pitch up.

Theretbre, the aerodynarmcs sub-group designed an orginal

airfoil, through an extensive iterative process, which has a

high lift to drag ratxo along with a positive moment about

the aerodynamic center.

Once the atrfoil was selected, engine placement was used

to obtain stability. The center of gravity for the design was

calculated from the known values of the components. The

weight of the wing and the location of its center of gravity

along the x and y axes were generated using a solid

modeling package called Aries Conceptstation Software.

These values were found to be 16 N, 0.209 m, and 0.00561

m respectively . The engines each weighed 5.719 N. A
fixed mass of 0.5 kg was added to allow for the recetver,

batteries, and other components. This mass was placed 5

cm from the leading edge along the chord line. The center

of gravity of the design was calculated by the following

equations.

x -x%(2"w")+xw_**w_'+x"_*w"_ (1)
cg 2 ,w +w +w,,,,_

y%(2 *w) +Yw_*w +y,,_ *w,,,,_
Ycg - 0

-- * We + Ww+ Wmass

(2)

The moments about the center of gravity of the wing were

analyzed, and the results led to Equation 3.

xcg -X ac C L_,Ycg -YacC_t = CM_" + Cz" c c

+ co X_g-x,_ co Y¢e-y_ (3)
C C
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An iterative process was conducted with Equations 1 and

3, to determine the placement of the engines along the x-

axis to ensure no tnherent pitching moment. Equation 2 was

used to find the location of the center of gravity of the wing

along the y axis, Initially, the y location of the engines was

set to be six millimeters to allow placement of the engines

within the wing. The calculations were carried out with lift,

drag, and moment data for the cruising angle of attack of 4°.
A Moment Coefficient vs. Angle of Attack graph was

generated to determine whether or not the wing was

statically stable (Figure 3).
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Fig. 3 Moment Coefficient vs. Angle of Attack

statically stable if it satisfies Equation 4 and as seen in
Figure 3, the negative slope ensures static stability along the

pitch axis.

dC.___._m<O (4)
da

A major concern with this flying wing is the very low

moment of inertia about the pttch axis, which is a result of

the wing having no sweep angle. Tiffs low moment of

inertia indicates that there is little time for a pilot to react to

disturbances during flight. This problem, coupled with

inability to guarantee exact placements and weights of the

internal components of the wing, makes controllability

extremely difficult for the pilot. Therefore, a gyroscope

system was included as a safety precaution. The gyroscope

monitors deviations about the pitch axis, and makes constant

adjustments by using the elevator. The gyroscope can be

utilized at the pilot's discretion, depending on flight
conditions.

Roll and Yaw Stability

The stabilities in the roll and yaw directions are linked

closely together. Rotation along one of these axes induces

an accompanying moment along the other axis. Due to the

symmetry along the x and z axes, the problem of stability m

these directions is not anticipated to be present.

Additionally, if the wing does roll or yaw, the moment of

inertia is substantial enough to create a rate of rotation that

will provide ample time tbr the pilot to counter the
deviations.

Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Control Surfaces

The control surfaces consist of an elevator, a pair of
ailerons, and two rudders, which control motion along the

pitch, roll, and yaw axes, respectively. The analysis was

performed by considering the lift, drag, and moment

characteristics of each control surface. Each control system

was analyzed independently of the other two. When sizing

the control surfaces, they were purposely overdesigned,

because the controllability of previous design projects has

been inadequate.

Elevator Analysis

The data for the elevator was obtained by modifying the

inviscid code to provide new lift, drag, and moment
coefficients when the control surface was deflected. The

analysis was carried out through a range of angles from -30

to 30 degrees.

Once the data tbr the deflected area of the wing was

procured, it was combined with the previous data for the

rest of the wing. From the combination of this data, a

modified moment equation was developed. For these

calculations, the length of the elevator was 1.4 meters at 18
percent of the cord length, resulting in an elevator area

equal to 13 percent of the wing planform area. In this
moment equation, Equation 5, terms with a subscript def

denote characteristics from the deflected portion of the

wing.

M,._! = M_ * L,,(xc,-x,_.) - Lb(yc,-y,_.) + Oa(xc,-x,_.)

- Db(yc,-y,w) + M_+ L.(xcx-x_c _ - Lt,J.ycg-y,_/)

+ Da(,xz-x,_cA - Db,,l(yc-y,_c2 (5)

Once the moments were deterrmned, Newton's Second

Law was applied to calculate the pitching acceleration of the

wing. Figure 4 shows the results of this analysis.

•_g_a,, c, (c,D,_)
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Fig. 4 Angular Acceleration vs. Deflection Angle
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The values for this acceleration ranged from negative to
positive 200 rad/sec:. These large accelerations develop

because of the small moment of inertia of the wing about the

pitch axis. From this data, it was decided that the
gyroscope system would be utilized to aid the pilot in

controlling the wing.

Aileron Analysis

In the analysis of the ailerons, the data obtained for the

elevator was applied. This similarity occurs because the
elevator and the ailerons deflect in the same direction, and

both occupy 18 percent of the cord length. When

examining the ailerons, it was decided that they would

deflect at the same rate in opposite directions. For

example, if one aileron was deflected up 10 degrees, the

other one would deflect down 10 degrees. Also, the roiling

moment created by the drag from the rudders was neglected.

The analysis produced the following moment equatxon.

Mr=LI ,za-L, ,z _ (6)

Through iteration it was determined that the each aileron

would have a length of 21.8 cm, which resulted in each
aileron having 2.9 percent of the wing planform area. As

with the elevator analysis, Newton's Second Law was

applied to generate the angular acceleratxon about the roll

axis of the wing. The acceleration ranged from negative to

positive ten radians per second squared.

Rudder Analysis

The inviscid analysis that was used tbr the elevator and
ailerons was also used to examine the rudders. Since there

is such a small moment arm for the rudders, the size of

each one is considerably larger than that of conventional
designs. Two rudders were selected, for symmetry, and for
structural consxderations. Ea.ch rudder has an area equal to

31.7 percent of the wing planform area. This sizing is

accomplished by having the height 21.2 cm, the root cord

17.2 cm, and the tip cord 8 cm.

In the analysis of the rudder, it was determined that each
rudder would be deflected the same amount. The moment

equations were developed separately for each rudder, and

then summed. These expressions are given in Equations 7
and 8.

MI,=D r *Ztr-Lr(Xlr+ Xac ) (7)

Mrr = -D r*Zrr-L r(Xrr+Xac,) (8)
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accelerations. A plot of these accelerations is given in
Figure 5. In this graph, the maximum acceleration occurs

"/.4

{1.9 .,._.-,-,-----
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_r

Fig. 5 Rudder Angular Acceleration vs.

Angle of Deflection

close to zero. Because an inviscid analysis was used to

obtain the data, drag effects are small. In reality, however,

the drag effects wtll contribute greatly to the moment

generated at large deflections.

Aerodynamics

This section discusses the aerodynamics of the aircraft,

including the selectxon of the airfoil, airfoil characteristics,

aerodynamic behavior of the aircraft, and the aerodynamic

shape of the aircraft as a whole. The relationship between

stability considerations and alrt:bil design is discussed

thoroughly, since stability of the aircraft was of paramount

importance. The analysis of the lift and drag characteristics

tbr the aircraft turn out to be quite simple, since the entire

aircraft is an elliptlcally-shaped wing.

Final Design

The airfoil section used for the wing is the HPRS 33, a
custom-designed airfoil. This airfoil, presented in Figure 6,

is a 15-percent thick airfoil section with a reflexed camber.

The wing has a span of 2.5 meters, an aspect ratio of 7,

giving a root chord of 0.455 meter and planform area S,,,r of
0.893 m:.

.... ..,r,,O._ I

Once the moment equations were developed, Newton's

Second Law was applied to calculate the angular

Fig. 6 Planform View of Wing
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Aerodynamic Requirements

The selection of the atrtbtl and the deslgn of the wmg

shape were dictated by the consideranon that the aircraft

was to be a flying wing which had to be controllable in

.flight by a single RC pilot. These requirements in particular

were: the need for relatively high lift and low drag; the

requisite of static and dynamic stability; and structural

rigidity as well as the location of engines, serves, and
avionics.

Since a f'mite wing of elliptical planform experiences a

minimum induced drag, this shape was chosen for the flying

wing. The wing quarter chord line is set to be a straight

line, visible in Figure 6. Having this configuration avoids

further complications during construction.

The requirement of static and dynamic stability without a

horizontal tail necessitates the use of an airfoil with special

stability characteristics. While most airfoil sections have a

negative moment coefficient, the flying wing application

requires an airfoil with a positive moment coefficient, as

discussed previously. One way to accomplish this is to use
an airfoil with a reflexed camber.

The wing must withstand the aerodynamic loads,

particularly the twisting and bending loads. Also, since the
aircraft has no fuselage, all components wtuch include
receiver and batteries, serves, and fuel tank, must be

contained internally in the wing. These reasons led to the

development of a thick airfoil, namely the HPRS 33 airfoil
section.

Airfoil Design and Selection

Wing Airfoil Section. Since the flying wing has such

special desigla requirements, it proved impossible to select

an existing airfoil with the required lift, thickness, and

moment characteristics. Therefore, it was necessary to

develop an airfoil with the desired properties. To do this,

the geometries era thick high-lift airfod and an airtbtl wIth

a positive moment coefficient were merged. A two-

dimensional inviscid vortex panel code was utilized to

calculate the lift, drag, and moment coefficients for the

resulting airtbll. Points on the airfoil were then changed

and inputted into the code in an iterative process until a

satisfactory design was produced. The end result was the

I--IPRS 33 airfoil, shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 presents the

S

(

Fig. 7 HPRS 33 Airfotl Section
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lift, drag, and moment coeffictents versus angle of attack.
Note that the drag coefficient [s very low, since art inviscid

approach was used.
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Vertical Stabilizer Design. The first consideration in

the design of the vertical stabilizers was the shape of the

airfotl to be used. After researching vertical tails on

conventional airplanes, it was determined that a symmetrical

airtbil was the best choice. By using a symmetrical airfoil,

unnecessary moment forces caused by uneven lift

distnbution can be avoided. Research of thin symmetric

airfoils provided the SD 8020 shape shown in Figure 9.

<.-

Fig. 9 SD 8020 Airfoil Section

Another important consideration in the design of the

vertical stabilizers was sizing. For conventional airplanes

with a fuselage, tml and vertlcal rudder, the area required
for the vemcal taft is 3 % to 5 % of the entire planform area

of the plane. The design of the flying wing, however called

for an area of more than double that percentage. Thus, it
was determined that the vertical tail area was to be 12

percent of the wing plantbrm area. With a planform area of

0.893 meter:, thas gives a total vertical stabilizer area of
0.10716 meter:.
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The final configuration of each vertical stabilizer consists

of a root chord of 17.2 centimeters, a height of 21.3

centimeters, a tip chord of 8.0 centimeters and an aspect

ratio of 0.85 (see Figure 7). These control surfaces provide

adequate area for stabilization about the yaw axis.

Aerodynamic Calculations

The following is a very brief overview of the calculations

performed to obtain theoretical data for the aircraft.

Lift. To obtain theoretical lift values for the aircraft, the

slope of the lift curve for the airfod section first had to be

obtained. This calculation was obtained simply from airfoil

section data; for the HPRS 33, dcJdo_ = 6.97 per radian.

The lift curve slope for the finite wing is then given as

dCL _ 2r;AR (9)

da 2 %/(AR2[r12)(1 +tanZA_M z)

The airfoil efficiency r/ is approximated as 1.0. The

sweep angle A is zero, and the flight mach number is 0.044.

Equation 9 thus gives Dct./dc_ = 5 per ra&an.

Integrating this expression gives

Cr. = 5_ + constant (10)

The constant is obtained by using boundary conditions,

which are approximated from the section lift curve slope:

at c_ = 1°, Cl = 0.17. Solving, the constant is found to be

approximately 0.084. The lift curve slope for the enure

wing is

Ct. : 5c_ + 0.084 (11)

where the angle of attack is in radlans. The hit co_lficlcnt

of the wing can thus be found for van(ms angles of attack.

Knowing the lift coefficient, the lift force can be tbund at

any speed for different angles of attack using the following

equation.

1 2

L = 2-gv'CzS'4 (12)

At cruise conditions (4 ° AoA, 15 m/s), the lift coefficient is

0.4355 and the total lift force is 53.55 N.

Drag. Since the inviscid vortex panel code was not

capable of providing accurate drag results, an empmcal

method suggested by Raymer was used.-'

This method depends upon the calculation of the parasitic

drag, Ct_, based on equivalent skin frictmn coefficmnts C,_.,
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component form factors FF_, interference effects Q_, wetted

area S ..... nfiscellaneous drags CI_ .... and estimated leakage

and protuberance drag Co.L_p. The parasitic drag is

calculated according to:

C_o _ (CffF_Q_Swa)= + Co.,,,uc + CO,L e (14)
s,e

At cruise conditions (4 ° AoA, 15 m/s), the approximate

value of parasitic drag is CDo = 0.01346.

The total induced drag, or drag due to lift, is given as the

following expression.

Co, = KCt 2 where K =1---_ (14)
nARe

For an elliptical planform, the Oswald span efficiency

factor e is unity. Therefore, K = 0.04547 so that, at cruise

conditions, CD_ = 0.008624.

The total drag coefficient is simply the sum of the

parasitic and induced drag coefficients, so that, at cruise,

C o = Czx , + CDi = 0.01346 + 0.008624 = 0.02208

(15)

The cruise drag force is therefore 2.72 N and the lift to

drag ratio at cruise is 53.55/2.72 = 19.69.

Structures

The structural design of the wing involved two primary

objectives. The first was to reduce aeroelastic effects since

this would alter the distribution of the forces along the wing

and consequently alter the stabdity. Therefore the wing was

designed to be as rigid as possible to minimize any bending.

The .second was to mamta,n ,nanufacturab]hty, smcc most

of the construction was to be done by students using

equipment available on campus.

Final Design

The absence of a fuselage posed some design limitations,

namely placement and access to the electronic and engine

components. Thus all the components had to be placed

within the wing. In order to simphfy construcuon most of

the internal components were placed together in the re,d-

section of the wing, with access to them through a "trap

door" placed on the top.

The engines posed a greater problem since they are the

heaviest component on the wing and are placed 57 cm from

the root creating regions of increased stress concentrat,on.

These connectums were simphfied as nmch as possible to
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ease construction, but still maintain structural integrity. The
final engine comlection attaches the duct of the engine

directly to the carbon shell by four screws.

Method of Construction

The wing is a sandwich construction with a carbon fiber

composite "face sheet" and an extruded polystyrene "core".

This type of construction makes use of the advantages
offered by both the materials used in distributing the load.

The "face sheet" or the carbon composite material will carry

the majority of the tension and compression loading. While

the "core" or extruded polystyrene will carry most of the

shear as well as the compression perpendicular to the skin.

In order to construct tiffs type of "material", a process

called vacuum bagging was used since it would give the best

results. The principle behind vacuum bagging is the

application of an evenly distributed tbrce, of magnitude 4-8

Newtons, being applied across the entire surfitce of the part.

This helps reduce the presence of air bubbles as well as

remove excess resin. The presence of excess resin besides
increasing the weight, causes the formation of stress

concentration points by inconsistency in strength. Vacuum
Bagging involves placing various layers over the component
to be covered.

The extruded polystyrene was chosen because it xs a rigid

foam therefore helping attain the desired rigidity. In

addition the polystyrene is a foam that is easy to handle.

The foam is initially a single oversized piece that needs to

be cut and shaped to the desired shape. The airlbil section

needs to hot wired into the platform and the taper must be

appropriately shaved in using coarse sandpaper. The engine

connections are made through hot wiring the circular

sections at a 2 degree outward canter and a 4 degree

downward canter. As mentioned previously, since the

absence of the fuselage forces the placement of the

components in the wing, much of the mid-.,,ection ,.viii be

hollowed out. A spar is placed in this area m order help

regain some of the rigidity that will be lost

Once the wing has been properly shaped, the carbon fiber

skin is placed over the loam using the above debcrd_ed

vacuum ba,,,,ino_e_ procedure.

Material Selection

Many important factors had to be considered when

selecting the material for the wing. Some of these were

yield and ultimate strength, stiffness, resistance to fiacture,

density, temperature linutations, availabd_ty, and cost.

After much consideration and research, composites were

decided to best meet our needs. Composites met all of the

constraints and offered the largest reduction in `.ve_ght.

Carbon was selected because of its high strength to weight

ratio, inherent rigidity, low density, and low cost (refer to

Worcester Polytechnic Institute

Table 1). Carbon is also relatively easy to mold. Hexel

epoxy was chosen as the matrix. Hexel epoxy was chosen

primarily lbr its long pot life. This would make it easier to

work with during construction.
Composites are very strong in tension but, they are

relatively weak in compression. For this reason the

composite will be supported by foam. The foam will

provide a "cushioning medium" through sandwich

construction. Foam will not add much weight and is much

better in compression. Density was the main consideration

when selecting a loam. The higher the density, the better
the compression but, the heavier it would be. Polystyrene

was chosen because it offered an acceptable density and was

easy to form.

Table 1 Carbon Properties

Hieh stren_oth Hi.oh Modulus

Tensile Strength

(MPa) 3000 2000
Elastic Modulus

(G Pa) 275 415

Density
(kg/m 3) 1900 1900

Wing Loading Analysis

One of the most important aspect of the structure of the

plane was to guarantee minimum bending. If the plane were

to bend or twist during flight, the distribution of forces may

change greatly which would adversely affect the stability of

the plane; thereIbre it is extremely important to maintain the

shape of the platform during flight.

In order to verity that the material selected to build the

wing would not bend under the loading encountered during

flight an analysis of the stresses at the wing root was

performed. The v/ing was modeled as a cantdever beam

since it is symmetric along the root chord. To simphfy the

analys_s, the cantilever beam was assumed to have a
constant area cross-sect_on unhke the actual model which

has an elhptical taper.

Since the wing xs of sandwich construction, which
consists of two materials, it must be "transformed" into a

single equxvalent material. This is done by creating a ratio

of Young's Modulus for the two materials involved, in this

case the extruded polystyrene foam and the carbon fiber

composite. This ratio then determines an equivalent area

tbr the material. The extruded polystyrene foam is to be

converted into carbon fiber composite. Below is the ratio

of the Moduli of Elasticity of the two materials. As a result

of this ratio being much less than one, it was concluded that

the loam can be neglected m the analysis.
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EfoQ_n - (16)
E _r_sfi_r

The loading was then applied to the beam according to

those estimated for level cruising. For example, the lift was

elliptically distributed along the span. Additionally the drag

was uniformly distributed. The weight of the engines and

thrust were placed in their appropriate position, according

to the numbers obtained from the stability group. The

normal stresses were determined using the following

equation:

e M,*y M *x0 : + (17)

n I: /_

The maximum stresses encountered at the root are on the

order of 23.99 kPa, which is well within the limits the

carbon fiber composite strength.
In addition to normal stress, the shear stress was also

determined at the root. Once again the asymmetric bending
was used. The airfoils section was modeled as a closed

loop cross-section with a positive shear direction _how in

Figure 11. The shear was estimated to be 108.3 kPa. Once

again well within the limits of the composite material.

smooth flight.

Ducted Fan Engines

Although ducted fan engines have a much more complex

assembly process than regular propeller engines, their clean

aerodynamic shape seemed to fit perfectly in the airfoil,

producing enough thrust and yet keeping drag to a
minimum.

The ducted tan engine consists of a piston engine enclosed

in a cylindrical duct, with a small seven-blade rotor spinning

at much higher rpm's than regular propeller engines to

produce the same amount of thrust. Since the engine is

completely enclosed inside the cylindrical housing, it is
difficult to assemble the kit or to do any maintenance on the

engines. In fact, if problems arise with the engines, the
whole kit would have to be removed from the aircraft and

then the engine would have to be disassembled. The

assembly process is complicated because tight tolerances

have to be kept in order for the fan to work properly. The

rotor has to be perfectly balanced, since it rotates at speeds

around 22000 rpm. The slightest imbalance can generate
undesired vibrations.

Propulsion Systems Configuration

The final configuration of the propulsion system is shown

in Figure 1 l. The three dimensional drawing clearly shows

Fig. I0 Closed Loop Section

It is realized that the theoretical material strengths will

be greater than those of the actual values. However, it is
felt that the stresses are well within tolerance. The

objective was to build a rigid yet, manufacturable wing.

Propulsion Systems

The design of the propulsion system for the flying wing

was extremely complicated. Since the flying wing has no

fuselage, it was important to find a method of propulsion

which integrated well with the wing. Important factors that

must be considered when choosing a propuIsmn system are

engine type, method of propulsion and total systems

integration. In addition, the propulsion system must

produce adequate and controllable thrust to allow for a

Fig. 11 Propulsion System

the shell, the rotor, the engine, the stator and all the

supports. The engine's carburetor and cylinder head stick

out of the duct. Each engine assembly as shown weighs

4.00 N. Both engines receive fuel from a central fuel tank

located near the center of the airplane. The operating speed

is approximately 22000 RPM, with a resulting thrust of

15.60 N each. The engines generate ample thrust to

overcome the drag.
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Conclusions

Analysis of the elliptical flying wing design has, at least

in theory, demonstrated that such a configuration can be

stabilized without the use of automatic control systems.

This result can find significant application in the eventual

design of a full size transport aircraft. Such an aircraft
would have the added benefit of computerized control

systems, making it a feasible design with the technology

available today.

The analysis of this project can be applied to the takeoff

and landing of a full size aircraft which has the ability to fly

at an oblique angle for higher cruise speeds. It is hoped

that next year another project would continue this work for

an oblique configuration.
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Abstract

The 1993 Advanced Design Project at the University of

Alaska Fairbanks was to design a spacecraft as a technology

demonstration of wireless power transmission (WPT) from

earth to space. With cost effectiveness as a design
constraint, a microsatellite in low Earth orbit (LEO) was

chosen for the mission. Existing and near-term

technologies were analyzed and selected for the project.

Two methods of power beaming are examined during two
separate phases of spacecraft life. The first phase will

demonstrate the technology and examine the theory of

microwave power transmission at 35 GHz. Special aspects

of Phase I will include a highly accurate attitude control

system and a 14-m inflatable parabolic antenna. Phase 11

will investigate the utilization of high intensity laser power

using modified photovoltaic arrays. Special instrmnentation

on the spacecraft will measure the conversion efficiency

from the received microwave or laser power to direct

current power.

Introduction

WPT is simply the transfer of usable energy from one

point to another without the use of wires or transmission

lines. The energy is transmitted by electromagnetic waves
at laser or microwave frequencies. WPT is not a new

concept. Experimental demonstrations and study efforts

have continued since the early 1960"s. With the latest

progress in transmitter and receiver technology, the next
natural step is to beam power from Earth to space. This

proposed flight demonstration will advance the science of

power beaming and prove the viability of various

applications of wireless power in space.

Throughout NASA, industry, and academia, a number of

space applications for WPT technology have been proposed.

As man progresses in the exploration of the solar system,

WPT will likely become an integral part of the space power

infrastructure. However, there is an obvious gap between

the development of WPT and space applications. The

history includes a beam-powered helicopter and airplane.

High efficiencies and high power transmissions have been

demonstrated on Earth. A sounding rocket has carried a

WPT experiment into the upper atmosphere. What is

lacking is the next natural step, a demonstration of WPT

from earth to space. WISPER takes that next step. The

design difficulties and tradeoffs analyzed within this study

will lay the foundation for the understanding of WPT on a

larger scale. In accomplishing this mission, the project
provides a springboard for the proposed applications and

others yet to be conceived.

Microwave Power Experiment - Phase I

Microwave power transmission involves a system

composed of a power source, transmitting antenna, and

rectenna. The power source converts direct current (DC)
power into microwave power, the antenna radiates the

microwave power, and the rectenna converts the microwave

power back into DC power. A unique component of the
WISPER satellite is the inflatable dish that reflects the

microwave power onto the rectenna. For the rectenna to
perform efficiently in converting the microwave power into

DC power, the incident power density must be high. The

inflatable dish performs this feat by concentrating the
microwave power onto the rectenna.

The major system components for Phase I consist of a 25-

m antenna transmitting a 35 GHz power beam to the 14-m
inflatable dish located on the WISPER satellite. The

inflatable dish reflects the microwave power onto a 96-cm

diameter rectenna array located at the focal point.

Operational Sequence

Microwave power beaming will begin after the WISPER

satellite has achieved a stable polar orbit at 600 kin.

Gyrotron sources will generate approximately 400 kW of

power at 35 GHz. When the satellite arrives at the ground
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stationhorizon,communicationandtrackinglinks will
commencewithreceiversatthegroundstation.Allowing
timefor theWISPERsatelliteto alignitselfwith the
transmittingantenna,powertransmissionwill nominally
occuratanglesbetween±40° from zenith. The separation

distance is 761 km at ±40 °. With a direct overhead pass,

approximately 2 minutes will be allowed for power

beaming. At this altitude, a maximum of 105 W of DC

power is expected from the rectenna under ideal weather

conditions and perfect on-axis alignment between the

transmitting antenna and inflatable dish. Figure 1 shows the
operation sequence at an orbital altitude of 600 kin.

W_ .._ 41 - - 4 .,,,_o_i.=0.7.1_ w '_''
Power _ 105 W Power / Power
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Fig. 1 Operation sequence at an orbital altitude of 600 and
500 km

Including atmospheric attenuation at 35 GHz on clear

weather days and a transmitting antenna aperture efficiency

of 50%, the power density of the microwave beam will be
3.22 W/m at a zenith altitude of 600 krn. The total

aunospheric attenuation during clear weather of the
microwave at 35 GHz is 0.39 dB at zenith. At 40 ° from

zenith the total attenuation is 0.51 dB. At ±40 ° from zenith,
the power density decreases to 1.95 W/m 2 at the WISPER
satellite.

The area ratio of the 14-m inflatable dish to the 96-cm

rectenna is 213. The aperture efficiency of the inflatable

antenna is 47%. Taking the area ratio and aperture

efficiency into account, the power density incident on the
rectenna ranges from 208 W/m 2 at ±400 from zenith to 343

W/m 2 at zenith as shown in Figure 2.

The WISPER satellite will drift to a lower orbit due to the

drag on the inflatable dish. The lower altitude limit for

Phase I is set at 500 km. The operation sequence at 500 km

is also shown in Figure 1. Using the same assumptions of

clear weather and perfect alignment between the transmitter

and receiver, a maximum of 160 W of DC power is

expected from the reetenna. Although the power delivered

Vnivers_ o/Alaska, Fairbanks

to the satellite is increased, the lower altitude results in a

shorter power transmission period.
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Fig. 2 Incident power density on rectenna at an orbital
altitude of 500 and 600 km

The incident power density will increase due to the lower

orbital altitude. The power density incident to the rectenna
ranges from 296 W/m2 at ±40 ° from zenith to 494 W/m 2 at

zenith as shown in Figure 2.

The inflatable antenna will then be discarded to conduct

laser power beaming experiments.

Experimental Objectives

The main objective of this phase is to successfully receive
microwave power and convert it to useful DC power.

However, an assortment of secondary investigations
deserves consideration.

Conversion efficiencies of the recterma will be determined

and compared to theoretical calculations. The conversion

efficiency can be measured by comparing the power density

incident on the rectenna to the output DC power. The

ability of the inflatable dish to focus the microwave power

will be monitored. This focusing efficiency can be obtained

by measuring the microwave power densities incident on the
satellite and rectenna. These two efficiencies can also be

measured at different power densities due to the constantly

changing separation distance between the transmitter and

satellite or the output power from the transmitter can be
varied.

Power patterns of the tr_s_tting antenna can be

determined by a microwave detection system on the

spacecraft. The ground antenna will remain fixed as the

spacecraft records the pattern passing overhead.

The ground station selected for the WISPER project is the

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)

satellite tracking station located in Fairbanks, Alaska. This

ground station is ideal for microwave power beaming

because it is located in a hill valley isolated it from local

inhabitants, and further, the gyrotrons power needs are

available. Transmitting and receiving antennas are also
available for satellite communication.
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The effects of microwave power transmission at 35 GHz
through a turbulent atmosphere can be analyzed. Using an

existing water vapor radiometer at the NOAA tracking

station allows the amount of water vapor in the atmosphere

be measured. Thus, interactions of the power beam with

clouds or inclement weather can be compared to clear

weather transmissions and to existing attenuation models.

Microwave beam propagation as a function of the

ionospheric plasma density can be measured. Possible

thresholds at which nonlinear effects occur in wave particle

interactions with the microwave power beam may be

determined. Physical effects, such as microwave defocusing

or attenuation, could occur due to the nonlinear

interactions. 1

Frequency Selection
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The antenna consists of a self-rigidizing torus and three

struts, a metal film surface as the reflector, a frequency

transparent canopy, and an inflation system. After proper

orbital injection, the struts and torus are inflated to the yield

strength of the aluminum. At this point the torus becomes

rigidized and the high internal pressure is no longer

required. The reflector and radome are then inflated to

remove any wrinkles, and the system is operational. Extra

inflatant is stored on the spacecraft to replace any gas leaked

due to micrometeoroid impacts. The system weight, 68 kg,

includes the entire support structure, deployment

mechanism and enough inflatant for a ten-year mission.

The general configuration for the inflated antenna is shown

in Figure 3. Not included in the drawing are inflatable struts

from the spacecraft body to the structural torus. Table 1

shows the general specifications for the inflatable antenna.

The choice of operating frequency for microwave power

transmission is driven by the separation distance between

transmitter and rectenna, power density coverage over a

certain area, and the components to support the mission

using existing technology. Because the pattern of a

microwave beam diverges with distance, operating

frequencies are increased to reduce component sizes and to

sustain high power densities. The prime candidates for the

operating frequency are 2.45 GHz, 5.8 GHz and 35 GHz.

The first and second frequencies are selected based on

operation in ISM bands and low attenuation through the

atmosphere. Recent component developments have made

power transmission at 35 GHz possible.

Film

14 m

Spacecraft Structural
Torus

Transparent System
Canopy

_m

Focal Point

The operating frequency of 35 GHz is selected for this

project due to the ability of focusing the microwave energy

onto a small spacecraft from a single transmitting antenna.

Inflatable Antenna

For the WISPER demonstration, a microsatellite was

selected to minimize the cost of the demonstration. The

only technology feasible for implementing the required

large aperture reflector on such a small payload is an

inflatable antenna. Inflatable antennas have significant

advantages in mass and volume over more traditional

technologies. Large aperture antennas on Earth are

constructed to withstand immense gravity and wind loads.

Once removed from the majority of the gravity and

atmosphere of the Earth, antenna designs change

significantly. Inflatable space structures utilize the different

conditions to the fullest. In microgravity and near vacuum

conditions, it is the nature of an inflatable structure to form

curved surfaces such as a paraboloid. This allows a

relatively high surface tolerance with minimum antenna

structure. Also, the system mass and packaged volume are

considerably less than traditional mechanical systems. 2

Fig. 3 Inflatable antenna configuration

Table 1. Inflatable antenna system specifications

Inflatable dish diameter 14m

Surface tolerance 0.5 nun rms, 1/17 at 35 GHz

Aperture efficiency 47 %

F/D ratio 0.65

rotal system mass 68 kg

35 GHz Rectenna

The rectenna is a receiving antenna that converts

microwave power into DC power. The components of the

rectenna consist of an antenna, filtering circuitry, and

rectifying diode. The 96-cm diameter rectenna consists of

16,848 elements that have their own filtering components

and rectifying diode. Because the antenna on the rectenna is

a printed half-wave dipole, the polarization is linear.

The conversion efficiency of a 35 GHz recterma array can

be simulated based on the conversion curves of a single

element, a The maximum conversion efficiency of the

rectenna array is 50%. Applying the efficiency to the 96-cm
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diameter array, the performance of the 35 Gl-lz rectenna

array is simulated in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4 DC output power of the 35 GHz recterma with a 96-
cm diameter

By comparing Figure 2 to Figure 4, the on-orbit DC

power output can be estimated.
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Fig. 5 Far field power pattern of 14 m inflatable dish at
600-kin

Interferometer dipole sets operating in the C-band will

provide pointing accuracy information for the satellite.

Monopulse Beacon

Power Density Detection

The power density at the spacecraft will be detected in two
ways. One Ka-band standard gain horn antenna will be
placed on the underside of the focal point platform to face

the Earth. The purpose of this antenna is to detect the

incident power density to the spacecraft. Two Ka-band gain

horns will be orthogonally placed on the frontside of the

platform to detect the focused power density from the
inflatable dish. Efficiency calculations and polarization

tracking can be performed using the energy collected by
these two horn antennas.

Because the rectenna is linearly polarized, detection of the

incoming energy on the rectenna willdictate the rotation of

the microwave feed at the ground station antenna.
Polarization alignment is critical to ensure maximum

reception by the rectenna.

Power Patterns and Pointing Accuracy of Inflatable Dish

A design trade-off is required when deciding the diameter

of the inflatable dish. To collect a large amount of the
transmitted power, the dish diameter needs to be large.

However, the pointing accuracy requirements also increase

with diameter. Due to the large separation distance between

the transmitter and satellite, the pointing accuracy of the
inflatable dish is crucial. For the WISPER satellite, the

power density is required to remain within 1 dB of the beam
peak.

As shown in Figure 5, the power pattern of the 14 m
inflatable dish is given at 35 GHz and at 600 kin. The 1 dB

reference occurs at 112 m from the beam axis. Thus, a

0.01 ° pointing accuracy is necessary.

The other major component on the focal point pertains to

the ground station pointing accuracy. A continuous wave

(CW) and circular polarized signal at 12 GI-Iz will be

transmitted to the ground station at all times during the
power beaming. The beacon consists of a power supply and

traveling-wave tube amplifier (TWTA). The output power

of the beacon is 14 W. A monopulse receiver at the

transmitting antenna will provide a pointing accuracy of
0.001 °.

Transmitting Antenna

A 25-m antenna with a high aperture efficiency is

required for high frequency power beaming applications.

The selection of the diameter is based on pointing accuracy

requirements and the availability of the antenna. Aperture
efficiency is important for power beaming applications

because the total power transmitted is the product of the

aperture efficiency and the power produced by the

microwave power source. An aperture efficiency of 50% at

35 GHz is achievable by the Very Long Baseline Array
4

(VLBA) radio telescope antenna.

Power patterns were also computed for the VLBA with

uniform aperture illumination. As shown in Figure 6, the

power pattern of the 25-m dish is given at 35 GHz and at
600 kin. The 1 dB reference occurs at 63 m from the beam

axis. Thus, a 0.006 ° pointing accuracy is needed. The

monopulse receiver will provide this pointing accuracy. As

with the inflatable antenna, the same pointing accuracy is
required at other transmission distances.

A goal for the Phase I experiments is an output of 100 W

from the rectenna at an orbital altitude of 600 kin. By

setting this requirement, the ground station power source
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could be specified to obtain this goal. Two 200 kW

gyrotrons w_ll be needed to meet the recterma output
requirement. The gyrotrons are synchronized together to

produce 400 kW of power feeding the antenna.
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Fig. 6 Far field power pattern of the transmitting antenna

Laser Power Experiment - Phase H

The limited sources of power in space and the high cost of

generating or storing that power make the Laser Power

Beaming (LPB) concept attractive. Fuel and batteries for

power generation and storage are important factors in

determining the cost and lifetime of any spacecraft. When

the satellite is in the Earth's eclipse, the solar arrays are

shadowed so the batteries must supply the necessary power.

This cycle of charging and discharging shortens the life of

the batteries. By beaming power to the satellite during the

eclipse, the lifetime of the spacecraft can be increased by

alleviating the load on the batteries.

Operational Sequence

By the time the microwave power Phase I experiments

have been completed, the satellite's orbit will have decayed

to an altitude of approximately 500 Ion. At this level, the

laser beaming will take place. Two 2 kW lasers, one with a

0.85 mm wavelength and the other with a 1.06 mm
wavelength, will be used. These two wavelengths are

selected due to atmospheric attenuation windows and

efficiency curves of the monochromatically tuned

photovoltaic receivers on the spacecraft. The satellite will

be available to receive laser power when it is within 60 °

from the ground station zenith. A direct overhead pass will

allow 3.0 minutes of potential lasing time for power

transfer. A schematic of the operational sequence is shown

in Figure 7.

Experimental Objectives

A successful completion of the laser beaming program can

be summarized in the following list of mission goals:
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1. Successfully receive laser power from a ground station.

2. Determine the power conversion efficiencies of both

Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) and Silicon (Si)

photovoltaics.

3. Perform power density measurements of the transmitted

beam.

4. Measure the incident laser spot diameter.

5. Analyze the laser transmission through the atmosphere.

6. Coordinate and maintain pointing accuracy of the

ground station and spacecraft.
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Fig. 7 Laser power beaming operational sequence

The efficiency degradation of both GaAs and Si

photovoltaic arrays will be studied. The 0.85 pm

wavelength lasercan be directed firstat the GaAs panel that

has been optimized for thiswavelength and then towards the

Si panel. The power from each panel will be compared.

Next, a similar experiment using a laser with a 1.06 _tm

wavelength will be pointed at each panel. The Si panel is

optimized for thiswavelength. The laserpower can also be

varied in each of the cases mentioned.

Wavelength and Laser Selection

The satellite is designed to receive power from a laser at

wavelengths of both 0.85 and 1.06 ram. The criteria that

determined the selection are shown in figures 8 and 9.

The radio frequency free-electron laser (RF-FEL) is the

prime candidate for LPB. The RF-FEL meets two major

requirements: 1) the RF-FEL is one of the few lasers that

can deliver the required high power and 2) the RF-FEL is

capable of operating in the wavelength range where the PV

receivers are most efficient. Since the FEL is tunable to

+10% of its design frequency, a slight change in frequency

will be possible for further experimentation. The RF-FEL is

also used for this applicatio,a because its pulse train is in the

picosecond range and appears as a continuous wave to the
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Fig. 9 Photovoltaic compensated efficiencies

Photovoitaic Receiver

Of the four photovoltaic arrays onboard the spacecraft,

two will be specially designed to efficiently receive the

monochromatic laser beam. One panel will be composed of

specialized GaAs cells that are designed to operate most
efficiently at a wavelength of 0.85 ram. A conversion

efficiency of 50% is anticipated with this design. The

second laser panel will be composed of a tuned Si array with

an expected conversion efficiency of 40%. The actual

efficiency of the two arrays must account for operating

temperature. This diversity will allow for a comparative

analysis of the performance of each type of cell design.

0.61 d_.
rspot- [m] (1)

rkns

where runs is the radius of the mirror used to focus the beam

(m), d is the source to receiver distance (m) and _. is the

wavelength (m).

University of Alaska, Fairbanks

The spot radius is defined as the first zero in the

diffraction pattern, containing 84% of the energy. For the

spacecraft at an altitude of 500 kin, an operating wavelength
of 0.85 mm for the GaAs panel, and a 5-m diameter

transmitting mirror the spot size is calculated to have a 20.5

cm diameter. The Si panel has a similar altitude and

transmitting mirror, but the optimum wavelength is 1.06
ram. Thus, the spot size diameter is 25.8 em.- From the

standpoint of the photovoltaics, calculation of the spot size

is important for two reasons. First, it is important to have a

target larger than the required spot size. Second, the spot

size along with the incident power density must be known in
order to address the issue of thermal management.

The first consideration should not cause problems due to

the configuration of the W/SPER satellite. The solar array

is composed of four foldout panels, each 40.64 cm wide and

86.36 cm tall. For the GaAs panel, the spot size is half as

wide and over one-fourth as tall, which should fit neatly

onto the panel. The silicon spot size is slightly larger, once

again there should not be a problem hitting the target panel.

It should also be noted that the two panels were placed
farthest away from the satellite body, so in either the GaAs

or Si cases there is another panel of the same dimensions

separating the photovoltaic receiver from the spacecraft.
These panels should also absorb much of the 16% beam

energy outside the spot area. The spot size is used to

calculate the minimum size for thermal management
considerations.

Thermal Management. The spot size and incident

intensity of the laser beam are critical to designing a thermal

management system. For the WISPER satellite with a spot

diameter of 20.5 em and output power level of 400 W, the
power density is calculated to be 12.125 kW/m 2. This

power density exceeds the normal solar incident power of
1.358 kW/m" by a factor of almost 9.

Based on a projected power density of 12.125 kW[m 2 at

the WISPER satellite, the GaAs panel will be heated to

approximately 275°C. The silicon array will be closer to

295°C. These temperatures exceed the temperatures that the

panels are normally exposed to. However, due to the short

exposure period, the elevated temperatures should not harm

the photovoltaic receiver.

Laser Sensors. Based on the calculated incident laser

spot diameter of 20.5 cm, an array of laser sensors will be
positioned on the GaAs panel to provide an accurate

dimension of the spot. The sensors are needed to verify the

spot size and to determine the photovoltaic conversion

efficiency.

The GaAs photovoltaic cells being used for the laser
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power beaming have an anticipated power conversion
efficiency of approximately 50% at the proposed
wavelength of 0.85 ram. 8 This efficiency can be verified

with the data collected by the laser sensors. Using both the

value of incident power intensity and the measured spot

size, the total incident power can be compared to the power

supplied by each of the panels as measured by the onboard

power meter.

Ground Station Requirements

The ground site chosen for the WISPER project is the

White Sands Missile Range, NM. In the near term, the

availability of a 1 to 5 kW RF-FEL laser for laser power
beaming purposes is anticipated. Adaptive optics will be

used to compensate for the atmospheric disturbance of the
beam.

Adaptive Optics. A tracking system is needed for the

laser to have high pointing accuracy. A limiting factor on

the spot size is the atmospheric turbulence. Atmospheric
turbulence limits the resolution of an astronomical telescope

to about 4 microradians. At a 500 km target distance, the

turbulence contributes about 2 m to the spot diameter. This

problem can be resolved by the adaptive optics technique.
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beam travels through the atmosphere and experiences the
precipitation atmospheric distortion, it leaves the

atmosphere nearly diffraction limited. This sequence is

possible since the time scale of the atmospheric turbulence

is much slower than the time it takes the beacon to get to the

ground station plus the time of the deformable mirror to
react.

Many methods utilizing adaptive optics exist. One

method is to implement the deformable array in the path of
the beacon beam before it reaches the mirror, as illustrated

in Figure 10.

_--_ q_,_Secjmer_ ed Mirror
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Fig. 10 Adaptive optics using a deformable array in the

beacon beam path

The principle of adaptive optics involves a light source

beacon at the target above the atmosphere that transmits a
beam towards the earth station. The beacon source could be

a distant star. As the beam propagates through the

atmosphere, it experiences atmospheric distortion. The

incoming beam can be detected by the wavefront sensor at

the ground station. The wavefront sensor constructs a phase

map of the beam. The conjugate of the distortion (i.e. the
phase map of the incoming wave) is applied to the outgoing

laser beam by a deformable mirror. When the predistorted

Fig. 11 Adaptive optics using a deformable mirror

Another option is to implement the deformable array on

the mirror itself as shown in Figure 11. This method is

known as the Phased Array Mirror, Expandable Large
Aperture (PAMELA). 9 Figure 12 shows the PAMELA

concept in detail.

Since the path length through the atmosphere is a function

of zenith angle, and because of adaptive optics limitations
with long path lengths through the atmosphere, a limit is set

for the angle off zenith to 60 ° .

For LEO, the distance that is separating the beacon from
the satellite is large and the beacon cannot be located on the

satellite. Synthetic beacons can overcome this problem

where a different laser beam in wavelength and power is

propagated up in the atmosphere as shown in Figure 13.

The ground station for the laser power beaming will use a

synthetic beacon approach. A beacon signal will be

transmitted from the ground station to the WISPER satellite.
A portion of the beacon will be reflected and received at the

ground station. Distortion through the atmosphere will be

processed to guide the laser beam.

Laser Power Measurements

Figure 14 shows the anticipated percentage of laser power
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incident upon the satellite at an altitude of 500 kin.

Fig. 12 PAMELA adaptive optics concept
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Fig. 13 Synthetic beacon configuration

Experiments will be conducted on clear days, with no

precipitation or visible clouds, to allow an expected

transmittance through the atmosphere of approximately 80%
to 90%. With a 2 kW RF-FEL located at the 3 km altitude

White Sands facility, approximately 38% of the laser power

will reach the photovoltaic panel. This estimation results

from a number of different tests performed on the various

components involved as well as from several theoretical

calculationsJ °'n In order to validate the expected

transmission efficiency, accurate laser sensors will be used

to measure the incident power density.

Est TOTAL TRANSMITrANCE .20%

Fig• 14 Laser transmission efficiency from the 3-kin

altitude ground station

Taking into consideration that the PV conversion

efficiency of monochromatic Light is 50%, the spot power

distribution is 84%, and the required atmospheric

compensation loss is 50%, an overall transmission

efficiency from the laser to the satellite is expected to be

approximately 20%. Thus, approximately 400 W will be

received from a 2 kW RF-FEL.

Command, Control and Communieations(C 3)

The command, control, and communications subsystem

was designed with two sets of requirements in mind.

During Phase I of the WlSPER mission the C 3 subsystem

must provide a real-time communications link during the

power beaming, and a relay satellite link beyond the horizon

mask of the ground station• In the Phase 11 portion of the
• ° 3

masslon the C subsystem need only provide the relay

satellite communications link. The C ° subsystem onboard

the WlSPER spacecraft is centered around the second
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generation NASA Telemetry and Data Relay Satellite

System (TDRSS) standard user transponder. The

transponder will link with both TDRSS east and west during

relay satellite links. The transponder will link with Satellite

Telemetry and Data Network (STDN) equipment at the
ground station in Fairbanks.

Command and Data Handling

The command and data handling subsystem was chosen
. . . ,] .

such that It could interface with the C subsystem, provide

high speed calculations necessary for the attitude and

control subsystem, and provide an interface with the many
sensors, instrumentation, and subsystems. The demands on

this subsystem would be greater during Phase I of the

mission than in Phase IL as the attitude and control is much

more critical during Phase I. The computer chosen for the

given requirements was the Fairchild Space 386 (FS386)

computer. It includes the necessary interfaces for the

mission, including a TDRSS transponder interface.

Power Storage and Distribution

The power for the WISPER spacecraft will be supplied by

the solar cells that are continuously facing the sun. The

power will be stored in Nickel-Cadmium(NiCd) batteries.

The distribution of power and maintenance of batteries is

controlled through a serial data line from the FS386

computer.

Mission Analysis

Mission analysis is the process of turning the mission
statement goals into the best spacecraft and mission

possible. The goal for this mission is to demonstrate

wireless power bemrfing between Earth and space within the

next 5 years. The goal is constrained by the following
factors in terms of priority: cost, experimental requirements,

technology development, launcher capability,
conununications limits, and the space environment. The

best choices will optimize experimental data recovery,
reliability and component usefulness.

Phase II. Laser Experiment
Initial altitude 500 km

Final altitude 400 km

Decay time > 4 years
Inclination 97.59 °
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The booster selection depends on the funds available, the

payload requirements, the orbit parameters, and available

launch sites. The Pegasus booster was selected for this

mission. The Pegasus carrying WISPER would be launched
from the Western Test Range into orbit for $17 million in

January, 1997.

The mission analysis design detail would begin after this

initial report and would last one year. 12 The fabrication of

the hardware would take 1 years to complete. Integration

and testing are estimated to take 6 months under ideal

conditions. The 2 phases of experimentation would each
have 1 year of operation. The total cost for the mission

would be $48 million including launch. The critical path is
the development of the mission equipment. However, many

things can affect the schedule, such as design oversights,

availability of components or testing facilities, and lack of

funding.

WISPER Deployment

WISPER will be launched onboard an Orbital Sciences

Pegasus launch vehicle from Eielson AFB in Fairbanks, via
a B-52 bomber, into an initial 600 km low earth sun-

synchronous orbit. After deployment the satellite will use

onboard thrusters to account for expected insertion errors of

:t5 kin. Upon acquiring orbit, stored photovoltaic arrays
will unfold and the microwave antenna will inflate from the

base of the satellite. Figure 15 illustrates the satellite for the
microwave Phase L

The orbit chosen will give the highest power density at the

receiver, the longest mission life, the lowest launch cost, the

most sunlight for the solar cells, the most passes over the

ground site, and the longest period of experiment time for

each pass. The orbit parameters are:

Phase I. Microwave Experiment
Initial altitude 600 km

Final altitude 500 Ion

Decay time ~370 days
Inclination 97.59 °

Fig. 15 WISPER Phase I configuration
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Phase I will last for approximately one year as the orbit
decays from 600 to 500 kin. To increase the lifetime of the

spacecraft, the inflatable antenna and the focal point

components will be jettisoned following the completion of
Phase I. The WlSPER configuration for Phase II is shown

in Figure 16.

University of Alaska, Fairbanks

selected for WISPER. Therefore, components required to
be kept cool are mounted on the side away from the sun and
components requiring heating are mounted on the side

facing the sun. Figure 17 shows an a_embly diagram of the

major WISPER components.

Attitude Determination and Control

Fig. 16 WISPER Phase IT configuration

Attitude determination for the WISPER satellite will occur

in two steps for Phase I and in one step for the Phase 1I

The two step sequence for attitude determination during
Phase I is due to the tight pointing constraints imposed by

the power density requirements of the rectenna. Phase 1T

has minimal pointing requirements as the photovoltaic

arrays are very sensitive to off-axis illumination.

Attitude determination for Phase I is acquired by first

reading the orientation of the Earth's magnetic field with a

magnetometer. The earth's magnetic field provides a 3-axis
attitude frame without reference. The readings are

referenced by acquiring the current relative position of

WISPER with respect to Earth and the current time from a
GPS receiver subsystem onboard WISPER. This

information provides a space-time reference for the

magnetometer readings. However, the Earth's magnetic

field has random variations. As a final reference, four high

accuracy digital sun sensors provide a reference for the

relative position of the sun. The complete data set can then

be used to provide greater than 0.03 ° pointing accuracy. To
increase the pointing accuracy to 0.01% an interferometer

system can be used. From this high initial accuracy,

interferometer antennas located on the focal point receive a

C-band beacon from the NOAA ground station. The

interferometer provides the needed information to the

attitude control system to point the satellite within 0.01%

Some development will be needed to design a C-band

interferometer with this accuracy.

Attitude determination during Phase lI is accomplished by

using the magnetometer and Global Positioning

Satellite(GPS) data combined with data from an analog sun

sensor. This system will provide better than 1.0 ° accuracy

which is more than sufficient for the laser power beaming

experiments.

Fig. 17 WISPER component configuration

Internal Packaging

The internal packaging was constrained by the availab_

volume inside the Pegasus launch vehicle and the size of

various subsystems. A passive thermal subsystem was

The stringent pointing requirements will be achieved by 3-
axis stabilization using a combination of 4 reaction wheels

and 3 magnetic torque rods. Each reaction wheel will be
mounted on one axis, with the fourth one acting as the
redundant wheel. The reaction wheels would take care of

the cyclic torque requirements. Magnetic torque rods would

help dump secular torques. Magnetic torque rods have been
selected instead of thrusters for this mission because of mass

and volume constraints.
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Structural Design

The spacecraft is to be constructed of Aluminum 7075.

The design of the structure was influenced by structural

strength, manufacturing ability, natural frequency, and

packaging. A structure was designed to take care of

acceleration loads of up to 6 g in the vertical axis and 7.5 g

in the horizontal axes. One unique feature of the Pegasus

worth mentioning is the "wing drop". At about 41,000 ft the

launch vehicle is dropped from the wing of a B-52 bomber.

During this vertical drop the natural frequencies of the

booster and the payload should not be close to each other.

The structure was designed such that its natural frequencies

did not coincide with that of the launch environment.
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requires sustained interest, research, and funding for WPT.

The possibilities for the future show great promise.
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laser power are transmitted through the atmosphere. Many
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atmosphere, WISPER allows experiments to examine how

the high power microwave and laser beams interact with the

atmosphere. These interactions can be compared with

existing attenuation models. The high power levels

involved in this experiment are limited by cost rather than

available technology. Finally, the experiments will last a

minimum of two years. This period will provide ample time

to conduct campaigns of experiments, study WPT in a

variety of weather conditions, and examine the operation of

unproven satellite components.

Most importantly, the Wireless Space Power Experiment

takes the first delicate step of using WPT in space. Once

operational, WISPER will provide a reference for WPT

projects in space. Simultaneously, WISPER will act as a

springboard for future applications.
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Abstract

This year the ASPOD project provided hands-on-hardware
experience for a total of twelve students that also included

independent study students. In continuing to seek

economical solutions to mitigate the orbital debris problem,

the robot construction was improved. The advances

included: a new modern six degrees of freedom arm, a high-

tech, low weight, high strength composite frame for the

Fresnel lens and mirror array, and a solar tracking test bed.

The test bed consists of a strong support frame that is

capable of holding both arms and the entire mirror assembly.

The table/platform possesses two degrees of freedom, a

rotational joint, and a second tilting about an axis. These

two actuators allow the table to position the lenses in order

to maximize the sunlight reception. The process is

controlled by hard-wired logic circuit with four

phototransistors positioned on the mirror frame. This logic
system directs the two mirrors and will track the sun,

allowing uninterrupted cutting during solar availability.

Introduction

Since the launching of Sputnik in 1957 by the Soviet

Union, and the explorer by the U.S.A. the following year,

mankind has been sending spacecraft into orbit. The trend

continues to this day. The remnants of these earlier launches

have the potential to cause serious hazards. Some of these

reenter the earth's atmosphere in a fiery manner, some have

broken up in orbit and caused large numbers of junk pieces,
and some pose serious threat of collision with future

spacecraft. Several important organizations, including the

GAO, OTA and NSA have written reports alerting us to the

seriousness of the problem. Even if no future orbital debris

are created, the existing ones are sufficient to pose a serious

threat to our shuttle operations by 2000 A.D.

Traditional solutions, such as passive retrieval, boosting to

higher orbit, etc., are not economical. Any viable solution

must utilize the local resources to effectively remove the

larger pieces before they break up into innumerable

intractable pieces. Recognizing the abundant availability of

solar energy (nearly 1.4 kW/sq.m), the microgravity that

makes it easy to manipulate massive objects, and the high

vacuum that quickly removes product vapors, it was decided

that solar cutting of the debris would prove to be attractive

In addition, the existing databank on these large piece,,'

indicates that we are reasonably sure of what we are dealing,

with; this enables us to preprogram a precise procedure to

handle these debris. Also, many of these debris are in a

fairly pristine state so that many of their parts are reusable.

Examples include solar panels, structural members and

simple cu'cuit components. The general orbital mechanics

calculations (see the 1988-89 annual report) show that the

overall rendezvous and processing need not be propulsion

intensive, so long as we are wilhng to wait approximately

two years in orbit in order to process nearly ten times the
launch mass of the ASPOD.

The rest is design and execution. Over the last four years,

the students at the University of Arizona have designed, built

and demonstrated successively improving generations of

ASPOD. This year's project had the specific goal of

incorporating an on-board sun tracker, reducing the mass of

the basic frame and improving the arm design. All of these

goals were met.

The components are described in the rest of this report.

We expect rapid progress towards the completion of a high-

tech lightweight robot with two coordinated arms, by the end

of the 1993-94 period.
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Project Description

Since the launching of Sputnik in 1957 by the Soviet
Union and the Project Mercury Missions of the United States

in 1961, mankind has been sending rockets and satellites into

space. This trend continues even today. With this trend, the
remnants of these launch vehicles are left to circle above us

forever or until they decay and meet a fiery end in the

Earth's atmosphere. At present, there are hundreds of scatter
sections of old rocket boosters, broken satellites and smaller

pieces, even down to the size of a fleck of paint, circling our

planet in Low Earth Orbits (LEO) and High Earth Orbits,
Near Earth Orbits are between 200 and 500 kilometers while

High Earth Orbits are greater than 500 kilometers. These

include the Geosynchronous Orbits. In our increasingly

technological world where mass communications and

scientific endeavors are king, we are facing pollution of our

lands, our atmosphere, our water and now the very orbits our

technology depends upon. This is especially true of the Low

Earth Orbits where many of our present day satellites and

manned missions are sent. Each time a space shuttle, a
manned rocket or satellite is launched, it faces the risk of

colliding with a piece of one of Man's past space missions.
In fact, one small fleck of paint from an old Delta rocket
collided with the shuttle, causing $50,000 damage to a

window. How much longer can this occur without the

collapse of our system we have made for ourselves? Enter

the concept of ASPOD.

U_versi_ of Arizona

ASPOD works using 6 degree of freedom robot arms,
which can grab and manipulate the old space material and

bring it to the focal point of the solar array. The solar array
(Ramohalli, "A Robot for Retrieval of Orbital Debris,

Hardware Experience," AME Research Report 92-10) works

by reflecting the sun's light into the focal point for cutting.
The solar array and the two arms have already been built.

The two parts which our group has been designing are the

platform and the control box that will run the mechanism of

gears, motors, and the solar tracker.

Proposed Solution

The design consists, first, of an aluminum structural base.

This base not only sustains both static and dynamic loads,

but it also has the capacity to be easily modified in the

future (welding, drilling, etc.). The solar tracking device is

made from solar phototransistors which are available from

local electronic supply stores at a reasonable cost. The

kinematics of the table are accomplished using a power

screw that offers both accuracy and rigidity for the tilt, and
a pinion-gear setup for rotation. Finally, the control system

not only has the ability to manage both incoming signals
from the tracking device and outputs to the motors but it is
flexible enough to be operated either in the automatic or
manual mode,

Project Limitations and Constraints

ASPOD is a concept whose time is now. It is an acronym

which stands for Autonomous Space Processor for Orbital

Debris. This is a NASA project that is trying to clean up

large space debris such as the old rocket boosters from

1960's launches of Apollo Program and later missions. The

large repair bill NASA had to pay from that collision

strongly illustrates the need to clean up space. It is fortunate

that it was a very small fleck and not a booster rocket the
size of a bus or those astronauts would not be here now.

ASPOD is being developed, not to get rid of paint flecks but

to get rid of those boosters before they break up to the size

of paint flecks and can no longer be tracked.

Presently a Earth based prototype is being developed for

demonstration purposes. The actual space model will be

built later after the prototype phase is completed. It is

comprised of several main parts: two robot arms which act

as human arms and hands to manipulate the debris; a solar

array, which consists of four gold-plated composite mirrors
and five Fresnel lenses; two control boxes, one for

controlling the arms' motion and the other to link the gears

and motors to the solar tracker; and the solar tracking

device, which acts to track the sun's motion using a

photovoltaic device. The last part is the base and platform,

which will have two degrees of freedom to track the sun.

Since ASPOD is meant to be eventually launched into

space, there are many constraints on this project. There is a

need to create a light but strong solar tracking table to focus

sunlight in order to cut up space debris. There is also a need
to have a table base that can demonstrate ASPOD's features

while it is in the prototype stage of its development. The

size, materials, weight, and cost of the project have been

factors in our overall design.

As specified in a brief handout given to our group, the

minimum constraints state that the solar tracking table will

have two degrees of rotation, one horizontal and the other

vertical. In the vertical, it should be able to rotate 45 ° either

way, front or back. In the horizontal, tilting should be about
60 ° about the horizontal. These motions should work

interdependently, with existing working parts. These parts

are the two robot arms, the solar array with its mirrors, the

solar tracker, and the table structure and platform. There

can be no confhcts in motion between these parts.

To accomplish these tasks, the entire structure must be

light and strong. There are many materials that meet these

requirements, but due to cost only aluminum is economical

for this project. Composites could work, but their cost and

lack of structural integrity when impacted by drilling make
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them infeasible for an earth-based structure. However,

composites will be used when this project is eventually

launched into space. For now, with a $6,000 maximum
budget of which we have decided only $2,000-$3,000 will be

used, we will accomplish the design using aluminum.

Aluminum has both the strength and lightness needed for

this job.

We also looked at magnesium and titanium.

From Table 1-1, we decided to use aluminum as the

fabricating material because of its high strength-to-weight

ratio (350,000 inches), reasonable cost (about $2-$3 per

pound), and high structural integrity. Although steel is

The weights of this project are: for the base structure, less

than 200 lbs, and the top of the table no more than 1200 lbs.

The base will be able to support a minimum weight of 500

lbs, with a safety factor of at least 2. The 1200 lbs reflects

this safety factor.

List of Constraints and Limitations

The solar tracking table must:

- Be light and movable by two individuals.

- Be strong enough to withstand static and dynamic loads.

- Not be heavier than 1200 lbs table-top weight.

- Have a base structure not exceeding 300 lbs.

- Have a factor of safety of at least 2.

- Have 2 degrees of rotation.

- Experience no interference with existing working parts.
- Not exceed the $6000 maximum budget.

Group Limitations and Goals

- We wish to spend no more than $2000 on the project to

save the rest of the grant for future projects.

- Seek a weight for materials in the base to not exceed 200
lbs.

Seek a deflection in the slider to not exceed 0.00001

inches. This is to insure that no bending of the power screw
Can occur.

Problem Definition

Design and build an Earth based solar tracking table which

has a statically and dynamically stable structure, that can

track the sun using a designed solar tracking device.

ASPOD Base and Structure

Selection of Materials

Due to the needs of this project, the design of the

undercarriage of ASPOD had to take into account lightness

and strength. It had to be able to withstand the dynamic and

static loads of the moving platform. Therefore the selection

of materials for this project's base structure was based on

yield strength, weight, hardness for durability and finally
cost. In the design we looked at steel, aluminum, and

composite plastics such as fiberglass-Kevlar for materials.
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cheaper in cost (about $0.70-$1.00 per pound), aluminum

has better properties in that it has the strength of steel but is

almost one-third hghter. We also looked at magnesium and
titanium and found that although they were reasonable in

hghmess and strength, they were too expensive for this

project. Titanium Sales Inc. of Los Angeles gave quotes for

titanium and magnesium. They quoted an average cost per

pound of $10-$15 for titanium and about $10.00 for

magnesium. Lastly, composite materials like Kevlar and

fiberglass, we found, had the strength and lightness but

lacked structural integrity if at any time the frame might
have to be modified (when drilling into the frame, these

composites tend to lose their strength). One of the
constraints of the project states that the material has to be
modifiable. This is to ensure that additions to the overall

project can be incorporated in the future.

The structure of ASPOD has been designed with aluminum

due to its high strength and lightness. (See Table 1-1).

Unfortunately, it is not as hard as steel. (See Table 1-1 for

hardness comparisons). Where any moving parts are in

ASPOD, they have been designed with steel in mind for
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durability. The tilting shaft bar, all bolts and the powerscrew

are of steel. Steel was chosen for the gears and powerscrew

because of its wear properties. Any structural parts such as

the I-beams, C-Channels, tubing and tilt arm are of 6061-T6

Aluminum Alloy. The reason for this is to reduce to overall

possible weight of the design. The use of steel components

have been minimized and are only used in the most critical

areas of the structure which undergo the most stresses.

The Old Structure

The old structure of ASPOD was a table mounted on two

3" square tubing uprights with a tilting bar placed between

them. This table was tilted up and down like a see-saw by

a single 14 inch diameter gear which kept it from falling to
the floor. This gear maintained the position of the table and

was driven by a small 1/12 horsepower motor. There were

several problems with this design. First, the weight of the

components on the solar tracking table are precariously
balanced on just this one gear, making the design very

unstable. When our group was assigned this project, the

tabletop was tilting under its own weight and had to be

supported on the mirror side by two removable, aluminum
rods on either side of the mirror array. These ran vertically

from the table to the runners below. The previous designers
had added the two removable aluminum bars to stabilize the
structure and had mounted them on the rear of the table to

the stabilizing runners. The second problem was, that the

previous designers did not design ASPOD to work

interdependently because each part was designed

independently and with no regards to the other moving parts.
These parts were then mounted to a makeshift table

structure. In doing so, the center of gravity and mass were

not centered because the previous designers did not take

them into account in the overall design.

The Final Design

With the limitations and constraints placed upon us by this

project and its backers, the design of ASPOD's present base

structure necessitated that it be changed. All parts of

ASPOD needed to work interdependently and the base

needed to be strong and stable. In its present form,

ASPOD's existing design failed on the first count and on the

second count failed in the area of stability. Because of this

instability, we have partially redesigned the base structure.

Our design incorporates a rigid yet strong base of I-beams,

a screw drive system with a C-Channel framework, a tilt
table with a tilt arm, a turnstile and a

lighter tabletop (See Figures 1-1 and l-la). Our final design

has eliminated the stabilizing bars and the tilting 14-inch

gear. The essence of the design of the base is mostly a

design modification of the existing structure.

Structural Beams

From our calculations, the beams needed to support the
table had to be made of certain cross-sectional areas. After

looking at many types of beams, C-Channels and I-beams
were found to satisfy this needed criteria. The I-beams

chosen are of two types. One type that was chosen is 5
inches wide, while the other was 6 inches wide. Both are

approximately 3 inches deep. The C-Channel is 5 inches

ASPOD STRUCTURE

ROTATION GEAR TABLETOP"',I
\

I " I

_. _,o---TURNST ILE
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FIGURE 1-1

. .j/

wide and it has 2.25 inch depth. These bars are of
aluminum, as stated in the material section of this report.

The old structure is adequate but unfortunately too heavy,

being made of steel. This project needs to be lighter than

the existing design. Therefore aluminum, which has the

strength of structural steel, is best for the job. A list of
beams needed for the structure is listed in Table 1-2.

(TABLE 1-2) l-Bairnmad C421aml_ I
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As seen in Figure 1-2, the base support structure is made

up of I- Beams of various dimensions. From information

supplied by Jorgensen Steel and Aluminum Company of
Phoenix, Arizona, we selected two Aluminum 6061-T6 Alloy

l-beams and one C-Channel beam of the dimensions below.
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For this paper we will refer to the I-beam type as Beam #1
and Beam #2:

The C-Channel acts as both cross supports and as a guide
for the screw drive and slider. See Figure 1-3 for further
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details.

These beams and channels follow the existing design set

up. There are two 34.5 inch vertical supports made up of

Beam #1. These stand 36 inches apart on the two runner
beams. These runners are of Beam #2 and are bolted to the

bases of the vertical supports through use of 2"x 2"x 0.125"
aluminum angles and 1.25"x 0.375" diameter steel bolts.

These angles and bolts ensure stability of the vertical

supports. They are mounted on each side of the vertical

supports through eight drilled holes in each runner and

through each vertical support. See Figure 1-2 for further

details. To connect these supports and runners, a crossbeam

of Beam #I and a piece of C-Channel, both 40 inches long,

has been placed between them and anchored inside the
channel of the 1-beam runners. This crossbeams is bolted

in the same fashion as above. In the future, it may be
welded to the base structure.

Parts Description and Uses of Beams

The Screw Drive

Six inches above the crossing l-beam is mounted the screw
drive framework. See Figure 1-3. This screw drive system

both stabilizes and tilts the table. This screw drive system
is mounted between the two vertical I-beams. The

powerscrew of this system is mounted through a slider

block. This block will be connected to a tilt table through

a square aluminum bar that act as a tension and compression
rod to tilt the table. The screw will be mounted between 2
vertical C-Channels which maintain the slider on the screw

in channel guides. It is constrained to move only up and

down and not side to side using teflon and nylon plate

bearings.

This framework is mounted to the supports by means of

angles and bolts as in the above section. It is not welded to

the supports so that the screw drive can be removed if

damaged somehow. This helps in facilitating replacement of

the powerscrew.

The framework consists of two, 40 inch long horizontal

Channels, one mounted 10 inches up from the I-beam

crossbeam while the other will be 28 inches up from the I-
beam. Between these two channels will be mounted two 18

inch long, vertical Channels spaced three inches apart that
will hold a 6.5"x 4"x 4" solid aluminum slider that will ride

up and down on the powerscrew in the grooves of the C-

Channels. This design allows for the absorbing of forces and

moments into the frame and not into the powerscrew. By

calculations, this design can withstand a 800 pound

horizontal force and a 1800 pound vertical force, which

would create a 167 foot pound moment on the slider.

University of Arizona

The slider is made of 6061-T6 Aluminum and has been

machined down to necessary dimensions to fit into the slot.

It has been mounted to 1/4" thick teflon and 1/2" thick nylon

bearing plates to allow for easy sliding movement up and
down. In the middle of the slider, a one inch hole has been

drilled through it to mount the powerscrew and a steel

bearing. The bearing has been inserted into the hole to

ensure the powerscrew does not damage the slider by

wearing on it.

The powerscrew is made of high strength steel. It is 3/4"

in diameter and 24" long. The working part of the screw is

18 inches long. The rest of the screw is used to mount

through the two horizontal channels to the gears and

bearings. For further information refer to Section II of this

paper.

The Tilt Table and Tilt Arm

Above the screw drive, mounted to the tilt bar is a smaU

tilting table consisting of a 27"x 36"x 0.25" aluminum plate

with a support framework that tilts the ASPOD tabletop up

to 60 degrees one way. This tilt table is mounted on top of
the steel tilting bar.

This design was necessitated because the old design did

not separate the tilting from the rotating part of the solar

tracking table. A motor mounted beneath the table turned a

small gear which rotated about the welded gear to turn the

table. Our design eliminates this concept and creates a freer

rotating axis unencumbered by any obstacle. Our design
allows for a 6 inch clearance between the two tables to

allow for freedom of movement in the horizontal. A motor

has been mounted beneath the tilt table and is attached to a

gear reducer that lies within this clearance space. See tilt

table drawing. This table is made of 1" square tubing and

a 25" long section of C-Channel. The dimensions of the

tubing are as follows:

The channel and the tubing have been welded together.

The framework forms a diamond or kite-shaped pattern and

is welded to a 1/4" thick aluminum plate. The whole table
is attached across its center to a 40" long, 1.75" diameter

steel tilting bar by means of 4 aluminum 5.5"x 5"x 0.75"

anchor plates. These plates have a 1.75" diameter hole cut

through them to allow the steel tilting bar to slide through

them. The plates are held in place on the bar through the
use of set screws. The tilt bar is mounted to two side

bearings on the base vertical supports 3" down from the top

of the vertical supports. The side beatings themselves are

attached to each upright support by two 1/2" diameter by

1.5" long bolts.
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The tilt table is also supported be a tilt ann which runs up
from the slider to the end of the tilt table. The

measurements of this arm are 23"x l"x 1". It is attached to
a cross bar that distributes the forces of the tilt table to the

tilt arm. This arm is able to withstand bending and buckling
loads up to 4000 pounds given a factor of safety of two.

Actual loads though are calculated to range from 1300 to

2000 pounds depending upon where the tilt arm is mounted
in relation to the table's moment arm. When mounted at 12",

the load is 1400 pounds max at 60 degree tilL

The Turnstile

The turnstile is mounted on top of the tilt table and

underneath the tabletop of ASPOD, centered in the middle

of the tilt table and roughly under the front part of the

mirror array. See Figure 1-1a for details. This turnstile is

made out of aluminum plates and pipes. Its design
incorporates both strength and lightness. The six vertical,

0.25" thick, machined plates in this design act to give

support and resist bending and shearing in the aluminum

pipes that hold the two inch diameter steel shaft in place.

Two, 6" diameter, aluminum bearing plates are mounted to

the two parts of the turnstile. The bottom part consists of a
8" base that is bolted to the tilt table and acts to distribute

the weight evenly from the rotating solar tracking table to

the tilt table. The top section is attached to a aluminum plate

and the tabletop above where it is anchored in by bolts.

These two parts face each other and allow turning through

slots cut and grooved into them for placement of 1/2" thick,

3" outer diameter, teflon ring bearings. All parts of the

turnstile mentioned, except for the steel shaft, have been
welded together.

The Tabletop

ASPOD's tabletop is much like its original steel design but

it is made of one inch square aluminum square tubing like

the tilt table. This frame is 7.5 feet by 4 feet in area. Final

plans are to overlay it with a 7.5'x 4.5"x 0.75" laminated

plywood board. This is six inches w_der than the existing
table. This will be done because the front robot arm's

turning diameter is 4.5 feet wide and by making the overall

width 4.5 feet, this will make ASPOD more structurally

sound and visually appealing. At the time of the writing of
this report, this has not been done due to some modifications

which are required on the mirror framework of ASPOD. In
addition, the main swivel robot arm shaft has been cut down

and attached to a small gear set with a five to one gear ratio.

These gears control the movement of this robot arm. With

these changes, this design will allow for more area in which

to mount future objects.

Selection of Power Screw and Slider

A Structural Prospective

The selection of the powerscrew from a structural stand

point is based upon its ability to resist bending. As seen in

Figure 1-8 a 3/4" diameter screw resists bending better than
a 1/2" diameter screw. It also resists horizontal forces

better. Therefore, from a structural standpoint we have used

a 3/4" diameter screw. As for the slider, our group looked

at three different beams to resist the fon:es and moments on

the powerscrew. These slider shapes and the final design
dimensions are shown in Table 1-4 below:
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The slider block's constraints state that it has to be able to

resist bending in two directions and also a vertical torque to

prevent damage to the screw. To ensure this, we sought a
deflection of less than 0.00001 of an inch because we

wanted a stiff slider. From calculations, the best slider

design that can resist the forces is a solid 3.8"x 3.8"x 6.5"

block. The present vertical force in our design has a 1300

pound load acting on the slider vertically and 300 pounds
horizontally. The 4"x 4" cross section satisfied our

requirement and also resisted the moments on the slider very

well. The lengths of the slider, we determined by varying

its length from 4 inches to 12 inches. From the graphs in
Figure 1-5, we found that the deflections increased with

increasing length. When graphed together, the greatest
deflections were in the 12 inch beam while the least was in

the 4 inch beam. We sought to optimize this concept while

maximizing the surface area for mounting the tilt arm. From

this information, we selected a 8 inch long 4"x 4" aluminum
solid slider. This design satisfied our low deflection

requirement and it transmits little or no force to the screw in

the horizontal. Unfortunately, this design length was found

to be too heavy. For our final design, the slider was cut
back to the dimensions shown in Table 1-4. See slider block
diagram for specific details.
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Figure 1-5

Structural Comments

The final design seems at first to be over-designed in

comparison to the old ASPOD structure. This is not the

case in reality. Our design takes into account all static and

dynamic loads. It is partially for this reason that some of the

I-beams may look out of proportion to the rest of the

structure. The runners have a safety factor of 5 in bending.

They were chosen more for their surface area in mounting
the uprights because they required a beam with a 3.3 inch

width. Angle brackets would also be mounted to this area so

as to hold the uprights in place through the use of bolts.

None of these parts could be mounted without this needed
surface area.

As it stands now, the runners will allow for the placement

of the two arm control boxes and their computer. These will

be mounted in a very well protected area between the two
runners and the two crisscross smaller, Beam #1 I-beams

that keep the runners together. The second crisscross I-beam
was added as an addition to the structure to allow mounting

of the computer and act as a pulling and steering bar for

ASPOD. This can be done by adding to this 1-beam a jack

mount for steering purposes.
The old structure in contrast was built hastily and was

originally designed to carry only the Fresnel lenses and
mirrors. It was not designed to carry the robot arms and any

other equipment necessary for demonstrating this project.
When these parts were placed on the old structure, it started

to fall apart. Our new structure is designed to handle

existing and future components. This is the reasoning behind

the supposed over-designed looks. It will carry the two robot

arms and the mirror-lens assembly on the rotation table and
two control boxes and a computer for the arms underneath

the table mounted on and between the I-Beam runners. This
structure needs to be durable and take into account the future

of this project. Previous design projects on ASPOD were

looking only at the present and were very short sighted

which lead to various components being incompatible with
each other. This is not the case with our design. In the

limitations ,and constraints section of this report, we were

given several limitations to overcome. In relation to the
structure, we have satisfied these specifications. The

following is a list of the satisfied limitations:

1. The base structure has an overall safety factor of two or

greater. The design is capable of handling a 1200 pound

static tabletop load without buckling or bending. The
structure also takes into account dynamic loads up to 1800

pounds.

2. There are two degrees of freedom of motion in the solar

tracking table. The structure satisfies the _-+45degree rotation

and the 0 to 60 degree tilting required by the specifications.

The design in this area surpasses this criteria and at present

can tilt from 0 to 80 degrees to allow for tracking the sun in
the summer as well as in the winter. Plans are to further

increase this tilting to up to 90 degrees. This is to allow the

tracker to track the sun without stopping on June 21st during
the summer solstice when the sun climbs above 80 degrees

at high noon. This is beyond the scope of this report though
and will be done at a future date.

3. There are no conflicts in moving parts in the structure.
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The components are now all working intcrdependemly. In

addition, the design will allow Ior fu,'ther additions to the
structure and two tables.

4. The weight of the base and tables together are calculated

to be 262 pounds. This satisfies the requirement that the
overall base and skeletal table structure be less than the 300

pounds specified in the project limitations. This allows for

ASPOD to be light enough to be moved by two individuals.

5. The widest dimensions of the base structure and the two

tables allow for easy handling through doorways if ASPOD

is being stored or being shown in an inside demonstration.

6. The overall cost of the redesign was less than the

maximum $6000 budget limit. See Cost Analysis section of

this report for further details.

As one can see, this structure has been a challenging one.

It required many man hours of work machining, cutting and

building. Whenever possible, we have used existing

materials and ordered items such as with the l-beams precut
to order to minimize work time. In other cases, such as with

the powerscrew, slider and turnstile, this was not possible

and we used the machine shop. We worked from the ground

up. We started with the base, then the tilt table and finished

with the table top. This was our approach and it worked

relatively well.
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Abstract

In this hardware project, the students developed ideas for

attaching objects to the surface of small moons or asteroids.

A device was designed, and built in the university machine

shop, that uses a projectile shot into concrete, thereby
attaching a model spacecraft to the landing site.

Introduction

Past exploration of the solar system has been concerned

almost exclusively with large objects such as planets, the sun

and ou_ moon. However, increasing attention is now being

paid to the smaller bodies, not only because of the wealth of

information they may contain, but also because of their

potential as propellant sources, support points for long space

missions and bases of operations. Their usefulness in these

areas is due in large part to their extremely low gravity

which makes them very accessible and allows easy

departure.

The microgravity encountered on these bodies does

present some challenges, however. Not only is it easy for

equipment to shift orientation or leave the surface due to

internal movements, but for any action such as core-boring

or drilling, a positive restraint is needed. This project seeks

to address the problem of keeping probes, landers, and

equipment on the surface of these tiny bodies.

Anchoring Concepts

Several ideas for anchoring devices with various

capabilities were studied. Initial ideas fell into the categories

of tethered projectiles, drills and hot probes. The hot probes
melt into the surface, then cool down to fuse with it. The

question of a deep regolith inspired ideas such as a

combination of a large auger which would work its way

down to the rock and then fire a tethered projectile contained
in its tip. Another idea was a "mole" machine to burrow

down through the regolith letting out a cord as it went (Fig.
1.1). When it reached rock, the "mole" would fuse itself to

the rock or fire a projectile. Various designs allowed

multiple anchor placement without moving the lander.
These systems increase complexity, but improve anchoring

reliability.

REGOLITH ]
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Figure 1.1: One of the various concepts for anchoring

systems.

The tethered projectiles appeared to be the best choice

in terms of reliability, simplicity, cost, weight, and mission

flexibility. Design of the actual penctrator would be a major

study in itself. Pcnctrators which use superheated liquid in

their tip may greatly reduce velocity requirements.

Recoilless penetralor systems may offer less weight and

greatly decrease shock loads to the lander, but flexibility is

more limited as exhaust gases must not impinge on sensitive

components.

Although there wcrc many ideas for use in outer space,

few fit the safety requirements for a laboratory demonstrator.
The concept chosen for demonstration was the simplest and

employed common technologies which were already well

proven.
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Mechanical and Electrical Design

The design solution (Figs. 1.2a,b) is based largely uIxm

a common concrete nail gun. It employs a hammer, guided

by a tube and set in motion by a spring. The hammer

strikes a cartridge which ignites and fires a projectile down

the barrel into the surface. A motor winds up the line,

which is attached to the projectile prior to insertion into the

barrel. This pulls the lander to the surface and holds it

there. Other major components of the design include

assemblies for lowering the barrel to the surface and cocking

the hammer, both of which employ a power screw driven by

a motor. The trigger mechanism is operated by a solenoid.

As the device was intended to be used as a demonstrator,

several support systems had to be designed and built

including a tripod lander. A system of long springs was

employed to simulate a weightless environment. Other

systems include the safety cage, control electronics, and
various simulated asteroid surfaces.

it _"

Figure 1.2a: Student-designed anchoring device shown in

the firing position.
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P_,dble Uses on Phobos

Phobos was studied as a possible near term use for this

type of device. Phobos is a small m(x)n of Mars which is

receiving attention as a possible propellant source and way

station for a manned exploration of Mars. Vvrious

characteristics such as com[x)sition, tofx)logy, regolith and

gravity characteristics were investigated. The need to anchor

equipment is evident as the gravity is roughly 1/2000th that

of earth. Although most of Phobos consists of solid rock

(probably carbonaceous chondritc), the presence of a rcgolith

of variable depth (possibly up to 3(10 meters) raises

questions about the ability of the device [o work on all

points of the surface. There is evidence that the rcgolith is

very thin near recent impact areas, the tops of ridges and the
rims of craters.

J

Figure 1.2b: Cl_c-up of the barrel. The hammer has been

uncocked.
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Figure 1.3: Operation of the final design. The spacecraft arrives at the surface(l). The hammer is cocked (2). the barrel

is lowered and fired (3). The gun is raised as the spacecraft is lowered to the surface by winding the cord (4).

Conclusions

Testing has shown the device to work on concrete

surfaces of various compositions. The device also works on

ice if the projectile is heated prior to insertion into the
barrel Tests with ice and weaker concrete have suggested

that longer projectiles would work better in these surfaces,
but for reasons of laboratory safety the barrel was designed

only for small nails. Only the lightest powder loads are used

in the demonstrator. The construction industry uses loads up

to seven times higher in nail guns of about the same size as

our device. This implies that a device no larger than the

demonstrator, without the housing, may be more than

capable of performing the necessary anchoring on real

missions. A device designed for electrically fired cartridges
and lower reusability could be very lightweight and compact.
Due to the variable surface characteristics of Phobos it is

possible that no single device will work in all situations.

ION ENGINE PROPELLED

EARTII-MARS CYCLER

Daniel Limonadi - Teaching Assistant

Abstract

The goal of this project was to perform a preliminary

design of a long term (life span > 15 yrs), rcusable

transportation system between Earth and Mars which would

be capable of providing both artificial gravity and shelter

from ,solar flare radiation. The heart of this system is

assumed to be an ion engine propelled cycler spacecraft
launched several years in advance of a manned mission.

Several Mars transportation system architectures and their

respective space vehicles were designed.

Introduction

General interest within the space community regarding

Mars transportation system architectures has been on the

rise since the mid 1980's. One class of these systems seeks

to provide artificial gravity and shclter from radiation storms

caused by ,solar flares during transit to and from Mars. Due

to the expected structural constraints and large mass that an
interplanetary transit vehicle meeting the above requirements

is expected to have, low thrust, but very high specific

impulse ion engines arc assumed to power the vehicle
(henceforth called the Cyclcr). Several aspects of such a

transportation system were investigated. They included: 1)

preliminary thermal, power, propulsion, structural design,

and transit time rcquircmcnts of a cycler vehicle and its

particular orbital trajectory; and 2) the requirements placc>d

on the planetary vehicles which would transport crew and

cargo between intcrplanctary transit vehicles (the cyclcrs in
the case of personnel transfer) and the surface of Mars

and/or orbiting platforms. Emphasis was on trajectory

design, the propulsion system and acrobrakmg.
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Several baseline assumptions were made which where

incorporated into the various vehicle designs:

• propulsion system baseline performance ("Cyclcr")

o ion drive; Isp = lf_30 sec.

o LOX/LII2 system used on planetary vehicles

("Taxis"); Isp = 480 sex:. based on a mixture ratio
of 7:1

• Nuclear reactor power to ma_s ratio; 8 kg/kW

•Mars Infrastructure: Mars infrastructure assumptions

played a crucial role in defining the vehicle requirements

and orbits used near the planets. The infrastructure varied

from design group to design group, though a basic item

which all groups included was some form of refueling
station at Mars, either at Phobos or in a low orbit. Other

options generally included LOX production on the surface of
Mars, based on ideas presented by Zubrin j.

•Earth Infrastructure: The Earth infra-structure was
assumed to be in place starting at the time of the cyclcr

vehicle a_embly and generally included a space station in

LEO, a vehicle assembly and servicing facility, a Moon base

which supplied LOX to the transportation system, and orbital

transfer vehicles (OTV's) to service the Earth-Moon system.

One of the most imporlant decisions to be made by the

design groups was the type of interplanetary transfer orbits
for the cycler spacecraft. Three classes of orbits where

investigated: conjunction class minimum energy orbits;

VISIT orbits; and Up/Down Escalator orbits. Table 1

shows .some constraining parameters associated with these
orbits. The basic trade-off between the choices focused on

AV requirements for planetary access, frequency and

regularity of cycler encounters, and crew transit time

between cycler and destination planet. The final choice of

the cycler orbit strongly affects both cycler spacecraft and

planetary transfer vehicle design. Planetary approach

velocities and transfer times especially play a defining role

in design requirements for the crew/cargo planetary transfer
vehicles.

The AV requirements required of a cycler spacecraft in

conjunction orbits make it impossible to rely solely on high

efficiency ion propulsion systems since these systems are

inherently low thrust. Thus the main candidate orbits for

cycling spacecraft are the VISIT and Up/ Down Escalator

orbits, llowever, the conjunction orbits do represent the

minimum energy one way trajectory and are thus ideally
suited for cargo transfer vehicles which are not restrained by

requirements protecting human cargo.

To help constrain portions of thc vehicle design, a set of

bascline requirements were made:

•The largest pressure vessel and other fabrication intensive

components of any vehicle were required to bc able to bc

placed into orbit by a launch vehicle currently in use or on

the drawing boards; e.g. Shuttle, Spaceliftcr, Encrgia.

•The distance between the center of mass and crew quartcrs

of the cycler vehicle was to be such that the Coriollis

acceleration associated with a spin rate sufficient to induce

0.5g artificial gravity in the crew compartment would not be

greater than 5% of the induced artificial gravitational
acceleration, based on a assumcd walking speed of 0.5 m/s
relative to the vehicle.

Planetary Trajectories

The type of planetary trajectories executed by vehicles

of the Mars transportation system are not strongly affected

by the choice of interplanetary transfer orbits. However, the

magnitude of the a_sociatcd I-IV's for each maneuver is

strongly dcpendcnt on the type of cycler orbit chosen. Table
2 shows a sample list of trajectory sequences and associated
AV reqmrements for shuttle vehicles operating between

cycler spacecraft, target planet's parking orbit, and planet

surface. "II_e values given in Table 2 are based on worst

case Up/Down escalator orbit encounters at Earth and Mars.

Insertion into a 3(_0 km parking orbit is assumed at Mars,

and a 6671 km parking orbit at Earth (distance taken from

center of planet).

Orbit and Trajectory Design

The orbits and trajectories analyzed for the Mars

transportation system fall into two broad groupings: 1)

interplanetary and 2) planetary (much like the vehicles that

use them).
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Table 1: Cycler orbit constraining parameter comparison z

University of CalO_ornia,Los Angeles

Parameters Visit - 1 Visit. 2 Up escalator Down Coqjunction 3
Escalator

Frequency of Earth 5.0 3.0 2.14 2.14

encounters [yr.'s]

Frequency of Mars 3.75 7.5 2.14 2.14

Encounters [yr.'s]

Earth to Mars flight 0.5-3.0 1.0-2.4 .43 1.71 0.7

time [yr.'s]

Mars to Earth Flight 0.7-3.3 0.6-2.1 1.71 .43 0.7+

Time [yr.'s]

Earth Encounter V 4.2-4.8 3.7-4.0 5.7-6.2 5.4-6.0 2.29-3.51

[M/s]

Mars Encounter V 3.7-4.1 2.6-2.8 6.1-11.7 6.6-11.6 1.98-3.28

[B/s]

Earth Encounter 6.9-SOI 8.3-SOI 1.2-1.9 1.2-1.8

Distance [RE]

Mars Encounter 1.5-40.7 2.0-18.5 1.3-29.1 1.3-9.4

Distance [RM]

Midcourse adjustment, 0 0 1.7 2.0

15 years [km/s]

Max. Earth access V, 5.5 5.2 4.8 4.7

14 days [km/s]*

M#x. Mars access V, 14 2.9 2.2 9.4 9.2

days [kin/s]*

* Sum of ideal injection and rendezvous maneuvers. SOl : Sphere of influence of given body.

Table 2: Sample Trajectory ,Sequences at Earth and Mars

for Planetary Transfer Vehicles (Calculations are based on
worst case Earth and Mars encounter conditions for

Up/Down Escalator orbits. Three days are allowed for

shuttle transfer to Mars, and 1 day for transfer to the Cycler

at Earth.)

AV [km/s]

1. Hyperbolic Earth Escape 4.69

2. Cycler Rendezvous (Earth) 0.07
3. Transfer to Mars intcrcept 0.372
4. Retrofire 1.77

5. Mars aerocapture 6.39
6. Orbit circularization 0.02

7. Dcorbit 0.22

8. Ascent to parking orbit 4.4
9. I lyperbolic Mars Escape 9.13

10. Cycler Rendezvous (Mars) 0.10

11. Transfer to Earth Intercept 0.07

12. Earth aerocapture 5.62

The most significant differences in planetary AV

requirements arising from cycler orbit choices are found in

the hyperbolic escape requirement at Mars and the AV

required for transfer between the hyperbolic trajectories of

the cycler vehicle and the hyperbolic trajectory required by

the shuttle to intercept the target planet or return to the

cycler from a planet. A simple formula relating the AVcost

of changing these hyperbolic trajectories is given by
Friedlande_ et al 1, AV = AB/AT, where AB is the difference

in the impact parameter of the two trajectories and T is the

time allowed from injection to rendezvous. Due to the large

approach distances of the cycler spacecraft traveling in Visit

orbits (beyond the sphere of influence of the Earth in the

worst case) relatively large AV penalties are required to keep

the crew transfer times reasonably short i.e. less than 21

days. In the case of the Up/Down escalator orbits the

approach distance is short enough to enable transfer times as

short as 1 day with little penalty. The main concerns

regarding transfer times in these situations deal with
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minimum shuttle size to keep the crew relatively comfortable

for the duration of the transfer, and more importantly,

minimize the risk to crew members of exposure to radiation

caused by .solar flares. Although the Up/Down Escalator

orbits have the advantage of a small AV penalty for short

crew transfer time, the very large AV requirements for

injection into hyperbolic rendezvous with the approaching

cycler spacecraft at Earth, and especially Mars, place a great
demand on propulsion requirements. Unless it is required
that crew transfer times for the VISIT orbit cases be reduced

to much shorter time periods than one or two weeks the

Up/Down Escalator orbits require more propellant.

Vehicle Design

The Vehicles comprising the Mars Transportation System

can be grouped into two major categories: planetary vehicles

and interplanetary vehicles. This categorization is based on
where the particular vehicle carries out its principal mission.

The individual vehicles and their primary roles are presented
below:

Inter-Planetary Vehicles

Elements of the Mars Transportation system operating

primarily in interplanetary space include the cycler space

craft and cargo delivery vehicles which use minimum energy
orbits.

A'¢2- _ 106¢rt/i

Figure 2.1: Up/Down Escalator Orbit Evoluation over a 15

Year Period. Planet Encountercs number in Sequence or

Occurrancc; E - Earth, M - Mars Encounter. (Scale 1.5 in

= 1 AU).

Cycler Spacecraft.
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The cycler spacecraft provide transportation between 'Earth
and Mars for all personnel. Their size and trajectory choice

are the primary factors which differcntmtc these vehicles

from other protx_ed Mars transfer vehicles. As mentioned

in the Introduction, the primary requirements for the cycler

vehicles are an artificial gravity environment and radiation
storm shelters. In addition, there is need for tanks to contain

the argon fuel for the ion drives, docking and possible

hangar facilities for Taxi spacecraft, antennae, a nuclear

reactor and associated shielding, radiators and power

conversion plant, and, depending on the particular design

solar arrays, greenhouses, and remote sensing eqmpmcnt.

Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show some Taxi, OTV, and cycler

vehicle design layouts.
tuq_
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Figure 2.2: I,cft - Taxi Vehicle Utilizing High L/D Body
Configuration. Right - Orbital Transfer Vchicie wxth Raked-

Off Elliptical Cone Acrobrakc.

Cargo Delivery Vehicles.

These vehicles are nece.ssary to provide the abibty to move

largc amounts of cargo bctwccn Earth and Mars. "Ihcy
bm;ncally consist of cargo pallets filtcyd into an acroshcll and
provided with a propulsion system whose sole purpose is to

provide attitude control, orbital corrcction AV's to insure

proper atmospheric entry geometry at Mars, and to deliver

the cargo into a circular parking orbit upon completion of
the acrobrake maneuvers at Mars. Some initial mission

designs had the large cargo dclivcry carried out by cycler

spacecraft in an attempt to minimize vehicle types. Upon

further analysis it was deemed that the inefficient use of

propellant clue to the AV injcction requirements into higher

cncrgy Up/Down Escalator and VISIT orbits vs. those
required for low energy conjunction orbits outweighed the
bcncfits a of smaller infra- structure.
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Figure 2.3: Typical Cycler vehicle layout. Central truss

structure is de-spun. Solar arrays are mounted to allow

rotation about central truss and primary array axis to ensure

maximum exposed surface area.

Propulsion/Power Systems

In accord with the mission statement, the primary

purpose of this project was to design a cycler spacecraft

which utilized an ion propulsion system. The mat
important choice which had to be made by the design groups

was deciding on the required level of thrust. The thrust

level directly affected mass and s_e of the thruster army, the

amount of power the vehicle electrical system needed to

supply, and the length of time required to establish the

cycling orbit upon launch from its assembly in the Earth-

Moon system. To numerically estimate power and current

requirements for the ion propulsion system the following

equations were used

Thrust = m go Isp
Voltage = (m, Isp zg2o)/(2e )

Power = (Isp go Thrust)/(2rl)

where go = 9.81m/s2, ti_ = mass flow rate, m, = mass of

argon ion, e = elementary charge, r I = efficiency of

conversion. One notes that power is a linear function of lsp
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and thrust. For a 1130N thruster the required power is 5.45

MW. Needless to say this is a rather large requirement for

a space borne nuclear reactor. Because the Cycler spacecraft

typically has a mass upwards of 600,000 kg, fully fueled

thrusters in the 30-100N range will be required for

reasonable orbit insertion times. It is evident that the power
requirements of the ion propulsion system will drive the

requirements of the vehicle power system: For comparison,

a chemically propelled cycler designed to carry 19 crew

members and their associated life support and mission

equipment is expected to require 300 kW of powerS; this

would be only 5.5% of the power required by a 100 N ion

propulsion system. From these numbers it is apparent that

a large part of the feasibility of developing an ion powered

cycler spacecraft rests on the ability to construct and launch

a nuclear reactor or alternative power generation system that

can provide these large amounts of electric power. Over the

20-30 months period required to establish a final VISIT type

orbit 52,000 to 78,000 kg of argon fuel would be required.
Over the 40-50 months period expected to reach Up/Down

E.sealator orbits, the requirement is for 104,000 to 130,000

kg of fuel. These latter numbers are dependent on how

optimum a thrust angle is achieved during powered flight

and are thus subject to significant variation.

It is unclear as to whether or not the ion engines are

capable of providing the impulse required for the 3 mid-

course adjustments of the Up/Down escalator orbits. To

provide the largest single AV of 1.1 km/s the 100 N ion

thrusters would need to operate for 76.4 days (assuming a

spacecraft mass of 600,000 kg). Note that this is 9.8% of

the total average 2.143 yr. period of these orbits. This point

is significant to the extent that a secondary propulsion

system might be required once the cycler has reached its

orbit; this could be provided by a shuttle craft docked to the

cycler or by an independent system on board the cycler. If

deemed useful only for the initial orbital insertion, it might
prove advantages to remove the ion propulsion system

and/or the nuclear power generator after final orbital

insertion is completed. The latter point is especially

applicable for cycler spacecraft occupying VISIT orbits. An

alternative, less massive, and more reliable power source

such as solar panels could then be deployed to supply the
roughly 300 kW of power required by the remaining vehicle

systems, effectively reducing the mass of the vehicle,

thereby saving fucl in the case of the Up/Down Escalator

cycler. Assuming 300 kW are required at aH points of a

vehicle's orbit and 17% efficiency, a gallium-arsenide solar

array spanning roughly 100019 m" would be required to

satisfy the power requirement at the aphelion of the

Up/Down escalator orbits from beginning to end of life.

Near Earth, large amounts of un-needed energy would

therefore have to be dissipated. If the radiators used for the
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nuclear generator are still available, this should not prove to

be a large constraint, although some of the mass savings
would then be lost.

Thermal Systems

The primary thermal aspects of the project were centered

around analyzing the boil-off problems of the cryogenic

propellants and designing thermal blankets and/or

refrigeration systems. Also included were the design oflhe

radiators required to dissipate the heat generated by the

power system, and the analysis of the heat loads caused

during the aerocapture maneuvers at Earth and Mars.

The heat flux entering the cryogenic propellant tanks is

primarily a function of solar radiation intensity and incident

surface area, radiating surface area, and the thermal

properties of storage tank and thermal blanket. The most

efficient thermal blanket design seeks to maxim_e

reflectivity and emissivity, and minimize absorptivity at the

upper surface of each layer, while minimizing emissivity,

and maximizing absorptivity on the lower surface of each

layer. Except for the outermost layer which is exposed to

optical wavelength radiation, the lower layers should achieve

these values in the thermal wavelenglhs. Worst case design

conditions occur at closest approach to the Sun, which

occurs when the cycler files by the Earth. Computer models

were used to analyze the performance of the blankets given

the thermal properties of each surface of a N-layer blanket.
When the space between the layers was modeled as perfectly

non-conducting, values of essentially zero heat flux were

attainable with proper material selection. It became evident

that the primary weakness of these thermal blankets are the

spacers between layers. Assuming a worst case solar

intensity of 1399 W/re", a sample thermal blanket using
silver-FEP teflon on the upper surface and chrommm on the
lower surface of each layer, with a total of 6 layers and
surface area of 500 m2, achieved a total heat flux of .36

watts when tissue glass spacers were used. For a two year

period, this magnitude of heat flux would result in a total

boil-off of 50 kg of hydrogen. Assuming that highly
efficient thermal blankets of this nature are realistic, it was

assumed that boiloff would not be a problem. However, in
case these efficiencies are not achievable, low temperature

cooling systems were investigated. Reference 5 presents a

good example of ideas in this field. The cooling system

presented by Klein and Jones operates at 20 K, is capablc of
removing 0.48 watts, and weighs 31 kg. Muluplc coolers of

this type could be employed to accommodate the

refrigeration needs of the Lll2, argon, and LOX propellant

tanks carried aboard the Cycler.

The primary trade-off in radiator design centered around
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high radiation temperature and associated low relative
conversion cycle efficiency and small relative radiator

surface area versus low radiation temperatures and associated

high relative efficiency and large radiator surface area.

Radiator design played a key role in most power system

designs due to the large output required (up to 5.75 MW of

power). Rankine, Stirling, and therm ionic power conversion

cycles were some of the systems considered. Preliminary

analysis seemed to indicate that Stirling cycle systems would

be required to provide the megawatts of power needed with

the restraint of keeping the radiator size reasonable 6. An

example power system supplying 5.75 MW utilizing the

Stirling cycle, which operated with a radiation temperature

of 101_ K and a Carnot efficiency of 25% required radiators
covering a 575 m z area.

Aerobraking requirements were strongly constrained by

thermal considerations in the regimes dealt with by the

vehicles in the Mars transportation system a7'8'9. Current state

of the art thermal protection systems (TPS), such as the

reusable surface insulation TPS used on the space shuttle

made up of ceramic tiles coated with a reaction cured glass,

can withstand temperatures up to 1645 C. For most of the

envisioned entry vehicles, especially those with L/D values

above 1, aerobraking heat loads, especially those associated

with Up/Down Escalator orbits, are expected to overwhelm

current TPS systems. Therefore acroshells using ablative
materials were considered.

Duc to the complexity of the heating analysis required
for aerobraking maneuvers for Taxi, OTV, and cargo transfer

vehicles entering the Mars atmosphere and the Taxi vehicle

entering the 'Earth atmosphere, most of the analysis was
restricted to what information was available in the literature.

Typical loads a_sociatcd with acrobrake trajectories at Earth

and Mars are shown in Figure 2.4. The primary constraint
on entry velocity into the Martian atmosphere seemed to bc
the atmosphere's ability to decrease the vehicle velocity

enough in a single pass to ensure aerocapture; a quoted
figure for the maximum approach velocity of a incoming
vehicle is 9.97 km/s.
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Figure 2.4: Sample aerocapture trajectories comparing
angle of attack effects on flight loads, trajectory parameters,
and final orbital conditions 7.
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The students were asked to conceive and construct a

model of a tripod landing structure for a spacecraft landing

on a planet. This was an exercise in space hardware design

that made the students familiar with 3-D truss analysis and

the study of various structural failure modes.
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Each design team was composed of four members, with

all teams given entire freedom in the design of their landing

structure as long as the following design criteria were met:

1) The truss had to connect three strong points, (the supports

for the body of the spacecraft) with three landing pads. In

the model, the support points had toform an equilateral

triangle with 36.6" sides. 2) A height of the model of 18.0"

was prescribed. 3) A minimum 6.0" high tetrahedral
exclusion zone was requirc.d to take into account rocks and

olher planetary debris thai might be on a planet's surface.

For the same reason, no horizontal members directly

connecting the three foot-points were permitted. 4) All

dimensions had to be maintained to within 1/16". 5) Total
weight of the structure was not to exceed 7.5 lb (Figs. 3.1a-

c).

With these design criteria in mind, each group set out to

find the best design for their respective landing structure.

'Each design would be judged on the basis of two criteria:

a) highest ratio of ultimate load to weight; and b) closest

agreement between calculated and actual ultimate load.

In designing the landing structure, each group recognized

that buckling of the compression members would be the

governing failure mode. Therefore, each group developed

methods of designing around this problem. Some of the

solutions included additional supports from tension members
to compression members, doubling and tripling compression

members, employing a concentric sleeve to strengthen the

compression members, and using combinations of the above

ideas. In all, twelve unique tripod landing structure designs

were arrived at. To analyze these increasingly complex

designs, various structural analysis packages such as
NASTRAN and PATRAN were available. However, to find

the predicted ultimate loads, most students still pursued the

traditional pencil and paper analysis.
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Figure 3.1a: Example of Euler Buckling.

Figure 3.1b: Example of Bending in Compression Strut.

Testing
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After the designs were completed, each group was

responsible for the machining of their own truss structures

from 1020 carbon steel tubing with a yield strength of

65,000 psi, ultimate strength of 80,(900 psI, and Young's
Modulus of 2.91 × 107 psi. This tubing was available in
either 1/2" outer diameter at 0.1738 lb/ft., or 3/4" outer

diameter at 0.2672 lb/ft., both with wall thicknesses of

0.035". With the tubes cut to be designed lengths and tile

proper intersection anglcs, the tru_ structures wcrc put
together by a profc,ssional wcldcr.

Figure 3.2: Tripod on lnstron Test Machine.

Figure 3.1c: Crack in Wcld.

To find the actual ultimate load, a 50 ton hydraulic press
was utilized (Fig. 3.2). The rc,sulks of the testing showed

that the failures of the tripod landing structures fell into

three basic categoric,s: (a) Euler buckling; (b) thin wall

buckling; and (c) cracked welds. One interesting failure

mode that had occurred previously was lack of structural

rigidity. In this fmlure mode, the structure has a tendency
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totwistorrotatewhencompressiveloadsareapplieddueto
aninsufficientnumberofbracingmembers.

Thetestingof thetripod landing structures resulted in

some interesting observations. The truss with the highest

load capacity 9105 lbs, (load-to-weight ratio of 1225) failed

in tension, and therefore was successful in meeting the

group's design goal of strengthening the compression

members. Other groups were not as adept in this area.
However, even though this group had achieved the highest

maximum load, it did not have the highest load-to-weight

ratio. This distinction was achieved by another group (load

capacity of 8499 lbs, load-to-weight ratio of 1384).

University of CalO'ornia,Los Angeles

The best agreement between measured and predicted
maximum load was achieved by Group 8 with a ratio of

0.926. The predicted load closely approximated the actual

maximum load because it was based on a relatively simple

design that included no doubled, tripled, or concentric sleeve

compression members.

Not only did the students gain exposure to both theory

(truss analysis) and practice (minimizing the weight of the

structure), but insight was gained into how to build optimal

landing structures.

Table 3.1: Results of Tripod Testing

Weight Predicted Max. Measured Max.

Group 0bs.) Load (Ibs.) Load (Ibs.) M.M.LJwt. M.M.LJP.M.L Failure Mode

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

6.71

6.34

7.44

7.25

6.83

7.43

7.29

6.03

6.14

6.99

7.18

5.30

7217

8767

7OOO

934

5700

4161

35OO

4137

7356

3675

5414

3260

6450

1650

12OO

8720

4391

9105

1491

3830

8499

1024

3786

4835

961

26O

161

1203

643

1225

2O5

635

1.384

146

527

915

0.171

9.34

0.77

2.19

0.426

0.279

0.699

1.48

Crack in weld

Bend in comp.
strut

Fold at hinge

point

Bending at hinge

point

Euler Buckling

Tension

membrane failed

Bending below

joint

Euler buckling

Thin wall

buckling

Bending

Euler buckling

Eulcr buckling
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Absract

The 1992-1993 senior Aerospace Engineering Design class

continued work on the post landing configurations for the
Assurcd Crew Rctum Vchicle. The Assured Crew Return

Vehicle will be permanently dockcd to the space slation
fulfilling NASA's commitment of Assured Crew Return

Capability in Ihc event of an accident or illness aboard the

space station. The objective of the project was to give the

Assured Crew Return Vchmlc Project Office data to feed

into their feasibility sludics. Three design teams were given

the task of developing models with dynamically and geomet-
rically scaled characteristics. Groups one and two combined

efforts to design a one-third scale model of the Russian

Soyuz TM Descent Module, and an on-board flotation sys-

tem. This model was designed to determine the flotation

characlerislics and test the effects of a rigid lqotatlOll and

orienlalion system, Group three designed a porlable water

wave test facihty to be located on campus. Because of

additional funding from Thiokol Corporation, testing of the

Soyuz model and flolalion syslems took place at the
Offshore Technology Research Cenler, Universmes Space

Research Associalion has been studying the use of small

expendable launch vehicles for missions which cost less than
200 million dollars. The Crusader2B, which consisls of the

original Spartan firsl and second stage wilh an addilional

Spartan second stage and the Minuteman III upper stage, is

being considered for this task. Universily of Central Florida

project accomplishments include an analysis of launch

techniques, a modeling technique Io delermine flight

characteristics, and input inlo the redesign of an existing

mobile rail launch plalform.

Introductinn

For years, America's journey into space has demonstrated

the benefits associaled with working in the unique

environment of microgravity. Continuing in this tradition, an
ambitious and far reaching program to further the

advancement of space technology has been launched. With

the space station, thc United States enters an era marked by

a permanent prcsence in space. The space station allows

conlinuous rather than intermittent operations to be
conducted in orbit. The space station opens doors to many

new methods of research and experimentation. Included are

beuer opportunities to observe the Earth and forecast future

trends from a vantage point only partially exploited by
previous space shuttle missions.

The space station will have a crew of four. The crew will

be rotated and resupplied by flights of a space shuttle at
intervals of three months. Because of the isolation and

potentially hazardous conditions involved in space

operations, NASA is committed to the policy of Assured

Crew Return Capability for space station crews in the event

(1) a medical emergency occurs and an ill, injured, or

deconditmned crewmember must be rapidly lransporled from

the space station to a definitive health care facility on Earth:

(2) a space station calaslrophe forces a rapid evacuation of
the crew from the station: and/or (3) the Space Shullle

Program becomes unavailable, and an orderly evacuation of

the crew from the space station becomes necessary.
These events, or Design Reference Missions (DRMs), can

be me! by a concepl known as lhe Assured Crew Return
Vehicle (ACRV). Currently, NASA is considering two

classes of ACRVs: water landers and open land landers.

The project objectives detailed in this report were

developed in conjunction with the Kelmedy Space Cenler

ACRV Projecl Manager and are focused on requiremenls for

a water landing ACRV and post landing operations. The

craft configuration is the Russian Soyuz TM Descent

Module. The designs presented are as follows: an

engineering test model of the Soyuz TM Descent Module:

on-board flolallOn syslems for lhe Soyuz TM Descent

Module: and a water wave lest facilily. During the fall

scmesler a one-tenth scale was used. At the beginning of
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thespringsemesterThiokolCorporationfundedtheproject.
Therefore,thedesignswerereconfiguredtoone-thirdscale
andwavetestingwasperformedattheOffshoreTechnology
ResearchCenteratTexasA & M Universityin College
Station,Texas.

UniversitiesSpaceResearchAssociation(USRA)hasbeen
studyingtheusesof smallexpendablelaunchvehicles
(SELV)for missionswhichcostlessthan200million
dollars.Toaccomplishthistask,militaryhardwarewould
beusedwhichhasbeenphasedoutduetoobsolescenceor
internationaltreaties. USRAand its associateshave
identifiedtheSpartanmissileandtheMinutemanIII upper
stage,whichincorporatestheOrbus7 perigeemotor,as
possiblecandidatesformeetingthisneed."Fivecompanies
initial assessmentsindicatethat the conversionof the
Spartansis technicallyfeasible.Twoof thecompanies,
TeledyneBrown Engineeringand Orbital Sciences
Corporation,extendedtheir studiesand developed
preliminaryvehicledesigns.''1 TheSpartanConversion
ProjectTeamhas investigatedthe TeledyneBrown
EngineeringCrusader2Bvehicleconfiguration. This
incorporatestheintegrationoftheoriginalSpartanfirststage
andsecondstagewithanadditionalSpartansecondstage
andtheMinutemanIII upperstage.An analysis of launch
methods for the Crusader2B is presented. The launch

methods investigated include air, land, and sea. Models to

simulate the flight characteristics of the full scale
Crusader2B are also presented.

In the fall of .1992, Spaceport Florida Authority (SFA),
USRA and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS)

selected a mobile rail launch platform as an economical
launch method for the Crusader2B. In addition, a launch

cost of between .5 to 1.5 million dollars was discussed as a

target for this launch facility. To assist in the redesign of

the mobile rail launch platform, the Spartan Conversion

Project Team instrumented the launch rail of the Super Loki

sounding rocket. This instrumentation package will be used

to determine the thermal and dynamic stresses on the rail.

The design and setup of the instrumentation package is

presented.

Previous UCF ACRV Projects

The UCF senior-level Mechanical and Aerospace

Engineering Design class has been working with the ACRV

Project Office at Kennedy Space Center since 1989. During

the 1989-1990 academic year, four design consideratmns and

solutions were investigated.

The first consideration was providing crew egress and

rescue persolmel support subsystems to ensure the safe and

rapid removal of an ill or injured crcwmcmber from the

ACRV by recovery personnel. An Emergency Egress Couch

was designed to medically support a sick or injured

University of Central Florida

crewmember during the ACRV mission. To move the couch

from the floor to the hatch, a Four Link Injured Personnel
Egress Mechanism (FLIPEM) was developed. The second

consideration was the proper orientation, attitude control, and

stabilization systems required for the ACRV in the marine

environment. Post landing orientation of the ACRV is

achieved through the use of three CO2 charged balloons

similar to those used during the Apollo program. Attitude

control systems were designed that deploy three

muitichambered ring segments and an appurtenance to act as
a platform for the rescue personnel. Multiple underwater

parachute assemblies were designed to provide motion
reduction.

The third consideration dealt with providing full medical

support to an ill, injured, or deconditioned crewmember

aboard the ACRV from the time of separation from the

space station to rescue by recovery forces. Extensive
research was performed to select suitable medical support

equipment and monitors as required by NASA. Equipment

was integrated into unified packages and power requirements
were addressed.

The fourth consideration was to provide for the comfort

and safety of the entire crew from splashdown to the time of

rescue. Design solutions were presented for food, water,
waste management, atmosphere, contaminant/odor control,

and environmental control systems. 2

The format for the senior-level design class changed in the

1990-1991 academic year. The design requirement was
increased from one semester to two semesters. The students

design during the fall semester and build and test during the

spring semester. The work continued on post landing

operations for the water landing ACRV. The design
objectives for this class were to determine the feasibility of

the previously developed egress and stabilization systems for

deployment on the ACRV. Four design teams were formed.

The first team designed, built, and tested a one-fifth scale

model of the Apollo Command Module Derivative (ACMD)

to be used as a test platform for the egress and stabilization

systems. Test results indicated small deviations from the

size and weight specifications provided by Rockwell

International. Hardpoint accommodations and seal integrity

were maintained throughout the water testing.

The second team worked during the fall semester

investigating water test facility locations, as well as

establishing designs for a permanent facility at the

University of Central Florida. As a result of this

investigation, stabilization testing with the ACRV model was

performed at the O, H. Hinsdale Wave Research Laboratory

(WRL) at Oregon State Univcrsity in Corvallis, Oregon.

The third team designed, built, and tested a one-fifth scale

working model of the FLIPEM optimized in the previous

academic year as well as a Two Slider Support Mechanism

(TSSM) for cgressing the couch out the hatch. Testing was

conducted in the areas of lifting force with nominal and off-
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nominal loads, vcrlical and horizontal Iravcl distances,

redut'ldancy characteristics of the FLIPEM and extension

force, Iravel distance and redundancy characteristics of the

TSSM. Test results indicate the design specifications lor

both systems were met or exceeded wilhoul interference to

other systems.
The fourth team's objective was to determine, through

modeling, the feasibility of reducing heave, surge, and pitch
motions of the ACRV model m water using an underwater

parachute system. Therefore, one-fifth scale models of the

attitude ring and underwater parachute stabilization system,

optimized during the previous year, were designed, built and

tested. Wave testing, in simulated sea states 2 to 4, at the

O. H. Hinsdale WRL, yielded results that indicate that the

six-attitude sphere configuration produced minimal

stabilizing effects on the ACRV model. The spheres,

however, did have the effect of enhancing the flotation

characteristics of lhe model. Numerous parachute

arrangements, including single and multiple chutes per cable,

increasing the weight attached, using stiff and elastic cables,
and devices to partially and totally open the chutes, were

tested. Results indicate that the parachutes did affect the
motions induced on the model, but did not reduce or

increase the frequencies out of the range that causes
seasickness)

A concept employing Rocker Stoppers was built and tested

at the water test facility to determine the effect a rigid

system would have on reducing the oscillations. Two

Rocker Stoppers were connected, nose-to-nose, at one end of

a long threaded rod. The other end of the rod was

connected to a metal plate attached to the model above the
break line. Four of these arrangements were comaected to

the model. Since the Rocker Stoppers are made of rigid

plastic, they perform the same work on the upstroke as on

the downstroke. This configuration was tested in a

simulated sea state 4 (1.2 fl wave height, 0.45 Hz) and lhc
response compared with that from the clean model in the
same sea stale. The results indicate that a rigid system in

this configuration reduces the heave amplitude the model

experiences.

The design projects for the 1991-1992 academic year

include designs of the ACMD, the Station Crew Return

Alternative Module (SCRAM) and the Emergency Egress
Couch (EEC). Two teams worked on the ACMD. The first

team developed a one-fifth scale model to be used as an

engineering test model and test bed. The model design was
similar to the 1990-1991 ACMD model, but improved lhe

concept with a radial adjustable center of gravity (CG) and

moment of inertia (MI) system. The second team designed

a one-fifth scale flotation and attitude system for the ACMD.

The flotalion system was designed with a segmenlcd ring

constructed out of woven nylon fabric coated with butyl

rubber. The allilude syslcm provides supporl to the EEC

and consists of a telescoping beam configuration.
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The third loam designed built, and tested a one-fiflh scale
model of the Station Crew Return Alternative Module

(SCRAM). The SCRAM consists of a cylindrical crew

compartment with a conical shaped heal shield. The heat
shield can either be open or closed to Ihe waler cnvironmeql.

The weight. CG and MI were modeled using the Adjuslable

Rotating Weight System. A lift attachment point system was

mounted to the lid of the model. Prelcsls wore performed to

verify geomclric and dynamic similitude. Wave tests took

place at the Offshore Technology Research Center at Texas

A & M University. Tests were compleled in three wave
states to determine the SCRAM's flotation characteristics as

well as various methods of vehicle recovery. The lest results

provide Ihe flotation and lifting characteristics of the

SCRAM configuration.

The fourth team designed, built and tested a full scale

model of the Emergency Egress Couch (EEC), The EEC

model consisted of two basic litters, one human weight

system, one medical weight system, three layers with

flotation, two sets of lift attachment points and a cover.
Prctesting and flotalion testing were pcrformcd on the UCF

campus, The dynamic testing was performed at Patrick Air

Force Base with the Department of Defense Manager Space

Transportation System Contingency Support Office, and the

41 st Air Rcscuc Squadron (ARS). The test rcsults and input

from the 41st ARS provided geometric and dynamic
parameters to be used in further designs of the EEC, 5

1992-1993 ACRV Design Projects

During 1992 the Russian Space Agcncy, NPO Energia,

suggested the Soyuz TM Module to NASA for use as the

Assured Crew Return Vehicle from the space slation. Two
areas of interest identified were the flolalion characteristics

of the Soyuz TM Descent Module, and the stabilization
characteristics of a rigidly mounted flotation system.

USRA is determining the feasibility of using obsolete

military hardware to assemble and launch a Small

Expendablc Launch Vehicle (SELV) capable of placing a

250 to 350 pound payload into Low Earth Orbit (LEO) for

under 200 million dollars. To assist with this determination,

a Crusadcr2B configuration was used and three tasks were

defined: l) launch methods: 2) flight characteristics: and

3) stresses occurring during a mobile rail launch. Four

design teams were formed and tasked as follows:

Team #1-Soyuz Model

The Soyuz Model Team was to use geometric and
dynamic constraints to design, build and test a one-tenth

scale working model of the Soyuz TM Descent Module.

The model was required to incorporate a rigidly mounted

flotation and orientation system.
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Team #2-Soyuz Flotation &Orientation Model

The objective of the Soyuz Flotation and Orientation

Model Team was to design, build, and test a one-tenth scale

model of a flotation and orientation system for the Soyuz
TM Descent Module. The team was to address location,

storage, and deployment.

Team #3-Wave Test Facility

The Wave Test Facility Team was to design, build and

operate a wave test channel for testing the one-tenth scale

Soyuz TM Descent Module Model (SDMM). The waves
were to accurately simulate the sea conditions which the

ACRV may encounter. The team was to investigate the
mechanics of the facility, the control system, and the data

acquisition system and equipment necessary to perform the

required analysis on the Soyuz TM Descent Module model.

Team #4-Spartan Conversion Project

The Spartan Conversion Project Team was given two tasks

during the fall semester: 1) investigate various launch
techniques for the Crusadcr2B; and 2) model the flight
characteristics of the full scale Crusadcr2B. During the

spring semester, the team was to determine the dynamic and
thermal stresses of a Super Loki sounding rocket mobile

launch rail platform.

The ACRV projects changed direction for the Spring

semester. Thiokol Corporation funded the budding and

wave testing of the Soyuz TM Descent Module Model. The

Spring tasks were to: I) build a one-third scale model: 2)

build on-board flotation systems: 3) test at the Offshore

Technology Research Center (OTRC): and 4) assist Thiokol

with proprietary testing. The wave test facility at UCF was

not built or operated.

A one-third scale was used both gcomctrically and

dynamically for all ACRV models. To accomplish this a

Buckingham Pi dimensional analysis was performed and the

Froude scaling factors were determined. These factors allow

the model to accurately simulate lhe characteristics of the

full scale craft. While the geometric dimensions of the craft

scaled directly by one-lhird, olher parameters, including

volume, weight, and mass moment of inertia scaled by
powers of one-third.

University of Central Florida

1992-1993 Soyuz TM Descent Module

Design, Building, and Testing Results

Soyuz TM Descent Module Model

The Soyu,z Model Team designed a one-third scale model

of the Soyuz TM Descent Module (SDM). Current data for

the geometric and dynamic constraints of the Soyuz were

supplied by NPO Energia through NASA/KSC and
NASA/JSC. The two areas researched were construction of

the model shell and a center of gravity (CG) and mass

moment of inertia (MI) system.
The crew compartment and the heat shield are constructed

out of 3/8 inch thick fiberglass. The heat shield is

reinforced with six wood stringers glassed to the structure in

a spoke configuration. The circular access hatch of the

model shell is 3/8" plate aluminum. The heat shield is

fastened to the crew compartment by 16 symmetrically

placed bolts. Eight symmetrically placed bolts attach the

access hatch. The joints are sealed with a silicone based
seal. Washers and T-nuts are used on all bolt assemblies

(Figure 1).

The weight, MI, and CG were placed with an adjustable
multi-axial weight system. The weight system consists of a
rectangular frame, all-thread and lead weights, The outer

rectangular frame is coustrucled of 6061-T6 aluminum. The
frame members are chamfered on the ends and TIG welded

together at 90 degrees, creating a four-arm system. An

aluminum doughnut ring is TIG welded to the bottom of the

four-arm system. The flange-ring system is sealed by

compression of O-ring gaskets between the doughnut and top
section flange, and silicone caulking between the doughnut

and bottom section flange. One #8 all-thread screw is bolted

through the top and bottom of each member of the four-arm

system. Lead weights are used on the threaded rods to

supply mass for adjustment of the CG and MI (Figure 2).

L
Fig. 1 Soyuz TM Descent Module Model
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Ill the unlethered lest, Ihe model exhibited an oscillaliqg
rolling motion: and (2) the model in regular sea state four

exhibited a significant increase in pitch in the tethered test.

During the unlethered lest, the craft oriented itself hatch

away from the on-coming waves and tracked straight in the
wave direction.

Table 1 Wave States Tested

Average Average

Sea Slate Period Wave Height

Regular 3 2.802 s 0.837 m

Regular 4 4.908 s 1.823 m
Random 1 1.81 s 0.2236 m

Random 2 3.073 s 0.6273 m

Random 3 4.289 s 1.328 m

Soyuz Flotation & Orientation Model

A two phase test plan was developed to evaluate the

model. Phase I took place at the UCF Aerospace Senior

Design Lab and consisted of a series of pre-tcsts to confirm

the Soyuz model met its specifications. The tests included

geometric similitude, model strcuglh, waler intrusion, CG

and MI similitude, and flotalion compatibility. Test results

indicate that the model met its geou-nelric and strength

conslraiuls. Leakage occurred during the initial testing,

therefore silicone was used to supplement all seals. The CG

of the model shell and CG,/MI system, without the weights,

is (26.8,0,0) cm with Ihe origin located at the center point of
the bottom of the unodel. The moments of inertia of the

model shell and CG,/MI syslem, without the weights, arc Ix

= 3.42 kg*m:, Iy : 3.55 kg*m 2 and I_ = 3.62 kg*m ?. Using

lead weights, the CG of the full scale Soyuz was modeled to
within 5%. and the moments of inertia to wzthm 28%. The

flolalion system integrated successfully with the model. The

MI modeling could have been improved if a lighter model
shell were used.

Phase II took place at lhc OTRC. Tests were completed

to determine the Soyuz's flotation characteristics. This

testing involved tethered and unlclhered testing of the rnodel

as well as a number of changes to the wave environment.

Sea slate condilions were set during the development of the
model. Five wave states were modeled and evaluated (Table

1). The test results provide the flolalion characteristics of

the Soyuz configuration. Observalions derived from the test

rcsulls were also provided to the ACRV Program. These

observations were: (1) the frequency of regular wave slate

three was approximalely equal to the nalural frequency of

the tethered Soyuz model. Therefore, every second wave

in the tethered lesls damped the pilching moli(m of the craft.

The Soyuz Flotation & Orientation Model Team designed

one-third scale on-board flotation and orientation systems for

the SDM. The systems form a rigid body with the SDM

aflcr deployment. Areas considered during design included:

(1) required buoyancy: (2) means of rigid attachment: (3)

work platform for rescue personnel: (4) feasibility for full
scale Soyuz: and (5) a method of orientation.

Two flotation systems were designed and built. The four

main features of the Umbrella Arm design are the locating
collar, support tubes, flotation devices and the stabilization

bag. The collar is made of slip rolled 6061-T6 aluminum

flat stock and rigidly attaches the flotatior| system to the
SDMM. Three studs arc welded on to lhe collar to facilitate

fastening of the support tubes. The collar is placed over the

neck of the SDMM and clamped down wilh a bolt. This bolt

lightens the collar to the SDMM. The collar is kept from
rolatmg or slipping by installing four bolts through tapped
holes and securing them with nuts. Two nut and bolt

assemblies attach the support tubes onto each collar stud,

Each support tube is mounted to a flotation attachment plate

wilh a nut and bolt assembly. Using four Velcro strips an
inllatable bag is attached to each attachment plate (Figure 3).

The Modular Inflatable design consists of five square

iuflalable bags posilioned in the form of a pentagon along

lhe water liuc of the SDMM. The square inllalable bags for

each system are conslruclcd of an outer layer of awning

canvas with an inner plastic bladder (Figure 4).

On lhe SDM, eilher of these systems could be deflaled,

and stored in recessed compartments in the oulcr shell of the

capsule. After splashdown, the syslem would deploy and
inllale to provide stability. Each of these syslcms provides

flotation, orientation, and a working surface for the rescue
crew nlelYibers.
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Fig. 3 Umbrella Arm Flotation System

Fig. 4 Modular Inflatable Flotation System

A two phase test plan was developed to evaluate the

model. Phase I took place at the UCF Aerospace Senior

Design Lab and consisted of a series of pre-tests to confirm

the flotation & orientation model met its specifications. The

tests included safety, required buoyancy, water intrusion,

dimensional verification, Velcro strength, rigid attachment,

and weight verification. Test results indicate that the models

were safe to use. The provided buoyancy met its

specification and was sufficient to support the model. Water

intrusion into the inflatable bags was negligible and did not

affect the dyrmmic flotation characteristics. The models met

their dimensional and weight constraints. Velcro strength
was sufficient to resist the force of the wave motion, and

each system attached rigidly to the Soyuz model.
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Phase II took place at the OTRC. Tests were completed
to determine the flotation characteristics of the SDMM with

the Umbrella Arm system attached. This testing involved

tethered tests and a number of changes to the wave

environment. Sea state conditions were set during the

development of the model. Three wave states were modeled

and evaluaii3d. The first was a regular sea state three with

a 0.837 meter wave height and a 2.802 second period. The

second was a regular sea state four with a wave height of
1.823 meters and a period of 4.908 seconds. The third wave

state was a random sea state two with an average wave
height of 0.6273 meters and an average significant period of

3.073 seconds. The test results provide the flotation
characteristics of the SDMM craft with the Umbrella Arm

system deployed. Observations derived from the test results

were also provided to the ACRV Program. These
observations were: (1) a small increase in the heave motion

with a large decrease in the pitch motion; (2) a flotation

device which provides stabilization is necessary to extract
the crew from the craft: and (3) sea state three bare model

pitching motion was normalized.

Wave Test Facility

The Wave Test Facility Team designed a facility to test a

one-tenth scale Soyuz model. The design parameters which

the group considered were: (I) kinematic scaling; (2)

bottom effects: (3) portability; (4) water tank; (5) wave
generation: (6) wave absorption: and (7) measurement and
instrumentation.

The wave tank designed is an above ground wood tank.

The rectangular tank is 6.1 meters long, 1.83 meters wide

and 0.91 meters deep. The generator section occupies the

first 0.4 meters of the tank. A 1.8 meter section, after the

generator, is reserved to allow the wave to build to steady

state prior to entering the test section. The test section

immediately follows the transition section and is
approximately 2.1 meters long. This provides for a 3.9

square meter test area and allows for approximately two full

wavelenglhs of scaled regular sea state three. The final
section of the wave tank is the wave absorber. This section

is approximately 1.7 meters long and consists of four

vertical walls of various porosity. Access to the tank is

provided by a movable platform (Figure 5).

The tank is divided into five segments. The segments of

the lank are composed of pressure treated plywood panels.

The plywood side panels are fastened to the single floor

panel by four triangular support members. The two end

sections of the tank are also constructed of pressure treated

plywood panels, and are connected to the sides of the tank

with angle steel. The wooden rectangular tank supports the

weight of the water but is not watertight. A 0.6 mm thick
liner contains the water.
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Fig. 5 Wave Test Facility Concept

The wave generator consists of a hinged flap driven by a

pneumatic cylinder and linkage. This mechanism is a solid

vertical surface which pivots about a mount rigidly attached

to the pool bottom. The wave board is actuated by a

pneumatic cylinder. The cylinder has a 5.08 cm diameter

bore with a 30 cm stroke. The required air pressure for the

cylinder is 275.79 kPa. The cylinder is constructed of

stainless steel and aluminum. The cylinder is attached to a

clevis bracket which is rigidly attached to the framework on

the end of the wave tank. The cylinder rod is extended by

a linkage which connecls it to the lop of lhe generator frame.

The linkage consists of series of couplings and threaded rods

attached to a ball joint connection located al the top of the
frame.

The wave form created by the generator is managed by

conlrolling the air supplied Io the cylinder. The direction of

the cylinder is controlled by switching the supplied and

vented air to the cylinder. A solid slate variable lime relay

is used to control the switching of the solenoid valve and

ultimately the period of the waves generated. Stroke limiters

are employed to limit the motion of the cylinder rod. The

wave characlerislics are determined by a fully manual

measurement syslem, while the Soyuz model data is

measured with an automatic electronic system.

Spartan Conversion Project

The Spartan Conversion Project Team focused on launch

configuration alternatives for l,mnching the Crusadcr2B for

under two million dollars. The flight characteristics (/1"the
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full scale Crusader2B were also investigated. The launching
methods considered were air, land, and sea launch.

Two air launching allernalives considered were the

parachute drop, and the wing pylon launch. The parachute

drop launch involves deployment of parachules which pull

the rocket out of the back of a large cargo aircraft, then

stabilize its attitude with an additional set of parachutes so

that the rocket is pointing upward (vertically), releasing the

parachutes, and igniting the first stage motor. The wing

pylon launch method involves dropping the launch vehicle

from the underside of a B52 aircraft and allowing _l to

freefall. The aircraft veers to the side to fly clear of the
launch area. The first stage motor is then ignited and the

guidance system steers the rocket into the proper trajectory.
Three land launching configurations were considered.

These were above ground launch complexes, existing mobile

launchers, and existing abandoned silos. Modifications
would need to be made to each of these launch facilities to
accommodate the Crusader2B.

The sea launching techniques considered were: (1) barge

tower; (2) partially submerged; and (3) fully submerged

launch. Using the barge tower system, the launching

structure, in the horizontal position, and integrated launch

vehicle are towed away from populated areas on the barge.
Once the launch site is reached, Ihe launch structure with the

integrated vehicle is ratsed from the horizontal to the vertical

launch position and readied on the platform for launch. The

support vessel with on-board control room, clean room, and

support personnel moves away from the launch platform and

tower to a safe location for launch. The launch sequence is
then activated. The fire command is not sent until the

vehicle roll and pitch rates come into specified tolerances.

The partially submerged launch involves lowing the launch

vehicle lolally submerged, filled with a dummy low
nosecone, and sealed in a watcrlighl casing. When the
launch site is reached, Ihe rocket is oriented to the vertical

position using flolallon and ballast, exposing approximately
ten percent of lhe rocket, by volume, above the waterhne.

The dummy low nosecone is Ihen removed and the payload,

stored on-board the support vessel in a clean room, is

installed onlo lhe launch vehicle. The support vessel then

moves away to a safe location and the launch sequence is
started. The fire command is not sent until the vehicle roll

and pitch rales come into specified tolerances.

The difference between the partially submerged launch and

the fully submerged launch is that instead of flotation being

attached to the rocket, the rocket is allowed to settle slightly

below the ocean surface. The rocket is then ignited while
completely submerged and exits the water with a

considerable buoyant force.

The ability to launch for under two million dollars was an

important consideration in choosing lhe launch method of the

Crusader2B. Therefore, the paramelers of initial cost and

operational cost were heawly weighted in the determining
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meansprocess.Thepartiallysubmergedlaunchmethodand
themodificationofanexistingmobilelaunchrailallowfor
asimplelaunchmethodwhichrequirefewmodificationsand

provide good mobility. This mobility increases launch site
selection which increases orbital range selection. The

systems are also durable and require fewer range safety
restrictions. These attributes lead to an inexpensive, flexible

method of launching a SELV into low earth orbit.
The Aerodynamic Model (AM) required that the flight

characteristics be the same as those of the full scale

Crusader2B. The AMs considered were the flow table, the

subsonic wind tunnel, and the supersonic wind tunnel model.

These models must produce the same Reynold's number

(Re), or be able to produce enough data points so that the Re

can be extrapolated. The most important parameter in the

selection of the method of aerodynamic testing was the

Mach number. If the testing facility is unable to reach the

full scale QMAX Mach number, the dynamic similarity
between the full scale Crusadcr2B and the scaled AM is not

satisfied. With the importance of the Mach number

parameter, the supersonic wind tunnel testing was selected

as the optimal solution for the aerodynamic modeling.

In the fall of 1992, Spaceport Florida Authority (SFA),

USRA and Cape Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS)
selected modifying an existing mobile rail launch platform
as an economical launch melhod for the Crusader2B. In

addition, a launch cost of between .5 to 1.5 million dollars

was discussed as a target for this launch facility. The

Spartan Conversion Project Team designed and tested an

instrumentation package for a Super Loki sounding rocket

launch rail to determine thermal and dynamic slresses on lhe

rail during launch. The Super Loki launch rail (SLLR) is a

twelve foot long launch rail of anodized aluminum.

The instrumentation package consists of four sections.
,_ ,_ and fourThe sensor section has two strain ,:,au_,es

lhermocouples (Figure 6). These sensors are responsible for
taking accurate data during the launch of the Super Loki
rocket. The second section is the wires that transmit the

data from the sensors to the data acquisition devices. The

wires that are on the SLLR are resistant to high

temperatures. The next section is lhe data acquisition
devices. These devices include a strain indicator which

converts the signal from the sensors to data that the micro-

loggers record and a data logger which records the required

data. The last section in the instrumentation package is the

protective coverings. These coverings include the ducts that

protect the wiring from data corrupting radio noise, two
boxes which protect the amplifiers, and the data loggers

(Figure 7).

This package is intended to acquire data on the launch of

a Super Loki rocket and the effccls of the launch on lhe rail.

This includes the strains imparted on the rail by the driving

fins on the dart of the rocket, and the frictional heating

imparted to the rail during the launch.

University of Central Florida
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Fig. 6 Instrumenled Rail

The project was separated into four phases: design,

installation, pre-test, and test. During the design phase an

analysis was performed in Algor to determine the location of

the stresses the launch rail mounting bracket would
experience during a launch. This determined the mounting

location of the strain gauges on the launch rail mounting
bracket.

The installation phase included the method for mounting
the strain gauges and thcrmocouples on the rail, as well as

the method for constructing protective ducts and boxes. The

pre-test phase consisted of a series of tests to confirm that

the strain gauges, cables, data loggers, and computers

perform Io specifications and wilhin an acceptable error
limit.

During the pre-test phase, tests were done to verify sensor

mounting and operation, cable operation, and data logger

performance and interface. The results from the tests

showed that all sensors were mounted correctly and

performed properly. The cables were connected securely

and functioned accurately. Data recorded by the data

loggers was accurate. These tests also provided data on the

magnitude and linearity of the axial and torsional stresses on

the mounling bracket. These slresses were found to behave

linearly. Torsional stresses were found to be negligible

when compared to axial stresses, therefore, the torsional

stresses are neglected.
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Phase lit consists of gathering tile thermal and dynamic
stresses from two real time launches of the Super Loki

sounding rocket. These launches will be performed m

conjunction wilh Spaceport Florida Authority al Cape San

Bias, Florida. The testing has not been performed at this
time.

Sunlmary

The 1992-1993 scnior Aerospace Engineering Design class

completed two projecls. The l)rsI projccl was 1o design,
build, and test a SDMM and on-board flotation & orientation

systems. The second project was the Spartan Conversion

Project which included all instrumentatioll package for the
Super Loki sounding rocket.

The objective of lhe Soyuz projecl was Io dc_ermine the
flotation characteristics of the SDM with and without

flotation. Construction of the Soyuz model and a center of

gravity and mass moment of inertia system were completed.

The Flotation & Orientation project completed work in

determining: required buoyancy, means of rigid attachment,

a work platform for rescue persomlel, feasibility for the
SDM, and a melhod of orienlallon. A wave lest facility to

test a one-tenth scale SDMM was designed.

The objectives of the Spartan Conversion Project were to

investigate various launch techniques for the Crusadcr2B,

model the flight characterislics of the full scale Crusader2B,

and provide design input into the modificahon of an existing

mobile rail launch plalform, To accomplish these objectives

several launch techniques were investigated, modeling

methods researched, and IheorelJcal analyses performed on
a mobile launch rail bracket

One-third scale models of the SDM and two on-board

flotation & orientation systems were designed, built and
tested. Testing took place ill tWO phases. The fidelity of the

Soyuz model was eslablished from geometric and dynamic
characteristic tests performed on the model in Phase I.
Results from Phase I tests on the SDMM indicate that the

model met its geometric and strength constraints. Leakage

into the model was prcvemed by supplementing the seals

with silicone. The center of gravity was modeled to within

5%, and the moments of inertia to within 28%. Integration

wilh the flotation & orientation systems was successful.

Phase I testing on the Umbrella Arm system and the
Modular Inflatable system indicate that the models were safe

to use. The buoyancy provided met specification and was
sufficient to support the SDMM. Water intrusion into the

inflatable bags was negligible and did not affect the dynamic
flotation characteristics. The models met their dimensional

and weight constraints. Velcro strength was sufficient to

resist the force of the wave motion, and each system
attached rigidly to the SDMM,

Phase 1I testing look place at the OTRC. The facility

accommodated all testing configurations and the staff

provided excellent support, Tests were completed to
determine the SDMM's flotation characteristics with and

without the Umbrella Arm system. The testing involved

tethered and untethercd testing of the models as well as a

number of changes to lhe wave environment.
Five wave slates were used 1o test the bare SDMM. The

test results provide the flotation characteristics of the SDM

configuration. Observations derived from the test results

were provided to the ACRV Program. These observations

were: (1) the frequency of regular wave state three was
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approximatelyequaltothenaturalfrequencyofthetethered
Soyuzmodel.Therefore,everysecondwaveinthetethered
testsdampedthepitchingmotionof thecraft. In the
untetheredtest,themodelexhibitedanoscillatingrolling
motion, and(2) Themodelin regularseastatefour
exhibitedasignificantincreaseinpitchin thetetheredtest.
Duringtheuntetheredtest,thecraftorienteditselfhatch
awayfromtheon-comingwavesandtrackedstraightinthe
wavedirection.

Threewavestatesweremodeledandevaluatedin the
testingof theUmbrellaArm system.Thetestresults
providetheflotationcharacteristicsoftheSDMMwiththe
UmbrellaArmsystemdeployed.Observationsderivedfrom
thetestresultswerealsoprovidedtotheACRVProgram.
Theseobservationswereasfollows:(1)asmallincreasein
theheavemotionwithalargedecreaseinthepitchmotion,
(2) a flotationdevicewhichprovidesstabilizationis
necessaryto extractthecrewfromthecraft, and (3)sea
statethreebaremodelpitchingmotionwasnormalized.

A wavetestfacilitywasdesignedtotestaone-tenthscale
SDMM.Thedesignparameterswhichthegroupconsidered
werekinematicscaling,bottomeffects,portability,water
tank,wavegeneration,waveabsorption,andmeasurement
andinstrumentation.Thefacilityisdesignedtobeportable.
Thewatertankisconstructedof woodin fivesections.A
0.6mmthicklinercontainsthewater.Thewavegenerator
consistsofahingedflapdrivenbyapneumaticcylinderand
linkage.A manual measurement system is used to determine
and monitor wave motion, while an automatic electronic

system is tJsed to retrieve data from the model.

The launching methods considered for the Crusadcr2B
were air, land, and sea launch. Two air launching

alternatives were considered: the parachute drop, and the

wing pylon launch. Modifications to three existing land

launching configurations were considered. These

configurations were above ground launch complexes,

existing mobile launchers, and abandoned silos. Barge tower

launching, partially submerged launching and fully

submerged launching were the sea launch configurations

considered. The parameters of in,tml cost and operational

cost were heavily weighted in the determining means

process. The partially submerged launch method and the

modification of an existing mobde launch rail were lhe

methods chosen to fulfill the launching requirements.

Flow table, subsonic wind tunnel, and supersomc wind

tunnel modeling were investigated for use in determining the

flight characterislics of the Crusader2B. Supersonic

modeling was selected due to the ability to match the full
scale mach number.

To determine the thermal and dynamic stresses on a

mobile launch rail mounting bracket, an instrumentation

package was designed and pre-lested. The instrumentation

package consists of one data lo,,,,er_=_, ,_ sin,,le_ element strain

gauges, four thermocouples, high heat reststant cable, high
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temperature thermocouple wire, non-shielded wire, and high

temperature resistant aluminum tape.

The mounting location of the strain gauges on the launch

rail mounting bracket was determined by performing an

Algor analysis. The pre-tests showed that the equipment

performed to specifications and within acceptable error
limits. These tests also showed that the axial and torsional

stresses on the mounting bracket behave linearly. Torsional

stresses were found to be negligible when compared to the

axial stresses and are neglected. Dynamic testing of the

Super Loki sounding rocket has not been performed. Two
launches are on the schedule, and data will be gathered when
the rocket is launched.
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Abstract

Mankind's exploration of space wall eventually lead to the

establishment of a permanent human presence on the

Moon. Essential to the economic wability of such an

undertaking will be prudent utilization of indigenous lunar

resources. The design of a lunar propellant processing

system is presented. The system elements include facilities

for ore processing, ice transportation, water splitting,

propellant storage, personnel and materials transportation,

human habitation, power generation, and communicatmns

The design scenario postulates that ice is present in the

lunar polar regions, and that an initial lunar outpost has

been established. Minmg, ore processing, and water

transportation operations are located in the polar regions.

Water processing and propellant storage facilities arc

positioned near the equator. A general description of

design operatmns is outlined below.

Regolith containing the ice is mined from permanently-
shaded polar craters. Water is separated from the ore using

a microwave processing technique, and refrozen into

projectiles for launch to the equatorial site via railgun. A
mass-catching device retrieves the ice. This ice is

processed using fractional distillation to remove impuriues,
and the purified hquid water is fed to an electrolytic cell

that splits the water into vaporous hydrogen and oxygen.

The hydrogen and oxygen arc condensed and stored

separately in a tank farm

Electric power for all operations is supplied by SP-100

nuclear reactors. Transportation of materials and personnel

is accomphshed primarily using chemical rockets. Modular
living habitats are used which provide flexibility for the

placement and number of personnel. A communications

system consisting of lunar surface terminals, a lunar relay

satelhte, and tcrrestrml surface stations provides

capabilities for continuous Moon-Moon and Moon-Earth

transmissions of voice, picture, and data

Introduction

As currently envisioned, payloads for manned missions to

the moon are dominated by propellant reqmrements.

NASA's "Report on the 90-Day Study on the Human

Exploration of the Moon and Mars" estimated that the mass
launched to LEO for colonization of the Moon could be

reduced by several hundred tons per year if propellant were

produced on the Moon. This corresponds to a sawngs in

the $50 billion range, which certainly justifies careful study

of lunar m-sltu propellant production This work

summarizes the design of a lunar propellant production

facihty and related operations by students from the
University of Cincinnati..

Assumptions

This study assumes that ice containing frozen water and

ammoma is present m permanently-shaded lunar polar
regions. 1 The second major assumption is that a

preliminary lunar outpost has been established in an

equatorial region that contains estabhshed habitats,

emergency medical faclhties, communication facilities,

offioading equipment, and other items of infrastructure

useful to the construction and operation of the proposed

propellant processing facility.
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POLAR ICE BENEFICIATION FACILITY

Tom Cash, Tom Walker, Heather Walls

Introduction

The beneficiation facility extracts ice from the regolith by

evaporation to provide the hydrogen/oxygen production

plant with 563 kilograms of water mixed with 68 kilograms

of ammonia per day. Due to high capillary pressures

associated with removing liquids from microporous solids,
only 80% of the ice can be recovered economically. A

volume of 2816 m 3 of regolith will be processed per day to

produce the stated amount of oxygen and hydrogen.

University of Cincinnati

processed each minute. By using the dielectric properties
of ilmenite at a density of 1.65 g/cm 3 (dielectric constant

and dielectric loss factor are 3.99 and 1.71, respectively),

the amount of power output needed to heat a volume of 0.1
m 3 (1 meter length x 2 meter width x 0.05 meter depth)
from 100 K to 473 K is calculated as 9305 watts. 4 This

power output produces an electric field value of 4893

volts/meter. A series of twenty 15000-watt magnetrons will

be used, each placed one meter apart along the length of a
chamber. Each magnetron will be run at 62% of its total

power output and will require a supply of 18.6 kilovolts.

Operation

Design Options

The technology options that were considered for the

extraction process were a fluldized bed, melting, melting/

vaporization/condensation, solvent extraction, and sublima-

tion. The criteria for selecting the best extraction process

consisted of process capability, processing rate, feasibility,
and energy reqmrements. Using these criteria, the melting/

vaporization/condensation process was selected.

Heating Method

Microwave energy provides a very efficient method of

heating lunar regolith. The regolith can be heated with less

energy than conventional methods, and the heating is

accomplished in a controlled manner in much less time.

This is due in part to the ability to control field intensities,

heating rates, and maximum temperatures during

microwave heating. Also, microwave energy tends to heat

the regolith volume uniformly. High absorption rates of

microwave energy are desired if the process is to be
feasible.

Insulating materials such as basalt, ilmenite, and

feldspars are present in the lunar regolith, with ilmenite

being the most common. 2 Ilmenite couples with

microwave frequencies of 2.45 GHz which mcreases

microwave absorption. 3 Thus, high heating rates can be

achieved. With respect to lunar processing, this fact may

be exploited commercially by not having to transport

coupling agents into space.

Design

Condensation is a thermodynamic process that transforms

a compound and/or element from the vapor phase to the

liquid phase. The constituents of this system are water and
ammonia. The vapor will condense to a liquid after the

required amount of heat (energy) is removed from the

system. The energy to be extracted from the system to

condense the vapor is dependent on the specific heat, heat

of vaporization, and the mass of the vapor in the system.
The rate of condensation will depend on the rate that heat

can be extracted from the system. As the system is heated

from 100 K, the first transformation will take place at 240

K. Here the ammonia (NH3) will begin to vaporize until

most of the NH 3 is in the gaseous phase. At this point the

composition of the vapor at is nearly 100%o NH3. The

system is now in a dynamic state with the temperature and

pressure increasing with time. The pressure in the system

will be less than the vapor pressure of water from 240 K to

473 K. At some point to be determined during this

dynamic state, a valve will be opened to allow the H20(v)

and NH3(v) to pass through a heat exchanger starting the
condensation process. The H20(v) will condense due to

the loss of heat through the heat exchanger. The
condensation will produce a thermosyphon which will be

the driving force for the mass transport of vapor from the

furnace to a tank. The thermosyphoning will continue until

the pressure in the furnace is equal to that of the pressure in

the storage tank.

The temperature in the condensate tank will be kept at a

value below the boiling point of both gases. The water and

ammonia will then be formed into 80-kg icc balls for

transportation to the equator using the rail gun.

The beneficiation facility has a mass of 15,000 kilograms

and will cost $1,700,000,000. The facility does not require

any personnel to operate.

To obtain the amount of oxygen and hydrogen required
with an 80% efficiency, a volume of 1.96 m 3 must be
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DISTRIBUTED ENERGY SOURCE RAILGUN FOR

LUNAR ICE TRANSPORT

John Papp

Introduction

A railgun design is chosen for bulk ice transportation

from the Moon's pole to equator. Continuous

transportation systems such as lunar railways, pipelines,

tramways, lunar rovers, trucks, and hopping vehicles were

discarded as design options due to human safety factors,

maintenance, and extensive construction costs. Point-to-

point methods, included ballistic and rocket transportation,

were also considered. Rocket transportation proved to use

more fuel than could be produced using the transported ice.

Therefore, the ballistic approach of ice transportation using

electric power resulted in the electromagnetic railgun

design.

A railgun is very similar to a conventional canon; the

major difference is the form of propulsive force. For the

canon, it is the chemical reaction of gun powder and air;

for the railgun, it is the snnple physical principle of current

loops through a magnetic field. Both achieve the same

goal--supply extremely large values of propulsive force to

produce h_gh exit vclocitms The components of a s_mplc

railgun are two parallel, current-carrying plates, a power

supply, an armature, and the projectile. By connecting the

power source to the current carrying plates and armature, a

current loop is created along with an induced magnetic
field. The interaction between the current and induced

magnetic field produces a force on the projectde. By

applying a large power supply, tremendous exit velocities of

up to several kilometers per second for small masses can be
attamed.

Design and Operation

Multiple launches are required to reduce the tremendous

amount of power that would be needed if all the necessary

ice were launched at once. An optimum of ten, 80 kg ice

launches per day, with three days of maintenance per Earth

month, was chosen to transport the required amount of ice

The design uses a more efficient Distributed Energy Source

(DES) concept with multiple powered stages rather than the

conventional single-stage concept discussed above.
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module, 80 kg of which is ice, to a velocity of 1736 m/s.
The powered railgun, with a bore dimension of 0.5 m

square, is 121 m long, while the unpowered launch sectmn

is 200 m long. The maximum accelerating force and

pressure are 2.02 MN and 8.07 MPa respectively. Values

of inductance, capacitance, and voltage vary from 36.4 mH

to 108.9 mH, 0.423 F to 4.23 F, and 7.65 kV to 24.11 kV

respectively for the ten stages. The overall efficiency of the

system is 11.7 % while the efficiency per stage is 80.9%

with an overall stored energy of 361 MJ and power of 2.29

GW. The transit time of the module in the powered railgun
section is 153.5 ms.

Ice projectile targeting control is achieved using

reproducible methods. The ice projectile is targeted using
servo controls while LED emitters and sensors measure

velocity (Figure 1 and 2). Cables connected to a motor and

two generators are used to reduce the module velocity

accurately and predictably (B in Figure 3). Position and

velocity are transmitted to a computer programmed to send

a release signal once the correct velocity and position are

reached (C in Figure 3). With the release signal received,

the doors holding in the ice projectile are opened and the

ice projectile is allowed to exit in a predetermined direction

with a predetermined velocity (D in Figure 3). Pointing

and velocity accuracy of the me projectile is impossible to
calculate; but, because the targeting method is reproducible,

a calibratmn technique is used to predict landing location at

varying velocities and directions.

Servo Control

Disk

Fig. 1 Assembly view of projectile system

There are ten stages, each powered by a charged capacitor

and inductor system. Ordinary differential equatmns

describing the electrical circmt for each stage were solved

using a fourth-order accurate Runge-Kutta method. The

solution of these cquatmns is represented by the calculated

values below. The rallgun is designed to accelerate 120 kg
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Fig. 2 Schematic of LED sensor and emitter along with
braking cable system
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Fig. 3 Overview of typical launch scenario

MASS CATCHER

Raj Batra

Introduction

The purpose of the mass catcher is to retrieve the 80 kg

ice projectiles launched by the railgun. When designing a

stopping mechanism for a projectile with an incoming

velocity of 1500 m/s, several criteria should be satisfied. In

the interests of disposabdity the launched projectile, which
has traversed one-fourth of the Moon's circumference,

should not contain a control system nor any sort of casing.

Without the control system perturbations will exist;

therefore, the stopping mechanism must be mobile to

accommodate for variable landing locations. In addition,

the mass catcher should use minimal power and be

designed for multiple catchings.

Since the mass catcher must be mobile, ideas related to

stationary units such as contained crater impacts, nets, and
tether systems are eliminated. Other options such as

electromagnetic decelerators and orbital catchers are

discarded due to the power requirements and difficulties

arising from transporting ice from orbit to the lunar

processing facility.

Design and Operation

What has been devised is a catching system similar to a

military tank. It will be free to roam over a 1.5 km

diameter paved area. The ice projectile is tracked by three

ground base units. At three 10 minute intervals, the

catcher will be sent information using a Laplacian method

of orbit determination as to the exact impact location of the

projectile. This will be sufficient time for the catcher to

position itself and to allow a hydraulic jack to elevate the

muzzle/funnel to a pitch angle that is aligned with the

incoming projectile. The funnel is made of Kevlar-49,
which has a resistive force of 344 MN and has been

designed using an empirical equation calculating the

critical ricochet angle. Thzs will allow the projectile to

graze the funnel, hence incurring minimal damage. The

ice, upon entering the funnel, is contained by a trap door

installed at the entrance of the funnel. This entrapment is

required to capture the vapors produced by the imparted

ice. The ice will traverse down into the belly of the

catching mechanism where it will impact loosely hung
chains made from MIL-12560 Armor. This will reduce

part of the kinetic energy. The remnants of the projectile

will then be blocked by a plate constructed from Kevlar-49

and attached to a spring-damper system.

At the end of each day, the mass catcher will be driven

back to the outer perimeter of the paved surface where a

pipe will be located to transport the water back to the

processing facility in order to liquefy the ice. Heat supplied

from the nearby nuclear power plant and ammonia

extracted from ice shipments will produce a desirable

chamber pressure and temperature.

PROPELLANT PRODUCTION FACILITY

Will Gareau, Larry Kruger, Bill Patrizio, Kathy

Reicosky, Sherif Sakr

Introduction

The purpose of the equatorial fuel processing facility is to

produce 15.22 kg/hr liquid hydrogen and 112.5 kg/hr liquid

oxygen from a water/ammonia feed. These flow rates are

double that of normal capacity to allow production

flexibility. The plant is totally enclosed, except for storage

tanks and radiative heat exchangers. This will make

maintenance easier, and will protect the mternal equipment
from the harsh environment on the moon.
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Energy costs are high, so operating the plant during the

night time only would greatly reduce energy requirements.

If the process were to operate during both the day and

night, a separate refrigeration cycle would be needed to

dissipate heat generated by the process. This refrigeration

cycle would need to accommodate the nitrogen, hydrogen,

and oxygen liquefaction cycles. The weight of the smaller

equipment saved by operating continuously, would be less

than the added weight of a large refrigeration cycle that

would be needed during the daytime temperatures of 400 K.
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hydrogen (approx. 1% of the water could bc decomposed in

a 28 day period) and the transportation and handling of the

catalysts eliminated this option.

Thermodynamic Cleavage

The application of extreme heat (5000 K) and high

pressure (10 atm) on water produces oxygen and hydrogen.

Due to the low yield (max. 2.3%) and extreme matenal
stress, this option was eliminated.

Dissipating heat on the moon can only be accomplished

by radiative heat loss. Gases to be cooled flow through

radiative heat exchangers, which here are long parallel

plates of glass that can be made from the regolith on the

Moon, thus reducing the amount of materials needed to be

transported to the Moon.

Technology Options

The feed stream from prior operations consists of an
ammonia/water mixture. There are several methods which

may be used to separate ammonia from water.

Characteristics such as polarity and molecule size may be

exploited. However, distillation was chosen because of the

proven technology, the high purities needed in the effluent

streams, and because of the large boiling point differences
between ammonia and water. Several factors must be

considered in lunar distillation design. The low gravity on

the moon will result in a larger column because of thc

necessary residence time, Although cooling is difficult,

heating is relatively cheap because heat is a major waste

product of power production facilities. Heat is the main

driving force in distillation, and it is more abundant than

mechanical or electrical energy. The following processes
were considered for the sphttmg of water, which is the only
major native source of oxygen.

Thermochemical Cleavage

A series of chemical reactions can split water into its

elements. Three separate reactions are needed, each

occurring at relatively high (1200 K) temperatures and In

the presence of a metallic catalyst (PtO or MgO). Wzth the

exception of water, the reactants are regenerated within the

series of reactions. With a 30% conversion and up to 39%

thermal efficiency, this process is the second most probable

reactor system. It was not chosen due to the large amount

of initial investment of transporting three reactors, their

separation systems, and reactants to the moon.

Electrolysis

Electrolytic cleavage of water is accomplished by passing

a current through an electrolytic substance Hydrogen and

oxygen arc produced in a gaseous state at separate

electrodes, which ehminatcs the need for a product

separation system. The process itself is the simplest of the

water-splitting technologies, and weighs the least. It can be

transported to the Moon pre-asscmbled in a module. This

process is currently being discussed as the future

technology for obtaining hydrogen and oxygen from watcr

by several industrial and NASA-rclated studies. As
electrolysis is the water-splitting technology most adaptable
tO the Moon, it is used in th_s design.

Radiolytic Cleavage Ammonia Dissociation

High energy radiation of water produces H*, OH*, H2,
H202, OH-, and H+. Due to the production of many

radicals and side products, and the large amount of energy

required (approximately 2 MW), this option was
eliminated.

Photocatalytic Cleavage

The irradiation of water using UV light results in the

cleavage of water. This process requires two catalysts, one

for hydrogen production and one for oxygen production. A

sensitizing agent as well as an electron relay compound is
needed for the reaction to occur. A low evolution of

The ammoma will be thermodynamically dissociated by

the addition of large amounts of heat. The resulting

nitrogen and hydrogen streams could be separated by

cryogenic d_stillation, absorptmn, or membrane separation.

Cryogenic distillation, while capable of high flow rates and

high purities, would only add mechanical equipment

requiring maintenance to our plant. Flow rates in the
ammonia subsystems are low enough that cryogenic

distillation is unnecessary. Carbon beds or molecular

sieves are non-mechanical, but are heavy, and would

require duplicate systems for periods of regeneration.

Membrane systems, m contrast, are non-mcchanical, have

no heat load, are low-maintenance, and have extended
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lifetimes.Theammoniaflowratesaresmallenough that a

membrane system is feasible, and high purity is possible

with multiple modules in series. For these reasons, a

membrane separation system was chosen for the ammonia
reactor outlet.

Propellant Liquefaction

The use of hydrogen and oxygen as fuels for spacecraft in

NASA's space program requires the liquefaction of these
gases. Liquefaction of a gas is dependent upon the

temperature and pressure of the gas. In general, the lower

the pressure of the gas, the lower the temperature of the gas

must be for liquefaction to occur.

There are three common processes by which liquefaction

can be achieved. The first of these processes involves the

use of a heat exchanger to cool the gas to a temperature that

is below the boiling point of the gas. This process is not

feasible because it requires a cooling fluid cooler than the

boiling point of the gas to be liquefied. The remaining two

processes use the principle of volumetric expansion to

liquefy the gas. Volumetric expansion occurs when the gas
undergoes a rapid decrease in pressure. The gas maintains
a constant enthalpy throughout the depressunzat_on process

while the pressure and temperature decrease. If the

volumetric expansion occurs over the proper pressure
range, liquefaction will occur. There are two devices that

induce volumetric expansion of a gas. The first is a simple
pressure release valve, known as a throttling valve, and the

other is an expansion turbine. Since the valve is simpler in
design and has no moving parts that would require large

amounts of maintenance, it was decided that the throttling

process would be the preferable expansion process.

University of Cincinnati

combined and sent to the hydrogen liquefaction process. A

radiative heat exchanger is used to cool the hydrogen to

ambient temperature. The hydrogen is further cooled by

liquid nitrogen below 100 K. The super-cooled hydrogen is

compressed and expanded to become a gaseous/liquid

mixture. The gas is separated from the liquid and recycled.

The liquid hydrogen and oxygen are piped to the fuel

storage facility.

The major cost for the fuel production facility is from

transporting the materials to the moon. The total weight of
all the materials being transported to the moon is

approximately 13,000 kg resulting in a transportation cost

of $1 billion. The fuel production facility is expected to

require 200 kW of energy.

PROPELLANT STORAGE FACILITY

J. Matt Campbell and Chris Staneluis

Introduction

The lunar cryogenic storage facility stores liquid oxygen
at a temperature of 120 K and liquid hydrogen at a

temperature of 34 K. The capacity is the minimum

monthly production of propellant. A modular design and

parallel piping allows storage space to be increased if

production is increased. Because passive means of

insulation already existed in present technology, powered

refrigeration was considered unnecessary even in the harsh
lunar environment. Thus, insulating against the high

temperature of the lunar day was the challenge.

Operation

The liquid feed stream is distilled into pure ammonia and

water. The ammonia is then sent to a reactor, where heat

is used to disassociate the ammonia into ItS nitrogen and

hydrogen components. The N2 and H2 leave the ammonia

reactor in a gaseous mixture which is separated by a

membrane system. The nitrogen is then compressed and

throttled to become a gaseous/liqmd mixture The gas is

separated from the liquid and recycled,

The water from the distillation column is sent to an

electrolysis cell that produces two product streams, 02 and

H2. The oxygen and hydrogen are sent to separate dryers

which remove traces of water vapor. The pure oxygen

stream is sent through a compressor and a radiative heat

exchanger to cool it to liquid form. The hydrogen streams

from the ammonia reactor and the electrolysis cell are

Options

Initial designs considered whether to bury the storage

tanks or to keep them above the lunar surface. Burying the

storage tanks underground could stabilize the outer tank

temperature to 210 K, and protection from meteorite

impacts is another plus for an underground facility. Safety,

maintenance, and accessibility made burying the tanks

underground unfeasible. Since radiation shields would be
needed for the underground facility, the safety and

maintenance issues became the factors to keep the facility

on the surface. Also, a heat transfer analysis considered the

losses over the twenty-eight day lunar cycle It was found

that a cold lunar mght balanced out a hot lunar day. The

same issues existed for the pipes, so the pipes are placed on

the lunar surface. The pipes, though, did not use radiation

shields since product will only be shipped at night.
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Storage tank design could be either cylindrical or

spherical. The machining of only spherical tanks was more

expensive than the cylindrical design for the facility and

only offered minimal strength gains. Material selection

considered weight, compatibility with each cryogenic

product, availabihty, and price. Present commercial

materials were part of this design because not enough data

on hght-weight plastics for this cryogenic application could

be compded nor was any of this data for the lunar
environment.

Design and Operation

The final design consists of a 'Z- shaped' pipeline

originating from the production facility that flows to the

tank farm (Figure 4). At the tank farm, the tanks are

arranged in modular form such that more tanks can be

added as production is stepped up or demand lowers. The

tanks are each protected by a 1 cm thick hexagonal vertical
shell made of 304L stainless steel. Thcse shells are to

protect the storage tanks from any small mcteonte impacts

and to keep dust off the tanks' reflective surfacc

Centripetal pumps capable of raising pressures to 7000 kPa

using 3 kW motors propel the product to the storage tanks

Along the pipeline will be the return line from the storage

tanks driven by a compressor. This return line will take the

boil off from the tanks back to the production facility to bc

recycled back into cryogenic product. The piping system is
made of stainless steel. Stainless steel is chosen because of

its good compatibility with both the LOX and LH, its

availability and inexpenstve cost, and good strcngth ovcr

the wide ranging lunar temperatures. Laminar flow is

considered so pipe diameters are to be 0.16 m for hydrogen

and 0.25 for oxygen and the minimum wall thicknesses arc
7 mm for the LH line and 6 mm for the LOX line.

Jr Compressor

Pump

I Valve

10.!" Liquid Hydrogen Storage Tank

!:_" ! Liquid Oxygen Storage Tank

Retum Line

-- Feed Line

® Pressure Regulator

*oo,uonal Ta._s

A_,uonal T_nks

Fig. 4 Propellant Storage Facdity Layout
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The storage tanks are cylindrical in shape with

hemispherical ends. The LOX tank is made of 304L

stainless steel for the reasons stated for the pipeline. The

LH tank is made of Titanium (Ti-5 AI-2.5 Sn) for its

excellent strength to weight ratio and a good compatibility

with hydrogen. Both tanks have a mean thickness of 1 cm.
Volume for the tanks is 18 m3. This is derived from

considering storage of the average of one month's

production for both LOX and LH. Storage tank stress

analysis is modeled on an Ansys 4.4a finite element

program. For the Hydrogen, the tank is subjected to a
maximum Von Mise stress of 3.41E8 Pa that is localized at

the input pipe. The maximum Von Mise stress results in a

factor of safety of 4.3. For the oxygen tank, its input pipe

maximum stress is 1.42E9 Pa, which results in a factor of

safety of 1.1. These results are somewhat conservative

since the actual design will have a filleted input pipe and
thus actual stresses are lower.

The heat transfer analysis is achieved using the Newton-

Raphson numerical method. Heat transfer is minimized by

using the passive method of crinkled aluminized mylar

coating the storage tank's surface. By modehng the mylar
as numerous heat shields, a maximum thickness for the LH

tank surface is 2.15 cm and .38 cm for the oxygen tank

(lcm=100 laycrs of mylar). Thus, the heat flux calculated
for the liquid hydrogen has a total of 63.05 W/m 2 over the

enure lunar cycle and a mean of 93.8 mW/m 2. For the

oxygen, the total heat flux for the lunar cycle is 313.4
W/m 2.

POWER GENERATION SYSTEMS

Mark Gleckler, Randall Hardin, Bobbi Hartweil, Rich

Listro, Chris Pickreli, Edward Schulte, Tim Taulbee

Introduction

The purpose of the power system design was to provide

electrical power for the fuel processing facilities on the

Moon at minimum cost and maximum reliability, We also

evaluated personnel health hazards caused by radiation,

developed a rough plan for the construction and

implementation of the facilities, provided a remote power

source for vehicles and unmanned stations, and prepared
for the removal of the facilities after the mission

completion.

Options

To prowdc power, we evaluated such options as solar,

luna-thermal, chemical, combustion, radioactive decay,
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fusion,andfission.Aftercompilingtheselectionfactors
for eachoption,wesettleduponnuclearfissionasthe
primarysourceof power.Thisdecisionwasbasedonthe
highspecificpowerof fissionandtheabilityto fulfill the
missionlifetime.Researchshowedthatmanyhypothetical
spacereactordesignsexistedand we decidedthat a
modifiedversionof theSP-100wouldsuit the mission
well.5 A modulardesignwasthegoalatall levelsof the
design;however,differingpowerrequirementsatthepolar
andequatorialregionsmadetwodifferentdesignsmore
economical.

Design and Operation

Univer_ of Cincinnati

disassembly phases. The DIPS uses a plutonium pile to

generate heat that drives a series of Stirling engines. The
DIPS are maintenance free and will allow unlimited use in

the fifteen year life span.

The nuclear engineers have developed a power system

that accounts for personnel radiation levels and will supply

the needs of the fuel processing facility throughout all

phases of implementation. We have developed a rough
plan for construction and use DIPS to power construction

vehicles. A series of modified SP-100 reactors supply

power during operation and the construction vehicles are

still available for disassembly.

The polar site has an overall estimated power

requirement capability of one megawatt. Three reactors

implemented with a thermionic topping cycle in addition to

a Stirling engine and generator are used to supply the

power. The equatorial site has a power requirement of only

five hundred kilowatts. This is within the capability of a

single reactor output. Two reactors are needed, however,

for reliability reasons. The thermionic topping cycle was

omitted to reduce the mass transported.

In all space environments, radiation is a health hazard.

Personnel working at the processing facility can expect to
receive radiation while en route to the moon and from a

very high background radiation level on the moon. A
radiation shield was needed to allow personnel to work near

the reactors without exceeding the maximum dose level.

The gamma and neutron shield is composed of

approximately two meters of regolith, forty centimeters of

lithium hydroxide, and one centimeter of steel. The final

radiation level would allow a worker to travel to the moon,

work at the edge of the reactors for twelve hours everyday

for one hundred eighty days, and return to the Earth

without exceeding the maximum allowable dose.

The polar site is the more difficult site to assemble

because little equipment is assumed to already extst there,

unlike the equatorial site. To construct the facility,

unmanned probes will be sent first to gather data on the

area These will be followed by unmanned supply ships

containing construction materials and vehicles. Personnel

will finally be sent in capsules that will serve as life support
modules until the habitat modules have been assembled.

The entire construction process should take between three

and five years.

Finally, a Dynamic Isotope Power System (DIPS) was

designed to supply 2.5 kilowatts of electric power for

vehicles and remote stations. The DIPS has a fifteen year

lifetime to allow for use during the construction and

LUNAR COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM UPGRADE

John Penix

Introduction

The existence of mining and propellant processing

operations on the moon introduces a need for expanded
communications coverage and bandwidth. The existing
communications resources at the Lunar Research Center

and the Lunar Industrial Park will not be sufficient to

support the communication needs of the chemical

processing plant and the propellant storage facilities being

added to these sites. In addition, the mining operations and

the beneficiation activities at the lunar pole represent an

area that is not covered by the current communications

system. There is also a preference to centralize the Earth-

based communications center with the continued expansion
of lunar activities.

By predetermining the needs of the mining and
propellant processing operations, a communications system

upgrade is proposed that supports the needs of the new

facilities. The types of services needed between the various

sites and the corresponding data rates have been taken into

account. The system upgrade will consist of additional

transmitters at both the equatorial and lunar pole sites as

well as a lunar relay satellite to provide a link between

these two sites and earth. The lunar relay satellite will

reside in a halo-like orbit to provide lunar near-side

coverage that wall allow for communications and

navigational information to be received by rovers.

Coverage of the entire lunar near-side cannot be achieved

with the existing Deep Space Network alone because the

beam widths of the antennas are too narrow. The ability to
centralize the earth based communications and control

operations will be supported by the addition of two

geostationary satelhtes working with the Deep Space

Network. There will also be a need for greater redundancy
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in the system due to the higher importance of the propellant

processing operations.

communicating with earth and with a relay

orbiting the Moon.
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satellite

Proposed Conceptual Design

The main assumption made in the design of the

communication system is that it is an upgrade to an

existing system. The basis for the specifics for the existing

system and the upgrade options come from a NASA

presentation outline describing the work that has been done

in proposing a Telecommunications, Navigational, and

Information Management (TNIM) system architecture for

operations on Mars and the Moon. 6 The assumption is

made that the current operations at the Lunar Research
Center are small and are of scientific, not processing or

manufacturing nature, and the existing system architecture

would reflect this. It is also assumed that use of the Deep

Space Network will be available due to its utihzation by the

NASA proposal.

This level of operation would require only a minimum or

moderate capability system as described by NASA. This

system would involve the use of the current Deep Space

Network and a single lunar surface terminal located at the

research center's equatorial site. This assumption does not

require any technological development beyond current

levels and uses an upgrade that is currently underway for

the Deep Space Network, taking it from S-band (2-4 GHz)

to X-band (8-12 GHz). This minimum capability system is

depicted in Figure 5.

Surface

Terminal

To allow for communication between the two lunar sttes

and to add redundancy to the overall commumcations

system, there will be a lunar relay satellite poised in a halo
orbit over the near side of the lunar surfacc. This satellite

will also provide the capability of covering the entire near-

side lunar surface, which was not possible using the Deep

Space Network. With the use of phased-array antennae, the

lunar relay satellite will be able to track and momtor

vehicles roving on the near-side. This may include

tracking and navigational assistance for the rail-gun

projectile that is being sent from the pole to the equator for

further processing. The proposed upgrade of the lunar

systems is shown in Figure 6.

Lunar Relay

Satelhte . . -

I / " "

Lunar Surface

Terminal

- - - Primary Link

Secondary Ltnk

Fig. 6 Proposed Lunar Commumcation Support System

There may also be the preference of having a centralizcd
command and control location here on Earth. To

accommodate this prefcrcnce there will have to be

additional upgrades to the Deep Space Network link to the

lunar end of the communication system. This addition

would consist of two geostationary satellites working with
one surface terminal on Earth (Figure 7). This
architectural geometry would provide a constant

communications link to the lunar end of the system from
one earth based location.

Fig. 5 Existing Lunar Research Center
TNIM Architecture

The two basic objectives to be achieved by the

communications system upgrade are to support the
addmons to the Lunar Industrial Park and the new

operations at the lunar pole. Both of these requirements
will be met with the addition of lunar surface terminals at

the corresponding sites. These terminals will have both

transmitting and receiving abilities capable of
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Lunar Relay

Satelhte

Lunar Surface

Terminal

Geostatmnary Satelhte
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\\ //

..... Pr)mary Link
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Fig. 7 Proposed communication system with centralized
earth command-control location

This second system architecture could be implemented

with the first system architecture as a backup for

redundancy in the communication links.

Design Considerations

There are four basic system elements m the existing and

upgraded communication system architecture presented.

These are the Deep Space Network and their corresponding

earth surface terminals, the geostationary relay satellites,

the lunar relay satellite, and the lunar surface terminals.

The first of the four, the Deep Space Network, _s an

established communication system whose resources wall be

utilized for the lunar mining and propellant processing

operations. At present, an upgrade is underway that would

convert the Deep Space Network from S-band to K-band

operations. It may eventually be necessary to convert the

system to Ka-band (27-40 GHz) to facilitate even larger

data requirements from the Lunar Industrial Park

The geostationary relay satellites will consist of a

microwave receiver and transmitter powered by a solar

array. This will require two transmitter antennae about 1-2

meters in diameter operating in the range of 50 - 100 watts,

depending on the operational frequency. There will also

have to be resident storage cells to insure link availability

when the satellite moves through the shadow of the Earth

each day. The mass of this satellite is estimated in the

range of 600-1000 kilograms.

The lunar relay satellite will be very similar in

configuration to the geostationary satellites. There will be
the need of a third I-2 meter transmit antenna to allow for

communications between the pole, the equator and Earth

UniversityofCincinnati

without repositioning the satellite. There is also the

possible addition of a phased-array antenna to handle

communications on the near-side surface. This will require

an additional power source in the range of 100 watts, again

depending on the frequencies desired. The mass of this

satellite is estimated to be 800 - 1200 kilograms.

The lunar surface terminals will also consist of a

microwave receiver and transmitter pair. These will

require antennae approximately 1-2 meters in diameter,

depending on the frequency of operation. The power

source will be in the range of 200 watts.

During the buildup phase of the lunar sites, the system

will be able to operate using only the lunar surface

terminals and the Deep Space Network. The lunar relay

satellite can be added when a larger bandwidth or higher

frequency of communication is needed between the two

lunar sites During the operational phase, the lunar relay

satellite will definitely be needed for the larger bandwidth,

navigational assistance, and to introduce link redundancy.

It will also be during the operational phase that the need for

a centralized Earth control center may arise. This would be
when the two geostationary satellites would be deployed.

The power requirement for keeping the lunar relay

satellite in a halo orbit over the near-side has yet to be

determined. It is also not known ff the necessity of

centralizing the earth based operations will be worth the

cost of deploying and maintaining the two geostationary
satellites.

PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT
TRANSPORTATION

Jason Bell, John Collins, Brian Dailey, Angelique
France, Charlcs Hamilton, Kurt Hanson, William Hull,

Ken Koller

Personnel and equipment transportation will be

accomplished using an innovative, reusable, chemically-

powered craft called the Lunar Transport Vehicle (LTV)

The LTV's 3000 mile mission from the equatorial industrial

complex to the polar mining site will be accomplished via

the "round-trip" method, and will occur approximately

every six months. The LTV could also bc used for

exploratory missions.

Various systems and subsystems are incorporated in the

LTV's design in order to accomplish the m_ssion.

Propulsion will by provided by four Pratt & Whitney

RL10A-3-3A liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen derivatwe

engines, using an oxidizer to fuel ratio of 6. The structure
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of the LTV is made out of Martin Marietta's lightweight

Weldalite-049 alloy. The truss structure, modeled using
SDRC's 1-DFL4S engineering analysis software, is designed

for a maximum deceleration of 5 g and touchdown

velocities of 10 m/s. Landing gear is hydraulic and able to

withstand many loadings, even on the treacherous lunar

terrain. The LTV is equipped with four small groups of
thrusters in order to control its attitude about three axes of

rotation. The guidance and navigation for the LTV

includes a Hexad inertial navigational system (INS), as well

as internal gyroscopes, inertial measurement units (IMU)

and accelerometers. Also, the LTV will be equipped with
several video cameras, recorders, and radar to provide

continuous range rate data. Commumcat_on from the LTV

will be transmitted at a rate of 200 kbps, and power will be

supplied by fuel cells.

LUNAR STRUCTURES

Steve Hudepohl and Greg Schrcppel
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communications and research. Power will ultimately be

supplied by a separate facility; however, during initial

construction power must be provided by batteries and/or

solar cells. These modular habitats will be transported to
the lunar surface at various phases of construction until the

number of habitats provided satisfies the occupant space

required for operation of the completed facility.

Two habitat designs were initiated for this project. Both

habitats were designed to support three personnel and

sustain an internal pressure of 12 psi. To shield personnel
from micrometeorites and radiation, both habitats were

designed to have a 2 meter layer of regolith cover.

The first habitat alternative consists of both a flexible and

rigid structure (Figure 8). The flexible or inflatable

structure is made up of high strength fabric reinforced with

steel cables. This structural system holds the 12 psi

internal pressure. Since this structure is inflatable, a rigid

structure is required to prevent the collapse of the regolith

cover should the pressure be released.

Introduction

The Civil Enginecring Department coordinated the

design of the lunar habitats and the railgun supporting

structure. For both structures, various factors were

considered in order to make the design as economically

efficient as possible. These factors include the weight

(mass) of imported materials, cargo space requirements for

transportation of the structural systems, construction of the

systems and required equipment, maintenance

requirements, and m_crometcorite and radiation protection

Lunar Habitats

The second habitat alternative (Ftgure 9) is made up

entirely of a rigid structure. This structure resists both the

internal pressure and the overburden pressure of the

rcgolith cover. The habitat consists of five modules (5.34

m x 5.34 m) connected together by a short network of

cyhndr_cal passageways. Although identical in structure,

each module serves a specific function so that together they
form a suitable habitat

/

The establishment of a lunar habitat early in the _)

construction phase is vital to expediting completion of the

lunar processing facility. A habitat which can
8.3 m

accommodate any number of occupants as efficiently as (2r.: _.1 C)
possible and which can be assembled m a short period of /
time will be necessary. To meet these criteria, a modular /
design was chosen for the habitat. In this type of design,
the habitat was designed to support three personnel, since )

this is the minimum requirement for an EVA (Extra __!

Vehicular Activity). To accommodate additional 1

personnel, multiple habitats, arranged in any configuration, . ___)_ _:( ):__
can be established either as one large habitat at a central

location or as several smaller habitats placed throughout

the processing and mining sites.

9.14 rn (30.0 ft.)
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Fig. 8 Plan View of Habitat Alternative #1

Each habitat will be equippcd with facilities for sleeping,

eating, hygiene, and recreation, as well as facilities for
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__ _l_ Pressure

Lock

Fig. 9 Plan View of Habitat Alternative #2

Railgun Supporting Structure

Since the overall length of the railgun is about 300 meters

and the required muzzle angle is about 23 degrees, the use

of imported materials for the supporting structure was
economically impractical. Instead, the crater wall was used

tO achieve the required angle. A ten meter wide path was

designed and steel footings were used to transfer the

railgun loads to the regolith. The path would be created

using equipment capable of excavating and compacting

regolith.
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Abstract

The concept of using a superconducting coil for magnetic

shielding against solar flare radiation during manned inter-

planetary missions has long been contemplated and was
considered in detail in the years preceding the Apollo

missions. Only lower temperature superconductors were

then known, and the field coils needed to produce the

protective field were limited in size to the ship dimensions.
These coils were ineffective unless they carried enormous

total circulating currents, and their potential use in the

Apollo program was abandoned. With high temperature

super-conductors, it has now become realistic to consider

deploying the field coils beyond the spacecraft hull and the

current requirement is dramatically lowered together with

the total system mass and energy requirements.
Importantly, concomitant experiments are made possible

with such a magnetic field generating system -- the
interaction between the field of the earth and the field

produced by the superconducting coil to obtain a thrust

capable of increasing the mean orbital radius and the

magsail. With current high temperature superconductor

materials, especially wires that have been produced within
the last year, a test of all these concepts now appears
possible through the use of a payload small enough to fly

piggyback aboard another mission.

Introduction

The ultimate objective of this work is to design, build, and
fly a dual-purpose, piggyback payload whose function is to

produce a large volume, low intensity magnetic field and to
test the concept of using such a magnetic field (1) to protect

spacecraft against solar flare protons, (2) to produce a thrust

of sufficient magnitude to stabilize low satellite orbits

against orbital decay from atmospheric drag, and (3) to test

the magsail concept. These all appear to be capable of

being tested using the same deployed high temperature

superconducting coil. In certain orbits, high temperature

superconducting wire, which has now been developed to the
point where silver-sheathed high T c wires one mil in

diameter are commercially available, can be used to produce
the magnetic moments required for shielding without

requiring any mechanical cooling system. The potential

benefits of this concept apply directly to both earth-orbital

and interplanetary missions. The usefulness of a protective
shield for manned missions needs scarcely to be

emphasized. Similarly, the usefulness of increasing orbit

perigee without expenditure of propellant is obvious. This

payload would be a first step in assessing the true potential

of large volume magnetic fields in the U.S. space program.

The objective of this design research is to develop an

innovative, prototype deployed high temperature

superconducting coil (DHTSC) system.

Historical Perspective

The concept of using superconducting coils to produce

magnetic fields for protection from energetic particle

radiation has been developed since the late 1950s. While

contemplated as a means of providing radiation protection

during manned missions beyond the magnetosphere, the
concept gained interest in the early 1960s as a means of

protecting satellites from nuclear blasts. On July 9, 1962, an

explosion of a 1.4 megaton nuclear device 250 miles above

Johnston Island(Project STARFISH) produced an artificial

radiation belt with a peak radiation dose rate of

approximately 120,000 rads per hour. This resulted in the

loss of three satellites 1, and produced significant concern

over satellite protection technologies. This concern led to

the production of a laboratory-based prototype system
which relied on low-temperature superconductors, and he

idea was further developed for manned space missions.

Magnetic shielding was one radiation shielding concept
seriously considered for the Apollo missions, although it

was later abandoned. The use of magnetic-filed shielding
for satellites has recently been reassessed for satellite

shielding applications due to the advent of high temperature
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superconductors.2 With renewedinterestin manned
missionsto Mars, magnetic shielding appears to provide the

required capabilities for proper crew shielding at significant

energy savings over all other designs.

Radiation Issues for

Manned Spaceflight

Energetic space radiation is generally classified by three

prime sources: radiation due to trapped particles in the Van
Allen Belts, radiation in the form of galactic cosmic rays,

and radiation due to solar particles emitted in flares, storms,

and the solar wind. For interplanetary travelers, the panicles

that pose the greatest threat are those with high energy and

fluxes. Galactic cosmic rays contain particles with the

highest energies (typically greater than 1 Gev), followed by

solar flare particles (10 to 1000 Mev), and f'mally Van Allen
belt radiation. The former two forms of radiation pose

potential exposures that dwarf the latter.

Historical data is commonly used to predict potential

exposures, and the benchmark solar flares most often cited

occurred in February of 1956, November of 1960, and
August of 1972. While these flares are among the most
powerful ever recorded, their magnitudes are not unique. In

fact, a flare of the same order of magnitude as the August
1972 event was recorded in October 1989. 3 The unshielded

blood-forming-organ (BFO) dose equivalents for the three

events were 62 rem, 110 rem, and 411 rem respectively. 3

The BFO dose equivalents were 31.5 rem, 39.8 rem, and

50.7 rem respectively even with a 10 grams per square
centimeter shield. 4 Since the recommended rem limit for

vital organs over a 30 day period for astronauts is 25 rem,

and is placed at 50 rem annually 5, significant concern must

be raised for any long duration space missions. While
current U.S. manned missions benefit from the natural

protection afforded by the Earth's magnetosphere,
interplanetary missions will require specific attention to

shielding in spacecraft design. The solar cycle is a period of

11 years, and it has been noted that extremely large flares
occur once or twice per cycle with lesser flares occurring

every few weeks. 6

While the Apollo missions were successfully planned

to avoid periods of high solar flare activity, this will not be

possible for manned Mars missions, which will last several

years. In addition, the unpredictability of large solar flares
forces mission designers to consider worst case scenarios for

potential exposure levels. Finally, it should be recognized

that the cumulative effects of smaller flares will be quite

significant as well. If normal levels of solar flare activity

are assumed, it has been predicted that an unprotected crew

would receive an annual dose of 100 rem per year on a Mars
mission. 7
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Mass Shielding

Mass shielding is generally referred to as a passive

shielding concept. Simply, bulk forms of matter have
inherent shielding capabilities. The major problem

encountered with mass shielding is that the required shield

thickness increases precipitously as the energy of the

particles to be protected from increases. Furthermore, the

production of energetic secondaries as a result of energetic
particles interacting with the shielding material must be
considered, and it should be noted that the level of

production of secondary particles such as gamma rays,

protons, and neutrons, is a function of the type of shielding

material, and specifically increases with increasing atomic
number. 8 For a Mars mission, however, the various mass

shielding concepts that have been suggested all suffer from
the disadvantage of being inherently too heavy for practical

implementation. This is especially the case if the most

penetrating of the solar flare radiation is to be stopped.

Thus, while the structural configuration of a spacecraft

provides inherent shielding, additional shielding strategies
must be considered in order to achieve reasonable mass

levels.

Alternative Shielding Strategies

A number of active shielding concepts have been

been suggested, including electric, magnetic, and plasma

shielding. Of these, both the electric and plasma shielding

strategies suffer from severe technical problems which

render their implementation infeasible. Thus, magnetic
shielding, which simply involves creating a magnetic field

around a spacecraft and thus deflecting charged particles,

appears to be the greatest hope for use as an active shield.

Magnetic Shielding

Work on the magnetic shielding concept was initiated

before manned spaceflight was even realized.9,10,11

Original development of the concept was, of course, limited

to low temperature superconductors, at liquid helium

temperatures. The use of such low Temperature

superconductors posed a daunting set of problems. First,

even with the equilibrium temperatures attained by a
spaceship in outer space, cooling to liquid helium

temperatures would still be needed through mechanical

refrigeration techniques in order to achieve the

superconducting state. This requirement alone limited

magnetic shielding designs to the use of ship-board coils 12,

especially due to the power requirements for maintaining the
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cryogenic temperature 13 Second, ship-board coils required

high magnetic field intensities only achievable through

extremely high currents in order to shield a reasonably high
volume. Third, the masses of the coils and the related

supporting structures required for such coils brought into

question any gains in savings over mass shielding

techniques. 12,14,15 It was found that a weight-savings was

achieved when protecting against 1 bev or higher protons,

and that the structural support of the shield was the main

component of the total mass of the system. 16

One additional concern noted with magnetic shields is the

effects that such high magnetic fields might have on living

organisms, especially due to long-term exposures. Studies

have been undertaken as to the potential dangers to space

travelers 17, but no opinion has won general acceptance even where

today. The debate on the general topic of magnetic field

interactions with living organisms still can be seen

especially seen with respect to the high voltage electrical

lines that are used to supply power across the country.

However, with proper design the field present in the crew

quarters can be reduced to values lower than normally

present on earth.
With the advent of high temperature superconductors,

heightened interest in magnetic shields is apparent. This

interest is further fueled by recent planning for a manned

mission to Mars which would directly benefit from the
development of magnetic shielding technologies. A number
of studies have focused on the use of the new ceramic

materials which can achieve superconductivity at liquid

nitrogen temperatures as well as on possible configurations

for a magnetic shield. One such configuration is that of a

deployed torus. 12 These new superconducting materials

present a number of notable advantages, including

significantly less cooling needs as well as deployed

configurations for superconducting wires. The deployed

configuration appears especially promising due to enormous
reductions in mass and energy requirements over previous
ship-board coil designs. In addition, the danger that

catastrophic failure of the magnetic shield poses to a

spaceship's crew is minimized by deploying the shield away where
from the ship as opposed to producing the necessary

magnetic fields with a ship-board coil. 12

Mathematical Basis for the Design

The concept of using deployed high temperature

superconducting coils for producing magnetic fields has

been developed by several investigators 12,18, and it is

instructive to examine the basic principles behind this

concept. First, it is important to establish the desired

characteristics of the shield. In a practical full sized

scenario, it is desired to fully protect an area of a spaceship
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of 10 meters radius. With the constraint of establishing the

maximum level of energetic particles, the necessary
magnetic field strength can be calculated once the protected
dimension is determined. This dimension, Cst, known as

the St0rmer radius, has been shown to measure the

magnetically protected region 19, although complete

protection is only achieved in approximately 40% of that

characteristic length 9. This dimension, measured in meters,
is determined as follows20:

(1)

q

I-to=

P =

the particle charge
the permittivity of free space

4 rcx 10 -7 H/m

relativistic particle momentum

The magnetic moment, M, can be calculated using the
relation

M = NIA (2)

for which N

I =

A =

the number of turns in the loop
the current in each turn

the area enclosed by the loops
forming the coil

Now, momentum is calculated as the product of the mass

and the velocity of an object. However, in the case of basic

particles, relativistic considerations must be made. Thus, in

the case of particles approaching the speed of light, the
momentum is calculated as follows:

P - m°v (3)

_/1- (C) 2

m o = the particle rest mass

v = the particle velocity

c = the speed of light
= 3 x 108 m/s

The calculation of momentum as achieved using equation 3

may also be achieved using the relativistic relation in
equation 4:

,=i,(v;
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Equation 4 is simply the ratio of the actual energy of the

particle in question to the rest energy of that particle, as

simplified in equation 5:

_g= Actual Energy / Rest Energy (5)

In the specific case of interest, if it is desired to fully

protect a radius of 10 meters, then the St_rmer radius will

need to be approximately 25 meters. The magnetic moment
may be calculated from equation 1. A cutoff energy of 200

MeV has been suggested 21, and to protect a St0rmer radius

of 25 meters from protons of this energy, the relativistic

momentum must be found. Knowing that 1 MeV is

equivalent to 1.6 x 10 -13 joules, the kinetic energy of 200

MeV protons can be used to determine the velocity of those

protons. This is achieved through solving the following:

K. E. = mc 2 - mo C2 (6)

Here, mo is the mass of the proton which is 1.66 x 10 -27 kg.

Thus, using equation 6 with 3.2x10 -11 joules of kinetic

energy, a proton is traveling at a speed of 1.7 x 108 m/sec
(approximately 57% the speed of light). The momentum of

the proton can then be found using equation 3, and is

determined to be about 3.6 x 10 -19 kg-m/sec. Using

equation 1, the magnetic moment for protection against

these particles is thus found to be nearly 1.4 x 1010 ampere-

turns • m 2.

Now, the case of a ship-beard coil versus deployed coils
can be examined in greater detail. In particular, since the

magnetic moment increases as the area enclosed by the coil

it is immediately seen that the needed current, I, for a single
turn coil will decrease with the radius of the coil. To obtain

the dependence of the total stored electrical energy needed
to activate the shield as a function of the radius of the toms,

one can solve for the total current using equation 1, to give:

I- 4zC_P

q!aoA
(7)

Equation 7 may be solved, for example, for 200 MeV

protons to approximate the current in amperes as a function
of radius as :

E = ½L/2 (9)

where L = the coil inductance.

If equation 7 is substituted into equation 9, and if the

inductance is assumed to be a constant, then an expression
for energy as a function of radius is obtained:

(10)

For the example that we have here considered (200 MeV
protons, Cst of 25 meters), equation 8 can be substituted into

equation 9 to yield:

E:½L (2x1019)
R 4

(11)

While it should be realized that this equation, of course,

varies with the energy of the particles as well as with the
desired StOrmer radius, the important result shown is the
dependence on the radius to the minus fourth power. This

shows that the smaller the radius and consequently the

smaller the torus, the larger the energy required by a

massive factor. This is especially relevant when considering

deployed coils of much larger size, since likewise the bigger
the radius and consequently the bigger the toms, the smaller

the energy requirement for protecting from the same

energetic particles, again by a fourth power dependence.

Torus Mass Optimization

The torus size and mass can be optimized with knowledge
of the total mass as a function of the radius of the torus.

First, it should be realized that the total mass (TM) is simply

the sum of the wire mass (MW) and toms-tube mass (MT):

Mro r = M w + M z (12)

The wire mass is determined as follows:

4.5×109
1 - (8) where

R z

Here, it is interesting and important to note a relation which

determines the energy required for magnetic shielding.

The energy stored in the system, E, is given by

M w = 2zRap (13)

R

a =

p

toms radius

total cross sectional area of wire

ratio of the current to the total current

density
superconductor wire density
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The toms-tube mass is found as follows:

M r = 2gRm (14)

where m = the mass of the torus per unit length.

The optimum size in terms of the radius is finally

determined by differentiating the total mass with respect to

the torus radius, and then setting this to zero.

With the above procedure and previously calculated

results, it is possible to now optimize the size and mass of

the torus for particular constraints. First, it is assumed that
the mass of the tube which forms the desired toms is 87

g/m, which is based upon the estimated total surface area

required for Mylar. Assuming protection of a St0rmer
radius of 25 meters, equation 8 can be used to perform the

optimization. Further constraints on the capabilities of the

superconductor wire must be established and these can be

based on recent reported properties of high temperature

superconductor wire. It is claimed that a current density of

108 amps/m 2 can be achieved 22, with a wire density of

approximately 8 g/cm 3. Now, if it is still desired to protect

from 200 MeV protons, then the total mass can be found to

be the sum of the superconductor wire mass and the torus

mass using the above results.

Knowing that the critical current in a wire is simply the
ratio of the current to the cross sectional area (a) of that

wire, the cross-sectional area can be computed as a function

of radius. Thus, using equation 8, the following
approximation results:

45

a R2 (15)

The mass of the wire may then be calculated by simply
multiplying the circumference of the wire by the cross-

sectional area and the density of the wire. This results in the

following:

2.3 × 106
M w = 2_rRap - (16)

R

Next, the mass of the toms-tube must be calculated, and this

is found similarly as the product of the circumference and

the mass of that tube per meter:

M r : 2_ZR(0.09. _) : 0.55R (17)

Thus the total mass, being the sum of the wire mass and

tube mass, is simply:

2.3x106
Mro r - _-O. 55R (18)

R

To find the optimum size, equation 18 can be differentiated

with respect to the radius and set equal to zero as follows:

dMro r 2.3 x 106

-----_--= Rz t-0.55 = 0 (19)

Solving this equation yields an optimum radius of 2036

meters. The optimum mass is then found using equation 18

to be 2240 kg for the full size (not prototype) system. It

should be noted that the weight of the wire is equal to the
weight of the tube in the optimum case. This problem can

be easily repeated for any assumed St0rmer radius, proton

energy, or tube mass per unit length.

Calculation of Force and Stress in Coils

The forces and stresses involved in a deployed coil

system. These characteristics may be calculated as follows.

First, the magnetic force in a single wire coil may be

determined from the following relation23:

FMAG:=m'2rld'8R --3]4 L\r J (20)

where R = the coil radius

r = the wire radius

/1 o = the permittivity of free space

= 4nxl0 -7H/m

I = the current

The wire radius must be calculated, and this is achieved

once again by realizing that the area of the wire is equal to

the ratio of the current (I) to the critical current density (J).

Thus, the wire radius is determined using the following
relation:

(21)

As an example, if the required current is 1093 amps as

calculated above and the critical current density is 108

amps/m 2, a required wire radius of 1.87 x 10 -3 meter is

found. This allows the magnetic force to be determined

from equation 20, and this value is found to be 1.82

newtons, which is very low. The sn'ess is simply the ratio of
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the force to the area, as is shown below:

FMaG

(3"- l_t"2 (22)

Using equation 22, a stress of 1.66 x 105 N/m 2 is found.
The stress in terms of the StOrmer radius and the coil

radius can be calculated by combining equations 1, 20, and

22, to obtain the following relation:

o JC:Prld8I  'r;--34] (23)

As an approximation, it can be seen from equation 23 that

the stress increases as a function of the square of the

St0rmer radius and decreases as a function of the square of

the toms radius, neglecting the lnR term. All of these

calculations can be repeated for any chosen particle energy
and St0rmer radius.

Selective Emitter Calculations

With the planned use of superconducting wire, the
equilibrium temperature attained by the wire in the currently

envisioned deployed state 12 suggests the necessity of

supplemental cooling. This is due to the fact that the

superconducting conditions require temperatures below the

equilibrium temperature. Even by using selective absorber
and emitter coatings with an absorptivity to emissivity ratio

of 6.17 x 10 -2, achievable with glass films with an internal

reflecting layer of silver, the equilibrium temperature
attained is still 147°I(. 12 This assumes that the coil consists

of 1 wire oriented with its major length perpendicular to the
sun. Of course, this is well above the transition temperature

of the known high temperature superconducting materials.

© ©
(0

, 2R ,

0,)

Fig. 1 Torus geometry shown in (a) cross section

and (b) area projection (Note: not to scale, the

sunlight is parallel to the plane of the toms)

Duke University

A different approach to the problem of cooling a deployed
high temperature superconducting coil is to use selective

absorber and emitter coatings over a greater area of

illumination. For example, by providing a mesh or Mylar
sheet that has a desired absorptivity to emissivity ratio

across the length of the central region inside the toms, as

shown in Figure 1, and by orienting that sheet perpendicular

to the sun, the area of illumination compared to the radiating

area is significantly decreased.

The desirability of adding this sheet to the design may be

proven by examining the energy balance between the

absorption of solar energy and the reradiation of that energy.

The total power absorbed by a body is governed by the
following relation:

ei,, = S£_'A1 (24)

where S

O_ =

A1 =

the solar power flux (watts/cm 2)

the absorptivity
the illuminated area

The total power radiated away from a body is found as
follows:

Pout - IYF__T_ (25)

where

E =
A2 :

Te =

the Stefan-Boltzman constant

5.67 x 10 "12 watts/cm2-K 4

the emissivity
the emitting area
the temperature of the body

If it is now assumed that the major radius of the torus is
2036 meters and the minor radius is 0.5 meter, the

illuminated area and the emitting area can be determined.

First, the illumir, ated area is simply the product of the major
diameter and the minor diameter, as indicated below:

A, = (2R)(2r) (26)

This is calculated to be 4072 m 2 with the example we have

been using. The emitting area is next found as follows:

A_ = [(2_rR)(2zrr)] + [2Jr(R - r) 2] (27)

This accounts for the area gained from the inner sheet of

foil, and is calculated to be 2.61 x 107 m 2 in this case.

Now, by setting equation 24 equal to equation 25, the

following relation is obtained:
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1

(28)

Finally, if the same absorptivity to emissivity ratio of

6.17 x 10 -2 is used, and if the solar constant is estimated to

be that at Earth orbit, 1350 watts/m2,12 then the equilibrium

temperature can be found using equation 26. This reveals
that an equilibrium temperature of 21.9 K is achieved,

which is well below the required equilibrium temperature of

approximately 77 K.

Thus, it appears that a viable alternative to

using mechanical cooling exists. However, numerous
design problems are presented by this configuration. First, a

total area of 1.3 x 107 m2 of foil would be required as the

sheet material, and the deployment of such a foil would not

be trivial. Second, this foil may present a mass penalty, but

this would need to be evaluated in light of the enormous

masses(and energies) required by mechanical cooling

systems. A third problem is that the orientation of the torus

would need to be maintained. This might be difficult due to
variations in the intensity of the magnetic field, but is

certainly achievable with present-day orientation and

stabilization technologies developed for satellites. Fourth, it

should be noted that a temperature gradient would exist

across the area of the web or foil, with the coldest point

being at or near the middle. This might require increasing
the rate of thermal conduction in the web or foil. If a hollow

web was used, this problem could be solved by allowing a

gas to circulate through the matrix by forced convection.

Only a small quantity of gas would be required here.

Alternatively, the entire configuration could be allowed to

cool naturally, as long as the necessary time for such
cooling is within practical limits on such a mission. This

entirely self-cooled system, with its stringent requirement on

orientation, may not be practical with many designs that
have already been proposed for a Mars mission. However, it

does indicate the engineering possibility of dispensing with

mechanical cooling entirely if the mission design can be

approached with a free hand.
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field to protect the crew quarters, and thus a distribution of
the coil wires around the exterior of those areas those areas

is essential such that the magnetic field in the interior of the

living quarters are substantially canceled out.

Using the Deployed Coil as a Magnetic Sail

It was first suggested by Engleberger 24 that the inter-

action between a shipboard magnetic field and the earth's

magnetic field could provide a small amount of propulsion.

Since this propulsive force will increase as the ship's

magnetic field increases, it is evident from the magnitude of

the magnetic moments discussed here that it is possible to
consider this in the present case. However, detailed

calculation shows that with a assumed magnetic moment of

1.5x105 amps°m 2 (the prototype payload scale) only 2

millionths of a pound of thrust can be obtained in this

fashion. More interestingly, it has also been suggested that

thrust may also be obtained due to the change in momentum

of the repelled protons. Zubrin has estimated that

accelerations on the order of 0.01 m/s 2 may be obtained in
this fashion. 25 Since, in either case, what is needed is a

large magnetic moment and since this is what is produced

by the method described here, it is evident that both of these

concepts might be tested using the same payload as that

needed to test radiation shielding

Design of a

Prototype System

Efforts have been focused in the current design cycle on

defining the criteria for constructing a prototype system to
test the magnetic shielding concept. A small, self-contained

payload is envisioned, one which is capable of being
launched piggyback on another mission into

geosynchronous orbit. Prototype design includes the

following areas:

• torus deployment system

Shield and Spaceship Configuration

A previously published design for a manned

Mars expedition took into account special considerations,

such as the requirement of producing artificial gravity by

rotation, and resulted in a specific ship geometry. This

geometry has been adapted to incorporate a high

temperature superconducting coil magnetic shield, as shown

in figure 2. This geometry displays a coil of approximately

a figure eight configuration in deployed state. One

important design criteria is the production of a magnetic

• sensing technologies

° command, control, and communi-

cations technologies

• energy control technologies

• thermal considerations

• flexible superconducting wire
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An important consideration is scaling, i.e. the sizing of the

deployed coil. Detailed calculations on this matter using the

equations given above have shown that with currently

available high temperature superconducting wires it should
be possible to use a deployed coil having a radius of under
ten meters to shield a 10 centimeter zone around the torus

major diameter against 50 MEV protons. The total system

mass goal is 200 kg.

One highlight of the semester work was a teleconference

with our NASA mentor, Don Carson, at Goddard Space

Flight Center. The class is shown in figure 3, interacting

during this meeting.
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Abstract

With long-term manned space missions now

technologically feasible, life supports systems for the

astronauts need to become self-sustaining and durable. Such

a system would require plants to recycle waste water and air.
However, in the confined volume of a spacecraft, a unit to
grow plants in the least amount of volume would be

desirable. This report describes a Variable Geometry Plant
Growth Unit (VGPGU), dubbed the "Accordion" for its

resemblance to the musical instrument, which is able to

stretch and contract and efficiently deliver nutrients to the

plants. Although the effects of microgravity cannot be

simulated on earth, the design is expected to perform better

in microgravity.

Introduction

The Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS)

project underway at NASA/KSC is researching the

possibilities for providing the astronauts with food, water

and oxygen by growmg plants in outer space. With space

and mass at a premium, a Variable Geometry Plant Growth

Unit (VGPGU) will maximize plant output in a microgravity

environment. Though research is scarce in space-oriented

versions of a VGPGU, the need for one is fa.st approaching.

Why a VGPGU?

In a spacecraft, the volume available is extremely small;

therefore, making the most of the avmlable space is

absolutely necessary. A unit that can change volume --

whether it grows plant.s, holds water, or stores oats --
becomes valuable in such a sztuation.

Launching mass out of Earth's gravity well is still a costly

venture. Thus, the resources required for a massive device

could outweigh the advantages the extra materials may

produce. Therefore low mass designs are attractive.

Current Research

From the greenhouse to the space shuttle, controlled

environments for growing plants have been extensively
studied. However, research in variable geometry systems

for plants has not been extensive. Ralph Prince of
NASA/KSC has done the principal work in this area. He

has intensively explored how plant spacing affects lettuce
growth. Of the many systems examined, only two basic

systems are in use; these are the tray and the trough (gully)

or pipe systems. As gmdelines, these designs are ideal

because of their extensive use. However, for a microgravity

environment neither one is practical due to their mass and

free liquids.

The EPCOT Center at Walt Disney World also researches

controlled envtronments for growing plants in The Land.

Current research involves numerous nutrient delivery

systems and a variety of plants from all types of climates.

NASA, of course, is extremely interested in a self-sustaining

life-support system Ior use in outer space. With the future

promising extended periods of time in space -- even a trip to

another planet -- preparation must be made today.

Characteristics

Ideally, a variable geometry unit of any sort should save

space. A curious question arises, though: Is space being

conserved? The space into which the unit will expand must

still remain clear of objects. Temporary use is possible, but

the space cannot be used for any permanent structures.

The mass of a VGPGU will likely be the limiting lactor in

its microgravity use. The cost of building one could easily

be dwarfed by the price of launching one.

A VGPGU needs to be automatic and easily used so that

no time is wasted by the astronauts. Many other

experunents and tasks require attention.
The lifetime of a plant growth unit should be at least as
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long as the lifetime of its environment. A manned mission

to Mars would likely last at lea.st two years, so the unit must
have a lifetime at least as long.

Although Prince has concluded that it Is impossible to

create a universal variable geometry growth unit, striving

for a widely versatile unit remains a top consideration. If

different types of plants can be grown in one type of unit,
maintenance and flexibility would be improved.

Above "all, the type of unit for use in space must be usable

in a microgravity environment. Water distribution,

especially, will be tough to design into a weight-less system
because of the behavior of liquids in microgravity. No

significant leaking can be allowed. Also, the behavior of
plants in weightlessness is not well known.

All these considerataons are important in the design of a

true Variable Geometry Plant Growth Unit.

Possible Designs

The Telescope

One candidate was a device based on the classic telescope

configuration. The expansion of the system was allowed by

the concentric pipes from which the plants grew. This

system prowded nutrient delivery mside the tubes that allow

the expansion. The planks' roots grew into the tube as the

leaves grew outward. Th_s system has several serious

problems. In order to slide, the ptpes must have openmgs

through which to move. Leakage and corrosion could result.

Also, maintenance of the system could be time consuming
and difficult.

The Tracked Wheel and The Wedge

An entirely different approach to the problem brought up
two new ideas. The previous systems required that plaints be

planted and harvested all at the same tame. Here, a system
for continuous use was considered. In the tracked wheel, the

plants are initiaily in the center of the wheel and move

radially outward as they grow taller and wider. The wedge

contmns new plants in its narrow end which move on tracks

to the wide end as they grow. Essentially, the wheel is a

collection of wedges.

The tracks must move yet create a watertight seal.

Leakage is quite possible as is corrosion. Maintenance could

be time consuming and access to the umt would not be easy.

The complexity of the tracked wheel and the wedge create

many problems for space-oriented use.
The advantages of these designs, though, are intriguing.

Continuous harvesting would contribute to a set routine as

well a.s providing a constant source of food. The system is

not truly variable in geometry, though, for the device itself
does not change.

The Accordion

2O 1

This design ts shown in Figrue 1. The accordion design Is

a pair of concentric, flexible, expandable tubes. The phmk,;

grow radi',dly outward from the outer tube. The inner tube

delivers the nutrient solution and the space between the two
tubes connects to a vacuum to remove the nutrient solution
before _t can leak out.

This is by far the simplest design of those considered. The

mass need not be htgh since the tubes could be made of a

light polymer. Maintenance could be as simple as blasting
water through the fully-extended tubes. The tubes could be

arranged radially from a common point, concentrically
around each other, or even just row-by-row.

The Nggest drawback remains the behavmr of liquids :n

microgravity. The soluUon may not be moved by the

flowing air, but instead suck to the tube surfaces. However,

the plants can grow radiaily along all parts of the tube.

Accordion

_ _ \

Fig. 1. The Accordion

Design Choice

After the strengths and weaknesses of each design were

evaluated, no design was deemed clearly better. However,

with the restrictions of time and budget, the Accordion

design was selected as most promising. The largest

drawback on the other destgns was their complexity. Many

moving parks can create havoc when only one fails.

Prototypes

The original design of the Accordion was simple enough

to provide a quick and easy prototype to be built. Created

by slices of PVC pipe connected by dryer hose, this design

was the initial testing device. The plants grew through holes

cut in the PVC shces. Everything was connected through
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standardsiliconecaulking.The prototype's durability was

never an issue since it was only intended to last long enough

to conduct tests on the plants and the design. As an

information-gathering device, the prototype Accordion

smoothed the way for a more sophisticated version. The

second version was cut from a clear plastic acrylic pipe

instead of the PVC pipe used in the first prototype. In

reality, a transparent system would encourage algae growth,

but for testing purposes, seeing the inside of the VGPGU

became important. The second system had only one row of

holes -- one per plastic slice.

The Details

Plant support. With a place to hold the plants, a way to

hold the plants became necessary. Sponges and peat moss,

seemed impractical because of future breakdown and rotting.

Rock wool used by EPCOT for most of their hydroponic

systems, was not available. Therefore a neoprene system

was chosen. Test results showed neoprene to be supportive
and non-toxic.

University of Florida

Experimentation

Plants

Due to the time constraints of the project, quick growing

plants were needed. The best available plants with short

growth times were lettuce and spinach. A strain of lettuce

being investigated at EPCOT Center was chosen as the

eventual test plants.

Small pieces of neoprene were pierced with holes in which

plant seeds were inserted. For a period of a week, these

seeds were left in water to test their ability to germinate.
Some of the neoprene was inserted into grommets similar to

the ones inserted in the VGPGU holes; some neoprene was

left floating freely.

The results were only partially successful. The seeds did

manage to germinate, however they did so rather slowly. A

seed that managed to fall out of its own piece of neoprene

germinated better than any of the others.

Results

Nutrient Delivery. Nutrient delivery was never intended

to be a large part of the VGPGU project. However, some
sort of system is necessary for testing, and any practical

version requires such a system. The system used contained

a three-phase pump and a delivery tube. A timer and relay

controlled the time that the pump was running. Constant

nutrient delivery is not necessary for plants to grow.

Originally a concentric second tube was to run inside the

first one. However, the discovery of helical tubing similar

to a telephone cord resulted in a new idea -- the tubing was

perforated and as water was forced through the tube, the

resulting water spray was more than adequate for the plants.

There are drawbacks; Ibr instance, the water spray occurs

everywhere rather than concentrated on the plants. Also, as

the cord-tube is expanded, it changes shape and the water

holes change angle. Still, the results are very promising.

Nutrient removal. With nutrient delivery possible, some

sort of water removal is necessary. For testing, simply using

gravity is possible, but then the effects of microgravity may

ruin the design later. Research provided information on

airflow removal of the liquid nutrients, however the cross-

sectional area of the tube proved too large for a simple
vacuum on one end of the tube. Theretore, on the other end

of the tube a fan was connected. The air-flow prevents

water from attaching itself to sides or leaking beside the

plant stems before being directed out of the tube and into the
vacuum.

The VGPGU succeeded at holding, feeding, and watering

the plants without allowing leakage to the outside
environment through the seals around the plants. The plants

did manage to survive within the Accordion during changes

in geometry and further experiments can help determine

optimal airflow and water flow. The system as a whole

proved successful at its intended purpose.

Conclusions

The VGPGU is able to adapt to different shapes to allow

for different size plant spacings. Indwidual partitions of the

VGPGU were able to change independent of the rest, and in

addition, the system is also able to twist into a circular shape

and expand radially instead of linearly. The geometry

proved to be very versatile and adaptable.

Finally, the planks were able to hve inside the VGPGU.

The Accordion VGPGU appears to be a promising design

for a long-term manned space mission.
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AQUEOUS NUTRIENT SOLUTION SENSOR

Mark Dallara, Randy Hines, Scott Breneman

Abstract

The goal of this proiect wits to design and fabricate a

computer-controlled sysfem of ion detectors that will

accurately measure the concentrations of several necessary

ions in solution. The project focused on the use of a sensor

array to elimnmte problems of interference and temperature

dependence.

Introduction

NASA's Controlled Ecolo,qcal Life Support System

(CELSS) project centers on growing planLs and recycling

wastes in space. The current version of the Biom_t_s

Production Cbunber (BPC) uses a hydropomc system for

nutrient dehvery. To optimize plant growth and conserve

system resources, the content of the nutrient solution which

feeds the plants must be constantly monitored. The

macronutrients (>10 ppm) in the solutmn include mtrogen,

phosphorous, potassmm, calcium, magnesium, and sulphur;

the micronutrients (<10 ppm) include Iron, copper,

manganese, zinc, and boron.

Background/Theory

In developing a sensor array to accomphsh these goals,

several sensor types have been examined. The most

promising was judged to be lon-Selective Electrodes (ISE).
An ISE is a sensor electrode with materi_d at one end that

only allows certain ions to react electrochemically to the

probe. An ISE is paired with a reference electrode and the

voltage difference between the two is related to the

concentration of the ion of interest by the Ncrnst Equation:

E : E o + ST'log (a) (i)

The transfer function exhibits a linear range in which the

electrode behaves according to the Nernst equation, preceded

by a low-level non-linear range. The solutions measured in

this project were well within the linear range of the
electrodes.

Ideally, an ISE would only react with the selected ion,

however most ISE's l_dl short of this goal. The voltage
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difference is also alTected by the presence of other ions and

changes in temperature and pH. The primary effort of our

project was to account for these influences m the

performance of the sensor system.

Electmchem_c_d analysis of 1SE theory produces a

theoretical relationship between the voltage of the ISE and

the reference electrode, which is represented by the

Nikolskii-Eisenmann equation:

17

RT *log,/__Ca1+_-_-- zk/z_ (2)E=E0+ -- _kak )
SZl k=2

where E is the measured voltage, E 0 is the standard voltage

at a unit concentration, R is the universal gas constant, F is

Faraday's constant, and z_ is the charge of the selected ion.
The summation is over the other k ions in the solution. K

is an interference coefficient and z the charge of each ion.

The symbol a is the activity of the ion and is directly related
to the concentration of the ion.

Not _dl ions interfere with each ISE so some of the K's are

zero. At low concentrations, similar to those tbund m plant

nutrient solutions, the activity of the ion (a) is equal to its

concentration. The interference coefficients (K,) may also

wuy with temperature.

Application of Theory

The first step of the project was to prepare a data

acquismon progran_ to coordinate and use information from

each electrode. The progrmn included procedures for
c_dibration, saunphng, and the calculation subroutine which

produced "first-guess" Nernstian values for concentration as
well as the iterative soluuon based on the Nikolskii-

Eisenmann equatmns. Once this was functional, the
electrodes were cahbrated _md the interference constant.,,

were determined experimentally. The system was then ready

to test s_unples w_th multiple _ons.

Calibration Routine

Calibration of any particular electrode involved the

detenninataon of the constants E 0 and S- R as
Fz

found m the Nikolskn-Eisenmann equation.

Since these tests are canned out using only the ion for

which that particular electrode is selective, the values of the
activity for all other ions (ak) must equal zero.

Calibrauon of each sensor begins by choosing the range

over which sample data will be taken. Two samples are

taken of solutions wtth different acUvities a_ and a2. It
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shouldberealizedthatthesubscriptsontheconcentration
(a) refer to different concentrations of the same ion, and not

concentrations of two different ions. The two Nernstian

equations which result from these samples can be solved

simultaneously to find ST;

G-G (3)
ST : log (a 2) -log (a I)

Thermistor

University of Florida

An Omega 44008 Linear Thermistor Composite was used

for temperature measurements. Accuracy of the thermistor
at temperatures ranging from 10 C to 50 C (well within

testing specifications) is _+0.2 C.

Experimental Protocol

Eo can be found by back substitution. The computer

program used in this system carries out these calculations

and saves the new calibration constants automatically.

Calibration concentrations of 100 parts per million (ppm)

and 1000 ppm were used to calibrate each electrode.

Equipment and Materials

Chemicals

The choice of the chemicals used came from consideration

of the nutrients in the solution as well as the availability of
ion selective electrodes. Smce the worst problem with using
ISEs _s the error caused by interferant ions, the chemic'sis

were intentionally chosen to cause maximum interference.

Nutrient solutions for plant growth include calcium and

potassium, both of which have commercially available

electrodes. Both of these electrodes experience interference

from sodium ions. Although sodmm is not found in nutrient

solutions, its presence as an interfering ion was important for

the experimental procedure. The chemicals used were

calcium chloride dihydrate, potassium chloride, and sodium
chloride.

Ion Selective Electrodes

Three Orion ISE's comprised the array. They consisted of

two liquid membrane electrodes and one glass membrane

electrode. The two liquid membrane electrodes (calcium and

potassium) were referenced to a double junction reference

electrode using the standard inner-chamber fill solution. The
outer-chamber fill solution was chosen because it "allowed

both the calcium and potassium electrodes to limction

normally. Using ammonium chloride solution (2M NH4C1)

instead of the more common potassium mtrate solution (10%

KNO3) decreases the amount of interference m each

electrode a.; the outer fill solution slowly seeps through the

semi-permeable membrane of the double junction electrode.

After calibration of each electrode, each interference

constant (K_j) was determined by testing a solution which

contained 100 ppm test ion and 1000 ppm interference ion.
For the purposes of this project, these values were assumed

to be constant for all temperatures during the life of the
electrode. The calibration constants were subject to change,

depending on the most recent calibration.

When running the program, the user input the known
concentrations of each ion in the test solution and the A/D

board then began sampling. When a sampled data channel

appeared to stabilize, the user "held" the value by pressing

the key lbr that channel and the held value was displayed

below the tree-floating value. Once all values were held, the

user exited sample/hold mode and the program calculated
and output the Nemstian "first-guess" value and the iterative

value of each concentration. The testing scheme was as
lollows:

Na (ppm) Ca (ppm) K (ppm)
Test 1 100 1000 0

Test 2 100 1000 1000

Test3 1000 1000 0

Test 4 1000 1000 1000

Test 5 0 100 1000

Test 6 1000 100 1000

Test 7 1000 0 100

Test 8 1000 1000 100

Ionic strength adjustor (4M NH4C1 4M NHaOH) was

necessary/'or the sodium electrode in the ratio of 1 mL ISA

per 10 mL test solution. The calcium electrode functioned

equally well with or without ISA, so none was used.

The potassium electrode functioned well when used with

ISA (5M NaC1) during mitml calibration, but upon
successive recalibrations the electrode slope was Ibund to
have decreased to 1 mV/decade. No amount of

reconditioning changed the slope and the potassium electrode
had to be discarded as a data source. The program was

altered to produce a simulated data reading based on the

"known concentration" inputs and the Nikolskii-Eisenmann
equation. Therelore, the data output for the potassium

electrode potentml is a trivial value, but its effect on the
calculations of the sodium and calcium ion concentrations

could still be examined.
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Result_

Figure 2 illustrates the Nernstian output and the Nikolskii-

Eisenmann tterative output as compared to the real
concentration of the ion calcium. Resulm l_)r sodium were

generally s_milar but less accurate.

;aldum Oono_nt_lons of Te,._ 1 - 0

lO:X:)

000

Concentration (ppm)

2 _ 4 6 o 7' 8
TWl #

Actual
Nernst

,- Calculated

Fig. 3. Calcium Concentrations

Analysis

The iterative procedure presented in this project produced

mixed results. The differences between the single-electrode

outputs and the array outputs were somewhat different for
each electrode. The values for calcium concentration tended

to be more accurate, while the values for sodium tended to

be less accurate. The potassium electrode had an insufficient

response function and had to be discarded as an input.

The errors evident in some of the output values could be
attributed to several different sources. As shown in Figure
3, a sm_l difference in the calibration constants produces a

rather large difference in both the Nemstian output and the

Nikolskii-Eisenmann output.

Additional errors may have been introduced by

inaccuracies in the output from the A/D board or the

thermistor bridge circuit. All of these values (calibratmn

constants, voltage outputs, and temperature) are part of the

exponent in the Nernst equalaon when solved for
concentration:

E_ - E o

a1=l 0 sT (4)

Thus both the Nernst and the Nikolskii-Eisenmann outputs

are strongly sensitive to the calibration values as well as the

accuracy of the voltage and temperature readings.

The ion selectwe electrodes used here proved to be

Sensitivity of Calcium Output to
Change in Electrode Slope

Cor_en_atlon (ppm)

] Z 9 4

_t

_.q Actual

L_ Nernst old

czJ Calculated old

Lq Nem_t new

• = Calculated new

Fig. 2. Sensitivity chart

temperamental devices with a number of inherent problems.

The need to use ISA for reasonable output negated one of

the goals of the project - to test the solution without

changing it. Without ISA, the sodium electrode dlustrated

a response with almost zero slope. The sodium electrode

was also extremely sensitive to stauc charge in the room;

touching the shmlded BNC connector caused the voltage

output to go to zero, and lluctuatzons in the output were

repeatedly observed due to such minor disturbances as a

person walking past the system setup.

It appears that a sensor array may indeed be useful for

systems w_th multiple-ion solutions and imperfect detectors.

However, the precision of the associated hardware and the

method of sampling and calibration are criucal to the

procedure; these need to be improved upon before this

system could accurately test a real hydroponics solution.

,

.
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MASS DETERMINATION DEVICE

Jeff Burke, Mark Cates, Tom Rossi, Jeff Yang

Abstract

The determination of mass in microgravity is essential lot
scientific research. The Mass Determination Device (MDD)

group developed an instrument that utilizes centripetal lorce

to determine the mass of solids (granular and compacted),

liquids, and suspensions in mlcrogravity. Currently,

instrument's do not exist that possess this much versatility

or employ the novel approach of centripetal force to
determine mass. The device consists of a frame, motor,

controller, transducer, and tray (lbr holding the mass). The

transducer selected for this project applied the Hall Effect lo

measure displacements resulting from centripetal
accelerauon.

Introduction

The determination of small masses (1 to 500 grains) m
micrograv_ty _s essenual lor scientific research in space.

The mass determination methods currently used for solids
and fluids have limitations. For mass measurements, a

vibrating system is frequently utilized. This system may be

inappropriate depending on the medium being measured.

For example, the mass measurement of llmds ha.s typically

been plagued by sloshing from surface waves.

The goal of this group was to design a device that

accurately measured both solids and liquids. To achieve this

versatility the concept of centripetal accelerataon was

incorporated into the design. This concept was an important
step in the development of the MDD, a working mechanism

capable of measuring the mass of solids (granular and

compacted) and liquids (homogeneous, heterogeneous and

multlphase solutions). In addition, the MDD h_L_ few
restrictions on the container for the mass being measured.

Background Information

NASA has flown a number of dedicated hfe sciences

missions involving mass measurement technology. These

missions along with NASA research centers and other

institutions have primarily tested the tollowing methods for

measuring mass: acoustical, dynamic spring-mass, and

pressure sensing techniques.

Acoustical Acceleration

The Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is developing an

University of Florida

acoustical method lor the measurement of mass. This

prqiect tocuses on accelerating an unknown mass in a

microgravity environment using a sound wave generated

pressure field. By measuring the field strength, the
displacement of the mass and the time to translate the

distance the unknown mass is calculated. The advantage of
this method is that the mass of small solids and liquids can

be determined accurately without a holding container. The

main disadvantage of the acoustical method is its limitations

on the size of the sample. The method is predominately for

droplets of liquids and solids weighing under one gram.

Dynamic Spring-Mass

The Southwest Research Institute has developed the Small
Mass Measurement Instrument (SMMI) for NASA. The

SMMI is a spring-mass oscillating system that undergoes

simple harmonic motion. The mass of an unknown object

can be determined from the frequency.
The SMMI can determine the mass of solids over the

range of 0.1 to 10,000 grams with an accuracy of 2.5%.

Because the SMMI is a single degree of freedom spring-

mass system, its major problems are with vibration
transmission and a tendency to slosh tree boundary fluids.

Fluidic Pressure Sensing

The mass of a homogeneous (constant density) fluid is

acquired by rotating the fluid at a constant speed w_th

measurements obtained of the pressure and the angular

speed. Using Bemoulli's equation you can find the mass.
Th_s method h_ks several obvious hmitations. It is not

effective for solids or heterogeneous flmds. Also, pressure
measuremenks must be made at two different radial locations.

Preliminary Designs

The conceptual stage of the design process generated

numerous ideas for a mass determination device capable of

performing m m_crogravity. The first design decision was

to utdize centripetal acceleraUon. From this decision various

techniques for the actual mass calculations evolved.

Although we looked at many possible designs we will only

d_scuss the Bearing Method, Strain Gage Method, and the
Hall Effect Method

Bearing Method

The bearing method uses a piezoelectric crystal as the

Iorce sensor on the bearing. The bearings are enclosed so

that minimal morton takes place in the direction of the thrust

bearing. When 0 = 0 ° Ior the accelerated mass, the crystal

_s expected to supply the entire reaction force to the shaft.
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Assuming file surface between tile he_ring and base is

frictionless, or the friction is accurately measured, the crystal

will provide a periodic voltage, whose peak corresponds to

the maximum force transmitted by the shafl. The advantages
are_

• Pmzoclcctric crystal technology exist.,;

• Simple design

• Easy to transmit data from bearing to ground

and disadvantage of tile bearing method is:

• Friction may cause errors in force mewmrement

Strain Gage Method

This inethod uses an electrical reslslmlce str_fin gage for

strain measurement,; in the _mn. From file measured str_fin

wc can calculate the mass by using stress-strain and

centripetal torte relatumships.

Advantages:

• Strata gage technology already exists.

• Simple design.

Disadvantages:

• Transmit data from rotaung shaft to ground.

• Signal is typically small.

Hall Effect Method

This method was the final choice for implementing tile

MDD. In general it uses a Linear Output Hall Effect

Transducer (LOHET) to sense radial changesin distance of

a centripetally accelerated mass.

The mass is placed at the end of a rotating ann on a lemlet

spring mounted tray. As the arm is rotated the inertia of the

mass will cause the tray to defect radially outwards. By

placing magnets on the tray, the LOHET can sense the
displacement of the mass. The deflectzon is given by,

Ax= mO)2r (5)
"E

The relaUonship between the LOHET's signal and Ax is not

readily predictable. Because of this, the LOHET device

must be carefully calibrated. This was be done by creaung
several constant frequency calibrauon plots over a range of

masses. From these plots the MDD Is capable of making
actu',d mass measuremenL,;.

Advantages:

• LOHET technology 'already exists.
• LOHET can be oriented in numerous directions to

increase signal range and strength.

• High signal strength.
• Small size.
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Disadvantages:

• Data must be transmitted from the rotating arm to

ground.

• Must be calibrated completely.

HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

Arm Assembly

A llexible couple is used to connect the arm to the shaft.

The power source (14 1.5v AA cells) for the instrumentation
is located on the ann and also functions as a counterbalance

for the entire system. Located at the opposite end of the

ann is the spnng-tray"' mechanism used for holding the
unknown ma.ss.

Tray Assembly

Tile tray consists of two aluminum plates that firmly hold

tim tour strips of spring steel. Figure 4 shows a close up
view of the tray. It should be noted that at the outset of

construction, the "alignment of the spring steel was thought
to be crucv,.d. However, it was found that considerable

misalignment could be endured while still obtaining accurate
deflection result.,;.

A pair of magnets is attached to the side of the tray. The

magnets are placed in this orientation so that the magnetic

field strength would vary almost linearly. This allows the

LOHET to measure deflection while attached to the spinning
arnl.

FromView SideView

Top View

Fig. 4. Three views of tray
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Instrumentation

The major requirements on the insmamentation system are

to measure the angular speed of the shaft and the

displacement of the mass. In addition to measuring the

displacement, the information must also be transmitted from

the rotating arm to a stationary readout panel.

Angular Speed Measurement. The angular speed of the

vertical shaft is difficult to measure directly because of its

low rotation speeds (0-2Hz). This is due mainly to fact that

most modulation circuitry is expected to operate at

frequencies greater than 10-20Hz. This problem was

circumvented by measuring the frequency of the motor's

armature, which is approximately ten times faster than the

vemcal shaft. The frequency of the armature was measured

by demodulating a pulse train of square waves generated

from an optical pick-up inside the motor. The pick-up gave

an additional gain by producing 30 square waves per

revolution. This amounted in a multiplication of the vertical

shaft's low frequency by 300; thus, making the frequency

readable by standard demodulation circuits. The

demodulation was accomplished through a 4046BE phase-
lock loop chip. The calibration curve for the angular speed

versus output voltage, V_ is shown in Figure 5.

University of Florida

Displacement Measurement. The displacement of the
mass was measured using a LOHET from Micro Switch Co.

(Part # 91SS12-2 and 2 Indox 1 magnets (0.25" diam. and

0.125" long)). The two magnets were placed such that the

north and south sides were adjacent allowing the LOHET to

slide by both the negative and positive flux poles. This

orientation gives flexibility to the LOHET by producing a

wider voltage range (1-10VDC) and a larger range of
measurable defections (0-0.5in). It should be noted that the

LOHET was also approximately 0.03125" from the magnets.
At this gap distance it was noticed that small changes in gap

distance (due to vibrations) cause substantial changes in the

output voltage (+-0.1 VDC) of the LOHET. In retrospect

this could be changed by using a more rigid support for the

LOHET and more secure fasteners for the spring steel.

Signal Transmission. The voltage from the LOHET was

first sent through the voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) on

a 4046BE chip. After this modulation, it was then

transmitted via an infrared LED across lcm air gap to a

stationary phototransistor pick-up. The signal from the

phototransistor was then demodulated (using another

4046BE) to produce an output voltage, V_. The output was
then thsplayed on a two channel oscilloscope.
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Fig. 5. Combined speed calibration

Calibration of the demodulated output was done by using a

pulse counter to measure the exact frequency of the

armature. This frequency was then assumed to be 10 times

greater than the vertical shaft. This assumption is not exact
and a more accurate measurement can be made by using

another optical pick-up on the main shaft to determine the

exact gear down ratao.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

With the signals Vs and V/for the displacement and the

angular speed, two single calibration curves were generated

for f= 0.SHz and f= 1.78Hz. The low speed plot is shown

in Figure 6. Th_s plot is presented to demonstrate what the

calibration procedure requires.
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Fig. 6. Low speed calibration
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Accuracy

A complete assessment of the MDD's accuracy could not

be made because of the lack of calibration curves. However,

information on the repeatability as well as signal steadiness
can be discussed.

Repeatability

The MDD showed a high degree of repeatability for both

the angular speed and displacement measurements. This

claim is based on "almost zero signal drift for a period of 10

hours for the angular speed. The displacement measurement

repeatability also seemed rather good -- the same
measurement (_0.05VDC) was achieved "after 10 hours of

continual starting and stopping of the shaft.

2O9

the deflection of the tray for small masses is mainly dictated

by the mass of the tray, and not the mass sample.
Therefore, it is desirable to reduce the tray's mass for

making accurate mea_surements of small masses.

Conclusion

The MDD illustrated that a rotational device can be used

to determine mass in m_crogravity. The hall effect

transducer served as an acceptable mechanism for calculating

displacements resulting from centripetal acceleratmn. A

computer can be incorporated into the design to ma_ke the

MDD easy to use and apphcable to everyday scientific

research in microgravity.

Signal Steadiness References

Of the two signals only the displacement voltage fluctuated 1.

noticeably. The steadiness of the displacement signal is

controlled by several factors, namely, oscillation of the tray,

and sensitivity of the circuitry. The excessive sensitivity of 3.

the circuitry was responsible for some of the oscillations.

However, some of the signals fluctuated because the mass

samples were not lashed down firmly to the tray; thus 4.

causing the tray to oscillate perpendicular to the LOHET

face. Although this caused substantial fluctuations in the

displacement voltage, the sign,s were sinusoidal and so an

average reading was possible. Overall, this probably

introduced an uncertainty of about _+0.05VDC.

Irwin, D. J. "Engineering Circmt Analysis." Macmillan

Publishing Company, New York, 1989.

Riley, W. F. and Zachary, L. W. "Mechanics of

Materials." John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1989.

Solberg, R. F. "Measurement of Weight in Space."

Technology Today, 1991.

VARIABLE LIGHTING SYSTEM

Changes and Improvements Ed Solozobal, Tu-Ming Leung

Based on the experience accumulated in constructing and

testing the MDD several suggestions can be made for future
work.

1. As a matter of practic',dity the arm will 'always be

_mbalanced; therefore, small angular velocities should be

used. For the MDD f < 2Hz worked well.

2. A more rigid restraint for the spring steel and the
LOHET should be considered. This will result in a more

stable displacement signal.

3. The resolution of analog voltage measurements were also

crucial especially for smaller masses where the output signal

was rather high (refer to Figure 8 for f = 1.78Hz). Thus a

good resolution for high voltage signals is important.

4. In order to make measurements of small masses (<50g)

it is necessary to spin the device at higher speeds. However,

Abstract

Light _s one of the most important factors m a Controlled

Ecological Life Support System -- one that is usually taken

for granted. After examining the lighting system at

NASA/KSC, our group decided that a more efficient design

could be developed for growing plants. Before concepts

were developed, it was necessary to have a full

understanding of the light spectrum as well as the intensities

for an average plant in order to provide the proper amount

of light ff)r growing plants. An efficiency rating was

developed in order to choose the most efficient light source.

Concepts were then developed, a prototype fabricated, (red
LED's and miniature blue fluorescents) and tests were

conducted. The design uses less power, is highly efficient
m minimizing the amount of wasteful heat that must be

removed, and needs less maintenance than a conventional

lighting system.
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Determination of the Light Source

The literature on plant physiology indicates that most

higher order plants need only certain wavelengths of visible
light, from 400nm to 500nm and from 600nm to 700nm,

with peaks at 450nm and 660nm. Plants, on average,

normally absorb about 10% of their energy as blue light and
90% as red light. Therelore, a lighting system with this

distribution was sought. A measure of "efficiency" was

defined by dividing the light intensity of the source by the

power used to operate and remove heat.

In our effort to determine the most efficient light sources

a rating method called the ratio test was devised.

Ratio Test

Using plots of wavelength vs. intensity, the area under

these curves, which represented lumens, were calculated.

This was then divided by the amount of power needed to

run the light source and to remove any heat produced by that
source. Note:

Photosynthesis

Photosynthesis is the process to absorb light energy and

convert it into reductive chemical energy. The light

requirements for a plant consist primarily of red (R) and

blue (B) wavelengths. These are absorbed by many different

pigments that vary in chemical composition and function,

including the photosynthetic pigments (chlorophyll and

carotenoid) and the developmental pigment (phytochrome

and BAP). These pigments require different wavelengths of

light, and have different absorption rates.

Intensity

The rate of photosynthesis is dependent on many factors

including temperature, carbon dioxide, water, minerals, and

...... Jightintensity. If all factors are held constant and hght
intensity is increased, the rate of photosynthesis also

increases until a saturation maximum is reached. However,

at these extremely high intensities, a process known as

photoresptration can occur. This process competes with

photosynthesis and thus limits further increases in the rate of

photosynthesis. From research, we concluded that an

average plant needs approximately ] 600 lumens/ft 2, however,

this value can change due to the type and size of the plant

in question. Andrew Schuerger, senior plant pathologist at

The Land, EPCOT Center, suggested that our group use 10

to 20% blue light and 80 to 90% red light in our design.

Various Light Sources

There are many different kinds of light sources that could

be used to provide the proper amount of light to a given

plant, however, some are more efficient than others. From

a lighting study conducted by NASA, our group concluded

that these four light sources out of 34 used the minimum

power and had the longest lifelame: Standard Gro&Sho

(F48T12/1500), High Pressure Sodium (LU1000), Multi-

vapor Metal Halide (MVR1000/U), and the LED.

.

.

The G.E. light sources have a spectrum that

contains all wavelengths of visible light -- most of

which is not needed by the plant. Therefore, only
the areas calculated within the 400 to 500nm and
625 to 700nm were used.

Because the red LED's had higher ratios than the

G.E. light sources when the power to produce heat
was not incorporated into the ratios, it was

concluded that the LEDs will still have a higher

ratio if power to remove heat was not included.

It was discovered that the LEDs have a much higher ratio

than the other light sources. The blue LEDs do not have as

high an efficiency as their red counterparts. The miniature

blue fluorescent, however, do have a slightly higher ratio
than the blue LEDs.

Lighting Sources Selected

From the ratio test results, our group deoded to use two
light sources in our design:

1. L200CWR5k red LED (660 nm)

2. BF659-12 miniature blue fluorescent (435 nm)

The 660nm LED was preferred over the other LEDs

because It has a wavelength which matches the absorption

curve Ibr chlorophyll-a which is the primary photosynthetic

pigment. This LED has the highest efficiency compared
with the other LEDs. The blue fluorescent was chosen

primardy because the blue LEDs did not produce a high

enough intensity for an average plant. Also, the blue
fluorescent produced a fairly reasonable efficiency ratio in

comparison to the other light sources.

Final Concept

The final design is circular (20 cmm diameter) m order to

mimic the rathal plant growth in the horizontal direction.

The smaller fluorescent bulbs (50 mm in length) allows us

to place them m a circular position so more of the bulb light
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can be used to fllumuuttc the plant. Tile overlap consists of

three rows of LEDs at a 30 degree angle with the verticld

axis, placed 5 mm aparl from each other, and attached to a

bread board where they arc connected in parldlel with each

other. These boards were placed inside the supporting
structure which wits made out of aluminum with Iluorescent

bulbs attached to the underside. The device was supported

by a chemistry test stand which could be adjusted to any

height. Eight mimature blue lluorescent bulbs and 529 red

LEDs are required for the device; however, because our

group wits not pl_mning on growing any plants, it was

decided to build only a pie shaped 1/8 of the device.

Therefore, only 66 LEDs and one fluorescent were required

for testmg.

The concept is powered by a 12 volt DC power source

which is reduced to 2 volts using a w)ltage regulator for the

LEDs. This is in parallel with an inverter winch converts

the 12 volt.,; into 185 volts and .004 iunps making it possible

to operate the fluorescent bulbs.

Testing

Two methods were developed in order to test our lighting

design:

. A light meter wit,; used to test the relative

intensities of light at 7 different locations of the test
section lind at 16 different heights from 2 to 18

inches (once at every inch).

. The power to operate our device was compared to

the power to operate the light sources used by
NASA.
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G.E. hght sources which are also run off of 120 volts.

The new ratios tor our system were compared to the other

light sources discussed previously. It was found that the

combmat,m of the LEDs with the blue Iluorescent light

provides a much higher effective light spectrum to wattage
ratio. The meted halide comes in second with half our

design's ratio.

Conclusions

There are various light sources for plants. However since

plants absorb light primarily in the blue and red

wavelengths, it is important that the source provide light in
that spectrum. Our group decided to use an LED (660 nm)

and a miniature blue fluorescent light (435 nm) based on the

fact that their efficiency raUos which were h_gher than other

light sources. Two different types of tests were performed.
The first test showed the variaUon of intensities as the

d_stance away from the design was increased. The LEDs
provided a constant intensity while the fluorescent leveled

off at a greater height. The second test was to compare the

actual power used by our light source to the power used by

the other sources. Our design lumen:watt ratio was twice as

high as the next highest ratio (metal halide). Other testing

could use hght filters to evaluate the calculated effective

spectrum as an accurate representation of the actual light

spectrum being produced.
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Results

Light Meter Test. The intensity of the red LEDs remain

constant at each different testing area at one height. As we
moved the meter away from the LEDs, the intensity

decreased linearly until we reached 18 mches, after which

the intensity dropped exponentially. The blue fluorescent

produced different intensities in the three regions up to the

10 inch mark. The center had the highest intensity in this

range because it wa.s d_recdy under the fluorescent. When

both light sources were turned on together, the intensity
equaled (one percent error) the addition of both sources"

intensities that were measured separately.

Power Comparison Test. The power needed to run our

hght source was recalthrated in order to create a new ratio.

In converting 120 w)lL,; to 2 volts for the LEDs, a resistance

was needed which, in turn, produced wasteful heat. This
was taken into account in order to be consistent with the
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Abstract

The purpose of this study was to develop a

conceptual design of an Umbilical for Lunar
Lander Support (LLS). The emphasis of the study

is on the subsystems needed to fulfill each support

requirement, while considering environmental

conditions such as thermal ranges, radiation

effects, micrometeorites and lunar ejecta. These

subsystems include transferring two liters of

hydrogen boil-off from tanks on the lander to a

storage facility to later be condensed and recycled,

providing power to maintain on-board systems,
and continuous transmission of video, voice and

data signals. An external housing to protect each

of the internal components by way of housing was

designed and an interface mechanism which

provides continuity between each subsystem

Introduction

The probability of an established permanent

lunar base has developed to the point that serious

effort is currently underway in the design of such a

development. Many issues must be dealt with to

insure safe and efficient operation of all aspects of

the base. This study was performed to determine

the requirements and design solutions involved in

the support of a lunar lander via an umbilical

system. This umbilical system will be located on a

Mobile Transfer Unit (MTU) as seen in Fig. 1.

Contained on board the MTU is a package of

operational ground support equipment which

includes a Hydrogen storage tank, power plant &

fiber optic transmitter. In addition, a panel

controlled support boom is included to assist in the

process of guiding the umbilical to its operational

position.

Power Plant and Umbilical
Fibemptic.. Support . Umbilical
lramma_r, t_oom /

\ Control Panel / /
H2 Storage \ forBoom / /

Fig. 1. Mobile Transfer Unit With Lunar Lander

Assumptions

The operational ground support for lunar lander

conditions were derived from adaptations of

existing lunar lander support systems.

Requirements

The design must satisfy specific requirements

while operating under the conditions of the lunar

environment. These requirements include:

• Gaseous H2 boiloff from tanks on the lunar

lander must be transported to a storage
facility.

• Continuous supply of power is required to
maintain life support and other on board

systems.
• Continuous transmission of video, voice and

data signals between the lunar lander and

support systems must be provided.

• Housing will be necessary to protect each of

the subsystems from the lunar environment.

• Adequate interface capability must be

provided to insure adequate connection of

subsystems.

• Manually operable.
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Further, since it has been estimated that the costs

is roughly $10,000 per kilogram to deliver solid

mass to a lunar base, the final design must have
low mass.

Design Overview

The umbilical overall design consists a six meter

long, flexible device with the following subsystem:

• Flexible high pressure gas line.

• Insulated copper power line.

• Fiber-optic communication line.

• Aluminum mesh external housing with

polyethylene insulation.

• Threaded locking mechanism with dust

removal apparatus.

• support boom.

Hydrogen Transfer

To prevent possible rupturing of the lunar landers

LH 2 fuel tanks, gaseous boil-off must be
transferred to storage tanks located on the MTU.

This process is performed by initially engaging a
relief valve which allows flow to travel into a

stainless steel flexible hose lined with TFE which

is contained within the umbilical. Proper

connections are made by factory fitting permanent
leak-proof ends: an angled circular nozzle fitted

with a series of O-rings will be mated with its

female counterpart located on the lander interface,

a permanent standard integral VCO end provides

semi-permanent connection to a storage tank

located on the MTU. The result is a creeping flow

of two liters per every 24 hour of H 2.

Power System

The power requirements were based on a 7

earth-day manned mission with a typical 0.55

kW/man and a peak maximum power requirement
of 9.68 kW. In the design process, an upper limit

is set on the specific mass, the power level, sink
and operating temperatures, and a transmission
distance of 6 m. The material chosen is standard

annealed copper with an emissivity of 0.8, a
conductor density of 8890 kg/m 3, and conductor

resistivity at 293 K of 1.724e-8 Wm. The sink

temperature is assumed to be room temperature

and the operating temperature is not to exceed 400

K. The upper limit set on the specific mass is 1

kg/kW. The results obtained are shown below in
Table 1.
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Table 1. Analyses Results

Conductor Mass

Conductor Diameter

Temperature Factor
Percent Power Loss

Voltage

Inverse Current Density

Efficiency

9.68 Kg

15.20 mm

1.16e-5 (m 2/W) 2
2.44%

15V

555.52 cir mils/A

97.56%

If the demands for load power increases due to

mission requirements, then the transmission

voltage can be increased to a certain degree.

Communication

A communication system for the lunar lander

consists of video, audio and data signals. Fiber
optic cable was enlisted for this due to several

reasons: noise such as atmospheric, magnetic, and

noise from power sources do not interfere, it is

flexible and easily replaceable, reliable and is not

affected by radiation forms currently found on the
lunar surface.

Electric to Optic Conversion. The signal
transmitted from the MTU is in form of an

electron wave, this must be converted to a photon

wave for transmission through the optic line. An
LED (light emitting diode) satisfies this

requirement by emitting incoherent light due to

the arbitrary essence of the recombination of the

hole-electron pairs. LED's typically operate on

bandwidths up to 2 GHz.

Optical to Electrical Conversion. A receiver is

needed to convert the optical signals to electrical.

The receiver used to do so is a p-i-n photo diode.
It collects incident photons and makes them

generate hole-electron pairs that are detected
electrically. A depletion region is exposed to the

incident light and detects it.

Connectors. A connector is needed to link the

optic cable from the umbilical with that on the

lander. This connector serves as a non-permanent

joint between the fiber and the dispersing system.

The alignment of the two components is very

critical and any misalignment may cause reflection

losses. However, a jewel bushing connector

provides the required alignment.
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Dispersing System. The dispersing system

divided the three signals coming from the same

line. A dispersing prism-type multiplexing system

is used to divide the signals where they will be

delivered to the proper connector.

Housing

In order for the umbilical to remain and operate on

the moon it must be protected from the harsh lunar

environment. Housing for the umbilical must

therefore be designed to withstand temperature

differential as high as 117°C during a lunar day,

and as low as -173°C during a lunar night. Also,

the umbilical must be protected from Constant
radiation and micro meteorites bombardments.

The final design specification were met as follows.

The outer layer consisting of aluminum mesh and

having a thickness of one centimeters surrounds

the polyethylene insulating material which is five
centimeters thick. The power line, hydrogen line,

and fiber optics line are embedded in additional

insulating material made of glass fibers and
housed in a thin layer of aluminum mesh.

Florida A&M/Florida State University

the support systems and shelter the MTU from
blast effects of the lander.

Umbilical Support Boom. In order to assist in

handling the umbilical during connection and
disconnection to the lunar lander an Umbilical

Support Boom was designed. The basic frame of
the boom was modeled and analyzed by using

PAL2 finite element programs. The result is a

three sectioned boom of length 2.25 m in the

closed position to 5 m in the open or extended

position. The large end will be electrically

operated by a control panel on the MTU.

Conclusion

Each subsystem was successfully integrated into

the final design and fell well within the original

design perimeters. All activities involved in the
design proved to be immensely educational. Not

only the technical aspect of the project but the

management and organizational skills acquired

will prove to be invaluable in future application.

Interface LUNAR SURFACE EMERGENCY SHELTER

Connection between the umbilical and the

interface located on the lander is obviously an

essential. The designed mechanism operates by
first spraying each connection with Hydrogen from

a pressurized tank located on the umbilical.

Immediately afterward the male and female ends
are connected and a rotation of 45 ° clockwise

applies an adequate axial load for connections. At

this point a self-locking mechanism is engaged to
secure the connection. To release, unlock the

locking mechanism by depressing a button located

on the handle and simply rotate counterclockwise
45 o.

Support

The umbilical and accompanying support

systems are stationed on the MTU which delivers

the system to and from the landing pad. Although

no serious effort was applied in the design of the

MTU the conceptual design contains the

following: H 2 storage tank, power plant, fiber

optic transmitter and an Umbilical Support Boom

are located on board. A lunar Rover transports the

MTU by connecting to a hitch. This

transportation is necessary in order to recondition

Michael Render, Patrick Bilek, Robert

Howard, Chris Keen, Gregory Kercher, Keith

Kobetitseh, Kay Mehr, Kim Melvin, Kory
Reeves

Abstract

The Lunar Surface Emergency Shelter (LSES) is

designed to provide survival-level

accommodations for up to four astronauts for a

maximum of five days. It would be used by

astronauts who were caught out in the open during

a large solar event.
The habitable section consists of an aluminum

pressure shell with an inner diameter of 6 ft. and a

length of 12.2 ft. Access is through a 4-in. thick
aluminum airlock door mounted at the rear of the

shelter. Shielding is provided by a 14.9 in. thick

layer of lunar regolith contained within a second,

outer aluminum shell. This provides protection

against a 200 MeV solar event, based on a 15
REM maximum dose.

The shelter is self-contained with a maximuin

range of 1000 kin. Power is supplied by a primary

fuel cell which occupies 70.7 ft 3 of the interior
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volume. Mobility is achieved by towing the shelter

behind existing lunar vehicles.

It was assumed that a fully operational,

independent lunar bas was available to provide

comnmnication support and tools for set-up and

maintenance. Transportation to the moon would

be provided by the proposed Heavy Lift Launch
Vehicle.

Major design considerations for the I._ES were

safety, reliability and minimal use of Earth
materials.
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existing technology was considered when selecting

subsystems to satisfy each requirenrent.

The overall design requirement was broken

down into six major sections. Each of these was

then analyzed separately:

• General structural design

• Mobility

• Radiation and Micro-meteorite protection

• Life Support
• Power

• Comnmnications

Problem Statement

A shelter is to be designed to provide survival-

level accommodations for up to four astronauts for

a maximum of five days. Protection against

ionizing radiation, and life-support must be

provided. It would be used by astronauts who

where caught out in the open by a solar flare event,
or whose vehicle or other shelter was unable to

support and protect them. Astronauts are assunred

to be wearing EVA suits that provide up to six

hours of life-support with a two hour extension.

Assumptions

The investigation and design of each subsystem

of the LSES required that sever assumptions be

made concerning the technology and equipment
that will be available at the time of use:

• A lunar base exists which has communication

with Earth and can act as a relay station for
communications from the shelter.

• Equipment at this base includes lifting

machinery capable of removing the shelter
from the lunar lander upon its arrival at the

lunar surface. Excavation equipment and a

regolith conveyor will also be required to

provide lunar soil for shielding.

• Maximum required range of the shelter is set

at 1000 km in any direction from the lunar
base.

• Satellites and/or space stations exist for relay

of communication signals.
• Launch from Earth will be aboard the

proposed Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV).

Design Overview

The Lunar shelter design was largely based on

adaptations of systems currently proposed for

Space Station Freedom. Whenever possible,

ommunications Antenna

__ rPower SourceChamber
V ol

Vll/fAv ,, ,,,ost,,r  o ,om
11 ! r / / . bi, b,oI/

Fig. 2. Lunar Surface Emergency Shelter

General Structural Design

Decisions of general structural design

determined aspects of mobility and general shape.

To satisfy given requirements, the shelter could

be either permanent, temporary or fully mobile. A

permanent shelter would be constructed in

advance at its anticipated site. It would then act as

an outpost which, although constantly available,
would have limited use within a wide range. A
temporary shelter would be constructed at each
work-site and then dismantled when the site was

abandoned. A fully mobile shelter would require
no assembly on the moon but would either have to

be towed or independently powered.

Assuming the permanent shelter would be buried

in regolith to minimize cost, the mobile shelter

would require less time to set up than a temporary

or permanent shelter. Furthermore, the mobile
shelter is more versatile because, unlike the

temporary shelter, its systents are already intact

and, unlike the permanent shelter, it is able to
relocate.

Four alternatives were considered for general

shape: Cubic, cylindrical, spherical and

wheels(using hollow wheels as one-man shelters.
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Forall factors considered, the cylindrical shelter

was superior or equal in suitability to the cubic
shelter. The wheels were found to be unsuitable

for pressurization, have little usable volume and be

impractical for the required duration. A sphere

was the most suitable shape for pressurization and
had the minimum surface area but was found to be

difficult to construct and adapt to mobility.
Therefore, it was decided to make the shelter

cylindrical and fully mobile. Because of cost and

weight factors involved in an independently

powered shelter, the shelter would have to be
towed.

Mobility

The mobility of the LSES was separated into

three major systems: Tracking, suspension, and

transport.
Wheels were chosen as the best solution

principle for the tracking system. Wheels are

mechanically efficient, can be designed into light

weight systems, and provide excellent reliability.
Jointed legs were ruled out because of their

mechanical complexity, and a tracked vehicle was

ruled out to minimize weight and add simplicity.

The wheels were modeled after the design for the

1990 .Lunar Articulated Remote Transportation

System. This design was selected for its relative

simplicity, improved ground contact for control,

light weight, and dependability. The wheels are a

hemispherical shell, supported on the inside by an

array of curved ribs. Traction is accomplished by

stainless steel wire mesh and fiberglass reinforced
cleat.

A mechanical suspension system was chosen
over a magnetic type. The underlying factors in

this decision include weight and power

minimization, cost, and simplicity. Since the
LSES will not be manned when in motion, the

improved comfort level associated with other

technologies was not a major selection factor. The

chosen suspension system is a torsion bar

mechanism. This choice was based on simplicity,

ease of maintenance, reliability, and ease of

implementation into the overall design of the

chassis. In addition, this design will allow for

simple and quick modifications governed by the

lunar terrain. Finally, the mechanism provides a

low center of gravity necessary to prevent roll.

The transport system consists of a simple

aluminum ball and socket hitch with slight

modifications (curved edges) to allow some

FloridaA d_t/Rlorida State University

vertical pivoting. This mobility will allow the
astronauts to leave the base for extended lunar

excursions with the security of having full

radiation shielding and life support systems within

close proximity.

Radiation and Micro-Meteorite Protection

Four designs were considered for radiation

shielding against the three largest solar flare

events in the last half century. The incorporation

of ideas from the first three proposed designs led

to the fourth and final design for the radiation
shield.

The fourth design gave protection from the most

pressing problems. These problems are radiation,

decompression, and hypervelocity (velocities above

5000 ft/s) impacts. Even though impacts are

highly improbable, they need to be addressed

because the occupants of the shelter are many

thousands of miles from safety.

The overall radiation shielding is a composite

consisting of an 1 in thick aluminum structure,

and regolith present in a 14.9 in thick polyethylene
honeycomb. The combination of these materials
reduces the mass of the structure while increasing

the efficiency of the shielding. The honeycomb

structure in combination with the regolith provides

some protection, however minimal, against

hypervelocity projectiles.

Life Support

Life support systems include all of the necessary

systems to provide and maintain a habitable

environment within the LSES. This includes any

required equipment as well as integration of this

equipment into the shelter. The following life

support subsystems will be discussed:

Environmental Control system, Thermal Control

system, Fire Detection and Suppression system
and the Airlock Hatch.

The Environmental Control Life Support System

(ECLSS) contains components necessary for

O2/N 2 supply, atmosphere quality monitoring and
maintenance, carbon dioxide removal, and

humidity control. A cryogenic storage system

supplies oxygen and nitrogen. This system

operates under the necessary mass, volume, and

power limits, and does not produce any

undesirable byproducts. Cabin atmosphere quality

is maintained and monitored by all solution

principles considered. This consists of a particle

counter monitor (PCM), a major constituent
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analyzer (MCA), a trace contaminant monitor

(TCM) and air filters of heavy capacity. For

carbon dioxide removal, lithium hydroxide

scrubbers proved to be the most efficient and
reliable. Finally, humidity control is performed by
a four bed molecular sieve (4BMS) which utilizes
a two-media desiccant bed for water removal.

The 4BMS was the most efficient alternative

because of its adaptability for carbon dioxide
removal.

The thermal control system is used to provide a

safe and comfortable ambient temperature for the

shelter personnel. The automatic system

electronically monitors and controls the heating

and cooling of the LSES. Heating of the shelter is
accomplished through the heat transfer from

onboard equipment. Cooling is performed by

tubular cooling ducts within the shelter walls.

Fire is detected by utilizing photoelectric cells

mounted within the ventilation system. This

system was chosen because of its ability to detect

smoke rather than temperature variation.

Cryogenic expulsion operation is shutdown when

fire is detected and a back-up safety system takes

control. A carbon dioxide extinguisher is utilized
to eliminate the fire. When contaminated air is

evacuated, normal operating conditions are
resumed.

In order to provide a safe and reliable means of

accessing the shelter, an airlock hatch is utilized.

The hatch creates an airtight sealing surface as

well as providing required radiation protection.

Many safety features are built in to ensure that

pressurization of the shelter is maintained when

personnel are aboard.

Power

Power system selection is generally a function of

mission duration an power required. Selection

was determined by studies done by NASA on multi

kWe power source alternatives and on

recommendations provided by Los Alamos

Laboratory. The following systems were compared
to provide power for the LSES: Solar dynanfic,

solar photovoltaic, radioisotope them_oelectric
generator, nuclear reactor, dynamic isotope power

source, regenerative fuel cell, nickel-hydrogen

battery, and primary fuel cell (PFC).

The power system selected was required to

operate continuously and safely at a rate of 10.7

kWe an for the maximum duration (5 days).

Because the shelter is portable, a system was

selected which could operate in close proxinfity to
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the shelter and ntinimize volume, weight, and

deployable area.
Although it required safety precautions during

its start-up and shutdown processes, a hydrogen-

oxygen fuel cell utilizing cryostoragc was chosen
because of its portability. The PFC required the

least volume (2 cubic meters), mass (1112 kg) and

deployed area than any other system considered.

Communications

The onboard communication system consists of

all necessary equipment to allow communication

with Earth, the lunar base, and personnel on the
lunar surface in EVA suits or lunar vehicles. The

system utilizes existing satellites to relay signals to

appropriate locations, as well as an independent,

short range UHF system for surface
communication.

Integration of Internal Subsystems

To minimize the bending moment induced by

the power source, the system is positioned directly

over the front suspei_sion system so that its weight

is transferred directly to the wheels.
In order to shield the astronauts from the heat of

the power source, a two part urelhane mixture is
used to form an insulative barrier between a 1/8 in

aluminum divider and the power source control

panel. Furthermore, the system is cooled by

routing liquid oxygen to its exterior.

An aluminum floor deck is provided in the

living compartment to provide a flat surface.

Beneath the grating, 38.2 cubic feet of usable

space is available for storage.
Finally, a retractable step is located at the base of

the airlock door which can be lowered to an easy
entrance into the shelter.

ROBOTIC ARM FOR LUNAR SURFACE

VEHICLE

June Clark, Anthony Cox, Robert Hall,

.Oscar Hill, Jeff Mayers, Mark Nickel, Tyrene

Townsley

Abstract

In an effort to meet NASA's goal of lunar

colonization, surface vehicles will be incorporated

in extensive exploration missions. These vehicles

require support equipment that provides the
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astronautswiththe means to successfully complete

tasks that would otherwise require them to exit the
vehicle. There has been a need identified for a

robotic arm to be mounted on the exterior of a

lunar vehicle. The robotic arm is able to assist the

astronauts as well as withstand the environmental

conditions of the moon

Performance objectives for the robotic arm

include a reach of 3 m, a positioning accuracy of 1

cm, an arm mass of 100 kg, and a lifting capability

of 50 kg. The arm is able to safely complete each

of three identified tasks (path clearing, equipment
set-up, and cargo handling) within a reasonable

amount of time, the actual time is dependent upon

the task to be performed. No maintenance is

required for the duration of the 28 earth day

mission. Remote viewing and proximity and

positioning sensors are incorporated in the design
of the arm.

Introduction

Currently, the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) intends to colonize the
moon by the year 2010. Provisions for such a

colony include developing reliable, safe and cost

effective systems to support lunar operations
during an approximate time frame of 2010-2030.

One such system of importance is a robotic arm
which should be capable of being attached to and

operated from a lunar surface vehicle. One

particular design, as developed by a team of

mechanical engineering students, incorporates

several subsystems which provide interesting

insights into the possibilities involving robotic arm

concepts and their applications during lunar
missions. Such systems may or may not be highly

dependent upon mechanical and electrical

principles. This particular design is a product of

numerous concepts that apply these principles to
produce a robotic arm that achieves adequate

functionality, reliability, and safety; all at an

acceptable cost.

Design Overview

The system is designed in such a way that it is,

at minimum, able to accomplish the following

performance objectives:

have a reach of 3m with 1 cm precision

a maximum arm mass of 100 kg

an ability to lift 50 kg on the moon.

Florida A &M/FloridaState University

An additional attribute of the system includes a

manual backup system such that the arm can be

safely restored to its resting position in case of

mobility failure. No foreseeable maintenance shall

be required for the duration of a 28 earth day

mission. Although remote viewing, proximity and

positioning sensors were not emphasized in this

particular design, they should be incorporated in

the completed design.

Environmental Factors

The lunar environment is harsh and presents

hazards to the reliability of the system. Therefore,
the effects of such an enviromnent have been

considered in the design. The following

information is needed to assure that the design is

appropriate:

Radiation: 1000 REM total during 11 year

solar cycle

Gravity: 1.62 (m/s"2)

Temperature Range: 400K to 80K

Soil grain size: 2 to 60 micrometers, with

50% of grains less than 10 micrometers
Pressure: 10"-12 Torr (1.3"10"-10 Pa)

Magnetic Field: no general magnetic field

on the moon (dipole field is less than
0.5* 10^-5)

Power

The power requirements for the system are

detailed by device, subsystem, and total system.

The purpose of listing such information is to

expedite integrating of the Robotic Arm Design
into larger systems such as the Lunar Rover.

Power distribution:

Subsystem Peak Power

Mechanical Structure 6.0 kW

[Motor (4) 1.5 kW]

Modified Wrist Joint 4.5 kW

[Motor (3) 1.5 kW]

Interface Subsystem 1.5 kW

[Motor (1) 1.5 kW]

End Effector .015 kW

[Instrument (1) .012 kW

Power Tool (l) .015 kW]

System Total 12.015 kW
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Subsystems

Mechanical Structure. The mechanical structure

is one of the major subsystcnLs of the robotic arm.

This subsystem extends from the arnfs base

(which attaches to the lunar surface vehicle) to the

it's fourth link (where it is connected to the

modified wrist joint), see Fig. 3.
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Modified Wrist Joint. Located between the

primary mechanical structure and the interfacing

subsystem, the modified wrist enhances the overall
dexterity of the system by providing three

additional degrees of freedom, see Fig. 4. This

subsystem consists of three mechanisms that each

provides one degree of freedom. Each mechanism,

in general, is a motor-driven gear set. The

significance of this design is that it very compactly

_ integrates the motors into the system so that they

Arm 1 A_ deliver the proper motions effectively and simply.

F GearSetNo. 2 Gear SetNo. 17
l Threaded Shall from Motor /

_, _OVorm gear) 3places /

Arm3 ) () ZZZ:::::Ili7 .........
=t_ _ =t,., _ ................. :11:kff,II t._:....... _l .Z,la[[ :

r ....... ii II ............... ..........
Interface[] '_ ........ -tt i I I ............... ¢-a-II._--_...........

End Effector _'_ _ _ _ _ _,'J[ [[ [

Fig. 3. Robotic Ann Design Concept _ _ ................ -_l ,?.
In meeting the overall system requirenrents, the

mechanical structure supports the entire weight of

the arm in addition to any external load and does
not contribute an excessive mass of its own.. The

following subsystem characteristics are the result

of this effort to satisfy system constraints:

Subsystem mass does not to exceed 65% of

total mass. That is, 65 kg was set as the

maximum nmss of the subsystem.

'_-- _L.Gear SetNo. 4
Gear Set No. 3

- Shaft to Interface

I_-- Housing

Fig. 4. Modified Wrist Joint

Structure-to-End Effector Subsystem. The

purpose of the interface is to support a variety of

interchangeable end effectors individually and
actuate the innate functions of each end effector.

1,

.

.

Materials make up possesses an acceptable

balance between beneficial properties and

weight.

Structure is able to withstand applied stresses

and allow for the containment of cables,

wires, controls, and sensors within the
structure if needed.

. Environmental effects on the lunar surface

do not hinder reliability because of

considerations made during material
selection.

The Mechanical Structure has four degrees of

freedom with four joints. Rotation at the base, one

translational joint, and two revolute joints provide

these degrees of freedom.

In its most basic sense, the interface consists of a

cylindrical shell which encloses the fit-locking

mechanism, the end effector actuation mechanism,
and the motor. The interface also operates as an

power outlet, channeling electrical power to the

end effectors that require it, see Fig. 5.

The fit-locking mechanism is responsible for

securing the fit between the end effector's outer

mating surface and the inner mating surface of the

shell. The fit-lock consists of the actuating link,

the followers (2), and the clamps (2). Each clamp

is grounded at one revolute joint. The clamps are

spring loaded in such a way, that the flange

portion of the clamps are restored to the closed

position when no other force is applied at its
follower-attached revolute joint.

The actuating link is connected to the clamps via

the followers. This link slides along the

unthreaded portion of the motor shaft and
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housingscrew holes (8)

V actuating link

t_ motor _- interface shell half

square actuating rod

Fig. 5. Interface Subsystem

transmits the force needed to restrain the clamps

in the open position. This force originates from
the rotational motion of the motor shaft, which is
then converted into linear motion at the threaded

actuating rod. This rod in turn translates toward

the motor, sliding the actuating link backward and

establishing the open position of the clamps.

The open position is established prior to

engagement of the end effector and constitutes

disengagement of the same end effector.

End Effector Actuation Mechanism. This

mechanism is responsible for the actuation of
innate end effector functions. It consists of the

actuating rod (of square cross-section) and the
motor-driven threaded shaft.

Since some end effectors, like the small and

large grippers are actuated by the displacement of
their respective piston, the actuation mechanism

must deliver the force necessary to induce such a

displacement. This task is made possible by the
conversion of the shaft's rotational motion into the

translational motion of the rod. This translating

actuating rod in turn performs the required work

on the end effector's piston.

Controlling the precision of this rod motion and

its consequential effect on the end effector involves

understanding pertinent motor specifications (i.e.

step size, running torque, etc.) and programming

supporting controls hardware accordingly.

Florida A&M/Florida State University

Motor. The motor provides the mechanical power

needed to perform major subsystem functions. By

operating in both directions, the motor powers the

fit-locking mechanism to its open position and

powers the end effector actuation as well.

Electric Power. Electric power, if required, is

channeled to the end effector through the ports (2)

located in the vertical mating surface of the shell.

These ports also serve to align the end effector

during engagement and absorb torques during

operation.

Material Make Up. The Interface Subsystem is

composed mostly of Aluminum 2014-T6 like the

rest of the arm. Certain parts, however, are made
of stainless steel. Parts such as the motor shaft

and fasteners are manufactured from steel. To

reduce the influence of thermal expansion at
critical surfaces such as the thread to thread

interface between the motor shaft and the

actuating rod, they both have the same

composition: stainless steel.

End Effectors. These devices are attached

singularly at the end of the robotic ann and

perform their function by direct contact with the

object of interest. The end effectors are designed

to interchangeably connect to the arm by way of
the interface subsystem, as previously discussed,

see Fig. 6.

Drill Gripper

Figure 6. End Effectors

j

Shovel

Most end effectors are designed such that they

can be actuated or powered by the Interface

subsystem. This involves having not only an

adaptive end but also being mechanized for

actuation by the translation of a rod or the power

of an electrical outlet. Below are examples of such
end effectors:

• Large and small grippers
• Shovel

• Power drill

• Sensors
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System Controls

Proper operation of the mechanical system

requires the integration of supportive hardware.
Such hardware must serve a number of functions

which help satisfy the performance objectives of
the robotic arm. These functions include

providing a means of controlling system processes.

Controls System Selection. The controls system

places the functionality of the entire robotic arm in
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the hands of the user. With the agitation of hand

held joysticks at a computer console, the input is

received, processed and delivered to the output

devices by this system.

Other important factors related to the selection

of an appropriate controls system are position

controls for motors, velocity control requirements,
acceleration/deceleration control, and indexer
selection.
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ENABLER: A LUNAR WORK VEHICLE

Georgia Institute of Technology

George W. Woodruff School of Mechanical Engineering

Atlanta, Georgia

Professor James W. Brazell

Abstract

Students of the George W. Woodruff School of

Mechanical Engineering at Georgia Institute of

Technology have researched and designed an

Earth-bound concept model for a lunar work

vehicle. Designated the "Enabler," the vehicle was

designed to be adaptable to the harsh environment

a vehicle can be expected to confront on the
surface of the Moon.

The objective of the project was to design a

multipurpose lunar work vehicle. In particular,
the vehicle needs to provide capabilities that will

be useful in remote investigation of the lunar

surface, and it should provide many of the
construction capabilities that will be needed for the
establishment of a manned lunar base. To meet

these general goals the vehicle needs to be simple,

strong, light, flexible, and reliable. The Earth-

bound concept model is under construction, and is

scheduled for preliminary testing in February
1994.

Introduction

A number of vehicle configurations have been

proposed to carry out various tasks in constructing
a lunar base. Selected configurations have been

evaluated against a given lunar base scenario. 1

The present design is intended to accomplish

many of these tasks while offering unique features

directed at minimizing life cycle costs within the

total system.

Description

Enabler was designed as a six-wheel vehicle

with a boom. The wheels are independently

powered, and are mounted directly onto a tubular
chassis. This chassis features a set of non-

orthogonal articulation joints which provide for
maximum maneuverability with a minimum

number of parts. The boom is mounted upon the
center section of the vehicle; it has three non-

orthogonal articulation joints plus one revolute
joint, allowing for four degrees of freedom and a

large work envelope.

Fig. 1 The Enabler
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The Enabler design has five main components

(systems): the chassis, manipulator boom, power

wheels, controls, ,and end effectors. A fifll-scale

model of the Enabler is currently on display in tile

Mechanical Engineering School at Georgia Tech.

An equal-size model of file vehicle was exhibited

in March 1993 at the National Design Engineering
Show.
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Chassis

The distinguishing feature of the Enabler chassis

is its set of ,articulation .joints. The joints are

designed to rotate 360 degrees, roll on a free axis,

,and be locked when desired. Because these joints

can rotate freely, the Enabler can adjust the pitch,

yaw, and roll of any individual section of the

vehicle, allowing maximum maneuverability.

Essentially, the vehicle has the flexibility, to hug

the rough lunar terrain, to overcome rocks or

cracks larger than its own wheel diameter, and to

remain stable through a wide range of motions.

Fig.2 Close-Up View of Articulation Joints
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Themodularchassisdesignconsistsof three
structuralelements:oneforward,cylindricalT-
section,a centercylindricalcross-section,anda
rearT-sectionwithanextendedtoparea.These
mainsectionsareconnectedby aluminumtubes
18"long,with123/4"OD. These tubes are linked

at articulation joints with an angle of 15 degrees;

rotation of the tubes about this joint allows each
section of the vehicle to move vertically,

horizontally, and rotationally through a range of

60 degrees. All of the chassis tubes are hollow to
allow the installation of electrical and hydraulic

lines along the centerline.

Each joint is driven by a hydraulic motor. Each

of these motors is mounted to the tube, and

connected to be joint with a sprocket and chain.

These motors are designed to run in different

directions and speeds across the joint, allowing the

vehicle to turn, to lift a segment, or to otherwise

adjust to the terrain. During normal operation,

several of these motors will be kept in neutral in

order to keep all wheels in contact with the lunar
surface at all times.

This joint design allows the Enabler to perform a

number of steering and positioning maneuvers: A

Georgia Itmitme of Technology
Mechanical Engineering

three-axle turn in which the front and rear axles

turn with respect to the center axle to cause a

change in direction; the ability to climb over

obstacles in which the front, center, and rear axles

raise sequentially to transfer the vehicle's weight

from one axle to another as it encounters sharp

irregularities in the terrain; and two-axle turning
in which the vehicle essentially lifts one axle set of

wheels off the ground entirely and functions like a

four-wheel, skid-steer vehicle.

Wheels
The Enabler's wheel and drive system allows

speeds of 8 mph on a level surface, the surpassing

of one meter high objects and one meter wide

crevices, and the climbing of a 30% grade. The

Enabler's six wheels are individually powered by
motors mounted within the wheel hubs. The

wheel assemblies support the entire weight of the

vehicle and provide substantial traction for lunar

surfaces; in addition, their conical shape and

variable spring rate provides the vehicle with an

adequate suspension system. The wheel

assemblies were also designed for easy removal by
a lunar astronaut.

Fig. 3 Close-Up of the Enabler's Wheel System
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The components of the wheel design consist of

composite wheels, aluminum hubs, wheel

cylinders, and bearing sprocket plates. The wheels

have been fabricated using a composite material

consisting of fiberglass fabric in epoxy resin. Each

wheel is shaped as an approximate section of cone

making a 20 degree angle with the central axis.
Aluminum hubs connect the wheels to the

bearings, and the motors drive the wheels directly.

Power/Motors

Power for the concept model will be provided by

a Briggs and Stratton 5 hp engine, converted from

gasoline to propane fuel. This engine will drive a

hydraulic pump to supply hydraulic power to the

six hydraulic motors in the wheels, six in the

chassis articulation joints and four in the vehicle's
boom.

Boom

Perhaps the most distinguishing feature of the

Enabler design is its dexterous work boom, which

actually performs the tasks for which the vehicle

was designed. The boom features articulation

joints, an end effector with an interchangeable tool
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connector, and a hollow interior for the laying of

cables. The design provides straight line tracking

at the end effector; a full range of motion in the

above-grade performance envelope; four degrees of

freedom; storage space for all motors, gears,

wiring, and control mechanisms, and the ability to
lift a rated load; plane into a crevasse or crater;

while serving as a counter balance when traversing
steep slopes. The total range of motion is

approximately a hemisphere above grade, with

more limited extension below grade. Clemens

Saur, an industrial engineering student, was

instrumental in the design of the boom. His
thesis 2 on the lunar vehicle and boom provided the

necessary kinematic and dynamic analysis for

choosing the exact boom configuration.

End Effeetors

The vehicle's end effector system consists of a

wrist and grabber mounted to the end of the boom,

plus a set of tools The wrist is driven by an

electric motor and provides 360 degree rotational
movement at the end of the boom. It has rotation

speeds of up to 1/3 rpm.

Fig. 4 Close-Up of End Effector
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Theworkboommountsoverthecenterpairof
wheels,andthenon-orthogonalandrotatingjoints
combineto providefreedomof movment.The
boom can reach below the wheel and also has an

inclination device which allows for lifting 180

degrees above the wrist. At the end of the

inclination device is a gripper which provides the

assembly with clamping force as well as precise
positioning. The tools for the end effector

assembly are designed to plug into a power source

on the gripper; they are automatically activated

when they are picked up.

An end effector can be picked up and used

effectively only if it is provided with good

positioning sensors. Here, the sensors will be

optical encoders operating in quadrature. Precise

positioning will be achieved with potentiometers

which allow the vehicle to determine the position

of the end effectors even after a power loss.

Controls

One of the critical design issues of the Enabler
project is to control the vehicle and its boom and

tO provide a relatively simple man-machine

interface. The controls were designed to allow

control of each of the six wheels, the articulation

joints, and the boom.

The operator of the lunar vehicle will use a

control system console to command the vehicle in
two different modes: articulation and steering. In

the articulation mode, the operator can specify

vertical or horizontal steering angles and define

the front axle rotation angle. In the steering mode,

the vehicle speed and horizontal steering angles
can be controlled. The current steering controls

consist of a set of three-position switches which

specify the horizontal and vertical directions for
the whole of the vehicle.

The controls system also involves a set of
feedback sensors, coordinated by a Macintosh IIci

computer and reporting to the man-machine
interface. Wheel velocity, for example, is

measured by a set of optical encoders placed in

quadrature. These velocity sensors will use bar

codes printed on strips which are attached to the

inside of the hubs. The articulation joints move at

only one speed, but their positioning needs to be
tracked; consequently, they have been fitted with

10-turn potentiometers to provide such
information. In addition to tracking motion, these

potentiometers can determine their orientation

even after a loss of power, so the vehicle need not

reorient itself to some default position after being
powered down.

Georgia lnstilule of Technology
Mechanical Engineering

Status of the Project

At the National Design Engineering Show, two
exhibit cases, one with a video solid model

animation and another supporting the man-

machine interface were displayed on each side of
the vehicle. The Enabler was featured in the

article "Mobility on the Moon" in Design News
September 1992. 3 The attendees at the National

Design Engineering Show expressed considerable

interest in the project, some mentioning that they

had seen the Design News article.

The design stages of the project have been

completed, and the Enabler is currently being

made into a working machine. A major portion of

the components have been assembled, and the rest

are currently being fabricated. The design team is
scheduled to have the chassis assembled and

functioning with a preliminary control system by

February. 1994. The working model is scheduled

to be demonstrated at SPACE '94 in Albuquerque,
NM.
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Abstract

The WALRUS is a wheeled articulating land rover that

will provide Ames Research Center with a reliable,

autonomous vehicle for demonstrating and evaluating

advanced technologies. This vehicle is one component of
the Ames Research Center's on-going Human Exploration

Demonstration Project. Ames Research Center requested a
system capable of traversing a broad sp_trum of surface

types and obstacles. In addition, this vehicle must have an

autonomous navigation and control system on board and its

own source of power.

The resulting design is a rover that articulates in two

planes of motion to allow for increased mobility and

stability. The rover is driven by six conical shaped

aluminum wheels, each with an independent, internally

coupled motor. Mounted on the rover are two housings and

a removable remote control system. In the housings, the

motor controller board, tilt sensor, navigation circuitry, and

control board are mounted. Finally, the rover is powered by

thirty C-cell rechargeable batteries, which are located in the

rover wheels and recharged by a specially designed battery

charger.
Introduction

The University of Idaho is providing NASA's Ames
Research Center in California with an autonomous test

platform for advanced technologies, such as virtual reality.

This project entailed the design, construction, and testing of
a land rover, nicknamed "WALRUS," which stands for

Wheeled Articulating Land Rover by Unemployed Seniors.

Several groups of computer, electrical and mechanical

engineering seniors are involved in the project. This

design project was divided into three sub-projects as

follows: 1) The frame and wheel system. 2) The

navigation and control system. 3) The power system.

A systematic design and analysis approach was used to

assure ourselves of a well designed product. Design tools

such as Quality Function Deployment (QFD), decision

matrixes and Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA)

were used. The QFD approach gave us a better

understanding of our customer's. The decision matrixes

where used to help us in evaluating alternatives and

making choices between different options. The FMEA

analysis was used to help ensure a safe product and also to
learn where improvements could be made.

WALRUS Description

The final design of the rover is a six wheeled articulating
vehicle fabricated almost entirely out of Aluminum. Each

of the rover's six wheels houses one motor and one battery
carousel. The rover has two houses mounted on it, which

house the navigation and control systems. The results of

this design project are best summarized with a picture and

a table. Figure 1 shows a side view of the complete rover.

0f13, _,AI_

fd.t*_t_E 1_ fl

Battery

Figure 1. Rover With Housings.

Methodology
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Table 1 lists the final specifications and capabilities of the

rover.

Len h
Width

Height

Weight

Center of Gravity

Payload Weight

Payload Capacity
Run Time

Charge Time

Turning Radius

Climbing Ability

Maximum Speed

Cost

19.7 in.

14.5 in.

8.95 in.

25 lb.

2.5 in. from ground
5lb.

20 lb.

1 hr. at full payload
6hr.

0 in.

30 degrees
1.5 tL/sec.

$5000.00

Table 1. Final Rover Specifications.

UMversiff of Idaho

attached from the shaft to a bearing support. The

aluminum bearing support is rigidly secured to the cone

housing. This bearing arrangement allows us to terminate

the shall next to the bearing support, thus opening the

entire wheel cavity for placement of the motor and battery
carousel.

The battery carousel, optical encoder, and motor axe

mounted to a aluminum support plate which is attached to

the shaft.The interfacebetween the plateand shaftisa

hollow, stainless steel component through which the wires

are routed out of the wheel and to the control system.

The batteries in each carouselare clamped between two

nylon supportfixtures.This modular unitcan be rcmovod

from the wheel through the end cap for easy inspectionor

maintenance. Also, through this primary access, the spur

gear of the motor can be adjusted to properly mesh with the

internal ring gear on the wheel so that gear backlash is

minimized and maximum torque is transferred from the
motor to the wheel.

Wheels Wheel Articulation

The rover is equipped with six identical wheels, each
containing a 35 oz-inch (_ .25 N-m) 12 volt DC motor, and

five C-size nickel cadmium batteries. This group of five
batteries is referred to as a carousel. The two center wheels

also include an optical encoder to be used to monitor the

speed of the vehicle.

The _luminum wheel housing is built in two parts; a

treaded done-cylinder section and an end cap. Traction on

smooth surfaces is enhanced by installing 2 o-tings onto the

machined grooves of the cylinder housing section. Primary

access into the wheel is gained through the end cap by

releasing three half-turn fasteners. Once removed, all

internal wheel components are accessible. A section view

of the wheel assembly is shown in Figure 2.

We found from our literature search that articulated

vehicles exhibit greater mobility chaxactefistics than
vehicles of rigid body construction. The WALRUS is

designed to pivot in both the longitudinal and lateral

planes. This articulationmechanism allowsallwheels to

remain in contact with the ground while traveling across

rough terrain and over obstacles.

Figure 3 shows a cross section of the rover exposing the

articulation system. The mechanism is composed of three

parts: two bearing assemblies, and the center shaft

assembly.

Figure 3. Center Shall Assembly.

Figure 2. Section View of Wheel Assembly.

The wheel housing rotates about an aluminum shall

which is rigidly attached to the rover frame. The rotation

occurs about two bearings; the first of which is connected
between the shaft and the cone, the second which is

Longitudinal articulation occurs through the beating

assemblies. Two bearings are press fit onto a stainless steel

hinge component. An external snap ring provides a

redundant means of security, ensuring that the bearings

remain tight. A stainless steel housing is press fit over the

bearings and redundantly secured by four set screws. The

front frame is connected to the mid-frame through the

bearing assembly by means of a threaded fastener.

Lateral articulation occurs through the center shaft

assembly. With this mechanism, the forward and rear

frame assemblies are capable of a 55 degree lift, and a 45

degree drop angle. This angular path is restricted by the
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bushing which slides along the camera shaft. The bushing

is hinged to the lower frame by two mid frame struts.

Maximum lift occurs when the bushing contacts the camera

support plate. Maximum drop occurs when the bushing

contacts the fastener connecting the camera shaft to the

camera support arm of the center axle assembly.
In addition to increased vehicle mobility, this articulation

system increases the forward-looking capability of a

proposed camera that is to be mounted to the camera

support plate. As the front frame assembly tilts up or

down, the pitch angle of the camera is half that of the

angular deflection of the front frame. For example, a 30

degree upward pitch of the front wheels will cause only a
15 degrees lift of the camera field of vision. This effect

minimizes the magnitude of the intervention of the pan and

tilt mechanisms controlling the camera's position,

increasing the response time of any necessary camera

repositioning.

The center axle assembly consists of a pivoting ann and

bearing cap, a camera support with bearing cap, a fixed

arm, and a center axle. The bearing caps are identical in

form and function. Their purpose is to hold the bearings

firmly to the pivoting arm and center shaft. The fixed arm

of the axle assembly is bolted to the center shaft to provide

a rigid support for mounting of the wheels. Axle shims are

used to precisely locate the pivoting arm and the camera

support. Additional shims are used to position the wheel

on either side of the axle assembly.

Frame

Figure 4 shows the relations between the frame and

wheels. The frame is symmetric about the center camera

shaft. This increases the manufactureability and

maintainability of the rover. The use of symmetry also

promotes interchangeability of platforms allowing the rover
to be used in various demonstration applications with

minimal setup requirements.

Figure 4. Schematic of Frame and Wheels.
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The modular frame assembly is made of three

components: two symmetrical platform supports and a top

plate. The platform assembly slides onto the front frame

flange and is held in place by a single clevis pin.

Main Housing

The main housing on the rover is the larger of the two
housings, located on the front of the rover. Mounted in the

main housing are the following devices: 1) QED board.

2) two-axis tilt sensor. 3) Global navigation circuitry. 4)

Obstacle sensing circuitry. Figure 5 shows the front

housing with mounting holes.

ELECTRICAL

CONNECTORS

Figure 5. Front Housing.

QED. The QED board is the control unit for the rover's

circuitry. This circuit board was programmed using Forth

programming language in order to control the motors,
ultrasonic sensors and tilt sensor. It functions well as the

central processing unit for the motor control, obstacle

avoidance and global navigation systems.

Tilt Sensor. The tilt sensor used was a commercially
available two axis tilt sensor which is used to inform the

QED of changes in the external terrain. This sensor can
accurately measure angles up to 20 degrees, which is

needed by the rover for avoiding unsuitable terrain.

Global Navigation Circuitry. The global navigation

circuitry consists of a light beacon and microphone. The

purpose of this system is to communicate with the QED
board in order for it to determine it's location in the test

environment. The system works as follows: 1) The light

beacon on the rover sends light to light sensing arrays

located along the perimeter of the test terrain. 2) The light

sensing arrays convert the optical signal to an audio signal

which is then sent back to the rover and received by the

microphone. 3) Then, through a process of timing the

signals and triangulation, the QED can calculate the rover's

position.
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Obstacle Sensing Circuitry. The circuit board used in

the obstacle detection system is a Polaroid ultrasonic

sounding board. This system simply uses the principals of

acoustics to detect objects near the rover and then

communicates to the QED board. The QED board then

enters any obstacles into it's internal map and adjusts,

through the motor controller board, the course of the rover.

Rear Housing

The rover's other housing is the smaller one located at the

rear of the vehicle. The reason for using two housings

instead of one is twofold: 1) The circuitry located in the
rear housing puts out more heat than all the circuitry in the

front main housing. 2) The height of the housing was

limited by the potential use of a camera located on the

center post of the rover. Inside the rear housing is the
motor controller circuit board.

Motor Controller. The motor controller circuitry is

connected to the QED board in the main housing. Through

the QED board and motor controller, the rover's six motors

are controlled. The motors speed and direction, forward or
reverse, is then fully adjustable.

Platforms

The mounting platforms located on the front and rear of

the rover where used to mount the housings, to hold optical

sensors and to interface the housings to the rover's frame.

The platforms where machined from aluminum and are

attached to the frame through the use of mounting rails on

the frame of the rover. Figure 6 shows a schematic of one

of the mounting platforms.

Figure 6. Mounting Platform.

Remote Control System

A Futaba two channel AM radio system will be used to
calibrate the rover in it's test environment and to

accomplish tasks beyond the capabilities of the semi-

autonomous system.
The housing for the remote control system is mounted on

the rover frame in place of either the main or rear housing.

University of Idaho

The only difference in mounting this housing is that Velcro
straps were used instead of the previously used bolts and

screws. Located inside the remote control housing are the

following components: 1) standard servos. 2) a standard

receiver. 3) AAbatteries. 4) potentiometers. 5) 1" and

3" gears.

The remote control system's transmitter is a hand held

two stick transmitter. The left stick controls the speed of

the rover and the right stick controls the direction of the

rover. The principal of operation is as follows: The

transmitter sends a signal to the receiver. Then the receiver

sends a signal to the servos, which transmit a signal

mechanically through gears to the potentiometers. Finally,

the potentiometers adjusted electrical resistance controls the

motors speed and direction (forward or reverse).

Power System

The batteries that supply power to the rover's motors and

electronics are Sanyo brand 1.2 volt nickel cadmium fast

charge C cell rechargeable batteries. There are a total of 30

batteries in the rover; one five battery carousel per wheel.

In order to maintain power to the rover, the batteries must
be recharged when necessary. To accomplish this task. a
battery charger was designed. This charger is housed in

louvered aluminum box. The charger contains the

following components: 1) Rover recharging cord. 2)
LED display lights. 3) Illuminated power switch. 4)

Standard wall outlet cord. 5) Airway hole for cooling fan.
Figure 7 shows an exterior view of the charger.

LED$_L_ _ _,

Switch

Figure 7. Overall Schematic of Charger.

The internal components of the charger constitute the

electronics necessary to convert the standard 120 volt wall

outlet electricity to the needed DC voltage to charge the

battery carousels. The internal components of the charger
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are illustrated in Figure 8. The function of these
components is as follows: 1) The transformer receives and
then converts the 120 volt signal to 12 volts. 2) The signal
is then routed to the circuit board which controls the LED

displays, rectifies the signal and amplifies the signal. 3)
The signal is then routed through the capacitor, which
further conditions the signal. 4) The power is then routed
to the rover and connection is made through a twelve pin
connector on the rear rover housing. While the batteries
are charging, the fan cools the electronics in the charger
housing. The charger is designed to light the six LED

displays and then shut off each light as it's corresponding
carousel becomes fully charged. The charger also has an
automatic shut-off feature, which prevents overcharge of
the batteries.

Transformer

'cuit Board

Figure 8. Internal Components of Charger.

Test Environment

In order to give NASA a fully tested and operational
product, a test environment has been designed. A plywood
box was erected in a university laboratory and filled with

soil. A base layer of filler soil was placed in the box. The
top soil will be sifted and sorted in order for it to
approximate the soil at Ames Research Center. A hill will
be made to approximate the desired grade. This will enable
the rover's tilt sensor to be tested. The terrain will have

large rocks placed around it, in order to test the rover's
ultrasonic sensors. Figure 9 shows a schematic of the test
terrain, including the location of the light sensing array
discussed previously.

10m

__( "ht

-I- Rover
UUU

Sensing Array
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Figure 9. Test Site Layout With Detail of Light Sensing
Array.

Conclusions

This design will fulfill all of our customer requirements.
The design of the rover is complete but due to time and
budget constraints the rover wheels are still being
machined on NASA's computer numerical control
machines. After the wheels have been machined, the rover
will be assembled and then tested in the test terrain on

campus. The rover should be delivered to Ames Research
Center at the end of the summer of 1993.
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Abstract

With a few exceptions, satellite systems to date have been

large and expensive. Over the past decade, there has been a

growing interest in small, inexpensive satellites built and

operated by universities to provide students with a 'hands

on' engineering experience. It was decided that the

university would design, build, and operate a satellite called

ISAT-1. The primary mission of ISAT-I is to provide a

broad educational experience to Iowa citizens of all age

groups and educational backgrounds. The requirements of

the project are that ISAT-1 must be a small, inexpensive

satellite that can be launched by mid-1996, have an

operational lifetime of five years, and can be designed,

constructext, and operated by university students.
This satellite will have a mass of 50 kg and will be

shaped as a hexagonal, cylinder 34.0 cm wide and 64 3 cm

tall. ISAT-I will be launched into a circular, low Earth

orbit as a secondary payload aboard a Delta II rocket in late

1995. The satellite will be stabilized using an ex'tendible

gravity-gradient boom with tip-mass and magnetic

torquers. The body-mounted solar panels and rechargeable
batteries will provide approximately 25 watts of continuous

power. A variew of onboard payloads are designed to

accomplish the educational goal including a CCD camera
with a small telescope, particle detector, Earth Radio

Frequen W Experiment, and a robotic arm with a miniature
CCD camera to examine the exlerior of the satellite. Also,

a network of weather stations positioned across Iowa will

send weather and soil conditions to ISAT-I for relay to the

ground station. The entire project is expected to cost $2

million. The report gives an overview of the design effort

of ISAT-I and a detailed description of the bus. payload,

and ground .systems.

Introduction

Satellite systems to date have been mainly scientific,

commercial, or military in nature. There are veD" few

systems that provide students and ordinary citizens with a

'hands on' experience. The goal of the Iowa Satellite

Project is to design, build, launch, and operate a satellite

for a minimum of five years. The primary mission of

ISAT-I is to provide a broad educational experience to

citizens of Iowa at all levels of education. The Project will

provide products, services, and activities that will be

practical and useful for a large number of people. The

emphasis will be on public awareness, 'space literacy', and

routine practical applications.

Background

The Iowa Space Grant Consortium was established in

1989 to facilitate space education and cooperation between
business leaders and the three universities in Iowa: Iowa

State University, University of Iowa, and University of
Northern Iowa. It was decided that the state should embark

on a project that would promote space activities and

provide a 'hands on' experience to university students as
well as the general public. One fairly inexpensive way of

doing this was to design, build, and operate a small satellite

in Earth orbit. It was decided that Iowa State University

would take the lead in this project.

During the spring semester of 1992, the Spacecraft

Systems class at Iowa State University started the

conceptual design phase. This class decided upon the

mission objectives and general requirements for the project.

Several configurations and payload sets were studied. A

small team of undergraduate and graduate students, funded

by the Iowa Space Grant Consortiun_ and the Institute of
Physical Research and Technology (IPRT), furthered the

design during the summer and fall of 1992. Also during

the summer. Iowa State started taking part in the

University Student Researchers Association Advanced

Design Program (USRA/ADP). In December 1992, a non-

profit corporation called the Iowa Satellite Company was

formed to be responsible for financial and legal issues.

During the spring semester of 1993. the Spacecraft Systems

class selected an overall configuration and payload set and

also furthered the preliminary designs for the major

subsystems.

Requirements

The requirements for the ISAT-1 mission were decided to

be.

• have an operational orbit lifetime of at least 5 years

• have a mass less than 100 kg
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• be as user-friendly' as possible

• total cost over 5 years, mclu&ng launch, less than $10
million

• to be launched by 1997

• to pass over Iowa at least 4 times per day
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then be down-linked to the recel_.ers on the ground. The

data will be analyzed and be availablc to anyone that

requests it. The goal is to have at least one weather station

and transponder in each of Iowa's 99 counties.

Micro meteoroid Detector

Payload

A number of experiments and applications that meet the

design requirements and objectives comprise the payload
set:

• CCD camera with a telescope

• Earth Radio Frequency Experiment
• Weather station network

• Micro meteoroid detector

• Solar cell experiment

While in orbit, ISAT-I will be in an environment filled
with meteoroids and orbital debris. Within 2000 km of the

Earth's surface there is about 200 kg of meteoroid material,

most of _t smaller than 0.1 mm in diameter. While larger

meteoroids and orbital debris will most likely render ISAT-

1 useless upon impact, smaller meteoroids may only cause a
small disturbance or vibration. The micro meteoroid

detection system will be used to count the number of

impacts on ISAT-I, determine where the impact occurred,
and obtain an estimate of the momentum of the meteoroid

before impact.

A complete description of the purpose of each experiment

and the work completed to date are discussed below. Other

payloads such as a Global Positioning System rccciver, seed
growth experiment, robotic arm with CCD camera, and

material solidification experiment are also being
considered.

CCD Camera

One of the most common uses for a low Earth orbit

satellite is taking pictures of the Earth. Pictures are one

thing that everyone can understand and feel enthusmstic
about: therefore, a color CCD camera will be included in

the payload set. A small telescope, perhaps 10 cm in

diameter, will be used to gain a greater resolution for the
camera.

Earth Radio Frequene3 Experiment

The Earth Radio Frequency Experiment (ERF) will
measure the intensity and spectrum of terrestrial

communications signal 'leakage' through the Earth's

ionosphere over the frequency range of 1 5 - 34 5 MHz.

This experiment will collect data that, when analyzed on

the ground, will help determine the spectruna, intensiD,.

and temporal characteristics of this signal leakage. This

data will be used to deternune whether low frequency radio
astronomy is feasible from Earth orbit.

Weather Station Network

The _eather station network will be a network of ground

transponders that will uplink stored and current weather

and ground data collected bv a variet) of sensors connected

to the transponder The data from the entire network will

Solar Cell Experiment

A solar cell's performance degrades due to radiation,

thermal stresses, and surface degradation caused by impacts

with nucro meteoroids This experiment will compare the

performance of gallium arsenide cells and silicon cells

covered by different material films and thicknesses.

Launch Vehicle

Several launch vehicles were considered for orbiting

ISAT-1, including the Space Shuttle, Ariane, Atlas,

Pegasus, and Delta I1. The shuttle was rejected because the

shuttle could not deploy ISAT-1 m an orbit with the

minmmm required altitude and inclination. Because Atlas

does not currently have a designated secondary payload

accommodations and the primary payload cost is

prohibitively high, the Atlas booster was rejected. Pegasus
_as summardy rcjected because of the high cost. Ariane

was rejected because the launch apparatus and secondary

pa)load configuration were not compatible with the

proposed ISAT-1 design. Therefore, launch on a Delta II

as a secondary payload was chosen.

Configuration

ISAT-I's bus will be a hexagonal cylinder 64.3 cm in

height and 34.0 cm in width. The satellite will use gravity-

gradient stabilization augmented by magnetic torquers. To

increase the inertia of the longitudinal aMs a 6 kg mass will

be attached to a 3 m long boom.

Most interior components will be placed in boxed-shaped
modules. This will allow standardization of most module

components and provide thermal and radiation protection.

There will be two modules for the flight computers, two
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modules for the two communication systems, one module

for the Earth Radio Frequency Experiment, two large

experiment modules, two medium experiment modules, and

six small e.'q_eriment modules.

The interior components will be mounted on three load -

bearing shelves. The six batteries at the base of the

satellite, telescope, and the two medium size experiment
modules wall be mounted to Shelf 1. The Earth Radio

Frequency Experiment, CCD cameras, two small

experiment modules, two large experiment modules, and

boom will be mounted to Shelf 2. Shelf 3 will support the

two flight computer modules, four small experiment
modules, and the two communication modules. The bus

configuration is shown in Figures 1 and 2. Table 1 shows

the mass and peak power consumption of each of the

components.

Orbit

The final orbit for ISAT-I has not been finalized at this

time; however, there are a few requirements that have been
determined. The orbit must be near circular so that

gravity-gradient stabilization can be used. To meet the 5-
year lifetime requirement, the orbit must have an altitude of
at least 600 km The inclination of the orbit must be

greater than 55 degrees for ISAT-I to pass over Iowa.

Iowa State University of Science
and Technology

Structure

The structure of the spacecraft provides the necessary

physical support for all subsystems. The structure not only

contains the payload and bus systems while on-orbit, but
must withstand launch conditions and ensure that all of the

payload and bus systems will arrive on-orbit in an

operational condition.
Pre-¢ious work on the ISAT structure included the

selection of a hexagon shape based on solar cell power
calculations. In addition, the maximum dimensions of the

exterior were based on the launch vehicle payload envelope.

In addition, the internal configuration was provided by the

integration group.

Design Considerations.

Several design criteria for the ISAT structure were

developed These included: accommodating the internal

payload arrangement as specified by the integration group,

providing access to internal payloads, supporting the

launch adapter, providing for attitude control mechanisms,

and using as little internal volume as possible. Total
structural mass. cost. and ease of fabrication were also

considered.

Table 1: Mass and Power Consumption of Components

Quantity Component Mass (kgl Peak Power
(W)

l Structure 3.6 n.a.

1 Boom 7 n.a.

2 Communications 3 7

3 72

2

6

Flight Computer

Large Ex]_eriment Module

Medium Experiment Module

Small Experiment Module

Large Torquers

Small Torquers

II

O9

0.45

4

15

1.1

2 0 1 025

2 Boom Tanks 0.1 n a.

1 5.4 7Earth Radio Frequency.

Experiment
CCD Camera1 O.4 5

1 Telescope 3 n.a.
6 0.6 n.a.

O.22

Batter)'

Batte D "Mount

Magnetometer

n.a.

0.04
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The internal configuration of ISAT-I is shown in Figure

2. This arrangement shows the payload and bus systems

arranged on three internal shelves. The location and

arrangement of attitude control mechanisms is also shown.

Most notably, the structure must be capable of transmitting
control torques from the three torque-rods and from the

gravity-gradient boom attached to Shelf 2.

Figure 3: ISAT Structure Concepts - End View
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that the semi-monocoque structure would again adequately,

meet this consideration. The semi-monocoque structure

can be adapted to the launch adapter by varying the stringer

and panel thickness on the side of the launch adapter

Fabrication and assembly of both the structural
components and the integration of the payload was also

considered. The semi-monocoque concept provides for

greater flexibility in fabrication and assembly sequences

than the other concepts. It should be possible to design the
structure such that all segments of the payload are

accessible even with the launch adapter in place.

Preliminary Structure Sizing Analysis A preliminary

analysis of the structure was conducted for sizing purposes.

For this case, each payload was considered to be of uniform
mass, and its mass would act at its center of mass on each

shelf. These loads were then transferred to the six stringers

for each shelf. The details of the th_s analysis are presented
below in Table 2.

Tablc 2 Static Shcff Load Eslamates

Bottom 0.0 N

Shelf 1 92.4 N

Shelf 2 138.5 N

Shelf 3 156.0 N

Top t.b.d.

Internal Structure

Concepts Five concepts for the internal structure of ISAT

were considered. They included central support, modified

central support, full monocoque, semi-monocoque, and

truss. These five concepts are shown m Figure 3. These

structural concepts were considered prior to determination
of the internal payload arrangement.

The semi-monocoque concept would consist of skin

panels attached to longitudinal stringers. The design would

reduce the panel thickness x_hlle transferring more

structural material into the corners of the he_gon. One

panel would have to be designed to accommodate launch
loads.

Selection Criteria One of the major considerations m the

final selection of a structural concept was the amount of

internal volume that would be reqmred. It was felt that the

semi-monocoque structure _ould best fulfill this criteria, as

it _ould make the best utilization of previous unused space

in the corners of the he_gon shape
Another consideration was the abilitn of the structure to

be adapted to the unique launch interface The placement

of the launch interface on the side of the satelhtc, rcqmres
that non-uniform loading be a consideration It x_as felt

These loads were then used to conduct a stress evaluation

of the stnngers and the shear stress in the panels. A

computer program _ as written to calculate the axial stress

in the stringers and the shear stress in the panels due to the

maximum shelf loading case.

Preliminary Finite Element Analysis The results from

the prelimirmr3' sizing analysis were used to construct a
finite-clement model. The model was fixed m rotatmn and

translation at the four launch adapter attach points. The
model was loaded _ ith the estimated shelf loads.

Structural Elements

Boom Section Selection A circular, closed-section design
was chosen. This section was chosen for its torsional

properties and its uniform bending stiffness. The simplici_

of the deployment mechamsm was also a consideration.

The magnetic torquers of the attitude control system will be

able to re-invert the satelhte with the boom deployed, so the

boom will only be deployed once.

A locking, pressure tight joint for the boom segments was

developed The design provides for a forward stop collar
located on the inner wall of the outer boom section, and a

series of forward segmented stops located on the outer wall
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of the inner boom section. A segmented stop collar is also

located on the inner wall of the outer section. A rear stop

collar is located on the inner section. When pressurized,

the boom extends until the forward stop collar on the outer

section comes into contact with the segmented collar on the
inner section. The segments on the inner section slide

through the gaps in the collar on the outer section, and are

then rotated to lock the boom in its deployed state. The

joint design also provides for the placement of three

gaskets: one each at the base of the inner section, the top

and base of the rear stop collar to provide a gas seal for the

pressurized deployment of the boom.

Boom Sizing A design sizing code with boom length and

tip mass as control variables was written to determine an

optimum length and tip mass for the satellite. The code

allows the user to select the desired stability in terms of the

stability criterion, ox as defined by the following equation

(L, -1:)
Ox :---- (1)

L

The user also selects the desired range of boom lengths
and tip masses. The code then iterates through these two

variables, calculating the new mass moment of inertia Ix ,

and uses the new inertia to calculate the value of ox. The

calculated value of ox is subtracted from the target value.
and the absolute value of the difference is written to a data

file along with the boom length and mass. This
information can then he plotted on a contour plot. Several

candidate designs meet the desired stability. The final

boom size was selected to be 3 meters in length with a 6
kilogram tip mass. This represents nearly a fifteen fold

increase in Ix.

Boom Section Sizing Stability considerations determined

the boom length and tip mass. The diameter and thickness

of each section would be determined according to the loads

acting upon each ,_,ction. Loads acting on the gravity-

gradient boom were modeled as the Earth's gravitational

force acting on the tip mass. This in turn caused forces and

moments to be exerted on the boom. A sizing code was
written to size the boom sections based on the known loads,

the material properties of graphite-epoxy composites, and a

selected factor of safety. It was not possible to accurately

determine dynamic loads on the gravity-gradient boom due

to insufficient source data so a large factor of safe_ was
used.

The code was set up to allow the user to choose the

desired tip mass and boom length for section sizing

analysis. Once the user had completed the inputs of

number of sections, minimum section thickness, gap

between sections, and initial base section outer diameter,
the code would size the boom sections. This entailed

Iowa State University of Science
and Technology

determining the necessary outer diameters, section

thicknesses, and inner diameters corresponding to each

boom section. If the section thickness needed was found by.

the code to be smaller than the minimum section thickness,
the code would substitute in the minimum section thickness

and continue the analysis.

Results of section sizing yielded necessary section
thicknesses for a nun_ber of base section outer diameters. A

base section having an outer diameter of 3.81 cm was
chosen based on the limited volume fraction of ISAT-1

which would be required. Table 3 shows the section sizes

in terms of outer diameters, thicknesses, and corresponding
inner diameters. It should be noted that in all cases the

thicknesses used are the minimum section thickness, and

the gap between sections is constant for ease of fabrication.

Table 3: Boom Sections

Boom

Section

Nun_ber

Outer

Diameter

(cm)

Section

Thickness

(cm)

Inner

Diameter

(cm)

3.81 0.102 3.71

2 3.61 0.102 3.51

3 3.40 0.102 3.30

4 3.20 0.102 3.10

5 3.00 0.102 2.90

6 2.79 0.102 2.69

Fabrication Methods

The mandrels used for curing of the boom sections

consisted of two sections of steel pipe, each 0.61 meters in

length. These were complemented by three rubber hose
sections of 0,76 meters in length. The hoses had outside
diameters 2.62 cm, 3.15 cm, and 3.61 cm. Each section

was fabricated from three plys of woven graphite-epexy

composite. The composite material was cut to a length of

0.56 meters and a width equal to the circunfference of the

desired sectmn. The three plys were then debulked with the

edges staggered prior to being placed in the _nandrel.
To avoid the added complexity and difficulties involved

with co-curing the joints along with the respective boom

sections, joints from separate cure cycles were epoxied in at
a later time.

Modeling

The boom was modeled using ANSYS finite-element

analysis. The boom was modeled as cantilevered with the

tip loads acting perpendicular to the boom length. A static

analysis was performed. The boom was found to have a

maximum deflection at the tip of 0.05 meters (1.969

inches).
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Shelving

Design Considerations Each shelf must be capable of

supporting all loads and payloads. In addition the shekes

must accommodate the payload boxes, including an)'

unique interfaces (radiator. electrical connections, etc.).

The internal volume of the spacecraft and the payload

requirements limit the allowable deflection for each shelf.

Other concerns mchide thernlal conductivity, vibration

characteristics, cost. weight, ease of fabrication, and ease of
access.
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Because ISAT-i will have a camera used for imaging the
Earth. the satellite will need to be stabilized and controlled

in a Earth-pointing orientation. The pointing requirements

wcrc set to be less than 5 degrees on the pitch and roll axis.

Spin and three-axis stabilization were not considered

because the pointing requirements could not justify these

relatively complex and costly systems. Momentum-biased

systems were considered, but rejected because of the high

cost and the internal volume constraints of the spacecraft.

Therefore. ISAT-I will use gravit)-gradient stabilization

augmented _ magnetic torquers.

Sensors

Because gravity-gradient stabilization will not give

pointing control better than a few degrees on each axis,

attitude knowledge requirements for ISAT-I are less

stringent than more complex systems and cannot justify"
massive and costl,_ attitude sensors. It was decided that

with new advances in attitude determination with

magnetometers and sun sensors, these lightweight and

relatively inexpensive sensors would be adequate. Two 3-

axis flux-gate magnetometers mounted orthogonal to each

other x_ill measure the Earth's magnetic field and at least
two sun sensors mounted on the bus surface will measure

the sun angle. This will give the three-dimensional attitude

of ISAT-I to within 1 degree on each ares.

Launch Adapter Control Hardware

The launch adapter pros ided by McDonnell-Douglas for

the SPE payload fairing on its Delta 11 rocket is sho_n in

Figure 4. The launch adapter design is fixed by

McDonnell-Douglas Space Systems. The adapter consists
of a ring that is clamped to the launch vehicle Six
attachment bolts arc provided to attach the launch adapter

to the payload. The ISAT-I structure must be designed to
accommodate the given interface and be able to jettison the

launch adapter when orbit is achieved. Two of the
attachment bolts will not directly contact any side panel.

Several designs have been considered to meet this

challenge. One possibllit)/ is the reinforcement of the side

panel facing the launch adapter b.v addition of stnnger.

increasing the size of existing stringers and/or increasing

panel thickness. This design ma) make it possible to not

use the two attachment bolts not directly in contact with the

panel. Further stud)., of this design will require

consultation with McDonnell-Douglas and is
recommended.

A 3 meter long boom with a 6 kg mass mounted on the

end will give 1SAT-I a stability ratio of 0.98 defined by

equation 1. This is comparable to the stability ratios of

previous gravit)-gradient satellites such as Uosat-2 and
Polar Bear Throe magnetic torquers will use the Earth's
natural magnetic field to damp out an) oscillations and

correct an) residual errors in the attitude. Two 1 A-m 2

torquers roll be mounted along the pitch and roll axis and a

10 A-m 2 will be mounted along the yaw axis. The larger

torquer will be used for re-inverting the satellite. However.
current work shox_s that an additional 10 A-m 2 torquer

may be need along the roll axis.

Modes of Operation

There arc four phases of attitude control to be considered

• Despln after separation from launch vehicle

• Boom deployment

• Normal operation
• Ins ersion correction
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Despin. Separation from the launch vehicle will induce a

tumbling motion on the satellite. The magnetic torquers

will be used to slow the tumble rate so that the gravity-

gradient boom may be deployed. The torquers will follow
the well-known control law

_-,_= -M,o, _t (2)

By numerically integrating the equations of motion using

this control law, it was found that tumble rates of up to 10

degrees per second on each axis can be damped out within
four orbits.

Boom Deployment. Once the attitude rate has slowed

sufficiently, the boom may be deployed. Assuming no roll

or yaw motion, the satellite's motion can be described by

the following equation

--_-) +3w cOy sit_ 2 0 --C (3)

where 8 is the pitch angle, 0% is the orbit rate for a circular

orbit, and ay is defined by the following equation

(I_ -ZO
O'y -- (4)

L,
c is the constant calculated from the initial conditions.

Using this equation and assuming boom deployment in zero

time. one can find under what combination of pitch angle

and pitch rate the satellite will be captured in the correct

orientatibn, i.e boom-up, for given imtlal conditions.

Current x_ork is being done on the effect of roll and yaw on

the capture phase.

Normal Operation. Once the boom is deployed and the

attitude has been captured in the correct orientation, tile

magnetic torquers are used to damp out any oscillations and

correct any residual attitude errors. The torquers will be

controlled by the following control laxv

r.,. =kpB ,cb -K,, dBo (5)
dt

where kp and k n are the precession gain and nutatlon gain.
respectively. Also being considered is a Linear Quadratm

Regulator ty.pe of control law.

Iowa Stau University of Science
and Tec_mology

Power

The power system for ISAT-I will consist of solar arrays,

rechargeable battery made of six nickel-hydrogen cells,

battery charge controller, and power conditioning and
control unit.

Solar Array

ISAT-1 will obtain the necessary power to run the bus

and payload systems by the use of solar cells mounted on
the six lateral sides of the bus. The solar cells are to be

arranged on panels, with each panel consisting of 32 cells

each. Each panel will then have a surface area of 256 cm 2.

Five sides will consist of 4 panels each, while the side with

the launch adapter will have only 2 panels. Figure 5 shows

the average power generation during one orbit as a function

of sun elevation above the orbit plane and the efficiency of

the solar array, e. Gallium-arsenide solar cells have

beginning-of-life (BOL) efficiencies of 0.18 and end-of-life

(EOL) efficiencies of 0.14. Silicon cells have BOL
effioencies of 0.14 and EOL efficiencies of 0.10. At the

present time. gallium-arsenide cells have been chosen over
silicon cells because of their greater efYmiency; however,

galhum-arsenlde cells may be too expensive for this project.

The results of a stud) in ex-penment scheduling will
determine wkich cells will be used.
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Figure 5: Average Power Generation

Inversion. Due to thermal vibration in the boom or a

meteoroid impact the satellite may become inverted It will

then be required to re-ire'err the satelhte to its proper
orientatmn: otherwise, the camera will be useless and there

will be a reduction in performance of the communications

system. The procedure to re-invert the satellite is currently

being studied

Power Regulation The power conditioning and control

unit will have DC/DC converters to provide the required

operating voltages for various satellite systems. In general.

decentralized voltage regulation will be employed in order

to avoid over-regulation and vet provide well- conditioned

power to different _'stems. Control of power to various

satellite systems will be handled by the flight computer

software. The flight computer will monitor the battery"
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status and will perform the power management function

under the gmdance of commands from the ground station

Power Storage The satelhtc battery, will consist of space-

rated mckel-hydrogen cells. Six cells connected in series

will provsde a nominal unregulated voltage of 15 volts.

Table 4: Cell Specifications:

Rated capacity 6 AH

Nominal voltage 2.5 V

Cell mass 0.633 kg
Diameter 6.48 cm

Length 17.15 cm

Capacity 7.1 AH

Specific energy, 28 WH/Kg

Energy density 39.20 WH/I

Operating pressure 400 PSIG

Safety factor 5'1 ratio

The battery charge controller will monitor the temperature

and voltage of the battery and will control the flow of

current from the solar arrays, thereby ensuring maximum

power transfer on one hand and avoiding over-charging of

battery on the other.

Communication

The communications system for ISAT-1 will be divided

into two paris called Comm-I and Comm-2. Comm-I will
be the main communications link between the satellite and

the ground station All command and control commands

will be transferred through this link. Additionally, data for

bus health, payloads, and software updates will be handled

by this link. Comm-2 will serve as the data link for the
Weather Station Network. Comm-2 will receive weather

and sod data from the ground transponders and transmit
the data to the ground statmn upon command. In the event

of failure of Comm-l, Comm-2 can act as the primaD
communications link. Figures 6 and 7 show a schematic of

the communications s3stem

Figure 7 Ground Statmn Commumcatmn Architecture

On average, the satellite will be making four passes over
Iowa per day with an average contact time of about 8

minutes per pass It is cxpected that the data rate of 10

Kbps wdl be sufficient to handle the above-mentioned data
on a time shared basis.

Various multiple access techmqucs were considered for
Comm-2 and it was found that a "packet data transfer'

scheme is most appropriate. In th_s scheme, all the ground

transponders have identical transmitters and receivers that

share a common frequency, band Each ground transponder

wdl be assigned a unique identification code and a digital

logic circuit onboard the satellite will separate the data

received from various ground transponders In order to

coordinate the data transfer from various transponders and

avoid data clash, the satellite needs to exchange control

signals with the transponders. This can be handled by

either the e.,astlng downhnk transmitters (Tx-1 or Tx-2) on
a time shared basis or else another transmitter (Tx-3) will

need to be employed

Frequency Allocation

Keeping in view the reccnt ra&o frequenc?. allocatmn by
the World Administrative Radio Conference (WARC) for
small satellites, tx_o frequency bands were selected for
Comm-I and Comm-2. These are:

100--200 MHz VHF Band

400--500 MHz UHF Band

=; oo.
E.,,, ,r _ ,q

m

m

The VHF band will be used for the uplink while the

downlink uill operate in the UHF band. It is expected that

the two bands uill provide sufficient frequency, isolation

•between the transmitters and the receivers to permit a full

duplex operation.

The ultimate selection of frequency: however, is based on

the allocation by the Federal Communication Commission

(FCC). The process of frequency allocation by the FCC is

presently in its final stage.

Figure 6 Onboard Communication Architecture
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Antenna Design

Satellite Antenna The satellite antenna will consist of four

to eight quarter-wave dipole elements attached in a

symmetrical manner, perpendicular to the satellite's

longitudinal axis. This will result in two symmetrical

beams of about 150 degrees, one facing the Earth. while the

other away from Earth.

Ground Station Antenna A Crossed Yagi directional

antenna will be utilized at the ground station for

transmission and reception of signals to and from the
satellite. The antenna will have a beam width of about 60

degrees and will have a tracking capability of 360 degrees

in the horizontal plane and 150 degrees in the vertical

plane.

Ground Transponder Antenna In order to keep ground-

transponder complexity to a minimum, a fixed. Crossed

Yagi-array antenna is considered suitable. The antenna will
have one set of reflectors, about three sets of director

elements, and is expected to provide a beam width of about

100 degrees.

Iowa State University of Science

and Technology

Interpretation of command data, command execution

and generation of reply message.

Periodic sanity checks.

Payload Functions

® Monitoring of payload status sensors.

• Acquisition of payload data.

• Processing of payload data.

• Storage of processed data.

• Storage of ground sensors data.

• Downlinking of payload data.

I/O Capability

• Serial input of 10K bias data from R_x-1 (Comm-1)

• Serial input of 10k bias data from Kx-2 (Comm-2)

• Serial output of 10k bias data to Tx-1 (Comm-1)

• Serial output of 10k bias data to Tx-2 (Comm-2)
• 8 bit parallel two way data transfer with storage

memory.
• 2-byte (16bits) parallel two way data transfer with data

acquisition card.

Command and Control Reliability/Redundancy

The Command and Control system will handle all

telemetry to and from the ground station, schedule all the

on-board experiments, collect data from various sensors

and perform various other housekeeping functions. It will

essentially consist of a flight computer, storage memory
and the interface hardware.

Flight Computer Specifications

• DOS compatible software.

• Operating system shall be ROM base& with an

automatic reload capabdity in the event of program
crash.

• Capability, of software update after launch.

• Low power CMOS technology.

• 286 or 386 motherboard with multi-tasking capabdlty.

• On-board RAM of 4-8 mega_es.

• Multi-channel (analog and digital) data acquisition
card.

Processing Requirements

Bus Functions

• Monitonng/analysls of bus status sensors and control

of satellite bus subsystems.

Since the Command and Control s)stem acts as a brain of

the satellite, it has to be vet3. reliable. The following
measures are considered to achieve a high degree of

rehability:

• ROM based main operating system

• Auto backup in case of failure

• Periodic diagnostic/self test(sanity check)

• Use of multiple panty bits and extensive pant), checks

• Using two mother boards in a master-slave

arrangement, with the slave having the ability to

operate standalonc m case of master's failure

• Extensive shielding of components from radio

frequent3 interference

Thermal

The thermal analys_s being done non _s currentl_ in the

prelimina D stages. All thernml analysis is being done by

mcchamcal engineering students at the Umversity of Iowa.

During the Spring 1993 semester, the students created a

FORTRAN fimte-element analysis program to model the

thermal cnvironmcnt and find any problem areas Like all

finite-clement codes this program dix ides the satellitc into a

number of nodes which arc representative of different parts

of the satellite and pieces of hardware. Thc thermal control

system can be represented by different thermal rcsislances

between each node. By inputting orbit informatmn, space
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environment factors, and the thermal properties of the

nodes, the program calculates the temperatures at each

node during the orbit. At the present time only passive

elements such as thermal blankets and coatings are

expected to be uscd.

Ground System

The control center will be located in Boone, IA, a small

town located about 15 miles west of/Mnes. The control

center will be responsible for the following activities:

• Receive and archive payload data

• Receive and process bus data
• Schedule and verify all payload activities

• Verify all bus commands

• Resolve payload and bus anomalies

• Make payload data availablc to users

• Manage and train personnel
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Thc design for the ISAT Project was continued by the

1992 summer team which mcluded Darby' Cooper, Charles

Randall, Daniel Morey, Rick Zrostlik, Dale Streigle, and
Steve Deaton.

Wc would also like to thank Jim Rodebush of Zeneca for

his contribution of office equipment and Bill Fisher of the

Aerospace Corporation for coming to speak to the class and

for his insight
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Abstract

The Design Team at Kansas State University has de-

signed and built a prototype of a six-legged walking

robot. This robot was designed to successfully navigate

extremely rough terrain. Ultimately, the robot will be

capable of near total autonomous roving and navigation

with goal directed activity and self-preservation skills

designed into the controlling software. The prototype

is not complete, but the major phases of mechanical de-
sign and construction are complete. The electronics have
been partially designed, but need much further develop-

ment and implementation. The Behavior Language, de-

veloped by Rodney B Brooks at M.I.T. has been chosen

to implement the high level control system.

Introduction

The present summary covers the high points of the de-

sign and construction of a six-legged, walking robot at

Kansas State University in the Department of Mechani-

cal Engineering. The first sections outline the goals and

organizational aspects of the multi-disciplinary design

team. The following sections on the Mechanical System

go through the design process for the legs, chassis, and
motor mounts. The Electronic System sections present

and overview of the electrical aspects of the robot from

power to computer controls. Finally, the last sections

review the control scheme using Subsumption program-

ming, a method of programming distributed decision

making using local information.

Goals

Three Year

The three year goal for this NASA Senior Design Team

is to design and build a walking autonomous robotic
rover. The rover should be capable of rough terrain

1 Mechanical Engineering contact professor.

crossing, traversing human made obstacles (such as stairs

and doors), and moving through human and robot oc-
cupied spaces without collision. The rover is also to ev-

idence considerable decision making ability, navigation

and path planning skills.

When begun, this project had the title "Human like

Robots in Space and Hazardous Environments". Within

this scope the design team was free to choose what it felt

the projects goals should be. The first group of criteria

the design team picked was that the project should be
some form of mobile robot, that it be as autonomous
and intelligent as possible, and that some form of the

robot actually be constructed. These goals were chosen

as being the most interesting to the group as a whole.
Several variants of these ideas were discussed:

Hazardous waste cleanup: The chernobyl accident

demonstrated several instances where remotely op-

erated or robotically controlled earthmovers would

have been useful (or life saving). This idea was dis-
carded after noting that the large equipment needed

was far beyond our budget.

Planetary Rover: The ability to range widely and col-

lect samples, data, and pictures would be of benefit

for any future space exploration missions. A mobile

robot was envisioned that could traverse rough ter-

rain, carrying a variety of sensors and instruments,

with enough intelligence to travel without a human

operator.

Hazardous waste szte scout" A mobile robot that could

move freely about a disaster site, allowing human

operators to assess the damage without endangering

themselves was another suggested idea.

The last two ideas were combined into the current

three year goal when it was noted that the same abil-

itms to cross rough terrain on other planets would allow
a rover to explore hazardous waste sites. It was further

noted that if the rover could also open doors, and climb
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stairs it, would be able to access almost all indoor ar-

eas that lmmans could reach, and those abilities became

part of/.he goal. The choice for a legged rover design

seemed best for nlaximizi,g rough terrain crossing abil-

ity. The decision for supporting an autonomous robot

as opposed to a teleoperated design was to allow a rover

to operate at great distances from Earth, without hin-

drance of lag in conmmnications. The high intelligence

factor was also supported as it would allow an operator
to control several rovers.

First year

The job of the design team the first year was to pick

a project goal, and then attenlpt to define just, what

needed to be done to reach thai goal. It became appar-

ent rather quickly that the design group lacked practical

experience building robots, and without that experience

any design would be flawed and fail. So the first, year

goal was set as building a working prototype of the walk-

ing robot rover for the purpose of learning as much as

possible about mobile robot design.

The main criteria for the prototype were as follows:

Stz" legs: This was to begin the exploration into legged

robot design. The choice of six legs allowed for a

stable walking platform and a simpler overall con-
trol.

Three joints per leg: Three joints are the mininmm

needed for the robot, to walk without its feet. sliding

or slipping.

On Board Intelhgence: By restricting all processors to

be on board the robot, the prototype would force

realistic control schemes to be investigated.

Off Board Power: It was soon discovered that the cost
of high efficiency electric motors needed to operate

on battery power were out of our price range.

Stazr Chmb,ng: The prototype needed some target ob-

stacle to test its terrain handling abilities. Stairs

are a readily available obstacle in the indoor labo-

ratory environment, and one of the needed criteria

for meeting the three year goal.

The prototype was also to be designed m a modular

way which allowed simple assembly and reconstruction.

This requirement was to allow easy testing of various

joint and leg designs, and terrain crossing abilities.
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six legged robot,. While each of the design teanls ma-
.Ior groups, chassis, electronics, and controls (see project

organization) have each written detailed sectmns to ex-

plain how the prototype was iinplemented, here is a feel

['or [.lie scope of the robot. The robot measures over 40

inches long, has a leg span of 3 feet and weighs over

60 pounds. It has three joints per leg (as specified by

the goals) and one electric motor and gear train drives

each joint. Modularity of design has been stressed, to

the point that 10% of the robot's weight is dedicated to
nuts, bolts and other fasteners. There are a total of nine

microprocessors used in the control of the robot. Three

of those processors will be mounted on the central body

and will run the higher level behavior based motion plan-

ning software. A graphical simulation package has been

written to test this software before hardware integration.

The other six processors are to be mounted out on the

legs of the robot to control the leg motors and gather

data froxn a vast array of sensors. Those sensors include

two types of position feedback on each joint, foot force

feed back, and two types of collision detection. Again

modularity has been stressed in the electronic design, so

that the only connections running from the robots main

body out to each leg (and through the joints) are motor

power, logical power and a single serial cable While the

dozens of pages of schematic drawings, blueprinl.s and

pages of code are testilnony to the amount of work that

has been done so far, the NASA team realizes it has just

begun to learn what is needed to reach the three year

goal of a fully autonomous walking robot rover.

Project Organization

At the end of the second semester the design team had
over 20 members, 7 supporting faculty, was using 4 ma-

chine shops, 2 electronics shops, and dozens of computers

in several labs. The organization, managerial and com-

munication aspects of this project soon became nontriv-

ial. To control some of this chaos the design teain created

several lead positions and formed Itself into subgroups.

The subgroups were chosen to be:

(7ha,s.st, group, which dealt with all aspects of leg, joint,

and chassis design, material selection and machin-

ing.

Implementation

The bulk of this report de.tails the efforts of the de-

sign team to accomplish the first year goal of a walking

F,lcclronTcs group: which dealt with all electrical sys-

tems, including microprocessor construction, mo-

tors, motor drivers, sensor design and construction,

as well as power supply to the robot.
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Controls group: which initially dealt with specifying

sensor choices, sensor placement, specifying proces-

sor requirements, and writing all software and con-

trol algorithms.

The positions on the team were Project Lead Engi-

neer,Control System Group Leader, Electronic System

Group Leader, Chassis System Group leader, Librarian,

Account Manager, and the Graduate Assistant. The re-

sponsibilities of the Lead Engineer were to coordinate

the design process between the groups, aid in the de-

sign where difficulties arise, and attempt to promote the
projects progress. The group leaders were responsible for

helping their group members with the design and con-

struction of their prototype sections, requesting needed

supplies, equipment, and other support. The Librarians

responsibilities were to file all papers, notes, journals,

catalogs, progress reports and design documents. The

Graduate Assistant was given the responsibility of in-

terfacing between the students and the faculty, handling

the teams budget, and purchases, and aiding in acquiring

needed equipment and supplies. The Account Manager

was charged with aiding new computer users while they

set up their accounts and answering computer related
questions.

During second 'semester the positions were filled as
follows:

• Lead En. gineer--Jon Freise (CIS)

• Ct_assis Leader--Paul Roesner(ME)

• Electronics Leader--Scott Shute(EE)

• Controls Leader--Tom Hampton(CIS)

• Librarian--Terri Detter(CIS)

• Account Manager--Eric Armstrong(CIS)

• Graduate Assistant--Travis Rhodes(ME)

Mechanical System

Overview

The chassis design team was responsible for the design

and construction of the robot's chassis and legs to achieve

the long and short term goals of the project. These goals,

briefly, were to build a robot that could cross diverse ter-

rain and climb stairs. The goal of the ability to climb

stairs caused consideration of designs that would allow

the legs to reach high enough and far enough away from

the robot to place its legs on consecutive stairs and walk

up them. An insect type design, with six legs mounted

on a central chassis section, was chosen due to its high

Kansas _e Univcr_y
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Figure 1: Robot Overview

clearance, diverse range of motion in its joints, and light

weight.
The robot that was built consists of a chassis made

from aluminum tubing, to which six legs were mounted.

The chassis consists of two long center rails and three
cross members bolted to the center rails. One leg is

mounted to each end of the cross members. Each leg

consists of three joints separated by lengths of aluminum

tubing. The first joint (Alpha) is mounted to the end of

each cross member. This joint swings in the horizontal

direction. The second joint on the leg is the Beta 1 joint.

It moves only in the vertical direction. The last joint, the

Beta 2 joint, moves in the vertical direction as well. At

each joint, an electric motor is mounted, which drives the

joints through a worm-worm gear transmission. Figure 1

shows the placement of the legs along one side of the

chassis, and the placement of the gears and motors at

the joints.

Leg Design

Requirements. In the design of the legs of the robot,

certain requirements had to be considered. First, the

leg had to allow the robot to move at the original de-
sign speed of one foot per second. This speed was set

arbitrarily to insure that the robot would have a fast re-

sponse time in real-life applications. Next, the legs had
to allow the robot to maneuver around or over obstacles

in its path. The design also had to provide the robot

with the ability to climb a set of stairs.

Design Considerations. Certain design parame-

ters had then to be considered that would satisfy these
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Figure 2: Base Coordinate System

requirements. These parameters were the types of mo-

tion the legs would use, and tile geometry of the legs.

The types of motion that were considered for the legs
were linear actuation and rotational actuation. Linear

actuation would consist of leg sections that would slide

inside one another to extend and contract the leg. Rota-

tional actuation would consist of leg sections that would

be attached through joints which would swing through

an arc to provide leg movement. Of the two types of mo-

tion, rotational actuation was chosen because it provided

a less complicated leg design.

After the type of motion was chosen, a base coordinate
system for the robot was defined and can be seen in

Figure 2. With the robot standing up-right, the origin
of this coordinate system was chosen to pass through the
center of the robot. The vertical axis of tile coordinate

system is defined as the Z-axis. Rotation about this axis

is defined as Alpha rotation. Right to left, or from side
to side of the robot is the Y-ax_s. Rotation about the

Y-axis is defined as Gamma rotauon. I,engthwlse along
the robot is the X-axis. Rotation about the X-axis Is
defined as Beta rotaUon.

It was then necessary to consider some aspects of leg

geometry inchlding, the number of degrees of freedom

(either two or three), the number of leg joints (from one
to three), and the types of rotation permitted by each

joint (Alpha, Beta or Gamma). Joints with multiple
types of rotation about a single joint were considered,

but ruled out due to confined space requirements and

the additional complexity of the joint.

Initial Design. Of tile thirty designs considered,

the initial leg configuration shown in Figure 3 was clio-

sen. It has three degrees of freedom and a separate joint

for each degree of freedom. One of these joints provides

Alpha rotation, and while the other two joints provide
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Figure 3 Initial Leg Design

Beta rotalaon.

The first joint, the Alpha Joint, rotates about the Al-

pha axis and is responsible for the forward and backward

morton of the robot. This means that the speed of ro-

tation of the Alpha joint directly governs the speed that

the robot will be able to move, since it is the only joint
that moves m the horizontal axis.

The second joint, Beta 1, rotates about the Beta axis.

The Beta 1 joint is responsible for lifting the leg and for

rinsing and lowering the body.
The Beta 2 joint, which is the last joint, also rotates

about the Beta axis. Attached to this joint is the last

leg section, or foot of the robot. The Beta 2 joint is

responsible for stable and controlled maneuvering of the

robot. This joint rotates to keep the foot of the leg
moving along a straight line with respect to the chassis

as the Alpha joint rotates through an arc. This prevents

the foot of each leg from having to slide relative to the
chassis as the robot moves forward or backward.

This initial leg design was chosen because it provides

high clearance capabilitms, a large range of motion, and

is a flexible design, allowing the use of variable leg section

lengths between the joints.

One advantage of this design is that using two joints

with Beta rotation allows lateral or sideways motion.

This could be useful in tight corners where turning could

be difficult or impossible. Another useful feature of this
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designis that if oneof theBetajointsbecomesinop-
erative,therobotwouldstill beableperformmanyof
its functionswith theremainingBetajoint. Theuseof
threedegreesof freedomalsogivestherobottheability
to probewithanyofthelegs.Thiswouldallowtherobot
to senseits surroundingsusingsensorydevicesattached
to thelegs.

Themajordisadvantageof thisdesignis the lackof
Gammaaxisrotation.Gammaaxisrotationwouldbe
usefulin situationswheretherobothadflippedoverand
neededto maneuveronitsbackorattemptto rightitself
byflippingbackover.However,theuseofGammarota-
tionwouldhaveledto amuchmorecomplicateddesign,
andit wasdeterminedthatit wouldnotbenecessaryfor
ourpurposes.

With a verybasiclegdesigncompleted,thelegjoint
spacingswerethendetermined.Thisfactorwouldneed
to be maximizedto increasethe amountof clearance
givento therobot,aswellasthe speedat whichthe
robotwouldtravel.Thejoint spacingwouldalsohave
to beminimizedto decreasetheamountoftorquethat
wouldhaveto besuppliedto thejoints.

Todeterminethe necessarylegsectionlengths,sev-
eralrobotmodelswithdifferentjointspacingswerecon-
structedusingPVCpipe. Trialswerethenperformed,
manipulatingthemodelsby handupa setof stairsto
determinewhichjoint spacingsworkedbest.

ThedistancebetweentheAlpha and Beta 1 joints was

initially set at four inches. This distance was set at the

minimum amount necessary for placement of the power
transmission. The distance between the Beta 1 and the

Beta 2 joints was arbitrarily set at 12 inches. This al-

lowed about a 12 inch step as the robot moved forward.

Through the trials with the models, it was determined

that the last leg section should be as short as possible to

allow the robot to climb the stairs. However, the longer

this leg section is, the less the Beta 2 joint would have

to rotate to prevent the foot from sliding. After much

discussion, it was decided that this distance should be

roughly one-third the distance of the middle leg section.
This would provide a reasonable compromise between

the amount of clearance height and the amount of rota-

tion necessary at the joint. Therefore, the length of this
section was set at four inches.

These trials also allowed the determination of the an-

gles that the joints would need to swing through. It was

determined that the Alpha joint would need to swing

through an angle of -t-300 from perpendicular with the

chassis. The Beta 1 joint would need to swing through

an angle of +60 o from parallel with the Alpha leg sec-
tion. It was also determined that the Beta 2 joint would

need to swing through a maximum angle of 70 ° down-
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ward from parallel with the Beta 1 leg section, when

climbing stairs.

Power Transmission

With the final leg design determined, details regarding

transmission of power to the joints were addressed. Elec-

tric motors had been chosen to supply this power, requir-

ing the design of motor mounts as well.

Gears. Proper power transmission from the electric

motors to the leg joints was necessary to provide a rea-

sonable compromise between the speed of rotation of

each leg section and the torque required to rotate each

joint under the weight of the robot. For this design,

a large increase in the torque supplied by the motor

was required to support this weight. Calculations us-

ing the weight of the robot to determine the required

torque at the joints were done, and are given in the ap-

pendix. These calculations were made at the Beta 2 joint

which is required to give the most support. Earlier esti-

mates concluded that a required reduction of about 20:1
was needed, but after these calculations were done, the
needed reduction was set at 30:1. This would reduce the

speed of the robot somewhat, but was deemed necessary

for the robot to support itself.

The types of power transmissions that were consid-

ered include worm gearing, planetary gear sets using

spur gears, and chain drives. For this robot a power

transmission consisting of a worm-worm gear combina-

tion was chosen. It provides a 30:1 reduction in speed of

the motor and a corresponding increase in torque sup-

plied to the leg. In this design, a single threaded worm is

pinned to the motor shaft. This drives a 30 tooth worm

gear that is pinned to the shaft through which the yoke

and rod sections of the leg joints are connected. This

shaft is free to rotate in the bearings of the yoke section,
but is secured with a set screw to the rod section of the

joint. Thus, rotation of the worm gear causes rotation

of the rod-end leg section in all the robot's joints, and

reduces the rotational speed of the leg joint to about 6
revolutions per minute.

Initial design of the power transmission /br the Beta

2 joint differed from the other two joints in that the

motor and worm gearing was placed further away from

the joint. This design also included a chain and sprocket

combination running off the worm gear shaft, and driving

another shaft at the joint. This design was considered
because it would locate the mass of the Beta 2 motor

closer to center of the chassis, increasing the stability of

the robot with its legs extended. This design was not
adopted for the final design, however, because it would
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have added considerably to the weight and complexity

of the design.

The use of worm gearing was chosen because it, meets

all the original design criterion The design is very sim-

ple, consisting of only two gears, one extra shaft and

two bearings. A similar transmission consisting of spur

gears or chain drives would be too large, and would need

several additional shafl, s and bearings to achieve the nec-

essary reduction. An additional benefit of using worm

gearing is that the joints are self-locking and will sup-

port the weight of the robot without any power to tile
motors. This fi'ature would not be available with the use

of spur gears or chain drives without additional locking
mechanisms.

Various catalogs from Stock Drive Products, Berg, and

Chicago Gear Works were used to make tile gear selec-

tion. The worm chosen was from Chicago Gear Works.

It was the only one available that was close to fitting the

8mln motor shaft. A worm gear of the same pitch and

pressure angle was then choseu to meet tile required gear

reduction. This worm gear had a five-sixteenths inch

center bore, requiring nlachinmg to fit the three-eighthes

inch gear shaft The gear reduction of a worm-worm

geax' combination is colnputed by dividing the lmmber
of teeth on the worm gear by the number of threads on

the worm. Therefore, thirty teeth on the worm gear gave

the required 30'1 reduction for the single threaded worln.

Motor Mounts. The motor lnounts for the robot

were designed to hold the motor firmly to the leg joints

and to allow the worm on the motor shaft to mesh prop-

erly with the worm gear It was also designed so that it

would not interfere with each joint's rotation. Another

design criterion was to use the same design for all the

motor mounts to ease the manufacturing process. The
motor mounts were also designed to Mlow the addit,ion of
slightly larger worm gears so that a higher gear reduction

may be used if needed.

The motor mounts consist, of a flat aluminum mount

plate to which the motor is secured. The mount plate is
held tightly to the joints by two U-shaped clamps. The

larger clamp is secured with screws to hold the mount

plate to the yoke section of the leg joint. A spacer bar

is used with screws in the smaller clamp to hold the

mount plate against the tubing of the leg section. A

small amount of clearance between the clamps and the

mount plate exists, so that the motor mount may be

tightened completely to the joint,. Since the mount is

only clamped to the leg, it may be slid back along the

leg to accommodate a larger worm gear.

The design of the motor mount limits the rotation of

the leg sections to a maximum of +800 . The Alpha too-
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tor mount design was changed somewhat from the other

mouuts to permit the Alpha joint to swing through its

the. full range of -t-80 °. This feature was not one of the

original design criteria, but was added to increase the

robot's maneuverability in stair climbing. To do this, the

Alpha mount plate was lengthened by one inch to raise

the. Alpha motor further from the joint. This was neces-

sary to avoid the collision of the Beta 2 mount plate with

this motor as the Alpha joint rotates through this larger

angle. This design change required the use of longer

worm gear shafts at the Alpha joints as well.

Problems. A major drawback in using the worm-

worm gear transmission is the low efficiency, or ratio

of power transmitted through the gear set versus the
amount of power supplied to the motor, that is associ-

ated with this type of gearing. This factor may be caused

by the friction of the worm sliding across the teeth of the

worm gear, or by a slight misalignment of the worm and

worm gear. Through tests during the assembly of the
robot, el_ciencies as low as 25 percent were measured.

Ah.hough the torque supplied to the joint is limited, it

is still enough to lift the weight of the robot.

Solutions to this problem may involve proper lubri-

cation of the gears, or a redesign of the motor mount

to provide exact alignment of the worm and worm gear.

To reduce the amount of torque required at the joints,

counter-springs could be added at the joints as seen in

Figure 4. Since tile weight of the robot acts downward,

the most torque is required of the motors when lifting

the robot up. Counter-springs could be loaded to pro-

v_de a couple equal or nearly equal to that produce d by
the we@it of the robot. This would reqmre the motors

to produce more torque when rinsing the leg, but this

lorque could be balanced so that the overall torque would

be less than at present The use of counter- springs was
not, included in tile final leg design because it, was calcu-

la_,ed that the motors would always have enough torque

to lift the robot. Still, this feature could be easily added

to the existing design.

Another problem with the power transmission is the

excessive play of the motor shafts in and out of the motor

housing. This movement allows the joints to rock back

and forth under the weight of the robot. Soluuons to this

problem may involve a redesign of the motor mounts to

incorporale thrust bearings on the motor shaft.

Electronic System

Motors

'lb propel the robot, a self-contained, light-weight and

im:xpensive source of power generation is required. DC
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the design. These motors were reported by the manu-

facturer to have enough torque (40 ft.-lbs.) and were

inexpensive ($26 for the entire screwdriver unit). A ma-
jor drawback in using the screwdriver motor was in the

mounting of the motor to the robot. Because of its shape,

which included the screwdriver's gear reduction system,

it was very difficult to design a mount for the motor.

The motor that was chosen for the final design is a

24 V motor produced by Matsushita Electric and dis-

tributed by Servo Systems. This motor has several ad-

vantages over the 3.8 V screwdriver motor and costs

about the same ($30).
The advantages of 24 V motor over 3.8 V screwdriver

motor are listed below:

* The voltage can be varied around a much larger

range.

• The motor driver chips of 3.8 V are more expensive

than those of 24 V ($30 vs. $3.00).

• The screwdriver motor and gear reduction are not
one unit.

Figure 4: Counter Spring

motors were chosen for this task. For maximum effi-

ciency and power, a motor is required at each joint of

the robot, therefore 18 motors are needed. In order to

determine the power required of each motor, the highest

torque requirement was calculated. This worst-case load

is achieved by the Beta 1 motor during the tripod gate,

and is calculated to be half the weight of the robot. The

required torque in this scenario is based on the following

component weights (see Table 1).

Item Weight

Aluminum tubing 1" square 6 lbs.

Hinges 6 lbs.

Motors (15 x 1.5 lbs. each) 2 22.5 lbs.
Bolts, shafts, processors, etc. 6 lbs.

Total estimated weight 40.5 lbs.

Table 1: Robot weights

To find an expected torque for this situation, the one

foot link between Beta 1 and Beta 2 joints was used.

Torque = (l ft.)(40.51bs.)(0.5) = 20.25ft.- lbs.

Originally, 3.8 V motors taken from cordless Black and
Decker screwdrivers (model SD 2000) were included in

2In tripod gait, the weight of the three Beta 2 motors would be

supported by the Beta 2 link sitting on the ground.

• A mounting face plate is included on 24 V motor.

• The 24 V motor includes a built-in optical encoder.

The built-in optical encoder of the 24 V motor is a ma-

jor advantage, as it will be able to supply digital data

relating exact relative positioning. To achieve this us-

ing the screwdriver motor would involve the installation
of an optical encoder on the shaft of the motor, which
would have added to the bulk of the machine and would

have incurred all added expense.

The disadvantages of 24 V motor compared with 3.8
V screwdriver motor are listed below:

• The 24 V motor is heavier - 1.5 lbs. compared to 6

OZ.

• The 24 V motor is larger - 7" long by 2.375" diam-

eter compared to 3.5" long by 2.25" diameter.

The main consideration in motor choice is the torque it

produces relative to its size and cost. Black and Decker

claims that the rnodel SD 2000 will produce 40 ft.-lbs. It

is believed that this figure may be considered the locked

rotor torque. The 24 V motor is rated for 21.8 ft. lbs. at

185 rpm, which will be the operable speed The locked

rotor torque for the 24 V motor is 33.3 ft.-lbs. The 24
V motor has a rated current of 5 A. This means that

tile motor is capable of safely handling (24V)(5A) = 120
Watts of power. To accept the same input power, the

screwdriver motor would need to carry 24 A. Consid-

ering the physical size of the wire and motor from the
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screwdriver configuration, the claim of 40 ft.-lbs, ap-

pears misleading
Based on the considerations mentioned above, the 24

V motor was chosen.

Power Supply

Requirements. The requirements of the power sup-

ply are determined from the operating constraints of the
motors. These constraints include a voltage of 24 V and

a locked rotor current of 4.5 A per motor. Power supplies

capable of producing a 24 V signal are common. How-

ever, the current of 4.5 A per motor becomes significant

considering eighteen such motors will be mounted on the
robot. The maximum possible current occurs if all eigh-

teen motors are locked and energized. In this case, the
current would be:

18motors × 4.5A/motor = 81A

However, it is unlikely that the robot would ever be m

a situation where all 18 motors were locked and drawing
4.5A of current. What is more likely is that a few of the

motors might be operating at near lock up, such as when

climbing a flight of stairs. In this circumstance the robot

would be using the six alpha motors to lift itself. If all six
motors were to stall the robot would draw 6×4.5A = 30A

of current. Given this "worst case" estimate a 40 amp

power supply was settled upon and acquired from the

EECE department.

Future Interests. An option that needs to be ex-

plored in the future involves building a supply that meets
the exact requirements of the robot.

One configuration is a full-bridge rectifier with a ca-

pacitive filter. A transformer would be needed to trans-
form 120 V ac down to 24 V ac. Thynstors could also
be used to allow the dc voltage to be varied.

Control System

Overview

The task of controlling a six-legged, eighteen-jointed robot

is complex. There are an enormous number of tasks that
must occur simultaneously. Many of these tasks have

equivalent priorities. Given this, it is difficult to prior-

itize these tasks so that they may be executed serially

and still guarantee that all tasks will be serviced m a
reasonable amount of time. Therefore, it was decided

to use multiple processors, and divide the essential tasks

among them.

The current design is one processor on each leg which

is responsible for moving the three joints on that leg
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] Total Machine Cycles ]

50,000 × 3 150,000 Cycles for PI1) loop

150,000 Cycles for PWM loop

25,000 Cycles for send/tee

I 325,000 Total Cych.'s]

Table 2: Total machine cycles required for HC11

to given target positions. These processors will also be

responsible for gathering sensor data. Between each leg

pair will sit another processor that will collect this sensor

data from the lower processors and make high level de-
cisions based on this data There will be three of these

high-level processors, one for each pair of legs These

high-level processors will be capable of communicating

with each other and exchanging information.
The Motorola MC68t1C711 E9 rnicro-controller was cho-

sen for the low-level joint manipulations and sensor data

gathering. The IIC11 was chosen because of it's compact

size, on-board analog to digital converters, and built in
pulse width modulation capabilities. It was shown that

given it 2M[lz clock the HCll would be capable of per-

forming the necessary 1Kllz Pulse Wl(l_.h Modulation,

ProporUonal Integral Derivative Control algorithm, sen-

sor data gathering, and serial communications in each

second in apl)roximately one sixth of its 2,000,000 clock

cycles (see Table 2).
The Motorola M68tlC16 micro-controller was chosen

for the high-level control system. It was chosen prima>

fly for its compatibility with the HC11, _ts enlarged ad-

dress bus, and 16MHz clock rate. The 11C16 and the

HCll both have a synchronous serial communications

port that Is capable of baud rates approaching 2Mb/s.
The IICI(i also has an asynchronous line that can oper-

ate m a multi-drop mode that allows an Ethernet style

protocol to be implemented. The HC16 has an address
space of 1 M B m combined instruction arid data mode,

or 2 MB m separate instruction and data mode. This

gives great flexibility in program design, and language
choice, since some compactness can be sacrificed for ease

of coding and readability.

Simulation

Due to the inherently long lead time on actual hard-

ware for testing control code and the expensive nature

of testing code on actual hardware, a limited simulation

of the robot was developed. This simulation was limited

in that it only provided for joint position feedback rather

than a complete complement of sensor inputs This sire-
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ulationwasusedto developandtesttheinitialwalking
algorithm.

DesignCriteria. Thissimulationwastobeastatic
positionevaluator,thattookthe18joint positions,and
translatedthemintoa3-Dwireframeoftherobot.The
simulationwasto takecommandstosetnewtargetposi-
tionsforindividualjoints,andquerythecurrentposition
of anyjoint. Therewas also to be one other command

that causes the simulation to increment time by some in-

terval. As time incremented, the simulation would move

the joints progressively closer to their respective targets.

The simulation was also required to have a lisp interface.

Kansas State University

• Displaying the legs

• Displaying the body

Displaying the legs is a relatively simple task. Since

they are always to be attached to the body, they are

drawn relative to the body's current orientation.
Displaying the body is a more complicated task, how-

ever. Since the legs may be in any position within their
limits of motion, it is necessary to determine the orien-

tation of the body in terms of rotation and translation
matrices.

There are several steps in determining the orientation

of the body:

Implementation. The simulation is divided into

three layers:

• The Lisp interface

• The C interface calls

• The robot display routines

Library Interfaces. The Lisp interface is simply a
set of primitives that make calls to the C interface. For

more complete documentation on how to use the Lisp

interface see the full annual report.
The C interface includes four main calls:

• put_joint which takes a leg and joint designation,

and a target position, and sets the specified joint's

target.

• get_joint which takes a leg and joint designation,

and returns the current position of the specified

joint. This is not necessarily the target position, but

it is the actual position of the leg as time elapses.

• update_simulation which takes a length of time and

moves the joints towards their targets.

• init_simulation which takes the complete dimensions

of the robot (leg lengths, body width, height, and

length, etc.), the joint limits, and the angular veloc-

ity of the joints. This initializes the graphics system,

and the joint positions for t.he simulation.

1. Determine the points in contact with the ground

2. Determine the height from the standing plane to the

body

3. Determine the standing plane's rotation about the
Z axis

4. Determine the standing plane's rotation about the
X axis

The method used to find the points in contact with

ground was to sort a fixed number of points on the body
by their vertical distance from the body. The first three

points not on the same side of the body are then chosen

to define the standing plane.

In order to compute the height, height must be de-

fined. The height is the perpendicular distance from the

origin to the plane. It is then a simple matter to compute

using 3-D vector analysis.
Theta, the rotation about the Z axis is computed by

converting the Cartesian coordinates to spherical coor-
dinates.

Phi, the rotatmn away from the Z axis is also com-

puted by converting to spherical coordinates.

The body height transformation is then made by first

translating the body by the height about, the Z axis. The

body rotation is done by rotating about Z by theta, then

rotating about Y by phi, and then rotating the body back
about Z by -theta. This places the body into the correct

position so that the points in the standing plane will be
on the "ground."

Robot Display. Displaying the robot was done us-

ing a 3-D wire frame modeling device independent graph-
ics library, VOGLE. This library uses a transformation

matrix, and a Cartesian coordinate space to define graphic

objects.

Displaying the robot can be divided into two essential
tasks:

Control Background

There are many ways to control a robotic system. The

most widely used method involves 3-D modelling and in-
verse kinematics in making decisions. Tins method is ex-

tremely computer intensive and requires large amounts

of processing power. Dr. Rodney Brooks at M.I.T has
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developed another approach to robotic programming cal-

led subsumptlon programming The underlying assump-
tion of this new approach is that it is rarely necessary

to know everything about a given situation before any
decisions are made. Therefore, a robot could "react" to

certain important features of the current environment

while ignoring what are deemed to be irrelevant. The

burden is then placed on the programmer to then de-
termine at what times different features are relevant or

not.

Subsumption. The subsumption architecture was

developed by Dr. Rodney Brooks at, the MIT mobile

robot lab. The basic prenrise of tile architecture is that.

competence of the robot is built up in task achieving lay-

ers. Each layer reads sensor input and controls actuator

output (eg. the motors). The lowest level layers han-

dle the very basic, very general tasks, such as walking

on level ground. The higher level competence would be

aimed at more specific tasks such as walking on a slope,

or climbing obstacles. When the higher level controls

notice that the robot is in a positron that their specialty

applies, they take control away from (subsmne) the lower
levels. The lower levels are not stopped from rmming,

they just no longer can send control messages to the ac-

tuators. This has the effect that if the higher level layers

should fail, tile lower level layers can take back over (with

lessor ability, but at least the robot does not halt ) A

better description of the architecture can be found in

[Brooks 1986] [Brooks 1990].
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Figure 5: Subsulnption Network of Behaviors for Level
G round

Further. There is no doubt that the choice of sub-

sumption represents a compromise and a large amount of

research is needed into other successful control systems.

OIHo Stale University and Carnage Mellon University

both have built walking machines. Also at MIT, Colon

Angle has published his masters thesis on Attilla, which

the design team has not had time to acqmre.

Choices. When this project, began, tile demgn team

had very little experience with real time control systems.

Attempting to weigh the merits of various systems was

near impossible. It was decided to use the Brooks archi-
tecture as it was the most familiar, with the provimon to

research other systems. What follows is a listing of some

of the reasons argued for subsumption.

Easily the strongest reason for choosing tile subsump-
tion architecture was that it had already been used to

control two walking robots, Gengis [Brooks 1989] and

Attilla, and the design team wanted to evaluate its ef-
fectiveness themselves.

When subsumption was chosen the initial design weight

of the robot was 121bs (mostly motors) and there was not

weight to spare for the mounting of large computer sys-

tems. To fit in the design goal of all on board computing,

the control system had to be very efficient. Subsumption

would appear to be very efficient, as one of the 6-legged

walkers controlled 12 degrees of freedom with only 4 8bit,

2MHz processors, which was the kind of minimal control

system that was needed.

Behavior Language

The first step in designing the upper level control sys-

Lem was to produce a complete, initial walking plan. The
barns for the. design is behaviors Behavzors are groups
of rules which become activated by certain conditions
within tile robot. No data structures are shared between

behaviors. All behaviors are asynchronous and appear

to run in parallel. Each behavior controls a specific func-

tion, and only receives the information necessary for it to
function from other machines. Behaviors are connected

together using inhibitions and subsumptions. These con-
nect, ions allow one behavior to either inhibit or subsume

actions of another behavior.

2-Dimension Walking Plan

The design for walking on level ground w_th only two

degrees of freedom is shown m Figure 5

On this diagram, each box represents a behavior. Those

boxes without bands on top are copied s_x times, once
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foreachleg.Thosewithfilledtrianglesin thelowercor-
neractuallycontrolthelegs.Thosewithsolidbandsare
the "centralcontrol"of therobot.Thosewith triangles
in theuppercornergettheirinputsfromthesensors.

Walking Plan. Thebehaviorsshownin Figure5
worktogetherto forma simplewalkingplanfor level
ground.Controlisachievedbyconnectingthemachines
andusinginhibitionsandsubsumptions.Notall of this
walkingplanwasimplementeddueto timeconstraints
andthelackofsensordata.Therefore,atwo-dimensional
walkingsystemusingonlyjoint positionswasimple-
mented.That whichwasimplementedis describedbe-
low,andthebehaviorlanguagecodefor it is foundin
theAppendix.

1. Standing. Therearethreebehaviorswhichcon-
trol the lowestlevelof controlandinterfacewith
themotorcontrolloop.Alpha pos, beta-I pos, and

beta-2 pos receive a desired position, outputs that
position to the motor, and returns the actual posi-

tion of the joint. There are given positions to which

the joints will go when the robot is powered up so
that it stands.

2. Leg lifting. A leg down machine will always output

a position to the beta-1 pos which will place the

leg in the down position. Another machine, up-leg-

trzgger subsumes the leg down machine when the

leg is raised to walk.

3. Leg swinging. There is a single machine, called al-
pha balance which accepts the alpha positions from

each of the legs. It then sums the alpha position,

where 0 is straight out, positive is forward, and neg-

ative is backward. Based on the sum, alpha balance

outputs a mgnal to each of the alpha pos machines

which will adjust the legs to keep the body centered.

If one leg moves forward, alpha balance will move all
others backward to compensate.

For each leg, there is an alpha advance machine.

Whenever the/eg has been raised, it suppresses the

alpha balance output to that leg, and outputs a po-

sition to the alpha pos machine which will swing

the leg forward. So when up-leg-trzgger raises a leg,

alpha advance swings it forward.

4. Walking. Finally, a behavior must be added to

trigger the up- leg-trigger machines in the appropri-

ate order to produce the desired gait. For walking

on level ground, the walk machine sends out triggers

to implement the tripod gait.

Kansas State University

Behaviors. Each behavior is described with its in-

puts, outputs and functions below.

Alpha-pos There are six of these machines, one for

each leg. Input to this machine is szgnal-pos, which

is the position which the other machines signal they

would like the alpha joint to be placed. The output

from alpha pos is current-pos which is the actual

position of the alpha joint. Its function is to interact
with the lower level control loop to move the motor

to szgnal-pos, and to get current-pos from the lower
level and output it for other machines to use.

Beta-pos There are six of these machines, one for

each leg. Inputs outputs, and functions are exactly

the same as those in Alpha-pos except that they con-

trol the beta-1 joint.

Alpha-advance Again, there are six copies of this

behavior, one for each leg. Once the robot has stood

up, each alpha-advance machine receives a go input.
After that, they check to see if the bela-pos input

says that the leg has been raised. If so, the machine
outputs a new alpha-pos to swing the leg forward.

Leg-down The mx copies of this machine have a

simple function. As input, they take current-beta.

If this position is not the same as the leg-down-pos,

a constant, it outputs the new beta position in new-

beta to put the leg down.

Up-leg-trigger This machine, one on each leg, takes

as input a tmg or trigger which indicates that this

leg should be raised. When the trigger has been

received, the machine outputs new-beta to raise the

leg.

Alpha-balance There is only one of this machine.

It takes as input the alpha positions of all six legs.
Once all six have been received, it sums them to de-

termine whether they should be altered. If the sum

is greater than 0, a constant amount is subtracted
from each alpha pos. Likewise, if sum is less than 0,

a constant is added to each alpha pos. Output from
this are all six new alpha positions.

* Walk This machine sends out the signals to the

legs in the proper order to obtain the tripod gait.

It contains monostables (timers) to keep track of

which set of legs was last triggered. Once the go

input has been received, it outputs the appropriate

of the six triggers.

• Stand This machine makes sure that at least three

of the legs are on the ground before it begins to
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walk. It takes as input the beta-1 positions of the

six legs, and outputs a go signal, if appropriate.

The behavior machines interact with each other by

connecting the inputs and outputs of the machines with
the connect statement. Connections which were used in

the implementation were :

1. The output current-pos from beta-pos is connected

to the input beta from stand for each of the six legs.

2. The output go from stand is connected to the go

input from the walk machine, and also to each of

the go inputs for the alpha-advance machines.

3. The outputs szgnal for each leg from alpha-balance

are connected to the szgnal-pos for each of the alpha-

pos machines.

4. The output current-pos from each of the alpha-pos

machines are connected as inputs to the alpha-balance

machine and to the alpha-advance machines.

5. The output current-pos from each of the beta-pos

machines are connected as inputs to each of the

alpha-advance machines.

6. The output alpha-pos from the alpha-advance ma-

chines are connected to the input szgnal-pos for the

alpha-pos machines. These outputs also subsume

all other input to alpha-pos.

7. The outputs new-beta from the leg-down machines

are connected to the inputs szgnal-pos for the beta-

pos machines.

8. The outputs current-pos from the beta-pos machines

are connected to the inputs current-beta for the leg-
down machines.

9. The outputs new_beta from the up-leg-trigger ma-

chines are connected to the inputs szgnal-pos for the
beta-pos machines. Also, these outputs subsume all

other input to beta-pos.

10. The outputs tmg from the walk machine are con-

nected to the inputs trzg for each of the up-leg-
trigger machines.
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that this implementation moves legs in the correct se-

quence and with the right timing to walk. The stand pro-

ce(lure was also working when the animator was started
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Other work

The two degree of freedom, joint position controlled im-

plementation described above was tested on the anima-

tion program which was designed. The behavior code

was translated into common lisp code, and then run on

top of the ammator. From this testing, we determined
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Abstract

The ability to service satellites has thus far been limited
to Low Earth Orbit (LEO) platforms within reach of the
Space Shuttle. Other orbits, such as Geosynchronous
Orbits (GEO) containing high-value spacecraft have, thus
far, not been reachable by a servicing vehicle. The useful

life of a satellite can be extended by replacing spent
propellant and damaged Orbital Replacement Units

(ORUs), forestalling the need for eventual replacement.
This growing need for satellite on-orbit servicing can be
met by the Manned On-Orbit Servicing Equipment
(MOOSE). Missions requiring orbit transfer capability,
precision manipulation and maneuvering, and man-in-the-
loop control can be accomplished using MOOSE. M(:X:)SE

is a flexible, reusable, single operator, aerobraking
spacecraft designed to refuel, repair, and service orbiting
spacecraft. MOOSE will be deployed from Space Station
Freedom, (SSF), where it will be stored, resu-pplied, and
refurbished.

Introduction

MOOSE Description

The MOOSE spacecraft is an orbiting vehicle capable of
sending an astronaut on three day satellite servicing
missions to GEO or LEO and back to SSF. The astronaut is
housed in a "shirt-sleeve" environment. Extravehicular

Activities (EVAs) are not permitted from the MCK)SE, since
the vehicle is a single-person vessel.

In order to conduct the servicing tasks, MOOSE is
equipped_ with a seven degree of freedom (DOF) Telerobotic
Manipulator Arm (TMA), a four DOF Telerobotic
Grappling Arm (TGA), and a Manual Manipulation
Systein (MMS). MOOSE will employ a 9m reusable
aerobrake in order to return rendezvous with SSF from
GEO.

N
-. _

The MOOSE vehicle can be separated into two distinct
parts. The first is the MOOSE Manned Module (MMM),
shown in Figure 1 (top). It consists of the crew cabin, the
Reaction Control System (RCS), spider truss, and the
Manipulator/Grappler System (Man/Grap). The second
part fs the MOOSE Propulsion Module (MPM), shown in
Figure I (bottom). It consists of the aerobrake, main spinal
truss, and main propulsion unit.

The MOOSE flight vehicle operates in 2 modes. The first
is.. pthe rimar_'__op_erational confitguration for servicing
missions to GEO. It entails us,ng the entire flight veh,cle,

consist}ng of MPU and the MMM fully fueled. The second
is the 'cab-only" mode, in which the MMM flight vehicle
separates from the MPU. This configuration is used to
conduct servicing missions in LEO, or in close proximity to
SSF, and enables MCK)SE to be more maneuverable and
cost-effective.

Figure 1 MMM (top) and MPM (bottom)

MOOSE subsystems are designed as ORUs which can be
changed out via the SSF Remote Manipulator System
(RMS). All significant systems are configured to make

access, test, and-change-out as simple as possible.

SSF-Based Operations

MOOSE operations increase the frequency of SSF
departing/arn'ving spacecraft. Propellant Maneuvering
Vehicles (PMVs), shuttles, and MOOSE will be utilizing
SSF airspace, possibly simultaneously. A SSF traffic
management scheme has been developed based upon the
Johnson Spaceflight Center (JFC) Orbital Maneuvering

Vehicle plan for SSF terminal control zone management.
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Dedicated MOOSE support personnel on-station will be
minimal. MOOSE maintenance, check-out, and
refurbishment tasks will be as automated as possible.
Dedicated inter-Vehicular Activities/Extra-Vehicular
Activities (IVA/EVA) would be performed by the
available crew as needed.

A second crew member is required, in addition to the
astronaut operating the MOOSE, to operate the SSF RMS
during berthing andde-berthing operations.

Expendable Launch Vehicle (ELV) Operations

ELV operations are essential to the MOOSE mission.
Regular propellant delivery must be maintained if
flexibility is desired. PMVs would be delivered to SSF
from their respective launch sites.

Vehicle Overview

In its standard configuration (MPU mated to the MMM),
the MOOSE vehicle weighs 3067 kg (dry) and 14481 kg
(wet). This configuration is the maximum weight for a
three-day GEO servicing missions. For LEO missions, the
MPU can be left at Freedom, creating a vehicle that would
weigh a maximum of 1235 kg (dry) and 1980 kg (wet).

MOOSE is capable of carrying 800 kg of payload to
orbits inclined up to 70" at altitudes from I85 km to 40,000
km. Consumables are provided for a nominal 3-day
mission, with contingency mission duration of 10 days.

Costing Overview

Develop Cost
RDT&E $2,374.70 M93
First Unit $203.90 M93

Flight Unit $203.90 M93

Development Operations Costs
ASE RDT&E $1,100 M93
ELV Support $1,182 M93
Ground Support $375 M93

Mission Operations Cost
3 sorties/year $294 M93
6 sorties/year $432 M93
13 sorties/year $780 M93

Program Cost @ IOC
$5,439.50 M93

Median Operations Cost�year
$432 M93

Table 1 Overview of projected costa

Navigation And Tracking

Orbit and Attitude Determination

Orbit information must be accurate enough at
geostationary orbit to bring the vehicle within trackin_
distance of the target. The workingrange of the selected

rendezvous system will be 4.5 nmi. The ei'ror in po.sition at
GEO added to the error in the target's known position must
therefore be less then this range. Using a .75 safety factor,
the requirement for GEO position determination accuracy
will therefore be 6 km.
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At LEO and below, the main positioning requirement will
be determined by the aerobraking maneuver. Non-inertial
navigation systems will be blacked out during this
maneuver, so inertial guidance will be need to be
accurately calibrated before the maneuver. From GEO, an
accuracy of 2 km will be required for the aerobraking
window. On approach to the maneuver, the window will
be smaller, requiring an accuracy of 100 m for necessary
course adjustments.

Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs)

Two IMUs will be used on MOOSE, and will consist of
sensors that measure both rotational motion (using
gyroscopes) and translation motion (using accelerometers)-.
Strapdown units will be used instead of gimbaled
platforms because they have less mechanical complexities
and mass, while maintaining accuracy comparable to that
of gimbaled systems.

The Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) was chosen as the

rimary naVio_glMUsationsystem for its hi_grh accuracy The mainP . . •

drawback are the time degradation that they
undergo. To keep their accuracy, position and orientation
inform-ation musfbe updated bef6re the data is no longer
useful. Immediate updates would be required immediately

after large AV burns.

Global Positioning System (GPS)

GPS provides 25 m accuracy at LEO, but it is not designed
to work above 8000 nmi altitude. This system will be used
to meet the 100 m aerobrake accuracy requirement. GPS
will be used in LEO for calibration of the ]MUs. All LEO

and GEO transfer orbits will be calculated using GPS and
Kalman filtering software. A GPS update occurs at the rate
of 2 updates per second. GPS information is used to verify
the ae-robraking maneuver approach orbit.--updates are
fast enough to allow for mid-co{arse corrections.

Microcosm Autonomous Navigation System (MANS)

This system provides 600m to 1.5 km accuracy using 2
sensors. This system is necessary for long term navigation
in GEO, and to meet the 2 km aerobrake window

requirement, it can provide, orientation updates to an
accuracy of 0.01 degrees, using the sun as a reference. For
11.4% of the time in GEO, the sun will be blocked out, but
the horizon sensors will still be functional, _roviding an
accuracy of 0.1" to 0.25'. For 4.6% of the time, no
orientatton updates are possible. For the first 20 hours
after GPS updates are lost, the IMUs are more reliable than
MANS. After this point, MANS must begin linear
navigation updates at its returning frequency of 0.5 Hz.

Star Trackers

This system can provide updates to an accuracy of 0.01'
when the sun's glare does not affect the sensor. Although it
can be used at other points, the star trackers will
definately be able to be used during the 16% MANS
blackout/partial blackout time. Star trackers are useful in
increasing the accuracy of the altitude measurement, and
for deterfnining the angle and angle rate to a target for
rendezvous purposes.

OMV Rendezvous Radar

Although the Orbital Maneuvering Vehicle project has
been canceled, its rendezvous radar has been fully
designed. This system was specifically designed to assist
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the rendezvous tasks that MOOSE is required to do. It has
a range of 4.5nmi, and an accuracy of better then 2Oft, or
<2% of the range. It also provides a range rate accuracy of
greater than 0.Ift/sec, or2% of the range rate.

Control Moment Gyroscopes

External torques, such as those produced by solar
radiation and grlivity gradients, and in-tenal torques, such
as that produced by positional uncertainty of the center of
gravity, must be coml_.nsated for. A trade study was done
comparing the mass of the fuel required to do orientation
adjustmer_t for a typical three day mission versus the mass
of the Control Moment Gyroscopes (CMGs) required to do
the same job. The required fuel mass was 150 kgfor the
cold gas thrusters and 242 kg of hydrazine for the RCS.
This compares with a CMG mass of 76 kg.

The MOOSE vehicle was designed to use double-
mballed CMGs for three-axis control. The CMGs are
cated near the center of gravity for maximum

performance. Three CMGs are used for redundancy
_onsiderations-should one fail, the other two will be able
to maintain three-axis control. The primary RCS can be
used to desaturate the CMG wheels. The impulse torques
caused by gravity gradients, solar pressure, and
aerodynamic-effects are well .bel°w the impulse torques
that the moment gyros were designed for.

The model used to design the wheels was a thin-rim, high-
speed_ flywheel. It was found that AISI 4340 (normalized
at 1600"F, quenched in oil from 1525"b-') would give the
smallest wh-eel radius and the maximum performahce. For

high-speed bearings, (>3000 rpm), a closed loop oil system
shouldbe used to give an active flow through lubrication
system..... which Would enhance the bearin.g .life b
continuously supplying additional off to the spinning ba_l
bearing at a controlable rate. A DC brush]ess motor will
be used for its high torqueing capability. A tachometer will
be used to monitor the wheel speed.

Reaction Control System

The manned module must be able to maneuver around and

approach the target satellite from any angle to capture and
repair it. The reaction control system is comprised of
primary and secondary thrust chambers. The need to
ensure a contamination-free environment about the SSF and

satellite hardware drove the two-system design.

Primary RCS

The primary thrusters are utilized for attitude control,
course corrections, orienting the MOOSE vehicle for
proper guidance & navigation sensing and aerobrake-
maneuver l_sitioning, desaturating the control moment
gyros, and collision avoidance.

The primary thrust chambers utilize monopropellant
liquid anhydrous hydrazine and operate in pressure blow-
down mode. with helium as the pressurant. .g.as. The
hydrazme system does not require an oxidizer for
combustion, it spontaneously decomposes as it flows over
the Shell 405 catalyst bed and produces hot gases which
are expelled through the nozzle. The selected level of
ammonia dissociation is 0.6 and the resulting performance
level, Isp, is 240 seconds.

A total of 24 520 N (100 lbf) hydrazine thrusters will be
utilized. Four thrust chambers will be on the lower truss
struts, with one on each strut. Twenty thrust chambers
will be on the spider truss booms with five on each boom.

University of Maryland, College Park

The total monopropeIlant mass is 512 kg, and the total mass
of the 24 hydrazine thrusters is 44.74 kg. The figure below
is a schematic of a typical hydrazine thruster
configuration.

033"/7m
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Figune 2 Hydrazine Thruster ConF_arafion

RCS Spider Truss

The RCS Spider truss serves as a platform for the
MOOSE RCS. The boom extends for only 2.6 m from the
center line of the MOOSE, to protect the nozzles during the
aerobraking maneuver. It houses the RCS tanks within its
members and acts as a boom for the reaction control

nozzles to ensure their operation as far away from the c.g.
of the MOOSE vehicle as possible. The trusses and the
avionics box are an integrated structure which attaches to
the bottom of the MOOSE crew cabin.

The material selected for the truss is a high-strength
graphite/epoxy with a 45" fiber orientation to ensure the
_om-posite's strength in bending. The resulting
configuration for the spider truss consists of two different
cross sections. The inner and outer cross members both
have circular cross sections of outer radius 1.25 cm and

inner radius of 1.0 cm. The remaining spider truss members
have circular cross sections of outer radius 7 mm and inner

radius 5 mm. The mass per spider truss is 9.36 kg, therefore,
the total mass for all four spider trusses is 37.5 kg.

Primary RCS Tanks

Two tanks are necessary to store the h vdrazine
monopropellant and helium gas pressurant. The blow-
down ratio is 4.2, with a beginning of life tank pressure of
420 psi and an end of life pressure of 100 psi. The total
volume for hydrazine propellant is 0.5005 m 3 and the

helium pressurant volume is 0.1564m 3. The radius of each
of the tanks is 0.428m and the material is Al 1100-0 which

is resistant to the corrosive effects of hydrazine.

Hydrazine freezes at 273K so line heaters were used to
ensure the operability of the thrusters.

Secondary RCS

Due to the sensitivity of the SSF and satellite hardware to
contamination from thruster exhaust products, a helium
cold gas thruster system is utilized for all GEO satellite-
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servicing operations and for separation and docking
maneuvers The mass of the helium for the secondary
thrusters is 223 kg. The total mass of the 40 thrusters is
3.4 kg. The thrusters on the lower truss struts are grouped
in threes with one grouping per strut. Seven cold gas
thrusters were located on each boom of the spider truss.
These thrusters produces 20 lbf (89 N) at a pressure-at-
thrust of 1000 psL The area expansion ratio is 25:1.

ValvePoppe_
Armature

C01e

Valve Seat

,¢ Spring

ExpansionNozzle /

Valve Body SolenoidC0il Gap

Figure 3 Single Seat Cold Gas Thruster

Secondary RCS Tanks

The helium coldgas for the secondary thrusters will be
stored in four (4) Ti 8-1-1 tanks at a tank thickness ofl.66
cm and a mass per tank of 55.75 kg. The tank pressure is
41.4E6 N/m 2.

Main Propulsion System

The main propulsion system of MOOSE will perform four
burns on a-typical mission. These burns include GEO
transfer inject-ion, GEO circularization, LEO transfer
injection, and LEO circularization after the aerobrake
maneuver.
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The main propulsion system utilizes cryogenic liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen as the fuel and oxidizer
respec}ively. To achieve cost efficiency in propellant
transport cost so the customer price tag does not exceed 100
$Million, the performance level, Isp, must be 450 seconds.
The fi ure below demonstrates the relationship betweeng .....

cost and performance level. The mixture ratio is optimized
at 7:1 which maximizes the Isp, and assures complete
combustion.of the liquid oxygen while not running too
hydrogen rich, where some of the hydrogen does not
oombust.

The dimensions of the combustion chamber are as follows:

chamber diameter is 0.281 m, chamber volume is 0.022 m 3,

and chamber length is 0.355 m.

Injector Design

The injector is designed to deliver the propellants to the
combustion chamber and to sufficiently mix and atomize the
propellants to form a homogeneous fuel-oxidizer mixture.

The injection system selected is a coaxial non-impinging
configuration which is the most common for
Oxygen/Hydrogen engines, including the SSME, and

rovidessgsood combustion stability Low velocitYsurroundle_liuidp . - . .

oxygen (LOX) is fed through a tube which is by
high velocity gaseous hydrogen (GH2). The GH2, already
warmed from the regenerative cooling cycle, warms the
liquid oxygen in the tube and vaporizes it. The gaseous
h3]drogen and oxygen then readily mix in the combustion
chamber.

Ignition System

The ignition system is of critical concern for it must
ensure rapid ignition of the propellant mixture and equally
rapid thrust increase to the designed rating.

A spark-torch igniter was selected for the ignition system.
It is h-ighly reliable, has multiple restart capability (a must
for MOOSE), and performs well at high altitude. The
spark-torch igniter allows some propellant in, then
supplies a spark for ignition. The flame is then ducted to
van_ous locations on {he injector face to ignite the main
propellant flow.

Nozzle Design

The expansion nozzle is desi4gned to take. the hit_eh
temperature exhaust gas flow andexpand it to allow
thermal energy of the flow to be trans-formed into kinetic
energy, i.e. usehal propulsive energy.

The MOOSE will use a bell shaped nozzle with an area
expansion ratio of 40:1 at a design mach number of 4.22.
This expansion ratio relates to an exit area of 0.99 m 2 and
a throat area of 0.0248 m 2.

The large heat flux to the nozzle walls from the

combustion p roducts r eq uires .a coolin g.p.rocess that. will
preserve the nozzle contour, its material integrity, and
allow for an indefinite firing duration. A regenerative

coolin. .g system.. was selected over. nozzle-material ablation
since it satisfies the above mentioned requirements and the
vehicle has available coolant, the LH2 fuel. This cooling
method is relatively lightweight since additional on-board
cooling subsystems are not required and the desire to
achieve a maximum Isp, to successfully perform the
MOOSE mission requirements, is achieved through
augmenting the energy content in the combustion chamber
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by utilizing the thermal energy picked up by the LH2 in
cooling the nozzle. The high heat flux capacity, necessary
for LOX/LH2 combustion, is also accounted for by the
regenerative cooling system.

Turbopump Feed System / Plumbing

The pump system selected is an exF_3der cycle turbopump
feed system. An Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) is used to
initiate the propellant flow to the combustion chamber.
The hydrogen fuel exiting the nozzle cooling-jacket will
drive both the oxidizer and fuel turbines which drive the

fuel and oxidizer pumps. Once initiated, the propellant
pumping process is self perpetuating and is sustained by the
turbine generating 82.7 kW of power to drive the pumps at

the required pressure of 2.66x106N/m 2.

Figure S Main Propulsion System Configuration

Thrust Vectoring Control

Thrust vectoring will be controlled by the RCS for pitch,
yaw and roll motfons of the MOOSE vehicle The thrusters
are located at the ends of each boom of the spider truss and
on each of the lower truss struts. The location of the

thrusters will provide three axis stability.

Main Propulsion Malfunctions

The MOOSE can survive a main propulsion system
malfunction if it occurs either after tl_e first or after the

third main engine burn. In the event that a malfunction
occurs after the first main engine burn, the astronaut will
remain in the elliptical Hohmann transfer orbit until the
vehicle returns to the SSF. It will take ten and a half hours
to return to SSF. The astronaut can survive this since the

MOOSE is designed and equipped for a three day mission.
If the malfuncti-on occurs-after- the third burn for LEO

injection, the RCS will handle the necessary maneuvers to
return the astronaut safely to the SSF.

Malfunctions occurring after the GEO circularization
and prior to the LEO transfer injection burns will require
the astronaut to wait for a rescue vehicle in order to re_urn

to the space station.

Main Propulsion Tanks

The main propellant tanks will be launched empty from
Earth using-the-NASA Space Shuttle launch platform and
will be integrated with the MOOSE system on orbit at

University of Maryland, College Park

Space Station Freedom. For the launch from Earth, the
tanks will be pressurized to stiffen the structure against
loads resulting from the launch. The tank walls will
consist of A1-11-00 at thicknesses of 3.5 mm and 3.0 mm for
the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen tanks respectively,
and corresponding tank masses of 178 kg and 99 kg.

The tanks will be integrated to the central support truss
by a 10 cm x 5 cm, 1.1 kg AI-1100 disk threaded-around its
surface area and located at the top of each of the tanks.
The bottom of the tanks rest on the aerobrake support
arches and will be wrapped with a thermal protection foil
to withstand the heat transfer from the nozzle and

aerobrake maneuver and allow the A1-1100 alloy to
maintain its actual yield strength. The final mass total for
the liquid hydrogen tanks is 179 kg and 100 kg for the
liquid oxygen tanks.

Aerobrake

/_,,,_ 90.0 ° _N_

I" 9.®n, "1

Figure 6 Aerobrake Structure

The design of MOOSE included the aerobrake used to
partially reenter the atmosphere and use drag forces to
modify its orbit instead of fuel, thus reducingmass. A
spherical shape made of an aluminum honeycomb provided
a-lightweight thermally resistant structure. Ceramic
thermal protection tiles were placed on the above structure.
The design allowed for assembly and maintenance to easily
be performed.

Trajectory

A two shallow pass trajectory was chosen instead of a
single deep pass. Although the chosen trajectory speed was
Mach 34, because of a shallow pass of 80 km minimum
altitude, the largest aerodynamic forces were almost
negligible, only afew hundred Pascals. The g forces on the

bra-ke during, the two. pass maneuver, were less. than the
propulsive forces dunng an orbital burn, maximum of 1.5
g_

Main Spinal Truss

This structure carried up to 2g loads. All major
components the cabin, spider truss, fuel tanks, p.ropulsion
system, and aerobrake were connected to the spinal truss.
The titanium longitudinal beams were welded to hard
points on three spinal rings. These rings integrated the
aerobrake, cabin, and fuel tanks.

Manipulator/Grappler System

Introduction

The Manipulator/Grappler System is essential to the
execution of MOOSE's duties as an on-orbit servicer. One
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of the driving requirements for MOOSE is that the
astronaut should not have to do an EVA during the repair

rocess To accomplish this, it is necessary to equip the
P , " . . .

vehicle wath a mampulahon system that he/she can control
from within the spacecraft. The possible components of the
Man/Grap System are: a Tele-robotic Manipulator Arm
(TMA), a Telerobotic Grappling Arm (TCIA), and a
Manual Manipulation System (MMS).

Many possible combinations of these subsystems were
examined. The primary design criteria were mass,
flexibility, complexity, and development/production costs.
The culminati6n of the design process was a system that
utilized all three subsystems.

N2

Figure7 ViewofCabin& Manipulator/GrapplerSystem

The TGA is a four DOF arm, with various possible end-
effectors. It is necessary to have a grappling arm to
maintain a fixed position and orientation, with respect to
the target, during repair operations. The TGA has three
links. Link 0 and link 1 are each 2 m long, while link 3 is 3
m long. It was determined that the TGA should be able to
successfully maneuver a 6000 kg payload.

Spacecraft Subsystem Anomaly Number Percent
Timing, Control, and Command 55 9.1
Telemetry and Data Handling 112 19.1
Power Supply 56 9.2
Attitude Control 123 20.3

Propulsion 26 4.3
Environmental Control 16 2.6
Structure 6 1.0

Payload/Experiment 208 34.3

TOTAL 602 100

Table 2 Survey of 602 Satelhte Failures

Degree of Failure
Negligible Effect
Small Effect
l/3 to 2/3 Loss
2/3 to Near Total loss
Total Mission Loss

Number Percent
447 74.3
117 19.4
32 5.3

5 1.0

1

Table 3 Failures' Effect on Missmn

Based on the data shown in Tables 2 and 3 above

(Shockey 1984), it was determined that a significant
number of satellites (at least 25%) can be expected to have
some loss of attitude or navigational control Therefore, it
would be desirable for MOOSE to be able to grapple with
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and control errant satellites, so long as the crew member is
in minimal danger.

The TMA is a seven DOF arm, with interchangeable end-
effectors. The TMA is expected to function as an
"assistant" to the astronaut, in that it can handle massive
loads, hold "handed-off" tools and equipment, retrieve
ORUs from storage, etc. By providing a variety of end-
effectors, it can also be used to perform simple servicing

tasks, such as on-orbit refueling. The TMA should be able
to handle 450 kg ORUs.

'_'6'V Z5 gZ4 Yo,Y__

Ik5 "
Z6,X7 X4 Xo,X 1,X2,X3

(a)

_6.x7 _ x___x3
\ .t-X5 _ Y4 Zo,Z1.Z_'_-],-_IY2

z_'t_.x_, $1 I
_IZ5 _ Yo, YI _Z2,Y3

Z4
Y6,Y7 (b)

FigureS Side and Top View ofTMA Design

The MMS isbasically astronaut space suit gloves that
are attached to the outside of the-vessel's Cabin. The

astronaut has the benefitof being able to use his/her over

50 DOF arms and hands to conduct repairs,without having
to leave the cabin. While thisoption provides the ultimate

in fine dexterity, the limited _vorkspace envelop
necessitatesthe provision of the TMA.

Pfismatic-vs-Revolute Joints

The main problem with using prismatic jointsin space is
the difficultyinvolved with sealing the linear bearings
from the environment. Revolute jointsare much easierto
seal, and have large workspaces, and low energy and
torque requirements. Inspiteof the added complexities of
the hardware and software,the jointed manipul/_tordesign
has many benefits, are will from the basis of for the
MOOSE TMA and TGA.

Direct Drive-vs-Transmitted Drive

ARM MASSES-VS-TIP ACCELERATION

4ooo

o
o.oo

3000
A

1ooo

payloadmass=6OOOkg

hnk3 mass=y

f _ ArmMass013

/ ............
• I • I " I • I

0.02 0.04 0.06 0 08 0.10

Tip Acceleration (m/s/s)

Figure 9 Arm Mass m a Direct Drive Deszgn vs Geared Desagn
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One of the main design drivers is that the vehicle systems
have low mass• To illustrate the mass relationships of
direct drive and transmitted arms, a rough cut analysis was
conducted, yielding the following data. Substantial mass is
saved by using a transmitted drive arm design•

3ooo

2000

• 1000,

ARM MASSES-VS-LINK MASSES

peyloaarna_._ooKo
lip ao_leretIon=0.05m/s/s

Arm MassDD

Arm MassG

0 ii a T/ IT i I I "

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Link 3 Mass (kg)

Figure 10 Arm Mass in a Direct Drive Design vs. Geared Design

Material Selection

A variety of materials with which to construct the arms
were investigated. The final decision was to fabricate the
main links of the TGA and TMA from Graphite/Epoxy,
and the joints from Titanium (T16 A1-4 V_. The major
driver in this' selection was the thermal expansion
compatibility of the two materials, as well as their large
relative strength-to-weight ratios• The resistance to
corrosion of Graphite/Epoxy and Titanium was an added
bonus• The TMA will be subjected to highly unfavorable
conditions during satellite fluid replenishment missions•

Communications

MOOSE will not communicate with the space station
directly during most of the mission. Rather,
communications will be routed to SSF from ground links.
If SSF were used as the main space relay link, a significant
portion of its communication system would haste to be
devoted to MOOSE data during missions• In addtion,
MOOSE and SSF can be a relative position where
communications are blocked by the Earth for significant
periods of time, requiring the use of relay satellites.
Therefore, the communication system would have to be able
to communicate with earth from altitudes ranging from LEO
(250 km) to GEO (39.000 km).

The uplink, from ground to MOOSE, would consist of
voice an_i command_ Voice will be used to communicate

with astronaut• The ground computers can communicate
with the MOOSE computer system'via the command link. In
the case of an emergency where ground control needs to

• _ _ . . . ]control the vehicle, command commumcatlon wfl_ be
essential•

The downlink will transmit voice, video, and telemetry
information• Video information can be tranmitted at any
time, but may be especially useful during the repair phase of
a mission• The tel--emetry information is essentially
housekeeping data. Unlike other space vehicles, no
experiments will be conducted on board MOOSE, therefore
telemetry will not be as high as an STS, for instance•

University of Maryland, College Park

Digital communications will be used instead of analog for
two main reasons. One, digital signals are more relfable
then analog signals. Second_, severn digital signals can be
multiplexed onto one rf signal. For example, voice, video,
and te3emetry can be sent oh one link. -

Structure 6400 bps
Life Support 540 bps

Man/G_ap 5080 b_SpsPropulsion 288
Attitude Control 3380 bps
Navigation/Tracking 180 bps
Reaction Control 2900 bps

Table 4 Communication Data Rate Requinm_nts

The breakdown, according to main systems, of
transmission rate requirements are shown above. Note
that most of the systems will not need to transmit at the
maximum rate listed above for significant periods of time
during the mission. To fulfill the above requirements, the
Ku-ba-nd will be used for all transmissions.

At low altitudes, links will be established through
TDRSS satellites. Direct communication to the surface
would not be possible due to unacceptable blackout
periods, and due to the difficulty that is experienced in
Iockingontoground stations from low altitude orbits.
When MOOSFs altitude is between 12,000 km and 39,000
kin, direct ground links will be used.

MOOSE requires 20 W transmitter to send voice,
telemetry, and video from a GEO orbit. The
communications system will consist of two transponders
for redundancy. The antennae are mounted on telescopin_
booms, so that they can be pulled into the protective cone ot
the shield during the aerobraking maneuver.

Computation And Data Management

The Computation and Data Management System (CDMS)

has to provide sufficient, processing po_wer for all other
systems. Computations and data transfers must be fast and
reliable.

Hardware

Distributed processor architectures offer attractive
benefits such as reliability, ease of growth, and parallel
processing. It also allows for processors with various
capabilities and requirements to work together with ease.
Th-e physical distribution of hardware on MOOSE,
combined with the natural delineations and relations of

tasks, makes distribution of processes and processors a
natural alternative to a centrahzed system.

Most system processing will be invisible to other systems,
but some operations (su-ch as orbital tranfer and attitude
control, att]trude control and manipulator/grappler, etc.)

will sp.an several system. . This would-.r&quire the
coordination of some highly complex computing processes
over various processors. This would-place a heavy
burden on the lone crew member• The required level of
automation is high, in order to reduce the workload for the
astronaut.

Reliability has many facets, including probability of
correct function over a period of time, probability of
recovery (and recovery times) from minor, localized, or
major systems breakdown, gracefulness of performance
degradation when full service is not possible, and
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assurance that critical calculations and tasks will be

computed in the face of unusual computing loads.

A carefully designed distributed processing system has
intrinsic benefits for reliability and secure design,

including: 1. enhanced physical, electrical, and logical
fault isolation., 2. convenience of configuration for

redundant computing resources, 3. well-defined and

protectable constraints on information flow, and 4. easy
redelegation of .tasks as. corn putational priorities shift in
the face of changing reqmrements.

MOOSE's CDMS must be able to evolve and grow over
time to meet different and more complicatecl mission
requirements. Distributed processing provides uniform
ph),sical and logical techniqties for int&6onnecting diverse
processing activities.

The main processor bus would be required to transfer 32-
bits of data-at high-speed. The VME-bus has a sustained
data tranfer rate of 40 Mbyte/s, and utilizes an
asynchronous protocol, which allows for easy
implementation, of systems with parallel processors
operating at different speeds.

A network standard was needed to interconnect the

r_X)sCeSsorsthat were physically distributed throughout the
E vehicle. Such as standard would have to have

high data transfer rates, high data integrity, and low
susceptability to noise and Radio Frequency
Interference/Electro-Magnetic Interference (RFI/EMI) .
The Fiber Distributed Data Interface provides very high
transfer rates (12.5 Mbits/s, with the development of
Gbit/s rates in the near future), very high data reliability,
and no susceptability to RFI/EM! . In addition, it has a
low installation expense, and no sparking hazard. These
benefits more that-compensate for the hfgh transmission
media expense.

Figure 12 Double VME-bus

MOOSE willutilizea double (forredundancy) VME-bus

back.p.lanefor itsmain processor bus..This .c°nfigurati°n
willylelda fastand mature system thatiseasilysupported.
It will also use a FDDl-based network in a double-ring

architecture (to help eliminate single-point failures) to
interconnect spatially, distributed processors.
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Flsure 13 FDD! Double Ring Architecture

Software

T.rue modularization of hardware design Cplug-and-
play ') is a well-accepted and mature idea. Attempts to do
the same on the software level using tradition procedural
programming methods has yieldecq less thari adequate
results. The advent of Object-Oriented Programming
(OOPs) has created tools that should be used to develolb
and maintain MOOSE software.

Using OOPs, a real-time programmer/team of
programmers can: 1 deal more effectively with complexity, 2

create a library of readily reusable code, and 3 begin the
design at a much higher level of abstraction, allowing
trade-offs to be effectively examined before committing t6
prototy, pe development. . OOPs also. produces a system
design and architecture that permits experts who are not

prob, rammers to contribute to the development process much
easier.

There is much concern that OOPs programs suffer from
performance bottlenecks. This stems from the
misconception that real-time systems must be "fast". In
reality, such systems need merely be "fast enough". In
addition, raw speed does not necessarily equate to better
]:_Lff"iormance.

Most problems with large systems have to do with the
level of complexity. Prograhamers are not good at predicting
where the bottlenecks will occur. (X)Ps combats-this with
fast development times, allowing performance data to be
collected much earlier in the development cycle. The well-
defined module interfaces that result from OOP practices
allows for easy elimination of performance problems. This
is much better than optimizing compilers. Optimizing
compilers technology generallylags far behind hardwari_
advances. They also create side effects that renders
performance measurements difficult.

Power

The total available power on MOOSE is derived from the

compilation of the individual subsystem power
requxrements. The table below outlines the system, power
required, duration, and the resulting energy requirements.
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I_Jw Energy
_yltqml Required Time Requlmd

(w) 0_whr)

OotJ Recocding 0120 all 8.64

Opqlcsl Se_om 0022 all 1._4
'Compute¢ 0_0 an 14.4
*Control St*tkm md LCD Scrmne 0OO4 m: O.S_

L_ttl 0040 all 2.88
'_e*'tkl Ik_mrlng Unt 0030 all 2.16

"Lie Support 0350 ell 25.2
_a_mke Detector 0005 ,,11 0.36

Communlcstionl 0025 all 1.8

"lbnde_nms _ (Hend,zww} 0060 I hr 0.06

S4meom (LEO) OCXJ 72 hr 0.432
.u-in Fuel V.am and Pumps Omrra) 0020 12 rain 0.004

*Star Semor (every 8 hrs) 0003 1 hr 0.003

(d_Jng• wo_JnO) 0_0 4 h_ 0.72
Gr_p_' Arm (grappling _eUlto) 1000 1 hr 1.0

Ikmip_bto¢ Anti (mO4k'icql uWllto) 1000 6 hr 6.0

"Reactbn ConUol _m 007'2 10 hr 0.72

MuImum Power Required 1.830kW TotalEn_Requimd 66.S3gkWhr

BacluJpPowerRIqulmd 0.746kW Backup Energy Requlmd 7kWhr

Table 5 Outline of Power R_uirements

The primary power source for MOOSE will be fuel cells.
They will produce a maximum output of 2 kW with an
allowable 10% loss due to power conditioning and full
power for the mission. The fuel cells will operate on
gaseous hydrogen and oxygen stored as cryogens. The
oxygen needed for life support will be stored in the same
oxygen tanks as for the fuel cells. The mass of the fuel,
tanks, and fuel cell will be 63 kg, including life support's
oxygen mass. Fuel tanks will be stowed in the avionics
box below the command module.

The lightest weight L_ower source for the 7 kW hr needed
for backup is nickel cadmium batteries. The energy density
of these batteries is 0.4 kW/kg so 17.5 kg of batteries will
be used.

Cabin Structure

....... _,-_,,_.. ,_: .\ ._'_..._.'__--;:....

:.,, 2 "_<:',',..... J _': ', • . ... c

Figure 14 Main Components of the MMM

The cabin's design was a simple monocoque cylinder made
from aluminum'7075. Two aluminum crossbeam gave
structural sup.port at the endplates to eliminate most
deflections, lhe one centimet-er thickness needed for

radiation protection provided ample structural safety
when carrying propulsive 3g loading. The stress
concentration of thd docking-ring, alsO) made out of
aluminum, were well below materfal strength. A debris
shield surrounding the cabin was design for a lightweight
protection for the aluminum walls _rom micrometeor
impacts. The viewport canopy, made of five centimeter
Lexan plastic was designed to survive impacts without
debris shielding. The base of the cylinder was mounted to

University of Maryland, College Park

the spider truss completing the structure for the separated
vehicle.

Radiation Shielding

Using NASA limits for radiation, The cabin walls were
designL_cl as one centimeter thick aluminum. The average
dose for a two day mission in GEO was approximated from
four to eig_ rem. For a LEO or polar mission the radiation

dosage isbelow 0.2 rem.

Most radiation protection was needed during solar
particle events where a dosage of 100130 rem during a day
may occur. At GEO with the current shielding, thelargest
solar flares were able to deliver 130 to 200 rein. However

since these flares have been predicted 10 to 20 hours prior
to the event, the protocol allowed the crew member to take
evasive maneuvers. By orienting the aerobrake toward the
solar flare, more protection was offered by the aerobrake
and propulsive materials. When the vehicle was directed
to a Iower orbit less than 50 rem dosage was delivered.

Cabin Components
133 m

Two 20W Hdoltm BilT_

Feed But

.,.:#s.'

[

Figure 15 Cabin Layout

Oxygen And Nitrogen Supply

Outflow Vent

c,_._.._ L'_,..: _" .._ "..

Solenoid ValvejL

Feul Cells

Manual Control

• Valve

Ea'r_rgetacy Air
Unit Valve

Backup Control
Valve

Figure 16 Oxygen and Nitrogen Supply System Layout

A 50/50 atmosphere of oxygen and nitrogen inside of the
cabin had a design total pressure of 41.5-kPa (0.41 arm).
This provided a low pressure, which leads to low overall
mass, fire safe atmogphere, that did not affect the crew
member's performance.

The oxygen and nitrogen supply system monitored the
levels of oxygen in the cabin feeding gas when needed to
maintain the above specifications. Pressure valves in the
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cabin released air into space when necessary. The oxygen
was supplied from the cryogenic fuel cells, however an
emergency high pressure tanl_ could have been used. Two
otherbackup valves were designed to send the oxygen to
the emergericy air mask or directly out of the life supjx?.rt
unit. The crew member then would have monitored the

oxygen flow directly using the sensors.

Atmospheric Revitalization

Outflm__ Dual Heat

........ _._ :\ I II-"'l_ql_m_W_r

......¢'_ ,_-"_]_ L__- Ternl:mmt'ure

Figure 17 ARS Layout

The crew member was expected to produce 1.02 kg of
CO2, 2 kg of water vapor, arid excess heat each day. The

atmos heric revitalization system (ARS) was designed toP . . .
extract the above and maintain an envaronment of less than
2000 Pa (0.02 atm) of CO2, about 40% relative humidity,
and around 21 "C.

The design for an airflow rate of 9.5 meters per minute
was achieved by usin either of two intake fans The airg . . • .
passed through a photoelectric fire detector and debris
filter. Containers holding lithium hydroxide (LiOH) and
activated charcoal extracted the CO 2 and trace

contaminants respectively. At the temperature control
valve the flow was directed, either bypassed directly to the
cabin or guided to the dual heat exchanger. Here the air
was cooled, water vapor extracted, then reheated to the
proper temperature the flow placed into the cabin.

Food System

Water Bladder
N

Water Hose

Dispenser

Meal, Ready-to-Eat Beverage Container

Rehydrater Adapter

Figure 18 Food System Layout

The food system was a modified version of the MRE
(Meal, Ready-to-Eat). Current used by the US Armed
Forces, MREs. were. storable for a long duration, easy. to
prepare, mexpensnve, compact, and were palatable with a
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variety of menu selections. Beverages consisted of
powdered drinks in prep.ackage containers. Rehydration
occurred when a hose with an adapter penetrated the
container, filling it with water. Beverage container can be
reused for water consumption.

Hygiene And Waste

A hygiene cabinet held personal hygiene articles
including wetnaps for minor clean up, toothbrush and
paste, to_let paper, comb, and other-amenities. Also
chemically treated waste disposal bags were stored here.
A urine container held a solid substance that absorbs and

chemically treats the urine. A bag was provided to solid
matter. After use a chemical pack was placed into the bag.
The bag was then sealed and mixed.

All disposal containers were placed in the waste
container. Ahatch was sealed so that no fumes from the

waste propagated into the cabin. The waste container was
design-to be-able to exposed its contents to the vacuum of
space as an auxiliary waste stabilization technique.

Fire Suppression

For prevention of fires, flame retardant cabin materials
were ihtegrated into the design. The small cabin interior
allowed the crew member to detect most fires quickly.
However, to detect smoldering fires, which are difficult to
visually notice, and as a general safety precaution a
photoelectric smoke detector was installed in the life
support unit. These detect smoke particles precisely and
were not affected by temperature or humidity that would
yield false alarms.

A small fire extinguisher holding 1.13 kg of halon 1301
was placed in the cabin. This instantly cooled and
smothered the fire without damaging electrical equipment.
Protocol demands the crew memlSer don the emefge-ncy air
mask within five minutes after activating the halon, until
the life support unit replaced the atmosphere in the cabin.

Mass Breakdown

Component Mass (kg)
Structure 200
Cabin 355

Cabin Systems 663
Aerobrake 650
Tankage 610
Power 52
Avionics 192
Propulsion 300
ACS 41
LOX 1334
LH2 9335

Hydrazine 522
Helium 223
Crew 90

Payload 500

Dry Mass 3067
Flight Mass 15071

Table 6 Mass Budget Summary

Operations

MOOSE has the ability to perform ORU change-outs,
refueling of consumables (including cryogens), and Multi-
Layer Insulation (MLI) repair to client spacecraft.
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Trajectory

MOOSE can service satellites in most orbits, with the
exception of polar/sun-synchronous orbits. MOOSE can
execizte plan_ changes of up to 42". Plane changes are
accomplished by a combined burn at 35,740 km apogee in
order to minimize fuel consumption. A two-pass
aerobraking maneuver then adjusts for the proper target
altitude. All propulsive orbit transfers utilfze Hohma-nn
minimum energy transf_.

Target Proximity Operations

In the vicinity of the target., the standard closing technique
is the +V-bar approach. This approach provides gobd
target visibility.

Support Equipment

Successful MOOSE operations require a
storage/refurbishment facility on SSF. TheMOOSE
facility can store large amounts of cryogenic for extended
periods of time, possibly on the order of months. In
contains berthingLhardware and racks for storage of tools
and payloads. The entire facility is partially enclosed
with a micro-meteorite shield.

University of Maryland, College Park

undergraduates who researched and co-authored the full
MOOSE document) consisted of the following additional
24 students: K. Angelone, C. Boswell, I. Chamberlain, M.
Concha, M. Corrodo, O. Custodio, S. Drennan, N. Eberly, B.
Flaherty, D. Grove, C. Lash, D. Mohr, E. Pearson, T.
Rivenbark, D. Roderick, S. Ruehl, J. Sabean, A. Seaman, P.
Septoff, T. Sheridan, C. Smith, M. Solfrank, G. Tansill, A.
Zumbrum. Barbar Flaherty deserves a special
commend_/tion for orginating the name MOOSE". We also
appreciate all the extra work that Marco Concha did in
preparing the computer animated video and photo-realistic
stills of _lO(_E. -

The entire MOOSE design team would like to thank Dave,
our most excellent advisor, and Tharen, his able minion
and lovable sidekick. We would like to thank Dr. Mark

Lewis for the sharp criticisms and welcomed praise that
helpeci_ hone this project. 'We would also like to thank Drs.
Russ Howard ana Craig Carrigan for sharing their insight
and know-how with us. Lastly, we would like to thank
the Academy...ahem...the USRA for their continued support
of this program.

The cryogenic storage facility can store LO2 and of LH2.
Boil-off losses are countered through the use of a Stirling
cycle refrigerator. Other cryogens are stored in the
secondary cryogenic storage tank, when required.
FIydrazine is contained in two other tanks. Mu[ds are
transferred via positive expulsion, using high-pressure
GHe is the pressurant. Thepressurant supply also
contains the GH(_ supply for the MOOSE flight vehicle.

The berthing area contains the lock-down and securing
hardware for the MOOSE vehicle. Crew ingress/egress is
provided by a retractable pressurized docl_ing assembly.
This assembly attaches to SSF at one of the resource nodes.
The MOOSE vehicle, once berthed, may be rotated around
the flight axis to provide the SSF RMS access to all vehicle
components.

Conclusion

MOOSE was designed to fulfill a primary mission of
servicing satellites in GEO, a task that can be done by no
system fn operation today. The MOOSE design team had
the foresight to design a vehicle that can fulfill a host of
secondar37missions (astronaut EVA rescue, Space Station
Freedom assembly and servicing, Hubble Space Telescope
(and other LEO satellites) servicing, for instance). In
addition, MOOSE can conduct multiple missions per
outing, servicing two or more satellites at once. MOOSE is
a small, inexpensive, and flexible system that can greatly
expand the types of activities that can be conducted in
space, with a minimal risk to the crew member.
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Abstract

In the wake of the Space Shuttle Challenger acci-

dent in 1986, NASA reassessed the safety of manned

space missions. As a result, the Johnson Space Cen-

ter initiated a study for an escape vehicle for Space

Station Freedom (SSF). The objective of this vehicle

is to provide astronauts onboard the station a safe

and simple method of evacuation in case of an emer-
gency. While the Russian Soyuz capsule provides an
early option, it has several limitations. Two Soyuz

spacecraft can accommodate only four crewmembers,

whereas current planning calls for four to eight by

FY 2000. For the long term, there is a need for alter-

native concepts.

The semester-long senior course, Space Systems

Engineering, at the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-

nology undertook a design study for an alternative so-

lution to the Soyuz capsule. Requirements were pro-

vided by the NASA Johnson Space Center. This ve-

hicle, called PERSEUS for Personal Emergency and

Utility Spacecraft, was designed as a lifting body with

a cylindrical shape and a nose cone. The geometry

provides a lift-to-drag ratio of approximately 1, allow-

ing for a necessary cross-range capability to access
seven possible landing sites, of which Eastern New

Mexico is the primary one and Stuart Plain, Aus-

tralia is secondary. PERSEUS sizing is governed by

the ability to be launched in pairs by the Space Shut-

tle or singly by a Titan IV booster from the Kennedy

Space Center.

In addition to being able to safely evacuate four

astronauts to earth, PERSEUS can provide a tempo-

rary "safe haven" for station personnel, capture and
transport back an EVA astronaut unable to return

to the station, and reach a Space Shuttle in a lower

orbit if it is disabled. Parachutes are released during

reentry to reduce the velocity of PERSEUS and retro-

rockets are fired shortly before touchdown to provide

a soft landing in an upright position. All these mis-

sion scenarios can be accomplished within a period of
24 hours, fulfilling a requirement from NASA.

Introduction

In January 1986, seven astronauts lost their lives

in the tragic Challenger accident. As a consequence,

the public suddenly increased their awareness that

space missions are not yet routine and demand bet-

ter safety precautions for the future. In response to

that concern, NASA began to reassess the safety of
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"manned" space missions. First of all, NASA ac-

knowledged that the Space Shuttle is not as reliable

as hoped and might not be available when needed.

In addition, a life threatening emergency onboard the

planned low earth orbit Space Station Freedom, with-
out the ability to evacuate the station, would--in ad-

dition to potential tragedy--subject NASA to heavy

criticism from the public. Such an incident would

have a very negative impact on the agency's image

and endanger future projects. As a result, the Lyn-

don B. Johnson Space Center began a study in June

1986 for an Assured Crew Return Vehicle (ACRV)

for the U.S. space station. In 1992, for political and

economic reasons, use of the Russian Soyuz capsule
was identified as a viable rescue vehicle. This solu-

tion, however, is viewed as short term; after com-

pletion of the Space Station, each of the two rescue
vehicles needs to accomodate four astronauts. The

Soyuz vehicle is designed to carry two, and altered to

accomodate only three.

The Advisory Committee on the Future of the
U.S. Space Program has classified a rescue vehicle as

essential to the SSF program. In response to the ulti-
mate need for an advanced vehicle, the senior-design

course Space Systems Engineering in the department
of Aeronautics and Astronautics at MIT undertook

a design study for an advanced crew rescue vehicle

during the 1993 spring semester. The goal of the de-
signed vehicle, dubbed PERSEUS for Personal Emer-

gency and Utility Spacecraft, is to be an advanced,

yet simple, reliable, and affordable alternative to the

Soyuz capsule. PERSEUS is a unique vehicle since

it must stay in orbit for a long period of time. No

reentry vehicle has spent so much time in orbit before
its return to earth.

Mission Objectives

Based upon the objectives established by the John-

son Space Center for a crew return vehicle, the pri-

mary and secondary objectives for PERSEUS were
established:

1. Safe evacuation of four astronauts from Space

Station Freedom to earth within a period of 24
hours.

2. Return of a station crewmember in case of a

medical emergency.

3. Provision of a "safe haven" for the crew of the

Space Station for up to 24 hours.

4. Rescue of an astronaut engaged in an extrave-

hicular activity close to Space Station Freedom

in case of emergency.

5. Rescue of Space Shuttle crewmembers in case

of an emergency of the Shuttle orbiter.

Of these five mission objectives, the first three

represent the primary objectives, and the others the

secondary mission objectives for PERSEUS. The mis-
sion is considered a failure if PERSEUS is unable to

recover all of the astronauts involved in an emergency.

Mission Requirements

From the above objectives, the NASA ACRV Project

Office established requirements for a crew return ve-
hicle that were the basis for the PERSEUS's func-

tional and operational requirements. These were:

• The vehicle shall carry four crew members and
provide life support for an operation of up to
24 hours.

• The vehicle shall be able to separate from Space
Station Freedom within 5 minutes.

• The vehicle shall be able to perform a plane

change of up to 1° and all possible phase changes

to reach a disabled Space Shuttle.

• The vehicle shall be completely autonomous with

the option of crew and ground control override.

• The vehicle shall not subject crew members to

loads of more than 4 g.

• The vehicle shall provide a "soft" touchdown on

land within a target area of 100 km by 40 km.

• The vehicle shall have an overall reliability of

99.5%.

• The overall mission cost shall be eomperable by

the Soyuz option.

• The vehicle shall be operational by Fiscal Year
1997.

• The life span of the vehicle shall be a minimum

of 6 years without refurbishment and 30 years
with refurbishment.

• The vehicle shall be able to communicate di-

rectly with Space Station Freedom, the Space

Transportation System, and ground control.
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Design of this vehicle was derived through a sys-

tems architecture which established eight subsystems

tied to a unified design. Necessary trades were iden-

tified and configurations for each of the vehicle sub-

systems and their components were selected. Choices

were made which best met the system requirements,

always keeping simplicity, availability, reliability, and

affordability as high level concerns.

Launch Configuration

As part of the pre-mission activity, PERSEUS is

launched with either the Space Transportation Sys-

tem (Space Shuttle) or the expendable Martin Mari-
etta Titan IV booster. Since PERSEUS is manned

reentry vehicle with an extended on orbit stay, it was

expected to be a very heavy and large vehicle. The

two largest U.S. launch vehicles, the Space Shuttle

with a payload capacity of 20 000 kg and the expend-

able Titan IV with a payload capacity of 12 700kg to

the SSF orbit, provide also the largest volume for the

payload. These LV's are available at Kennedy Space

Center/Cape Canaveral and thus can efficiently reach

the Space Station's orbit. To minimize the cost, the

Space Shuttle is used for a double launch in the initial

installation and a Titan IV for a single launch after
refurbishment. This choice of launch vehicles con-

strained both geometry and mass of the PERSEUS

design.

Mission Scenarios

The mission of PERSEUS begins when it docks
with Space Station Freedom, performs a test flight,

and initiates standby operation. During the standby

mode, power is supplied by the Space Station. PER-

SEUS is able to initialize all systems from the standby
mode in less than 5 minutes in order to meet system

functional requirements and separate quickly.

PERSEUS has been designed to operate in five

mission scenarios. In the first scenario, the vehicle is

used to return to earth a space station crewmember

in need of medical attention available on the ground

only. Most of the time required for this mission is

necessary to achieve correct phasing for the landing

site. In order to save power, PERSEUS can remain

attached to the space station in standby mode un-

til optimum separation time. The second scenario
requires an evacuation of all astronauts from Free-

dom due to a massive failure of station systems. A

third scenario defines a "safe haven" in the case of

an impending possible Space Station failure. PER-

SEUS may remain attached to the SSF or place itself

10 nautical miles away. From this location a "safe

haven" is provided, allowing monitor of the Space

Station to determine the cause of failure. At a pre-

determined time, PERSEUS must make the decision

to either redock or to return to earth (in order to

complete the mission in 24 hours). PERSEUS will

also have the capability to rescue personnel from a
stranded STS at an altitude of 180km and normal

space shuttle inc/inatiion near 28 °. The STS can be

up to 180 ° out of phase with the station and up to
1° out of plane. The final mission scenario for PER-

SEUS is the rescue of an astronaut during an extrave-
hicular activity near the Space Station. The AV re-

quirement for all scenarios is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of AV Requirements

Scenario AV [m/s]

Emergency Evacuation

Medical Emergency 242
SSF Failure 242

Safe Haven

Return to SSF 160

Return to earth 272

STS Rescue
Direct transfer 725

Phasing Orbits 1020
EVA Rescue _ 40

Maximum AV Required 1020

Reentry

The reentry into earth's atmosphere constitutes

a critical part of the mission, especially after a long
stay in orbit. After an orbital transfer, PERSEUS

arrives at the upper limit of the atmosphere, 122km,
and begins the gliding phase of reentry. Most decel-

eration occurs during this phase due to the drag on
the body. Next, the drogue parachutes open, slowing

the vehicle even more and orienting it properly for

landing (see Figure 1). Once PERSEUS has reached

the proper altitude of about 5000 m, the main descent

parachutes are opened. Because the parachutes will

not decelerate the vehicle quite enough for a truly

soft landing, retro-rockets are fired and the landing

gear is deployed. About 32 minutes after the initial
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atmospheric entry, the vehicle softly lands. To sat-

ify the NASA requirement of a touchdown on land,

seven landing sites on land have been identified. The

primary site is a plain area in eastern New Mexico

close to White Sands. The secondary site is in Stuart

Plain, Australia.

Initial Reentry

_ Drogue Chute
Deployed

_ rogue Disreefed

(_ Main Chute

Deployed

_ Main Disreefed

._ Landing GearDeployed

Figure 1: Parachute Configuration during Reentry.

The landing sites have been chosen in part for

their nearby resources, providing immediate post-mission

attention. During the last phase of reentry, the ve-

hicle will be tracked using standard tracking proce-

dures, allowing the search and rescue teams to quickly

find the astronauts.

Vehicle Concept Selection

The three main vehicle configurations considered

for the PERSEUS vehicle were conic, bicylindrical,

and cylindrical designs. After a thorough trade study,

driven by the requirements or primary recovery on

land, the cylindrical concept was chosen. A cylin-

drical body is led by a blunt nose cone configured

according to reentry heating and drag requirements.

The maximum L/D of this configuration is 1.1, which

proves sufficient for reentry cross range requirements.

A protective flared extension is included to shield the

nozzles from atmospheric heating on reentry, span-

ning the circumference of the vehicle to provide pro-

tection during roll maneuvers. This vehicle lands on

its aft end, with the drogue and main parachutes de-

ployed from the tip of the nose. A schematic of the

vehicle configuration and layout is shown in Figure 2.

In order to protect against debris on orbit, a Whip-

ple shield was used in the structural design. In this

design, two thin sheets of aluminum separated by

spacers, provide protection of against debris impact

while minimizing weight. Since it will be protected by

the Space Station while docked, the upper surface of

the vehicle is thinner in order to reduce vehicle mass.

Primarily for the purpose of simplicity and weight

savings, it was decided that in areas where tiles were

needed for thermal protection they would also serve

as the bumper for the Whipple shield.

Parachutes

Lie Support and /
Equipment Bay /

\/

Battery PaLk

\

,',_(.....

_',,",,,',i

o

Crew Cabin

/

CBA

Radiator

and Mare Engmes

Figure 2: Schematic drawing of the selected

cylindrical vehicle design.

Protective Flare

Schedules

Schedules for the PERSEUS mission were devel-

oped with production separated into distinct phases.

Integration of the entire vehicle is the final stage and
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includes production of a prototype and time for burn

in. Operation of the vehicle will take place after

safety is ensured and the reliability specifications are

met.

The On Orbit Mission of the project includes time

from launch preparation to the end of vehicle life.

Significant events are outlined in Figure 3.

On Orbit Mission Year 1 Year 6 Year 7 Year 30

Launch Preparation ,_Launch
"_ Test Fli ht

Establish SSF interface _ _' letumtoEltth =letiremenl

Maintmn Stand By Mod .= _ _

Refurbish Vehmle La_,ch_

Replacement Vehtcle v_
Standby Mode

Figure 3: Schedule of mission life.

Cost

A cost analysis showed adherence to the top level

concern of affordability. Total project cost is under

$800M (see Table 2), somewhat below but within

scaling estimates for similar programs. The current

Soyuz option will cost roughly $400M. It is impor-

tant to note that although it is twice as expensive as

Soyuz, the fit-to-order quality clearly outweighs that

of the much older design of the Soyuz capsule.

Table 2: Total System Cost

Phase Cost

(FY935M)

R&D

Testing and Evaluation

Production

Maintenance

Administration

Training and Simulation

260

61.8

168

42

55

15

Subtotal 601.8

Contingency (30%) 180.6

System Total 782.4

• Space Shuttle Crew Rescue: all seven shut-

tle astronauts cannot be rescued by PERSEUS

in one mission unless two PERSEUS vehicles

are sent to the shuttle, temporarily compromis-

ing the primary objective

• Space Shuttle EVA Rescue: a shuttle EVA

astronaut does not have sufficient life support

to allow time for PERSEUS to perform the worst

case transfer to the Space Shuttle before expi-

ration

• Safe Haven: a decision on whether the crew

can return to earth must be made within seven

hours of station separation in order to allow

the maximimum phasing time for landing of 17

hours

• Station EVA Rescue: rescue of an uncon-

scious EVA member with failed MMU controls

requires a suit up of a second astronaut, lim-

iting the time allowed to reach the astronaut

before life support expires

• Touchdown: PERSEUS must be directed to

land in a relatively calm area since the vehicle

will land softly and without tipping over only if

the wind gusts and the parachute swing angles

are within the specified range

• Water Landing: landing sites chosen suggest

that water landing will not be necessary, how-

ever, the vehicle is watertight and stable due to

its low center of gravity

System Limitations

The system limitations reflect requirements or par-

tial requirements that are not satisfied by the cur-

rent vehicle design. While the current vehicle design

represents a system satisfying the most requirements

possible, there are still limitations to mission and ve-

hicle performance. These must be addressed either

through design refinements or operational techniques.
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Abstract

The Gryphon Design Team has developed a next
generation 500,000 lb air launched space booster. The

Gryphon is launched from a 1.2 million lb aircraft, the
Eclipse, at 44,000 ft. The primary purpose is the delivery
of 7,900 ib to Geosynchronous Transfer Orbit (GTO) and
17,000 lb to Low Earth Orbit (LEO). With these payload
capabilities, the Gryphon is able to beat out competitor
launch vehicles cost per pound by 50% which allows

investors a 15% return on their investment. The design
has also allowed for the ability to supply Space Station
Freedom, based on the Space Shuttles capabilities. Since
the Gryphon was designed to compete with existing
vehicles, cost has been minimized in all areas. Therefore,

only 'off the shelf" technology has used in the design
process.

Introduction

The goal of the Gryphon Design Team was to develop a

500,000 lb air launched space booster with the capability of
delivering 7,900 to GTO and 17,000 lb to LEO. These
payload goals were determined in order to beat the
competition's cost by 50% to insure investor's of a 15%
return.

The task of designing the Gryphon was daunting. No

project of its size and nature had been previously
undertaken. OSC has begun an initial study of a similar
sized launch vehicle called Pegasus III, but they have yet to

decide whether they will continue. An additional challenge
stemmed from the 'real world' application of the Gryphon,
since there is current commercial interest. This restriction

has not allowed for the design of components and systems
to be developed in the 'future', or without cost constraint.
With the added dimension of a 14 week semester, the

Gryphon has been designed as efficiently as possible,
above and beyond all of the limitations imposed.

initial weight recommendation and stipulation of a 15%
return, the entire project's development was left to the
design team.

Unlike the Pegasus, which is carried underneath a L1011,

the Gryphon's weight caused an entirely new aircraft to be
developed in order to carry it into the upper atmosphere.
The Eclipse Design Team, which designed the carrier
airplane, specified a drop at approximately 40,000 ft at a
speed of 500 mph. With this knowledge, the technical
groups proceeded in their research and design. At the start,
the Pegasus was used as a baseline and many aspects were
designed as larger upgraded versions of those found on the
Pegasus. However, it was quickly realized that
extrapolating components from a 40,000 lb vehicle to a
500,000 lb vehicle was not always possible. Even though
many aspects from the Pegasus could not be used, the

Gryphon still resembles current launch vehicles. All the
systems and components are currently available. Its final

configuration results from a combination of cost,
simplicity, and available technology. Figures 1 and 2 show
a transparent view of the Gryphon and how the Eclipse and
Gryphon look while attached.

Reason for the Configuration

Robert Lovell of Orbital Sciences Corporation presented
the idea of a large air launched space booster based on his
department's belief in a market opportunity between the
Space Station Freedom resupply needs and the commercial
communications industry. The 500,000 lb weight
suggestion was based on his intuitive knowledge of
available engines and their capabilities. Other than his Fig 1 Transparent View of Gryphon
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Fig 2 Gryphon and Eclipse attached

Cost Analysis

The most important aspect of this project is to give
investors a 15% return on their investments. To achieve

this, the cost (per pound of payload) of the Gryphon was
determined in order to beat the launch prices (also per
pound of payload) of chief competitors by at least 50%.
This leaves the other 50% for financing, insurance, and
profits while still having a competitive price.

Gryphon's main competitors in the satellite launch
market are the Ariane 4, Atlas Centaur, and Titan 3. The

price data for these and other launchers are listed below in
Table 1. Note that Anane prices are ill 1990 dollars, Atlas
and Titan prices are in 1991 dollars, and numeric figures

are averages.

Table 1 Launch Prices of the Com _etition

Launch Payload Launch Price per
Vehicle Size (Ib) Price Pound

Anane 40 $65 milhon $ 15513

Anane 42P

Ariane 44P

Ariane 42L

Ariane 44LP
Ariane 44L

Centaur
Titan 3

4,190

5,730

6,610

7,050

8,160

9,260

5,148

10,978

$ 67 million

$ 70 million

$ 90 million

$ 95 million
$ 115 milhon

$ 60 million

$ 110 million

$11,692

$10590

$12,766

$ 11,642

$ 12,419

$ 11,655

$10,020

Using the market average price per pound of the
competition derived from Table 1 and an inflation factor of
4.5% per year, a project goal cost per pound of $ 6,200 was
determined. This cost per pound translates into a payload of

7,900 Ib to GTO and a per nussion cost of $49 million.
The final cost analysis is given below in Table 2, The

costs given are high estimates and include a fifty milhon
dollar development cost (which is what OSC used for their

Pegasus program).

Table 2 Cost Analysis

Airplane Cost $ 1,000 million

Project Costs $ 106 million
Vehicle Cost $ 28 million

Airplane Operating Costs $ 2 million

The total mission cost was calculated by dividing the
one-time costs (the airplane and project costs) by sixty
launches and adding the per launch costs for the vehicle
and plane operation. Sixty launches was chosen as a
realistic estimate for the number of launches that would be

performed over ten years. This estimate is based on the
recent satellite market. Table 3 shows the final mission

cost of the Gryphon. It should be noted that this cost
estimate meets the project goal of $49 million per launch.

Table 3 Cost of Gryphon

[ Total Mission Cost (60 launches) I $ 48.3 million ]

Per Launch Cost

The per launch cost of the Gryphon is $27.9 million,
while the per launch cost of the Eclipse is $2 milhon. A $1
billion fixed cost of the Eclipse must be evenly spread over
each launch. For a projected duration of 60 launches, this
calculates to a total average cost per launch of $46.6
million. The minimum price that can be charged per
launch and still turn a profit in the last year is $65.2
million. This includes an additional 18% for insurance.

Disregarding the amount per launch towards insurance
premiums, the Gryphon grosses $55.2 million per launch.

The net profit is the amount grossed per launch minus the
total expenses per launch resulting in a net profit margin of
$8.6 million per launch.
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Vehicle Configuration

The Gryphon consists of three stages for the GTO
configuration. For the LEO configuration, the third stage
engine and propellant tanks are removed and replaced with
pure payload. Both configurations use solid and storable
liquid fuels. For the GTO version, a cryogenic third stage
is employed.

All of the major components on the Gryphon are listed in
Table 4 and the overall parameters in Table 5. A picture
detailing all of the major systems within the Gryphon in
shown in Figure 3.

X.b 4 M-j,
Stage 1

2 Castor Solid Rocket Motors

LR91 Liquid Rocket Motor

Gryphon-Eclipse Rings 1 & 2

Engine Mount

Plane Attach Ring 1
Vertical Tail

Inters[age Ping

Aft Nozzle Cover

Fairing Attach Rings

,r Components

Stage 2

2 LR91 Liquid Rocket Motors

Gr_hon-Eclipse Rings 3 - 8

Plane Attach Rings 2 & 3
External Skin

Strut Support Ring

Engine Mount
Interstage Ring

Stage 3

1 RL10A-4 CryogenicLiquid
Fuel Rocket Motor

Payload Interface
External Skin

Engine Attach

Power/Avionics Ring

Cabling

Hydrazine/Oxidizer & Tanks
Control Thrusters

Venting System
Thermal Control

Batteries

CPU

Radar Transponder

Telemetry Transmitters
GPS

Inertial Guidance (IMU)

Table 5 Overall Parameters

Parameter GTO LEO

479,056 lb 476,368 lbStage 1,2,3 and ANC

Components on Eclipse

Total Gryphon Weight

Total Length with ANC

Total Length without ANC
Width

Height

10,435 lb 10,435 lb

489,491 lb 486,803 lb

124ft3in 104fl 5in

106 ft 3 in

32 ft 2 in

30 ft 0 in

86 ft 5 in

32 ft 2 in

30ft 0in

Fig 3 Internal Components

Mission Analysis

Trajectory

Analysis of the Gryphon's ascent trajectory was
completed using nomographs and a series of equations.
Initial vehicle parameters were read from the nomographs,
and the results were substituted into the appropriate
equations. A MATLAB routine was written to solve the
system of equations that yielded the second stage
trajectory.

Initially, the Gryphon is dropped from the belly of the

Eclipse aircraft. The aerodynamic shape of the Gryphon
causes it to pitch up approximately 20 degrees during the

ensuing 10 second drop. At this point, the first stage
engines ignite and the Gryphon begins its ascent into space.

The Gryphon pitches upward at a rate of 6.25 degrees per
second until it reaches a pitch angle of 10 degrees from
vertical. Pitch control is achieved by gimballing the engine
nozzles. The Gryphon pitches back down before second
stage ignition, to an angle of 70 degrees from vertical. Pitch
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down is achieved via a gravity turn in order to minimize

gravitational energy losses.
The first stage engines burnout at an altitude of 130,397

feet and a velocity of 7,297 feet per second. Second stage
ignition follows, accelerating the Gryphon to a circular
parking orbit. The engines burn out at an altitude of
574,240 feet and a velocity of 24,864 feet per second. At
this point, the vehicle has entered low Earth orbit (LEO).

The payload shroud is jettisoned along the way, at an
altitude of 200,000 feet.

The method of analysis for the second stage assumes a
non-atmospheric, low altitude circular orbit and a constant
pitch rate of 0.075 degrees per second.

Once the parking orbit is reached, the second stage is
ejected and the Gryphon orbits until it reaches the proper
position for insertion into geotransfer orbit (GTO). Finally,
the third stage engine ignites, and GTO insertion is
completed.

Aft Nozzle Cover Design

The aft nozzle cover (ANC) was designed to reduce the

drag of Gryphon while it is being carried by the launch
plane. Since the ANC is dropped into the ocean following
separation from the plane, the goals for this design were to
make it as light and inexpensive as possible. Initial designs
have the ANC being constructed out of reinforced molded
fiber glass, this should reduce weight, while giving the
ANC enough strength to support its own weight and any
loads incurred during the plane flight, separation and drop.

Propulsion

When designing the Gryphon's propulsion system three
goals were recognized. The first goal was to assure the
safety of the vehicle. This space booster is attached to an
aircraft carrying crew members. Dangers of the different

propellants had to be explored to minimize potential
hazards to these personnel and the airplane. The second
goal was to have the minimal amount of complicated
connections with the Eclipse. The third goal involved the
overall vehicle weight of approximately 500,000 lb. This
weight required a study into high performance engines that
would give as much thrust as possible for minimal
propellant.

System Selection

Many various staging configurations were investigated.
However, each version tested resulted in severe linutations,
as seen in Table 6.

Table 6 Rejected Configurations

Configuration Drawback

All solid fuel Not enough payload, Too heavy

No cryogenic fuels Not enough payload, Too heavy

Cryogenic Stage 2 Safet), concerns

Extra Stage Too expensive
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Consequently, the final design resulted in a three stage
system composed of:

Table 7 Propulsion Configuration
Stage System Fuel

1 2 Castor 120's Solid

1 1 LR91-AJ-11 Storable Liquid

2 2 LR91-AJ-I 1 Storable Liquid

3 1 RL10A-4 Cryogenic Liquid

The chosen configuration allows for the Gryphon to meet
its payload and ultimately it cost goals. The combination
of the three fuel types allows for a successful orbit, while
minimizing possible hazard.

st_ng

The f'trst stage engines include a LR91-A J-11 mounted in
the middle of the main body and two Castor 120 solid

rocket boosters attached symmetrically to the sides. The
elliptical propellant tanks, containing nitrogen tetroxide for
oxidizer and Aerozine-50 for fuel, are mounted just ahead
of the LR91. Control of the booster is provided by a
vertical tail and gimbaled nozzles on all three engines.

After the Stage One engines and structure have jettisoned
and a coast phase is completed, two LR91-AJ-II's ignite
for the second stage. The propellants are the same for the
first stage LR91 but are contained in two large, nearly
cylindrical tanks. Gimbaled nozzles again provide
stability.

For a GTO mission, these engines are released and after

another coast phase, a RLIOA-4 engine ignites and burns
cryogenic propellant. Liquid oxygen is supplied from a
nearly cylindrical tank just ahead of the engine and liquid
hydrogen is supplied from a spherical tank attached in front
of the oxidizer tank. The RLI0's vectorable nozzle

provides control along with RCS thrusters. For a LEO
configuration, this stage is not needed and orbit can be
established after the second stage. Refer to Figure 4 to see
the overall propulsion system configuration.

Payloads

The Gryphon was designed with the goal of meeting

several important payload delivery criterion. These payload
related criterion consisted of the following:

• The delivery of 7900 lb, including payload
support structures, to GTO

• The delivery of 17,000 lb, including payload
support structures, to LEO

• The maximization of usable payload envelope
• The capability for multiple-satellite

deployments to both LEO and GTO
• The compatibility of delivering Space Station

Freedom related payload packages
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3rd Stage Fuel Tank

2nd Stage Fuel Tank

LR91-A J-11 Engines

T LR9]

Fig 4 Overall Propulsion System

University of Michigan
AerospaceEngineering

possible triple stacked). The final design of the Gryphon
payload envelope is shown in Figure 5.

Payload Static _ i_ 10.00

Envelop( __ 25.00

Dimensions _
in feet

Fig $ Payload Bay Dimensions

Space Station Freedom Options

These goals acted as the driving force behind the design of
the Gryphon. The delivery weights of 7900 and 17,000 lb
for GTO and LEO missions were decided upon after
careful consideration of the likely market demand and the
cost analysis. The geosynchronous delivery limit will allow
the booster to carry a large majority of the currently
existing commercial communication satellites to their
transfer orbits, utilizing either single or multiple payload
configurations. The low earth capability will allow for the
delivery of a large variety of scientific satellites, either in
single or multiple configurations. This 17,000 lb limit and
15 ft diameter will also allow for the delivery of payload
packages to the Space Station Freedom.

Payload Bay Dimensions

The volume of the Gryphon payload envelope was
maximized in order to ease satellite design and payload
configuration constraints. The maximization of the payload
envelope provides several attractive features for potential
booster customers. First, a large payload volume allows
customers to relieve launch cost burden by participating in
multiple customer/satellite deployments. Second, a large
payload bay eases the design constraints which commercial
and scientific satellite producers must adhere to. Third, a

large payload volume, in the case of the Gryphon allows
for compatibility with proposed Space Station Freedom
related payload packages. These packages have a large
diameter of 15 ft and lengths between 10 - 15 ft and
therefore are able to be delivered by few launch systems.

Satellites are usually cylindrical in shape when in the
launch configuration. They cover a large range in size, but
average 7-10 ft in diameter and 8-12 ft in length. The
volume of the payload bay, approximately 19,675 cubic
feet, is large enough to accommodate both of these
payloads in various configurations (single, double, and

The Space Station Freedom has been designed to be built
and resupplied by the Space Shuttle. Although the shuttle
may be the most efficient vehicle to boost the actual space
station components into space, it is not the most efficient
launch vehicle for some of the resupply missions.
Therefore, the Gryphon has been designed to be capable of
boosting some of the space station resupply payloads more
cost effectively.

All resupply of the space station has been compacted into
four main elements each designed to be held in the space
shuttle payload bay. The major consideration in
determining which elements the Gryphon would be able to
boost was size and weight. Therefore, listed below (Table
8) are all of the elements with their respective sizes and
weights (with cargo).

Table 8 S

Module

PKM

)ace Station Module Parameters

Weight (lb)
34,750

MPLM 18,050

ULC 18,695

PM 11,040

Dimensions

Dia - 14.6 ft

Length - 23 fl
Dia - 14.6 fl

Length - 12.5 fl
6.8 x 4.3 x 12.5 ft

14.TxT.3x13.8fl

Although all of the above modules are about the right
size to fit into the Gryphon, the PLM is much too heavy to
be considered. The PM is well below the maximum weight
of 17,000 lb to LEO. The MPLM and ULC are just a little
above the maximum weight. However, 41.6% of the
MPLM's weight and 18.4% of the ULC's weight is in the
carrier alone. If these packaging weights could be reduced
by as little as 10%, the Gryphon would be able to handle
these modules. Consequently, the Gryphon should be able
to carry the MPLM, ULC, and PM.
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Guidance, Navigation, and Control

Guidance, Navigation, and Control (GNC) is the most
important responsibility of Mission Control. Mission
Control must be able to accurately keep track of Gryphon's
position, velocity, and acceleration in order to determine
what attitude controls need to be implemented. The main
areas of concern to assure the reliability of GNC are the
location of Mission Control, telemetry, tracking, and
command, inertial measurement, the global positioning
receiver, and the on-board computer.

Mission Control. Since the Gryphon is similar to OSC's

Pegasus and will be performing similar missions, there is
no justification for building a new system. If the Gryphon
uses the same existing ground support infrastructure the
Pegasus utilizes, the missions will have already been
matched to the system because of this mission similarity.
Mission similarity will also have the advantage of reducing
contractual negotiations required for the Gryphon.

Telemetry, Tracking and Command. The Gryphon
project will employ all telemetry, tracking and command
(Tq'C) services from the Eastern and Western Space and
Missile Centers. All captive carry takeoffs from Kennedy
Space Center will be supported by the eastern range, and
all those from Vandenberg AFB will be supported by the

western range.

Inertial Measurement Unit. Inertial reference is supplied

by the strapdown inertial measurement unit (IMU),
consisting of integration gyroscopes, linear accelerometers,
and sensor electronics. A single gyro produces one
component of the total angular inertial reference, which is
known in body defined coordinates. Each accelerometer
provides one component of the linear inertial constant,
where each component corresponds to one body defined
axis.

The Litton LR-81 system is the choice of this design. It
is currently under contract for use and is thus readily
available and cost effective, while providing the functions
desired on the Gryphon system.

Global Positioning System Receiver. Using both cost
effectiveness and reliability as primary criteria for
selection, the Trimble Quadrex is the GPS Receiver chosen
for use on Gryphon. Trimble also provided the six-channel
GPS Receiver that was used on Pegasus, but the Quadrex is
an improved version in that it includes a multiple antenna.
The multiple antenna provides both better visibility and
attitude determination.

Launch Panel Operator

It was decided that one additional crew member, onboard

the Eclipse a Launch Panel Operator (LPO), would be

needed to monitor the Gryphon's system's systems before
and immediately after launch. Their responsibilities will
include:

Monitoring Gryphon and payload
status

Provide external power to Gryphon
Switch between external and internal

power (prior to launch)
Update Gryphon IMU prior to
release

Download mission data to the flight
computer and verify mission data
Prepare and enable vehicle for drop
Capture, record, and display data
from the vehicle and payload
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The L/K) will be seated at a console that consisting of a
ruggedized PC, display devices, a mass data storage device,
and a precision IMU.

On-Board Computer

The on-board computer system interfaces with the sub-
systems and determines the course of action that they
should take. In short, it functions as the brains behind the

Gryphon and plays a critical role in the success of the
mission. Table 9 details the characteristics of the chosen

computer for the Gryphon

Table 9 Characteristics of Gr'_phon Computer
Processor 32 bit, 68000 Motorola based

Architecture

Telemetry processor

weight
Dimensions

Versa Module Europe Bus
16 bit

10 lb

4" x 8" x 8"

Temperature -40 °C to +85 °C
tolerance

Reliability

Radiation protection

Vib. amplification

0.95 at end of lO-year period

hardening, to 1 Mrad
close to factor of I

Conununications System Overview

The Gryphon's communications system provided the link
between the spacecraft and ground control after launch
from the carrier aircraft. The communication system will
transmit telemetry and tracking data to the ground control
station and transmit termination conunands, if necessary,
from the ground to the Gryphon.

Tracking data will consist of position, velocity, attitude,
and acceleration information received from the GPS and

the IMU. If necessary, the termination command will be
sent via an encoded (for security purposes) signal from the
ground to be received and decoded by specific FTS (Flight
Termination System) hardware on the Gryphon. All of the
mission control components (i.e. the CPU, GPS, and

Inertial Guidance Systems) are bolted to the top of the
avionics bay (See Figure 3).

Structures

In general, each stage has the following structures:
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Engine mounts
Propellant tank supports
Interstage connections
External skin with reinforcements

UniversityofMichigan
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this system is because of its strength, light weight, and
extensive use in aerospace applications. Table 10 shows
characteristics of the shroud and fairings.

Additionally, the payload and avionics are supported by
dedicated structures.

Investigation into the exact dimensions and structural

capabilities of all of the structural components was done
(where applicable) using laminate modeling, buckling
analysis, ply failure analysis, stress analysis, l'mite element
modeling and analysis and displacement analysis in SDRC
I-DEAS.

Overall Structural Components

In the first stage, each Castor 120 has two sets of two
attach struts which connect it to the main body of the
Gryphon, which is a 1/64 in aluminum shell bolted to
sa'ingers and buckling rings. Each Castor 120 also has a

conical fairing mounted on its top to reduce drag. The
LR91 is held in place by an engine mount, and the LR91
and its propellant tanks are encased by a reinforced
external skin. An interface ring links the skin with the
interstage connector. The interstage connector sheaths the
nozzles of the second stage engines.

The second stage consists of two LR91's affixed to the
Gryphon by means of the second stage engine mount. The

engine mount then transfers the thrust produced by the
engines to the total vehicle The reinforced external skin
covers the propellant tanks and support structure for this

stage. An interface ring connects the skins of the second
and third stage.

The third and final stage has an engine attach which
unites the RL10 with the propellant tanks. A structure
mount supports the engine and fuel tanks which are
designed to carry the thrust load while a payload interface
attach connects the third stage with the payload area.

The volume between the power/avionics ring and the
payload interface attach comprises the avionics bay.
Navigational modules are attached to the power/avionics
ring via an adapter plate. In the dual-satellite
confgurafion, the first payload is mounted directly to the
power/avionics ring, and the second payload is mounted to

the payload interface which surrounds the f'trst satellite. A
payload shroud encloses the entire payload/avionics area.
As with the Castor 120 fairing, the payload shroud
conically tapers to a point to reduce drag.

For a LEO launch, the third stage is removed and the
second stage interface ring is attached directly to the
payload interface attach. All other structures remain the
same as for a GTO launch.

Payload Shroud and Solid Booster Fairings

Both the payload shroud and solid booster fairings are
constructed of the same composite materials, but with
different ply orientation and core thickness. The material
used is a sandwich composite of 5056 aluminum

honeycomb, with piles of 0.0055 inch carbon epoxy, both
of which are from the Hexcel Corporation. The choice of

Table 10 Shroud and Fairin| Characteristics
Overall Aluminum Carbon Number

Thickness Epoxy of Piles
Shroud 0.948 in 0.75 in 0.198 in 18

Fairings 0.485 in 0.375 in 0.11 in 10

Payload Interface

The Payload Interface (PI) supports and protects the
payload during ascent. It is roughly 16 feet high and has a
diameter which varies between 10 and 14 feet to adapt to
various payloads. It can support two satellites with a
maximum weight of 5000 lb each.

The PI consists of an aluminum skin that is 1/64" thick.

The skin is reinforced with beam supports. Along the
outside, eight I beams run the length of the PI. These are
aluminum beams with a 1" 1-beam cross section. Around

the top of the PI, a ring is positioned to interface with an
upper satellite. This ring was modeled as a 3" I beana
section, made of aluminum. A second ring, 14' above the

base of the PI, supports the structure against buckling and
is a 1" I beam made of titanium. Finally, a third supporting

ring is positioned 10' above the base of the structure.
Again this ring mainly prohibits buckling, and is composed
of titanium. The lower satellite is supported by a truss
structure originating from the base of the PI, and running
inside the skin. The entire structure weighs 636 lb.

Engine Mounts

Stage 1. The LR91 engine includes a 15" diameter attach
ring used to join the engine to the sa'ucture. The base of
the Stage 1 engine mount connects to this ring, and a
tubular truss structure transmits the thrust load to the

exterior hull via four attach points (see Figure 6).

Fig 6 Stage 1 Engine Mount

The mount is constructed of A333 steel, due to its high
yield strength (75 ksi), high stiffness, and availability in
pipe form. Having a total weight of 349 lb, the mount is
capable of a'ansmitting 105,000 lb of thrust from an LR91

engine to the exterior hull. It has a height of 48" and fits
inside the 180" hull diameter.
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Stage 2. The Stage 2 Engine Mount holds two LR91
engines side by side and connects them to the external hull.
The mount attaches to the engines at its base, similarly to
the Stage 1 mount, and to the hull at six connection points
on the top. The Stage 2 mount is shown in Figure 7.

Fig 7 Stage 2 Engine Mount

The mount is constructed of A333 steel, due to its high
yield strength (75 ksi), high stiffness, and availability in
pipe form. With a total weight of 646 lb, the mount is
capable of transmitting 210,000 lb of thrust to the exterior
hull. It has a height of 40" and fits reside the 180" hull
diameter.

Stage 3. The Stage 3 support structure has two primary
functions. First, it supports stage 3 in the early stages of
the mission and second, it connects the RL10 engine to the
stage 3 spherical fuel tanks. Figure 8 shows the support
structure and engine mount together.

Fig 8 Stage 3 Engine Mount

During stage 1 and stage 2 burn, the structure acts as a
support, carrying the 17,400 lb stage 3 under acceleration

loads of up to 5 g's. After stages I and 2 burn out, the
engine attach transmits 20,000 lb of thrust from the RL10
engine to load carrying fuel tanks. The support structure is
a tubular aluminum truss with a total weight of 234 lb.
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Aluminum provides a high strength to weight ratio and an
acceptable stiffness for this application. The Stage 3
structure has a height of 90" in order to accommodate the
RLI0 nozzle inside it, and its sides slope from a diameter
of 180" where it connects with stage 2, to a 72" diameter at
the fuel tank interface ring.

Attitude Control

To fulfill the requirements of attitude control and
payload deployment, the Reaction Control System (RCS)
will use Thrust Vectoring from the main rocket engines and
an additional series of small hydrazine thrusters

Free Fall

Because of the danger of an explosion when the first
stage main engines are ignited, the booster must be at least
a half mile (2640 ft) from the airplane before ignition can
occur. To ensure the half-mile separation distance, the
Gryphon must drop through a vertical distance of 1188 ft
for the LEO configuration and 1258 ft for the GTO

configuration. The Mission Analysis Group determined
that a vertical tail will provide the required yaw control.

During the free fall period, which lasts approximately 8.5
seconds, the booster pitches up 20 degrees to allow the
main engines to propel the booster into the correct
trajectory al'ter ignition. A detailed aerodynamic analysis
showed that this pitch-up maneuver can be satisfactorily
accomplished by utilizing the aerodynamic forces that
naturally result from the free fall. The maneuver calls for
the separation of the ANC from the booster as soon as

enough clearance exists between the booster and the plane.
For both configurations, this occurs approximately 2.25
seconds after release at an absolute distance of 261 ft from

the plane. The separation of the ANC shifts the booster's
center of pressure forward nearly 10 ft, greatly increasing
the aerodynamic pitch-up moments that result from the
booster's downward velocity.

After 8.5 seconds the booster is pitched at the correct 20
degree inclination from horizontal. The vertical drop
distances mentioned above are greater than those required
for the minimum half-mile separation distance. The
additional drop distance was required in order to complete
the pitch-up maneuver.

The analysis showed that the engines were capable of
regaining control of the booster's attitude and pitch rate,
and that full recovery (0 angular velocity) occurred at 14.25
seconds. The final recovery angle for the LEO

configuration (84 degrees from horizontal) is higher than
that for the GTO configuration (62 degrees from
horizontal). Because the center of mass for the LEO
booster is closer to the base of the rocket, the moment arm

of the aerodynamic forces is greater for this configuration.
The resulting increase in the aerodynamic pitch-up
moments on the booster cause the increase in the final

recovery angle.

Preliminary analysis also showed that the hydrazine
thrusters have sufficient thrust (100 lb) to provide control
in the roll direction for the third stage.
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Hydrazine Thrusters

The Hydrazine thrusters will serve four main functions.
These include:

• Spin / Despin for payload deployment or
maneuvering at Space Station Freedom

• Attitude corrections during all coast periods
• Roll control on stage 3
• Reorientation before entering GTO

The MR-104 hydrazine thrusters, manufactured by the
Rocket Research Company, will be located immediately
above the avionics section and attach to the payload

interface ring. The tanks for the fuel and oxidizer will be
located in the avionics bay. Two thrusters will be placed
on each of the three axes: yaw, pitch and roll.

The tanks will be made from Stainless steel 347. The

oxidizer and fuel weight will equal 450 lb. This will
compensate for payload deployment, coast attitude control,
roll control, and any unforeseen emergencies. The

approximated time of use was based on a twenty-four hour
mission.

Power Systems

The on-board power systems are composed of two major

sub-systems: the principal system and the ignition system.
The principal power sub-system supplies power to the on-
board systems (such as the computer and commtmications
equipment) while the ignition power sub-system supplies
power to the engines for startup.

Principal Power Sub-System

The principal power sub-system will consist of lithium
thionyl chloride batteries. This type of primary battery
(non-rechargeable) is available off-the-shelf and is
packaged in individual cells, each of which operates at a
specific voltage and contains a fraction of the required
power. It was determined, by examining the power
requirements of all the Gryphon's on-board systems (See
Table 11) that Li/SOCI2 cells with an energy density of

642 W-h/kg and an open circuit voltage of 3.63 volts would
optimize the power system performance while minimizing
the cost and weight of the overall system. This sub-system
will consist of four modules, each containing 8 cells and
providing operational power to the Gryphon for 24 hours.

Table 11 Power Requirements of On-board S ,stems
Components Power (W]

Flight Computer 250
GPS Receiver 3.5

98

31
323

Thrusters 200

Inertial Receivers 200

Misc. 250

TOTAL 1356

Telemetr_ Transmitter (x2)

Radar Transponder
Commtmications

Ignition Power Sub-System

University of Michigan
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Each of the rocket engines and the two solid rocket
motors require 5 amps at 28 V DC. applied to it for up to 1
second to achieve ignition. This system consists of three
modules of silver zinc primary cells. Each module will be
completelyindependent and responsible for the ignition of
all the rockets in each stage of the propulsion system. In
order to meet the specifications of 5 amps at 28 V DC. for
one second each module will need to contain 20 high rate
silver zinc cells. Each of these cells contains 1.5 W-h of

energy and operates at 1.4 volts. This means that each
module will supply 30 W-h of energy at 28 V DC. which is
more than is needed to activate each stage.

Thermal Control Systems

It is the goal of the thermal control system to keep all

components within their specified temperature envelopes
while minimizing cost and weight and maintaining
reliability. The thermal control system for the Gryphon is
concerned with two major areas. These areas are the
external structure and the avionics bay. The external
structure will use ablative coatings to provide thermal
protection against aerodynamic heating during the ascent of
the booster. The avionics bay will use a multi-component
system which includes a helium purge, a heat sink radiator,
enamel coatings, and multilayer insulation. This system
will maintain the temperatures of all the electronic

equipment located in the avionics bay.

Thermal Control of the External Structure

Because of hypersonic speeds during ascent,
aerodynamic heating becomes an important factor in the

design of the Gryphon. At speeds of Mach 8.0,
temperatures of 4900°F can be felt by the booster. The
composite material used for the external structure has a
usable realm of up to 350°F, therefore, ablative coatings
will be applied to surfaces where high heat rates occur to
provide thermal protection. The ablative coatings that will
be used for the Gryphon will consist of Firex and Thermal-

Lag, because they are relatively inexpensive and they can
be applied easily. The major surfaces exposed to high heat
rates have been identified as:

• the nose cone of the payload shroud
• the nose cones of the solid rocket boosters

• the leading edge of the vertical tail surfaces

A maximum thickness of 2.5 inches of ablative coating
will be applied to the stagnation surfaces of each of the
mentioned surfaces. The coating will then taper as the heat
rates decrease along the body of the Gryphon.

Thermal Control of the Avionics Bay

Spacecraft electronics typically have temperature limits
from 0 to 80°F. The Lithium Thionyl Chloride batteries
must operate at temperatures below 100°F. Consequently,
a thermal control system must be provided in the avionics
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bay. Thermal control of the avionics bay consists of a
multi-fold system. The system includes: purging with
helium, heat sink radiators, enamel coatings, and mullilayer
insulation.

Helium will be bled from the propulsion system and

purged through the avionics bay. The purge will take place
until the payload shroud is deployed. The helium purge
provides forced convec6ve cooling of the flight computer,
the batteries, and certain transmitters. It will also be

available for use after the payload shroud is deployed if the
heat sink radiator fails. Helium was chosen since it was

being used by the propulsion system for fuel tank
pressurization. This option eliminated the need for two

separate inert gas systems.
After the payload shroud is deployed, a heat sink radiator

will provide cooling for the flight computer. The radiator
has a surface area of 144 in2 and is made of aluminum. Its

outer surface will be coated with white enamel to improve
radiative heat transfer effects.

Coatings will also be applied to critical components in
the avionics bay. These coatings include white enamel and
black paint, and they are used to increase or decrease
radiative effectiveness. These coatings are simple devices
that can be used to control the temperature passively and

will add little weight or cost to the project.
Finally, multilayer insulation will be used to protect

important electrical boxes and the electrical wiring against
any radiative heat transfer. The insulation will consist of
alternate layers of aluminized Mylar and a coarse netting.
Multilayer insulation is the primary insulation used on most
spacecraft and was chosen for this reason.

Gryphon Integration

To design the actual systems used in the putting the
Gryphon together and attaching it to the Eclipse, several
tasks needed to be completed. These include:

• Gryphon Assembly Building (GAB)
• Transportation and attachment of Completed

Booster

• Physical attachment of Eclipse to Gryphon

Gryphon Assembly Building

The GAB is were the vehicle is assembled from its sub-

components and the payload is integrated payloads. The
GAB has been designed to have one completed Gryphon
finished every two weeks.

Gryphon Assembly Building Layout. After considering
several different building configurations, an assembly
building with two parallel assembly lines was chosen. Two

independent lines were chosen to allow greater flexibility in
launch scheduling. If only one 'assembly line were used,
launches could not be easily conducted in close succession.
With two independent assembly lines, the assembly
schedules could be staggered to provide one vehicle every
two weeks, or two vehicles in close succession if launch

windows require it. Having two independent assembly lines
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also allows for some protection from delays in any step in
the assembly process.

The Gryphon Assembly Process. The various
components are delivered to the GAB in the Stage Build-up
Area. They are unloaded using an overhead crane. Each
assembly line is equipped with an 80 ton overhead crane.
The crane was sized at 80 tons to allow it to move the

Castor 120 solid rocket boosters. These boosters weigh
approximately 60 tons and are the heaviest component of
the Gryphon.

Following completion in the Stage Build-up Area, the
components are picked up with the 80 ton overhead crane

and placed in position on the trailer in the Stage Integration
area. This area of the GAB is equipped with a scaffolding

system which can be pushed up close to the Gryphon being
assembled to allow easier access to all areas of the

Gryphon.

Following completion of Stage Integration and Integrated
Vehicle Testing, the scaffolds are pushed back and the
Gryphon is rolled on its trailer into the Payload Integration
and Final Systems Check Area. In each line, this area is
sealed off from the rest of the GAB and maintained at a

class 10,000 clean room environment. This is necessary to
protect the payloads from contamination prior installation
of the fairing. The Payload Integration area of each line is
also equipped with a 20 ton overhead crane to be used for

hoisting payloads into position for integration with the
Gryphon.

Following completion of the payload integration and all
final systems checks, the completed Gryphon is rolled out
of the GAB and to the waiting Eclipse for attachment.

Assembly Schedule. The assembly schedule of the
Gryphon was based on the Pegasus's. Due to the much
larger size and complexity of the Gryphon's liquid fueled
stages, considerably longer times were assumed necessary
for certain assembly steps. The following table compares
the two assembly schedules.

Table 12

Step
Stage Build-up and Pre-

Integration Testing

Stage Integration and

Integrated Vehicle Testing

Pegasus/Gryphon Tirneline Comparison

Pegasus Gryphon
3 weeks 4 weeks

Payload Integration

Final S)'stems Tests
Total

1 1/2 weeks 4 weeks

1 week 2 weeks

1 1/2 weeks 2 weeks

"7weeks 12 weeks

Gryphon/Eclipse Interface

The main aspects necessary to attach the Gryphon to the
Eclipse are the transportation trailer, the facility, and its
location.

The Gryphon Transportation Trailer. The Gryphon
Transportation Trailer (GTY) supports the 500,000 lb
booster, transports the Gryphon to the Eclipse without
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impartingundueshocks,andcan make precise orientation
adjustments for alignment.

The GTT was patterned after the trailer used by OSC to
transport the Pegasus from its assembly building to the B-
52 drop aircraft. The trailer used to transport the Pegasus is
equipped with 24 standard seem-trailer wheels on 6 axles.
By comparison then, the Gift would require 73 axles and
292 wheels. It was decided that the GTI" should be based

on a rail system to support the Gryphon's large weight
In order to insure proper alignment of the Gryphon with

the Eclipse during attachment, the GTI" must be able to
shift the Gryphon from side to side and also rotate several
degrees. To allow for this, it was decided that the Gryphon
will be supported in a cradle which rests on top of the
trailer. Large screw jacks will be mounted horizontally at
the front and rear and of the trailer. By operating the two
screw jacks synchronously in either direction the cradle can
be moved either left of right. Operating the screw jacks

differentially allows the cradle can be rotated a few degrees
to make the necessary adjustments.

The Gryphon will be brought out from the GAB on its
trailer and rolled underneath the Eclipse from the rear.
Once it is in position, it will be lifted by four hydraulic lifts
(mounted in the ground). The screw jacks on the Gift will
then be used to move the Gryphon either to the left or right
or to rotate it to achieve proper alignment If the fore and

aft positioning is incorrect, the Eclipse can be pushed
forward or backward slightly, or the Gryphon could be
lowered, pushed forward or aft on the rails, and lifted up
again. Once correct alignment has been achieved, the
Gryphon will be raised the last few inches and the
hydraulic interface mechanism closed, thus securing the
Gryphon to the Eclipse. The GTT can then be lowered
back onto its rails and removed.

Gryphon Facility Location

The location of the facility was based on the availability
of rocket fuels on site, proximity to the equator for GEO
launches, distance from large population centers, and the
availability of a 10,000 ft nmway.

Based upon these requirements it was decided that the
Kennedy space center was the best place to locate the
Gryphon Facility for GEO launches. However, a small

percentage of the launches might be made to very high
inclination (polar) orbits. For these orbits, Vandenberg Air
Force Base was chosen as the launch site for the west coast.

For these missions, a Gryphon would be ferried unfueled
from Kennedy to Vandenberg by the Eclipse and then
fueled and launched.

Aircraft/Booster Interface Mechanism

The best configuration was found to be two four point,
attachment systems on the second stage, symmetric about
the center of gravity. All of the pins lie within the second
stage. With the exception of pins 1 and 2, a circular
support structure had to be designed at the pin locations.
The first two pins were purposefully placed at the

interstage between stage 1 and stage 2 due to the structure

University of Michigan
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required there. Pins 5 and 6 are placed at the attach ring
required for the struts connecting the two Castor 120
engines. Some of the key aspects of this system are shown
below (see Table 13).

Table 13 Characteristics of Gr'_p ton/Eclipse Interface
Hook Cross Sectional Area 16 in2,

Maximum Pin Length 27 in

Total S_,stem Weight 11,104 lb

Total Pin Weight 1328 lb

Pin Layout. In order to fully analyze the different
possibilities, a finite element model was constructed in I-
DEAS. It was determined to run different configurations
using finite element models in order to find the best pin
layout on the Gryphon. The parameters determining the
best pin configuration were:

Distribution of forces on pins

Stability of configuration
Structural Dynamics

Having approximately the same force on each pin would
mean only one type of hook and pin combination had to be
designed. This would greatly reduce manufacturing costs.
Due to the overall need to reduce costs and ability to meet
the requirement, only one combination was chosen.

Required Hydraulic Force. The hydraulic force to
operate the system was calculated using a worst-case-load.

It was calculated by using the forces on the pin/hook
combination, the friction coefficient between the pin and
hook and the geometry and the lengths of the lever arm and
connecting rods. The hydraulic pressure provided by the
plane was given at 5000 psi. It was noted that pumps could
be added for emergency pressure loss and additional
hydraulic force if needed. Using the hydraulic pressure,

the pistons were sized by calculating the worst-case load
force required. After completing the detailed analysis in I-
DEAS the pistons cross sectional area was found to be
I0.54in2.

Materials. The material used for the structural members

throughout the interface system is a heat treated, quenched
and tempered, steel alloy ASTM-A242. This alloy was
chosen due to the fact that it is the strongest construction
material in yield shear strength.

G-Force Loads. The maximum G-Force was given from
the Eclipse Design Team to be 2.5. This was then
multiplied by the structural factor of safety and the
dynamic leading coefficient to obtain the overall system
factor of safety of 4.

Conclusion

Project Gryphon is the beginning investigation of a

500,000 lb air launched space booster. This Phase I study
demonstrates the viability for a venture of this type.
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Ultimately, the cost effectiveness of the Gryphon will
determine its future. As demonstrated in this summary, the
Gryphon has the capability of providing investor's a 15%
return, which would provide a corporation a profitable
endeavor. As with all projects, one can expect that changes
will" occur as the process develops. However, the initial
results definitely merit continued study into large sized air
launched space boosters. For a more detailed explanation
of the process and analysis that went into the Gryphon,
consult the Gryphon Air Launched Space Booster Report.
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Abstract

The AIRSAT research group has designed a proof-of-
concept tethered research satellite to be launched into orbit
as a secondary payload aboard a Delta II rocket. Following
the precedent set by the initial tethered satellite flight
demonstration missions, Tethered Satellite System-1 (TSS-
1) and the Small Expendable Deployment System-1 (SEDS-
1), AIRSAT is proposed to be the first to deploy downward
into the Earth's upper atmosphere and lower ionosphere with
the intention of conducting proof-of-concept measu,ements
of a scientific and technological nature. 1 The external and
internal sensor arrays will collect information concerning

electron density and temperature, ion concentration and
relative ion temperature, sub-satellite surface pressure,

acceleration of sub-satellite, tether tension, attitude stability,
and orbital decay. The design is inmwative in concept and
emphasized not only low cost bul also a rapid transition
from design completion to flight.

Introduction

The in-situ exploration of the Earth's upper atmosphere
and ionosphere and the development of aerodynamic
technology capable of operating in this altitude regime has
been both slow and difficult. The altitude is too high for
aircraft and balloons and too low for extended operations by
satellites (due to atmospheric drag) making research of the

region a formidable challenge, llowever, it remains an
important transition region for atmospheric and ionosphe,'ic

processes and for future aerospace tam_sportation systems. 2
To address this issue, an interdepartmental class of

students from five departments in the UmversHy of
Michigan College of Engineering was asked to develop a
complete proof-of-concept mission to evaluate and
demonstrate the use of tethered satellite technology fo,

remote exploration of the Earth's upper atmosphere and
lower ionosphere as well as to conduct mmsition I]ow l]ight
research. In addition to being a technically innovative
design, the initial constraints emphasized simplicity, rapid

turn-around from concept to llight, and low cost. 3

Mission Overview

General Mission Specifications

• Spacecraft Type
• Unmanned, downward deployed

tethered satellite system
• Launch System

• Secondary payload on Delta II 7925
configured for Navstar GPS Satellite

as the primary payload
• Mission Duration

• 24 30 hours

To significantly lower the overall cost, the mission is
based on the secondary payload concept; the AIRSAT
system will be transported into space mounted on the second
stage of a launch vehicle carrying a separate primary
payload. The capability for this type of design has
previously been developed and demonstrated by NASA
using the Delta II 7925 rocket whose primary payload is a
Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) satellite. For this
reason, AIRSAT will be launched aboard a Delta II although
the design could easily be modified for other launch
vehicles such as the Titan II or Pegasus. On the Delta II, the
secondary payloads ,are mounted on the guidance section of
the second stage. The mounting locations are on a ring
surrounding the guidance equipment, but still within the
f:dring. The payload envelope on the Delta II is shown in
Figure 1.

f

t.-'"

,%..

Figure 1. Top view of payload envelope of Delta II
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A side view of the Delta II payload, as shown in Figure 2,
demonstrates the side mounting of the AIRSAT platform on
the Delta II second stage.

f -x_

Typical

Payload

Envelope

J

Figure 2. Side view of payload envelope of Delta II

These mounting locations present a challenging packaging
task for the AIRSAT system, and present many design
constraints. The AIRSAT system maximizes the Delta I1
secondary payload capability in both mass and wflume and
utilizes ,all h)ur available sectors.

Table 1. Expected mission timelinc

Tune

0 seconds

Action

Launch

260 seconds Delta I1 Fu'st Stage Btu'nout

380 seconds Delta II F_uing Separanon

1267 seconds Delta II Third Stage Separation

4473 seconds Clrcularization/Deplehon Bm'n

4533 seconds Sub-satellite Ejection

8 - 24 hours of deployed operanon

Second stage decays to 175 Ion -
tether is cut; sub-satellite and tether re-enter

As shown in Table 1, prior to the ejection of the sub-
satellite, the Delta II will undergo first stage burnout, fairing
separation and finally third stage separation. After the third

stage separates to carry the primary payload to its orbit, the
AIRSAT mission will begin. 4 By making use of fuel

margins and the attitude control capabilities of the second
stage, the orbit of the vehicle will be circularized from the
initial elliptical orbit of the primary payload to the circular

orbit prescribed for the AIRSAT system. Normally, extra
second stage engine fuel is burnt off in a depletion burn.
However, in this mission, the extra fuel will be used in the
circularization to provide the needed total velocity impulse
of 155 m/s to reach a circuliu" orbit at an ,altitude of 215 Ion.

After orbit circularization, a depletion burn will be
instituted, but the second stage will be oriented such that
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this burn will only produce a slight increase in the
inclination angle - the orbit will remain circular. Next, the
second stage will be oriented so that the sub-satellite is
facing downward toward Earth. From this position, the sub-
satellite is ejected from the launch vehicle and the attitude
control system will reorient the second stage so that the
tether canister and deployment mechanism are lined up with
the deploying tether. Over the next five hours, the sub-
satellite will be deployed toward the Earth at the end of a 60
tan long, 1.3 mm diameter tether. Throughout deployment,
until the attitude control fuel is exhausted, the attitude

control system will be used to stabilize the second stage.
When the initial altitude of 155 km is reached, the sub-

satellite will experience atmospheric drag forces causing the
orbit of the system to decay into the atmosphere over the
next 8 to 24 hours.

Throughout the deployment (215 to 155 km) and
operationld periods (155 to 120 kin), the sub-satellite will be

taking scientific measurements of the atmosphere and
ionosphere, and measuring transition flow flight
characteristics as well its tethered satellite characteristics

with its array of sensors. The data will be transferred from
the sub-satellite to a computer in the second stage, and from
there to ground stations via microwave telemetry links.
When the probe reaches 120 km, the orbital decay will be

very rapid, so the tether will be released from the second
stage. The sub-satellite and tether will quickly descend and
bum up in the atmosphere, while the second stage will
remain in orbit to transmit the remaining data from the
computer's memory. The second stage will stay in orbit for
at least one year before its orbit decays into the atmosphere.

Scientific Research

Sensor Overview

• Tensiometer: Tether Tension

• Ionization Gauges (12): Surface Pressure
• Thermocouples (14): Heat flux through

sub-satellite

• Accelerometers (3): Sub-satellite
acceleration

• Retarding Potential
Analyzer: Ion concentrations

and temperature
• Langmuir Probes (2): Electron Density

and temperature
• GPS Receiver: Position and orientation

of sub-satellite

As wits noted above, it is difficult to make in situ
measurements and operate in the altitude regime below 150
-kin which is a transition region between the "vacuum" of
outer-space ,'rod the Earth's upper atmosphere. However, the
use of tethered satellite technology offers the opportunity to

overcome some of the limitations with proper system
design, iusta'umentation, and aerodynamics. The mission of
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AIRSAT is to make fundamentalionosphericand
atmosphericmeasurements,observeaerothermodyn,'unic
phenomenaonasatellitein thetransitionregion,acquire
datawhichspecificallydescribesthedyn,'unicsofatethered
satellitesystem(proof-of-conceptmeasurements),andto
helpdeterminehowthetetheredsatelliteconceptcanbe
appliedto scientificandengineeringresearchin thenear
earthspaceenvironment.

Figure3isanisometricviewof thesub-satelliteandtile
sensorarray.Duetomass,volume,andcostconstraintsill

this first AIRSAT mission, the number and type of sensors
is limited. For measurements of the natural environment,

the primary focus is on ionospheric sensors, only requiring
neutral gas measurements to characterize the immediate
environment surrounding the sub-satellite. Based on the
results of this l'u-st mission, it would bc possible to provide a
new instrument complement which emphasizes tile neutral
atmosphere characterization.

The ionosphere is made up of a diffuse plasma. The
electrons and ions do not necessarily have tile stone
temperatures, so there will be different types of sensors to
measure each one independently. 5 For electron temperature

and density information, two Langxnuir probes will be

placed on the sub-satellite such that they me perpendicular
to the velocit); vector.

Tension I

Ilcat FluxPre_._Z Position & _..

_,p_X 1 ChargedA Particle

y Density &
Tempcratu re

+

+
+

Figure 3. View of sub-satellite emphasizing sensor re'ray
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the tether makes with the sub-satellite axis. The Global

Positioning System (GPS) will be used to provide sub-
satellite attitude information and general location. GPS
operates by decoding precise microwave transmitted time-
coded signals from v,'u-ious NAVSTAR satellites in high
earth orbits (around 20,000 kin). These signals are
combined with knowledge of the orbital positions of the
broadc,'tsting satellites to trfimgulate the exact position of the
receiving antenna. The GPS system can give very accurate
attitude information by monitoring the phase differences
between three different signals received at three non-
collinear antennae placed at least 18 cm apart on the sub-
satellite. Position of the sub-satellite can be measured to

well below 100 xn accuracy in the three directions.
Additionally, three pairs of pressure sensors in an
anemometer-type configuration will also provide attitude
inlbnnation while flying in the transition region.

Tether.

Tensiometer

GPS

Side View

Figure 4. Internal sensor layout of sub-satellite

Finally, observations will be made to describe the
aerothefmodyn,'unic behavior of the sub-satellite. These
include measuring the surface heat transfer with heat flux
sensors, sub-satellite surface pressure with ionization

gauges, and total sub-satellite acceleration (3 axes) using
miniature accelerometers. Intem,'d placement of engineering
sensors is shown in Figure 4 and external sensors in Figure
5.

A retarding potential analyzer (RPA) will measure ion
concentrations and average relative ion temperature. A
complex grid system which v,'u-ies with voltage allows ion
collection at different rates depending upon the directed

energy and mass of the particle. A two cm diameter orifice
allows particles to enter the RPA for collection and is placed
in the center of the leading sub-satellite surlace heading into
the ram direction. From these electron and ion l-V curves,

fundamental ionospheric ch,'uacteristics can be deduced.
Other observations will monitor the behavior of the

second stage, tether, sub-satellite system. Two tensiometers
provide tether tension information at the sub-satellite and
the second stage. The tensiometer at the sub-satellite is
made of three load cells sandwiched between two pressure
plates. This also provides information on the angle winch

Top View Front View

Potential

Analyzer

V'l_17 [ 0 II_ut Flux S_rx_¢ ]I'"1 Prt'_,,ure Sen._or

Figure 5. Sub-satellite externN sensor layout

The ui-axial accelerometers within tile sub-satellite will

consist of three orthogonally-aligned sub-miniature linear
accelerometers, lde;dly, these three accelerometers should
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be placed at the center of inertia of the sub-satellite.
However, due to the unusual volu,ne consu'aints, this is not

practical. Instead, acceptable results should be obtained its
long as each accelemmeter is only displaced from tile center
of inertia in a direction along it's sensitive axis (scc Figure
4). In this manner, vibration of the sub-satellite should m)t

cause undue distortion of file acceleration signal.
Fourteen heat flux sensors will be used to measure the

heat transfer to the surlace of the sub-satellite. This will be

done by differentiating the temperature between opposite
sides of the sub-satellite skin. As heat is u'ansfen'ed through
the surface, two thermocouple junctions will generate sm;dl
voltages. The difference in voltages between the two
junctions is interpreted as proportional to the temperature
differential. The predicted surface temperature of the sub-

satellite as a function of altitude is shown in Figure 6. 6

Temperature (Celsius)

170.00 l"
160.00 •

150.00 _._

140.00
130.00

120.00 .

110.00 "_

100.00
90.00

120 140 160 180 200

Altitude (kin)

Figure 6. Surface temperature of the sub-satellite
as a function of _dtitude

Twelve ionization gauges will measure the pressures
experienced at different points on the sub-satellite surface.
The Bayard-Alpert Gauge is a hot fil:uncnt ionization gauge.

The gauge is operated by bombarding and ionizing the gas
in the gauge with electrons emitted from the heated
filament. The resulting ion current collected by a collector
anode is proportional to the ,'unbient pressure in a gauge.

Structures and Payload Integration

General Sub-satellite Structures Specifications

• Mass: 105 kg
• Overall Length: 3.05 m
• Structural Components

Material: Aluminum

• Primary Insulation
Material: Polymide Resin

RMR-15

• Internal Propulsi,m: None
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The slxucture of the sub-satellite must be capable of
containing ;rod protecting file wtrious scientific instruments
m_d support devices. Since the AIRSAT mission will be

launched as a secondary payload, the sub-satellite and all its
support systems must fit within the limited space of the four
compm'tments of the secondary payload area. The sub-

satellite will be exposed to a wide range of temperatures and
pressures. It must survive aerodynamic heating and drag
forces while orbiting at 7400 m/s, as well as large forces,
shocks and vibrations during launch, fairing separation, and
rocket stage separation.

Figure 7. AIRSAT Conceptual Sub-satellite Design

The sub-satellite design that most accurately fulfilled all
the mission requirements is shown in Figure 7. It consists of
a circulm" ellipsoid (saucer-like) capsule and a pair of
stabilizer wings that ,'ue mounted on a boom behind the
capsule. Tile tether is attached to the top of the sub-satellite,
above tile center of mass. There is also a keel attached

below the capsule to ,aid in roll and pitch stability. Figure 8
provides a sMe view of the tethered sub-satellite in its fully
deployed configuration.

80 em

26 cm

Side View

Figure 8. Sub-satellite Dimensions

Tim capsule contains electrical and communications
devices that support the v,'u'ious measurement instruments
that m'e mounted on and through the surface of the sub-
satellite. All internal equipment is attached directly to a
fnunework which is made of ,'m almninum "T" section. The

fr:unework is bent or machined to follow the elliptical
contour of the capsule and laid out in a radial pattern. All
external compements, such as the boom, the tether
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connection, and the keel, are also connected to the fr,'une

through the skin.
A telescoping boom connects the wing stabilizers to the

main capsule. The boom needs the extra complication of a
telescoping mechanism to be both short enough to fit in the
allowed secondary payload volume, and long enough to
provide a good moment arm for the stabilizing wings. The
wing system consists of two vertical wings, each divided
into two sections. Each section consists of a frame of

aluminum rods that support a thin aluminum sheet. The
multiple wing sections allows for a folded configuration that
will fit within one of the secondary payload areas. In
deployed position, the two vertical wings are set apart by a
cross beam so that they will not be in the aerodynamic flow
'shadow' of the capsule.

The keel consists of an aluminum rod and endmass that

aid in the stability of pitch and roll by lowering the location
of the sub-satellite's center of mass. As with the boom and

wings, the keel is folded to fit within the payload area.
Prior to ejection from the second stage, each component

unfolds itself. All of the eight movable mech_mical joints
are spring loaded. The springs store enough potential
energy to provide the momentum to unfold the components
and lock them in place. The joints ,are designed to provide
the desired motion and locking mechanism to secure each
component's position, as well a._;,aid in the untk)lding.

The sub-satellite's frame and skin ,are made of aluminum.

Its ease of fabrication, low cost, and low density make it a
desirable aerospace material. Its electrical c(mductivity and
its ductility make it a good skin material. The conductivity
of the skin provides a consistent ground potential for
measurement instruments. The outside surface is coated

with aluminized Teflon to reflect sol,'u" radiation (to reduce

heating), and to maintain electrical conductivity.
Some components inside the sub-satellite, such as the

battery, must be protected from excessive heat. Most of the

heat will come from skin friction with the atmosphere, and
most of that is at the leading edge of the sub-satellite. To
insulate the interior, a polymide (PI) resin is placed inside
the skin. This material has a favorable combination of

thermal stability, processibility, su'uctural reliability, and
long service life. The insulation is tapered from a thick

layer at the leading edge, to a thin layer at the n'ailing edge.

General Tether Specifications

• Type: Non-conductive
• Length: 60 "kin
• Diameter: 1.3 nun

• Mass: -95 kg
• Material: B29/12 x 1500 Kevlar

• Construction: Multi-layer and braided

• Jacketing: None required

Many factors were taken into consideration for the
specification of a tether reliable enough for the AIRSAT
mission. The overall tether requirements are extremely

Vniver_y of Mic_an
InterdeparUnentalClass

severe considering the upper- and lower-altitude
environments. The most important characteristics required
lbr the 60 kilometer long tether, with the lower end at a 120
km altitude include:

• High strength-to-weight ratio
• Minimum strength of 1000 N
• Maximum mass of 90 - 120 kg
• Maximum diameter not to exceed 2 mm to

minimize aerodynamic drag,
• Serviceability for temperatures ranging from

-100 ° C to 1000 ° C

• Ability to withstand the potential degradation of

atomic oxygen flux ranging from 1018 to 1021

atoms/m2-hr; and

• Effective protection against solar ultraviolet
radiation.

The operational temperature and atomic oxygen
requirements vary substantially along the length of the
tether. Therefore, the initial design approach is to use a
tether material that remains within the other constraints of
minimum mass and minimal tether diameter. The one

material that met each of these requirements was the Aramid
fiber with the brand n,'une KEVLAR - 29. Kevlar has

strength ch_acteristics superior to stainless steel, has low
density, and czm be braided to provide flexibility with low
torque. It c,'m be impregnated to provide good resistance to

abrasion _md protection against ultraviolet d,'unage and can
be manufactured to AIRSAT's desired length, thereby

m,_ing splicing unnecessary.
Degradation due to atomic oxygen is a major concern

for the tether material. Martin Marietta, NASA, and other

agencies have studied the effects atomic oxygen have on
proposed tethers. These groups found that for tethers
comprised of Arzunid fibers such as Kevlar, the damage

caused by atomic oxygen was very detrimental to the
structure and the strength of the fibers. This created a
major concern for the longevity of the tether. At first it was
assumed that these concentrations would endanger the
mission and coatings or jackets would be needed to protect
the tether. The two possibilities considered were a coating
of silicon or a braided jacket of Nomex. These protective
coatings added considerable weight and diameter to the
tether. The tether could be tapered to add thickness on the
lower portion without adding unnecessary weight to the
portion that is clear of the damaging effects of the
atmosphere, llowever, the Nomex jacket put the diameter
of the tether to 2.10 millianeters which was over the desired

di,'uncter of 2 nun. The silicon coated tether was only 1.73
ram, but the weight and diameter was still too large to
accommodate 60 km of tether in the volume that was

allowed by the tether canister. A smaller tether or
,alternative coating had to be determined.

According to the research completed at Martin Marietta,
the AIRSAT missiotfs duration and the length of the tether
is too short h)r atomic oxygen to be a problem. The biggest
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problem for the tether would come from temperatu,'e effects.
However, temperature will not be a problem for the tether
since Kevlar works well at higher temperatures.

Another concern for the tether was the possible dmnage

or severing of the tether by micro-meteoroids. If a solid
strand of Kevlar were to be used, any &unage caused by the
micro-meteoroids would be critical and could cause the
tether to fail. However, if a tether consisted of braided
Kevlar there would be no matrix to tr,'msmit a fracture stress

to other filaments in the braid. The ex_riment of AIRSAT
length would have to have enough filaments to ensure the
tether would not fail during the experiment. There are two
structural changes that can toughen the structure. One is to
use a lager number of strands of smaller denier, such as
48x200d. The filament size and strength are the same as
fewer strands and larger denier, but a local break will allow
the finer braid to close in and retain a higher percentage of
original brake strength. The second method is to use a
successive number of layers, called braid-over-braid to
allow outer layers to act as buffers. In the case of the
AIRSAT tether, it would be wise to employ both methods to
ensure that the tether does not break prematurely.
Manufacturers recommend that designers should allow a
safety factor of three of four when determining how much

Kevlar to use. The tether the AIRSAT mission will be using
is at least 6 times as thick as needed.

Sub-satellite Launch Mechanism

The deployment of the tethered satellite from an orbiting
platform relies on the ability of the sub-satellite to pull the

tether out of its storage canister. However, when the sub-
satellite is close to the platform, the force from the gravity
gradient is too small for the sub-satellite to pull the tether.
Therefore the sub-satellite must be accelerated away from

the platform in order to initiate the deployment of the tether.
If the 105 kg sub-satellite is accelerated to 3 wds, it will

have enough momentum to sepmale tim sub-satellite and
platform such that the gravity gradient c,'m provide sufficient
force to pull the tether the rest of the way. A novel ejection
mechanism concept was developed to provide this initial

energy.
The ejection mechanism utilizes a spring loaded

extendible boom structure. The boom extends to 5 m, from
an initial folded configuration of 10 cm. As the ejection
boom extends, the springs in the joints of the boom transfer
157.5 kg-m/s of momentum to the sub-satellite, driving it
away from the platform. Since the acceleration is spread out
over 5 m, the acceleration on the sub-satellite is far gentler
than a single acceleration impulse. The sub-satellite itself
has a boom and wing structure that could be dmnagcd by
very strong acceleration. The momentum of the sub-
satellite from the spring loaded boom is augmented by 157.5
kg-m/s from a compression spring situated in the center of

the boom. This compression spring initiates the ejection
process and increases the momcnttun of the system to a total
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of 315 kg-m/s. The sub-satellite ejection scenario and
second stage rotation is shown as a series of time sequenced
sketches in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Sub-satellite ejection scenario

Tile ejection boom has another advantage besides the
gentle application of energy to the sub-satellite. The boom
will hold the sub-satellite in a relatively fixed attitude as it is

ejected. This will minimize any 'tip off" tumbling of the
sub-satellite as it begins its deployment. If tip off is
excessive, the sub-satellite could become tangled in the
tether.

The ejection boom is designed as series of 10 rings,
connected together by 51 jointed linkages. Three evenly
spaced linkages connect adjacent rings. The linkages are
staggered so they will store compactly in the folded
position. Each linkage has a torsion spring in its joint that
provides the energy to extend the boom and eject the probe.
A sm;dl section of this ejection boom has been prototyped.

Dynamics and Control

General Dynamics and Control Specifications

• Eccentricity:
• Sub-satellite Altitude:
• lncli,mtion:
• Mean Motion:

• Attitude Controh
• Active Control

(210 - 180 kin)
• Passive Control

(180 - 120 Iun)

-0
210 - 120 km

32 - 34 degrees
16.235 rev/day

Cold gas thrusters

Wing stabilization

system

In order to get accurate measurements from the sensors
placed in the second stage and in the sub-satellite, the
system must be in equilibrium while in orbit. Therefore, an

orbit must be selected that allows the system to attain
equilibrium and be stable. The orbit will also be

ch:uacterized to provide adequate ground coverage to ensure
that the data collected from the sensors can be down linked
to E,'uth.
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TheorbitalmechanicsfortheAIRSATmissionincludes
theorbit selection,satellitesystemmodel,andorbital
maneuvers.Since the most stable satellite system occurs
when a circular orbit is achieved, the system will be placed
in an orbit with an eccentricity of approximately zero.

To characterize the satellite system in terms of orbital
mechanics, a dumbbell model was chosen. The dumbbell

model, which is shown in Figure 10, is designed to ,allow the
motion of the center of mass of the system to represent the
motion of the entire system; this drastically simplifies the
analysis of the mechanics and dyn,'unics of the problem.

i
Radau.s to second stag_ _s to center of mass of system

?

__) sub-satelhte

Earth

Figure 10. Dumbbell model used to ch,'u-acterize the
tethered satellite system

The second stage of the Delta II is left in _m elliptical
orbit with an inclination of approximately 32 degrees after
third stage separation. Since inclination change maneuvers
are costly in terms of fuel consumption, the second stage
will remain at that inclination. However, several orbit
transfers (requiring velocity impulses) will be used to
transfer the orbit to the more desirable circul,'u orbit. 7 The

first transfer burn will occur at the apogee of the initi,'d orbit
and will have a magnitude of 3.03 m/s acting in the opposite
direction of the incidental velocity vector; this slows the

second stage. The effect of this impulse will be to place the
second stage in a transfer ellipse coincident with the desired
final orbit. Figure 11 schematically shows the first phase of
the orbit maneuvers.

_2. Third Stage Separation

i i I I I I l I I I11 i I

3. Transfer l. Launch
Burn

Figure 1 I. First phase of orbital m,'meuvers

Univers_y of Michigan
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The second velocity impulse occurs at perigee of the final
orbit, that is, at an altitude of 215 kin. The second impulse
has a magnitude or 151.34 m/s also opposite to the current
velocity vector and will produce the desired circular orbit at
the correct altitude. Finally, a depletion burn will occur to
deplete any excess fuel that remains. This burn will act only
to produce a slight increase in the inclination of the orbit.
Figure 12 schematically shows phase two of the orbit
m,'meuvers.

5. Depletion Burn

_A!I II I I I I I I I I I III II I I I i ill |I | t I

4. Circula [" 'a't;o°n''B'u_n

Figure 12. Second phase of the orbital maneuvers

The effects of the atmosphere on the system,

aerodyn,'unic drag and orbital decay, were also explored so
that the lifetime of the mission could be maximized. The
predicted aerodyn,'unic drag on the sub-satellite as a function
of altitude is shown in Figure 13. The aerodynamic drag of
the second stage is orders of magnitude smaller due to its
higher initial altitude even though its effective surface area
is at least twice as large.

1(×_ 12(> 140 160 180 200 220

Altntude (kin)

Figure 13. Aerodyn,'unic drag on the sub-satellite as a
function of altitude

The drag on the tether is an important issue in
determining the dyn,'unics of the system. To predict the
maximum drag that the tether would be subjected to, the
drag was computed at the center of pressure (where the drag

li)rce would bc the largest) ,and integrated over the length of
the tether. Although this value v,'u-ies with altitude, in free

molecul:u" llow, the maximum drag is expected to be on the
order of 10 Newtons. 8
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When these graphs ,are analyzed, it is apparent that the
maximum lifetime of the mission c_u_ be obtained when the

second stage is in a circuhtr orbit of 215 "Ion after the tether

is deployed.
The orbital decay of the systcm is a direct result of the

aerodynamic drag experienced by the components of the
system. Under nominal conditions, the mission is expected
to last from 24 - 30 hours. However, the maximum orbital
decay that the system could occur ,as a function of _dtitudc is
shown in Figure 14.
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Figure 14. Maxhnum orbit;d decay

A 60 km tether will be used to deploy the sub-satellite
downward into the Earth's upper atmosphere. Therefore, the
sub-satellite will be at an ,altitude of 155 Mn after the tether

is fully deployed. The tether wall bc deployed using a length
rate control law. Using this law, the tether will be deployed
at exponential and uniform rates and dm whole dcploymcnt

procedure will take approxbnalcly 5 hours.
Active and passive control systems will bc used during

the AIRSAT mission to provide stability attd to perform
some of the maneuvers required during the mission. The
second stage of the Delta II has an active control system
which will be used to provide stability, to rotate the rocket
after the sub-satellite h`as been htul_ched, and to circul:uize

the initial orbit. Both active and passive control systems
will be used to stabilize the sub-satellite. Attitude thrusters

will be used when the sub-satellite is outside dm auno,,plaere
and a keel structure and the tension in the tether will bc used

to help provide stability in pitch and roll. When the sub-
satellite is inside the aunosphere, a passive control system
will be used. The passive system consists of wings attached
to a boom, a keel structure, and a nulation dmnpcr. ']'he
wing configuration will provide sutbility in yaw, while the
keel structure and tether tension will provide stability in

pitch and roll. A nutation d:unper will be placed in the yaw
plane to damp out any perturbations in the motion of the
system in this plane. The attitude thrusters c_m ;also be used
when the sub-satellite is in the atmosphere in case of any
large perturbations in the motion of the system.

Communications
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General Specifications

• Sub-satellite to Second Stage Link:
- Frcqucncy: 2.2 - 2.3 GHz
- Data Rate: 9.6 kbps
- Efl_ctive Isotropic

Radiated Power (EIRP): 18.4 dBW
- 13it-error-rate: 10 .5

" Gr: 0 dB

• Second stage to Ground Station Link:
- Frequency: 2.2 - 2.3 GHz
- Data Rate: 38.4 kbps
- EIRP: 4 dBW
- Bit-error-rate: 10 -5

- Gr: 54 dB

The primary task of the communications systems is to
acquire all the data from the sensors and successfully down
link the information to ground stations. As suggested in
Figure 15, the process begins with the sensors on the sub-
satellite. 9,10 Their output is collected and processed for

uplink to the second stage. The second stage then stores all
the information into its memory where it is kept until it is
transmitted to ground s_ations.

E_I _ 4an_,'v Gr: 0 dB

A BER : 10 -5

4 kbl_

(; r cA dB

G ROUND

S'rATION

Figure 15. Cotmnunications down link overview

Due to the small size of the sub-satellite, the primary
goal in the design of the communications systems was to
minimize its mass and power requirements. Therefore, a

direct link to Earth was ruled out because it required greater
mass and power budgets within the sub-satellite. By first
scnding the data to the second stage, a distance no greater
th:m 60 "Ion, the higher powered system required for transmit
to the ground can then be placed on the second stage.

Figure 16 schematically shows the sub-satellite
cotmnunication system.
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safe ,and reliable operation of the mission. A power source
must fit within the mission constraints while providing
adequate power to all of the systems. In addition, cost,
reliability, equipment safety, size and weight must all be
considered carefully. After analysis based on these criteria
the decision was made to use batteries as the power source
for both the sub-satellite and second stage systems. Table 2
lists the specifications of the batteries chosen for the sub-
satellite mid second stage.

Figure 16. Sub-satellite communication system

The sub-satellite to second stage link will operate
between 2.2 and 2.3 GHz with a data rate of 9.6 kbps. This
rate is sufficient for the sub-satellite sensor data rate. Once

it arrives at the second stage it is put into the computer's
memory after going through initial data processing. This
on-board processing reduces total data per orbit required to
be transmitted to the ground to 500 kbytes. The memory
can hold 4 orbits worth of data (see Electrical Systems) with

newly archived data over-writing the oldest stored daua. The
computer's memory is then continuously transmitted open-
loop to ground stations on Earth. This link transmits at a
rate of 38.4 kbps and assures that at lea.st two orbits worth of
data can be down linked while over one ground station,
which is approximately six minutes of coverage. On the
average AIRSAT will pass over a minimum of one ground
station per orbit. This configuration allows 100%
transmission of data. The ground coverage for the mission
in shown in Figure 17.

Figure 17. Mission Ground Coverage

The overall system was designed to have a biI-error-rate

(BER) of 10 -5. This is equivalent to having ten error bits
for every one million bits transmitted, resulting in a very
reliable and accurate overall link. The Effective Isotropic
Radiated Power (EIRP) of each link is sufficient to

guarantee this BER.

Electrical and Computer Systems

Power is essential to the operation and proper
functioning of the AIRSAT mission. In the design of a
power supply, many factors must be considered to insure the

Sub-satellite

Chemistry Silver/Zinc

iCost $20,000

_lominal Voltage 29.6 V

Capacity 4.1 kW-hr

Total Mass 33.6 kg
Total Volume 23.4 L

Plat_orm
Silver/Zinc

$4,0OO
28V

7.0 kW-hr

59.1 kg
24.7 L

Table 2. Mission battery specifications

Through research of commercially available qualified
batteries, Ag/Zn batteries were chosen as the best fit within
the mission's constraints while supplying adequate power.
Two small - cell battery packs have been selected to provide.
power on the sub-satellite; with each cell providing 14.8V, a
series combination provides a nominal voltage level of 29.6
V. At 140 A-Hr, this will provide a total power of 4.1 kW-
Hr to all of the sub-satellite's internal systems. On the
second stage, a single - cell Ag/Zn battery with a nominal
voltage of 29 V will be used. It will provide 7.3 kW-Hr to
all of the second stage's AIRSAT systems at an operating
current of 250 A-I lr.

Not only must adequate power be supplied to all of the
on-board systems, it must also be delivered reliably and
efficiently. The design of a distribution system is as

important as the source itself. Many of the systems
requiring power need different input voltages, which must
be accommodated by the distribution system. These
voltages must be regulated to avoid line noise and voltage
spikes which could h,'unper the operation of a system. Fault
and surge protection must be employed to insure the reliable

operation of the systems; a power failure in any system
would render it it]operative, and as many of the systems are
essential to the mission such a failure could cripple or even
end the mission. Therefore considerable care must be put
into the design of a reliable distribution system. Two main
options exist for a distribution system: a centralized power
source or a distributed architecture. The former uses a

single voltage source and employs the use of DC/DC
converters to provide the required voltage levels to the
various systems, while the later relies on the use of multiple
batteries at different operating voltages. Pros and cons exist
for each system, but after ,an analysis the decision was made

to use a disuibuted power system. 11 Figure 18 is a
schematic diagr:un of the platform distribution system.
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Battery

28 V

unregulated
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technology for exploring the Earth's upper atmosphere /
ionosphere region, and to conduct research into transition
flow llight. Due to its simplicity and low cost, AIRSAT is
an excellent way to prove tethered satellite technology as a
science and engineering tcx_l as well as a precursor for more
complex and costly missions.
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Figure 18. Platform distribution system

In addition to the power supplies and distribution
systems, a computer system must be used aboard the
platform to perform control functions and data handling
procedures. A microprocessor based computer is needed to
process and store the experimental data being uplinked fi'om
the sub-satellite, and to control the communication of this

data to the ground stations. In addition to the data handling,
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MHz, this small computer system based on the Intel 386SL
processor is capable of handling the required tasks.
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Abstract

A significant presence on the Moon is necessary if America
is m become a spacefaring nation. This presence must not
be another Apollo style "Flags and Footprints" mission; it
must be a fully crewed Lunar Outpost. A major investment
in a Lunar transportation infrastructure must be made in
order to accomplish this mission. In order to achieve this
goal by turn of the century, the University of Minnesota
Spacecraft Design Team has developed a Lunar
Transportation System CLTS). This reusable and cost
efficient system will deliver crew and cargo to the Lunar
surface well into the 2020 time period. A Lunar orbit
rendezvous is used to reduce mass, which splits the vehicle
into two parts, each with different mission tasks. The f'trst
vehicle is the Lunar Excursion Vehicle (LEV), which is used

as a Lunar lander. This cryogenic lander has the capability
of carrying a crew of six or 50t of cargo to the surface of the
Moon. In addition, the piloted lander is reusable and returns
to Low Lunar Orbit to dock with the LTV at the conclusion

of the surface stay. The second vehicle is the Lunar
Transportation Vehicle CLTV) which "ferries" the lander
between low Earth orbit and low Lunar orbit. Due to the

large masses of the Lunar Transportation System
components an exotic but by no means new propulsion

concept has been developed for the LTV: a NERVA derived
Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR).

Introduction

In accordance with the Space Exploration Initiative (SEI)

if America is to become a spacefaring nation, a significant

presence on the Moon will be required. The Moon is the

gateway to the solar system, acting as a transportation node
as well as a source of raw materials. For this reason, a

major investment in a Lunar transportation infrastructure

must be made. To help reach this goal by the turn of the

century, the University Space Research Association (USRA)

has asked the University of Minnesota Spacecraft Design

Team to develop a Lunar Transportation System (LTS).

This task has been a year long design effort, culminating in

a complete conceptual design of a Lunar Transportation

System. The following is a summary of this design.

Mission

The first major goal of the Space Exploration Initiative

(SE1) is to establish a permanent Lunar outpost. Returning

to the Moon to stay will require a series of cargo and crew

missions. This objective is divided into three phases. The

first phase missions will send large habitation and research
modules to be assembled into a Lunar base. Several crews

will be sent to accomplish this task. Once this architecture

is complete, the next phase is to reach steady state
operation. This involves extended stays for crews who will

be resupplied on a regular basis. The last phase and long

range goal is to attain a level of self-sufficiency by utilizing

the Moon's resources to supply oxygen and materials for the

outpost.

Design Objectives

The primary design objective of the Spacecraft Design

Team was to design a Lunar Transporatation System which

emphasizes component reusability and commonality to

promote cost efficiency. However, the safety of the crew

during each phase of the mission was considered paramount.

Hence, no cost reduction was permitted in aspects of the

design which would compromise the safety of the crew in

any way. Cost efficiency was selected as a priority for the
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design due to anticipated reduced funding available for space

research in the near future. In addition to designing for

multi-use capabilities for certain LTS components and

allowing for interchange.ability of parts between vehicles in

the LTS, cost efficiency in the design was also achieved by

maintaining an emphasis on the utilization of existing and

near term technologies.

Lunar Transportation System (LTS)

The LTS is comprised of two vehicles; a Lunar

Transportation Vehicle (LTV) and a Lunar Excursion
Vehicle (LEV). The LEV is used as a "Lunar Elevator"

which transports crew or cargo from Low Lunar Orbit (LLO)
to the Lunar surface and return crew back to LLO. There

are two kinds of LEVs. A cargo LEV is used for placing

cargo on the Moon, while the piloted LEV is used to land
and return crew. The LTV is used as a "ferry" vehicle. Its

job is to Wansport the LEV from Low Earth Orbit (LEO) to
LOw Lunar Orbit and back to LEO.

Lunar Excursion Vehicle (LEV)

The generic title Lunar Excursion Vehicle is used for both

the cargo and piloted LEV (see Figures 1 and 2). The main

components of the piloted LEV are the RL10 engines, LEV

truss, Landing Gear, LEV Crew Module (LEVCM) and fuel

tanks with descent and ascent fuel. The main propulsion

for the LEV are two Pratt and Whitney RL10 engines, The
LEV truss contains the LEVCM interior of the tJ'uss. All

other component are on the truss' exterior. The LEVCM is

where the crew stays in descent to and ascent from the

Moon. It also houses the main flight deck for the LTS.

The cargo LEV is comprised of a truss, Landing Gear, RL10

engines and descent fuel. A larger truss and more landing

gear are used to accomidate the Habitat module cargo. The

main proplusion is this LEV is four RLI0 engines.

Uaiver_y of Minaewta

¢¢

L

Figure 1 Cargo Lander

Lunar Transportation Vehicle (LTV)

The primary structure of the LTV is the central truss.

This truss is 33 meters long, connecting the LTV Crew
Module (LTVCM) to the primary propulsion system. The
LTVCM is designed to support a crew of six during the
transit to and from the moon. A Nuclear Thermal Rocket

(NTR) was chosen as the primary propulsion system for the

LTV due to it's superior performance over conventional

cryogenic systems. An external radiation shield, combined

with the 33 meter seperation distance provided by the LIT
truss, ensures that the radiation levels in the crew module

conform to'NASA guidelines. The NTR uses liquid

hydrogen (LH2) as propellant. The LH2 is stored in four
tanks which are mounted to the LTV truss structure. This

fuel is used during the four primary burns that the NTR

performs during the mission. The LTV is detailed in
Figure 3.

Earth To Orbit Vehicle

The Lunar Transportation System (LTS) has been

designed to meet the goal of building and supporting a Lunar

base. The first step in implementing this plan is to

literally "get it off the ground."

The United States currently has no heavy lift capability.

A new launch system or one derived from existing

components must be developed to support the SEI

requirements. It is estimated that a direct launch Lunar

mission would require a 75 to 105 metric ton payload

capacity at post Trans-Lunar Injection ('I'Ll). Future Mars

missions require a iiftcapacity of about 250 metric tons to
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Low Earth Orbit (LEO). Both of these requirements can be

met with the same Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle (HLLV).

NASA's Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) has been

investigating the development of a HLLV to meet these

requirements.

Final Selections

The Space Transportation System (STS) derived HLLV
was selected as the launch vehicle for the LTS. This

vehicle in its maximum configuration provides a lift

capability of 265t to LEO. 1 This design was chosen for its

versatility in configurations for specific missions as listed

below. Also, this design is the most cost effective and
feasible launch vehicle for the near furore.

Payload
Shroud

A

Z
KickStage :_._

.,:::_?._:_'..:

First Stage _._':_

:._'_.'::_:'_i::_.".i

... :,.:,...:.:...

it_!_':_i!iiii

i ..........

LRB's --m .._ i

• i
': i

.!
." !

......:..

.... ::.::

1 - STME's
F1A's

..:; . |

.... !

92.2 m

Figure 4 HLLV with 2 Liquid Rocket
Boosters

The HLLV configuration in Figure 4 is capable of lifting
123t into LEO. This vehicle will be used to place the

Lunar Transportation Vehicle (LTV) truss, crew module, and

Lunar Excursion Vehicle (LEV) into orbit in a single

launch. This vehicle will also be used to place various

cargo such as the habitation module filM) into orbit.

The baseline mission requires 130 t of Liquid Hydrogen

(LH2) fuel for the Nuclear Thermal Rocket (NTR). The

density of LH2 is 0.071 t/m 3, which translates into a
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volume with a diameter of 10 m (maximum) and a length of

23 m. This is too long to fit in the standard payload shroud

of the HLLV, but can be accomidated by integrating the

tanks into the upper stage of the HLLV. A conversation

with design engineers at MSFC confh-med that this is
feasible. The outside diamete_ of each tank is 8.4m (27.6

It) same as the STS derived core (first stage in Figure 4).

On-Orbit Operations

Preparing for any mission requires on-orbit operations.

Initially, the entire LTV must be launched and assembled.

This will require two launches. One vehicle carries the

truss, crew module, and LEV. The other transports the

NTR. The NTR is launched separately on a Titan III for

safety reasons. Assembly in a parking orbit near Space

Station Freedom (SSF) follows. The major components
will require minimal on-orbit construction. Instead,

rendezvous and docking of the components will be all that is

necessary for assembly.

Once the LTV is completed in LEO, cargo missions to

the Moon will begin. Each cargo mission will require two
HLLV launches. One launch will consist of LH2 fuel, the

other would deliver the heavy lander with its cargo to the
LTV.

The piloted missions will involve one HLLV launch for

the fuel. The crew arrives by the shuttle or a personnel

launch system (PLS) to SSF and then transfer to the LTV in

the LEV which will be initially docked at SSF.

Piloted Mission Scenario

A detailed account of the piloted mission scenario follows:

Low Earth Orbit At the start of the mission, the

LTV is in LEO as shown in Figure 5 (following page).

The fuel tanks are attached by an orbital maneuvering

vehicle (OMV) from SSF. A wet tank transfer was chosen

for its simplicity and level of safety. The fuel launch,

attachment, and vehicle check out will take no more than

one week. After the vehicle is fully assembled, the crew
transfers from SSF to the LTV in the LEV. The LEV

docks with the LTV for the trip to the Moon. Once the

LTV has been checked out in LEO, the crew prepares for the

TLI burn. Finally, the NTR is engaged and the TLI bum
initiated.
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Figure 5 LTV in Low Earth Orbit

Trans-Lunar Injection The TLI burn lasts for

35 minutes, after which the LTV coasts for about three days

to Low Lunar Orbit (LLO). During transit, various crew

activities and experiments are performed.

Lunar Orbit Injection At this point the LTV

undergoes a 9.05 minute LOI burn. This braking maneuver

inserts the spacecraft into LLO.

Low Lunar Orbit Now in LLO, the LTV undergoes

an orbital adjustment to the desired inclination for a landing.
The crew at this time must enter the LEV. Now the LEV

separates from the LTV and maneuvers to leave its orbit and

descend as shown in Figure 6. At this point, the mission

elapsed time is at T+ 72 hours.

O

Figure 6 LEV in Low Lunar Orbit

Descent To Lunar Surface The LEV descends to

the lunar surface using the RL10 engines. The burn time

of descent is 17.64 minutes. Mare Cognitum (Known

Sea) has been chosen as a preliminary landing site for the

Lunar outpost. This is the landing site of Apollo 12 and

Surveyor 3. 2 The coordinates are latitude: 3 ° 12' South and

longitude: 23 ° 23' West. This site was selected for several

reasons. The location is within the +/. 5° latitude limits

set by the orbital mechanics of the mission. In addition,

this site has been surveyed and photographed in detail.

Finally, the Apollo 12 Lunar descent stage and Surveyor

spacecraft should provide valuable data on the long term
effects of the Lunar environment on materials used in the

construction of the Lunar outpost.

University of M'm_sota

Ascent to LLO, rendezvous with LTV At_

an initial stay of one lunar day (14 days), the LEV ascends
to rendezvous with the LTV. The ascent burn of the RL10

engines is 10.13 minutes. Now back in LLO, the LEV

rendezvous with the LTV. An orbital adjustment is made

to prepare for the Trans-Earth Injection (TEl) trajectory.

The NTR is prepared to be engaged for the TEI burn.

Tram-Earth Injection The NTR is engaged for
a 5.15 minute TEl burn. Transit back to LEO will take

asbout two days in which many tasks must be executed.

In-transit crew activities will be performed. The LTV will

execute a series of mid-course corrections. Finally, the
LTV must be reoriented to the proper position needed for

Earth orbital insertion (EO1). At this time determination of

the status of the NTR for EOI will be performed.

Earth Orbit Insertion On approach to Earth,

the EOI burn is performed placing the LTV into LEO. The
EOI burn lasts for 10.82 minutes. The orbit of the LTV is

adjusted to rendezvous with SSF.

Cargo Mission Scenario

The cargo scenario is very similar to the piloted case

except that nothing is returned from the Lunar surface. The

flight is completely automated and monitored from Mission

Control at Johnson Space Center (JSC) in Houston.

Contingency Planning

Contingency plans must be made for many different

system failures. Not every possible scenario could be

studied in the amount of time available. Only the "worst
case" scenarios which could lead to mission failure of loss of

life are included.

Possible Critical System Failures

Launch The NTR will be launched separately from
the rest of the LTV to reduce mission risks. In the event of

a launch failure, the deep waters of the coast of Florida

provides an excellent disposal option. For this reason, the
launch from KSC will maintain a flight path over water up

to the orbital injection point. 3 Since the LTV fuel launch

will consist of 2000m3 (70640 ft3) of LH2 a launch

accident resulting in an explosion on the pad would probably

destroy the launch complex.
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NTR: All of the following contingency plans for

NTR failure refer to Figure 7.
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one is manageable, but if two or more fail the cargo LEV
will crash.

Crew Modules Failure of any critical system in

the crew modules are covered by redundant systems.

Delta V Requirements

Figure 7 In Transit Contingency Plans

1. While in LEO, if a malfunction should arise before

the NTR is ignited, the LTV will remain in orbit.

2. After "ILl, NTR failure requires either a fly-by

around the Moon and flight back to LEO in the LEV or an
abort to the Lunar surface. This latter option allows the

crew to complete their mission and return to Earth in the
LAM.

3. In LLO prior to descent, an NTR failure requires
the LEV fuel for TEl. An LEV failure requires the use of

the NTR as planned to complete the trip back to Earth.

Alternatively, an automated launch and rendezvous of the

LAM with the LTV in LLO is also possible.

4. A problem with the LTV while the crew is on the

surface requires returning to Earth in the LAM.

5. After ascent, there will be no fuel in the LEV. An

NTR failure at this point requires an automated launch and
rendezvous of the LAM with the LTV in LLO. The crew

transfers to the LAM for the trip back to Earth.

6. After TEl, NTR failures are again considered. In

the event that the NTR does not fire, there are no options for

braking into LEO. The large delta V required in any type of
abort at this point results in an unacceptably large mass

increase on the LTV. This type of failure is considered

unlikely and was deemed an acceptable risk for the mission.

7. An NTR failure in LEO also has possible
solutions. The crew could be rescued with the use of an

ETO such as the shuttle. In the event of a core failure, the

NTR can be disposed of with the use of a specially created

vehicle constructed concurrently with the LTS. This
vehicle would launch the reactor core to a higher orbit with

an orbital decay period on the order of thousands of years.

LEV A single engine failure on the piloted LEV

can be compensated by the remaining engine and the RCS

system. Descent and ascent can be accomplished with a

single engine. The cargo LEV has four engines so a loss of

Table 1 shows a summary of the delta Vs required for each
stage of the LTS mission. The total mission delta V

required is approximately 12.5 km/s.

Mission Phase

Trans-Lunar iniecfon

Mid-course correction __xtrth-Moon)

Lunar orbitinsertion

Lunar descent

Lunar ascent

Tram-Earth in,iection

Mid-coursecorrection (Moon-Earth)

Earth orbit capture
Circularization

Docking with SSF (minimum)

Total

Delta V

(m/s)

3100

10

1100

2OOO

1900

1100

10

3000

300

14

121534

Table 1 Required Delta V's

LTV Primary Propulsion

The primary propulsion system for the LTV is a Nuclear

Thermal Rocket (NTR). The decision to pursue the

development of an NTR was made after determining that the
fuel requirements of an all cryogenic LTV were too massive.

By using an NTR, the LTV was able to be designed to

fulfill the original mission goal of providing a robust
transportation system, capable of supporting a permanent

Lunar outpost.

Nuclear Thermal Rockets

The use of a nuclear thermal rocket for space vehicle

propulsion is certainly not a new concept. In fact, NTR

propulsion has a history spanning the past 38 years. In

1955, the U.S. Air Force and the Atomic Energy

Commission (AEC) began the Rover Project. Rover was

directed towards the research and initial development of

nuclear reactor technology for single stage Intercontinental

Ballistic Missile propulsion. 4 Several reactors were built
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and tested during this program in a series of designs denoted
Kiwi. In 1958, the newly formed National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA) replaced the Air Force as

partners with the AEC as primary developer of the nuclear

propulsion effort. Then, in 1959, a new program began

that was to expand on the successes of the Rover Project.

This new program was known as the Nuclear Engine for

Rocket Vehicle Application, or more succinctly, NERVA.

At its close, the combined Rover and NERVA programs

had overseen the construction and testing of twenty reactors

and two complete flight engines. 4 More importantly, these

programs generated a data base that is again being reviewed
by NASA, as the agency and the nation once again look

towards the future of space exploration.

University of Minnesota
As can be seen in Figure 8, the use of the NTR results in

a 50.7% reduction in the total vehicle mass. This translates

to a reduction in the propellant mass of 64%, a savings of

245t. In steady state operation, this represents significant

savings with respect to mission costs. If one estimates the

launch costs for the proposed Heavy Lift Launch Vehicle at
$1000 per kilogram, the monetary savings generated through

the use of the NTR surpass $230 million dollars per launch

over a comparable chemical system. The reduction of

propellant mass requirements as well as mission costs are

the driving forces behind the decision to employ a nuclear

propulsion system for the LTV.

NTR Specifications

NTR Versus Cryogenic Systems

It is the two-fold advantage in Isp which enables an NTR

to use substantially less fuel than a chemical system. This

is due to the fact that the fuel mass flow rate at a specified

thrust level is inversely proportional to Isp as evident in

equation 1.
T

Ill- Eq. 1
goI._

Thus, the fuel mass flow rate required to generate a

specific level of thrust is much less for an NTR than it is

for a chemical system. This results in a significant

reduction in the fuel required for the LTV to perform a round
trip mission to the Moon. A comparison of the piloted

LTV scenario is displayed in Figure 8.

INITIAL MASS IN LOW EARTH ORBIT

500 mT ' 469 mT W_i Vehicle Mass

400roT

30OmT

200mT

100 mT

Figure 8

1"77"1 Propellant Mass

Comparison of Vehicle & Fuel Masses.

A modified version of the solid core NERVA flight engine

is selected as the primary propulsion system for the LTV.

It is estimated that a flight rated engine based on the

NERVA design can be ready within six years. 4

The NTR to be used on the LTV is an updated version of

the NERVA flight engine that will be capable of an Isp of

925 seconds and 333,600 N (75,000 lbf) of thrust. The
engine components consist of the nuclear reactor.

turbomachinery, fuel pumps and lines, exhaust nozzle, and
internal shield. The total mass of the reactor and its

subsystems is approximately 8.5t. A 4.5t external
radiation shield is also included to attenuate the radiation

dose that the crew module will experience. This brings the

NTR component mass to 13t. 5 The internal and external

radiation shielding are constructed of borated-aluminum-

titanium-hydride OATH). This shielding attenuates the

neutron and gamma radiation emitted from the reactor.

Hydrogen is the single propellant and is thermodynamically

expanded in an Expander cycle.

End of Life NTR Disposal

Since the NTR contains radioactive material, disposal of

the engine is a major concern. The end of life disposal

scenario is defined with two primary considerations in mind.

First, the projected service life of the LTV crew module will
exceed that of the NTR. As such, any disposal scenario

will have to initiate in LEO, so that the LTV crew module

can be removed. Second, it is undesirable to store the NTR

in any sort of near-Earth disposal location such as a high

Earth orbit. For these reasons, the most likely disposal

scenario consists of placing the NTR in a long-term, stable,
Solar circular orbit. Additionally, the NTR could Ix_used

as the primary propulsion system for either a Mars precursor

mission or a deep space science probe since at the end of the
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defined NTR service life of five years, the NTR will still be

capable of producing useful amounts of thrust.

LEV Primary Propulsion

While the NTR system on the LTV does an excellent job

of shuttling between Earth and Lunar orbits, a second

vehicle, the LEV, is required to actually send people and

material to the Lunar surface. Therefore, a primary

propulsion system for the LEV must also be defined.

LEV RCS Placement
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The best location for the lander RCS at this time is on the

lander legs themselves. This removes the nozzle exhaust

from any sensitive lander components and utilizes long
moment arms to help in craft rotational maneuvering. The
thruster fuel tank can be located inside the structure of the

landing leg.

Fuel Requirement Breakdown

Engine Selection

RLIOA-4 engines will be used as the primary propulsion

system on the LEV. The other propulsion options

available for use on the LEV are quite limited. Among

these options are one other cryogenic system, several

storable systems and a hybrid storable/cryogenic system.

Piloted vs. Cargo LEV

Due to the differences in both mission and mass between

the LEV's, they each have different propulsion systems.

The unpiloted LEV must deliver 85% more mass to the

Lunar surface than does the piloted LEV. Therefore, the

cargo LEV will have four RL10's while the piloted LEV

will have only two.

The LTS fuel mass requirements are shown Figure 9.

The fuel requirements for both missions are separated into

the six major propulsive phases.

FUEL REOUIREMENIS FOR PROPULSIVE STAGES

0 20 40 60 80 100

IrdEL I1_1;| IN IIETI_I¢ TONS

Figure 9 Fuel Requirements for Mission Phases

Reaction Control System (RCS)

The LTV and LEV RCS must be capable of performing

both large and small maneuvers in a reasonable amount of

time. These systems are limited strictly to chemical
propellants. Based on the relative benefits and
disadvantages of cryogenic and storable RCS options, a

storable RCS is being used on the LTV and LEV. 6 The

modularity of a storable RCS greatly reduces the complexity

of the entire system while also lending added redundancy.

Figure 9 shows that the unpiloted mission consumes

more fuel in TLI, TEl, and Lunar descent, while the piloted

mission consumes more fuel during all return stages. This

result is intuitive when one considers the large amount of

mass which the unpiloted mission leaves on the Lunar

surface. The total NTR fuel requirement for the piloted and
unpiloted missions are 137.2 and 141.5 metric tons
respectively.

LEV Truss

LTV RCS Placement

It is necessary that the LTV vehicle be able to maneuver

freely in all six degrees of freedom. This will be

accomplished by strategic placement of eight, quad-

directional RCS pods on the LTV. To improve

maneuvering time of the LTV, the RCS pods will be located

as far from the LTV center of mass as is practical. The

pods will be placed on each face of the truss, forming two

rings of thrusters at each end of the vehicle.

The truss structure for the piloted LEV is shown in Figure

10. The truss is octagonal, consisting of three tiers spaced

vertically 2.5 meters apart. Each tier of the truss consists

of two rings, an "inner" and "outer" ring, oriented
concentrically within the tier, one inside the other. The

purpose of the second concentric ring was to provide
increased in-plane rigidity of the tiers. The inner rings of

each tier are circumscribed about a circle of 4.5 m diamter,

to provide 0.05m clearance between the truss and crew

module. The outer ring of each tier is circumscribed around
a circle of 6.5 m diameter. This dimension was selected so

that the truss would fit within the shroud of the launch
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vehicle, while maintaining reasonable mass and rigidity.
The LEVCM is mounted concentrically within the truss to
provide it with maximum support during landing on the
Lunar surface. The crew module has a cylinderical shape
with a diameter of 4.42m (14.5 ft) and a height of 5m (16.4
ft). The landing gear, fuel tanks, and the cargo are attached
to the truss at the nodes where several members intersect.

These nodes are called "hardpoints" and are the optimal
location to attach the components of the LEV. The
advantage of the hardpoints is that the tendency to induce
bending moments in the truss members is minimzed, which
reduces the risk of buckling in the truss at loads below the
critical buckling load.

Figure 10 LEV Truss Configuration

ua/wtCayof M'mnesota
Weldalite 049. This material was selected because of its

superior strength to weight ratio. Weidalite provides tensile
strength values comparable to steel with mass density on the
order of aluminum. Titanium alloys have also been
considered for use on the LEV truss, particularly in areas
where increased strength is a more significant factor than
weight reduction, such as the landing gear and engine
mounts.

LTV Truss

The primary function of the LTV truss is to maintain the
LEV and LTV crew module 33 m (108.3 ft) from the
Nuclear Thermal Rocket to keep the radiation exposure to
the crew within acceptable limits. In addition, the truss
must provide support to the fuel tanks which contain the
fuel mass for the NTR. The design for the LTV truss is
presented in Figure 11.

LTV Cr*f Ildll,

Llclllil

The placement and mounting of the engines to the truss
structure was considered from two criteria. First, a
minimum clearance between the bottom of the engine and
the Lunar surface at touchdown of 1.5m (4.92 ft) was
established to ensure that the engines would not be damaged

by Lunar dust and debris during landing. In addition, the
distance from the bottom tier of the LEV truss to the ground
was set at 3m (9.84 ft) to allow the astronauts to easily
maneuver beneath the vehicle. Finally, the height of the

RL-10A engines is 2.22m (7.55 ft). These constraints
established a mounting location on the vehicle within the
truss. Hence, the engines mounts are attached to the middle

tier of the U'uss approximately 1 m above the bottom tier.
The engine mounts are attached from the top of the RL-10A

engine both to the inner and outer rings of the middle tier.

The material selected for the LEV truss structure was a

particular Aluminum Lithium (AILi) alloy, known as

Figure 11 LTV Truss Configuration

As is shown in Figure 11, the truss consists of
rectangular cross-sections spaced at three meter intervals.
At the end of the truss where the fuel tanks are attached, the
Iruss sectional dimensions are 4m (13.1 ft) by 4m (13.1 It)
to allow the tanks to mount to the truss without interference

between them. Away from the fuel tanks, the truss

sections reduce to three meter square sections. The end of
the truss which supports the LTV crew module has an
octagonal shape, both to provide structural support to the
crew module and to allow for the LTV truss to butt up to
the LEV truss. In addition to the rectangular members on

the truss, diagonal members are also included along its
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length in an alteranting pattern to provide rigidity against

torsion and bending. As with the LEV, the components of

the LTV are attached at the "hardpoints" of the LTV truss to

minimize the bending moments applied to the truss
members.

Thermal Analysis

The LTS must endure a number of thermal loads during
its mission scenario. While in orbit around the Earth, in

transit to the Moon, in orbit around the Moon, or in return

transit to Earth, the LTS experiences approximately 1400
W/m 2 incident radiation to its external surfaces at all times.

In addition to direct radiation, there are also reflected radiative

inputs to the vehicle from the Earth and Moon. Finally,

internal heat generation sources such as the NTR and

LTVCM and RL-10A engines provide additional loads as

well. Effective thermal control of the LTV thus requires

mechanisms to redistribute heat about the vehicle to prevent

concentration of heat in one region, which might lead to

thermal stress gradients in structural members, and

mechanisms to exhaust heat to the surrounding space. In

the abscence of an atmosphere, the only active heat transfer
mechanism for exhaustion of waste heat is radiation. Thus,

the most important thermal control mechanism on the LTS
is its external coating. Hence, the entire LTS truss and

components are painted with a white paint with an effective

absorptivity of 0.36 and emmissivity of 0.9. This coating

helps to reduce the amount of heat entering the system on

radiative-input surfaces and increase the amount of radiation

leaving on radiative-output surfaces of the vehicles at all

times. In addition to the white paint coating, the LTV will

rotated about its centerline to prevent the development of

thermal gradients due to nonsymme_c solar input. Also,

the LTVCM will be shielded by rotating louvers, which
shield the crew module from solar radiation and allow for

radiation from the crew module to space on the shadowed

side of the truss. Finally, the LTVCM is also equipped

with a heat pipe, which also reduces thermal stress gradients

in the structure by assisting in the redistribution of heat
witin the surface of the crew module.

Cryogenic Boiloff

Both the LEV and LTV make use of chemical fuels which

must be maintained at cryogenic temperatures to maintain

liquid phase necessary for proper engine operation. Several

issues arise when transporting cryogenic liquid fuels in the

harsh space environment. The boiling temperatures of LH2

and LOX are approximately 21"K and 92"K, respectively.

While the ambient temperature in space is 3"K, the intense
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thermal energy from the sun, radiation reflecting from the

earth's surface and radiation reflecting from the moons

surface cause an effective temperature above the boiling

temperature of the cryogens. 7 Thus, there is heat transfer
from the exteior surface of the fuel tanks to the fuels within.

This results in a tendency for the cryogenic fuels inside the

fuel tanks to evaporate. This evaporation is known as

boiloff. If the boiloff is not effectively controlled, it can
jeopardize the mission by reducing the available useful fuel

mass and and increasing the pressure within the tanks.

Losses due to boiloff are prevented with the use of

Multilayer Insulation (MLI) on exterior surfaces of all

cryogen tanks. The MLI serves as a thermal blanket that
surrounds each lank. These blankets are attached to the

tanks with velcro straps and Lexan pins. 7 An outer jacket

surrounds the MLI to protect the tanks from dust and
meteoroids.

LTV Crew Module

The LTVCM is designed to support a crew of 6 for the

transit between LEO and LLO. All life support systems

(Environmental Control and Life Support System-ECLSS)

on the LTVCM are independent of the LEVCM. In the
event of a system failure, the LEV can take over life support

functions. The LTVCM utilizes a Space Station Common

Module (SSCM) 8. This is done to reduce deveiopement and

production costs. The external dimensions of the LTVCM

are 4.42 m (14.5 ft) diameter and 5 m (16.4 ft) in length

Internal Layout

The placement of internal components is shown in Figure
12.

_towagc Stowage Science StationLocken Locker/

\ _ _towage Galley

Figure 12 LTVCM Component Layout

The galley, Waste Management Facility (WMF) and

hygeine station are all space station standards. The science
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station will support both crew intensive and autonomous

experiments.

LEV Crew Module

The LEVCM supports a crew of six for both descent and

assent operations to the Moon. It also serves as a transfer

vehicle between SSF and the LTV during normal operations.

The LEVCM can provide primary life support to the crew in
the event of an abort due to NTR failure. Like the

LTVCM, the LEVCM also utilizes the SSCM. The
exterior dimensions of the module are the same as the

LTVCM (see Figure 12).

UniversityofMinnesota

Internal Layout

The dimensions of the internal usable space on the flight

deck and dust containment deck (DCD), depicted in Figure

13, are 2.2m by 2.2m (7.22 ft by 7.22 ft). These
dimensions were determined from the internal diameter of the

module (4.22 m) and the rack depth (1.016 m). The usable

length of the module is 4 m (13.1 ft). The height of the
dust containment deck is 2.10 m (6.9 It) so that a crew
member can comfortably stand in the DCD while donning

an EVA suit The height of the flight deck is 1.75 m (5.74
ft).

I

Flight Deck [

---- 1.01 m .---- 2.2 m _ 1.75 m

0.1"_ m

Ii'

2.10m
I

Dust Containment
Deck

t

Figure 13 LEVCM Internal Dimensions

Figure 14 depicts the layout of the flight deck. The

Commander (CDR) and Pilot (PLT) each have a side panel

containing system interfaces. The side panels give both the

CDR and PLT assess to system function controls with
minimal movement.

Figure 14 LEVCM Flight Deck Layout

The Mission Specialists' (MS) seats (Figure 14) were

rotated 90 degrees to allow for more leg room and easier

mobility in the 1/6 g environment of the Moon. The MS

seats are removable and can be folded to a height of 0.28 m

(11 in) for stowage.

Crew Radiation Exposure

The radiation sources that pose the greatest threat to the

crew are galactic cosmic radiation (GCR), solar particle

event radiation (SPE), and radiation from the NIX. The

GCR at an altitude above 38000 km with no shielding is 57

reins per year. This equates to approximately 1 rem per
mission. The radiation levels due to the NTR is

approximately 5.48 reins per mission. Total radiation

exposure for the mission fall under NASA guidelines of 25

rems in a 30 day period. 9

LTS Avionics

In order to reach its destination, the LTS must have a

system of avionics. This system will entail a set of

subsystems that include communications, Guidance

Navigation & Control, and data management. Failure of

any of these systems can lead to a major mission

catastrophe. A primary requirement of the LTS avionics is

that it be useful for both piloted and unpiloted missions.

All subsystems must be controllable by both pilots and

ground controllers.

LTS Power Systems
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In order to meet the power requirements of the LTS,

power generation systems need to be included on the LTV

and LEV. The power system on the LTV will consist of 1

solar panels attached to both 6.25 meters of the octagonal

truss section and 12 meters of the square tl"uss section. The

power output of the solar panels will be able to meet the
10.294 kWe demand of the LTS when the I..EV and LTV are

docked together. The LEV will have an additional power 2

generation system consisting of fuel cells in order to meet
the 8.041 kWe demand of the LEV when it is undocked from

the LTV. On the Lunar surface additional power for long

stay times will be supplied to the LEV by "plugging" it 3

into the Lunar Habitation Module's power system. This

information is summarized in the following table.

LTV Power System

Type of Power Generation: Photovoltaic

Power Available (We) Peak Powe, Demanded (We)
10300 10294

Power System Mass (kg): 1345

LEV Power System

Tvoe of Power Generation: Fuel Cell

Power Available (We) Peak Power Demanded (We)
10400 8041

Power System Mass (kg): 1746

Conclusion

To reclaim the prestige of space, the United States must

act now. The Moon is a valuable commodity both as a

source of raw material and a stepping stone to the rest of the
solar system. The Lunar Transportation System can cost

effectively perform the needed task by 2005. If the United

States waits to long they will be surpassed by other

countries that know the value of the Moon and are willing

to exploit it. Now must be the time or we will surely lose

our edge.

4

8
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Abstract

In response to requirements established by the Strategic

Defense Initiative Office, the Naval Postgraduate School

(NPS) has designed NATSAT, a general purpose satellite

for use in low and medium Earth orbits. Inexpensive and

light weight, NATSAT serves as a spacecraft bus onto which

a variety of small experiments can be mounted and flown.

Payload masses up to 23 kg can be bolted onto an external

equipment platform and receive housekeeping services that

include 40 W of power, 3 axis stabilization, q"F&C links,

ephemeris data, and a small amount of thermal control.

Orbital inclinations from zero to sun synchronous are

achievable with a minimum life of one year. With a

combined bus and experiment mass of 113.5 kg, NATSAT

is configured to be launched from Orbital Sciences

Corporation's Pegasus vehicle.

Introduction

The Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) is tasked

with developing and deploying systems capable of defending

against a limited ballistic missile attack. Research into the

space based portion of this system requires conducting on

orbit experiments in power generation, advanced materials,

and radiation effects. Rather than testing complete

spacecraft or prototypes, the goal of these experiments is

basic research on smaller components with potential use in

SDIO projects. Although several experiments could be

combined into a single payload and placed into orbit using

a traditional launch vehicle, SDIO has opted for a generic

spacecraft bus that would supply a mounting platform and

housekeeping services for a small payload. Forming a

lightsat, the bus/experiment combination would be placed

into orbit using the Pegasus, Taurus, or possibly a Scout

derivative launch vehicle.

Through the generic bus approach, SDIO hopes to

realize cost benefits over conventional spacecraft that are

custom built for each payload and launch. By procuring

dozens of the satellites and storing them for future use,

economies of scale can be achieved and the per unit cost of

each bus reduced. In addition, use of the lightsat concept

should result in savings from the reduced time and effort

necessary to develop and deploy the system. The ultimate

desire is to provide small payloads with quick, low cost

access to near Earth space.

Based on these goals, the strawman specifications outlined

in Table I were established. Payload mass, payload power,

and 3 axis stabilization were hard requirements necessary to

support anticipated experiments. The remaining parameters

were considered desirable, but not mandatory. Rather than

Table I. Strawman Requirements

...... _X .................................... _'_ .........................

Orbit

Max altltude i000 km

Min altitude 400 km

Mass

Bus 68-91 kg

Payload 23 kg

Total 91-114 kg

Power

EOL orbital average 40 W

ACS

Type 3 axis

Precxsion 0.5 ° attitude

0.5 ° knowledge

Point modes Earth, sun, velocity

Life 12 months

TT&C

Uplink 2 kbps

Downlink I000 kbps

Launch vehicle Pegasus

Reliability 0.9

Single string

acceptable

Bus MIL-STD-1553
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performance, cost was SDIO's overriding concern during the

design process. Consequently, the specifications are

intentionally vague; SDIO gave wide latitude in the hope

that cost effective tradeoffs would be made.

Spacecraft Description

Configuration

Configured as a box, the NATSAT provides an equipment

platform of .6 m 2 area for mounting experiments with

masses up to 22.7 kg and volumes of a tenth of a cubic

meter. Power comes from two deployable solar arrays and

additional cells mounted on two faces of the spacecraft body.

Figures 1 and 2 show the satellite with the arrays deployed

and stowed for launch. The arrays are fixed and double

sided with cells. Orbital average power available is 108 W

with 40 W going to the payload.

Attitude control is provided by a biased momentum wheel

with six hydrazine thrusters. The thrusters also provide the

velocity corrections necessary to counteract orbital decay.

For telemetry, tracking, and control, omni-directional

antennas on two faces are utilized. Communications are via

a SGLS compatible S-band transponder. Downlinking of

experimental data is also accomplished through this single

communications system. Command and data handling is

implemented on a MIL-STD-1553 bus utilizing a single CPU

for spacecraft control and bus mastering.

Thermal control is largely passive with heaters only used

+Y

+Z

illll\
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ll[ilG
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Payload NATSAT Bus
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on the hydrazine thrusters and fuel tank. The thermal

requirements of any payload depends on the type of

experiment being conducted. Therefore, no specific thermal

control is provided to the experiments, although the bus is

capable of providing or dissipating a certain amount of

payload heat depending on orbital orientation.

Equipment Placement

Figure 3 is a top and side view of the satellite layout.

The batteries, momentum wheel, spacecraft electronics, and

other bus equipment are mounted directly to the +Y and -Y

faces. The exterior of these faces also hold the radiators

used for thermal control. The X faces hold no gear but

instead have their exteriors covered with solar cells. The

center of the NATSAT is occupied by the hydrazine storage

tank. Four of the thrusters are located on the -Z face with

the remaining two placed off centerline on the X faces.

Experiments are attached to the +Z face.

Mass and Power Budget

The breakdown of mass and power requirements for the

various subsystems is provided in Table II. Maximum

powers represent the peak demand of a subsystem while

nominal is closer to an orbital average.

Operational Envelope

The spacecraft meets the requirements given in Table I.

Inclinations from zero to sun synchronous can be

s Faldrlg
I¢ Envelope __ .an __

,

Illlllll _
111111II
IIIIIII1

(

1.20

Figure 1. NATSAT deployed configuration Figure 2. Stowed configuration. Dimensions in meters



accommodated.Minimumlifeisoneyearat400kmandis
limited by the amountof hydrazinemonopropellant
available.Longerlifecanbeachievedathigheraltitudesor
byreducingpayloadmassandonloadingmorefuel.Design
wasbasedonacircularorbit;theimpactof eccentricityon
lifeandcommunicationslinkswasnotanalyzed.

Subsystem Design

The utility of a generic bus lies in the variety of payloads

it can host. For the SDIO project, this translates into a

spacecraft that can support the diverse orbits required by

different experiments. As shown in Figure 4, inclinations

from zero to sun synchronous are desirable along with

altitudes from the upper atmosphere to the radiation belts.

Depending on the experiment, one of three orientations is

preferred: sun pointing, which keeps the payload

continuously exposed to solar radiation; nadir pointing to

keep the payload continuously facing the Earth; and velocity

vector pointing, subjecting the payload to the oncoming

Dlplexer
Set

Sensor .__

E_t_ni_

Momentum
Wheel

CPU

PowerControl

Electronics

I

Sensor -- 1
Electronics

Momentum
Wheel

Set

CPU

PowerControl
Electronics

Figure 3. Top and side view of equipment placement

Naval Postgraduate School
Space Systems Bngineering

orbital environment.

The combination of inclinations, altitudes, and pointing

modes produces such a variety of orbits that exhaustive

analysis is not possible. Instead, each system is designed to

meet the minimum requirements for a worst-case scenario

and, consequently, exceed the requirements for less adverse

conditions. This results in a bus with excess capability in

certain orbits that a payload may be able to utilize.

In approaching the design, the NPS team made two early

decisions. First, in the interest of low cost, only commercial

off-the-shelf technology would be used while exotic

materials and processes would be avoided. When feasible,

actual parts were identified. Secondly, compatibility with

only one launch vehicle, the Pegasus, was considered.

While this restricts launch options, it simplified the design

process and increased the available mass budget from the

114 kg envisioned by SDIO to the 140 kg available from

Pegasus. _ The design margin of 4% given in Table 1/is

based on the original SDIO requirement. The margin using

Pegasus is actually 22%, a much more realistic number for

Table II. Mass and power budget

l_t_mya_ela

Structure

Components

Integration

Power

Control

Batteries

Arrays

Mas_

(k_r)

28.0

18.0

I0.0

waxlu
P_e_S_

0.0

22.3

4.0

5.7

12.6

62.4

_¢=dasl
Pmwe_

..........tW) .....

0.0

40.0

TT&C 7.7 33.0 16.0

Transmitter 2.1

Receiver 2.1

CPU 2.5

Antennas 1.0

ACS 9.9 12.0 12.0

Mom. wheel 3.8

Sun sensors 2.5

SS control i.i

Earth sensor 2.5

Propulsion 12.4 i0.0 0.0

Tank & fuel 8.4

Plumbing 2.0

Thrusters 2.0

Thermal 6.0 I0.0 0.0

Payload 22.7 40.0 40.0

Totals 114.0 183.7 118.8

Subtotal i09.0 167.0 108.0

Margin 5.0 16.7 10.8

Margin % 4% 10% 10%
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a preliminary design.

General guidance for the design of subsystems came from

references (2) and (3).

Structures

The overall shape and size of the bus was driven by solar

power requirements and the need for a configuration that

produces sufficient power for any of the expected orbits. To

reduce mass, a truss and panel design was used with the

panels serving as both the skin of the craft and platforms for

mounting equipment. Twelve U-channel beams of equal

dimensions form a cube onto which panels are riveted. To

provide structural support to bus equipment, the Y faces are

composed of 1.9 cm honeycomb. The X faces consist of

thin skins which act as the substrates for the body mounted

solar cells. To prevent excessive deflections of the

substrates, U-channel stringers were added to the X faces.

The positive Z face is another 1.9 cm panel on which the

experiment payload is bolted. In order to align the

Sun
Synchronous _

"x

Nadir
Pointing

/
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propellant mass as closely as possible with the spacecraft's

principal axes, a support structure was constructed in the

interior of the bus. As shown in Figure 5, it consists of four

hollow tube support legs which originate at a tank waistband

and attach to the upper half of an adaptor clamp on the -Z

face. This adaptor acts as the upper half of a Marmon

clamp and forms the structural interface between the

NATSAT and the Pegasus launch vehicle.

The deployable solar panels, which fold along the Y faces

when stowed in the Pegasus' payload shroud, are attached

to the +Z face with explosive bolts at each comer.

Preloaded, damped torsional springs extend the panels upon

firing the bolts and a self-locking mechanism holds them in

place once fully deployed.

Composites and light weight metals, while saving mass,

were not found to be cost effective. Consequently, their use

was limited to the extendable solar panels which use 3 mm

graphite/epoxy for the cell's substrate, Otherwise, the entire

structure is constructed from 6061-T6 aluminum. With a 1.5

design margin, acceleration loads during launch were used

to determine the thickness of stringers and panel skins.

Finite element analysis found the fundamental frequency of

NATSAT to be 18 Hz, high enough to keep the bus

dynamically decoupled from the Pegasus.

Electrical Power

More than any other subsystem, power generation drove

the design of the NATSAT. Depending on the orbit, any

surface may find itself continuously exposed to solar
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Figure 4. Potential bus orbits Figure 5. Finite element model
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radiation or perpetually in shadow. Sun orientation (beta

angles) can vary from zero to 90 °. In addition, altitude and

inclination combine to produce eclipse periods from zero to

34% of the orbital period. While all of these factors demand

an electrical power system (EPS) of great versatility, the

overall goal of designing a simple and inexpensive bus still

remains. Three alternatives were considered: sun tracking

arrays, fixed arrays, and body mounted cells.

Sun tracking arrays are a logical choice for the NATSAT

since a single set of panels can provide power in all of the

various orbital orientations. However, while this saves cost

by minimizing the total number of solar cells required, it

extracts a higher price in terms of system complexity and

mass. By abandoning arrays and utilizing only body

mounted cells, the EPS can be greatly simplified.

Unfortunately, the variety of potential orbits would require

every surface of the bus to be covered with cells to ensure

adequate power. This makes equipment placement (thermal

radiators, antennas, thrusters), payload attachment and

ground handling problematic.

Ultimately, a compromise solution was adapted that uses

two fixed arrays in conjunction with body mounted cells on

two of the bus faces. Canted at 45 ° and double sided, the

arrays have good solar visibility in most orbits. For those

periods when the arrays are obscured or orthogonal to

incoming solar radiation, the body mounted cells augment

power generation.

Table HI. Electric power system components

I!

Cells

Manufacturer Spectrolab

Model Spectrodata K7700B

Size 2 cm x 4 cm

Deployable Arrays

Quantlty 2

Size .8 m x 1.2 m

Cells, parallel 19

Cells, series 56

Body Mounted Panels

Quantity 2

Size .8 m x .8 m

Cells, parallel 19

Cells, series 37

Batteries

Manufacturer

Model

Type
Quantity

Size

Gates Energy Co

4280-05ABI0

Nicad

1

5 AMP-HR

N.ml ;__ _;_.l
Space $.e._ E.14_c_.g

The EPS affected the configuration of the NATSAT in

two ways. Surface area requirements for the body mounted

cells set the overall bus dimensions. To meet minimum

power requirements, roughly .6 m 2 of silicon cells are

needed on two faces, leading to the .8 x .8 m size. Also,

although not specifically required, the cross section is square

vice hexagonal or circular. While hexagonal provides

greater internal volume to the bus and supports a more

modular design, it complicates the analysis of power

generation with all the potential orbits and beta angles.

Circular cross section was ruled out because of the difficulty

in mounting cells on surfaces that are not fiat.

Sizing the batteries was a straight forward process based

on a worst-case scenario of maximum eclipse period and

power usage. Because the array output can vary from zero

to 190 W, a regulated bus is required. Table IV summarizes

the EPS components. A cursory glance at the table might

indicate that the design is not capable of delivering 118 W

of power, especially when compared with comparable

spacecraft. However, the size of a power generation system

is dependent on the satellite's life; the effects of radiation

degradation and charge/discharge cycling mandate cell arrays

and batteries to meet end-of-life, not beginning-of-life,

requirements. With only one year on station, the NATSAT's

beginning-of-life and end-of-life requirements are essentially

the same. 4

ADC and Propulsion

Significant cost and performance tradeoffs can be made

between the attitude determination and control system (ADC)

and propulsion system. The most spartan approach

considered using only magnetic torque rods and a

momentum wheel with no propulsion system. Although this

method simplifies the spacecraft's design significantly, it was

discarded for two reasons. First, a stable orbit can not be

maintained at the lower LEO altitudes without some sort of

thrusters. Analysis showed that, for periods of maximum

solar activity, the bus would survive at 400 km for roughly

six months before atmospheric drag caused reentry.

Secondly, the Pegasus alone could not place the NATSAT

in some of the desired trajectories, notably a sun

synchronous orbit at the 1000 km range. For these

instances, a propulsion system on the NATSAT is necessary

to augment the AV provided by the launch vehicle.

Consequently, a modest propulsion system was
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sun sensors placed on the +Z face. The conical Earth sensor,

with a 45 ° x 45 ° field of view, is able to detect the horizon

in both Earth and velocity vector pointing modes.

TT&C

Figure 7 is a block diagram of the spacebom portion of

the telemetry, tracking, and control system (TI'&C). To

provide 360 ° coverage, two omni-directional antennas are

used on opposite faces of the bus. A single transponder with

a diplexer allows the one set of antennas to support both

transmission and reception. Individual antennas for

transmission and reception were not considered feasible due

to the added mass and the potential for mutual interference.

Omni-directional antennas provide no signal gain; however,

the data transfer rates of 2 kbps uplink and 1000 kbps

downlink are modest. A transmitter with EIRP of-10.1 dB

is sufficient to ensure a 6 dB link margin even at the

extreme orbital altitude of 1000 km (maximum of 3400 km

slant range).

It was anticipated that dedicated ground resources would

not be allocated to a single NATSAT mission and that a

continuous link would not be maintained. Compatibility

with the Air Forces' SGLS network of ground stations was

incorporated so that that system can be utilized if desired.

Whether a satellite will be in view on each pass depends on

the orbit's orientation. At some inclinations,

communications will not be possible with the satellite for

several orbits, even if the full SGLS system is available.

Factors affecting the choice of transponders were SGLS

compatibility, space heritage, adequate receiver sensitivity,

and commercial availability. Data encryption was deemed

Comm CPU TT&C Payload Power

Pyrotec_ ACS

Figure 7. ql'&C Block Diagram
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undesirable due to the high cost of encoding hardware and

added security requirements at ground facilities. However,

mass allowances were made for encoding gear in the event

a mission requires it. Output for most SGLS transponders

is 3 W, more than adequate for the NATSAT's

communications needs.

Parametric analysis was conducted to size the

computational requirements of the bus' computer.

Allowances were made for command and telemetry

interpretation, attitude sensor processing, thruster and

momentum wheel control, and system monitoring for the

spacecraft's power and thermal systems. As always, a

tradeoff exists between performing processing onboard the

satellite versus on the ground. It was found that if only

rudimentary autonomy was provided, a single CPU could be

used as a bus master and spacecraft controller. The mass

and power savings realized made this a desirable choice.

Consequently, ephemeris calculations are performed onboard

through a simple propagation algorithm with regular updates

being provided by ground controllers.

Because some SDIO experiments specifically require high

radiation orbits, care was taken to protect against single

event upsets and other electronic disturbances. A space

proven CPU meeting MIL-STD-1750 was selected with the

system kernel stored in EEPROM. Fault diagnosis and

isolation are minimal and, for the most part, critical

problems are handled by entering a safe state.

Data is handled onboard by a distributed network on a

MIL-STD-1553 bus. This bus also provides an interface to

the experimental payload and the communications system.

NATSAT does not provide any data store-and-forward

capability. If the mission requires saving information for

later download, the payload itself must provide onboard

storage.

Selected TI'&C components are given in Table V.

Thermal Control

Like power generation, the design of the thermal control

system was very much driven by the complex set of orbits

that need to be supported. Depending on the orientation,

panels end up perpetually in sunlight, continuously

shadowed, or cycling between these extremes. The original

desire was to utilize a completely passive thermal control

system based on optical solar radiators (OSR's) and

insulation. The decision to include the hydrazine propulsion
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incorporated into the design. Another trade was considered

between using thrusters or magnetic torque rods for attitude

control. Torque rods are appealing for roll/yaw control and

momentum wheel desaturation due to their simplicity and

low cost compared to thrusters. However, their mass is

approximately the same as an equivalent set of thrusters and

they average 40% more power to operate. Eliminating

torque rods also greatly reduced spacecraft memory and

processing requirements necessary for an on orbit model of

the Earth's magnetic field. It is also questionable whether

the rods could handle the disturbance torques encountered

while firing the thrusters for orbital corrections. Ultimately,

they were abandoned in favor of four more hydrazine

thrusters resulting in a total of six thrusters. Two thrusters

counteract orbital decay, provide desaturation for the

momentum wheel, and augment orbital insertion if needed.

The other four provide roll and yaw control.

To guarantee a one year life at the 400 km altitude

requires approximately 7 kg of hydrazine monopropellant.

The smallest commercial tank with at least that capacity

comes from the Air Force's NAVSTAR program which is

fielding the constellation of global positioning satellites. The

actual tank can hold 10 kg, so experiments can opt to trade

up to 3 kg of payload mass for additional fuel and extended

satellite life.

A standard momentum wheel provides bias momentum

used for pitch control. As illustrated in Figure 6, the

thruster pairs about the X and Z axis supply roll and yaw

control. Firing of these thrusters is controlled by a derived

rate increment system and achieves identical results as a

single set of thrusters offset from the YZ plane by angle ct.

Z

Figure 6. Thruster placement

Thrusters are not fired in pairs, therefore small pertubations

will occur when they are utilized. Momentum wheel sizing

and feedback control for the thrusters was computed to

handle the relatively large aerodynamic and magnetic

disturbance torques present in some orbits. Disturbances

from solar pressure, gravity gradient, and thruster

misalignments are easily controlled.

Because the size and mass of payloads is not known in

advance, exact data for computing the center of mass and

moments of inertia were not available. Instead, the payload

was modeled by a plate distributed evenly over the +Z face.

The control system is robust enough that experiments with

greater inertia, while slowing down response time, should

not severely impact performance. To locate the center of

mass as closely as possible to the spacecraft's principal axes,

equipment is mounted in the lower portion of the bus to

counteract the payload.

Table IV summarizes the ADC and propulsion system.

Attitude determination is achieved through a set of Earth and

Table IV. ADC and propulsion system components

Momentum Wheel

Manufacturer

Model

Quantlty

Momentum, max

Momentum, nominal

Earth Sensor

Manufacturer

Model

Quantity

Type

Field of View

Sun Sensor

Manufacturer

Model

Quantity

Field of View

Thrusters

Manufacturer

Model

Quantity

Size

Fuel Tank

Manufacturer

Model

Type

Quantity

Size

Control System

Offset Angle (U)

Control Gain

Lead Time Constant

Space Sciences Corp

3005

1

i0 Nms @ 6000 RPM

5 Nms @ 3000 RPM

Ithaco

CS301A

1

Conical scan

45 x 45 degrees

Adcole

17032

3

64 x 64 (i sensor)

180 x 180 (3 sensors)

Olin

MRI03C

6

.44 N

Rockwell

GPS TI-6AL-4V

Diaphragm

1

i0 kg capacity

7 degrees

6.88 Nm/rad

4.49 s
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system made this impossible and heaters were added for the

fuel tank and each of the thrusters. However, beyond the

propulsion system, no active control is used. The viability

of heat pipes and louvers was explored but dismissed as

unnecessary.

Internally, heat is transferred via conduction and radiation

and, externally, dissipated through a set of radiators located

on the Y faces. The ample internal volume of the NATSAT

permitted heat generating components to be mounted directly

on the spacecraft's panels to facilitate heat transfer.

Radiators were sized to provide adequate dissipation during

maximum irradiation from the sun and then checked to

determine the resulting coldest case temperatures. OSR

areas of 710 cm 2 and 980 cm 2 for the +Y and -Y faces are

used. Some orbits produce wide temperature variations

between opposing satellite faces and, because no active

control is used, significant thermal gradients exist inside the

bus. The equipment, notably the batteries, occasionally

operate at temperatures considered marginally acceptable.

Although this degrades their operational life, the

performance was still more than adequate for the NATSAT's

brief one year on orbit.

One shortcoming of the thermal analysis was an

assumption that the experimental payload would be isolated

from the bus and neither absorb nor dissipate any energy.

Clearly, this is unrealistic. However, the variety of payloads

coupled with the different orbits made meaningful analysis

impossible. The NATSAT can provide some thermal

housekeeping to the payload, but the amount would have to

Table V. TT&C components

[.............o o= ....................
ADtonna8

Manufacturer

Model

Quantity

Type

Size

Diplexer

Manufacturer

Model

Quantity

Type

Transmit Efficiency

Receive Sensitivity

Watkins-Johnson

WJ-48915

2

Hemispherical spiral

9 cm x I0 cm

Motorola

SGLS

1 set

S band

12.5%

-104 dB @ 10 6 BER

CPU

Manufacturer Control Data Corp

Model 444R _

Quantlty 1

MIPS 1.25
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be determined once the mission is specified.

Conclusion

Several areas of the satellite's design were not extensively

explored such as safety, testability, and ease of ground

handling. In addition, reliability is a concern since the

subsystems have very little redundancy and single string

failures could result in the loss of the bus. However, the

design is mature enough to be considered feasible.

Pragmatic and cost effective, NATSAT meets the goal of

providing small payloads with inexpensive access to space.
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Abstract

The AE4871 Spacecraft Design Course is the capstone

design class for the M.S. in Astronautics at the Naval

Postgraduate School. The Fall 92 class designed a

spacecraft for the Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous Mission

(NEAR). The NEAR mission uses a robotic spacecraft to

conduct up-close reconnaissance of a Near-Earth asteroid.

Such a mission will provide information on Solar System

formation and possible space resources. The spacecraft is

intended to complete a NEAR mission as a relatively low-

budget program while striving to gather as much
information about the target asteroid as possible. A

complete mission analysis and detailed spacecraft design

were completed. Mission analysis included orbit

comparison and selection, payload and telemetry

requirements, spacecraft configuration, and launch vehicle

selection. Spacecraft design included all major subsystems:

structure, electrical power, attitude control, propulsion,

payload integration, and thermal control. The resulting

spacecraft demonstrates the possibility to meet the NEAR

Mission requirements using existing technology, "off-the-

shelf' components and a relatively low-cost launch vehicle.

Introduction

This design project was completed as part of course the

Advanced Spacecraft Design course at the Naval

Postgraduate School. The purpose of the mission is to send
a satellite into a Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous that will

gather as much useful information about the asteroid as

possible, while keeping the cost down. Cost efficiency is

achieved by designing a flexible spacecraft bus which is

capable of performing follow-on missions.

Target Asteroids

Four target asteroids and interplanetary trajectory

solutions were provided in the supplementary data package.
Table 1 lists the target asteroids and characteristics.

Asteroid Seleucus 1982 XB McAuliffe Orpheus
Max solar 2.750 2.640 2.460 1.600

dist (AU)
Max Earth 3.430 3.600 2.180 2.580

dist (AU)
C3 36.880 27.799 38.745 17.72

(km2/sec 2)

v (m/s) 1.804 1.458 1.336 1.458
Delta 605 725 580 895

Payload

Max (ks)
Launcher Atlas IIA Delta I/ Atlas HA Delta 11

Table 1. Target Asteroids

Design Criteria

The spacecraft is required to reach the asteroid within

three years of launch and remain for at least one year. The
launch must occur between 1996 and 2006, within a ten

day launch window. The spacecraft must be capable of mid-

course and rendezvous maneuvers, and a total Av of 1.85

krn/s. It should be capable of maneuvering in the asteroid

vicinity. This design orbits the asteroid in order to reduce

fuel consumption and lower sensor range. The satellite

must be able to communicate via the NASA Deep Space

Network and be capable of autonomous operation for seven

days. Sensors should be capable of measuring mechanical

and chemical properties of the asteroid.

Mission Description

The mission is divided into six phases of flight. During

the Launch Phase (booster ignition to spacecraft

separation) all systems are dormant except the battery,

which is functioning to maintain loads. The Eclipse Phase

(separation to exiting Earth's shadow) will not exceed 30

minutes. The battery is specifically designed to provide the

requisite power for this period. The solar array remains

stowed and the spacecraft slowly spins with the momentum

imparted by the launch system. The Delta third stage fires

for transfer orbit insertion. During the Post-Eclipse Phase

(shadow exit to solar array deployment) one third of the
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solar array is used to relieve the battery during transition to
three-axis stabilization. The reaction wheel system is

started and spin is removed by thrusters. The solar arrays

are deployed once attitude control is gained. The spacecraft
transits to rendezvous during the Cruise Phase. A mid-

course trajectory burn is performed if required. As the

satellite approaches rendezvous, the Acquisition Phase

begins. Relayed images allow for a refined orbital solution
and the satellite is inserted into orbit about the asteroid.

Once in orbit, the Mission Phase begins.

The Mission Phase is subdivided into the Science and

Communications Phases. During the Science Phase the +X

face of the satellite is pointed at the asteroid to gather data

while the solar arrays point to the sun. When the maximum
data collection is reached or when commanded from Earth,

the satellite slews to point the High Gain Antenna to Earth

to begin the Communication Phase.

Payload Description
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camera developed to support science and navigation

requirements of the Near Earth Object Missions. It has a

1024 x 1024 pixel CCD detector. The GFP camera has

adequate sensitivity or integration to obtain science images

in a single exposure or scan and navigation images of

objects brighter than visual stellar magnitude nine in the

same field of view as the target body.

IR Spectrometer. The IR Spectrometer has an object
field-of-view (FOV) of approximately 4° and a wavelength

range of 0.9 _tm to 2.7 _tm. The signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) will be greater than 15 dB at the poorest

performance point with an integration time of greater than

or equal to 1.0 sec. Radiative plate cooling is possible, but

temperatures will probably be no lower than 150 K. The IR

spectrometer will be a match with the camera system with

respect to data processing and data fusion. The IR

Spectrometer is connected to a control unit and processor,
which serves as the interface between the instrument and

the data handling interface in the main processor.

The payload consists of the Science Payload, RF

Communications, and Command and Data Handling

(C&DH) systems. The C&DH subsystem is further divided

into Telemetry, Tracking, and Control ('IT&C) and data

storage.

The mission of the payload is to gather, store, and

transmit remote sensing data of the asteroid. The payload

will maintain two-way X-Band Doppler through the

mission as well as Doppler and range-tracking

simultaneously with command and telemetry. The RF

Communications Subsystem handles command, ranging,

and telemetry fimctions in uplink or downlink mode in

conjunction with the Deep Space Network (DSN).

Science Payload

The purpose of the Science Payload is to examine the

asteroid and infer the chemical properties. It consists of a

visible imager, an IR spectrometer, a laser altimeter, and a

magnetometer. This subsystem is controlled by the main

processor, which operates the instruments and directs the
data stream.

Visible Imager. The main science instrument is the

Visible Imager. The imager is required to obtain six color

images with resolution of 6 m per pixel pair. The science
mission must be scheduled to obtain low resolution images

with two inbound and two outbound images exceeding 300

m per pixel pair resolution at thirty minute intervals for

five hours preceding closest approach of full face. The

Visible Imager will be a government furnished (GFP)

Laser Altimeter. The laser altimeter provides ranging
information to the satellite. This instrument will be used

for topographical mapping and for attitude control during

close orbits of the asteroid. The operational range of the
laser altimeter is 20 km with a resolution of 50 cm. Global

coverage at this accuracy would yield a volume

determination with an accuracy of less that 0.2% for the
asteroid McAuliffe.

L-_ Fad-Sa4elHard_,r_ret_erface ]

................. Ma Ln I:_O_O_SOr ................... a

J
LC._ LGA

Figure l. NEAR Payload
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Magnetometer.Thepurposeof the magnetometer is to

study the intrinsic magnetic field of the asteroid. The range

for operation is 10 asteroid radii. Cancellation circuitry will
be built into the sensor to cancel out any residual spacecraft

magnetic fields.

Science Data Interface. The science payload data will
be downloaded to the solid state recorder via the data

handling interface in the main processor. The visible

imager and imaging spectrograph data stream will be

processed in their joint control unit/processor and then will
be read out to the data interface. The data interface will

control and monitor all phases of storage and data
transmission.

RF Communications

The RF Communications subsystem is a fully redundant

system with the exception of the HGA. The power

amplifiers can be switched between a 10 W and 5 W
transmission signal. Each set of equipment is connected to

the Main Processor. The Main Processor continuously

monitors, controls, and processes all data received by the
system. In case of system failure, the Main Processor will

switch from the primary to the backup communication

system.

The communication system will operate in X-band

frequencies. The spacecraft will be capable of simultaneous
X-band radiometric tracking, telemetry, and commanding.

Antennas. The satellite will have omnidirectional uplink

capability using four low gain antennas (LGA), which will
be used during emergencies, near-Earth orbits, and during

the periods when the high gain antenna (HGA) is not

pointed at Earth. The HGA will be used for high data rate
downlink. The HGA is an X-Band parabolic dish antenna
with a diameter of 1.5 m and a f/d ratio of 0.4. The antenna

was designed to have a 1° beam width and a gain of 40 dBi.

The narrow beam width and the high gain will allow the

high data rates required for uplink and downlink operations
at 3 AU. The HGA will be a fixed antenna and must be

pointed at Earth in order to transmit and receive data. The

primary function of the LGAs is to act as receivers and as

transmitting antennas if the HGA fails. During

emergencies or system failure, two LGAs will be

automatically switched on to act as receivers. Each is

placed on opposing corners to achieve hemispherical

coverage.

Naval Postgraduate School
Aeronautics and Asz'onautics

Command and Data Handling

The C&DH subsystem will act as the interface between

the Science Payload and RF Communication subsystems. It

will collect the information relating to satellite health and

status, monitor all system programming; receive, decode,

process, and distribute spacecraft commands. It will then

gather, format, store, and transmit all telemetry data. In the

case of a disabling failure, a fall-safe mode is planned to

disengage the data streams, align the solar arrays with the

sun, enable the LGAs, and await instructions from Earth.

Main Processor. The Main Processor will control all

activities aboard the spacecraft. It will be a single

processor that will handle TT&C, data handling, guidance

and control, and coding and decoding of communication,

plus other onboard functions discussed in other sections.

Science Data. The data retrieved from the science

instruments will enter the data handling interface (DHI) of

the main processor. The DHI will store the information in

/he solid state recorder. When instructed by the
Command/Telemetry Processor that the communications
system is in the transmission phase, the DI-I/ will retrieve
the data from the solid state recorder and send the data to

the encoder. The data will then be prepared for
transmission.

Command and Telemetry. The status (health) of all

systems will be monitored by the main processor. Each

piece of equipment will be connected to the command/

telemetry processor. The telemetry data will be stored in
the solid state recorder until it can be transmitted back to

Earth. All systems will be updated based on equipment

status and spacecraft needs.

x-_tncl
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Figure 2. RF Communication Subsystem
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transmission signal, the antennas are switched to the HGA
for transmission and all science instruments are still off.

The RF Communication subsystem will receive the

uplink X-band carrier transmitted from the Deep Space

Network (DSN) to the spacecraft. The uplink is received by

one of the two transponders via the Low Gain Antennas or

by the narrow-beam High Gain Antenna. The command

data and the phase modulated ranging signal is
demodulated. The command stream is submitted to the

C&DH subsystem for decoding and processing.

The downlink carrier is phase modulated with a square-

wave subcarrier on which the housekeeping telemetry, and

science data is PSK modulated by the C&DH subsystem.
The science data is retrieved from the solid state recorder

via the data handling interface. The housekeeping telemetry

is utilized for monitoring the operating conditions of the RF

Communication subsystems as well as the status of the rest
of the spacecraft. The downlink signal is amplified (10 W

or 5 W depending on the mission phase) and then
transmitted via either the LGA or the HGA. The RF

Communications subsystem permits control of the

subsystem by ground command. The ranges utilized in the

link budget analysis support all missions. For simplification

in measurements for the link budgets, the range for the

spacecraft was set at the mean range (from Earth) for each

phase: the Eclipse and Post Eclipse phases were designated

to take place at a range of 1 AU, the Cruise phase was a

range of 2 AU and the Acquisition phase and Mission

Phase were at a range of 3 AU. The range of 3.6 AU is
assumed to be the worst case. The distance limits the data

transmission rate.

The Acquisition Phase consists of two sub-phases:

science and transmission. During the science phase, the

Visible Imager will be photographing the approaching

asteroid target, the transmitter power amplifier will be off
and the receiver will be switched back to the LGAs. All

data from the Visible Imager is stored in the solid state

recorder. After accumulating enough data, storage is

stopped and the transmission phase is entered. During the

transmission phase, all science instruments will be off, the

transmitter power amplifier will be on and the output will
be switched to the HGA. The science data will be coded and

multiplexed with the telemetry and ranging information
and downlinked via the HGA to DSN on Earth.

The Mission phase also consists of two sub-phases:

science and transmission. During the science phase, all
science instruments will be on and data will be stored in the

solid state recorder. The power amplifier will be off and the
LGAs will act as receivers. This continues until a

command to transmit is received. During the transmission

phase, all science instruments will be off and the HGA will

be pointed to Earth. These two phases will be cycled for one

year: 14 hours of the science phases and 8 hours for
transmission.

Autonomous Operations. The spacecraft must have the

capability to operate without ground contact for 7 days. The

TT&C subsystem of the Main Processor will be capable of

controlling all spacecraft operations. All telemetry will be
stored in the solid state recorder for future transmission.

Deep Space Network (DSN). All uplink

communications will utilize the DSN 34m (FIEF) antenna.
This is the only type that supports X-band frequencies.

Downlink communications will be split between the 70 m

and the 34m (HEF) antennas. The 70m antenna will be

required for the emergencies and when the spacecraft is

outside the 3 AU range. The 34 m (HEF) antenna will be
utilized for normal downlink between the HGA and Earth.

Payload Operation

Normal Operations. Normal operations change with the

mission phase. During Launch, Eclipse, and Post-Eclipse

Phases, the Main Processor is performing and monitoring

housekeeping operations. The solid state recorder is on and

storing telemetry information for commanded relay. The
command receivers are on and switched to the LGAs. All

science instruments are off. During the Cruise phase, the

transmitter power amplifier is turned on to provide a 5 W

Launch Vehicle Selection

To achieve all four missions, the launch vehicle is

required to provide a C3 of 40 km2/s 2, with an earliest

launch date of 1996. The Delta II was selected over Ariane,

Atlas, and Titan for political, cost and availability

considerations. The Delta is capable of lifting the required
mass for two of the missions at much reduced cost and was

chosen as the launch vehicle on which this design is based.

Delta II Description/Performance

The Delta II 7925 is a three-stage launch vehicle

manufactured by McDonnell Douglas. The Delta II will

provide 27.90 km2/s 2 with a 725 kg payload. The Delta

will provide the necessary C3 for 1982XB and Orpheus

missions, but the Atlas IIA would be needed for the

McAuliffe and Seleucus missions. The satellite is designed
for a 37 inch diameter launcher interface which fits both
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DeltaandAtlas.By designing the spacecraft to fit inside

the fairing of the Delta II, compatibility with the larger
Atlas is assured.

Spacecraft Description

Spacecraft Configuration

The primary considerations in designing the NEAR

spacecraft configuration were size constraints for the Delta

II launch vehicle, power and communication requirements,

internal component placement, and structural integrity. In

order to minimize moments of inertia, the propellant tanks

were clustered sylmnetrically about the origin, centered on

the solar array axis. A detailed accounting of mass,

dimensions and moments of inertia was completed using a

computer-based spreadsheet program.

To maximize packing efficiency and minimize moments
of inertia, the oxidizer tanks are mounted inside the Central

Tube Assembly. The fuel tanks are situated in opposite

corners of the spacecraft. Mounting and axial support are
provided by two struts each. Lateral support is provided by

the center deck. The two small N2 tanks are located in a
similar manner.

Equipment/Instrumentation. For thermal control

reasons, most spacecraft equipment is mounted internally

on the plus and minus Y faces. These equipment panels

receive very little sunlight during all normal operating

modes of the spacecraft. The Reaction Wheel Assembly is

mounted internally using struts. Payload instrumentation
used for direct observation of the asteroid is mounted on the

plus X face.

Structure Subsystem

Naval Po_ ,._tu_l
Aeronauts and _m'o_es

The structure subsystem must provide mechanical support

to all other subsystems, meet subsystem position and

alignment requirements and protect subsystems from

launch loads. The structure is designed to meet the

frequency and load requirements of the Delta II launch
vehicle.

The structure uses a central tube assembly as the primary

load carrying member supporting two main side equipment

panels, three decks, and two lighter sides via a network of

strut assemblies. The structure was designed to support a

spacecraft separation mass of 725 kg with a design load

factor of 1.5. Properties for 6061-T6 aluminum were used

in all calculations. Total structure subsystem mass is 10.6

percent of the spacecraft separation mass.

A series of 8 struts connect each corner of the spacecraft

to mounting points on the central tube. The struts provide

load paths for the equipment panels and axial mounts for
the fuel tanks.

The sides and decks of the spacecraft are made of

aluminum honeycomb sandwich material designed to

support equipment loads. Each panel is connected to the

strut assembly at all four corners. The top and bottom
decks are designed primarily to close the spacecraft interior

for thermal control. The top deck provides some lateral

support for the high gain antenna. The center deck provides

lateral support for the fuel and nitrogen tanks.

I

Figure 3. Internal Configuration Figure 4. Delta II Launch Configuration
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Launch Configuration

In the stowed configuration, one panel of the solar array

is folded under and one over the center panel of each wing

to allow power production during the Post-Eclipse Phase.

In this configuration, the spacecraft is designed to fit inside

the Delta II 9.5 foot fairing.

Electrical Power Subsystem (EPS)

The electrical power subsystem (EPS) utilizes a

centralized, fully-regulated design to provide a 28+4% DC

bus voltage through end-of-life (EOL). The power required

depends on the mission phase. The greatest power demand

is 221 W during the Acquisition Phase. While in this phase

and the Mission Phase, the base power will be provided by

the solar array, with power peaks floated by the battery.

No redundancy is employed in the power sources due to

mass constraints, ff the battery or a portion of the solar

array is lost, the EPS will go into a degraded mode. In the

degraded mode, the C&DH processor will autonomously

prioritize power distribution to the spacecraft's subsystems

based on a pre-programmed hierarchy The ground station

will have the capability of overriding or changing the

hierarchy.

The power source is a silicon cell solar array

supplemented by a single Eagle-Picher 25AH NiH 2 battery
for peak load periods. Two wings of three panels each

produce the power required by the spacecraft. The solar

array wings are capable of full rotation about one axis. The

array was designed to provide 34.2VDC bus voltage at
192W maximum power at end of life.
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The battery is capable of furnishing the entire 221W for

sun rcacquisition for up to 1.77 hours. It will take about 7.6

hours to recharge. The ground station can shorten or

lengthen the recharge time.

!
-- . . . .

I

i

Figure 6. NEAR Power Regulation

Attitude Control

The Guidance and Attitude Control System (GACS)

maintains the correct spacecraft attitude during the
mission. The operational requirements are as follows.

a) Three axis stability with slew capability for sensing
and transmission modes.

b) Antenna pointing accuracies of_+0.1 ° about any axis.

c) Sun tracking solar arrays.

d) Minimum slew rate of 6°/min.
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Figure 5. Deployed Configuration Figure 7. Attitude Control Subsystem
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ThreeorthogonalReactionWheelAssemblies(RWA's),
onealongeachbodyaxis,allowindependentcontrolof
rotationabouteachaxis.In theeventof anRWAfailure,
theskewedfourthwheelwillbeused.Momentumdumping
is accomplishedby twelveorthogonalattitudecontrol
thrusters.Normaloperationscall for pairs to work
simultaneouslytorapidlydesaturatetheRWAsbeforeslew
maneuversandto periodicallyactivateto keeptheRWA
biaslow.Thepropulsionsystemwill givelimitedthree-axis
stabilityintheeventofmultipleRWAfailure.

Propulsion Subsystem

The propulsion subsystem must be capable of executing a

mid-course trajectory correction maneuver and a

rendezvous/capture maneuver with a total delta-V of 1.85
km/sec. The spacecraft must also be able to maneuver in

the vicinity of the asteroid for a minimum of one year. The

propulsion system will provide attitude control during large
Av maneuvers.

The propulsion system consists of one 468-N (105 lbf)
thruster used for Av maneuvers and twelve 4.5-N (1 lbf)

thrusters for attitude control and small maneuvers. The

large thruster will be used whenever possible for AV

maneuvers because of its higher specific impulse. The 468-

N thruster utilizes bi-propellant fuel while the 4.5-N

thrusters are monopropellent. There are four titanium

alloy propellant tanks, associated fill, drain and isolation
valves, filters, pressure regulators, pressure transducers,
and fuel lines.

r-N r-/v

Figure 8. Propulsion System

NavalPostgraduateSchool
AeronauticsandA.coonautlcs

Thermal Control Subsystem

The Thermal Control Subsystem ensures that the

spacecraft and its internal components are maintained at

the required operating temperatures. Locations of

components in relation to the boundaries of the spacecraft
and to each other affect the ability of the system to maintain

the required temperatures.

The spacecraft's entire exterior (except areas required for
instruments and the thermal radiator) will be covered with

MLI to minimize heat transfer across the surface panels. It
will also be used to insulate fuel and oxidizer tanks and

lines to prevent freezing. The insulation will consist of

twenty layers of aluminized kapton on the exterior surface

and mylar insulation between the kapton and the surface of
the spacecraft.

Heat is rejected to space via optical solar reflector (OSR)

material, located on the same faces as the solar array drive

motors to avoid direct sunlight. They are thermally
coupled to the equipment attached to the interior surface of
the structure at the OSR panel. This includes the TWTA's,

the communications equipment, and battery. Electric

heaters will be used to maintain temperatures of key

components. These include the fuel tanks and lines,

thruster valves, momentum wheels, and battery. Each fuel
tank, oxidizer tank, and battery require one five watt

heater, for a total of five heaters.

A steady-state thermal analysis for the NEAR spacecraft

was performed using the PC-ITAS software program,

developed by ANALYTIX Corporation. The thermal model

consisted of the surfaces where heat is generated, surfaces
thermally coupled to the heaters, structural members, and
the OSR. The exterior was assumed to consist either of MLI

or OSR and the interior surfaces were assumed to be

painted black to help effectively radiate heat away from the

components. The results show that the instruments and

equipment will remain within the allowed operating ranges.

Conclusion

This spacecraft design was completed using a very

straightforward approach to mission analysis and

component selection/design. All systems were designed

using proven methods. The structure is a fairly standard

configuration and constructed of low-cost materials. The

electrical system uses existing technology and low-cost

solar cells to accomplish its mission. Thermal control is

accomplished easily by standard means such as the use of

heaters and OCRs. The use of off-the-shelf components

keeps the cost of the payload, communications, and
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propulsion systems down. The attitude control system is

used to accomplish all required pointing tasks for

communications and data aquisition and also assists in

solar array pointing. This reduces the complexity of those

systems. Redundancy is designed into file attitude control

system to minimize the chance of a disabling failure in this

system. Discipline in keeping the spacecraft seperation

mass down makes relatively low-cost launch by the Delta II

possible.

It is concluded that careful determination of mission and

performance requirements, close attention to target asteroid

and orbit selection and the use of off-the-shelf components

and existing technology, results in a flexible, capable and

low-cost spacecraft able to complete the NEAR mission.
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Abstract

Previous design teams at Old Dominion University have stud°

ied the feasibility of oxygen production by dissociation of the

Martian atmosphere and the use of this oxygen to operate internal

combustion engines. In combination, this provides a practical op-

tion for motive power on Mars, that is the generation of oxidizer

(and fuel) from indigenous resources and on-demand shaft power

generation. The emphasis in 1993 has been on the refinement of

experimental facilities in both areas. Specifically, the Mars Oxy-

gen Processor team has designed a new furnace/vacuum chamber

and the Mars Methane Engine team has developed a new engine

and test-bed.

Since the Martian atmosphere is mostly CO2, studies are un-

derway to utilize this component to provide oxygen to support

Martian surface operations and earth-return missions, thereby pro-

viding large savings in payload from earth. In cooperation with

the University of Arizona, ODU is developing an oxygen proces-

sor using a zirconia cell. A high temperature chamber has been

designed that can operate at pressures equivalent to the Martian

surface. The design consists of an alumina shell with internal

ahtmina baffles and tubing and a stainless steel cap. The stain-

less steel cap will be at a sufficiently low temperature to permit

standard fittings to be used. The five alumina tubes will be used

for feed and waste gas, oxygen extraction, wiring and instrumen-

tation leads.

Since it is feasible to generate oxygen on the Martian surface

and since there exist significant sub-surface ice deposits, it is

considered relatively straightforward to synthesize methane, from

water and CO2 feedstock, as a fuel. The goal of the Mars Methane

Engine team is to develop the technology required for operating

internal combustion engines on the Martian surface, fueled by

methane and oxygen and using CO2 as a diluent. A new test-bed

has been commissioned, using a standard single-cylinder 4-cycle

engine, with a modified carburetor and extensive instrumentation.

Preliminary operating data has been obtained, using gasoline-air,

methane-air and methane-oxygen-carbon dioxide.

Introduction

Over the past thirty years, research has been carried out to

determine what would be necessary to successfully land, explore,

and return from the planet Mars. It had appeared that launch

vehicles able to travel to the planet, land, and return to earth

would be unreasonably large. Another problem was that the Earth-

produced supply of oxygen for life support (and as an oxidizer

for rocket propellant) could accidentally be depleted in such a

way that a return to Earth would be impossible and the ability

to sustain manned exploration would be lost. Since the major

constituent of the Mars atmosphere is CO2, this feedstock is

prevalent. Therefore, current research is being done to extrac_

usable oxygen from Mars atmospheric carbon dioxide using a

solid electrolyte process. This approach has the potential to

substantially reduce round trip cost for Mars missions.

As missions to Mars advance, it will be desired to operate in-

ternal combustion engines for uses such as generators and operat-

ing small machinery. The options of transporting fuel or utilizing

the Martian atmosphere for fuel & oxidizer have been investigated

and the latter case has been accepted and considered feasible.

The Martian atmosphere contains more than 95 percent carbon

dioxide, which can be synthesized with water to produce methane.

As already discussed, oxygen can also be obtained from carbon

dioxide by thermal decomposition. The ultimate goal of this

portion of the project is to effectively operate and obtain results

from an internal combustion engine operating on methane, carbon

dioxide and oxygen. These three constituents will compose the

test case in the experiment. Prior to testing of the three gases, a

base case of methane and air will be examined for comparative

results.

The Mars Oxygen Processor

Background

Studies are underway to determine what is needed to sustain

a successful mission to the planet Mars. As mentioned previ-

ously, one of the problems that is faced is the high cost incurred

due to the amount of propellant and life support consumables that

would be needed to sustain such a mission. Sridhar and Iyer t

report that more than 80% of a spacecraft's mass is due to the

propellant; therefore, if a propellant production system could be

installed on the planet's surface, the Earth launch mass require-

ment would decrease substantially and cost, in turn, would be
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greatly reduced. One way to achieve this is through the use of

an in-situ oxygen production system that produces oxygen from

carbon dioxide. Since carbon dioxide makes up about 95.32%

of the Mars atmosphere (Viking probe data) extraction of oxygen

from carbon dioxide is very attractive. A demonstration oxygen

processor has been constructed and tested previously by research

teams at Old Dominion University. A team at the University of

Arizona has developed a sample solid electrolyte cell using 8%

yttria stabilized zirconia as the solid electrolyte and have tested it

to produce a noticeable flowrate of oxygen. The ODU processor

has been designed to use this cell. However, the existing furnace

and vacuum chamber had poor temperature profile characteristics

and vacuum leaks. Therefore, current research aims to correct

these problems by designing a new furnace and vacuum chamber

combination that will permit simulated Mars oxygen production

at sub-atmospheric pressure.

The Zirconia Cell

Vaniman et al. 2, at the University of Arizona, has performed

several tests on a zirconia test specimen at an elevated temperature

(approx. 1000°C) and at atmospheric pressure. To further emulate

the true operating conditions on the Mars surface, it is necessary

to reduce the cell pressure to around 0.1 atm. Therefore, a vacuum

chamber was required which could accommodate the existing

zirconia cell design and satisfy the operating temperature and

pressure requirements.

As mentioned previously, the cell is constructed of 8% yttria-

stabilized zirconia and consists of a 1.150" dia. x 1.575" long x

1/8" thick cylindrical zirconia crucible and a 1.150" dia. x .025"

thick zireonia disk that is connected to the crucible via a fired

ceramic paste (Fig. 1). Platinum electrodes are pasted to the

disk, to provide a means to maintain an electric potential across

the disk. A 1.8" dia. alumina tube is pasted to the crucible to

provide an exit port for the removal of oxygen inside the crucible.

The carbon dioxide, when heated to the prescribed tempera-

tures, is dissociated into CO and O +÷ ions. Because of the proper-

ties of yttria-stabilized zirconia at this elevated temperature, appli-

cation of a voltage across the crystal lattice of the zirconia allows

the oxygen ions to be conducted ionically through the material.

After passing through the matrix, these ions release two electrons

which are removed by the interior -electrode and returned to the

power supply and then the remaining oxygen atoms recombine

to form Oz.

Furnace Specifications

In order for the Mars Oxygen Processor System to operate,

the COg must be elevated to approximately 950°C to 1000°C

and maintained for the dissociation of the CO2 to occur. The

use of a vacuum chamber to simulate the Mars atmospheric

pressure requires that a heat source be selected that is capable

of maintaining the entire chamber at these temperatures while the

process occurs.

An existing commercial furnace, manufactured by the Lind-

berg Corporation, that was already available at O.D.U. was found

to be suitable. Figure 2 shows the basic dimensions of the furnace,

which has a maximum temperature capability of 1250°C.
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In order to determine the position of the vacuum chamber

inside the furnace, a thermal profile was obtained for the cavity.

The interior of the furnace was instrumented with thermocouples

positioned at equal distances from the bottom of the unit and set

near the wall. The furnace was operated at several temperature

ranges to obtain the steady-state temperature profiles of the unit.

Figure 3 shows the basic set-up for the test.

The time required for the furnace to reach the required tem-

perature of 950°C was approximately 2 hours. Figure 4 shows the

temperature distributions recorded when each individual thermo-

couple registered 950°C, with increasing time. The temperature

profile for the furnace's centerline is shown in Figure 5. The pro-

file shows a smooth temperature rise for the fumace vs. the time

required to reach the operational temperature of 950°C.

The furnace temperature sensor was found not to be very

accurate when compared to the internal thermocouples. While

the thermocouples recorded a temperature in excess of 950°C,

the furnace's unit read only 750°C. This discrepancy could be

due in part to the location of the sensor within the fumace itself.

However, no attempt was made to disassemble the unit and locate

the sensor position. Therefore, it will be necessary for sensor

units to be recalibrated for future operation. Also, the temperature

controller used in the furnace is a simple on-off control type and

it simply cycles power on and off the heating elements. The

installation of a more modern microprocessor based controller

will allow for greater control and accuracy within the unit.

The Lindberg Furnace meets the performance requirements

needed for the operation of the Mars Oxygen Processor. Given

its design and type of controller, it will be a simple unit to

operate and give good service. However, the installation of a new

controller will be required if finer temperature control is needed.

Also, a thermal heat load test should be conducted with a dummy

vacuum chamber installed to further characterize the capacity of

the furnace and document a baseline for future operations of the

unit.

The Vacuum Chamber

As stated earlier, the operating conditions for the oxygen pro-

cessor are a pressure of approximately 0.1 atm and a temperature

between 900°C and 1000°C. The primary purpose of the vacuum

chamber is to maintain vacuum integrity and while allowing heat

transfer from the furnace to the carbon dioxide atmosphere inside

the chamber. Several designs were considered for the chamber.

The initial design is shown in Figure 6. It was a very simple

hollow cylinder with the zirconia cell located in the center of the

cylinder. Concerns about the structural integrity of the zirconia

cell supports and heat transfer problems resulted in a series of

modified designs. Figure 7 shows the interim chamber design.

Some of the features of this design are the addition of radiation

baffles, extension of the gas tubes further from the top of the

chamber, and the use of simple shapes for the individual parts.

The radiation baffles were added to reduce the radiation heat trans-

fer in the direction of the cap and to make the assembly stronger.

The tubes were extended to provide better cooling and the shapes

of the individual parts were kept simple because of construction

difficulties and cost related to complex geometries.
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The final design, shown in Figures 8 & 9, performs well in

thermal analyses and a vendor was found that stocked many of

the parts required to construct the chamber. The thermal analyses

revealed that the length of tube extending from the chamber could

be eliminated and that than originally expected. The results are

shown in Figure 10. Several individual parts that were required

to construct the chamber were eliminated because a single dome

assembly was found that could replace all the parts.

The chamber consists of two major assemblies. The external

assembly is a canister that maintains vacuum integrity. This

assembly can be reused for different geometry zirconia cells

without modification. The internal assembly is a series of tubes

and plates. The purpose of the internal assembly is to provide

for plumbing connections (carbon dioxide inlet, oxygen outlet,

waste gas outlet), instrumentation passages (thermocouples and

power leads), and a seat for the zirconia cell. The cap (flange)

is part of the internal assembly and double O-ring seals maintain

the vacuum integrity between the two assemblies. Since several

components are joined with high temperature adhesives in the

internal assembly, that equipment probably cannot be reused if

the zirconia cell fails. The inability to reuse this portion of the

pressure vessel requires that a great deal of care be used during

handling.

The material selected for the majority of the chamber is alu-

mina. This selection was based on its high operating temperature

range and to match the thermal expansion of the oxygen exit tube

from the zireonia cell. The major drawbacks of this material are

its cost and machinability. The material costs are high, so the de-

sign needs to be optimized in order to reduce waste. Alumina is

permeable to gas in all conditions except the fully sintered state.

Unfortunately, in the fully sintered state, it is too hard to machine

with carbide tooling, the only suitable tooling being diamond chip

tooling. Only a few companies offer this type of machining ser-

vice and it is very expensive. Alumina is also very brittle and

easily broken. Extreme caution must be exercised when handling

this material.

The cap is a 300 series stainless steel. This series of stainless

steel is suitable for high temperature applications and is readily

available. The transition from alumina tubes inside the chamber

to stainless steel tubes outside the chamber occurs in the cap.

A 1/8" diameter tapered pipe thread is provided for each tube

to install a fitting suitable to attach to external tubing. For the

final design, Coors Ceramics Company provided the estimate for

the alumina parts and Aremco Materials provided the estimate

for the adhesives. The total estimated cost for two complete

chambers, less assembly, was $28130. It is intended that one of

the chambers be assembled without the internal assembly and used

as the dummy chamber for the thermal heat load test. This will

determine the optimum position of the zirconia cell in relation to

the furnace and the length of the internal tubes can be adjusted

if necessary.

Thermal stresses are an important consideration. Both alu-

mina and zirconia will crack if heated or cooled too rapidly. The

temperature profile of the furnace during heating and cooling has

been determined, but it may be necessary to control the rate of

temperature rise and cooling time manually to prevent cracking.

Old Dominion Universtty

Two operational problems have been identified that need to be

addressed. First is the over-pressurization of the vacuum chamber

during heating. The operating temperature is four times room

temperature (on the absolute scale), therefore, the internal pressure

will increase to four times the atmospheric pressure if the chamber

is not vented. Alumina has excellent strength characteristics in

compression, but is strength characteristics in tension are poor.

Therefore it is recommended that the chamber be vented during

heating. The second problem is damage to the zirconia cell by

unequal pressures on the input and output sides of the wafer.

The maximum allowable pressure differential is set at two pounds

per square inch. An allowable pressure differential of one psi

is desirable. In order to protect the cell during all phases of

operation, a two-way pressure relief valve can be placed between

the waste gas line and the oxygen exit line. Data would be lost

if a pressure differential existed that caused the valve to operate,

but the cell would not be damaged.

The Mars Methane Engine

Background

The Mars methane engine project has been ongoing for the

past two years. Previous design teams had experienced many

difficulties in their work and were not able to obtain any sub-

stantial test results. In particular, the main problem encountered

by last semester's team was the internal combustion engine be-

ing used. The one-cylinder Megatech lab engine was not able

to perform adequately under the required conditions. The higher

temperatures resulting from the combustion of methane and poor

tolerances in the cylinder caused fracture of the cylinder. The

team designed and machined a stainless steel cylinder but still

experienced difficulties.

After encountering these problems, the previous team decided

to initiate the construction of a new test bed, including purchasing

a new engine and all equipment needed. This included 1) a new

Honda GX120 4Hp engine 3,4, 2) an AVL 8QP500C pressure

transducer 5, 3) an AVL charge amplifier, 4) three Cole Parmer

variable area flowmeters, 5) a Lucas Ledex K3 Series incremental

encoder, and 6) an Omega K type thermocouple probe. The new

engine required a larger dynamometer which was available in the

thermodynamics laboratory. In addition, an existing PC-based

data acquisition workstation was obtained.

Engine Modifications

In order to operate the engine on methane, carbon dioxide

and oxygen, the existing air-fuel carburetor, throttling mechanism

and fuel system were removed. The required fuels are supplied by

pressurized tanks and controlled by regulators and flowmeters to a

mixing chamber, shown in Fig. 11. The mixing chamber has eddy

generators to promote mixing. A pressure gage was connected to

a tap in the mixing chamber to monitor inlet pressures.

The engine also needed modifications to both ends of the

driveshaft. A fitting was installed to the end of the shaft con-

nected to the dynamometer. The other end was also adapted for

connection with the incremental encoder.

It is required that gas samples and temperature readings be

taken at the exhaust of the engine. For this reason, an exhaust
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extension was designed and manufactured. This extension also

relocated the muffler, allowing more access to the cylinder head

for the mounting of the pressure transducer.

Finally, the most important modification made to the engine

was the installation of the pressure transducer. This was a dif-

ficult process that required a great deal of thought and precise

measurements. The pressure transducer was mounted onto the

cylinder head to measure pressure in the combustion chamber as

a time history. In determining the location of the transducer in the

cylinder head, three criteria were suggested by the manufacturer:

1. If possible, at least 50% of the diaphragm surface area

should lie over the combustion chamber.

2. The measuring position should not lie in the immediate

vicinity of the exhaust valve.

3. Installation of the pressure transducer should be as per-

pendicular as possible to the cylinder head face and a

safety clearance of at least 0.5 mm should be maintained.

The limited space within the combustion chamber made it dif-

ficult to fully meet all three criteria. Approximately 60% of the

diaphragm surface area lies directly over the chamber, the location

is in the general vicinity of the exhaust valves, (Fig. 12) and the

transducer is mounted at an angle of approximately 30 degrees.

Test-Bed

The overall setup of the system is shown in Figure 13. A

mounting stand was constructed to secure the dynamometer, en-

gine, and encoder. A 12V battery supplies DC power to the dy-

namometer and to start the engine. While testing, it is necessary

to water-cool the pressure transducer. It was recommended that a

distilled water cooling system be used but due to time limitations

and the limited use of the transducer, a simple open loop water

cooling system was connected from a water supply line in the lab-

oratory. The instrumentation (thermocouple, pressure transducer,

and incremental encoder) are connected to the data acquisition

system via an analog and digital input/output board.

The AVL 8QP5000C pressure transducer utilizes the piezo-

electric effect for measuring pressure. The effect involves the use

of quartz crystal, affected by a pressure disturbance, to act upon

a water-cooled diaphragm and a stiff intermediate element. The

pressure transducer is shown in Fig. 14. The crystal transforms a

pressure signal into an electric charge signal. This electric charge

signal is then fed through a coaxial cable (with high impedance

isolation) to a charge amplifier where it is then transformed into an

electrical voltage. This voltage is then fed to the data acquisition

system.

To establish the crankshaft angular position as a function of

time, the team will be using an incremental encoder. The encoder

that was chosen is a LUCAS K3 Series Modular Rotary Encoder.

As the encoder disk rotates in front of a stationary mask, it shutters

the light from an LED light source. The light is received by a

photodetector which produces pulses in the form of a square wave

output. This encoder also includes a single marker that provides

one pulse every 360 degrees of mechanical rotation. This pulse

is a reference to determine a home-base position. A drawing of

the components of the encoder is shown in Fig. 15.
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The software used in conjunction with the data acquisition

system is LPCLAB by Data Translation. The software consists

of numerous subroutines that can be programmed in various lan-

guages, with FORTRAN being chosen for this application.

The program 'MARS' consists of three main subroutines that

allow for all required measurements to be made. The first sub-

routine involves the temperature of the thermocouple. The next

subroutine (for the pressure transducer) is slightly more compli-

cated. A burst of A/D conversions is made at a specified (high)

rate, with the program execution suspended until completion. The

final subroutine, which represents a high-speed digital interface to

the crank angle encoder, is not yet complete.

Engine Operation

In order to determine the chemically correct mixture of

methane, carbon dioxide, and oxygen required, many thermody-

namic calculations must be made 6,7,s. To begin with, several

assumptions must be made for the combustion process, including

steady flow of the mixture, ideal complete combustion, and adi-

abatic conditions. From these assumptions a chemically correct

combustion equation can be derived and the appropriate fiowrates

of fuel and oxidizer can be injected to obtain complete combus-

tion.

Prior to testing of the base case (methane-air) and test case

(methane, CO 2, O2), it was necessary to obtain preliminary results

from the engine operating on unleaded gasoline. This testing

was performed as a basis for familiarizing the team with the

ranges of the dynamometer and for comparison of torque and

brake horsepower versus rpm.. Results can be seen in Fig. 15.

Upon completion of the modified engine setup and pro-

grammed data acquisition system (for temperature and pressure

readings), testing of the base case and test case was performed.

Since this was the first time realistic testing was to be performed

on the Mars methane engine, procedures had to be developed.

Many possibilities and options e_ist in order to establish compa-

rable base and test cases. The team felt that an adequate pre-

liminary test constraint was to hold the inlet (manifold) pressure

constant in both cases. When operating the engine on methane

and air, the aspiration plug is removed from the end of the mix-

ing chamber to allow for air flow. This air flow is not regulated

by a flowmeter. Therefore, the inlet pressure for the base case

was atmospheric. When operating the engine on methane, car-

bon dioxide, and oxygen, the flowrates were adjusted to the same

inlet pressure (approximately 1.0 atm.). With the inlet pressure

held constant, similar rpm and torque values could be set for each

test. Temperature and pressures were then sampled by the data

acquisition system and an exhaust gas sample was taken. These

operating procedures will now be summarized:

Preliminary Base Case Testing:

1. Turn on water cooling supply for pressure transducer.

2. Set supply tanks to a back pressure of 60 kPa.

3. Ensure CH4 flowmeter is closed.

4. Connect 12V battery ,o dynamometer and turn on AC

power supply.

5. Turn on engine switch.
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6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Set dynamometer to Start Operational Mode, CW Field

Mode, and HIGH Load Range.

Increase Field Load adjustment on dynamometer until
shaft rotates.

Increase fiowrate in methane flowmeter until combustion

Occurs.

Set Operational Mode to desired field load

Monitor flowrate, Field Load, and rpm until desired con-
ditions are met.

Perform data acquisition for exhaust temperature and

cylinder pressure.

Follow steps I-7 in section 6 (exhaust gas analysis) for

exhaust sample.

Reduce flowrate until combustion process ceases.

Turn off dynamometer, supply tank pressure.

Allow engine to cool (5-10 minutes minimum before

disconnecting water supply to pressure transducer.

Preliminary Test Case Testing:

1. Repeat Steps 1 through 3 for all three gases and flowme-

ters. (above)

2. Repeat Steps 4-7. (above)

3. Supply excess amount of carbon dioxide to the mixing

chamber along with required amounts of methane and

oxygen.

4. Slowly decrease CO2 (diluent) until combustion occurs.

5. Repeat Steps 9-15. (above)

Results

A set of results was obtained for both the base case and

test case. These results include exhaust temperature, cylinder

pressure as a function of time, and one exhaust sample for each

case. Testing was performed while the engine operated at an inlet

pressure of 1.0 atm., 2700 rpm, and a torque of 20 in-lbs. Results

are shown in graphical form in Fig. 16 and tabulated in Fig.

17. Pressure histories are shown in Fig. 18. As indicated from

the base case results, peak pressures ranged from approximately

220-240 psig. Results also show that the pressure inside the

combustion chamber had a minimum pressure of approximately

-5 psig.

As shown from the test case results, peak pressures ranged

form approximately 130--170 psig. These values of pressure are

slightly lower than the base case results.

The exhaust temperature for the base case was about 570

(Celsius) and the test case was about 750 (Celsius).

From the exhaust gas analysis, it was found that the base

case results show that the engine was operating with an excess of

fuel. The exhaust gas analysis of the test case has not yet been

completed.

O/d/_Eia/ax Ua/vtrfay

Conclusions

The first part of the project concentrated on the design and

analysis of the vacuum chamber/tube furnace combination. Three

design improvements were required as analysis results and refine-

ments were made. There appear to be no problems with structural

integrity, vacuum integrity, thermal stress, and heat transfer. All

materials and hardware have been purchased or acquired to con-

struct the vacuum chamber, however there was not enough lime

to assemble and test the chamber this semester. This semester

has marked a turning point for the Mars Methane Engine project.

The installation of a new reliable engine will provide the accu-

rate testing and results necessary for future design teams to build

upon and draw conclusions. The engine has been modified and is

capable of operating on the base case of methane and air as well

as the test case of methane, carbon dioxide, and oxygen. Cal-

culations for required air-to-fuel ratios of methane and air have

been performed as a basis for future testing. Programming of the

data acquisition system has been completed, with the exception of

the incremental encoder. Preliminary testing of the base case and

test case have been performed for comparative results. Exhaust

samples have been taken and to be analyzed. The successful com-

pletion of each of these aspects of the overall project will allow

future teams to focus on testing of the test case.
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Abstract

The primary objective of this mission is to study the
planet Mercury and advance the f'mdings of Mariner 10. A
proof of concept for use in later missions is a solar sail used
during the spacecraft's interplanetary trajectory. Once at
Mercury, the sail will detach and the planet will be mapped
paying particular attention to regions of interest (the Caloris
Basin, the hilly and lineated terrain, the intercrater plains,
and the smooth plains) for possible landing sites. In order to
avoid the extreme temperatures and radiation at the surface
of Mercury, the probes will land on the dark side to perform
their analyses. The scientific study on the surface will
include seismic and tectonic activity and in-situ analysis of
the regolith.

Introduction

Mariner 10's observations of the planet Mercury started to

answer many questions about the planet closest to the Sun.
However, partial mapping of the planet and quick flybys left
many questions unanswered. Since its mission in the early
1970's, many more questions have arisen. Are there
prospects of using Mercury's resources to relieve Earth's
dwindling supply? Could Mercury support a laboratory for
closer study of the Sun? Are there polar ice caps on
Mercury? What is the make-up of the surface regolilh?

Specifically, the scientific study of the planet by Project

Firefly includes sending four landers to the surface to
analyze seismic and tectonic activity, thermal conductivity

of the soil, regolith composition, ice experiments, and
mapping of the planet. This project also investigates the
feasibility of propulsion via solar sail using a spiraling orbit
to Mercury, composite systems to reduce thermal stresses,
communication in an area of high solar activity,
communication with an inflatable antenna, and thermal

control challenges of keeping the spacecraft and its landers

within an acceptable range while temperatures vary from
-183°C to +467°C on the planet's surface.

This report summarizes final work on the mission to
Mercury. Specifically, a mission scenario is presented along
with the spacecraft and lander configuration, final cost
estimate, and the individual subsystems' mass and power
requirements.

Mission Objectives

Project Firefly is designed to send multiple landers to
Mercury, conduct experiments, and map the planet. The
primary objective is to study different regions of Mercury in
an effort to understand their formation. Secondary
objectives are to study the efficiency of a solar sail for
interplanetary travel and to map, within a few decimeters,
the entire planet.

Since various regions of Mercury show different
evolutionary characteristics, it is important that as many of
these regions as possible be studied. The differences in
region formation may enlighten scientists as to the creation
of the solar system. Also, Mercury may contain ice deposits
from passing comets. Regolith analysis and seismic and

tectonic studies will give insight into Mercury's evolution.

A s ondaryobjective is to determine the feasibility of
solar sail travel. Since the solar sail is relatively new in
practice, Project Firefly will give insight into the practicality
of interplanetary solar sail applications. The effects of sail
angle, spacecraft trajectory and sail deployment will be
helpful in understanding the physical constraints of the solar
sail. Solar sails may prove to be a cost-effective means of
future unmanned space transportation.

Another secondary objective is the total mapping of
Mercury within a few decimeters. Upon Mercury capture,
the spacecraft will map the entire surface with a resolution
of 21 meters. A laser altimeter will generate a three-
dimensional map of each landing area with a resolution of
50 cm. After the landers are deployed, three-dimensional
mapping of the entire planet will be attempted. This will
occur while the orbiter transmits to the landers or to Earth.
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Mission Profile

The mission profile can be divided into two phases. The
first phase includes those events occurring from Earth's
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surface to Mercury. The second phase includes actions
taken in low Mercury orbit and on the planet itself. Figure 1
shows the mission scenario for Project Firefly.

2. Spacecraft separates
from launch shroud and

booms are positioned

1. Launch of Firefly

3. Solar sail is deployed

6. Landers are deployed I [

to specific sites U

f9

7. Landers begin
ground mission

/ f9

4. Upon reaching Mercury,
the solar sail and inflatable

antenna are ejected

5. Mercury is mapped by HPSP

II

I I

I I

Fig. 1. Project Firefly Mission Scenario

Phase One -- From Earth to Mercury

Due to the length and the large mass of the SPF-2000
spacecraft, many of the previously studied launch vehicles
were eliminated. The only launch vehicle that would fit the
specified spacecraft dimensions is the Titan IV. This
vehicle will boost the craft from Earth to LEO where a

systems check will be performed and the solar arrays and

communication antennae deployed, as shown in Figures 2
and 3. The spacecraft will then use an RL-10A rocket motor

for escape to an interplanetary transfer orbit. While on this
hyperbolic escape orbit, thespacecraft will be spun and the
solar sail deployed from a canister 4.84 m in diameter and
6 m long. Once the sail is completely unfurled, the
spacecraft begins its spiral toward Mercury. This will take
approximately 3.5 years. Once the spacecraft reaches
Mercury's orbit, it will be turned 180 degrees, aligning itself
for the eventual firing of the XLR-132A capture motor and
insertion into a 500 km orbit above the surface of the planet.
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Phase Two -- Mercury Orbit and Landings

After capture at Mercury, the spacecraft begins mapping
the planet with its High Precision Scanning Platform
(HPSP), as shown in Figure 4. After mapping is completed,
the four predetermined areas are scanned for suitable
landing sites. Suitable 20 km by 20 km regions in the
Caloris Basin, Hilly and Lineated Terrain, the crater
Bernini, and the Smooth Plains are determined by a ground
support team. The main C&DH computer (the Rockwell
R/-1750 A/B) then calculates the required trajectory for the
landers to reach their sites. Once this is done, small attitude
thrusters place the spacecraft in the necessary orientation
and the first lander is ejected via explosive bolts. The
spacecraft then adjusts to the next location and the second
lander is released. The same procedure is used for the third
and fourth landers. (This mission is designed to place each
lander on the surface near the dusk terminator so as to take

advantage of the prime thermal conditions.) After the
landers have been ejected, the orbiter will be used to store
and relay information between Earth and each lander. It
also continues to map the planet with cameras and a radar

altimeter as well as determine the temperature changes over
some significant portion of a local solar day. A

magnetometer, extended from a boom on the orbiter, will be
used to study the magnetosphere of the planet.

Once a lander leaves the spacecraft configuration, an S3K
engine will fire to orient and land each vehicle. As the
lander falls toward Mercury, a Leros 20 thruster pack atop
the lander will fh'e to slow its descent and aid in orientation.

When the lander is close to the surface, the extendible

positioning system slowly opens the shell, as in Figure 5.
The lander contacts the surface, adjusts to the local terrain,
and begins ground tests. A seismometer is lransferred from
the lander to the surface via the surface sampler arm.
Regolith studies determine temperature conductivity,
magnetic properties, and elemental composition. Cameras

photograph the local landscape, while the seismometer
monitors local tectonic and seismic activity. Each lander
relays its information to the orbiter which, in turn, relays it
back to Earth. Waste heat from the RTGs is used to keep
the landers within their prescribed operational temperatures.
Assuming a solar day of 88 Earth days, each lander will last
for a maximum time of 136 Earth days. The lander is
configured as shown in Figures 6 and 7.
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Dimensions (cm)

RIS Electronics 32x22x15

Radiometer 44.8x 19.1 x32.7

IR Spectral Mapper 20x30x7
RCT 15.7x13.3x13.3
Star Tracker 10.8x18.1x10.8
Sun Sensor 10.9x6.4x2.8

RIS Star Tracker

Electronics Electronics

Left Side View

Top View

WAC NAC

Front View

WAC
NAC

RA Micro/Digital
Laser
Radar Altimeter

Dimensions (cm)

28x32x60

30x41x95
40x40x20
7000 cm^3
56 cm diam
1--40 cm

Radar Altimeter

Microwave/Digital
Laser
Electronics

Radar Laser
Altimeter

Right Side View

Fig. 4. High Precision Scan Platform (HPSP) Configuration
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3. Retro-rockets activate,

slowing descent;

HPS continues to open

1. Lander enters Mercury's almosphere;
thrusters fire when necessary,
aligning the probe

2. Hydraulic Positioning System (HPS)
opens, releasing thruster assembly

4. After touchdown, the HPS adjusts the legs to
account for variations of surface features;
local studies are conducted

Fig. 5. Landing Sequence
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Summary of Mass, Power, and Cost

Using the "Cost Estimation Methods for Advanced Space
Systems" by Kelly Cyr [1], the cost of each major

component of the subsystems previously described was
found. It should be noted that unless specified, the
following costs are not absolute estimates for any of the
systems. It is strictly a qualitative estimation based on
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weight, year of initial operation, and generation. Tables 1
and 2 list each subsystem and their respective masses, power
requirements, and costs for the orbiter and landers.
Subsystems with proven space worthiness, such as
structures and scientific instruments, are assumed to be in an

n th generation at the time of launch. Other subsystems, such

as propulsion, are designated as first generation models.

Table 1. Total Subsystem Mass, Power Requirements, and Cost (FY2005) for the Orbiter

Subsystem Mass (kg) Power (Watts) Cost (MS)

Communications
C&DH
Power
Thermal Conlrol
Structure
Scientific Instruments

Propulsion
GNC

TOTAL

120
15
50
158

1408
93

3792
93

5729

165
10
0
56
0

197
0

582

1177

118.3
16.9
3.3

242.3

852.9
134.3

1956.5
154.3

3478_

Table 2. Total Subsystem Mass, Power Requirements, and Cost (FY 2005) for the Landers

Subsystem

Communications
C& DH
Power
Thermal Control

Structure
Scientific Instruments

Propulsion & GNC

TOTAL

Mass (kg)

15
10
36
9

30
28
429

557

Power (Watts)

65
5O

0

(Negligible)
0
82
0

197

Cost (MS)

14.4

11.0
25.5
37.0

68.2
61.0
260.2

$477.3

Conclusion

Project Firefly will be ready for launch in early 2005. The
spacecraft is an orbiter containing surface landers in tandem.
Newly developed subsystem components such as inflatable

antennas, a solar sail, and composite structural materials
make Project Firefly unique. Multiple landers will provide

redundancy in surface sampling while the increase in
landing sites and study of those areas will give a better
overall understanding of the planet's evolution. This
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understandingwill prove to be valuable as insight into the
makeup of Earth and the other planets in the Solar System.

This project's cost comes to $5.388 billion in fiscal year
2005. The cost of this project, considering the first
generation solar sail and other first generation components

is reasonable. Many of the systems used in this project are
proven systems, and reduce the risk of sending such a
spacecraft to Mercury. This limited risk, accompanied with
the wealth of scientific information it will gain, makes this a
project worthy of consideration.

PennsylvaniaStateUniversity

Phobos-1 was lost during interplanetary transfer, and contact
with Phobos-2 was lost shortly after Mars capture. With
Mars being a destination for future manned missions,

propellant and other raw materials will be needed. If
Phobos and Deimos have oxygen and hydrogen as expected,
propellant for return trips to Earth can be extracted from the
two moons [2]. Thus, a scientific mission to Phobos and
Deimos (Project Anna) has been developed to analyze
regolith and other moon properties, which may be of
concern for future manned missions.

PROJECT ARMA: MISSION TO THE MOONS OF

MARS (PHOBOS AND DEIMOS)

Bob Colbert, Kelly Jandrisovits, Kent Mitterer, Simon
Nagel, Brock Spigelmyer, Brian Wanger

Abstra_

A limited amount of scientific information is known about

the moons of Mars. Two former Soviet Union probes sent

to study Phobos fell short of achieving their goals. Still,
there is considerable interest in returning to the Martian
satellites. The goals of this mission include: (1) achieving a
better understanding of the geology, geophysics, and
climatology of the moons; (2) providing information about
their origin and history, (3) achieving a more accurate
determination of the moons' positions, and (4) determining
a better understanding of the interactions between the moons
and the solar wind. An orbiter and two landers (one lander
includes a penetrator) will be sent to the Martian system.
Entry into a Martian orbit will be facilitated through the use
of an aerobraking system. Upon completion of the
aerobraking maneuver, the orbiter will release the lander for

Deimos, transfer to Phobos, and deploy the last lander.
Surface mapping and regolith analysis are to be performed
by the orbiter, while the landers record measurements

pertaining to temperature, seismic activity, and solar
radiation over a complete solar cycle. A penetrator will be

fired into Phobos exposing the subsurface material to the
instruments housed in its structure.

Introduction

Very little is known about the moons of Mars, Phobos
and Deimos. Many previous missions to Mars have
primarily focused on retrieving information about Mars with
little attention to the moons. Some of these missions

include Viking, Mariner 9, and the recently launched Mars
Observer. Of all the missions to the Mars system, only one
has focused on Phobos. This was performed by the former
Soviet Union which launched two satellites, Phobos-1 and

Phobos-2, to study the moon. Unfortunately, contact with

Mission Objective

The primary goal of Project Arma is to perform an in-situ
analysis of each moon's regolith. Other goals of Project
Anna include: (1) achieving a better understanding of the
geology, geophysics, and climatology of the moons [3]; (2)
shedding light on the origin and early history of the moons
and the solar system [4]; (3) achieving a more accurate
determination of their orbital characteristics; (4) obtaining a
better understanding of the interactions between the moons
and the solar wind [5]; and (5) studying the effects of one
complete solar cycle in the absence of an atmosphere.

Mission Profile

Project Arma will be launched on a Proton rocket in the
year 2010. The spacecraft consists of one orbiter, one
lander per moon, and one penetrator. Upon arrival at the
Mars system, an aerobraking maneuver will be implemented
to slow the spacecraft and place it in an orbit about Mars.
After capture into a Martian orbit, the orbiter will transfer to
Deimos, map its surface, and perform other regolith
analyses from orbit. When the orbiter finishes its mapping
and regolith analysis of Deimos, the orbiter will release the
first lander to the surface. The orbiter, second lander, and

penetrator, will then transfer to an orbit about Phobos.

At Phobos, the orbiter will map and perform regolith
analysis. Upon completion, the orbiter will release the
second lander and the penetrator to Phobos' surface. The
orbiter will then transfer to a final parking orbit between
Phobos and Deimos. From the parking orbit, the orbiter will
perform long-term measurements of the Martian system and
act as a communications link between the landing packages
(landers and penetrator) and Earth. The mission scenario is
depicted in Figure 8. Due to extensive mapping data, the
limitations of the communications subsystem requires the
landing packages to perform limited analyses until the
orbiter completes mapping both moons. All parts of the
spacecraft, except the penetrator, are designed to last a full
solar cycle (11 Earth years). Figures 9, 10, and I I illustrate
the primary configuration of the orbiter, lander, and
penetrator respectively.
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Fig. 8. Project Arma Mission Scenario
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Orbiter Function

The orbiter has three functions. The first function is to

map and perform a regolith analysis on the moons, while in

orbit about each. Mapping will consist of visual
photography, radar sounding, gravity, magnetic field,
temperature, and surface altitude measurements. The radar
sounding will be used to determine the internal structure of
each moon. During the mapping phase, a regolith analysis
will also be conducted. The regolith analysis will determine
surface history and surface composition of each moon. The
scientific instruments are listed below in Table 3.
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The second function of the orbiter is to act as a
communications link with Earth. The orbiter receives and

transmits all information to and from the Martian system
through a high-gain antenna. Low-gain antennas provide
communications between the orbiter and the three landing
packages (Deimos lander, Phobos lander and penetrator).

The third, less vital, function of the orbiter is to perform
long term Martian system observations. The observations
will be conducted from an orbit about Mars and will obtain
information on solar wind interaction with Mars as well as

magnetic, gravitational, and temperature measurements.

Table 3. Orbiter Scientific Instruments

Instrument

Laser Altimeter

Near-IF Mapping Spectrometer
Magnetometer
Gamma Ray Spectrometer
Mars Observer Camera
Radar Sounder

Retarding Potential Analyzer
Mass Spectrometer
DION

Purpose

Mapping a landing site
Calculating Temperature Profiles
Determining moons' magnetic properties
Defining moons' elemental composition
Visual photography and mapping
Determining moons' internal structure
Determining moons' magnetic properties
Analyzing regolith composition
Investigating moons' surface history

Lander Function

The two landers have three identical functions. The first

is to perform an in-situ regolith analysis, via an X-Ray
Fluorescence Spectrometer. The second function is to
record temperatures, seismic activity, and radiation levels

for a full solar cycle. These measurements will aid in

understanding the effects of the Sun's cyclic activity on all
celestial objects. The third function is to obtain visual
pictures of the moons' surfaces. The only difference
between the landers is that the Phobos lander will also

photograph Mars, using a wide angle camera. The scientific
instruments are listed in Table 4.

Table 4. Lander Scientific Instruments

Instrument

Radiation Experiment
Temperature Probe
Panoramic Camera
Seismometer

X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer
Wide Angle Camera (Phobos)

Purpose

Determining radiation
Obtaining temperature variations
Surface visuals

Determining ground wave characteristics
Analyzing regolith composition
Surface visuals of Mars
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Pene_ator Function

The penetratorconsistsof a surfaceand subsurface

section.To insurethe safetyofthepenetrator'ssubsystems,

the communication components and otherelectronicswill

be allowedtoremain on top ofPhobos' surface,yetremain

connected tothe embedded tipof the penetrator,by means

of an extendiblecord. This configurationwillprotectthe

subsystemsfrom theenergyoftheimpact.

The penetrator has two functions. The first is to perform
an analysis of the subsurface composition of Phobos by an
X-Ray Fluorescence Spectrometer. This analysis is

important since scientists speculate that the surface dust is
contaminated by meteor impacts, and will therefore not
indicate the moon's true composition. By comparing the
penetrator's regolith analysis to the orbiter's and lander's
analysis, the homogeneity of the moon's surface and
internal composition can be verified.

The second function of the penetrator, is to act as an
experimental prototype. Using penetrators is of current
interest for future Mars missions, since NASA has yet to
successfully obtain a core sample from a celestial body.
Thus, the operational data obtained from this penetrator will
aid in the future technological development of such devices.

Design Overview

The mass, power, and cost of individual subsystems for
the orbiter, landers, and penetrator have been calculated and
are tabulated in Tables 5, 6 and 7, respectively. Many of the
subsystem costs were not available, thus a cost estimation
program developed by Kelly Cyr [1] has been utilized. The
inputs of the cost estimation program were: total wet mass
(5141.9 kg), launch year (2010), and the type of spacecraft

(exploration). Using this cost estimation package, a total

cost of approximately $1.48 billion in 1993 dollars has been
obtained and in the launch year of 2010, the cost is projected
to be $2.41 billion.

The total spacecraft wet mass is 4285.0 kg, including the
orbiter, two landers, and penetrator. With a generous 20%
added for items such as the aerobrake heat shield and mass

contingencies, the total wet mass is 5141.9 kg. This total
mass is well below the Proton launch vehicle limit of

6200 kg.

The mass and power estimates for the orbiter are listed in
Table 5. The orbiter's total wet mass is 3539.9 kg. The
aerobraking maneuver will yield a considerable mass
savings by reducing the propellant needed, by as much as
25%, to achieve Mars capture orbit. The total power is
estimated to be 601.4 Watts, while the peak power
consumption is estimated to be 596.9 Watts, and 657 Watts
with a 10% design margin. The power discrepancy exists
because instruments used to study Mars will not be
operational until the orbiter is placed into its final parking
orbit

The total wet masses for the Dcimos and Phobos landers
are 256.6 kg and 280.2 kg, respectively. The total power
requirements for the Deimos and Phobos landers are 72.6

Watts and 88.9 Watts, respectively. With the exception of
the cameras, all inslxuments will record data at 30 second

intervals. Also, the wide angle camera will be used only at
Phobos and will be used for long term observation of Mars.
Table 6 lists the mass and power, estimates for the landers.

Project Arma's penetrator has a total wet mass of
208.3 kg, and a total power requirement of 37.4 Watts.
Table 7 lists the mass and power estimates for the
penetrator's subsystems.

Table 4.1: Orbiter Mass and Power Estimates

Subsystem

Propulsion
Communications
C&DH
Power
Structure
GNC
Scientific Instruments
Thermal

TOTAL

Mass (kg)

2892.5
24.9
73.2
86.6
145.4
174.0
115.7
27.7

3539.9

Power (W)

60.0
75.0
29.0

221.0
189.4

601.4
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Table 6. Lander and Penetrator Mass and Power Estimates
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Subsystem

Propulsion
Communications
C&DH
Power
Structure
GNC
Scientific Instruments
Thermal

TOTAL for Phobos Lander
TOTAL for Deimos Lander
TOTAL for Penetrator

Lander

Mass (kg) Power oar)

20.0
15.0
9.6

44.3

88.9
72.6

Mass (kg)

116.0
8.5
35.0
26.3
46.1
5.0

43.0
8.8

256.6
280.2

Penetrator

137.0
6.8
2.5
0.3
30.8
5.0
20.0
6.4

208.3

Power (W)

6.0
15.0
6.6

8.0
1.8

37.4

Conclusion

A mission to study the Martian moons (Phobos and

Deimos) has been proposed. Project Arma will send a
lander to each moon, with the Phobos lander containing a
surface penetrator. An orbiter will map each surface and act
as a communications relay to Earth. Among the technology
demonstrations are the use of an aerobrake maneuver and

the Phobos penetrator. Furthermore, by using a Russian

Proton launch vehicle, international space relations could be
greatly enhanced and strengthened. Scientific study of the
moons could provide scientists with valuable insight into the
formation of the solar system, as well as possible raw
materials for use in rocket propellants. The success of

Project Arma could be a positive first step to a manned
mission to the Martian system.
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In_oduction

Degobah Satellite Systems (DSS), in cooperation

with the University Space Research Association

(USRA), NASA - Johnson Space Center 0SC), and the

University of Texas, has completed the preliminary
design of a satellite system to provide inexpensive
on-demand video images of all or any portion of

Space Station Freedom (SSF). DSS has narrowed the

scope of the project to complement the work done by
Mr. Dennis Wells at Johnson Space Center. This three

month project has resulted in completion of the

preliminary design of AERCAM, the Autonomous
Extravehicular Robotic Camera

The final report begins by providing information on

the project background, describing the mission

objectives, constraints, and assumptions. Preliminary
designs for the primary concept and satellite

subsystems are discussed in detail. Included in the

technical portion of the report are detailed

descriptions of an advanced imaging system and

docking and sating systems that ensure compatibility
with the SSF. The report concludes by describing

management procedures and project costs.

Design Objectives

Video access to any structural component and

Orbital Replacement Unit (ORU) of the Station is an

essential aid for crew operation and maintenance of

Space Station Freedom. Versatile viewing

capabilities also offer unique opportunities for

enhancing the public image of the SSF program and

its vital role in space exploration.

The video system currently baselined for use on SSF

is composed of up to 14 cameras positioned in fixed

locations throughout the Station truss. The cameras

offer limited viewing angles and require extensive

data and support cables. Though some of the cameras

can be moved, this operation requires support from

the Space Station Remote Manipulator System

(SSRMS) and extravehicular activity (EVA) crew

members. The system is therefore cumbersome,

limited in its mobility, and complicated to service or
modify.

The DSS design team has, consequently, undertaken

the design of a system more appropriate to space
applications and based on advances in a number of

technical areas. A few major goals and constraints

were established at the beginning of the project to

guide the design. The primary task of the AERCAM

system, as determined by DSS, is to provide on-

demand detailed video access to all or any portion of

SSF. In order to accomplish this task, a number of

important design objectives were identified. These

objectives were ultimately met by the final AERCAM

design. The following is a brief list of those

objectives:

Satellite Operations

A brief list of the Satellite Operations objectives is

the following:
• Provide observation of the entire Station

from orbit

• Provide observation of small components in

great detail

• Provide the ability to translate and hold

position relative to SSF at various distances

• Provide the ability to revolve around SSF in

an apparent sub-orbit for wide angle viewing
• Allow for both autonomous and user-

controlled maneuvering and operation
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Safety

A brief list of the Safety design objectives is the

following:

• Integrate a highly automated sating and

proximity detection system

• Meet SSF safety and outgasing requirements

for proximity operations
• Maintain continuous Station avoidance

capability

• Ensure negligible damage to the SSF, through

some method of energy attenuation, in case of
collision

Satellite Bus

The following is a brief list of the Satellite Bus

design objectives:

• Maintain an inexpensive, long life satellite

system

• Design the satellite to be retrievable,
refuelable, and serviceable

• Design simple, modular components for

servicing

• Remain compatible with SSF communication

and computer protocols

Imaging System

The following is a brief list of the Imaging System

design objectives:

• Provide capability for both high resolution
and a wide field-of-view

• Provide zoom, tilt, and pan capabilities for
the camera

• Allow for viewing in all lighting
environments

The DSS design team made three major

assumptions, each of which implies that AERCAM
will be a dedicated element of the SSF baseline. The

first assumption is that there will be dedicated

human support for control of the satellite. The second

assumption is that limited scarring of the Station

will be allowed and some SSF resources (propellant

and power) will be available to AERCAM. Finally,

the AERCAM will require some communication and

data handling support from SSF.

Concept Selection

The DSS design team studied four design concepts

before selecting a final design. The concepts were

evaluated heavily on their safety, reliability,

simplicity,

provide.

and the viewing detail
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they could

A self-reboosting satellite was considered a

possibility for a long-life satellite that would not

require modifying the Station truss for a satellite

support structure. Although the system would require

very little maintenance and retrieval, the mass

would have to be greater than 200 lb., and the

satellite would require a stand-off orbit greater than

a kilometer, reducing the resolution and versatility
of the imaging system.

A disposable satellite was also considered. For

this concept, an inexpensive satellite would orbit the

Station in a manner similar to the self-reboosting

satellite, and then re-enter the atmosphere by means

of a drag balloon after one or two SSF reboosts (-200

days). Hardware that is inexpensive enough not to

prohibit disposal would not be of a high enough

quality to provide adequate imaging or maneuvering

systems, however; and storage and deployment of
replacement units was also a problem.

To avoid scarring of the Station truss, while

allowing for a re-usable satellite, DSS studied using

an independent docking platform designed to orbit

behind the Station on the SSF velocity vector. The

added costs of an external docking platform, which

would need periodic maintenance, and the added

complexity of multiple autonomous vehicles

interacting with the docking platform resulted in the

rejection of this concept.

DSS ultimately decided to base the preliminary

design on a satellite which would nominally dock to
the Space Station truss structure, either autonomously

or with human assistance, for periodic servicing.
This satellite could be smaller due to reduced

propellant requirements, and more weight and power

could be dedicated to improving imaging and

maneuvering systems. This concept was also
evaluated to be the most reliable.

The Concept

The AERCAM has been designed as a refuelable,

free-flying spacecraft, based from a

docking/servicing platform on the SSF truss and

housing an advanced imaging system. The spacecraft
bus weighs about 130 lbs. and is 0.7 cubic meters in

volume. It is powered by NiH2 batteries, which

provide 40 Watts of power for up to 4 hours of
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operation at peak usage. Portions of the exterior

panels of the satellite are removable to provide
access to a number of modular components, including

the imaging system. The spacecraft features a

docking mechanism compatible with the Space

Station arm end effectors and a cold-gas propulsion

system using compressed waste gas from the Station.

The spacecraft is shown in Figure 1, including a front

view, a view of the docking mechanism on the right
and a view of the interface to the SSF arm end

effector on the left.

Though configured for remote control by a user,
AERCAM is fully capable of autonomous orbiting and

sating. It features three fault tolerant components

and an array of sensors and artificial intelligence for

proximity sensing and contingency sating operations.

The bus is also equipped with a passive energy

attenuation system to prevent damage to the Station
in the event of a collision.

The imaging system for AERCAM is a self-

contained infrared and visual camera package,
housed within a removable, spherical encasement. It

provides 40 ° panning in all directions and zooming.

Coupled with a number of flight modes ranging
between 10m and 500m from the Station, the imaging

system can provide a resolution as detailed as
lmm/pixel and can provide a field of view which
includes the entire Station.

Operational Concept

AERCAM is nominally docked to the Space Station

truss, on a dedicated docking platform, until it is

needed by a crew member. The docking structure is a
standard attach platform used for SSF ORU's,

modified to include a power and propellant interface

to refuel and recharge the satellite while it is
docked.

Once AERCAM is launched from its platform, it is

capable of a number of flight modes. The satellite

can be controlled by a hand controller and command
console onboard the Station. The Station command

console can control the operation of the imaging

system, maneuvering system, and the internal
functions of the satellite. The satellite is also

capable autonomous flight modes. It can hold its
position at any location with respect to the Station,

including holds on the velocity vector and the radial

vector. Nominally, the satellite is designed to

translate and position hold ten meters from the

Station, allowing for an adequate safety zone. In

University of Texas, Austin
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addition, it can maintain a sub-orbit about the SSF at

one half a kilometer from the Station. Though
capable of user-controlled operation, the satellite

calculates its own trajectories and propulsion and

attitude requirements, and it is actively aware of a

dynamic environment, allowing for operation

independent of constant human control.

[]

Figure 1. Satellite Concept.
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Imaging System

The imaging system is housed in an independent,

spherical encasement, capable of panning up to 40 ° in

all directions. The imaging system housing has two

locking gimbals, coupled with two small actuators

and gimbal stops, to provide the required pointing at

a rate of 10 ° per second. The housing weighs

approximately 10 lb., occupies 1.77 ft. 3, and the

system requires approximately 15 Watts during peak

operation. The system is modular and easily accessed

through a removable panel and detachable latches

at the gimbals.

The imaging system features a small light,

providing illumination for nearby viewing in dark
conditions. It also features a flash shield, reactive in

2 milliseconds, designed to protect the camera

components from intense radiation.

The cameras are based on digital charged coupled

devices (CCD's) and produce digital images using a

matrix of 2048 by 2048 sensors. A series of mirrors and

filters separate the incoming electromagnetic
radiation into two streams, one directed to a visual

camera and the other to an infrared (IR) camera. The

visual camera responds over a spectrum from 0.45 gm

to 1.1 p.m, and the IR camera responds over a spectrum
from 1.1 grn to 15 gm.

The imaging system is designed to provide a

resolution of 1 mm / pixel at a distance of ten meters
from the Station, which corresponds to a field of

view 2.048 meters. The imaging system can also

provide a field of view as wide a 128 meters at 500
meters from the Station, which corresponds to a
resolution of 62.5 mm/ pixel.

Images are produced at a rate of 3 frames per

second, generating at least 4.5 Megabits (Mbps) of

data each second. This data is processed and

compressed using a computing system derived from

the Kodak DCS 200 and processors used for the

Brilliant Pebbles system.

The performance of the AERCAM imaging system is
summarized in Table 1.

Communication System

In order to provide adequate communications

support, the satellite is capable of transmitting 100

Mbps of telemetered data and of transmitting and
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receiving 10 Kbps of commanding, health, and status
data. In order to reduce the amount of data

telemetered from the imaging system, AERCAM

offers a number of data reduction and compression
techniques, including Vector Quantization a

patented compression technique that can reduce data

in a lossless manner by up to a factor of 12.

Table 1. AERCAM Performance Characteristics.

Spectral Response ......................... 0.45 gm to 15 gm

Maximum Resolution ........................... 1 mm / pixel
Maximum Field of View ......................... 128 meters

Frame Size ........................ 2048 pixels X 2048 pixels
Frames Per Second ................................ 3 (nominal)

Maximum Data Compression ......................... 12 to 1

The AERCAM communication system is based on a

space-to-space communication system originally
designed for Space Station Freedom. It employs
twelve antennas on the satellite and ten antenna

arrays on the Space Station. Each antenna is a

circular loop antenna, one wavelength in diameter.

The satellite antennas draw 0.5 Watts of power for
transmission, and the Station antennas draw less

than 2 Watts. The carrier frequency ranges between

14.0 GHz and 14.9 GHz. Based on a transmission path

length of 1 kilometer, the AERCAM link budget
predicts a signal-to-noise ratio of 25 and a

transmission margin of 18.5 dBWatts, both excellent

characteristics for a communication system.

Satellite Bus

The satellite bus is a 20 sided hexagonal structure,

shown in Figure 1, composed of an internal support

structure and 20 external panels, 8 of which are

removable. The structure is designed for modularity

and ease of access to the internal components. The
propulsion system includes a 0.5 cubic foot tank,

containing compressed carbon dioxide. It provides up

to 150 ft/sec of zXV. Twenty-four NiH2 cells supply 40

Watts of power, and can operate up to 4 hours at peak

usage. Twenty Watts are allocated to the imaging

system for nominal operation, and the computer

system and propulsion/attitude control systems are

always guaranteed 20 Watts, respectively, for

emergency operations.

One end of the satellite is equipped with a docking
mechanism compatible with the standard attach
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platform, and the opposite end of the satellite is

equipped with a standard SSF grapple fixture to
allow for grappling and maneuvering using the

Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator. The docking

mechanism provides interfaces with a power fixture

and propellant valve to allow recharging and

refueling of the satellite while it is docked.
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• Selection of an energy attenuating material

for the spacecraft skin

• Analysis for low impact scarring of the SSF

truss to support servicing and communications
• Testing and simulation for contingency

operations
• Miniaturization of spacecraft components

Safety is one of the most important elements in the
AERCAM mission. In order to maintain autonomous

proximity detection and collision avoidance, the

spacecraft is equipped with an intelligent logic

system, capable of adapting to a dynamic world

model. To support this system and to generate the
dynamic world model, the satellite is equipped with
sensor clusters on each face of the satellite. These

clusters provide both ranging and relative velocity
information for the satellite.

The following critical components of the satellite
have been designed for three fault tolerance:

computer system, thruster/propulsion system, and

power system. Key elements in the communication
system have also been designed for fault tolerance.

Should the satellite collide with the Station, the

bus has been equipped with an energy attenuation

device. The method of energy attenuation which
DSS chose to implement requires that the vertices of

the satellite be fitted with compartmentalized

"bumpers," filled with an inert gas. These bumpers

represent a passive system, and therefore will

always be operational, despite other failures within

the spacecraft.

The insurance of safety is perhaps the most

significant hurdle to overcome for acceptance of a
satellite of this nature. Therefore DSS has been

committed to identifying the most reliable methods

of operation, control, and safing. We believe that the

satellite's design will offer reliability and safety

measures which will be acceptable to the SSF

program.

Recommendations

Due to the limited duration of the project and the

scope of work which the DSS design team undertook,

some areas of design have been left for future work.

Some crucial areas of future design work are listed
below:

Conclusion - The AERCAM Advantages

Advances in automation, robotics, and

microtechnology, as well as the modem proficiency

for designing inexpensive, reliable systems with

multiple fault tolerance offer a unique opportunity to
take a large step forward in space imaging and

servicing technology. The current baseline video

system for SSF uses the same design philosophy used

for video surveillance on Earth - multiple, fixed

cameras linked through a large system. While this
design philosophy is a proven one, Degobah Satellite

Systems believes that a new technology, more

appropriate to space application, is not only feasible,

it is also more versatile and powerful and represents
a stepping stone to automated robotic maintenance in

space.

The AERCAM is a more mobile system than the

fixed video system. It can be moved more rapidly and

does not require crew or SSRMS support to change

locations. Its viewing is not limited by physical

obstacles, and access to all or any portion of the

Station is available on very short notice. It offers

much greater versatility in its viewing options, and
can even be attached to the SSRMS as additional

mode of viewing.

AERCAM requires only a single platform for

docking and servicing, and two (as opposed to 14)
units must ever be modified or serviced. It also offers

superior imaging through higher resolution, wider

spectral response, and a larger field of view.

AERCAM's application can be extended far beyond

the SSF project. The camera, even based from the

Space Station, can be used to provide imaging for

nearby spacecraft and to assist in any docking or

proximity operations of multiple spacecraft. Further,

an easily modified or replaced docking panel and the

advanced proximity detection and maneuvering

capabilities of the satellite make it adaptable to use
on future orbiting facilities.

Design of proximity sensor arrays

Design of a remote user control station

Finally, if AERCAM were implemented, it would

represent the first major step toward using fully
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automated robotics for space maintenance. The

imaging, proximity detection and maneuvering, and

intelligent logic systems are the major design hurdles

in developing advanced space robotic devices.
AERCAM's "hands-off' viewing operations offer an

excellent opportunity to safely test these three
crucial systems before progressing to actively

interacting with Station hardware. It is then a small
step to equip one or more of AERCAM's unused

external panels with robotic arms and end effectors

for use as an autonomous maintenance system. Such

robotic systems will be invaluable in terms of reducing

crew work time and increasing crew safety.

MARS GRAVITY HELD DETERMINATION
MISSION

David W. Reed (Team Leader)

Paul Bolton, Susan Elliott, Doug Hamilton, Stewart

Lilley, James Nickelson, Artemus Shelton, Melinda
Sirman

Introduction

With the downturn of the world economy, the

priority of unmanned exploration of the solar system

has been lowered. Instead of foregoing all missions to

our neighbors in the solar system, a new philosophy

of exploration mission design has evolved to insure
the continued exploration of the solar system. The

"Discovery-class" design philosophy uses a low cost,

limited mission, available technology spacecraft.

The "Voyager-class" design philosophy uses a "do-

everything at any cost" spacecraft. The "Voyager-

class" philosophy is no longer feasible. The Percival

Mission to Mars has been proposed by Ares Industries

as one of the new "Discovery-class" of exploration
missions. The spacecraft will be christened Percival
in honor of American astronomer Percival Lowell who

proposed the existence of life on Mars in the early

twentieth century.

The main purpose of the Percival mission to Mars is

to collect and relay scientific data to Earth suitable

for designing future manned and unmanned missions to

Mars. The measurements and observations made by

Percival will help future mission designers to choose

among landing sites based on the feasibility and

scientific interest of the sites. The primary

measurements conducted by the Percival mission

include gravity field determination, surface and

atmospheric composition, sub-surface soil

composition, sub-surface seismic activity, surface
weather patterns, and surface imaging. These
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measurements will be taken from the orbiting
Percival spacecraft and from surface penetrators

deployed from Mars orbit.

Percival has been designed as a follow-up mission

to the Mars Observer (MO) spacecraft that is

currently in route to Mars. As a follow-up mission, it

will augment the Mars Observer mission by

improving the gravity field map created by MO and

by supporting the Visual and Infrared Mapping

Spectrometer (VIMS), which was originally planned

for the Mars Observer mission. In addition, images

and data taken by MO will be used to determine the

desired impact sites for the three surface penetrators
included within the Percival mission.

As a secondary mission, Percival will support the

Mars Balloon Relay (MBR) communications system,

similar to the one used on Mars Observer. This system

is a separate communications package directed
towards the surface of Mars to receive and transmit

data from surface landers. During the science phase

of the Percival mission, this system will be used for

data relay between the surface penetrators and

Earth. After the completion of the science phase of

the mission, the MBR will be used to support future
Mars landers.

The Percival mission scenario consists of the

following elements:

• Launch using modified Delta-class launcher.
• Use a broken-plane Hohmann transfer

trajectory between Earth and Mars.
• Insert into a low altitude, circular, sun-

synchronous Mars orbit.

• Determine gravity field using gravity
gradiometer and Doppler- shift measurements as a
backup.

• Release each penetrator individually from
Percival in Mars orbit.

• Use the Mars Balloon Relay communications

system for data relay from surface penetrators and
future surface missions.

• Support both real-time and store-and-
forward data transmission to Earth.

• Conduct scientific measurements for

approximately 1-2 Martian years.

The design work for the Percival Mission to Mars

has been divided among four technical areas: Orbits

and Propulsion System, Surface Penetrators, Gravity

and Science Instruments, and Spacecraft Structure and
Systems. This overview summarizes the results for
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each of the technical areas followed by a design cost

analysis and recommendations for future analyses.

Orbits and Propulsion System

The main objective of the orbits and propulsion

group was to develop the best combination of launch

system and transfer trajectory that would maximize

the allowable mass in Martian orbit. The design of

the final Mars orbit was designed to accommodate

the gradiometer, the VIMS, and the relay

communications packages. The spacecraft propulsion
system was designed to provide transfer trajectory
corrections, Mars orbit insertion, and end-of-mission
boost bums.

The choice of launch system and the design of the

transfer trajectory was heavily impacted by the low

cost objective of the Percival mission and the Delta-

class launch vehicle constraint stated in the Request

For Proposal. The Delta launch system is one of the

less expensive launch systems, but it is also one of the
lower performance vehicles among those capable of
supporting an interplanetary payload. To maximize

the amount of mass that can be placed into a Martian

transfer trajectory, a Delta 7925 with an additional

upper stage motor has been chosen. The first two

stages of the Delta will place the boost stages and

the spacecraft into Earth orbit, while the two Star-

48B motors will provide the thrust for the Mars

transfer injection burn.

To compromise between minimal energy transfer
and time of flight, a broken-plane Hohmann transfer,

shown in Figure 2.3, was chosen. This trajectory

requires a 3576 m/s AV, provided by the Star 48B's,
for transfer insertion. The plane change burn is

performed at a true anomaly of 90 °, requiring a 258

m/s AV to change the orbital plane by 0.53 °. Course

corrections will also be made during this burn. The

Mars insertion burn will require a 2178 m/s AV by the

spacecraft propulsion system. The time of flight will

be approximately 11 months.

The design of the final Mars orbit was driven by
the instrument packages onboard Percival. To

increase the accuracy and precision of the

gradiometer data, a low-altitude (179.4 km), circular

orbit was chosen. To increase the groundtrack

coverage of Mars, a high inclination orbit was

necessary. A sun-synchronous orbit was chosen for
this reason as well as to reduce thermal variations on

the spacecraft. The sun-synchronous orbit also

minimizes the pointing requirements of the high-gain

University of Texas, Austin
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antenna used to communicate with Earth. The period
of the Martian orbit will be 108 minutes. The

groundtrack for this orbit allows for communication

with each penetrator every two to three days and

allows for a complete VIMS mapping cycle in 82 days.

Percival's propulsion system is designed to provide

the plane change bum, course corrections, Mars orbit
insertion, and end-of-mission orbit boost. These

maneuvers will require a AV of 2436 m/s. The

resulting propulsion system will have approximately
60 kg of hardware mass and 730 kg of propellant
mass.

Surface Penetrators

The surface penetrators group was tasked to design

the penetrator system, which includes deployment

methods, deceleration methods, impact and stress

analysis, structural design, subsystem design, and
scientific instrumentation of the penetrators. The

purpose of the penetrator system is to provide
scientific data from the surface and sub-surface of

Mars as an aid to designing future manned and
unmanned missions. The data returned by the

penetrators will help determine the feasibility of a
landing site and the scientific interest of a site.

Each of the three penetrators will be deployed

separately from Martian orbit and impact at a
different location on the Martian surface. The

deployment and deceleration system uses a spring for
the initial separation from Percival, a 500 m/s AV

deorbit motor for entry, and a 1.14 m diameter drag

chute for deceleration and stability through the

atmosphere. The transfer from Mars orbit to impact

takes approximately 4.5 minutes and results in a 235

m/s impact velocity.

Upon impact the forebody and afterbody of the

penetrator separate as shown in Figure 3.1. The

umbilical cord connecting the two sections of the

penetrator contains power and communications lines.

Both hard and soft soil models were used to analyze

the impact. The forebody must penetrate deep

enough to isolate the seismic instruments from surface
wind disturbances, but must not separate from the

afterbody farther than the umbilical cord will
allow. The penetration of the afterbody must be
minimized so that the communications and surface

instruments will remain on the surface. The results of

the penetration analysis are summarized in Table 3.2.
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Each penetrator contains instrumentation that will

carry out four scientific objectives: planetary science,
imaging, soil analysis, and meteorology. Planetary
science is the determination of the interior structure

of Mars. This involves the study of the surface

structure, global seismology, and the magnetic field

of the planet using a seismometer and a

magnetometer. Imaging systems on the penetrators

will provide information on the geology of the

Martian surface. Two imaging systems will be on

each penetrator: a descent imager located on the nose

of the penetrator and a panoramic imaging system

located in the top of the afterbody. Soil analysis is

the study of the chemical composition, water content,

and physical properties of the subsurface soil. The

physical properties of the soil include the subsurface

temperature and conductivity. A meteorology

package containing four distinct instruments will

measure the temperature, pressure, humidity, and

wind speed and direction of the local atmosphere.

The necessary subsystems for each penetrator are

power, communications, and thermal control. The

power subsystem is composed of a 0.5 W Radioisotope
Thermoelectric Generator (RTG) and a 20 W Nickel-

hydrogen battery. The RTG handles all continuous

power requirements and recharges the battery. The

battery will provide for peak power requirements,

such as transmission of data to Percival. This type of

power system provides for a penetrator with an

operating life of one year. The communications

system uses a helix antenna on the penetrator

afterbody for receiving and transmitting data. The

thermal system uses thermal blankets and excess

heat from the RTG to keep the battery in the proper

temperature range. The remainder of the excess heat
is transferred to the soil using a heat pipe. Figure 3.3
shows a layout of the penetrator subsystems and
instrumentation. Table 3.6 shows a breakdown of the

mass and power requirements of the penetrator.
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mapping of Mars. Percival will improve upon the

accuracy of the MO gravity map by using a two-axis

gravity gradiometer, sensitive in the radial and

transverse directions. This instrument uses highly

sensitive accelerometers to measure the local gravity
field. It is expected that an accuracy of 1 Eotvos will

be obtained by using the gradiometer without

cryogenic cooling. Since gradiometers have never

been used in space, Percival will also have the

capability to support radioscience techniques.

Doppler shift measurements will still augment the

gravity map created by MO, though the accuracy of

the map will not be improved.

To achieve the desired accuracy and sensitivity of

the gravity field map, mechanical vibrations and

accelerations generated by the spacecraft must be

eliminated or minimized. The gradiometer also

requires that attitude position and rates be known

very precisely. Table 4.1 summarizes the

requirements placed on the GN&C system. While
attitude maneuvers are being conducted, the

gradiometer will not make gravity field
measurements.

The Visual and Infrared Mapping Spectrometer
(VIMS) will also be flown on Percival. This

instrument, originally designed for MO, will

determine the composition of the Martian

atmosphere and surface. The VIMS mapping mission

requires the Percival spacecraft to maintain a nadir

orientation. This type of orientation requires the

spacecraft to maintain a constant revolution rate of

one revolution per orbit. This rotation rate is not

high enough to significantly affect the gradiometer

measurements. A more sensitive, cryogenically-
cooled gradiometer would need to take the rotational
acceleration terms into account. With an orbital

altitude of 179.4 km, one VIMS mapping cycle of Mars

will take 82 days.

Gravity and Science Instruments Spacecraft Structure and Subsystems

Two of the main objectives of the Percival mission

are to augment and improve the gravity field

mapping being done by MO and to serve as a support

platform for scientific instrumentation that was

originally planned for MO. The gravity and science

instruments group chose the instruments to accomplish

these objectives and developed the constraints that

the instruments placed on the Percival spacecraft.

The Spacecraft group was responsible for designing
the basic structure and the subsystems of the Percival

spacecraft. To eliminate the need for a complete

redesign of the spacecraft bus, the Percival

spacecraft bus was based on a scaled down version of
the Planetary Observer bus used for the MO mission.

Systems design was done for the communications,

power, thermal, and GN&C subsystems.

Mars Observer will be using radioscience techniques

(Doppler shift measurements) to carry out gravity

The communications system consists of a high-gain
antenna and a backup low-gain antenna for
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communication with Earth. The high-gain antenna
will transmit at a frequency of 8.4 GHz with a data

rate of 150 kbps. Since Percival will not be able to

transmit at all times, the capability to store data in
addition to real-time transmission will be used. Ares

Industries expects that Percival will receive an

allocation of Deep Space Network (DSN) time

roughly equivalent to the 8 hours per day that MO

receives currently. During the 8 hour period, Percival

would be able to transmit approximately 1622

megabits of data.

For communications with the surface of Mars,

Percival will use the Mars Balloon Relay (MBR)

communications system currently used on MO. This

system consists of a low-gain antenna pointed towards
the surface of Mars. The antenna will transmit at 401

MHz and receive at 406 MHz with a data rate of 8

kbs. This communications system will support the

surface penetrators during the science phase of the

Percival mission. Beyond the science phase, the MBR

system will support other future surface missions.
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tracker. Rate determination will be done using a ring

laser gyro. The control system will use 24 reaction

control jets divided among two independent systems.

One system will use hot gas, while the other will use

cold gas. The cold gas thrusters will allow the

spacecraft to be controlled more precisely than the

hot gas thrusters will allow.

Recommendations

As designed, the Percival spacecraft is not capable

of supporting all mission objectives. The constraint of
the Delta launch vehicle has limited the allowable

mass of the spacecraft to 460 kg dry mass at Mars.

This is 75 kg higher than the mass estimate for

Percival of 535 kg. To come within the mass budget,

one or more mission objectives may have to be
eliminated or a higher performance launch vehicle

must be used. It may also be possible to take

advantage of larger GEMs (Graphite-Epoxy Motors)

to provide the additional boost, if they become
available in the future.

An RTG and battery combination was chosen to

provide power for the Percival spacecraft. The RTG

was chosen for its good mass to power rating (5.4
W/kg) and for its ability to generate power without

repointing as solar panels are required to do. The

battery would be used to provide power during peak

power consumption phases of the mission. Today's

RTGs use Plutonium 238 as the radioactive isotope.

This isotope is not commonly available, making the

RTG very expensive. A less expensive alternative

would be to make RTGs that utilize a more readily

available isotope, such as Strontium 90. This isotope

is a common daughter isotope in all nuclear reactors.

In the past, Strontium 90 has been used for SNAP

reactors on spacecraft.

A preliminary estimate of the development and
production cost for the Percival mission has shown

that, as designed, Percival exceeds the desired

"Discovery-class" budget of $150 million. The current

estimate of $270 million includes the development,
production, and launch costs for the Percival mission.

The cost estimate does not include program costs,

operation costs, or other long term management costs.
Ares Industries has concluded that the numerous

mission objectives of the Percival mission make it

unsuitable for a true Discovery-class mission. If a

Discovery-class mission is required, one of the three

major scientific objectives, gradiometer, penetrator, or

the VIMS, should be chosen as the single, primary

mission objective.

The thermal control methods will be based

primarily on passive methods to reduce the

mechanical noise produced by the system. Passive
methods of thermal control will include thermal

blankets and surface coatings. The active thermal
control methods used will include freon radiators and

heaters.

The Guidance, Navigation, and Control system
consists of sensors and thrusters to determine and

control the spacecraft's position, velocity, and

attitude. The GN&C system is designed to be

completely autonomous with the capability of ground
override. Affitude and position determination will

be done using a sun sensor and a fixed-head star

To design the Percival Mission to Mars beyond the

preliminary design phase, detailed design must be
done for all portions of the project. The following

issues must also be considered. For the propulsion

system, the type of propellant must be chosen to give

a more precise estimate of the fuel mass required.

The penetrator system requires the accuracy of the

penetrator targeting to be determined in addition to

the effects of winds on the entry trajectory and

attitude of the penetrator. Also, the susceptibility of

the penetrator structure to failure during an oblique

impact must also be considered. The feasibility of

increasing the data rate of the Mars Balloon Relay

should be determined. For the spacecraft power
system, the feasibility of using a Strontium 90 RTG
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should be further analyzed. The GN&C system of

Percival should be analyzed in more detail to

determine if it satisfies the position and rate

determination and control requirements defined by

the gradiometer.
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spacecraft has a large structural design margin while

maintaining a low mass. This could be very

beneficial if one wished to increase the component

mass by adding scientific instruments. The mass

budget for the final design is shown in Table 2.

LEO SATELLITE FOR DEEP SPACE NETWORK

CALIBRATION

Dennis McWilliams (Team Leader)

Joe Araiza, Michael Clavenna, Jason Jones, Pat Lett,

Cassidy Norman, Clint Slatton, John Opiela, Mark

Tedesco, Michael Wortman

Overview

Mankind's quest for knowledge of space has led

scientists to loft expensive, complex space probes that

gather a multitude a data. Current spacecraft can

gather more data than their communication system

can transmit during limited transmit times. In order

to increase efficiency as well as the amount of data a
satellite can retrieve, faster data transmission

methods must be found. The fastest data transmission

rates now occur over X-band. However, a debate by

scientists currently focuses on whether NASA should

switch to another radio frequency, like Ka-Band, or

if they should move on to a more advanced scheme

such as laser communication. Mockingbird Designs

hopes to aid the debate by studying Ka transmissions.

Although the Ka-Band could offer higher data
transmission rates, the effect of the atmosphere on

the signal is unknown. Therefore Mockingbird

designed and plans to produce a small satellite,
named BATSAT, that will transmit a test signal over

both Ka and X bands to study atmospheric signal
attenuations.

Satellite Bus

The BATSAT satellite incorporates small satellite

design principles to provide a simple, low-cost design

ideal for university production and testing. The

satellite is an 0.64 m diameter space-frame truss
structure built of 6061-T6 aluminum truss members.

The skin panels will be built of a honeycomb
sandwich material, which will be mounted the outer

truss structure using locking bolts. In lieu of an axial

strut to support launch loads, an inner strut

configuration will provide stiffness. The inner strut

design also provides more space inside the spacecraft

for component placement. The components will be

placed in an insulated disk that will be isolated from

the structure using nylon cords. Using a NASTRAN
structural model, Mockingbird found that the

Table 2. BATSAT Mass Budget.

No. E|emen! Comments, Heritage Un|t Ma_kq

CommRnication

Toqll MISS

4.85 k I

1 Ka Transmm_ SURFSAT. pcc-tcsa_d i.00 kg 1.00 k

I X Transm,tter SURF'SAT. prc-teslt_d 0.70 kg 0.70 k

I S TranxmlUcr SURFSAT. prc-tcs_d 0.42 kS 0A2 k

8 X Amr.nna SURF-SAT, pre-tcs_.d 0.06 _ 0.48 k

S Ka Anl_nna SURFSAT, pce-lested 0.0_ kg 0.64 k

8 S An_nrta SURFSAT. pce,-te_cd 0.08 kg 0.64 k

0 Ku Antenna SORFSAT, pm-Wsted 0.10 kS 0.00 k

Cata_ 0.91kg 0.91_4

Power 8.07 k I

1 Peak Powtx Ld_. Off the shelf, space qual 3.00 kS 3.00 Iq

I Sol_ Array l.a3c_ spac_ qoaL St 1.95 kg 1.95 Iq

2 N_3uJ Sattcs'ics 1.40 k8 2.80 Iq

Cab_ 0.32 kg 0.32 [q

Tharmal & Radiation $.20 k|

1 Btank_ 3.00k8 3_0 iq
2 Stopi-k_ Mmco 0.10_ 0.20Iq
1 Shiek_ng 5.00_ 5_0 k4

Cammaad Sy: 2.60 k I

! X Re_ivex SURF'SAT. pfc-teswd 0.60 kg 0.60 kl

1 LogicCi_mu 2.0_ 2.00k_

Stroctare NASTRAN MoOd 16.60 kl
i

Payload 0.00 kI

0 Ccrav Meter I0.00 kS 0.00 k4

0 Radiation Me_ 10.00 kg 0.00 I;4

0 Voltage Meter 3.00 kg 0.00 Iq

[Maf_ 20_I

65.4 kg I

TOUII Launch Mass = 65.4 kq

Subsystems Design

The communication system includes Ka and X-Band

transmitters that are used to carry the test signal.

Mockingbird also plans to include an S band

transmitter that will be used to help train DSN
personnel. By purposely turning certain antennae off,
DSN trainees could determine the attitude motion of

the satellite via blinking techniques. The spacecraft

will transmit the 1 mW test signal over four omni-

directional antennae provided for each band. The
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increase in signal interference due to these antennae

can be compensated for using filter techniques

available at DSN, but most importantly these effects

are distinguishable from atmospheric effects.

Commands will be up-linked via an X-Band

transponder and a step logic circuit will change the

spacecraft configuration for different subsystems.

Also, to insure that the satellite can always be in a

known state, a reset command was designed to return
the satellite to an initial state.

Thermal control is often a problem for small
satellites. To compensate, Mockingbird Designs cold
biased the BATSAT satellite. The outer surface will

be covered with solar arrays, and all remaining

surfaces will be painted white. This prevents the

satellite from exceeding hot temperature limits. To

prevent certain satellite components from getting to

cold, small thermal strip heaters with a thermostat

will be used to heat up components. Since all

components will be placed in a circular disk,

components can also be warmed via thermal blankets.
Also, the circular disk can be radiation hardened to

increase satellite reliability.

When the satellite is transmitting over both X and
Ka-Bands with heaters on, it will need 8.6 W of

power. This maximum power requirement will be

fulfilled using silicon solar arrays and nickel-

cadmium batteries. The solar arrays will be surface

mounted to the honeycomb skin structure to offer

omni-directional solar flux coverage. A peak power

tracker will be used to smooth out the power from the

arrays. Both the solar arrays and the batteries are

designed for a 10 year lifetime. Four batteries will be

used: one for the first five years, one for the second

five years, and two redundant batteries.

Operational Concept

The BATSAT satellite will be lofted into an 1163

kin, 70 ° orbit by the Pegasus launch system. This orbit

fulfills the DSN dish slew rate requirement of .4

deg/s while also keeping the satellite out of the

heaviest regions of the Van Allen radiation belts.

Currently, only the Goldstone, California DSN dish
can receive in Ka-Band, but the Canberra, Australia

and the Madrid, Spain dishes will soon be upgraded.

Each of the three DSN stations capable of receiving

Ka-Band (Goldstone, Canberra, and Madrid) will

have an average of 85 minutes of view-time per day.

A seven day repeating groundtrack will allow for

easy planning and view time estimates. The Pegasus

launch system by Orbital Sciences Corporation will

Untyerdty of Texas, Aasan
Aerospace and Engineering Mechanics

provide the launch services for BATSAT. Pegasus
offers the lowest priced commercial launch option

while providing many performance options that

decrease satellite complexity. While the Pegasus

system is relatively cheap (around $9 million),

Mockingbird Designs is researching cheaper options

such as shared launch and military surplus. Figure 2
shows the Pegasus payload fairing dimensions.

_1.19 m 1-_

Figure 2. Pegasus payload fairing dimensions.

Condusions

The current BATSAT design offers an excellent

spaced-based platform for testing the merits of Ka-
Band transmissions. The satellite fulfills the

mission goals while keeping complexity and costs

down. However, the most important aspect of the

BATSAT satellite is its receptiveness to university

design. By using students to design, fabricate, and test

the satellite structure, costs can be kept to a bare

minimum. Many of the electronic components have

been built by other university groups and can be

adapted to the BATSAT design. Even though this

satellite was designed specifically for the DSN/JPL

testing project, the small satellite can easily be

modified to carry scientific instruments. Mockingbird
hopes that other missions will wish to use the

BATSAT design for their small satellite

applications.
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MANNED LUNAR LANDER FOR FIRST LUNAR

OUTPOST

David Garza (Team Leader)

Nikola Babic, Matt Carter, Donna Cosper, David

Goodine, Eloy Gonzalez, Edward Hirst, Ray Li,

Martin Lindsey, Tony Ng

Operational Concept

Selenium Technologies has been conducting

preliminary design work on a manned lunar lander for

use in NASA's First Lunar Outpost (FLO) program.

The resulting lander is designed to carry a crew of four

astronauts to a prepositioned habitat on the lunar

surface, remain on the lunar surface for up to 45 days

while the crew is living in the habitat, then return

the crew to Earth via direct reentry and land

recovery. Should the need arise, the crew can

manually guide the lander to a safe lunar landing

site, and live in the lander for up to ten days on the

surface. Also, an abort to Earth is available during

any segment of the mission. Table 3 shows the

approximate Av numbers corresponding to the worst-

case geometry between the Earth and the Moon.

Table 3. AV Budget for Worst-Case Earth-Moon

Geometry.

Event AV (m/s)

Translunar Injection

Outbound Midcourse

Corrections

3200

3O

Lunar Orbit Insertion (LOI) 890

Deorbit 20

Descent 1850

Ascent 1830

Lunar Orbit Circularization 20

Trans-Earth Injection 850

Inbound Midcourse Corrections 30
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and a satisfactory engine out capability. Differences

between the new propulsion system and the original

system include slightly smaller engine size and lower

thrust per engine, although specific impulse remains

the same despite the smaller size. Concerns over

nozzle ground clearance and engine reliability, as

well as more information from Pratt and Whitney,

brought about this change.

The power system consists of a combination of

regenerative fuel cells and solar arrays. While the

lander is in flight to or from the Moon, or during the
lunar night, fuel cells provide all electrical power.

During the lunar day, solar arrays are deployed to

provide electrical power for the lander as well as

electrolyzers, which separate some water back into

hydrogen and oxygen for later use by the fuel cells.

Total storage requirements for oxygen, hydrogen, and

water are 61 kg, 551 kg, and 360 kg, respectively.

Lander and Crew Module

The lander is a stage-and-a-half design with

descent propellant, cargo, and landing gear contained

in the descent stage, and the main propulsion system,

ascent propellant, and crew module contained in the

ascent stage. The primary structure for both stages is

a truss, to which all tanks and components are
attached. The crew module is a conical shape similar

to that of the Apollo Command Module, but

significantly larger with a height and maximum

diameter of 6 m. Figure 3 shows the configuration of
the lunar lander.

Subsystems Design

The main propulsion system consists of a cluster of
four modified Pratt and Whitney RL10 rocket engines

that use liquid methane (LCH4) and liquid oxygen

(LOX). Four engines are used to provide redundancy

Figure 3. Lunar Lander Configuration.

The descent truss is composed of cylindrical

aluminum members, with titanium end fittings for

additional support. The structure holds all the fuel

and oxidizer necessary for descent. This fuel will be
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linked to the ascent stage, connecting to the RL10
engines. The truss also houses the mission cargo and

extra area for any life support or power equipment
that cannot be contained within the crew module or in

the ascent truss.

As shown in the figure, the descent stage has a

platform on top of it so that the astronauts can walk

around the module when they are on the surface of

the Moon. Mounted on this platform are two solar

arrays that will be deployed during the lunar suface

stay to provide power. These solar arrays are shown

retracted in the figure, but they will be extended

outwards to form a square with 6.2 m sides. There is

also an elevator mechanism shown in this figure. The

mechanism allows the astronauts to descend to ground

level and go back up, without using the ladder that is

mounted on one of the legs. The mechanism uses a

small platform to go up and down that fits within the

descent truss structure. The platform is lowered or
raised with cables that are connected to winches

mounted on top of the descent stage. The whole

mechanism is powered electrically, but there are
handles in the winches as a mechanical backup

system in the case of power failure.

U_,er_ of Ter.ca,Az_
Atro_ace and E_,hwcri_ Mec_cics

20.8 m.

10.8 m.

Figure 4. Descent Truss Top View
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SPACE ENGINEERING PROJECTS IN DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The University of Texas at Austin

Department of Mechanical Engineering
Austin, Texas

Dr. R. Crawford, Dr. IC Wood, and Dr. S. Nichols

C. Hearn (Teaching Assistant), S. Corrier, G. DeKunder, S. George, C. Hysinger,

C. Johnson, K. Kubasta, R. McMahan, J. Salinas, C. Triplett, and T. Zizelmann

Abstract

NASAAJSRA is an ongoing sponsor of space design
projects in the senior design courses of the Mechanical
Engineering Department at The University of Texas at
Austin. This paper describes the UT senior design

sequence, focusing on the first-semester design
methodology course. The philosophical basis and
pedagogical structure of this course is summarized. A
history of the Department's activities in the Advanced
Design Program is then presented. The paper includes a
summary of the projects completed during the 1992-93
Academic Year in the methodology course, and concludes

with an example of two projects completed by student
design teams.

Introduction

The Department of Mechanical Engineering at The
University of Texas at Austin offers an ABET-accredited
undergraduate degree in mechanical engineering. The
department currently has approximately 1400
undergraduates enrolled in the program leading to an
undergraduate degree in mechanical engineering. In order
to complete the requirements for graduation, each student
must successfully complete a design methodology course
and a capstone design course, usually in the last two
semesters prior to graduation. Both of these design courses
provide students with opportunities to combine and integrate
material covered in the undergraduate curriculum in order to
solve open-ended engineering design problems. Since 1989
the department has been a member institution of the
NASA/USRA Advanced Design Program, where the
program has focused on space-reNted design projects in the
capstone design course. Twenty-four projects have been
successfully completed, and three internships at NASA
centers have resulted. This paper summarizes the
philosophical foundation of the UT design sequence, the
implementation of this philosophy with NASA/USRA ADP,
recent projects in the capstone design course, and ongoing
projects in the design methodology course.

During the period covering the Fall of 1986 through the
Spring of 1993, ADP projects have been used in the
capstone design course and in the graduate program. Since
the Fall of 1992, ADP projects are being introduced to the
undergraduate design methodology course. This allows the
faculty to present space related design concepts to a larger

number of students and introduces the material at an earlier

time in the undergraduate cumculum. Students in the
course experience each phase of the design process, since
each ADP project focuses on a different phase of the

process, ranging from conceptual design to embodiment
design. Participation in ADP has also encouraged
cooperation between ME and ASE. The two departments
have participated in joint design efforts and have idenufied
interdisciplinary projects (education and research).

Approach

Annual conference reports of the ADP program indicate a
broad spectrum of approaches by various departments and
universities in developing their design programs. In fact,
the ASE and ME programs take significantly different
approaches in how they teach engineering design at The
University of Texas at Austin. ME generally teaches the
ADP material in the undergraduate design sequence reqmred
of all mechanical engineering students. The Department
graduates approximately 200 undergraduate students a year.
ADP material has also been taught in the graduate program.

The design sequence consists of nine semester credit
hours of work taken over two semesters. The first course in

the sequence (ME 366.1) is a three semester-hour credit
course which presents design methodology. ME 366J
generally gives students the opportunity to complete several
design assignments throughout the semester in order to
apply the design tools discussed in lecture. The second
semester of the design sequence involves two courses taken
concurrently, a four hour lecture course (ME 466K) and a
two hour lab course (ME 266P). The combination of these
two courses are frequently referred to as "K". Students
registered for K are divided into three person design teams
to work on sponsored design projects.

During the last three years, the undergraduate senior-level
course "Mechanical Engineering Design Methodology (ME
366J)" has been developed. In its current form, this course
includes the following components: in-depth instruction in

Pahl and Beitz's 1 functional-based methodology, student
participatory case studies on fluid-thermal and mechanical
system design, decision-making, cost evaluation,
scheduling, and mathematical design techniques (e.g.,

quality methods, design optimization, and computer-aided
engineering). The example problems given in lecture
emphasize not only concept generation (in which the
students participate enthusiastically), but also comparing
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alternatives through technical feasibility, incorporation of
empirical data, etc.

Students entering this course have had limited exposure to
open-ended, market-driven problems and the necessary
skills to attack such problems. The design methodology is
structured to address these deficiencies. An initial case

study is used to mouvate the need for a systematic approach
to engineering design. Following the introductory case
study, creativity is presented as a recognized facet of
design. Two types of creativity are explored, i.e., creativity
as spontaneous idea generation and creativity as
accumulation of existing ideas and composition of these
ideas to meet specified goals. 2 Teckniques such as
brainstorming are taught and practiced by the students.
Following the general topic of creativity, a particular design
methodology is introduced. This methodology, created by
Pahl and Beitz 1 , is founded on the concept that design is a

process of developing functional descriptions of design
solutions, transforming these functional descriptions to form
(or physical) descriptions, and finally choosing the most
feasible design for further development and construction.
This methodology is generally characterized as a
decomposition strategy -- the design problem is
decomposed into subproblems. Five general process steps
comprise Pahl and Beitz's design methodology: (1) problem
definition and clarification (including the generation of

initial design specifications); (2) process description and
functional description, generation of solution variants to the
design subfunctions, and combination of solution variants

into overall configurations; (3) developing preliminary
layouts, selecting the most feasible configuration, and
embodying this configuration; (4) optimizing the selected
configuration; (5) and finally detailing the solution for
production or fabrication. Case studies, example problems,

and group design projects are used as vehicles for learning
this methodology.

During the 1992 Fall semester, me USRA ADP sponsorea
the establishment of a design methodology program for

space engineering. The program was implemented in the
existing design methodology course as described above;
however, the design problems developed through the
addition of the NASA/USRA ADP provided a unique
vehicle for applying the design principles taught in the
course. These principles include, in part: function sharing
and multi-function capabilities, design for quality, and
design for small-batch manufacturing. Function sharing, or
the concept that devices should perform multiple functions,
is a common theme in space applications. Previously, this
principle was taught in the design methodology course
based on simple mechanical components, such as using a
worm gear to replace the combination of spur gears and a
bevel gear to achieve a 90 ° offset and speed reduction.
Broader scope problems that exhibit this need for function

sharing are typical in NASA systems. Of course, the
underlying idea is to reduce the size, complexity, and cost of
components and systems, a recognized goal of all space

engineering. Design for quality ts another design pnnc_ple
taught m the design methodology course. Little data is
available from industry for exercising quality techmques,
such as the Taguchi method, statastical process control, and
factorial design. Through the NASA/USRA program and
contacts at NASA centers, such data was solicited and

provided realistic case problems for the students. Likewise,
NASA representatives benefit from the student's analys_s.
Design for small batch manufacturing was another pnnc_ple
emphasized in the design methodology course. This
principle focuses on reducing uncertainties in manufactunng
due to set up, tooling, fixturing, etc., and to enable qu_ck
changes in process lines. This is an important problem to
NASA in that most systems developed for space missions
are fabricated in small batches. Through the NASA/USRA
program, students are provided with design problems based
on such systems, requiring the application of the concept of
designing for small batch production.

The design methodology for space engineering course is
structured around design projects. This course features tour

projects that emphasize different stages of the design
process. Each student in the course works on three different
design problems via three project assignments. The first
two project assignments are oriented toward the conceptual
design phase. The first assignment requires problem
clarification, generation of specifications, and a functional
decomposition. The second project requires the
development of variant designs for subfunctions and their
combination into a complete concept variant. Both of these
projects require group collaboration for problem
clarification, specification generation, and functional
decomposition. Students then complete individually written
reports of their work on each of these projects.

The final project assignment in the course focuses on the
embodiment stage of design. This assignment is completed
by teams of three to five students. The teams are given a
choice of two projects, with at least three concept variants
provided by the instructors. Students generate one
additional design concept, perform comparative evaluation
of all alternatives, and select one alternative for

embodiment. The results of this project include a design
report, complete with working drawings of the design
solution, and an oral presentation of the project.

Projects Completed During the 1992-1993 Academic
Year

The remainder of the paper addresses eight of the projects
completed in the 1992-1993 Academic Year. The projects
are discussed briefly and highlight the key issues assocxated
therein. (The NASA/JSC contacts are noted as well.)
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Topic I: Specifications and Function Structure for an
EVA Glove Tester (Contact: Glenn Klute)

Belore a NASA astronaut uses a parr of EVA gloves m
space, NASA spends at least $100,000 in design and
manufacturing iterations to obtain an acceptable pair of
gloves. The NASA EVA gloves are prebent when
manufactured. In other words, there is a natural curvature to

the gloves. This curvature and the contour of the glove can
cause a glove misfit upon EVA space suit pressurization.
As a result, the gloves are custom designed for each
astronaut, and the gloves are manufactured untd the
astronaut finds an acceptable pair. This process is quite
costly. To reduce these costly design iterations, NASA has
proposed a device that can measure the torque needed to
open and close the fingers and thumb of the glove. The
design teams were required to develop design specifications
and a function structure for such a device.

Topic 2: Conceptual Design for a Ammonia Leak
Detection System (Contact: Dave Belenger)

Ammonia will be used in the cooling system on the Space
Statton Freedom. NASA has been directed to use variation

in system parameters, such as temperature and pressure, to
detect leaks in the ammonia system. However, these
changes may be so minute as to make detection extremely
difficult. The design teams were asked to develop concepts
based upon that and other techniques for detection.

Topic 3: Design of Autonomous Regolith Throwing
Device for Radiation Shielding of Lunar Habitats
(Contact: Dennis Wells)

NASA is considering establishing a fully equipped
manned outpost on the moon by the year 2015. Regolith
(lunar soil) will probably be used to shield habitats from
radiation on the lunar surface. The regolith must be
excavated and placed on the habitats. The purpose of tlals
project was tO prove the feasibility of throwing regolith onto
lunar habitats. Low gravity and lack of a lunar atmosphere
may allow regolith to be thrown accurately over large
distances with a low power requirement. Throwing
solutions were compared to traditional, Earth-based methods
for moving lunar soil. It was shown that throwing is a
feasible method of regolith placement, and an embodiment
design of such a device was developed.

Topic 4: Design of a Radiator Shading Device for a
Lunar Outpost (Contact: Mike Ewert)

NASA is designing a thermal control system for an
outpost to be placed permanently on the Moon. One of the
functions of the thermal control system is to reject waste

heat, which can be accomplished through a radiatOr. At the
lunar equator, a conventional radiator absorbs more heat
than it rejects during the lunar midday. This problem can be
solved by either increasing the temperature of the radiator

by means of a heat pump or by reducing the radiauon
incident on the radiator. The incident radiauon can be

reduced passtvely by using a shading device. The design
teams developed concepts tbr radiator shading devices and
for deploying and retracting the radiator and shade system.
The design includes the embodiment and analys_s of support
structure, mechanical and thermal stress, and thermal
performance. In addition, the teams addressed ideas for
removing lunar dust from the shading devsce.

Topic 5: Specifications and a Function Structure for a
Full Body Dynamometer (Contact: Glenn Klute)

NASA has performed studies on various Skylab and
shuttle missions with respect to the effects of micrograv_ty
on the human body. They have found that haman soft tissue

begins to atrophy and weaken during prolonged exposure to
microgravity. As a result, many of the astronauts returning
fi'om space missions experience difficulty performing motor
tasks that are affected by gravity. To maintain or monitor
the strength of the astronauts, a resistive traming apparatus
should be used to exercise the whole body. NASA mtends
to use this device for all future missions by adding the full
body dynamometer to the space station and to the space
shuttles when long periods in microgravity are of significant
concern. While considering the human factors and the test
environment, the design teams were required to develop the
design specifications and a function structure for the
dynamometer.

Topic 6: Conceptual Design for a Device to Measure
Flight Hand Anthropometry (Contact: Glenn Klute)

NASA has given special attention to the development of
their EVA gloves. An acceptable pair of EVA gloves cost
on the order of $100,000. This high cost results from two

problems: the gloves are custom designed for each
astronaut, and gloves are manufactured until the astronaut
finds an acceptable fit. Despite these costly design
iterations, these gloves have been shown to reduce effecuve

grip strength significantly upon space suit pressurization.
During an extended EVA, this may result in significant hand
fatigue. The problems do not end there; micro-gravity
environments introduce more variables with respect to the
gloves' design. Studies by NASA have shown that two
liters of fluid evacuate the lower body in micro-gravtty
experiments and some of that fluid goes into the hands
causing them to swell. The design teams were reqmred to
conceptually design a method and/or device that can
measure the swelling of hands in micro-gravity. Specml
consideration was given to the expected accuracy and
repeatability of the readings Also, the teams addressed the

capabilities of measuring the swelling between the fingers.



Topic 7: Design of a Space Shuttle Reentry Couch
(Contact: Phil Mongen)

NASA is currently planning collaborative space missions
with the Russians to the Space Station Mir. The Mir will
accommodate a crew of three astronauts for a period of
ninety days. After their stay, the astronauts will be shuttled
back to Earth via a space shuttle. Due to the physical
deconditioning effects associated with prolonged exposure
to microgravity, the astronauts may experience fainting and
dizziness during reentry. As a result, NASA suggests a
recumbent position for the space station astronauts to insure
their safe return. In addition to general comfort, the couch
must be able to withstand the effects of hard landing and
crash situations. In order to implement the couch
successfully, the following constraints must be considered:
astronaut anthropometry, geometry, and center of grawty,
shuttle floor strength, and assembly. The design teams were
responsible for developing an embodiment design for the
couch while also addressing the deployment and modularity
of the couch.

Topic 8: Design of a Resistojet Thrust Control (Contact:
Joe Riccio)

NASA needs a propulsion system that can provide small
amounts of thrust to space stations and satellites. The thrust
provided by the system would be used to maintain and
control the orbital position of the space vehicle. The
resistojet is a rather effective and inexpensive alternative for
this objective. The resistojet uses a resistive element to heat
compressed waste gases from the vehicle. Upon leaving one
of the vehicle's storage tanks, the waste gases are heated and
expanded through a nozzle. In order for the thruster to
perform its task, it has to generate 50-350 millipounds of
thrust over a period of several hours given only 500 Watts
and a predetermined amount of waste gas. Additionally, the
resistojet must be able to simply ventilate waste gases while
generating little or no thrust. The design teams were
responsible for developing an embodiment design for the
layout and control of the resistojet.

Example Designs of a Reentry Couch and a Resistojet

The embodiment phase of the design process highlights
the students' abilities to exercise their skills in analysis and
modeling. Up to this point in their studies, students have
had limited opportunities to utilize these skills on such open
ended problems. For the final project assignment, the

design teams used the conceptual design methodology
before pursuing the embodiment phase. Without the
experience of the previous conceptual design problems, their
efforts through the embodiment would be less coordinated.

The skills acqutred through the first two project assignments
facilitate the embodiment effort in the following ways:

* The design specifications have thoroughly
defined the requirements of the design.

* The functional decomposition portrays the
interaction of funcuonal components and
their roles within the design.

* The solution variants for each mare
functton of the design have been
qualitatively defined and fulfill the
specifications.

* The solution variants interact in a
technically feasible manner.

* The resulting concept variant is defined

and has been selected to best satisfy the
mitigating design parameters.

To illustrate the results of the final project assignment, the
designs of a Space Shuttle Reentry Couch and a Waste Gas
Resistojet will be summarized.

Conceptual Design of the Space Shuttle Reentry Couch

Specifications. The first step in solving any design
problem is developing a complete list of specifications. The
specifications encompass the functional requirements and
constraints for the reentry couch. Instead of listing all of the
specifications noted by the design teams, a list of the most
critical specifications are listed in Table 1.3

Table 1. Key specifications of reentry
couch.

Must withstand emergency landing load
factors

20 g forward in a 20 degree cone area
3.3 g aft
3.3 g right
3.3 g left
10 g down
4.4 g up

Must accommodate 5th percentile female

to 95th pe.,v,enti!e male
C.G. < 16" from middeck floor with

occupants

C. G. < 6" from floor in stowed position

Weight < 180 lbs. without occupants
Must withstand fatigue from vibration

20 - 150 Hz @ 6.00 dB/Octave

150 - 1000 Hz @ 0.03 g2/Hz

1000 - 2000 Hz @ -6.00 dB/Octave

Assembly without tools

Restrain all occupants
Comfortable

Another specification worth noting relates to the size
constraints of the middeck floor of the space shuttle. See
Figure 1 for an overhead view of the middeck floor and the

mounting points for the couch. The load carrying
capabilities of points 1 through 12 are very critical
constraints of the design since the couch's floor connectors
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must be relegated to these points.

specifications are highlighted in Table 2. 3

These additional

Figure 1: Overhead view of the middeck floor.

Table 2. Additional specifications for
couch/floor interaction.

Couch connections are limited to points 1
through 12
Points 1 - 12 are limited to 5000 lbs. in the
horizontal direction
Points 9 - 12 are limited to 80 lbs. in the
vertical direction

Points 1 - 8 can feasibly accommodate all
vertical couch loads

Function Structure. The function structure is a visual

description of what the couch does. Before any such
description can be developed, all the system's inputs and
outputs should be identified. See Figure 2 for this
representation. The system is lumped into one box that
explains the couch's role: to provide support during reentry
for astronauts suffering from muscle atrophy (due to
prolonged exposure to microgravity). The inputs and
outputs are identical in this case and are represented by the
style of the line used, where bold lines represent materials,
thin lines represent energy, and dashed lines represent
signals.

A_tc°n::t_ ProvadeSupportDuring t,===.====_Antronaut

Signal .... _4 ReentryforAstronauts =========_CouchSufferingfromMuscle .'....•Signal
E(W) --.----_Atrophy '---=.-----_E(W)

Figure 2: I/O diagram for the reentry couch.

Figure 3 illustrates a detailed function structure. The

couch (bold line) enters the system to be assembled. This
requires energy (thin line) and signals (dotted line) to insure
proper couch setup. The couch then supports the astronaut

(bold line). The astronaut remmns m the couch for recntrv
and is protected from normal and possible crash loads. An
additional signal is used in case of a crash to release all
restraimng devices for astronaut evacuauon.

rltlcl,I ,,,,,,,,,,,..=, _ tr tnllt

co_t

Figure 3: Function structure for the reentry couch.

Main Functions. The design teams developed solutions
for the main functions of their function structures. The
consensus of teams resulted in the main functions featured
in Table 3.

Table 3. Main functions of reentry couch.

Assemble/Disassemble Couch
Secure Couch to Middeck Floor

Support Crew via Couch Structure
Absorb Shock
Secure Crew

Solution Variants. Since the couch had to be assembled

and disassembled without tools, many assembly techniques
were addressed. Most of the teams considered the following
solution variants: hand screws, latches, shear pins, rigid
structure (no fasteners), and notched bars.

Securing the couch structure to the middeck floor is a

critical issue when considering the force limitations of
points 9-12. As a result, many teams developed two sets of
solution variants for this function. For points 1-8, the
solution variants included: preinstalled floor bolts fastened
to wing nuts, wing bolts screwed into a drilled and tapped
floor, clevis joints, latches, floor-mounted mushroom studs,
and floor-mounted spring-loaded shear pins. For points 9-
12, most of the solution variants included a technique that

uses a short (not touching the floor) shear support resting
inside a floor-mounted journal. Additionally, many teams
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decided not to use the points 9-12 at all due to the lack of
floor strength in the vertical direction.

The couch structure supports the crew and should be
strong enough for all expected loads. Therefore, the
configurauon of the couch with respect to the astronaut must
be supported by an underlying structure. The solution
variants for the couch support included: a solid platform, an
enclosed fluid mixture, struts, and a magnetic field.

To absorb shock, many different solutions were explored.
Some of the resulting solutions included combinations of the
following solution variants: linear dampers and springs,
torsional dampers and springs, airbags, magnetic damping,
crushable or extruded materials, couch rotation, and

adjustable seat cushions.

The safety of any device involving humans and inertia
must include a restraint system. The solutions for crew
restraint were as follows: ,*-point safety belts, 5-point safety
belts, air bags, and lap belts.

Concept Variants. Although a variety of solutions exist
for each main function, it is impossible to combine all of the
solutions from one main function with all of the solutions

from another. Invariably, some solutions are technically
incompatible with others. Also, some solutions cannot
adequately satisfy the requirements defined by the
specifications. As a result, the concept variants were
determined through combinations of technically compatible
and sufficient solution variants.

The concept variant embodied in this summary was
derived after investigating many, but not all, of the solutions
mentioned previously. This concept is represented by
Figure 4. The couch is assembled with notched support
bars. This technique is strong, holds without slippage, and
is easily disassembled. The couch must be connected to the
middeck floor. Shear/cotter pins were chosen because they
can be assembled and disassembled easily without tools.
With proper embodiment, they can survive the loads noted
in the specifications. The couch structure utilizes struts.
Sta'uts can be connected and disconnected with litde effort

and can connect easily to the energy absorbing
spring/damper setup and the adjustable cushions. Finally,
the crew members are reswained by 5-point harnesses based
on their proven effectiveness in helicopter crash seats.

Embodiment Design of the Space Shuttle Reentry Couch

The embodiment design process concentrates on the

analysis and layout of the couch. The steps for embodying
the concept depicted in Figure 4 were quite numerous and
detailed. A summary of the following couch attributes will

be presented: geometric layout, materials, springs and
dampers, and the couch floor mounts.

Foot Cushions _._

Spring / __Damper

-.. /
Shear Pins to mount to floor

Figure 4: Concept selected for the reentry couch.

Geometric Layout. Since the couch must accommodate
from the 5th percentile female to the 95th percentile male
astronaut and there is limited space on the middecg floor,
the astronauts must lie with their knees and waists bent. An

excess length of 1.5 inches at the head and 1 inch at the foot
have been left for spring and damper motion.

The angles and lengths of the supporting struts were
selected based upon the center of gravity limitations of the
couch. As a result, the back support of the couch is placed 9
inches from the floor. See Figures 5 and 6 for the side and

bottom views of the couch, respectively. Notice that floor
mounts 9-12 are not used in this design. To damp shock m
all directions, all struts attached to shock absorbers are
placed at an angle of 45 degrees from the floor.

510

z+ /-,,

! /i

,2 o _ Hr.gci .....

; 59"

178 .]_ 6" _ 10 2

1 .... _" ×

Figure 5: Side view of the reentry couch.
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Figure 6: Bottom view of the reentry couch.

sophisticated analysis may reveal a more opttmal value for
each shock absorber.

Couch and Floor Mounts. After the sprang and damper
values were chosen, the mounts for the couch struts were

designed. See Figure 7 for the floor mount. A couch strut is
placed into the mount and secured w_th a shear pin.

Conceptual Design of the Waste Gas Resistojet

Specifications. The specifications of the resistojet
highlight its functional requirements and constraints. The
most critical specifications are listed in Table 4. The

contents of Table 4 concentrate on waste gases that are
stored in a tank external to the resistojet. These waste gases
consist of the following compounds and elements: CO2, N2,

Ar, H20, and air.

Materials. A light material was selected for choosing the
couch structure material due to a weight limitataon of 180
lbs. Fire-lam was selected based upon Ciba-Geigy's (the
manufacturer) performance specifications. 4 Also, this

honeycomb material is flame retardant, hypo-allergemc,
non-corrosive, and does not off-gas. The frame of the

structure has members no larger than I inch square. The
manufacturer has designed special inserts for hinges that can
accommodate the cushions and assist during collapse and

storage.

01875D_ 02S_ I

t j_t_ i

_ 200 I

Figure 7: Floor and couch mount.

Spring and Damper. The spring stiffness and damping
characteristics of the shocks were determined through a
model incorporating the translational load factors in Table 1.
A stroke range of four inches was allowed in the design,
assuming a maximum amplitude of two inches in either
direction. A spring constant of 11000 N/m coupled with a
damping coefficient of 5000 Ns/m was calculated. All struts

are designed according to these values. However, more

Table 4. Key specifications of resist'oiiet.5

Operational lifetime of 10,000 hours
Generate 50-350 millipounds of
instantaneous thrust

Materials must withstand temperature and

pressure ranges of operation

Operate with a peak power of 500 Watts

Heat waste gases up to 1600 ° C

Must withstand input gas pressures of 80-
1000 psia from a storal_e tank

Must utilize storage tank gas mixtures
No adverse interaction between exhaust

plume and space vehicle

Function Structure. The function structure, shown in
Figure 8, is a visual description of what the resistojet does.
The inputs are def'med as the following: exit pressure s_gnal.
exit temperatvare sign_, waste gas, DC power, a_.d storage
tank pressure. The outputs are the following: heat loss from
heating the gas, heat loss from the tank, exit temperature
data, DC energy loss, thrust, and exhaust. According to the
flow of the inputs and outputs, the system's thrust can be
controlled if pressure, temperature, and thrust are monitored
at various locations in the resistojet.

Main Functions. Many of the design teams focused on
the control aspects of the resistojet. As a result, the mare
functions dealt with the flow of the waste gases. Table 5
lists main functions considered by many of the design
teams.
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The thrust is the key factor for determining whether a
resistojet is functioning properly. The solution variants for
controlling thrust were: a flow transducer, a pressure
transducer, a pressure and flow transducer, a load cell, and a
variable geometry nozzle.

Concept Variants. The concept variant embodied in this
summary was derived after investigaung many, but not all,
of the solutions mentioned previously. This concept is
represented by Figure 9. The concept selected by the design
team regulates the flow with a electric pressure regulator.
The waste gases are then heated by an internal helical coil
wrapped around a thin tube and covered by an insulating
cylinder. Upon leaving the heat exchanger, the gases enter a
converging-diverging nozzle. Thrust is controlled by an on-
board computer monitoring various temperature and
pressure values at specific system locations.

Figure 8: Function structure of the resistojet.

Table 5: Main funcuons of resistojet.

Regulate Flow of Waste Gas
Heat Waste Gas

Expel Waste Gas
Control Thrust

Nozzle

1.423"

Solution Variants. Since waste gases enter the resistojet
from an external storage tank, the first function of the

resistojet is to regulate flow. The design teams investigated
several techniques for this function. These techniques
include: a simple orifice, a mechanical pressure regulator, an
electrical pressure regulator, a fixed valve, and a variable
valve.

The waste gases must be heated to generate any
significant thrust. Most design teams addressed two basic
approaches to heating the waste gases. The first approach
suggests that the waste gases make actual contact with a
heating element. The teams considered both straight line
gas motion and helical gas motion over the heating element.
The heating elements could be a variety or combination of
geometries: shells, coils, spheres, cylinders, or fins. The
second approach involves isolating the heating element from
the waste gases to avoid contamination. The same gas
motions were considered for an external heating element
such as a heating coil or a rod array isolated by a shell.

Once the waste gases are heated, they exit the resistojet
and generate thrust. Most teams thought a nozzle of a
parucular or a combination of geometries would perform
effectively. The following nozzle geometries were explored
by the design teams: divergent, convergent, conical, bell,
and combinations of these.

Figure 9: Concept selected for the resistojet.

Embodiment Design of the Waste Gas Resistojet

The embodiment design process concentrates on the
analysis, materials and layout of the resistojet. The ..... ¢^"
embodying the concept depicted in Figure 8 were qmte
numerous and detailed. A summary of the following
resistojet attributes are presented: pressure regulation,
geometric layout, performance, and materials.

Pressure Regulation. In selecting an electronic pressure
regulator, critical specifications must be addressed. For
example, the waste gases stored in the tank may have
pressures up to 1000 psia at 490°R (30.33°F). A solenoid
valve with a pressure transducer was selected based upon its
ability to satisfy the specifications and provide a means of
pressure conditioning.

Solenoid valves are constructed from three basic parts: the
valve, the body, the electrical coil, and the coil enclosure.
Valve bodies are normally made from stainless steel and

brass for greatest media compatibility. Each electric coil is
encased in a protected encapsulated material to resist
extreme environmental conditions. In a direct solenoid
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valve, the magneuc force of the solenoid acts directly on the
valve's sealing mechamsm. Therefore, the pressure and
flow capabilities of these valves are limited by the power of
the solenoid.

Geometric Layout. The overall geometric layout is
depicted in Figure 9. The heat exchanger is five inches
long. The gas flows through the 0.45 inch diameter tube.
The overall tube length is dependent upon the distance of
the reslstojet from the external storage tank. The outside of
the tube is surrounded by a helical heating element.
Extended, the heating element is 0.107 cm in diameter and
is 383 cm long. The outside diameter of the heating
chamber has not been determined. It will depend on a heat
transfer analysis of the insulating materials covering the
heaung coil/gas tube assembly.

The most critical component of the resistojet is the nozzle.
A good nozzle will give the maximum amount of thrust for
a given mass flow. A schematic of the resistojet nozzle is

shown m Figure 10.

Figure I0:

xlr=1.423"

lU=2. 27"

Resistojet nozzle dimenszons.

The primary issues involved in designing the nozzle are
throat area, exit area, en_'ance m-ea, _nd nozzle sha_-,e_.
Using an iterative process with various gases flowing
through the nozzle at different temperatures and pressures
and assuming choked supersonic flow, a throat area of
0.00159 square inches was chosen. For a conical nozzle,
this gives a throat diameter of 0.045 inches (1.143 ram). In
an ideally expanded nozzle, an exit area is chosen that will
lower the pressure of the gas flow to the ambient pressure.
Since the ambient pressure for the resistojet is zero, this is
not possible. To lower the exit pressure to about 0.001
percent of the stagnation pressure in the nozzle, an area ratio
(exit area/throat area) of 1000 was chosen. This gives an
exit area of 1.590 square inches and an exit diameter of
1.423 inches (25.4 ram). The entrance area to the nozzle
was chosen sufficiently large to keep the gas flow upstream
of the nozzle at a speed below 8 m/s so that proper heat
transfer can take place in the heat exchanger. An area ratio
of 100 was chosen to ensure that for the worst case situation

the upstream gas speed is at most 8 m/s. This nozzle entry
area ratio gives an entrance of 0.159 square inches and an
entrance diameter of 0.45 inches (11.43 ram).

The most important cons_derauon for determmmg the
shape of the diverging part of the nozzle _s ensunng that the
flow will not separate from the nozzle wall, since this wdl
cause large losses in thrust and unwanted vthratmns. The
simplest shape for the nozzle Is a ctrcular cone. Th_s shape
has the advantage of being easier to produce, which is
important clue to the small sLze of the nozzle, the matermls
from which it is made, and the small tolerances needed near

the throat. A more complex shape would make the

production of the nozzle considerably more complicated.
Also, a more complex shape would add more nozzle mass
for a very small increase in efficiency. Therefore, a c_rcular
cone geometry was selected.

With a back pressure of zero, a divergence angle of 20
degrees can be used without fear of gas flow separation. In
the converging (entrance) section of the nozzle, a

convergence angle of 35 degrees is used, since gas flow
separation in the convergence region of the nozzle _s much
more difficult. This gives the nozzle an overall length of
2.27 inches (57.69 ram).

A considerauon in the resistojet design is the impact of
the exhaust plume on the space station environment.

Placing any object m the path of the exhaust plume is
undesirable, since the exiting gas will tend to collect on any
surfaces encountered. Also, vision can be impaired by the
exhaust plume. However, this effect is small since the mass

exiting the nozzle is small and will disperse quickly.

To determine the shape of the exhaust plume, Prandtl-

Meyer expansion theory was employed. By knowing the
exiting gas Mach number (about 11 in the worst case), an
exhaust plume angle of 85 ° was calculated. This determined
the cone of waste gases exiting the nozzle.

Performance. The performance will vary as the
geometry of the resistojet changes. The layout of the
reszstojet satisfies the requirements without excess size or
weight. Since the dimensions of the reslstojet nozzle and
heater were established, a detailed analysis of resistojet's
thrust was performed.

To understand the system performance, a qualitative
approach will be developed. As the gases exit the external

tank and enter the heat exchanger, the power dissipated by
the heating element heats the gases. The outlet gas
temperature is increased by an increase In the heater power,
a decrease in the specific heat of the gas, or a decrease in
flow rate. The gases then flow into the nozzle. The nozzle

is assumed frictionless with no back pressure. The flow is
choked at the nozzle throat and is supersonic at the nozzle
exit.

The gases chosen for analysis were pure argon, pure
carbon dioxide, air, and an arbitrarily chosen mixture of
40% CO2, 30% argon, and 30% air. Water was neglected

due to the complexity of its phase changes. The inlet
stagnation pressure (at the pressure regulator) was varied
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from 20 to 120 psi, and the heat addition was incrementally
set. The maximum power of 500 watts was not used in the
analysis to allow 50 watts for powering the pressure
regulators, solenoids, and the rest of the control system. See

Figure 11 for the results.
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Figure ! 1: Resistojet impulse as power and pressure are
varied.

Figure 11 represents the important results of the analysm.
The thrust is increased by increasing the inlet stagnation
pressure, but is barely affected by the amount of heat
addition. The thrust falls into the specification range of 0.05
to 0.35 pounds force given by NASA for a relatively small
power requirement of 125 Watts. 4 See Figure 12 for these
results. The rather modest power requirement is intended to
reserve plenty of power for other systems.

Materials. One of the key issues addressed in the design
of the resistojet was the material used for each of the system
components. The difficulty in selecting appropriate
materials rested in the extreme variation in temperatures that
the resistojet had to withstand (-273°C to 1600°C). All
selected materials satisfy the requirement for high melting
point and the potential for use at cryogenic temperatures.

For the heat exchanger of the resistojet, many different
material properties were investigated. The magnitude and
the duration of exposure (up to eight hours) to the upper
temperature limit (1600°C) was a major concern. Another
criterion in material selection for the heat exchanger was the
thermal conductivity of the material, A thermal
conductivity approaching or exceeding 400 W/mK is
necessary to maximize the amount of heat delivered to the
gas flowing through the heat exchanger. Workability, or
more specifically, weldability was also a factor in the
material selection, since the heat exchanger was decided to
be welded to the nozzle. For these reasons, a platinum-
rhodium alloy (Pt-10Ro) was selected for the heat

exchanger. Rhodium by itself has a high thermal
conductivity (627 W/mK), but it oxidizes at temperatures
above 1200°C; it was also one of the most infusible metals. 6

Combining rhodium with platinum (with a thermal
conductivity of 305 W/mK) into this particular alloy

increases the high-temperature strength of platinum. 6 Thts
alloy was also chosen for the ptping of the system. Since
the coiled heating element used m the res_stojet ts
essentially a pipe heater, and the heat exchanger _tself is
really just an extension of the reslstojet p=pmg, the two
components are made of the same materxal to elimmate the
need for welding, thus simplifying the manufacturing

process.
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Figure 12: Resistojet thrust vs. time at 125 Watts.

The nozzle posed a more complex material problem. One
end the nozzle is exposed to the high-temperature gases
leaving the heat exchanger, while the other end of the nozzle
is exposed to the cold of space. The material comprising the
nozzle must withstand both the high and the low
temperature limits simultaneously. A material with a low
thermal conductivity _s needed to protect the nozzle from
radiation to space. Also, since the throat diameter of the
nozzle is so small, absolutely no material oxidation can

occur. Single-crystal tungsten was selected for the nozzle. 7

A cylindrical insulation and radiation shield is needed for
the outside of the heating coil. Reinforced carbon carbon
fRCC) with a silicon carbide coating is used behind the
heating element. It is not an insulator, but it can w_thstand
temperatures up to 1760°C for an extended period of time,
and it bears the load caused by the vibratzons of the

resistojet when in operation. 8 Behind the RCC is a layer of
multi-layer insulation (MLI). MLI is a blanket-like material
consisting of layers of metal foils that are spaced apart. 8
Behind the MLI, Lockheed Insulation 2200 (L1-2200) ales
are bonded onto a titanium alloy (Ti-6A1-4V) casing. These
tiles are capable of withstanding temperatures up to 1650°C
for an extended period of time. The tiles are bonded to the
inside of the titanium casing (so the bonds face space, and
their surfaces face the heat coming from the MLI). The SIP

is then attached to the utanium casing by another layer of
RTV adhesive. The intent of the SIP is to expand and
contract with the titanium, thereby isolating the tiles from
this expansion, and preventing them from "popping" off.
The reason for bonchng the tiles facing the heat is to prevent
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the RTV from exceeding its temperature limit of 343°C.
MLI blankets are then wrapped around (or attached to) the
outstde of the utanium casing to protect the RTV bond on
the mstde of the titanium casing from the cold temperatures
of space, and to act as a second radiation shield. 8 All of the

Insulation materials described are existing technology, and
•allare flight certified.

Conclusion

NASA and USRA have developed a university based
program (ADP) to support space design education. ADP
allows participating universities sufficient flexibility to fit
the program to support each institution's individual
curriculum. The program provides the Department of

Mechanical Engineering at The University of Texas at
Austin with the opportunity to expose students and faculty
to the challenges and opportunities of space related design
problems and to improve the design education experience of
its students.

The Department would like to thank NASA and USRA
and the project sponsors for their support. The Department
hopes to continue such participation and contribute in any
fashmn to promote new ideas and broaden the education
experience.
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Abstract

The United States Naval Academy Space Systems

Design Team has designed a digital transponder for use

by U.S. Navy and commercial vessels for accountability

and communication. The Remote Universal Naval

Transponder, or "RUNT', was designed as a follow on

to MACSAT and modeled loosely after PANSAT. The

main benchmark when designing RUNT was cost. The

overall goal was to produce a less expensive source of

communication for naval vessels without sacrificing

reliability. The RUNT will operate in a 881 km polar

orbit. The spacecraft will be placed into this orbit, two

at a time, by the SCOUT launch vehicle, which is

capable of placing 130 kg into a 900 km orbit. The total

lift off weight of both RUNTs, and all accompanying

structure totals 84.4 kg. Total earth coverage could be

accomplished with 32 satellites. However, with only

eight satellites, a satellite would pass over any point on

earth, at least every forty minutes. By using a gravity

gradient boom, and a directional antenna, transmissions

can be accomplished with less than 1 Watt eirp from the

RUNT.

Systems

Introduction

The need for reliable, inexpensive, long-range

communications can not be overstated. With satellites

playing a larger role in long range communication, we

must find ways to make satellites less complicated and

expensive without sacrificing dependability.

Development of inexpensive satellites began with the

Oscar series, a;aaateur satellites designed and built by

Ham radio operators. These satellites started out as

very simple radios in space, but since then, as more

money and resources became available to amateurs, the

Oscars have evolved into more complex and more

expensive communications satellites, not unlike many

commercial satellites.

Recently, there has been a newfound interest in small

satellites. The Microsat series, MACSAT, and PANSAT

are all examples of the fresh attention being given to

these smaller, less capable versions of commercial

communications satellites.

The need for fleet accountability took a different

route. Large scale use of satellites for fleet

accountability began with the introduction of the Global

Positioning System (GPS) which allowed a unit to

determine its position within a few meters with a box no

bigger than a walkie-talkie. While this greatly aids the

unit possessing GPS, it does not provide anyone else

with knowledge of that unit's location.

This problem was addressed by Commander Robert

Bruninga of the Naval Academy's Satellite Earth Station.

Commander Bruninga recognized the need for the

Academy to keep track of its fleet of YP ships during

the summer months while the boats are deployed along

the east cost. CDR Bruninga then developed software

and hardware for a High Frequency system, to be used

in conjunction with GPS which allows a single

Command Station to locate and track all of the assets

within its command.

Since the current system is limited by the range of the

HF tracking station, the next logical step is to provide

an overhead relay from the fleet assets to the command

station and, if necessary, from the Command Station to

the individual assets.

It is with this in mind that the RUNT was designed.
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It is capable of transmitting digital messages in either

real-time or store-and-forward mode. This message can

carry location information, tactical data, or emergency

text messages. The RUNT can be fitted with the

capability to transmit scrambled data in tactical

situations. Since it is fitted with a high gain, circularly

polarized antenna, a unit can use RUNT with a small,

hand-held unit and without tracking the satellite.

The development of the RUNT has shown that a

simple, inexpensive satellite can be designed, constructed

and utilized without sacrificing practicality or reliability.

Operations and Data Flow

The RUNT Ground Accountability System consists of

various fleet assets and one or more Central Processing

Stations which will receive, analyze and plot the

positions of the assets involved. The RUNT can also be

used as a real-time digital repeater or a store-and-

forward digital bulletin board by any user who can

operate using AX.25 protocol. The RUNT mission

operations and data flow is shown in Figure 1.

OPERATIONS AND DATA FLOW

Figure 1

The system works as follows:

a) GPS sends message to naval vessel

b) Laptop on board processes signal

c) Message is transmitted to RUNT

d) Message is received and stored by RUNT

e) Command station sends message to send the

entire message
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f) RUNT transmits message

g) Information is analyzed and plotted at the

central processing terminal

Orbital Analysis

When selecting an orbit, cost was the underlying

factor. A high altitude orbit would require too much

transmission power thus driving up the cost. An orbit

which is too low would have a small footprint,

necessitating the use of more satellites for full earth

coverage.

The 881 km circular orbit selected was chosen

because it provides an acceptable compromise between

low power budgets and large footprint area and it allows

the spacecraft to pass over the same position on the

earth each day. The 90 degree inclination was chosen to

achieve total earth coverage.

Each RUNT will cycle through 14 full orbits each

sidereal day. This will place the satellite over the same

spot each day, but since a civil day is four minutes

longer than a sidereal day, the RUNT will pass over

each point four minutes earlier than it did the day

before.

With the given altitude and assuming a usable

inclination of five degrees above the horizon, the max

slant range is determined to be 2954 km and the

footprint width is 5325 kin. With those dimensions,

eight satellites would fill an orbit with some overlap.

Four of such orbits would allow for total earth coverage.

Since launch of 32 satellites would take a large

amount of time, an intermediate configuration is to put

two satellites, 180 degrees apart, into each of the four

polar orbits. With an orbital period of 102 minutes and

13 usable minutes per pass, the maximum time between

passes is 38 minutes.

Scout Launch Vehicle

The launch vehicle most suitable for the RUNT

mission is the Scout. This vehicle is 22.9 meters long

with a 0.86 meter diameter. It is capable of placing a

100 kg load into a 1000 km orbit or 130 kg into an orbit

of 881 km. The proposed payload fairing is the 3.65 m
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long, 0.86 m diameter configuration since this fairing is

capable of placing two RUNT satellites into orbit along

with support structures. See Figure 2

6337 ° 40,23"

12.0 R

34 in Diameter (Long) _ a

Figure 2

The satellites and accompanying structures will be

fastened to the Scout by three equally spaced hard

points with bolts and explosive actuated nuts. Release

from the launch vehicle will occur then the nuts are

fired and the third stage is simultaneously backed away.

This separation occurs at t+10 minutes 11 seconds.

Final burnout takes place 40 seconds later when the

fourth stage burns out. At this point, the two RUNT

satellites, still connected, should be spinning at 150 rpm

in a 881 km circular orbit.

Requirements

Power

The RUNT's power subsystem requirement is to

provide a + 28 volt, 5.0 watt continuous orbital average

load bus for an orbit life of approximately 7 years. A

+ 28 volt bus was chosen because most systems flown in

the U.S. have used close to a +28 volt DC system.

Most hardware is designed around this type of system,

and since one of our satellite's requirements is to use off

the shelf components, this was determined to be the best

option.

The satellite will have two different phases of power

requirements. Initially, the power requirements will be

significantly lower to bring the satellite into full

operation (Transition Stage). This stage will include

United States Naval Academy

deploying the gravity gradient boom, deploying the

antenna, and other tasks. After the satellite is fully

operational, all systems will be running continuously

during daylight hours and eclipse time (Operational

Stage).

System Specifications

Power Source

Power Subsystem

Power Regulation

Bus Voltage

Transmission Power

Battery Type

Battery Capacity

Batteries)

Solar Panel Arrays

Secondary Batteries

Direct Energy Transfer System

Unregulated Subsystem using

Shunt Regulator

27.50 V Average (24-33 V)

4 Watts

22 2 A-hr Cell Commercial

Aviation NiCd

55 W-hr (Redundant

Battery Weight/Volume 3.6 kg/1900 cm 3

DOD/# of Cycles 10 percent/26000-36000 cycles

Solar Cell Type Silicon (12 rail cover slip/back

reflector)

Solar Panel Area/Weight 5574.2 cm2/4.10 kg

Solar Cell Array Design

The RUNT will derive its power from body-mounted

solar arrays using silicon solar cells with a 21 mil cover

slip and back surface reflectors similar to those

incorporated in MICROSAT. This will produce a 15%

power conversion efficiency at BOL. The cover slip will

provide protection against radiation damage. The

RUNT's orbit of 881 km is safely out of the Van Allen

Radiation Belts (1600-1800 kin). Silicon cells were used

instead of Gallium-Arsenide in order to minimize cost.

The solar cell arrays are mounted on the top of the

satellites as well as on the sides. There are three panels

on the top and one on each of the twelve sides. The

cells are arranged in series in order to provide voltage

of approximately 33 V. This is necessary in order to

ensure the batteries are charged. The arrays need a

higher voltage than the batteries due to partial shading,

swings in bus voltage and efficiency losses.

Using JPL curves for this particular orbit it was
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determined that each cell will produce 0.430 volts and

31.4 mA/cm 2 after seven years Therefore, 77 cells

must be placed in series to achieve the proper voltage.

There are 77 2x4 cm 2 cells in each of the top panels and

80 2x2 cm 2 cells in each of the side panels. The layout

for the side panels is a simple rectangular array, placed

onto the center of each side. The layout for each of the

top arrays is shown below.
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Figure 3

Power Budget

There are two separate power budgets. The first is

for the transitional stage when the satellite is released

from the Scout launch vehicle until the satellite becomes

fully operational. The second is the Operational Stage.

The Transitional Stage is necessary because the

satellite is not in its optimal orientation to receive

maximum power from its arrays and will depend more

on the batteries during the early stages of flight.

Different subsystems will also be in operation. These

include deployment of the gravity gradient boom,

ignition of rocket motors, and the firing of ordnance.

In the Transitional Stage, the transponder will require

a constant 0.5 watt power supply. The transmitter will

draw 0.05 watts since the satellite will be tracked by a 12

meter dish during this phase. Other miscellaneous

subsystems will draw an average of 0.5 watts. At this

rate, the satellite can sustain itself for 55 hours before

an exterior source of power will become necessary. It
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should be noted that other systems such as the rockets

and explosive devices may draw power as well, but for

very short periods of time (less than 0.5 seconds).

The operational stage will rely entirely on the solar

arrays to charge the batteries to the necessary levels to

meet the satellite's power requirements. These

requirements will be the running of various subsystems

such as the transponder and the transmitter which will

require the vast majority of the power.

In the Operational Stage, (once the yo-yo devices,

boom, and antenna are deployed) the data rate will be

increased to 9600 Baud. The transponder will still run

at 0.5 Watts, but the transmitter will be run at full

power of 4 Watts (0.8 Watts eirp). Miscellaneous

subsystems will still draw a constant 0.5 Watts.

Orbital Power Analysis Graphs

Below is a diagram showing the model used to

determine available power at each point of various

orbits. The latitude of the satellite is Theta(O) while the

angle the orbital plane makes with the sun is denoted by

lambda(%). Following Figure 4 are some graphs

displaying the power available from side and top panels

during each orbit.

SUN
I

Figure 4
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Propulsion

Due to the compact size of the RUNT, two satellites

are able to be launched by a single Scout launch vehicle.

However, once the desired altitude of 881 km is

reached, both satellites, when released from the scout,

lie next to each other in the same orbit. This is

obviously no use. In order to obtain continuous global

coverage using a minimum of satellites, the eight

satellites in each orbital plane must be evenly spaced.

This calls for a separation of 45 degrees between

satellites.

Figure 5

In order to separate the two satellites after release from

the SCOUT, one satellite must be boosted by a

propulsion mechanism to a position which will eventually

result in the required 45 degree separation from its

partner. At a point in the initial orbit, one satellite will

be boosted by a small, solid fuel Morton-Thiokol Star

5A rocket motor. The velocity imparted to the boosted

satellite will change its orbit from the original circular

polar orbit to a new orbit which is slightly elliptical.

This new elliptical orbit will have a period slightly longer

than the 881 km circular orbit resulting in a increasing

separation as the two satellites, now in different orbits,

continue to circle the Earth. After the boosted satellite

becomes 45 degrees separated "behind" its partner, a

delta velocity will be imparted to the transfer satellite

dropping it back into the necessary 881 km circular

orbit. The Figure 6 shows this.
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Figure 6

Specifics

The Star 5A has a sufficient total impulse to impart

a delta velocity of 100.3 m/s to the RUNT. With this

delta velocity, the transferring satellite will be moved

into an elliptical orbit with an eccentricity of

approximately 0.027. This orbit will have a period of

6411 seconds compared to the 881 km circular orbit's

period of 6155 seconds. The difference of 256 seconds

will separate the two satellites by 15 degrees for each

orbit the boosted satellite makes. Therefore, after three

orbits made by the boosted satellite, the desired

separation of 45 degrees will exist between the two

satellites. When the boosted satellite approaches its

perigee (which is the only common point of the two

orbits) the Star 5A will be fired and the velocity of the

transfer satellite will be slowed 100.3 m/s dropping it

back into the 881 km circular orbit.

Star 5A

The Morton-Thiokol Star 5A is an ideal choice for the

booster rocket motor needed by the RUNT. Its small

size, light weight and adaptability meet the requirements

necessary to separate the two RUNT satellites launched

with each Scout. A total impulse of 519.4 kg-sec is

needed to boost the RUNT into and out of its transfer

orbit. The Star 5A has a maximum total impulse of 590

kg-sec but the fuel load, and consequently the total
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impulse of the Star 5A, can be off-loaded by as much as

20% or nearly 0.455 kg. The total impulse range of the

STAR 5A limits of the weight of the satellite ranging

from a minimum of 46.5 kg to a maximum of 57.2 kg.

Additionally, the simplicity of the solid rocket motor in

conjunction with the small power requirements to fire

the rocket mesh with the RUNT design criteria of

simplicity and reliability well.

MortonThlokol
STAR5A Rocket

Figure 7

Spacecraft Structural Design

The structural configuration of the RUNT is based

upon two things. The first is the need to sufficiently

support all subsystems through launch, separation, and

operation and to point the antenna toward the earth.

Since cost is of primary concern, the best way to achieve

this is through a gravity gradient boom. With the boom

pointed away from the earth, the antenna will have an

unobstructed view. Both the antenna and the boom will

extend from the center of either end of the satellite in

order to avoid torquing moments due to asymmetric

mass distribution. All other components will be housed

within the structure.

The second requirement which the structure must

meet is to have sufficient area upon which the solar

arrays will be fitted. This was, in fact, the determining

factor when deciding how big the satellite was to be.

Launch Loading

The loads placed upon the satellite at lift-off are by

far the most critical. Frequency vibrations from the

launch vehicle come from both internal and external

sources. The internal sources are disturbances such as

engine vibration while the external sources come from

aerodynamic effects. By designing the satellite structure

to have different natural frequencies than the launch

vehicle, resonance can be avoided, and much of the

frequency induced load will be erased. The natural

frequencies of the Scout are 18 Hz and 20 Hz axially

and laterally respectively. By varying the construction

and material thickness of the RUNT, different natural

frequencies can be obtained.

Another, perhaps more apparent source of launch

loading is due to the axial acceleration of the

launch-vehicle. The weight of the overall structure will

decrease as the propellant is expelled, thus the

acceleration will slowly increase. The maximum axial

acceleration of the SCOUT is 9.5 times the normal force

of gravity. The mid-deck of the RUNT will hold the

majority of the weight, and thus bear the largest load.

At maximum acceleration, the load acting on the

mid-deck is calculated at just under 3000 N, which

translates into 10,280 Newton's per square meter. This

load will be more than adequately accounted for since

Aluminum 7075, the design material, has an Ultimate

Tensile Strength of 524 million Newtons per square

meter.

Pyrotechnic Loads

Pyrotechnic shock is another load which the structure

must be designed to withstand. Pyrotechnic shock

comes from the explosions of separation apparati. The

RUNT will use a total of five marmon clamps to be

separated by exploding bolts. One clamp will join both

satellites to the satellite interface, two will connect the

satellites to one another, the remaining two will hold

the nozzles in place until after the orbital transfer is

completed. Pyrotechnic bolts will also be used to

release the yo-yo mechanism used to de-spin the RUNT.

Booster Rocket Loads

The final event which will demand structural integrity
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beyondtheoperationalrequirementsisthe firing of the

STAR 5,4, rockets to change the orbital orientation of

the satellites. This burn produces much smaller

accelerations than the launch vehicle, therefore the

forces have been thoroughly accounted for when

designing for launch.

Structural Configuration

The structural design of the satellite is a 12 sided

cylinder. Its internal framework is composed of 12

vertical and 36 horizontal "L" spars, as shown in Figure

5.1. The second layer of material, composed of 15 inch

by 6.2 inch Aluminum 7075, provides a base for the

placement of the external honeycomb support.

OVERALL TOP JOINT
$'I'RUCI'tYRE

SIDE IOIMF

Figure 8

The side panels are constructed as shown below.

The total weight of the satellite structure is 18.39 kg.

This brings the total weight per satellite to 32.27 kg.

More mass was added to the launch configuration as the

satellite interface and separation apparati were

accounted for. Those structural members along with the

engine mounting devices add a mass of 10.53 kg. There

is also the additional weight of the two STAR 5A solid

fuel booster rockets. This is a total of only 52.10 kg for

one satellite and all of the supporting hardware. This

relatively low weight allows two satellites to be launched

per launch vehicle. The total mass of the two satellites,

the rockets, and the separation structures comes to 84.37

UnitedStatesNavalAcademy

SIDE PANEL DISPLAY

Figure 9

kg.

The layout in which the launch vehicle will be loaded is

shown below.

=
CONFIGURA_ON /

_PAIA_

WITHIN SCOUT

Figure 10
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Thermal Design

One very important aspect of satellite layout is

thermal design. By using different materials and

coatings, each with different ab:_orptivity (,_) and

emissivity (¢) the temperature of the spacecraft can be

determined. These characteristics cause the surface to

hold various equilibrium temperatures when illuminated

by sunlight. The interaction of all of the surfaces

determines the final equilibrium temperature of the

spacecraft.

Although every machine has an optimum operating

temperature, temperature is especially important when

dealing with electronics components. By exploiting the

different a and e of various materials, the spacecraft can

be designed to operate at nearly any desired

temperature.

This method operates on the premise that, at

equilibrium, power into the satellit,e is equal to power

out of the spacecraft. Power into the satellite is defined

by the following equation:

Pi = (_) (S) (a) (CosX)

POWERIN
INCOMING

SUNLIGHT
v \

S - 1400 W/re'2

_ POWl_liOUT

%

Figure 11

Power out of the satellite can be found using this

equation:

Pouc=(¢) (A) (c) (T 4) +Pgen
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=Absorptivity

S= Sunlight Intensity (1400 W/m z)

a =Area

X = Pitch Angle

e = Emissivity

o = Stefan Boltzman's Constant (5.6705 x 10.8)

A=Area

T=Temperature (Kelvin)

Pgcn=Power Generated

Notice that the two areas are different. Area a is the

area being hit by sunlight while area A is the total

surface area of the spacecraft which radiates heat into

space.

The resultant temperature can be found by setting

power out equal to power in plus power generated by

the spacecraft and solving for T.

This has been done assuming gold to be the coating

on all areas not covered by solar cells. The graph below

shows the temperature of the satellite as it spins in

relation to the sun. An angle of zero means that the

side is directly facing the sun. An angle of 90 means

that the top is facing sunward.
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Figure 12

Using this graph as a guide, it is apparent that the

satellite will operate at temperatures ranging from -10

degrees to + 20 degrees Celsius. This range is a safe

and efficient range for all components used, including all

transmission, electronic, and solar equipment.
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Communications

Because the primary purpose of RUNT is the relay of

information , the choice of uplink and downlink

frequencies, power requirements, antenna design and

data rate are vital to mission success. Additionally, the

need for relative simple design, compatibility with

present systems, and the need for small size were

fundamental design criteria.

During the transition from launch to final orbit

position, the RUNT's communication's antenna will not

be deployed. Furthermore, the satellite's available

power will be limited. Timers on board the satellite will

control the majority of satellite functions required during

the transition phase, such as firing the booster rockets.

However, there is still a need to maintain

communications with the satellite in order to monitor its

progress and status.

The RUNT's small size and small power budget

limited the transmitting power available to the

transmitting antenna. In order to minimize errors in

data transmission, a signal-to-noise ratio of 13 dB was

required. At this ratio, an error of one bit per 11313,000

bits will be obtained. Additionally, a 6 dB gain cross

dipole antenna with a reflector will be used as the

satellite's transmitting and receiving antenna. The

antenna's small size, gain, low cost and low weight meet

the satellite's driving design criteria. A half-wave dipole

with again of 2.1 dB was assumed as the antenna to be

used on the ground.

UtdtedSt_s NavalAcodemy

An ambient noise level of 1.242 x 10 "16 Watts on the

ground was calculated:

Noise = (Boltzmann's

constant) (T) Coandwidth)

Noise = (1.38x10 -23 W/Hz/K)(300K)(3xl04)

Noise = 1.242 x 10"16Watts

From this noise level and a signal-to-noise ratio of 13

dB, the receiver needed to receive a signal 2.478 x10E-

15 Watts in strength.

PowerTransmi tted = Pro,:(4=) 2R2

G=G:I 2

where Prec = signal power at the receiver
R = distance between transmitter and

receiver

G t = gain of the transmitter

G r = gain of the receiver

;t = wavelength of signal

the minimum transmitter power needed over the

maximum slant range of 3400 km (881 km circular

polar orbit) to give a signal-to-noise ratio of 13 dB at

the receiver was 0.56 Watts.

Baud Rate

Bandwidth

Ambient Noise

Transmitter Gain

Receiver Gain

EIRP

Uplink Frequency

Downlink Frequency

Transitional Stage

1200

4000 Hz

1.65x10q7 Watts

0 dB

25 dB

0.01 Watts

300 MHz

259 MHz

Operational Stage

9600

30000 Hz

1.24 x 10"16 Watts

6 dB

2.1 dB

0.86 Watts

300 MHz

259 MHz

T-ffb-_ 1
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Antenna Design

The antenna system on the RUNT is critically

important. The antenna chosen for the RUNT is a dual

dipole. The dual dipole will be used on both the ship

and the satellite. The reasons for this choice are:

gain

a.

b.

C.

d.

c.

f.

The dual dipole antenna provides a

of 6 dB.

It has a simple mechanical structure.

It is not as fragile as a parabolic dish.

It takes up less space during launch.

The antenna is lightweight.

The antenna is inexpensive.

...5/"

..-"",:._.':.:."
_._v.:...."

Figure 13 Antenna Fold Up Design

During launch, the antenna boom itself will be folded

up using 2 hinges with springs in order to minimize

space. At a certain point in the launch sequence the

antenna will be unfolded using explosive bolts. The

springs hinges will ensure the boom extends fully.

Protocol

Introduction

Given that the basic concept behind RUNT is to have

a simple, accurate, and cost-effective method for

relaying vital information from all U.S. Navy ships to

some command center in the United States. The tool

for achieving this goal is a modified amateur packet
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radio system. RUNT will be equipped with the Digital

Radio Systems, Inc. DPK-2 Packet Radio Terminal

Node Controller (TNC). The system will use the AX.25

Version 2.0 protocol.

Procedure Overview

Each navy ship will be equipped with a simple

computer and radio transmitter that can be easily

interfaced with the current Global Positioning System

(GPS). The computer will transmit the ship's latitude,

longitude, course, and speed every ten minutes

automatically.

Also, a brief message can be sent with each

transmission. The DPK-2 will store all information. As

each satellite passes over a command center, an

operator at the center will transmit a command

requesting to receive stored messages. Once the

information is received, the operator will transmit a

command to erase this data in order to make room for

more incoming messages.

The operator can also command the DPK-2 to

transmit or erase specific messages instead of all of

them at once. This is accomplished by giving each

message a code to differentiate it from all others.

Finally, the operator can be replaced and the system

completely automated with the introduction of a

computer at the command site.

Detailed Protocol

RUNT will use the AX.25 protocol. The DRSI DPK-

2 utilizes the first two layers of the International

Standards Organization (ISO) layered network model.

First, the physical layer is concerned only with the

transmission and reception of data on the bit level.

Specifically, the physical layer ensures compatibility and

proper interface between hardware devices. For

example, it checks for voltage compatibility of a

transmitted signal.

The second layer is the data link layer and its purpose

is to pass on an error-free stream of data. Level two

partitions data into individual frames based on the High

Level Data Link Control (HDLC) protocol defined by

the ISO. Each frame possesses its own error detection
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fieldandframe identification field.

The receiving system recomputes a FCS based on the

data received and compares it to the FCS transmitted.

If a discrepancy exists, the receiving system rejects the

data. Therefore, bad data is not passed to the receiving

operator and a retransmission of that single message is

all that is required.

Although transmission data is not always required (i.e.

Link control frames), the mission of RUNT requires all

data fields to have the same format when they are

transmitted.

The combination of ship's code and time of

transmission will serve as a method for categorizing

messages. No two messages can have the same ship

designator and time of transmission.

Transmissions of time, latitude, longitude, course, and

speed e.aa all be automated by interfacing with current

GPS systems. All the operator on board ship would

have to do is enter any text that the commanding officer

desires. However, free text is not required for accurate
transmission.

UnitedStatesNavalAcademy

Command Station Locations

The following map shows the location of the eleven

global command stations.

Figure 14

1. Honolulu, Hawaii

2. San Diego, California

3. Corpus Christi, Texas

4. Bermuda

5. Azore Islands

6. Sigonella, Italy

7. Incirlic, Turkey

8. Diego Garcia

9. Melbourne, Australia

10. Guam

11. Marshall Islands
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Abstract

The Utah State University 1992-1993 Advanced Space

Systems Design Team focused its design effort on a long

range lunar rover. The Wheeled Experimental Surface

Lunar Explorer (WESLE) was designed such that transport
to the Moon could be done with the Artemis Common

Lunar Lander which has been conceptualized by a team at

the Johnson Space Center. Scientific instruments on board

each WESLE include: an alpha-proton-x-ray spectrometer,

a visual spectrometer, and an electromagnetic sounder.

With these instruments the rovers will be capable of

detecting all elements except hydrogen, analyzing the

crystalline structure of lunar samples, and mapping sub-

surface geologic features. The WESLE relies on six conical

wheels for mobility and will turn using the "skid-scuff'

method, similar to tanks. The semi-autonomous operations

for maneuvering requires that an earth-based operator send

the rover to a spot that is visible. The rover will be capable

of maneuvering over or around various obstacles with an

increase in uncertainty of location relative to the point of

destination for every obstacle encountered. The rover will
telemeter Earth for further information when it has reached

the desired location, the uncertainty level has exceeded a
preset value, or the rover encounters an obstacle that it

cannot negotiate. The WESLE is designed to operate over

a range of 1,000 kilometers for approximately one year.

Introduction

The Moon is the closest astronomical body to the Earth

and, at this time, is the only one that can be explored by

manned missions. Through exploration of the Moon, we

can gain knowledge about space travel and habitation which

will enable extension of human exploration to Mars. Such

exploration could be made more viable if we were able to

mine lunar resources and produce such things as propellants

and supplies for life support systems instead of requiring

that they be lifted out of the large gravity well of the Earth.

Also, the Moon's surface is not protected or changed by an

atmosphere; consequently, astronomical events that have

influenced the Earth-Moon system over billions of years are

recorded in its ridges, regolith, and craters, t Studying lunar

geological characteristics may unlock questions about the

origin of the Earth, Moon, and even the universe. These

are just a few arguments in favor of man's return to the
Moon.

Before man returns to the Moon, robot missions will map

and explore the lunar surface. Global mapping will be

performed by orbiting space craft. Exploration and detailed

resource mapping will be conducted by semi-autonomous
surface rovers. These surface rovers will fall into two

classes: site rovers which will extensively explore a
localized area, and long range rovers which will travel

hundreds of kilometers while exploring the Moon. The

Johnson Space Center has conceptualized a delivery system,

the Artemis Common l_xmar Lander, that will be capable of

delivering these rovers as well as other unmanned payloads

to a user specified location on the lunar surface. 2 The 1992-

93 Advanced Space Systems Design class at Utah State

University has designed a long range lunar rover to be

delivered to the lunar surface by the Artemis.

The Wheeled Experimental Surface I.,unar Explorer

(WESLE), nicknamed the Moon Weasel, was designed to
give valuable data about the lunar surface and to minimize

cost in both hardware and operational requirements.

Top Level Requirements

Before design began, several top level requirements were

set to assure that the design could produce a valuable

product. The following six requirements where established

with the assistance of engineers who have had experience in

rover design and testing: 3'4'5

e Three rovers will be delivered on each Artemis

Common Lunar Lander.

* Rovers will be designed to operate for one year.
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Fig. 1 Isometric view of a WESLE

• Rovers must be able to travel 1,000 kilometers

• Maximum speed of travel will be 1 kilometer/hour

• Accuracy of location must be known to within 100

meters relative to lunar maps.

• Operation will be semi-autonomous.

Design Overview

Configuration

Figure 1 shows an isometric view of a WESLE. It may

be noticed that this design is not entirely original. Because

there are no analytical methods for the design of a mobility

system for a rover, we studied designs that have been

proven in the field and combine what we feel to be optimal

for our mission. Many ideas originated with the Russian
rover that is slated for the Mars 1996 Mission, while others

came from the Rocky IV rover that the Jet Propulsion

Laboratory (JPL) is working on) '4.s

Operator Requirements

The level of autonomy is such that the rover will require

aid from an earth-based operator only when it encounters

trouble or has reached the operator specified destination.

This allows for a minimum number of personnel on the

earth-based operations team while in the operations mode.

The WESLE will operate only during the lunar day; during

the 350 hour lunar night the rover will go into a survival
mode and no communications will be made between the

rover and Earth. Therefore, although operators will be

required around the clock during the lunar day, there will be

no requirement for an earth-based operator during the lunar

night.

Lunar Environment

In any design the operating environment must be

considered. The lunar environment differs greatly from

what we experience on Earth. The three primary areas of

concern when designing a mechanism to operate on the
lunar surface are radiation, regolith, and temperature.

The Earth, unlike the Moon, is protected from radiation
by the Van Allen belts. Therefore, electrical components on

Earth do not require special protection from bombardment

by solar winds, galactic cosmic rays, and solar cosmic rays
from solar flares. However, in order for equipment to

operate correctly on the Moon, it must be protected from
this radiation, or the use of redundant instruments must be
considered.
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A rover traversing the lunar surface will constantly be

kicking up regolith or lunar soil which is much like very

fine grain volcanic ash. The high abrasivity of regolith will

quieldy wear down a moving part that is not protected.

Therefore, the number of moving parts must be minimized
and those that cannot be eliminated must be designed to be

protected from the regolith.

Because of the twenty-eight day lunar cycle (350 hour day

and 350 hour night), temperature variations are extreme.

During the Apollo missions, temperature variations of
282°C were measured with a low of -181°C and a high of

1010C. l Temperatures will vary with location, but the

temperature extremes have proven to be quite a difficult

thermal management problem to overcome.

Other environmental factors include low gravity (1/6
Earth) and the lunar vacuum.

Artemis Delivery Capabilities

The mass that the Artemis is capable of delivering to the

lunar surface is dependent upon the launch vehicle used to
deliver it to low Earth orbit. The Atlas II launch vehicle

was our choice to deliver three rovers and the hardware

required to interface with and deploy the rovers from the

Artemis. Using the Atlas II allows an Artemis payload of

200 kg. At this point in the design, the WESLE payload

and Artemis interface hardware totals 155.7 kg, giving a

28.5% mass contingency. The 28.5% contingency is to

allow for unexpected increases in the mass as design and

manufacture of the system proceed.

Possible Landing Sites

As part of the Artemis Common Lunar Lander design,
ten landings were dedicated to rover excursions. Because

this number will include both site rovers and long range

rovers, we selected three possible landing sights. Although

travel would be much easier over the mare (lunar flatlands),

past studies indicate that there is a much greater diversity in

elemental composition near the ridges and craters._ Thus,

the chosen landing sites allow for travel on or near the mare

as well as study of the more diverse terrain. The selected

landing sites are: Montes Apenninus (28°N, 5°E),
Copernicus (7°N, 21°W), and Sinus Iridum (40°N, 32°W).

Structure

The Structure subsystem is responsible for secure

placement of all components on the WESLE. The overall

structure is shown in Figure 1.

Componenl Location
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Components are located on either the front or rear

payload. The front payload contains: the Science Payload

and Navigation structure (cameras and spectrometer

package); Operations Control's proximity sensors, IR LEDs,

and mierocontroller; and Communications' amplifiers,

signaling equipment, and antenna. The rear payload

contains the batteries, solar array, and electromagnetic

sounder. Inclinometers are located on both payloads.

The location of the center of gravity of the rover was a

major factor in the design of the structure. The location of

the center of gravity was a direct function of the mass,

dimensions, and preferred location constraints of each

component placed on the rover. It was desirable to
distribute the masses of the components so as to position the

center of gravity towards the rear of the rover and as low as

possible. The payload envelope was determined to ensure

that the components contained within the envelope would not

interfere with the mobility of the rover.

Rover Structure

The structure of the WESLE consists of three main

components: baseplates, supports, and eneasements. The

baseplates were designed to provide a stable platform for all

subsystem equipment to be mount to, while minimizing the

amount of material required to perform this task. Vertical

and horizontal supports are used to provide rigidity to the

structure. Four vertical beams are used to support the upper

portion of the plates. Angle brackets are used to connect

the baseplates to the encasements. The encasements provide

environmental protection (e.g. from radiation, regolith, etc.)
for the rover. The rear eneasement covers the batteries and

provides thermal protection from the solar array, which is
a large heat source during the lunar day.

Mobility

Configuration

The WESLE mobility system consists of six conical

wheels with each axle being fixed to a central shaft

comprised of 3 bars. The central shaft is hinged forward

and aft of the two center wheels to allow for pitch and roll.

Figure 2 shows a top view of the Mobility subsystem.

Steering

The mobility design employs skid-scuff steering, such as

is used in military tanks. This method eliminates the need
for steering linkages and motors, hence, the modes of
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Fig. 2 Top view of rover (dimensions in centimeters)

failure are reduced. Also, skid-scuff steering enables the

rover to turn in very tight quarters.

Materials

Composites and metals were investigated in materials

selection for the Mobility subsystem. 6"7 The composites

considered have been proven in space and maintain their
properties to temperatures reaching 230* C. The primary
advantages of composites axe their low coefficient of

thermal expansion and high specific strength. Composites,

however, have poor abrasion resistance which is a great

concern in the design of a rover that will be traveling over

the abrasive regolith. Aluminum and titanium were both

considered for the Mobility structure. Aluminum was
chosen because it is much less expensive to purchase and

machine. Also, it has a high thermal conductivity to allow

for an even temperature distribution over the rover.

Motors

The power to maneuver the rover over the lunar surface

is provided through one electric motor in each of the six

wheels. The power requirements for these motors were
calculated by modeling a six wheel vehicle traveling at a

constant speed up an incline. The slope of this incline

ranged from 5* to 30* with power output requirements per

motor of 0.4 watts to 2.3 watts respectively. The minimum

inclination of 5 ° accounts for losses due to wheel bearing

friction, rolling resistance, and soil compaction while

traversing levd ground. The maximum angle of 30 ° was

selected by evaluating the performance of current rover

prototypes. The motors selected are Pittman 30 mm _ with

a 144:1 gear reduction drive. 6,7

Wheel Design

Figure 3 shows a cross sectional view of a wheel motor

assembly. The dashed lines represent the envelope that the

°....--'"
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Fig. 3 Cross-section of the wheel/motor assembly

not yet designed spring steel outer skin must stay in. the

three vertical lines are aluminum rims that will support the
outer skin. The motor, which will not rotate, is housed in

an aluminum easing for protection against regolith. JPL has
developed a rover (Rocky IV) with a spring steel skin on its

wheels? The thin steel deforms allowing more of the wheel

to contact the terrain. Unfortunately limited time prohibited

the design of this part of the wheel.

Science Payload

The Science Payload subsystem chose to concentrate on

lunar geology, specifically on elemental composition and

subsurface structure. To accomplish this, the science

payload will consist of an alpha-proton-x-ray (A-P-X)

spectrometer, a visual spectrometer, and an electromagnetic

sounder. The science payload spectrometer package is

shown in Figure 4. The A-P-X spectrometer detects all

elements except hydrogen. 8'9,_°," A gamma-ray

spectrometer could be used to detect hydrogen and to

complement the A-P-X spectrometer, but there are currently

no gamma-ray spectrometers small enough for our mission.

The visual spectrometer will be used to investigate small-

scale surface morphology (crystalline structure). The

electromagnetic sounder (EMS), mounted under the rear

payload area, will be used to map sub-surface structure to

a depth of 10 to 20 meters depending on material density.
The EMS can also detect subsurface ice.

Alpha-Proton-X-Ray Spectrometer

The A-P-X spectrometer uses a radioactive source that
emits radioactive waves which excite the molecules of the
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Fig. 4 Science payload spectrometer package

Artemis Interface

The Artemis Interface group is responsible for designing

hardware that will allow safe transport of the rovers via the

Artemis Common Lunar Lander and deployment of the
rovers from the Artemis to the lunar surface after

landing. 2.n.i3

Platform

The Artemis payload guidelines require that the center of

mass be 65 cm above the mounting pad.13 B_aus¢ the
rovers center of mass are much lower than 65 cm, an

elevated platform was needed to meet this requirement.
This platform is designed to be made of an aluminum

honeycomb-G10 sandwich mounted on a G10 support ring.

sample being studied, s,9," These molecules in turn emit

alpha waves and subatomic particles. Every material has a

characteristic intensity and wavelength of emissions.

Scientists on Earth can then compare the results of these
tests to known materials tested on Earth before the rover

was sent to the Moon. Because the lunar surface is

constantly being bombarded with very tiny particles, the

rock surfaces are not necessarily the material of the rock.

Because of this, a chipper will be used to clear away the

rock surface in order to get to the more valuable

information below the surface for spectrometer readings.

This chipper will be carried in the telescopic arm that also

holds the A-P-X spectrometer.

Visual Spectrometer

A visual spectrometer refracts the reflected light into a

light sensing array which then records the intensities of the

light spectrum, m.H The visual spectrometer is able to help
identify the atomic structure of a material. It will identify

a body-center cubic, face-center cubic, tetrahedral, or

amorphous structure of the material.

Electromagnetic Sounder

The EMS consists of an emitter which sends out an

electromagnetic wave of approximately 500 Mhz. s,H The

receiver antenna is a dipole antenna, basically consisting of

a long wire. The electromagnetic waves will penetrate the

lunar surface much like a radar wave. Differing structures
and material densities will reflect the waves back to the

surface. The receiver antenna will pick up the return signal
which will be stored with the rovers location to later be sent

to Earth.

Rover Attachment

Each rover will be secured to the platform by running

cables over each axle. Support blocks will be placed under

the central bar of the rovers. Upon tiedown the tension in

the cables will deform the spring steel skin of the wheels

drawing the rovers firmly against the support blocks. After

landing pyrotechnics will sever the cables allowing the
rovers to drive free.

Deployment Ramp

The platform the rovers are secured to during launch and

translunar flight is nearly 2 meters above the lunar surface;

therefore, a ramp is required for rover deployment after

landing. Figure 5 shows the ramp in flight configuration

(left) and after the Artemis has safely landed (right). The

ramp will be constructed from the same aluminum

honeycomb-G10 sandwich as the elevated platform.

Multiplex (Mux) Bus

The Multiplex (Mux) Bus was incorporated into the rover

design to allow for simplified internal communication and
control interfaces among the various subsystems.

Description

The Mux Bus idea was taken from the standard military

serial digital multiplex bus used in the F-16 C/D and F-15

E aircraft. _4 The purpose of the Bus is to provide internal

communication for the subsystems of the WESLE. The Bus

contains all words of interest to the subsystems in each

operating mode. The Bus is not a memory device, but it

acts as one because the words present on the bus, in the

form of digital signals, are updated many times a second.
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Fig. 6 Mux Bus schematic

As can be seen in Figure 6, all rover internal
communications are carded out over the Mux Bus with two

exceptions. The video frames are sent directly from the

Navigation subsystem to the Communication subsystem for

relay to Earth due to the large bit volume in the video

images and the fact that no other subsystems need video

images to perform their functions. The communication

between the Operations Control subsystem and the Mobility

subsystem also does use the Mux Bus. This is because the

Mobility subsystem is directly controlled by Operations
Control.

Operations Control

The Operations Control subsystem is responsible for
maintaining the integrity of the Mux Bus, obstacle

negotiation, calculating the wheel positions and/or velocities

for navigation, and monitoring the other subsystems to

ensure proper operation. The main processor for the rover
will be the Intel 8096BH microcontroller.a5

Mux Bus Integrity

The Mux Bus is controlled by the Operations Control

subsystem. All commands to the subsystems will be sent by

Operations Control. For example, if the Power subsystem

determines that the batteries need recharging, it will notify
Operations Control and Operations Control will command

each subsystem to stop its activities and go into the

"Recharging" mode. This ensures that control of the rover

is centralized in Operations Control, thus avoiding the

possibility of contradictory commands coming from different

subsystems. Operations Control also maintains control of

the Mux Bus by determining which subsystems can update

which words on the Bus. This is to prevent a

malfunctioning subsystem from being able to change words

on the Bus outside its responsibility.

Obstacle Negotiation

The Operations Control subsystem controls the motors of

the Mobility subsystem. Motor control will be achieved

through the use of a chip set from National Semiconductor

that has been designed specifically for use in precision

motor control./_ The rover will cruise blindly over the lunar

surface in a direct heading towards the desired destination
until it senses it has encountered an obstacle that cannot be

negotiated. Inclinometers located in the front and rear

payload areas will be triggered when such an obstacle is
encountered. 17 The WESLE will then back off of the

obstacle and use infrared proximity sensors to find a
possible escape route around the obstacle? 8 A highly

collimated beam of infrared light will be emitted from the

front of the rover. This light will reflect off an obstacle in

its path, The scattered light will be refocused, through a

lens, onto the surface of a series of position sensing devices

(PSD). The distance to the object can then be calculated

using optical triangulation techniques. There will be a
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minimum as well as a maximum distance that can be

measured. ,[here will be multiple PSDs on the front of the

rover as well as an array of infrared light emitting diodes

OR LED). Starting with the IR LED on the far right of the
rover, each IR LED will be strobed, and the distance to any

obstacle in its path will be calculated. ,[here will always be
a minimum of two PSDs used to calculate the distance to an

obstacle. This allows for redundancy as well as a

comparison of the distance measurements.

Once a possible escape route is detected, the rover will

turn and proceed in the direction indicated by the proximity

sensors for a distance required to get "parallel" with the

obstacle (see Figure 7). At this point, Operations Control

will obtain a new heading from the Navigation subsystem in
order to reach the desired destination and will then return to

the cruise mode.

A
_. P^T_/OF TRAVEL_ B

Fig. 7 Obstacle negotiation

Data on Wheel Position and Velocity

The Navigation subsystem receives direction and distance
to the desired destination from the Earth based operator.

Through wheel position and velocity which is sent from

Operations Control, Navigation can determine if the
destination has been reached. Data on wheel position and

velocity are determined using the National Semiconductor

motor control chips. _6

Monitoring of Subsystems

As mentioned above, the Operations Control subsystem

"watches over" the words on the Mux Bus. If a subsystem

begins to put words on the Bus that do not match the norm

for the current operating mode, Operations Control will stop
normal operations, notify the earth-based operator, and wait
for further commands.

In order to develop lunar rovers capable of semi-

autonomous operation, the various scenarios in which the

rovers must operate needed to be developed. Once the
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operating scenarios were decided upon, the development of

basic algorithms for each scenario began. The development

of these algorithms provided us with a model of how the

Mux Bus subsystem will function in regards to its operating

modes, or exactly what type of information can be updated

and when it can be updated. Figure 8 is a flow diagram

ilhmtrming the basic operating modes and how the
algorithms relate.
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Fig. g Operating modes

Navigation

"[he Navigation subsystem is responsible for tracking the

rover throughout its mission on the lunar surface. Tracking

refers to knowing the approximate location of the rover, in

addition to navigating the rover from place to place for

different science experiments. In order to assure proper

navigation primary and secondary navigational methods

were investigated. Landmark navigation was selected as the

primary method with Differential Very Long Baseline

Interferometry (DVLBI) as the secondary method.

Landmark Navigation

Landmark navigation uses the existing peaks, high points,
and mountains in a given terrain as navigation points.

Anything that appears on metric overhead imagery from a

satellite or other space mission qualifies as a landmark.

Because of the rovers small size, significant testing will

need to be performed to determine what will show up as

landmarks to the WESLE cameras. Two Sony XC-999

stereo imaging cameras will be attached to each rover. 19

These are high resolution cameras capable of performing in
harsh environments such as the Moon. _°

Navigation Logic

Figure 9 represents the basic logic schematic for WESLE

navigation. A step sequence will be used starting from

earth base and looping back for various scenarios. The

objective for using this logic is to reach the desired
destination with minimal error.
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Fig. 9 WESLE logic schematic

The WESLE will receive the coordinates of a new

destination from Earth over the Mux Bus. Using the

coordinates, the rover will attempt to travel in the correct
direction and reach the new destination.

In its traverse, the rover may encounter obstacles. If this

occurs, the Operations Control subsystem will negotiate the
WESLE around the obstacle and then provide the

Navigation subsystem with the angles turned and the
distances traveled while negotiating the obstacle. Using

these angles and distances, navigation algorithms will
calculate a new direction to travel in order to reach the

desired destination (see Figure 7).

While traveling, the wheel rotations will be monitored to

determine if the appropriate distance has been traveled in
order to reach the desired destination. When the desired

destination is supposedly reached, the rover will stop and

take a picture. If it is indeed the desired destination based

on the image telemetered to earth base, the Science Payload

subsystem will then conduct the appropriate experiment. If

the desired destination is not reached, the rover's path can

be retraced using the wheel rotations and angles turned to

avoid obstacles. Again, coordinates from earth base will be

sent to direct the WESLE in the proper direction. This

sequence will be repeated for the entire duration of the
mission.

While the rover is traveling, a certain degree of

uncertainty will accumulate. Uncertainty may arise from

encountering small rock obstacles, side hills, or by the rover

not precisely turning the specified angles (i.e. turning only

40 degrees when 45 degrees was specified). Once an

unacceptable level of uncertainty is reached, the rover will

stop, take a picture, and send it to earth base for
determination of a new destination or direction of travel.

The level of uncertainty is an extremely important detail;

Utah State U_awraty

acceptable and/or unacceptable levels of uncertainty will

have to be determined through extensive testing of a

WESLE prototype.

The rover traverse may also be interrupted by the Power

subsystem for recharging the batteries. When this occurs,

travel will simply halt until the recharging is complete. The

rover will then continue traveling in the direction of the
desired destination.

Secondary Navigational Methods

Both laser navigation and DVLBI were explored as

possible secondary methods of navigation.

Laser Navigation. Laser navigation would involve place
a number of retroreflectors on each WESLE. An earth-

based laser would fire at the WESLE, and the

retroreflectors would reflect the laser directly back on the

same path. Sufficient light photons could then be collected

from the reflected laser beam via a telescope, and location
of the rover could be determined through angle sensors.

The required surface area and mass of the retroreflectors
were well above the area and mass available on the rover so
this method was abandoned.

DVBLI. The concept in DVBLI is that of radio waves. 3

A precision transponder would be used to telemeter the
radio waves to the rover on the lunar surface, the WESLE

could then send a signal back. With precision receivers on

Earth extremely accurate angular measurements may be
taken. Due to time constraints the DVLBI method was not

developed to the point of placing it in our official design.

Communications

The primary function of the Communications subsystem

is to efficiently communicate with Earth. This includes

transmission of science, position, video, and other data

collected by the rover to the Earth, and reception of
command and control data from Earth.

Communications Design

The communications design utilizes a transmitter carrier

frequency of 2 GHz and a receiver carrier frequency of 3

GHz. Phase Shift Keying (PSK) type modulation was

implemented in two forms: Quadrature (QPSIO on the

transmitter, and Binary (BPSK) on the receiver. Data

compression, buffering, and strobed transmitter power are

employed to the streamline data transfers. A single,

duplexed, onmi-directional, vertical monopole antenna is

used for both transmitting and receiving. The
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Communication's system power of 40 watts provides a data

rate of 100 kilobits per second and requires a 35-meter

parabolic dish, earth-based antenna available at various

scientific institutions, including, but not limited to, NASA's

Deep Space Network (DSN).

Power

Power Requirements

The goal of the Power design team was to develop a

power system that would survive a one year mission life

while maximizing power availability and reliability and

minimizing mass and cost. The average power used by the

rover will be between 13 and 25 watts (W) depending on the

operating mode. The maximum instantaneous power

requirement will be approximately 75 W.

Selected Power Scheme

Secondary batteries were chosen to provide a power

storage system in conjunction with a gallium arsenide solar

array as the power source.

Battery. The battery used on the WESLE consists of 11

individual nickel hydrogen cells which provide 1.25 volts

(V) and 20 amp-hours per cell. _° The cells are connected in

series to provide a total of 13.75 V at 20 amp-hours, for an

overall capacity of 275 watt hours.

Solar Array. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells were

chosen for the power source. The GaAs cells have an

efficiency of 18.3% compared to 15% for the best silicon

solar cell. As temperature increases, the efficiency of

silicon cells drops twice as fast as GaAs cells. 21 Thus, at

high temperatures the GaAs cells behave considerably
better. A solar array area of 1620 cm 2 is needed to meet

the power requirements. The solar array will be allowed to
rotate with one degree of freedom to allow the array to

achieve the best angle of incidence with the Sun. For the

GaAs solar cells, a string of 20 (2x4 em) cells in series will

provide 17.5 V. The specified array area will allow for 10

strings placed in series and will provide 2.25 Amps.

Power Profile

Figure 9 shows the power profile for a typical 24 hours

of operation in conjunction with the charge of the battery

when the solar array is operating at 65 % of capacity. At

zero power the battery is fully charged. The negative slope

indicates that the rover is using more power than the solar

array is able to provide. The positive slope indicates that

the batteries are being charged.
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Fig. 10 Power profile and battery charge

Thermal Management

The most difficult part of this thermal management

problem is not the extremely hot temperatures or the

extremely cold temperatures, but the large temperature
fluctuation (-1810C to 101°C) and the fact that the rover

must be designed for both.

Hot Case

With the body painted white and radiators mounted on the

solar panel, cameras, and communications box, each

component will function below its specified upper

temperature bound with the exception of the battery. The

average steady state temperature of the rover is

approximately 550C. Since the battery has a maximum

operating temperature of 300C, there is no heat sink

available to dump the excess battery heat. A method for

managing the thermal conditions of the battery is a follow-
on effort to this study that needs to be conducted.

Cold Case

The rover's cold ease presents an entirely different set of
constraints. The rover will be in a dormant mode with no

internal heat generation. The rover's exposed surface will

radiate to deep space (T = -2700C) and to the lunar surface

(T = -181"C). A further challenge occurs because the

rover has a emissivity of 0.9 to meet the hot ease.

Changing the emissivity of the rover for the cold ease would

be extremely impractical. Some possible sources for heat

are resistive heaters, plutonium buttons, and the Moon
itself.

Resistive Heaters. The batteries are capable of

delivering a mere 0.55 W for the duration of the entire
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lunar night. This would only heat one or two components
at best.

Plutonium Buttons. Plutonium is a radioactive material

that produces heat as it decays. It has a number of adverse

effects including possible damage to electrical components,

the fact that it cannot be turned off (it would continue to

produce unwanted heat during the lunar day), and possible

negative environmental impacts.

Heat From the Moon. At a depth of 30 cm the
temperature of the Moon is approximately -22°C + 3°C. 1

This heat could be tapped and funnelled to the components

that require it.
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the most difficult problems. The WESLE design concept

does not presume to have solved these problems; as with

any rover, substantial testing and modification of the

navigation and obstacle negotiation algorithms is expected
before a working rover could be sent to the Moon.

Efforts have been made in the design of the WESLE to
avoid the use of moving parts wherever possible because of

the risk of jamming of the moving parts by lunar dust,
differential heating, or other causes. However the use of

some moving parts was unavoidable, specifically the wheels,
science mechanisms, and solar array pointing devices. A

concern remains that these moving parts could become

jammed, disabling the WESLE.

Conclusions

The design concept for the WESLE consists of three

identical rovers per Artemis Common Lunar Lander. The

rovers are 58 cm in width by 102 cm in length, with a mass

of 43.6 kg each. Each rover uses six conical wheels for

mobility, each with independent drive and speed control.

The chassis is hinged in two places to allow flexibility

between the wheel pairs in both pitch and roll. It is

designed to scale an obstacle with a maximum height of 30

cm, though prototype testing will be required to verify this

capability.

The WESLE is designed for a top speed of 1 km/hr on a

fiat surface. Its mission lasts one year with no operation

during the lunar nights. This mission duration and the top

speed translate into an estimated 1000 kilometer total

distance travel capability. Operating power is provided by

nickel hydrogen batteries, which are recharged periodically

by a gallium arsenide solar array on the rear of the rover.

The use of an RTG would help solve many of the thermal
control problems. When the original power tradeoff study

was conducted, the power needed by the rover was
estimated to be between 100 to 300 W. This would have

required an RTG of about 20 to 35 kg. However, by using

high efficiency components, the power requirement was

lowered to an average of 25 W. This fact opens the

possibility of using an RTG having a mass of 10 to 15 kg.

The battery-solar array system works well in providing
power to the rover, however, in light of the new

information the option of using an RTG should be

revaluated to determine which system would provide more

advantages to the overall design.

Although several concerns remain with the conceptual

design of the WESLE rover, it meets its overall design

requirements and, if further developed and deployed, would

contribute significantly to our understanding of the Moon,

planetary science, and our understanding of the solar system

and universe in general.

Landmark navigation is the means by which the WESLE

(with a lot of help from the earth-based operators) will

determine its location at different points along its path.

There are two concerns with relying on landmark navigation

for position determination. The first is that current maps of

the lunar surface have a resolution only down to 60 meters.

This relatively poor resolution will make landmark

navigation more difficult and less accurate; 12-meter

resolution maps would make the concept much more

feasible. The second concern with landmark navigation is

that it is possible that the WESLE can find itself in regions
of the Moon where distinct landmarks are rare and become

lost. This can be avoided by mission planning, but it limits

the ability to explore these regions with the WESLE.

In current lunar and Mars rover designs, the algorithm

designs for navigation and obstacle negotiation are some of
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Abstract

The future of space structures rely upon the use of

deployable trusses. The vibrations induced by these
highly flexible booms are potentially damaging to

possible remote experiments. By stiffening the trusses

, and therefore increasing the fundamental frequency,
the vibrational effects will be reduced. MSFC is

developing a space and ground integrated test facility

for study of vibrational control of deployable trusses.

The Vanderbilt design team developed a system of

stiffening using spreaders and tensioning cables attached

to the trusses. The passive control system is designed

to attach to either a Lanyard or Nut deployed truss and

deploy along with the truss. The truss/cabling system

will stow in a canister which will attach to an Eagle

platform and launched via a minuteman rocket. After

launch and deployment, and end mounted vibration

system will excite the free and stiffened system.
Accelerometers will measure the first modes of

vibration. The data will be relayed to earth for analysis

and comparison to an earth base experiment at MSFC.
The results of the testing will aid future application of

deployable, flexible space trusses.
Introduction

Dr. Henry Waites and Angie Btddey in the Dynamics

and Controls area of Marshall Space Flight Center

introduced the 1992-93 Vanderbilt design team with a

new concept in deployable, flexible space truss

stiffening using spreaders and tensioning cables. The

project is specifically for the Low-cost Active Structural

Control (LASC) flight experiment. The purpose of the

experiment is to place a flexible, deployable space truss

with an active or passive control system in place for

simple control testing. The results will be compared

with a similar 1-g test facility. The goal for the design

teams was develop a deployable stiffening system

which raised the naturalfrequency five to ten times of

the space truss. The group was split into three teams.

Two of the teams investigated stiffening for either the

Lanyard or Nut deployed trusses. The third team was

responsible for system integration of the truss systems
with the Eagle platform and Minuteman as well as the

information and data systems.
Assumptions and Requirements

The initial mission requirements were set by MSFC/

NASA Dynamics and Controls group. The facility
must:

- Increase the fundamental frequency of the boom five
to ten times.

- Deploy spreaders and cable system with deployment
of the truss.

- Be proven through prototypes or calculations.

- Be a sealable design which can be applied to a range
of trusses from 12 ft to 300 ft.

- Employ a cable deployment mechanism which can be

integrated into the holding canister of the boom.

- Cable tension must have the ability to be adjusted and
sensed to 0.5 Newton increments.

- Use of off the shelf items for design and development.
- Launch from the Minuteman rocket.

- Use the Eagle space platform with sun synchronous

solar panel configuration.

- Have a lifetime of I year.

- Have a five pound end mass on the end of the boom.

- The operating temperature range is defined as -100"
to 100" C.

For the Lanyard Deployed Boom (LDB) group:

- Design a spreader/cable configuration such that the

frequency is increased accordingly for a Lanyard

deployed boom.

Use the 5 meter long model LDB with 23 cm

diameter, manufactured by the Astro Aerospace

Corporation for testing and development.

For the Nut Deployed Boom (NDB) group:
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- Design a spreader cable configuration such that the

frequency is increased accordingly for a Nut deployed

boom and will accommodate the canister design needed

for deployment.
- Design using the dimensions and properties for the

ABLE continuous longeron nut deployed boom.

For the Systems Integration Team (SIT):

- Determine the attachment of the space boom to the

Eagle spacecraft to withstand launch and vibrational
loads.

- Supply instrumentation and power to the experiment.

- Determine accelerometer placement on the deployed
boom such that the first ten modes of the strueture with

and without the cable in tension can be determined.

Placement refers to both number and position of
accelerometers.

- Transmit data to Earth for analysis.

- Design of excitation devices for testing of control

system.
Analyses

To determine the most effective stiffening system for

the trusses, analyses of the booms must be completed
first. The differences between the two boom teams

only effects the method of deployment. The boom is

the same once the system has been fully deployed.

Therefore, the analysis that was performed was applied

to both teams. The boom was analyzed in several

ways. These methods included finite element analyses,

a mathematical examination and optimization of the

spreader and cable system, and an experimental analysis

of an available prototype boom.

Finite Element Analysis

Initially, a simple cantilever beam model was

constructed using ANSYS 4.4A to model the
unstiffened boom. The beam consisted of 35 nodes and

34 3-D beam elements. Node 1 was constrained in all

directions and master degrees of freedom (MDOFs)
were included for all other nodes. Effective boom

values were used for material and geometrie properties.

A modal analysis of the model was performed, and

natural frequencies and mode shapes were determined.
The first mode of bending was determined to be 2.85

Hz.

Mathematical Analyses

A numerical analysis was performed using Mathcad.
The increased boom stiffness needed to be calculated

for varying spreader positions and lengths.

Analysis shows that the stiffness is maximized when
the angle between the cable and the boom is 45 ° .

However, with one spreader on the boom, the a

spreader length of L/2 is large and impractical for

larger booms. This led to a double spreader design

shown in Figure 1.

Analysis incremented the spreaders from the end to

I
Figure 1: Double Spreader Configural_ion

the center of the boom while the spreader lengths were

similarly incremented to determine the best

configuration.
The Mathcad iterative solution tries to maximize

stiffness while minimizing the effective mass in order

to increase the natural frequency. Examination of the

model shows that the length of the spreader must be

equal to the distance of the spreader to the end of the

boom, thus ensuring the 45* angle between the cables

and the boom and a maximum normal force component
of the tension in the cables.

Experimental Rap Test

Experimental data was gathered in the form of a rap

test. In this test, the Astro LDB obtained from Dr.

Garcia was fully deployed and energy was imparted to

the structure in the form of an impact to excite the

lower frequencies. The boom's response was
monitored with accelerometers. Two accelerometers

were placed at the top of one of the longerons. The

accelerometers were positioned measure the

accelerations in the x and y directions.

_tlOa Rap Test A_ekn'ometer Dam
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Figure 2: Rap Test Accelerometer Data

A typical response is shown in Figure 2. This is a

trace of the x (2a) and y (2b) accelerometer signals.

Both plots show three peaks from 2.45 to 2.85 Hz.

These are the first bending mode about the three faces

of the boom. The peak at 13.8 Hz in the x direction

does not exist in the y direction and can be assumed to



be a torsional mode. This test shows that the boom

has both bending and torsional modes under 20 Hz.

Both must be raised to over 20 Hz to achieve the design

objective.

Lanyard Deployed Boom Design

The lanyard

the actual bending of the boom. By this method, the
cable tension will reduce the amount of bending the

boom undergoes and thus raise the vibrational

frequencies. The details of the design are in the

following sections

deployed boom is

held in place by the

lanyard which holds ,_...
the boom in its _, ,i

various positions. As _. --

the lanyard is

unwound by the
motor found in the

base, the boom

deploys. Figure 3

shows the _

deployment of the

lanyard boom from
its canister. The

design of the

stiffening system
must take into

consideration the Figure 3 : LDB Deployment

deployment of the Stages
lanyard system. The

longeron rotates

about 90 degrees during deployment and therefore adds

ring

cable

boomlongeron

spreaderarm

canister

Figure 4 : Stiffening

System for LDB

Rings

Rings were developed as the mounting interface

between the spreaders and the boom. Each ring has

three spreaders mounted to it, and it in turn is mounted

to the boom (Figure 5). The purpose of this
arrangement is to establish a rigid connection between

the spreaders and the boom without affecting the

structural integrity of the boom.

t_.ny t_.,..,

difficulty to the design.

The change in diameter of

the deploying structure
also must be considered.

In developing the

cable/spreader

configuration proposed by

NASA, it was determined
that cables would run the

length of the boom

between the spreaders to
stiffen the LDB. The

boom has a triangular
cross section and bends

about each face. The

cables are

tensioned by motors and
are attached to the ends

of spreaders mounted to

the boom in a triangular

orientation (Figure 4).

During bending in one
direction, the cable on the

opposite side of the boom

will be brought into
tension and thus reduce

Figure 5 : Ring with Spreaders

The circular rings serve several purposes. The round

shape allows for the coiled longeron to fit inside during

deployment, the circular shape reduces stresses

imparted to the boom as well as reducing stress in the

ring itself, and the circular shape allows for the rotating

double ring design discussed later.

I

Figure 6 : Boom-Inner Ring Interface

These tings are mounted to the boom by simple pins.
Hinges on the longerons of the boom at designated

positions will have pins projecting outward. These pins

will interface with holes in the inner edge of the

mounting ring (Figure 6). In addition to providing a

rigid mount for the rings, the pins allow for the

reduction of the cross section of the boom as it deploys.
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The spreaders are mounted to the rings in a pinned

hinge arrangement. The pins are attached to the ring

by simply-hinged tabs, and allow the spreaders to rotate
90*. The spreaders rotate from parallel to the boom's

longitudinal axis during storage to perpendicular to the

boom while deployed.

Due to the rotation of the boom during deployment,

a split ring which allows for rotation of the outer ring

avoids the tangling of the cables. The benefits of the

stiffening system would not be realized if the rings were

allowed to rotate once the boom is deployed.

Therefore, a locldng mechanism was added to the rings

and top plate to prevent the swivel mechanisms from

rotating.

Spreaders

The spreaders are long thin tubes of graphite. They

are stiff, and hollow to allow for cable routing inside.

The outboard ends of the spreaders have teflon inserts

to allow for smooth passage of the cables through the

tips. The inboard end of the spreaders are mounted in
aluminum sleeves for added support and strength while

pinned to the mounts on the outer ring. The curved

surface on the pinned end of the sleeve allows the

spreader to rotate 90* during deployment, but no
further.

Cables

The cables are made of Kevlar, a space-proven
material high in strength and very low in weight, creep

and elasticity. The Kevlar cables are susceptible to

atomic oxygen removal, as are the spreaders and rings,

so a proper coating would also have to be used to

protect the cables.

Stiffening Mechanism Kinematics

The method of deployment developed involved a

parallelogram-type pivoting action. While stored, the
spreaders are folded against the boom to _ze the

diameter of the stored payload. During deployment,

the spreaders are rotated 90* into their deployed

positions, perpendicular to the boom. This is

accomplished by tensioning the cables at their bases,
thus pulling the spreaders from a "flattened

parallelogram" state into a rectangle.

Prototype - proving deployment kinematics

A prototype of the deployable stiffening concept was

constructed to test the kinematics of deployment of the

spreaders and cables. The prototype was built on an

Astro lanyard deployed boom. The prototype was

mechanically similar to the design concept in almost

every way.

The model included two rings with three spreaders

each, and axial cables. Available materials were used

for construction. The prototype was useful in design
verification.

Analysis of Design

The stiffened boom was analyzed by the FEM adding

spreaders, cables, and lumped masses for rings to the

original analysis model. The first mode of bending
from this analysis was found to be 18.67 Hz, a 7 times
increase.

Nut Deployed Boom Design

° •

I

"_NSr'_oN

Figure 7 : NDB

Deployment

The nut deployed

boom deploys in a
different manner than the

lanyard. The boom's

canister is made up of
three sections--the boom

storage section, the
transition section, and the

nut section. (see Figure 7)
The nut section contains

the actual deployment
mechanism which is

highly complex. In order
to avoid interference with

this mechanism another

section was simply added

to the top of the NDB
canister. This section is

called the spreader
section and consists

of three main parts:

the top plate,
spreader plates, and

the locking plate.
This device is shown

in Fig. 8 with the
end mass

representing an
experiment.

Locking and

Spreader Hates

The detailed design

of the locking and

I I

_ _m_ --,_

F'_ure 8 : NDB Stiffened

Boom System

spreader mechanism is better shown in Figure 9a and

Figure 9b. The locking plate is rigidly attached to the

canister and secures the spreaders via pins.

Figure 9 a : Spreader Plate Figure 9b :
Locking Plate



Thespreaderplate's detailed design is circular to

allow for nesting of the spreaders along side the NDB
canister. To minimize the volume of the overall

package, the spreaders were folded down along the

sides of the NDB canister and each successive ring is

rotated a few degrees to keep the spreaders from
tangling.
Attachment of Cables

The cables for the boom will be rigidly attached to

the ends of the spreader arms. The lowest spreader

arm on the boom will have spools attached on the upper
and lower ends of the arm.

Tensioning of Cables

The tension for the cables will be provided by the

boom itself. As the boom is deploying, the cables

attaching the spreader arms will reach their maximum

length just before the boom is fully deployed. When
the boom length is increased, the cables will pull taut,

thereby tensioning the cables.

Prototype

A prototype of the locking mechanism as discussed

above was developed. The prototype was made of

wood and accurately models the locking of the spreader
collar to the top of the canister. The prototype was

built to enhance understanding of the mechanism

involved in unlocking the spreader plated from the

canister and attaching them to the deploying boom.

Instrumentation

The instrumentation with which this design is

concerned is comprised of triaxial accelerometers and

strain gauges. The accelerometers are to be mounted

approximately every fifth bay along the length of the

boom, and will be used to map out the mode shapes of

the boom during excitation. The strain gauges will be

mounted on the tensioning motor support and will be

o 5 Io +_S 20 '_ 3o 3s

Figure 10 : Accelerometer Placement Using Highest

Bending Mode

used to derive the tension in the cables.

The desired locations of the aceelerometers on the

boom were determined using a FEA model. To

identify mode shapes, it is desirable to record data on

each side of every peak for the highest vibrational mode

of concern. Figure I0 indicates that for the ninth mode

of the unstiffened model, this spacing requirement is

approximately every fifth bay. Wiring for the
accelerometers will be run down one continuous boom

longeron and will pass through the canister at the point

designated by the systems integration group.

System Integration

The system integration team was responsible for

providing a platform for the booms and excitations of

the system. The lanyard and nut deployed booms will
be encased in canisters which will be attached to the

Eagle spacecraR and launched into space by the

Minuteman rocket. The pre-latmch configuration of the

Eagle system is presented as Figure 11. The boom will

Mimtle Man

Envelope

Payload

Mounting
Plate

Marmol!

Rings

.°°.

"1------ 3Z5" "--I
........ 54" ....... I
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ll.J"

t
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Figure 11 : Eagle Satellite

Figure 12 : Orbiting Configuration of Eagle Satellite
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then be deployed and excited for testing. A schematic

of the orbiting satellite including the deployed boom can

be seen in Figure 12, although it is not to scale. Once

stiffened, the computer on board must be able to
monitor the first tea modes of vibration. Therefore the

excitation device will be designed to create vibrations

ranging from 0 to 1000 Hz. The information will then

be relayed back to Marshall Space Flight Center to be

analyzed and compared to an identical boom under the

same stiffness in a 1 g environment. NASA requires
that the stiffening device be able to increase the

fundamental frequency of vibration by at least five

times, and preferably ten.

Boom to Space Bus Interface

It was determined that bolting was the best method

of attachment because of its reliability. Calculations of

the forces expected resulted in a design with six carbon
steel bolts with one centimeter diameter.

In both designs, lanyard and nut deployed, the

retracted boom will be packaged in a storage canister

that protects the boom during launch and shroud

separation. This canister will be made with a filleted

flange on the bottom to reduce stress concentration.

Eagle Satellite Support Systems

The Eagle satellite was selected as the support system

for the stiffened space boom experiments. This satellite

is an excellent choice because of its flexibility in

design. The Eagle satellite is a Space Test

Experimenters Platform (STEP) satellite designed for

modularity and quick reusability. Each STEP satellite

is unique because it is designed around the specific

requirements of a particular mission. The Eagle's

structure consists of a core module, various

subassemblies, and solar arrays.
The core module is driven by a software based

system, which controls all communications, data

handling, power, and experimental needs of the

satellite. The core module acts as the intelligence of

the Eagle design and is required for each mission.
Subassemblies can be included with the core module

as required by the experimenter. These subassemblies

include a deployment module, a payload module, and a

propulsion (or adaptor) module. The deployment
module is a separable platform used to assemble and

test payload deployables. The payload module is

simply an enclosed volume dedicated for user payloads.

The propulsion or adaptor module includes facilities for

orbit maintenance, orbit raising, and maneuvers.

The solar arrays of the Eagle satellite also exhibit

great flexibility. For this experiment, the sun

sychronous assembly was chosen.
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Core Module Systems

The core module on the Eagle Satellite can be

divided into three basic sections: the electrical power

subsystem, the control and data handling facilities, and

the core module software. The electrical power

subsystem is responsible for generating, storing,

regulating, and distributing power to the required

drains. The control and data handling subsystem is
responsible for processing, storing, and handling all

experimental data. The core module software is used

to control all spacecraft commands. There are two

different pieces of software required for each mission:

the spacecraft software subsystem (SSS): controls all

spacecraft, including payload actions, after launch; and

the ground operations support software (OSS):

experiment specific software for interfacing with the

experiment from the ground.

Adaptor Module

Figure 13 :Reaction Control System

Due to concerns about base stability, the Reaction

Control System (RCS) has been included in the design

of the Eagle satellite. This system is responsible for the

attitude determination and control of the space bus and

will ensure that any vibration experiments performed on
the boom will not adversely affect the trajectory of the

satellite. An additional section, termed the Adaptor

module, is required to house the RCS and can be seen

in Figure 13 along with the core module.

The Reaction Control System consists of five basic

elements: propulsion system, torqrods, reaction wheels,

scan wheels, and a magnetometer. The five elements

give the system the vibrational control for stability

during experimentation
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Solar Arrays

Solar arrays are an essential part to the Eagle

satellite. These arrays provide all the electrical power

required by the spacecraft. For the stiffened boom

mission, the sun-synchronous solar array configuration

will be used. This configuration provides plenty of

power, is low weight, and reliable. The solar arrays

begin folded down along the circumference of the eagle

to comfortably fit into the Minuteman launch vehicle.
Boom Excitation

A reaction mass actuator (RMA) has been selected to

generate vibrations in the deployable booms. A reaction
mass actuator can be designed to be very lightweight

and still generate a wide range of frequencies. The

RMA designed provides excitation in the range of 1 to
1000 Hz.

Conclusions

A stiffening system was designed for the lanyard

deployed boom which took into consideration the

specific problems of the LDB. The design consisted of

a linearly scalable cable and spreader mechanism. The

spreaders were attached to the boom with a ring system
which reduced stresses on the boom as well as allowed

for the rotation of the doom during deployment. A

working prototype was developed which proved the
design concept. An ANSYS finite element model was

developed of the design which showed that the first

mode was increased by a factor of 7.

The design for the nut deployed boom was successful

in that it addressed the specific problems of the NDB

deployment system. The rings which the spreaders and

cable were attached to were on the top of the canister

and were picked up as the boom deployed. An

effective locking�unlocking mechanism was designed

and prototyped for the picking up of the rings. The
designers investigated the stiffening of the boom, and

analysis showed the concept to be a valid one.
The attachment of the boom to the Eagle space bus

was designed with safety in mind. The canister will be

bolted to the Eagle platform. The support system for

the experiment was studied and determined that the
electrical, data management and control systems

provided by the Eagle is adequate for the mission.

Excitation of the boom during experimentation is

provided by the reaction mass actuator developed.

These elements provide a stable, complete base for the

experiment to be su_fully launched, deployed and

completed.
Recommendations

Recommendations for this design project are mainly

in the area of further investigation of the design

feasibility and further prototyping for design

verification. The lanyard deployed boom could be

V_ 17_

modeled more accurately with mathematical models,

therefore testing the design concept, also, the prototype

that was built could be refined and rebuilt with greater

precision. The nut deployed boom needs to be

prototyped for design verification, but this design would

also benefit from more mathematical analysis. The

system integration team needs to verify the design of

the reaction mass actuator as well as study the adaptor

module vibration suppression effectiveness.
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Abstract

The scientific value of experimental protein crystal

growth has been well established in recent years. For

full three dimensional growth of crystals, the zero
gravity environment of space has been found to be an

improvement to normal laboratory environments. The

Automated Protein Crystal Growth Facility was

designed to provided a fully automated protein crystal

growth facility that is fully compatible with the Space
Station Freedom (SSF).

The precipitant, protein, and quenching solutions are

pre-mixed, pre-loaded, and contained in the chamber.

Growth is induced and terminated through the use of an

automated robot. The rack was designed to optimize

the space available in the ISPR (International Standard

Payload Rack) by using an octagonal shape with a

combination of storage and active growth sites.
The automation of this experiment uses both a robotic

arm and an end-effector designed to interface with the

crystal growth chambers. The end-effector operates

plungers and grasps chambers through the use
attachments to the end effector.

The experiment is supported by an integrated

environmental control and data management system.

The data management system offers continuous

groundbased control of the experiment through the use
of an optical sensors (fiber optics and photo transistors),

heat sensors (thermocouples), and heat generators

(electrical resistance heating coils).
Introduction

Since completion of the first crystallographic study of

a protein crystal structure (myoglobin) in 1960,

crystallography has become a valuable tool for

revealing the structure and functional relationships that

are of major importance in understanding how

macromolecules operate in biological systems. More

recently, pharmaceutical, biotechnological, and
chemical industries have become interested in

crystallographic studies of proteins because of their

promise in protein engineering, drug design, and other

applications to biological systems.(1)

Gaining the three dimensional structure of the protein

can be done in a variety of ways. Due to the effects of

gravity on the growth of the crystal on earth, it is

difficult to grow a crystal which has not been affected.

Thus the growth of crystal in reduce gravity would ease
the study of the crystals.

Background

The Preliminary Design Branch at Marshall Space

Flight Center has been investigating the possibility of

developing a fully automated protein crystal growth

facility. Currently, the space program on the shuttle

supports a partially automated facility. The idea which

Melody Herrmann suggested was to develop a facility

which would require no human interaction and therefore

could be placed in the Space Station Freedom during

the tended period.
Melody Herrmann, Frederick Herrmann, Elaine

Hinman-Sweeny and others had developed an automated

system using a Zymark Zymate II robot.(2)(3) The

system was designed to utilize the robot for

manipulation of the chambers which would hold the

crystals during transport and growth. That design was

the basis for the design of the students.

Assumptions and Requirements

The goal was the develop an automated protein

crystal growth facility for use on space station. During

a meeting on January 21, 1993 at Marshall Space Flight

center with Melody Herrman and Elaine

Hinman-Sweeny, the specifications of the project were
determined.

- The experimental facility must fit within an ISPR

payload rack.

- A minimum of 500 protein crystals must be grown

during the 90 day un-tended period between shuttle

flights.

- Each protein must be individually controlled with

respect to temperature and time of growth.

- The control and monitoring of the growth process may
be done from a remote location.

- The final crystal must be encase such that it can be

returned to earth successfully.

- Viewing of each crystal is required.

- The facility must be completely safe and comply to

space station requirements for astronaut interaction.
- All experimental equipment place within the rack must

be space qualified and meet launch requirements.

- The experiment must not interfere with any other

experiments on board.

These specifications were used to guide the students

to a successful design of an automated protein crystal

growth facility.

Vapor Diffusion Method

A common and rather simple method of growing

protein crystals is the vapor diffusion method. This is

the method that will be employed in the Space Station
Freedom facility. In this method, The difference in

concentration of protein solution combined with



vaporizationof the solutions causes nucleation within

the drop. The growth process continues until a

quenchant solution is introduced into the chamber.

Protein Crystal Growth Experimental Facility

The advantages of growing crystals in space prove
the need of designing a protein crystal growth chamber

capable of producing crystals in micro gravity without

any human interaction. The design of the chamber

incorporates several key design specifications. Key

specifications include preparing the chamber for

growing the crystal, minimizing waste from the

chamber, and controlling and monitoring the crystal

growth. Since the experimental facility will be

automated, minimizing robot interaction with the

chamber is also a key specification.

The protein crystal growth chamber has a robotic

chamber locking device located on the bottom where the
robotic end-effector will attach to the chamber for

movement and storage. The keyway tabs on the side of
the chamber secures the chamber within the slot.

F Sleeder Volve

Figure 1 : Protein Crystal Growth Chamber

Figure 1 shows a sectional view of the proposed

chamber. The chamber has pre-loaded protein/

precipitant, precipitant, and quenching solutions. These

solutions are separated from each other and are

contained in the chamber before usage. The order of

actions performed on the chamber by the robot are as

follows: (1) move chamber to active site; (2)

simultaneously plunge protein solution, optical pedestal,

and precipitant solution in outer annulus; (3) monitor

crystal growth through optical tunnel; (4) quench crystal

growth; (5) return chamber to storage site. Some key

design features of these actions are: (1) Key way tabs

for securing chamber in active and storage sites. (2)

The mixing ring above the protein solution mixes the

solution before it is placed on the pedestal. The
precipitant solution is pushed into the chromex (steel

wool substance) so that vaporization may occur. (3) The

optical tunnel is the pedestal which the crystal grows

on, therefore reducing mistaken readings. Crystal

growth is monitored through the use of light diffraction.

The light is shone down the tunnel and an optical
sensor at the base of the chamber within the active site

monitors crystal growth. (4) The quenchant solution

suspends the crystal for return to earth.

Each chamber has the ability to be individually

thermally controlled. Temperature is the major variable
which effects the rate of vapor diffusion of the crystal.

Therefore, individual chamber temperature control

gives the user the ability to develop a range of growth

rates. The thermal control is implemented by the use

of an electrical resistance heated wire wrapped around
the conical section of the chamber and extended to the

top of the chamber. A thermocouple is placed on the
conical section above the heating wire.
Geometry of Experimental Facility

The experimental facility had to adhere to the

constraints of the robot end effector while maximizing

the space allotted and promote and store protein
crystals. Space within the experinaental facility was

allotted for data acquisition devices, HVAC units, as
well as other environmental or data control hardware.

Additional considerations were taken to ensure room for

any wiring and an opening for an emergency door on

the front of the facility.

Robot accessibility was a high priority in designing

the facility geometry. By mounting the robot on the

back wail, it could reach all the chambers because it

has the ability to extend approximately 22.8".

Maximization of number of locations for growth was

a consideration when choosing a experimental

geometry. An experimental facility in the shape of an

octagon with cylindrical removable storage shelves was

design. The final overall design is shown in Figure 2.

The design chosen has four active growing region

while it also has fourteen cylindrical shelves where

chambers are stored before or after growth.
Active Sites

There are four locations for the active sites. The

angled corners of the experiment facility house the
active sites. Each of the four shelves contain 33

experiment sites; thus, there are a total of 132 active
sites. The environment of each chamber is isolated and

can be easily controlled. The active sites have more

space between them than the storage sites to account for
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Figure 2 : Experimental Facility

the environmental control and monitoring.

Storage Sites

There are fourteen locations for storage sites in the

automated protein growth facility. The storage sites are

located along the top, bottom, and sides of the facility.

The storage sites reside in removable trays housed in
drawers. Each tray can hold 45 chambers for storage,

thus there are 630 storage sites.

Once a tray is full of chambers, the drawer can be

retracted, and the tray replaced by another with new

chambers. The chambers are locked in place by

key'ways and springs as with the active sites.
Robot End Effector

The Zymate II is a laboratory robot that has been

used in medical experiments in the past and therefore

has proved its reliability in that area. The Zymate's

small size allows for efficient use of space in the

experimental facility, but its reach is still sufficient to

access all areas of the rack. The Zymate II also has

acceptable repeatability. The Zymate II has 6 degrees

of freedom, two in the end effector. See Figure 3.

The most prominent feature of the end effector is its

tetrahedron-shaped tool head which rotates to orient
different tools. One of the four faces of the tetrahedron
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is connected via

spider gear to a
MicroMo motor

and gearbox

which provides
rotational

motion. The

various tools

required for

protein crystal

growth are
mounted on the

other three faces

of the

tetrahedron.

These tools

include two

plungers and a

screw top

gripping

apparatus. The

Figure 3 : Zymark II Robot

active tool on the tetrahedron is located along the
centerline of the robot arm, and the inactive tools are

oriented back and away from the active tool. Thus, the
two tools which are not in use will not interfere with

the operation of the active tool and will not collide with
the rack wall when the active tetrahedron face rests

flatly against it. There is a timing and locking system

that allows the active tool to be properly oriented to

perform the necessary functions and maintains that

orientation while these functions are being performed.

The tools themselves are stationary in that they do not

provide any motion on their own. The end of the end

effector is also equipped with a light source for use in

retrieving data from the crystals. An overall

two-dlmensional picture of the end effector is provided
in Figure 4.

Figure 4 : End Effector for Robot

Screw Top Gripping Concept

In order to grasp the crystal growth chambers, the

end effector utilizes a locking thread that screws onto a

collar at the end of the chamber. Sufficient safety to

prevent breakage of the chamber were designed into the



screw top locking mechanism.

Plunger Design

The primary functions of extruding the protein
solution and quenchant for crystal growth are

accomplished through the use of a two plunger system.

The plungers will accomplish the task of extruding the

solutions by depressing annular pistons. They are

cylindrical in shape and are stationary. Therefore the

robot provides the plunging motion that depresses the

pistons. The plungers were designed to meet the
tolerance of the chambers in order to interface with all

chambers.

Gearbox and Motor

A motor was chosen with appropriate torque and

gearing for the application.

The Timing and Locking Mechanism

The purpose of the timing and locking mechanism

serves the dual purpose of providing correct orientation
for the active tool as wellas locking the tetrahedron in

place to maintain proper orientation during use. The
mechanism accomplishes these tasks through the use of
a wheel with three notches, one for each tool, that are

equally spaced about the circumference of the wheel.
The wheel is locked by the locking mechanism to

prevent slipping.
Robosim Robotic Movement Visualization

A robotic simulation of the movements of the robot

was completed using the ROBOSIM robotic simulation

package. The simulation shows the Zymark Zymate II

robot rotating into position and grasping a chamber.

The chamber is then moved from the storage position
into the active site and twisted to secure it. The

simulation was completed for visualization purposes.

System Integration

One of the first major concerns in the development of

the Automated Protein Crystal Growth Facility is the

maximization of the experimental volume. The two

major constraints for the experimental volume are the

AAA environmental control device and the Zymate II

robotic components. With these limitations considered,

the maximum experimental volume was determined.

Within this volume is the entire experimental facility,

which consists of an octagonal shaped area, oriented in

the same manner as a common clothes dryer. The

active and storage sites (which are located outside of
the octagon) are also placed within the experimental
volume.

Placement of the interior components were carefully

studied to determine the most effective placement of all

components taking into consideration human interaction,

launching conditions and spacial restrictions.
Human Interface

To extend the life of the experiment, the removable

drawers containing the storage trays and completed

experiments were designed for the best human interface
conditions. The interior of the rack was also defined as

separate environments, therefore the idea of a

cylindrical drawer was then developed. This drawer

could be made with an o-ring seal to separate the two

environments and still be easily removable by an
astronaut. A sleeve was created to seal the inside of

the experimental facility from the SSF environment

during the removal of the storage trays. The key way
system was developed to reduce the possibility of the

drawer floating out of position in microgravity.

The emergency access doors are the final human

interface concern. These doors provide the astronauts

with access to the interior of the experimental facility.

The requirements for the door are: must maintain an

airtight seal, be light weight, withstand vibrations due

to shuttle launch, have long life with little maintenance,

allow easy access to the facility, consume very little

space, be transparent, not protrude into the space

station corridor, and allow for the use of space gloves.

A regular door with an o-ring was chosen to fit these

design requirements. Two separate doors are used in

order to avoid any intrusion upon the space used for the
robot running bars.

Data Management

The Automated Protein Crystal Growth Facility has

a computer system which controls the Zymate II robot,

the data collection system, and the heating of the

facility. The computer commands the robot to retrieve

an inactive crystal chamber and activate it. ARer

activation, the computer checks the growth of the

crystal and ultimately commands the robot to quench

the crystal and replace the finished crystal in storage.

A 386/486 computer and accompanying workhorse
were chosen for control of the robot and collection of

the data. The computer control also allows for the

individual control of each chamber. The temperature as

well as the viewing of the crystal growth will allow the

ground controller to customize each crystal growth

experiment for best growth.
Environmental Control

A major systems integration issue is environmental

control. This consists of providing the proper lighting,

temperature, humidity, and pressure to support the

experimental project. In the case of the automated

protein crystal growth facility, systems integration was

responsible to design a system that would individually

control the temperature of the growing crystal at each

of 132 active experimental sites. The growing crystals

must be kept within .5 ° C of the desired temperature.

The system must be able to detect the temperature of

the growing crystal, and respond automatically to

maintain the preset temperature if the detected

temperature is not satisfactory. As mentioned before,
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the chambers are sealed and coated, which not only

prohibits mass transfer into and out of the chamber, but

also prevents radiation heat transfer from taking place.

Thus, with respect to the chambers, the objective of the

environmental control system is to regulate temperature

only. Isolation of the system from the Space Station

provides the safety which the Freedom astronauts

require.

The system must combine a heating and a cooling

system to maintain each individual site temperature.

These requirements are met by providing general

cooling of the facility (below 4 C) and providing
individual site heating.

The base hardware offered by NASA and Boeing for
environmental control is called the Avionics Air

Assembly (AAA). This hardware may be connected to

the Space Station's low-temperature loop, which will

enable the facility to reach the desired ambient

temperature.
The heating of the individual sites will be

accomplished through electrical resistance heating. In

an effort to reduce temperature gradients within the

chamber, and to lower the necessary power

consumption of the system, the heating wire is placed
inside the chamber and wrapped around the pedestal.

Additionally, a thermocouple is placed on the pedestal,

as close as possible to the growing crystal. Electrical

connection of the heating wire and the thermocouple is

made via the metal spring connection outside the
chamber.

Conclusions

Protein Crystal Growth Experimental Facility

The objective of this design effort was to create a

suitable chamber design that could sustain crystal

growth in a controlled environment. It was also to
establish a rack design that could encompass the
stipulations set by protein crystal growth experiments,

and integrate these factors with the chosen Zymate

robot and the new chamber design. The chamber and

rack designs, according to the design objective, meet all

of the required specifications.

The chamber design, much like the rack, meets all of

its design criterion. It is easy to manipulate by the

robot by requiring only pushing motions, as well as

integrated with the facility through the temperature

control and crystal growth monitoring.

The experimental facility design exceeded the

requirements by providing 630 experiments during the
90 untended period on the SSF. The ability to change

out experiments also exceeds the requirements of the

facility.

Robot End Effector

The robotics group has successfully developed an

end-effector for the existing Zymate II robotic system

that allows for the development of an integrated, fully

autonomous protein crystal growth facility. The final

end-effector design is a tetrahedron. One side connects

the end-effector to the drive shaft, allowing rotational
movement. The other three faces of the tetrahedron

hold the "tools" which perform actions on the protein

chambers. There is a screw-top attachment, a double

plunger, and a single plunger.

System Integration

The experimental volume in the ISPR was maximized

using the dimensions of the Zymate II robot and support

equipment as constraints. The environment of the

experimental area is completely sealed from the SSF

environment through the use of cylindrical storage
drawers which function as airlocks.

The APCGF contains an IBM 386/486 control system

that provides direct system analysis for all systems.

The environmental control system will maintain an

ambient facility temperature of 4 ° C by using the

standard AAA/REP package, equipped with a

dehumidification device, connected to the low

temperature loop on the Space Station.
Recommendation

Though the design objectives of this protein crystal
growth facility were completely achieved, there are

some details that could be explored in furthering this

design effort. The sensor used for detecting the growth

of the crystal is for the most part unidentified. The

manufacturablility of the entire facility must be

considered. The exact placement and configuration of

the optical data retrieval system needs to be determined.

The sizing of the electronic data gathering components

(Workhorses) should be investigated. Another issue

that calls for further design is the vacuum system safety

valve. The general cooling/dehumidification has yet to
be fully developed. A full prototype of the entire
facility should be built to validate the design.
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Abstract

Two 1992-93 Space Design student teams designed UV/

Optical/IR long-baseline interferometric arrays to be emplaced

on the far side of the moon. The array's primary objectives will

be to detect and characterize extrasolar planets up to 10 parsec

away and to carry exploration of the structure and evolution of

the universe with an angular resolution 3 orders of magnitude

better than Hubble's designed goal and over a greatly in-

creased spectral range (up to 10 pan). Addressing require-
merits established by NASA, the student teams developed two

proposals named LOLA (Lunar Optical Long-baseline Array)
andLOITA (Lunar Optical/Infrared Telescope Array). Both

designs use maximum baseline of 5 km and will be capable of

imaging with an angular resolution of 20 microarcsec at 500
rim. LOLA is an array of twenty seven 1.5 in telescopes

arranged in a Y-configuration. A two-stage, coarse and fine,

optical delay system controlled by the laser metrology equal-

izes the optical path lengths of all 27 beams. Scientific

instruments provide pupil plane imaging and spectroscopic

analysis with fields of view ranging from 15 arcsec to 10 .3

arcsec. A planet detection module operating in IR utilizes an

achromatic nulling interferometer and single mode fiber

optics. For continuous communication with Earth, a satellite

orbiting L2 libration point is used. LO1TA is composed of
eighteen 1.75 m alt-azimuth telescopes arranged in a circular

geometry and uses a three-stage delay system to equalize

optical path lengths to within a few wavelengths. To ensure

high IR sensitivity at wavelengths up to 10 pan, the optics and
some detectors axe cooled to about 70 K temperature. The

array science instruments will allow: (a) wide-to-medium

field imaging utili7ing various beam combiners and large
format mosaics of CCDs with 108 to 2.5 x 109 pixels, (b) direct

planet detection by starlight suppression at a level of 108, (c)
astrometric measurements providing 0.1 microarcsec accu-

racy, and (d) single telescope option for direct imaging in the

focal plane. A relay satellite at the IA libration point will serve
communications with Earth. LOITA will be constructed in 3

phases of 6 telescopes each. The combined mass of the array
is estimated at about 77,000 kg.

Introduction

The astronomical frontiers of the next century will

require space observations using giant filled-aperture tele-

scopes and interferometric arrays with multi-kilometer base-

lines. The moon offers a nearly ideal site for these observato-

ries. It has effectively no atmosphere allowing perfect trans-

mittance in all wavelengths andvery long life of fully efficient

exposed optical surfaces. The moon's dark and cold sky
permits infrared astronomy and the absence of wind combined

with low gravity and minimal seismic activity (10 "s that of

Earth) ensures stability for interferometric arrays with even
the longest baselines, and allows accurate pointing and smooth

tracking. On the moon, we have an unlimited supply of raw

material for shielding from solar storm and cosmic radiation.

The long lunar night and slowly varying thermal environment

permit long exposures when observing faint sources and

excellent dimensional stability. Also, compared with free

space, the moon with its small gravity offers a better and
healthier environment for a manned crew involved in periodic

tending of the observatory.

A concepuml/preliminary design of a back-side lunar

UV/optical/IR long-baseline interferometric array has been

selected as the 1992/93 space design project at the Virginia

Tech. The array's primary objectives and design requirements

were set by the Space Exploration Initiative Office at NASA

Langley; the array must be able to:

resolve Earth-type planets orbiting stars at distances

of up to 10 parsec

cover wavelength spectrum of 5 nm to 5 mm

use identical array elements with maximum 2 m

aperture

provide a signal - to - noise ratio of no less than 10
at 500 nm

use the lunar far side within 10" N and S, no closer
than 15* to either limb

minimize mass

Several recent studies have examined the feasibility of
the design and operation of a lunar-based optical interferomet-

ric arrays, ls These studies concluded that high resolution

optical interferometry on the moon is possible, but they often

do not explore the array design beyond that of the overall

concept and/or major component design.

Two Virginia Tech student teams, working mostly inde-
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pendently, developed two design proposals, named LOLA

(Lunar Optical Long-baseline Array) and LOITA (Lunar

Optical/Infrared Telescope Array). Early in the design pro-

cess, both teams have realized that it was not really feasible to

design an array that covers a spectral range from 5 nm to 5 mm

while consisting of identical 2 m diameter elements. Also, it
was realized that using near-term technology it will be ex-

tremely difficult to resolve Earth-like planets in the visible
light.

LOLA: LUNAR OPTICAL LONG-BASELINE ARRAY

Tony Guinta (team leader), Daniel Bronte, Joanne

Chaney, Christine Curran, Keith Ferguson, Eric Hint, Duane

Knill,DanielLevesque,Donald Lyon, Scan Murphy, Chris-

topherShivcly,Angcla Wcsner, and Thomas Yablonski.

Array Configuration
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The LOLA's team selected a Y array configuration

which when compared with a circular array, has several

advantages such as a simpler delay line scheme, simplified

layout of the power and signal cables, relative ease of main-

taining image rotation and signal polarization, and greater

potential for expansion in the future by adding additional
elements along the Y arms. The array consists of 27 tele-

scopes, nine per each arm of the configuration (Fig. 1). The
2.9 kin arms point north, southeast and southwest providing
a 5 kin maximum baseline and a 220 m minimum baseline.

The selected orientation allows maximum exploitation of the

moon's rotation, termed rotation synthesis required for imag-
ing of complex objects. The array will be constructed in two
stages. The initial stage will consist of 9 telescopes providing

36 baselines. The second stage will add 18 telescopes to

provide a total of 351 baselines.
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Thefinal arraylayoutandtelescopespacingswere
established on the basis ofu - v plane* coverage computations

for a variety of layout/spacings arrangements and for the array

equatorial locations. Four spirals of varyingtightness were

overlaid on the Y configuration to produce baseline non-

redundancy (while still retaining some near redundant base-

lines required to retrieve optical phase information) and create

the required baseline length taper. The final spacings of the

array (Fig. 1) display good u - v plane coverage even with only

9 initial telescopes (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2 u-v coverage at 45 ° target declination with 9

telescopes

Optical Layout/Considerations

Selection of the mirror diameter of 1.5 m resulted from

the considerations of the optical performance, fabrication

costs and weight. The collecting area of 45.8 m 2was initially

sized so as to accomplish the most difficult task of detecting

visible (500 nm) light of an Earth-like planet 10 parsecs away

with a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 10. It was assumed that

the light of the parent star can be mostly canceled, the mirrors

will have a _,/100 surface finish and the integration time can

last up to 10 Earth days. However, it will be extremely difficult

to satisfy these conditions and, therefore, visible light detec-

tion of extra-solar planets will be very unlikely when using the

LOLA array. Extra-solar planet detection in the visible light
may actually require a collecting area one order of magnitude

greater, i.e., an array consisting of hundreds of telescopes, a

highly unrealistic solution for the moon based interferometer.

Comparison of the emission of an extra solar planet at visible

and IR (around 10 pan) wavelengths shows that by moving to

IR the contrast ratio between the star and planet reduces by 3

orders of magnitude, and the photon flux actually increases.

Therefore, the LOLA's planet detection scheme is designed to

operate at 10 _tm which will require to keep the entire optical

Wrgtm_ Pa/yte¢/mtc Imdmt¢ ud 5_¢ U_perdcy

train at a temperature of 77 K or less during the lunar night.
The collecting area of 45.8 m 2was accepted as satisfactory for

majority of scientific objectives (including planet detection at
IR) and as a reasonable compromise between the requirements

of sufficient number of telescopes (for good u-v coverage),

large collecting area (to increase S/N and reduce integration
time) and telescope sizes below 2 m (for economical/fabrica-

tion reasons).

The LOLA's observable spectrum spans from 200 um to

10 tan with the visible spectrum from 400 to 700 um as the

region of primaD, interest. Fig. 3 illustrates variation of S/N
with the wavelength when observing solar system-like planets

during I day integration time.
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Fig. 3 Signal-to-noise ratio vs wavelength

The optical path of a beam from a source through a

telescope and long delay lines to the central station is illus-

trated schematically in Fig. 4. The 1.5 m primary mirror and

the 25 cm secondary mirror are paraboloidal with a focal

number of 2.46. Structural considerations made it necessary

to have the secondary mirror plane at the same height or lower

than the pupil plane. This made it impossible to reduce the

remaining field curvatnre and distortion to zero. The tertiary

mirror directing light out of the telescope cylinder is elliptical

(25 cmby 35.5 cm) and is 3rd ordercurved to remove distortion

and field curvature. The 25 cm diameter of the beam leaving

the telescope was chosen as a compromise between diffraction

effects and complexity/cost of large size of delay lines optics.

Because of the long beam path length at large baselines the

quality of the received signal begins to drop off gradually for
longer wavelengths.

* The (u,v) coordinates correspond to the baseline coordinates on a plane

normal to the source directTon.
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The telescopes use spudcan footings which are usable in

avariety of soils, are self-installing and allow excellent lateral

stability. These footings are filled with lunar regolith to

increase their stability and then driven into the soil by vibra-

tory pre-loading. Torque motors (Inland Co.) are used for beth

the side arm and the base rotation as they allow "infinite

precision" positioning of the telescope.

The honeycomb-type primary mirror will be made of

Schott Glasswork's Zerodur glass/ceramic material and it will

have 2 cm-thick top and bottom substrates with a honeycomb
thickness of 15 - 20 cm. The mirror surface should be finished

to a E/100 accuracy. A silver dielectric coating is chosen as the

reflecting film (98 -99% reflectivity beyond 500 nm). Boron/
epoxy supports are required underneath the mirror to reduce

possible deflections. Maximum deflection calculations of the
primary mirror due to self-weight were performed for three

different load scenarios: moon's gravity, 3 g (shuttle launch),

and 6g (expendable launch vehicle). The maximum deflection

on the moon was found to be acceptable 3nm. The total mass

of the telescope is 1882 kg.

_rror (0 354)

0.3125

0.43

TelescopeJMirrur Structure

The telescope design was selected after a series of trade

studies of several options which were compared on the basis

of mass, size, optical performance, stability, simplicity, reli-

ability, power required and cost. The telescope is shown
schematically in Fig. 5. For this conceptual design, boron/

epoxy laminates (with metal joints) were selected for the

telescope structure. Metal matrix composites would have been

an excellent choice for the telescope, however, they are still

under development and carmot be adeqnately characterized. A

preliminary structural and deformation analysis was per-

formed and indicated maximum deformations in the _m -

range.

Optical Delay Lines

To equalize the optical path lengths of all 27 beams

before they reach the instrumentation, a two-staged, long and
fine delay system is used. Taking into account possible

movement of telescopes to achieve baseline redundancy, the

maximum required total delay line is 5400 m. The long delay

system consistingofthe central long delay tower, fixed mirrors

and small steering mirrors, equalizes the path lengths to

within 90 m. The remaining difference is removedby the fine

delay system which also compensates continuously for lunar

rotation. Prior to entering the fine delay lines, the beams are

compressed down to 4 cm diameter using a Cassegrain system.

Each fine delay line is folded within a 55.5 m distance and uses
a mobile mirror _rted on a small cart and controlled by
PZT actuators to adjust for possible vibrations in the optical

structures. Computer algorithms taking target declination,

azimuth, baseline and optical path length data, calculate the

needed delay for each telescope and direct the controllable

mirrors of the long and fine delay systems to achieve that delay.
Both the mobile and the fixed mirrors will have a near _100

surface finish and will be sized to accommodate beth the

incident beam and metrology beams utilized to ensure posi-

tioning accuracy. All 27 fine delay lines will be housed in a

sealed structure placed in the central receiving station, which

provides radiation, thermal, and dust protection.

Metrology

The equalized beams exiting the fine delay lines are

directed to the beam combiners and instruments. First, the
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beams are split; one branch continuing to the science instru-

ments, while the other beam is split again and directed to the

laser metrology and the pointing/control system. The metrol-

ogy system is divided into two main subsystems, the optical

delay path metrology (ODPM) and the baseline metrology
(BM). The ODPM measures the delay path through whole

optical path length and should provide nanometer length

corrections to the fine delay system. This will require a solid-

state laser stability.of 1 part over 1 trillion (1042). Two laser

beams originating in the metrology houshag travel back through

the beam splitters, the fine delay lines, long delay lines and into

each telescope. At the telescopes, thebeams hit retroreflectors

located near the opposite edges of the secondary mirror and are

reflected back along the optical path to the metmlogy housing

(Fig. 6).
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Fig. 6 Optical delay path nmtmlogy

The baseline metrology (BM) provides accurate mea-

surements of each telescope's position (with ttm precision)

and orientation. This can be accomplished by combining

measurements from an upgraded Mark HI - type laser system

located at the base of each telescope with nominal baseline

measurements made from three metrology towers.

Pointing and Control

LOLA array employs pupil plane interferometry which

allows to significantly relax the requirements on accuracy of

the pointing the telescopes during most of the observational

tasks except for astrometry and the planet detection using

destructive interference to cancel the parent star light. The

schematic of the pointing and control system is shown in Fig.
7.

Fig. 7 Pointing and control schematic

Instrumentation

There are four scientific instruments for imaging and

spectroscopic analysis over a spectral range from about 200
nm to l0 pro, and a module system for IR planet detection. The

lower wavelength limit of about 200 nm is imposed by several

factors including the attainable quality of optical components

and the problems with maintaining high UV throughput

through the large number of reflections. The upper limit of 10

I_m is produced by thermal emissions of the optical compo-

nents (assumed to be kept near 70 K during the lunar night)

and diffraction effects. The instruments and their spectral

regions are:

UV Imager

UV - Visible-IR Imager

UV-Visible-IR Spectrometer

IR Imager/Spectrometer

20Ohm-300 nm

200 nm- ltun

200 rim- 1 ttm

1 ttm- lOtun

The field of view for the instruments may be varied from

15 arcsec down to 10 .3 arcso_ through 27 focusing aperture

wheels located downstream of the beam splitter.

These instruments are contained in acylindrical carousel

which can be rotated to position any of the four instruments in

the beam path from the beam combining optics. Normally, the
carousel will be held fixed on one instrument. A semi-

concurrent use of two or three instruments may be accom-

plished by rotating the carousel between the selected instru-

ments, for instance every 60 sec, and multiplexing to the

computer system.
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The instrumentation housing is covered by a 5 m thick
blanket of compacted regolith and provides shielding from
lunar dust, micrometeoroid impacts, radiation, and the ther-
mal extremes of the lunar day.

Thermal Control

To detect IR signals at wavelengths up to I0 _n, all
elements in the optical path must be maintained at a tempera-
ture of 77K or lower. Without either passive or active cooling
this temperature cannot be reached during the lunar night. In
the Large Lunar Telescope study _it was estimated that 98%of
the radiative heat transfer from the regolith to the structure
occurred within a 100 m radius of the telescope. This result
was utilized in the heat transfer analysis of the LOLA tele-
scope. To provide passive cooling during the lunar night, the
telescope is wrapped with a Teflon multilayer insulation
(MLI). Additional passive cooling is provided through the use
of 30-layer, 5 mm thick MLI surface radiation shield which
surrounds the base of the telescope with an outer radius of 7 m
and an inner radius of I m.

Lunar-day thermal protection for each telescope is pro-
vided by a collapsible, hemispherical dome having a radius of
7 m and using aluminized Teflon MLI. The dome also protects
the telescope from dust contamination and provides limited
protection from micrometeoroid impacts.

Both active and passive systems axe needed for thermal
control of instrumentation. An active system is employed to
cool the IR Imager/Spectrometer, while passive systems are
used for the other instruments. The active system may be
modeled after the cryogenic (liquid helium) cooling tech-
niques applied on timSpace InfraredTelescope Facility (SIRTF)
or, alternatively, a closed loop mechanical system proposed for
the Large Lunar Telescope s can be used. The other instru-
meats may be maintained at or below 300 K and can be cooled
by a passive heat pipe system. Because the floor and walls of
the instrumentation room will remain at a constant tempera-
ture of around 250 K, the heat pipes can utilize the regolith as
a heat sink.

Communications

The communications network consists of the lunar com-

munication center, the lunar relay satellite and the Earth-
based Deep Space Network. Three network options were
studied: (a) a lunar surface link from the observatory to a near-
side direct transmitter, Co)three satellites in polar orbits at 120
degrees intervals, and (c) one satellite placed in a halo orbit.
The halo orbit relay satellite orbiting the L2 libration point was
chosen as a practical, cost-effective solution for the far-side,
real time continuous communications and data transfers.
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The communication system operates in the X-band and
provides 100 Mbps downlink (9 GHz) and 50 Mbps uplink (10
GHz) data rate (Fig. 8). Should the data rate requirement
increase to over 350 Mbps after compression, a Ku-band
would be necessary and possibly a dedicated network of LEO
satellites similar to Advanced Tracking and Data Relay Sat-
ellite System (ATDRSS).

t4oo_

EARTH
dovd_ 100_n_m

Fig. 8 CommunicationsScheme

Power

Three types of power systems were investigated to pro-
vide 10 kWe electrical power required for LOLA's operation:
solar array/regenerative fuel cells, dynamic isotope power
system (DIPS), and the Topaz H nuclear reactor. The DIPS

using plutonium 238 as the heat source in a closed Brayton
cycle was selected as the most attractive candidate.

The almninum transmission lines (1000 V) will be

buried to a depth of at least 10 cm. This should significantly
reduce exposure to temperature variations and radiation dos-

age. To connect all the array telescopes and the power supply
approximately 14 km of lines will be needed. Two main power
converters will serve to divide and regulate the power.

Launch and Transfer to Lunar Surface

The total weight to orbit required for the LOLA project
is estimated at 253 mt, which includes 83,500 kg of the LOLA
array systems as well as the weights of the Lunar Transfer
Vehicle (LTV), Lunar Excursion Vehicle (LEV), lunar con-
struction vehicles and fuel tanks. After comparing various
options for cargo transfer to the lunar surface, it is proposed to
launch the LOLA into LEO by two Shuttle C Blk II's (7.6 m
shroud X 27.4 m payload envelope and a 61,000 kg capacity)
and two Shuttle C's (4.6 m shroud x 25 m payload envelope
and 71,000 kg capacity). A single LTV/LEV transfer vehicle
hauls the LOLA cargo from LEO to LLO (Low Lunar Orbit).
The LTV drops its expended fuel tanks, the LTV and LEV
detach, and the LEV descends on the lunar surface.
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Construction

Po/ytedmtc Iguimu a_d _ U_t.nty

Overall Configuration

The construction of the LOLA will take place in two

phases. The first phase will establish the power system, the
central station, the communications, and 9 telescopes. The

array will operate on a limited scale until the second phase
brings 18 additional telescopes.

The build-up strategy for the first phase has three stages:

site preparation, assembly, and calibration. The LOLA report
outlines a plan and a time table for the entire construction

process of the array, identifies the necessary vehicles, machin-
ery and equipment, and gives workload estimates for all major

operations. Also included is brief discussion of routine system
checks, alignment adjustments, and replacement of degraded

equipment during the yearly maintenance operations. The

LOLA is designed to be fully operational by 2010.

The LOITA team proposes a circular array providing the

maximum baseline of 5 km and consisting of 18 unevenly

spaced telescopes as shown in Fig. 9. Resolution of an Earth-

like planet at 10 parsec away (initial NASA requirement) in
visible light (500 nm) requires a baseline of 10 km. To keep

the cost and complexity ofthe facility at manageable levels, the
5 km max baseline was selected for LOITA. This will still

permit resolution of planets around hundreds of nearby stars,

including Earth-like planets at distances up to 5 parsec.

The circular arrangement of the telescopes was primarily

determined by the u-v coverage studies. A carefully selected,

unevenly spaced circular design may be superior to the con-

ventional Y-type configuration, providing a good tapered

sampling density from the center to the edge and a near

circular region of coverage.

LOITA: LUNAR OPTIC_D TELESCOPE
ARRAY

Geoffrey Pierce and Neil Thomas (team leaders), Set

Chiaramonte, Sheri Davis, David Grubb, Brian Hartt, Marc

Luek, TimothyMahoney, Kevin Martin, Kelly Matney, Scott

Schom, Gregory Sheppard, and Kevin Wood.

/o /
f

I

The required combined collecting area of the array was

determined through analysis of signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio and

collecting area required for detecting planets at different
distances using various wavelengths and observation times.
This analysis was carried for a similar set of assumptions as

those used in the LOLA project. Figure 10 shows that for an
S/N of 10, the total collecting area (assuming CCD efficiency

of 70%) of 38.5 m 2 is needed to detect an Earth-like planet at

5 parsec away with an _ of 3 days at 500 mr,

\

\

Fig. 9 LOITA array layout
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Fig. 10 Array collecting area vs wavelength

The telescope primary mirror of 1.75 m was selected
through the use of a mass minimization trade-offstudy. The
number of the telescopes (18) and the final collecting area of
42.5 m2resulted from considerations ofu-v coverage and the

area blocked by the secondary mirror (24 cm diameter). The
observable spectnun of the array extends from 200 nm to 10
pro.

The LOITA array will be constructed in three phases.
The first (initial) phase will establish 6 telescopes, the power
system, communications, and the central control/instrumen-
tation station, allowing the initial operation of the array. The
second and third phases will each emplace six additional
telescopes.

Optical Train

The telescope (Fig. 11) uses a standard Cassegrain

designwith paraboloidal primaryand secondary mirrors. The
telescope creates an afocal beam which will be able to propa-
gate across path lengths up to 7.5 km with only small losses in
fringe visibility due to diffraction. Once reflected off the

secondary mirror, the beam is bounced through four reflec-
tions to the telescope base and then enters the delay lines. To

maintain signal polarization, the delay lines are designed such
that each beam strikes the same number of mirrors and is

I_ta-s

4\
//

//

I. _ Mirror
2. The_l Shielding(ItI)
3. A1P_lietim/Light

Shield
4. _rul Insulation
5_ B.F-_ _Slow

Achetors
7. Doorin Closed

Pmitim

Fig. 11

8. ShieldDoor

9. Bewin9
10. MirrorMst ¥ith

CermicActuators

I!. Pril_j Mir_"
12. Li_tBaffle/

Mimr _@ort

13._seSupportL_j

LOITA telescope
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difference which must be removed is about 7.5 kin. This task

is accomplished by a three-tiered delay system: coarse, inter-

mediate, and fine (Fig. 12). The coarse delay lines arranged

in two east-west bands reduce the path difference to within 600

m. The intermediate delay lines reduce path length difference

to less than 2 m. The fine delay system uses beam compression

to a diameter of 2 cm and positionable reflectors controlled to
nm accuracy. The beams leaving the delay system encounter
a beamsplitter which bleeds off approximately 7% of the light

to the pointing and control system. The remaining fight enters
the beam combiner and is directed to the various detectors.

Beam Combiners and Instruments

LOITA will accommodate beam combiners/iustruments

for imaging, direct planet detection, and astrometry.

Imaging

The first approach to wide-field imaging will use fixed

mirrors and beam splitters to equally divide each of the

eighteen incoming parallel beams into pairs of beams (Fig.

13). An arrangement of beam splitters/combiners movable to

preset locations provides a means for interfering any beam

with any other beam. There may be two such combiners: one

designed to process the beams in the wavelength range of 200

- 1100 nm, and the other coated for the range from 1 to 10 _tm.

The second approach will use more complicated schemes for

combining three or more beams for closure phase imaging.

Beams leaving the combiner are directed via prismatic deflec-
tors into various instruments/detectors.

LOITA will utilize pupil plane interferometty which

offers a variety of detection schemes. Fringe detection and

visibility measurements can be most easily accomplished in

the pupil plane because imaging the fringes in that plane

allows increased tolerance to the path length errors. Nole Ihal

ToIv_ts

Fig. 13 Beam combiner

in order to resolve fringes in the focal plane of a system with

a focal length f, it must be possible to resolve a distance of

IX/B, where B is the baseline length. Assuming 4 pan pixel

size, resolving fringes at 500 nm would require an f--40 km!

For imaging and spectroscopic analysis, LOITA instru-

ments/detectors will be specialized for the spectral ranges of

200-400 run (UV), 400 nm - 1 Ixm (visible- near IR), and I Ixm

- 10 _m OR). The field of view (FOV) will vary from afew

arcsec to around 1 milliarcsec depending on the bandwidth of
the detected signals (FOV ~ (L/AL)(L/B)). Very large format

CCDs will be needed for the wide-field imaging. A 1 arcsec

field in the visible light (20 microarcsec resolution) will

require 50,0002 pixels. Assuming 4 _tm pixels, the detector
size will be at least 20 x 20 cm and it will be constructed as a

mosaic (at least in the east-west direction) of monolithic CCD

detectors. To minimize gaps in sky coverage due to inevitable

small spacings between CCDs, the largest possible CCDs

(10,0002 or larger) will be utilized. To accommodate possible

field curvature introduced by the optics in the image forming
plane, the CCDs can be bent. To maintain reasonable readout

times, multiple simultaneous outputs will be incorporated.

Because the interferometer angular resolution is reduced in

the infrared, the IR detectors will need fewer pixels. At 10 _tm,

the 4 arcsec field requires 10,0002 pixels.

Direct Planet Detection

The beam combiner for the direct detection of the extra-

solar planets will employ a scheme devised by Shao and

Colavita'. Their design is based on a concept of starlight

suppression using a combination of a four-element polariza-

tion-compensated achromatic nulling interferometer and

single-mode spatial filters. Very deep nulling of the starlight
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isacluevedbyinterferenceoffourwaverronts.Single-mode

opticalfibersareusedtocleanup thewavcfrontbyremoving

lightscatteredfromimperfectionsinthesurfaceoftheoptics.

Suchasystemwouldbeabletoachievestarlightcancellation

at a level of 10s enabling it to detect in the IREarth-size planets
orbiting nearby stars. For detection at a wavelength of 10 _tm,
the required pointing/tracking accuracy will be 40 microarcsec
(10% of the angular resolution).

Astrometry

For astrometry, the LOITA interferometer has the poten-
tial to provide extremely high accuracies approaching 0.1
microarcsec. Achieving this level of astrometric accuracy
with a 5 km interferometer will require: (a) 2.5 nm accuracy
in baseline measurements, (b) maintaining the angle between
the telescopes used for astrometry to 0.1 microarcsec accuracy,
and (c) extreme precision in fabrication and assembly ofretro-
reflectors and optical components involved in the path length
and baseline metrology. Therefore, the intefferometers se-
lected for astrometry would be furnished with specialized
metrology and tracking/pointing systems and/or optical com-
ponents capable of providing required levels of accuracy.
Development of these systems entails significant technical
challenges.

Wide-angle astrometry will use tl_ee or more connected
interferometer baselines and a dedicated pupil-plane beam
combiner. The phase and amplitude of the fringes will be
measured using path length modulation over a wavelength in
one intefferometer leg. The detectors will be broad-band
photon counters (avalanche diodes). It may be pointed out that
0.1 microarcsec astrometric accuracy should allow an indirect
detection of an Earth/Sun - like system up to a distance of 12

parsec.

Single Telescope Option

One of the telescopes will be capable of an optional
operation in complete independence of the array. The tele-
scope will perform direct imaging in the focal plane after

removal of the tertiary (fold) mirror. The instruments would
be housed beneath the primary mirror. The telescope would

offer significantly better performance than the Hubble Space
Telescope because of the excellent stability, long observation
times and improved pointing/tracking capability allowed by
the lunar location. Conceivably, this telescope could even
detect large planets around nearby stars by using long expo-

sures, photon-counting mode, coronagraphic masks and elec-
tronic image subtraction when the telescope is rotated about its
optical axis to various angles on the detector. The process of
image subtraction would remove the pattern of stray light
while leaving the planet image at various angles correspond-

ing to those at which exposures were made.
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Metrology

LOITA utilizes interferometric internal metrology to
control equality of the optical path lengths from each telescope
through the delay lines and on to the beam combiner. Main-
raining the path lengths within three or less wavelengths
should provide adequate fringes for quality image reconstruc-
tion through Fourier analysis of the combined fight beams. A
system using a 600 am laser with instabilities below 10-m2will
be capable of equalizing path length to less than L/5. The
internal metrology will utilize small hemispherical retrore-
flectors placed in the center of the secondary mirror of each
telescope.

The external metrology system establishes the topocen-
tric baseline vectors ofevery possible pair oftelescopes. These
baseline vectors are constantly changing in the celestial sphere
as the moon rotates relative to the observed source. Ergo, on
exact determination of these baseline vectors will be required
for u-v plane analysis. The accuracy of the measurements will
be less stringent than the accuracy required for internal
metrology. Four metrology towers will be positioned within

the circular arrayand a single hemispherical retroreflector (8
cm diameter) will be placed on the base of each telescope (Fig.
14).

.25
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Fig. 14 External metrology tower
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The three (or more) telescope pairs selected for astrome_ [4

will require significantly higher accurac/es ofmeasuremmm _ _lstJ
of the path lengths, baselines, and telescope orientations (nee _ _]

Beam Combiners and Instruments). These telescopes will be _ _

provided with specially developed metrology systems. / EarLh 

,o.,,.,.,co.,., \
For many observational tasks, the pointing and control _ //

accuracy of 10"sarcsec or even 10 4 aresec will be adequate.

However, astrometric measurements impose a very stringent

requirement ofsub-microarcsec accuracy. For the acquisition

of the initial target coordinates, the control system must

maneuver each telescope in a combined 180 ° base rotation and

80 °vertical rotation in 15 minutes. The pointing and control

system is driven by a control command center which also

serves as an interface between ground control and the tele-

scope array. The objectives of the fine pointing are met

through the use of a special charge coupled device (CCD)

image sensor-driven system to detect the pointing error,
incremental updating of the predetermined tracking rates of

the telescopes (through the motor driven mechanisms) and/or
adjusting the two steerable mirrors in the coarse delay system.
A simplified diagram of the pointing and control system is

given in Fig. 15.

lml4IIB
[0m

Fig. 16 LO1TA commuaicafiom achcme

To achieve sub-microarcsec accuracy required by

astrometry, a parallel interferometer sharing the optical path
of the astrometric interferometer can be used to track the

target. The system would require a bright unresolved counter-

part.

Communications

Several schemes for a communication link with ground

were examined: (a) one low-altitude lunar satellite, (b) three

mid-altitude lunar satellites, (c) one geostationary lunar satel-

lite, and (d) a satellite placed at either L2 or L4 libration point.

The LA was judged to be the optimal location for the relay

satellite between LOITA and the Earth. The relay will be used

in conjunction with the Advanced Tracking and Data Relay

Satellite System (ATDRSS) and operate in the Ka-band (Fig.

18). The system will be able to handle the massive amount of

data collected during observations. The data rate may range

fTom 50 Mbps to perhaps as high as 250 Mbps.

Power

The power required to operate LOITA is estimated at
about 10 kW. The following power sources were examined as

possible candidates: a scaled-down SP-100 nuclear power,

Soviet Topaz reactor, and photovoltaic solar arrays. A 15 kW

scaled-down version of SP-100 was chosen to power LO1TA

for a duration of 10 years, providing large margin for any

contingencies. The aluminum transmission lines will be

deployed at a depth of about 10 cm.

Fig. 15 Pointing and control schematic
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Telescope Structure

The telescope design is schematically shown in Fig. 11.
The cylindrical tube housing the primary and secondary
mirrors is supported by a fork-type mount which in turn is
supported by a truss base. The alt-az fork mount utilizes
existing technology with proven reliability and minimal main-
tenance. It also provides a rigid structure which can be
passively balanced. A graphite epoxy composite was selected
as the primary structural material for the telescope. Among
several properties, the low coefficient of thermal expansion
and high stiffness of the graphite epoxy composite were
considered particularly important as the precise alignment of
the optical components demands that the structural members
supporting the primary and secondary mirrors do not deflect
more than about 3 rim. Structuralanalysis was carried out for
all major elements of the telescope.

The telescope tube structure will be comprised of the
structural graphite epoxy mirror mount, tubing from the
primary to secondary and primary to stationary exit mirrors.
An aluminum shell will protect the optics from dust and
radiation, as well as shield the aperture from stray light.
Affixed to the end of the cylinder tubewill be a graphite epoxy

aperture door.

To meet the stringent pointing accuracy requirement,
specially developed motors will be needed, one set for fast and
slow azimuth rotation and one for fast and slow elevation.

Among possible options, low power direct drive DC torquing
motors may be considered.

Instrument Room

The line delay system, scientific instruments and detec-
tors, computers and communication equipment are housed
within the instrument room which is made up of two level

structure (Fig. 17). The structure will be made of aluminum
and it will be covered with a thick layer of lunar soil.

Thermal Control

An approximate thermal analysis was used to determine:

(a) the equilibrium temperature of the telescope structure for
both lunar day and night with and without the use of radiation

shields, and (13)transient temperature of the telescope struc-
tune throughout the lunar cycle. The reomltsof this analysis led
to selection of the exterior surface coatings (magnesium oxide
aluminum oxide paint) and radiation shielding allowing the
telescope temperature to remain near or below 70 K during
night.
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Fig. 17 Instrument room floor plan

To cool optical components and several instruments
housed in the instrument room, four cooling modules based on
the Stifling cycle are proposed. Each module works by
coupling cold hydrogen gas to a copper plate within the
instrmnent box through stainless steel heat pipes utilizing
nitrogen. The copper plate is maintained at a temperature of
70 K. All instruments within the casing are thermally coupled
to the copper plate. As a thermal sink, another stainless steel
heat pipe using Freon- 12 and operating at 295 K is coupled to
300 K hydrogen gas. This pipe radiates heat into the 250 K

housing environment. To eliminate vibrations, the Stirling
refrigerator is isolated by elastic seals and an additional heat
exchanger.

Launch, Construction and Cost

The total mass of the array and its supporting systems
required for the initial operation (phase 1) is 59,000 kg. The
total mass of the fully assembled array (phase 3) is 77,000 kg.

Launch scenario is based on three basic requirements.
First, the manned space station (SSF) must be operational and
useful as a transfer point for lunar transit. Second, a heavy
vehicle (HLV) capable of launching a 70,000 kg payload must
be operational. Third, a new lunar lander and a lunar
excursion vehicle (LEV) must be developed. The proposed
launch and transfer to lunar surface sequence for the construc-
tion and initial operation of LOITA (phase 1) includes a total
of 12 launches or transfers using Atlas IFCentaur, Titan IV/
Centaur, Shuttle, HLV and LEV, All sensitive equipment,
including the telescopes is first transferred to SSF, Once at

SSF, the equipment could be examined for any damage and
any necessary repair could be made. Astronauts would not be
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placed on the lunar surface until all equipment was in place.

Construction and assembly scheme will be designed to

minimize the necessary man-hours and equipment, thereby

reducing cost. The major equipment _ consist of a person-

nel and pressurized rovers, and a utility vehicle. Construction

will be a seven-phase endeavor: (1) start up, (2) power

activation, (3) insmnnent room, (4) telescopes, (5) delay lines,

(6) metrology towers, and (7) testing.

Cost analysis started fxom creating a Work Breakdown
Structure (WBS). The WBS serves as an outline of the LOITA

program from construction through operations. The LO1TA

program wasbroken into 9 primmy areas. As with any space-

born system, the primmy cost incurred is due to transportation.

In this analysis, launch/transfer costs are assumed to be

$10,000/kg. Labor costs onthe moonare assumed$440/h (due

toEVA). The estimatedinitialcost of LO1TA (Phase 1)is$8.9

billion which includes $5 billion for research and develop-
ment.
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Abstract

Project Hyreus is an unmanned Mars sample return
mission that utilizes propellants manufactured in situ from
the Martian atmosphere for the return voyage. A key goal
of the mission is to demonstrate the considerable benefits of

using indigenous resources and to test the viability of this
approach as a precursor to manned Mars missions. The

techniques, materials, and equipment used in Project Hyreus
represent those that are currently available or that could be
developed and readied in time for the proposed launch date in
2003. Project Hyreus includes such features as a Mars-
orbiting satellite equipped with ground-penetrating radar, a

large rover capable of sample gathering and detailed surface
investigations, and a planetary science array to perform on-
site research before samples are returned to Earth. Project

Hyreus calls for the Mars Landing Vehicle to land in the
Mangala Valles region of Mars, where it will remain for
approximately 1.5 years. Methane and oxygen propellant
for the Earth return voyage will be produced using carbon
dioxide from the Martian atmosphere and a small supply of
hydrogen brought from Earth. This process is key to
returning a large Martian sample to Earth with a single
Earth launch.

Introduction

Project Hyreus is an unmanned Mars sample return
mission that utilizes in situ propellant production to reduce
the amount of mass that needs to be launched from Earth.

In other words, the propellant necessary for the return trip is
produced using materials from the Marian environment. The
demonstration of propellant production from indigenous
sources is an important precursor to manned missions to

Mars. In addition to demonstrating the technology of in situ
propellant production, the unmanned return of Martian
soil/rock samples will prove invaluable for scientific
discovery.

From the time of fictional stories about Martian life

forms to the excellent photo surveys performed by the

Mariner and Viking spacecraft, and to the current Mars
Observer mission, human interest in Mars has remained

strong. The Mars Observer mission started a new phase in
Martian exploration that will continue with Mesur, ESA's
Marsnet, and Russia's Mars 94 missions. Eventually, these
missions will lead to successful manned exploration of
Mars.

The idea to use in situ propellants for a Mars direct

mission approach as presented by Zubrin 1,2 could drastically

reduce mission costs; thus expediting a manned mission.
Project Hyreus takes the technology of in situ propellant
production and places it in a cost effective mission scenario
that lays the groundwork for advancements in future
missions to Mars.

In 1992, the NASA/USRA design team from the

University of Washington presented Project Minerva. 3 This

proposal called for a series of manned expeditions to Mars
which would rely on propellant produced from the Martian
atmosphere and a supply of imported hydrogen. A cost
analysis of this mission design indicated that its cost would
be approximately 55 billion dollars, i.e., 10% of the
conventional missions that NASA has been studying. Even
the much reduced cost of such a mission would represent a
very large national investment, in terms of money,
resources, time, and personnel. Therefore, an unmanned
precursor mission should be performed to prove the viability
of this mission architecture. Project Hyreus is a proposal
for such a mission.

The two primary mission goals of project Hyreus are
successfully delivering a large Martian soil sample to Earth
and demonstrating that in situ propellant production allows a
significantly larger payload mass than traditional sample
return missions. In addition to the primary mission goals

several other goals exist. These include: learning more
about the Martian environment, determining if and where
water exists on Mars, and showing that in situ propellant
production leads to significantly lower mission costs than
traditional mission methods.
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TheProjectHyreusmissiongoalsareaccomplished
throughthefollowing:aroverisplacedonMarstoexplore
the areaaroundthe landingsite usinga varietyof
attachmentssuchasscoopersandmanipulatorarmsto
collectthesamplesforthesamplereturn.Theroveralso
carriesanassortmentof scientificinstrumentsfor non-
samplereturnrelatedstudies. Additionalscientific
instrumentsaremounteddirectlyon theMarsLanding
VehiclefMLV).A satellitewithagroundpenetratingradar
(GPR)systemis placedin sun-synchronousorbitaround
Mars.TheGPRisusedtoexploretheMartiansubsurface
landscapeanddetectanyavailableundergroundsourcesof
water/ice.In addition,thesatellite'spayloadincludes
communicationandweather-monitoringsystems.

Themissionscenario(Fig. 1)beginswith a single
TitanIV launchof boththespacecraftandaCentaurupper
stageintolowEarthorbit(LEO).TheCentaurtheninjects
theMLV into a transferorbit to Mars. TheMLV is
equippedwitharaked-coneaerobrake.Thevehicleisslowed
into a low Mars orbit (LMO) throughaerobraking
maneuvers,duringwhichtimethesatelliteis releasedinto
Marsorbit. Additionalaerobrakingmaneuversareusedto
slowtheMLV sufficientlyto deployparachutes.Retro-
rocketsareusedtoperformthefinalsoftlandingmaneuver
in theMangalaVallesregion.

OncetheMLVis inplace,theMarssurfaceportionof
themissionbegins.Thepropellantproductionplantis
activatedandbeginsproducingfuelandoxidizerfortherover
andfor thereturntrip.ThroughacoupledSabatierand
electrolysisprocessmethaneandoxygenareproducedby
reactingcarbondioxidefrom the Martian atmosphere with
liquid hydrogen imported from the Earth The product gases
are liquefied and stored in the initially empty tanks of the
Earth return vehicle 0ERV). Rover surface missions are

begun once sufficient amounts of methane and oxygen have
been produced to meet the needs of the rover's methane-
burning thermophotovoltaic power system.. The rover then
explores the Martian surface, gathering rock and soil
samples. Scientific experiments are conducted throughout
the stay time on Mars and approximately 25-30 kg of soil
and rock samples are collected.

Approximately 1.5 years after amval, the ERV launches
from the MLV support structure and returns for Earth. The
ERV is a single-stage vehicle which first ascends into LMO,
and then performs the bum that places it in the Earth transfer
orbit. Once the vehicle reaches the vicinity of Earth the
payload capsule detaches and performs an aerocapture
maneuver in the atmosphere. The ERV itself continues on a
hyperbolic trajectory back to deep space. The payload

"/.///////////////////////////////////////.////////////////////////

Mars launch

A

Satellite deployment

\

Earth launch Space Shuttle retrieval

\'KNX\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Fig. 1 Project Hyreus mission summary
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capsule's orbit is circularized to LEO, by aerobraking and a
rocket burn, where it is subsequently retrieved.

Project Hyreus' mission architecture and main
components are presented here in the following format: The
design and configuration of the MLV and ERV are discussed
first. Next, the launch system, astrodynamics, and
aerobraking/landing aspects of the mission are presented.
Then, Martian surface operations are discussed: propellant
production, planetary science, rover, satellite. Lastly, the
Earth return scenario and conclusions are given.

Vehicle Design

The vehicle is composed of two main parts: the MLV
and ERV. The ERV is actually part of the MLV until it
detaches during Mars launch back to Earth. The
configuration and structure of both vehicles are discussed
concurrently in the following section. In addition, the
landing engines and reaction control system (RCS) on the
MLV and the methane rocket engine on the ERV are
described. The masses of the major components are shown
in Table 1.

Table 1 MLV component masses

Component Mass (kg)
Truss Structure (MLV & ERV) 700
MLV Thrust Structure 60

Centaur Adapter 160
Mars Aerobrake 735

Landing Engines 75
Landing Propellant Tanks 10
Landing Propellant 300
Landing Gear 62
Parachutes 250

Propellant Plant 385
Power and Control 530
Radiators 60

H2 Tank 55

Seed H2 158

Science Equipment 230
Sample Loading Arm 8
Rover 200
Satellite 280
ERV Thrust Structure 100
Earth Aerobrake 37

ERV Engines 100
ERV Propellant Tanks 55

Pa_,ioad Module 100

Total 4650

Configuration

F_gures 2 and 3 show the configuration of the MLV. It
consists of a central truss frame with necessary equipment
mounted where needed. The location of the payload within
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the spacecraft is determined by several requirements: to
achieve a suitable vehicle center of mass location, to keep

"all payload within the aerobrake envelope, to place certain
components in close proximity, and to minimize launch

fairing size. The center of mass of the MLV should be as
close to the centerline of thrust as possible, in order to
minimize control problems. It should also be as close to
the Centaur interface plane as possible to avoid having to
use a structural upgrade on the Centaur. The payload must
all be contained within the aerobrake (not shown, for clarity)
in order to be shielded from the heat of atmospheric entry at
Mars. Certain components must be kept close to each other
because of their interaction. One example is that the seed
hydrogen tank should be kept close to the propellant
manufacturing plant, in order to minimize piping.

Canister for

Parachutee_" 1

Equipment

behind ERV

Hydrogen _

,,.o'
t

0

E.V

Satellte

I I
1 2m

Fig. 2 Isometric view of MLV, with radiators and aerobrake
deleted for clarity

The payload of the MLV is located in two main
sections. These sections can be seen in Fig. 3, labeled A-A
and B-B. Centered around the space that the ascent engine of
the ERV occupies, the lower section (B-B) contains the
propellant manufacturing plant, the satellite, the Mars
science equipment, the seed hydrogen tank, and the rover.
These four components are similar in mass and therefore are

fairly well balanced. The upper section (A-A) contains the
Dynamic Isotope Power Source (DIPS) and the ERV. The
configuration of the ERV is discussed below. The

parachutes for landing on Mars are located at the top of the
vehicle..
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A
Radiator ' Radiator

B

Centaul
Interface
Plane

A - A Sample
Return

ERV Capsule

High
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Antenna

i

_mple return
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Methane
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I I
1 m engine
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B - B Mars Science
SLA Fig. 4. Earth Return Vehicle configuration

Hydrogen Rover

Satellite ---_f

2m

0

Fig. 3 Mars Landing Vehicle configuration. The
aerobrake shell is not shown

Figure 4 shows the ERV, which is composed of a

thrust frame with a gimbaled methane ascent engine, two
methane tanks, one oxygen tank, and the sample return
container with supporting structure. There is also an
aerobrake that is attached to the sample return container.
The tanks are arranged in such a way as to keep the ERV

center of mass along the centerline of the engine. The
sample return container shifts the center of mass only
slightly.

MLV and ERV Structure

The structure of the MLV consists of a central truss

frame, a thrust structure, a Centaur adapter, and various
supporting struts where needed. Some parts of the structure,
such as the "adapter, are expendable. When separations are
needed, pyrotechnic bolts are used.

The central truss frame is made of aluminum-lithium

2090-T83 structural tubing with a 4 cm O.D. and 2 mm
wall thickness. Where welding cannot easily be done,

connections are made with titanium tube end fittings and
pins. The structure of the frame is made up of five
octagonal-shaped rings with interconnecting elements.
Cross-members are added for extra stiffness. The truss frame

acts as the primary load bearer. The thrust structure is a

modified Boeing design made of stiffened web construction. 3
The Centaur adapter, and support struts are all also made of
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aluminum-lithium 2090 alloy in various shapes and sizes.
The propellant tanks are made of Weldalite TM because of its

better welding strength.

The Centaur adapter is connected to the thrust structure
with pyrotechnic bolts. After Centaur firing, the adapter is
separated from the thrust structure. The thrust structure is
actually like the fifth ring of the truss frame, and is welded

onto the bottom of the truss frame. The support structure
for the satellite is discarded after the satellite is released, in

order to allow the parachutes to be deployed. When the
parachutes have served their purpose, their supporting
structure is ,also released to keep the path of the ERV clear
for the launch back to Earth.

Area -- 110 rn2

Mass = 735 kg
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FRONT VIEW

The ERV structure (Fig. 4) is ,also made of the same
aluminum-lithmm alloy as the MLV. It consists of an

octagonal ring w_th a thrust frame welded to its inside and
support struts for the sample return container and propellant
tanks. The thrust frame is made of 4 cm OD tubing and
supports the methane return engine at the gimbal point.
The support struts for the sample return capsule are designed
to release it for its reentry to LEO.

Aerobrake

Using aerobraking at Mars allows for a large reduction
of the required Earth launch mass, compared to all
propulsive braking, thus allowing the Hyreus mission to be
accomplished using a single launch from Earth.

As shown in Fig. 5, the geometry of the Mars
aerobrake is that of a raked sphere-cone. This design is able
to provide the required L/D of 0.4. The dimensions of the
aerobrake are 11.3 m by 9.4 m in order to shield and
decelerate the MLV. To fit inside the 7.5 m launch vehicle

fairing, the aerobrake is hinged to allow it to fold closely
around the MLV.

Mission requirements subject the aerobrake to high
heating and pressure loads, especially at the stagnation
point. For thermal protection, the majority of the outside
aerobrake shell consists of FRCI-12 ceramic insulation,

coated with RCG, a highly emissive glass (see Fig. 6). 4,5

In the stagnation region, the material used is reinforced
carbon/carbon composite, which can withstand higher heat
loads and surface temperatures than FRCI-12. The backing
structure of the aerobrake shell consists of three layers: first
is a thin sheet of graphite epoxy, followed by a layer of
aluminum 2024 honeycomb. The bottom layer, or

backwall, is a graphite epoxy/aluminum 2024 sandwich.

When the Centaur fires for the trans-Mars injection, the
aerobrake must be able to hold its own weight at this
loading, approximately 48 kN, which is larger than the

SIDE VIEW

I

0.4 m

Fig. 5 Aerobrake configuration

33 kN force on the shell during aerobraking passes. The
supporting framework is designed to direct the forces to the
MLV structure. Anchor ribs, 1 cm thick, on the inside of

the shell connect the supporting struts to it. The struts are
tubular, 4 cm dia x 0.5 cm wall thickness, and are attached
to the MLV structure with pyrotechnic bolts. The struts and
ribs are constructed of aluminum-lithium 2090, the same
material used for the MLV structure.
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Fig. 6 Composition of Mars aerobrake shell

Landing Engines and Reaction Control System

v_ of wat_,t_

\\ II //"- "4°

_ Engine

_ MLV Thrust

Structure

Several different types of rocket engines were examined

for the retrorocket system and the reaction control system
(RCS). The criteria used in selecting an appropriate package
were:

• Propellant must be easily storable.
• Engines must be simple and reliable.
• Must have minimum net thrust of 16,000 N (for a

landing thrust/weight ratio of 1.2)
• Low mass and high specific impulse.
• Use same propellant in retro engine as in RCS.

With these requirements in mind, the Marquardt R-40B

and R-4D engines were selected. 6-8 Both are currently in
production and both use the same propellants. Relevant
specifications are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 7 Bottom view of MLV, showing descent and RCS

engine arrangement

R-4D

7©

• I 1 I I I

"-'-"'11 I I.
I_1 n n i ,l._

Table 2 Landing and RCS engines

Engine Thrust Isp Propellant* Mass
(N) (sec) (kg)

R-40B 4000 303 N204/MMH 7.26

R-4D 490 312 N204/MMH 3.75

* MMH is monomethyl hydrazine

With a nominal thrust of 4,000 N, four Marquardt

R-40B engines are needed to meet the required net thrust of
16,000 N for the Mars final descent. As shown in Fig. 7,
these four engines are spaced evenly on the bottom of the
MLV. Four R-4D thrusters are mounted in close proximity
to the descent engines Fig. 7. These RCS engines point out
radially from the center-line of the vehicle and provide
maneuvering control during the descent.

Other R-4D engines are placed on the MLV as shown in
Fig. 8, to complete the RCS. Their location and thrust

provide a maximum angular acceleration of 5 deg/sec 2. 9

0 1 2m
1 , I

R-40B

Fig. 8 Side view of MLV showing placement of engines
for RCS

Methane Rocket Engine for Mars Ascent

For the past 28 years, methane and other light
hydrocarbons have been examined for their applicability in
Earth-to-Orbit vehicles 10,11. The last two years have seen

an increased interest in methane's potential for Mars in situ

propellant production missions. 1'3 Exploiting this

potential was a motivating factor for the selection of the
liquid-methane/liquid-oxygen (LCH4/LOX) rocket engine for
Mars ascent.
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The criteria used in designing this engine were:

• Thrust level close to 20,000 N.

• Ability to restart.
• Record of reliability.
• Existing technology.

• Thrust = 20,000 N
• Combustion Chamber Pressure = 3447 kPa

(500 psia)
• Exit pressure = 800 Pa
• Propellants enter combustion chamber at their

respective boiling temperatures
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Because there are no existing spaceworthy LCH4/LOX

engines known to have been built to date that satisfy these
criteria, the methane engine used for project Hyreus is a new
design but utilizes as much existing and proven technology

as possible.

The thrust level was selected to provide a thrust to Mars
weight ratio of 2:1 at lift off. The exit pressure is
approximately equal to Mars surface pressure. The chamber
pressure was selected as being reasonable for efficient
expander cycle operation. 19

Existing Technology. The methane engine
designed for project Hyreus operates on an expander cycle.
This cycle was chosen for its simplicity, proven technology,
and potential for adaptability to a throttleable engine. The
expander cycle is used in such engines as Pratt & Whitney's
RL-10. Because oxygen has better heat transfer
characteristics than methane, it is used as the regenerative
coolant. 12

Copper would be the preferred metal to line the
combustion chamber, due to its high thermal

conductivity. 13 However, because methane is known to
react with copper at high temperatures, 14 it was not used in

the combustion chamber. Instead, graphite is used to line
the chamber wall. This configuration has been tested by

Aerojet and has proven to work "very Successfully in the test
program." 15

Because LH2/LOX engines already exist, it is assumed

that a LOX turbopump can be easily redesigned for use in a
methane engine. A turbopump for methane was designed,
fabricated, and tested in 1989 by Rockwell International.16

Injectors for LCH4/LOX have been designed, built, and
tested by Aerojet, Pratt & Whitney, and Rockwell
International's Rocketdyne Division. 14,15,17 All injectors

were coaxial and achieved stable combustion, demonstrating
the viability of injectors for LCH4/LOX engines.

Engine Design. By combining all the above stated
existing technologies, the major constituents of the

LCH4/LOX engine can be built. The mass of the engine

was estimated from the engines used by the Space Shuttle
Orbital Maneuvering System (OMS). The OMS engines
have a thrust comparable to the design thrust of the
LCH4/LOX engine, thus, the methane engine mass was

approximated to be the same as that of a single OMS
engine, i.e., 100 kg. 18

Given the chamber pressure and initial propellant

temperatures, the properties of the combustion products were
determined by the computer program EQLBRM. 20 By

assuming an isentropic nozzle and using common rocket
engine design equations, the characteristics of the

LCH4/LOX engine were calculated. 13 These are
summarized in Table 3.

Table 3 Methane rocket engine characteristics

Isp 371 sec
Thrust 20,000 N

Propellant Mass Flow 5.49 kg/s
Propellant Exit Velocity 3,643 m/s
Combustion Chamber Temp 3,505 K
Nozzle Exit Temperature 1,214 K
Combustion Chmnber Pressure 3,447 kPa
Nozzle Exit Pressure 800 Pa
Nozzle Area Ratio 296

Throat Diameter 0.06 m
Exit Diameter 1.03 m

Engine compartment Diameter 1.2 m

Engine Height 1.9 m

The engine was assumed to occupy the approximate
space of a circular cylinder whose dimensions were found in
the following manner: A diameter slightly larger than

that of the nozzle exit was chosen to allow room to gimbal
the engine upon takeoff from Mars. The total engine length
was approximated by scaling it after another expander cycle
engine, the RL- 10.19

At Mars take-off the ERV will follow a gravity turn
trajectory. Thrust vectoring, by gimbaling the engine, will
be used to provide the necessary impulse for the tip-over
maneuver of this trajectory.

The design of the methane engine was based on four
assumptions/criteria:

Flight Sequence

Project Hyreus will be launched from a Titan IV into
LEO. The Centaur upper stage boosts the MLV into a
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conjunctionclassinterceptwithMars.Upon reaching the
planet, the MLV aerocaptures in the Martian atmosphere.
The launch system, astrodynamics, and aerobrake maneuvers
are discussed below.

Launch System

Several launch systems were evaluated for use with

Project Hyreus. 21 Among them were the Delta, Titan III,
Titan IV, Proton, Zenit, Energia, Ariane V, and the Space
Shuttle. The Delta and the Zenit are not capable of
launching the Hyreus spacecraft. Of the remaining systems,
analyses of the Proton, Titan III, and Ariane V produced
results that were closer to the mission AV requirement than
the probable error in the analyses. Since the Russian
rockets are integrated and fueled horizontally, the necessary
structural upgrade to the spacecraft could raise the payload
mass above the Proton's capacity. The Ariane V will not
fly until 1995, making an accurate analysis difficult.
Analysis of the Titan III, with a TOS upper stage carrying a
payload of 4,647 kg, indicated a AV capability less than
200m/s above the mission requirement. Although the

Space Shuttle is capable of launching Hyreus, it is the most
costly launch system, at $245 M for a dedicated flight. The
Energia, while certainly the most powerful launch vehicle
considered, also has the problem of horizontal integration.
Furthermore, with only two flights and a 50% success rate,
it was not felt to be suitable.

The Titan IV/Centaur was chosen for its availability
and reliability. Table 4 shows the AV budget for the
Titan IV/Centaur.

V_r_ o! w_n

transfer trajectory energy requirements be minimized. The
lowest energy launch opportunities and trajectories were
used. The transfer trajectory variables which define the orbit
were obtained from Jet Propulsion Laboratory

publication 82-43. 22 The year 2003 was selected for the
start of the mission, due to its favorable C3 values.

The Earth to Mars transfer is a Type I trajectory, a
conjunction class trajectory with a true anomaly less than
180 °. The launch window defmed by a maximum departure

energy value of C3 = 10 km2/sec 2 and a Mars arrival date of

December 25, 2003, opens on May 22, 2003 and closes on
June 20, 2003. The optimal launch date is June 7, 2003.
The total velocity increment required to reach Mars from
LEO ranges from 3.596 km/sec to 3.649 km/sec. The time
of flight ranges from 188 days to 217 days.

The Mars to Earth transfer is a Type II trajectory, a type
of conjunction class trajectory whose true anomaly exceeds
180 °. The launch window, defined by a maximum C3 of

14 km2/sec 2 and an Earth arrival date of March 31, 2006,

opens on June 25, 2005, and closes on July 21, 2005. The
optimal launch date is July 8, 2005. The total velocity
increment required from the Mars surface to LEO ranges
from 5.958 km/sec to 6.024 kndsec. The time of flight
ranges from 253 to 280 days.

The total trip time of project Hyreus is approximately

2.8 years, with a Martian surface stay time of approximately
1.5 years.

Table 4 AV Budget for Titan IV/Centaur (m/s)

Velocity at parking orbit insertion 7,898
Velocity penalty due to drag 68
Velocity penalty due to gravity 823
Transfer Orbit Injection AV (max) 3,649
AV gain from Earth rotation - 407

TOTAL 12r031

The payload mass of 4,647 kg is well within the

capability of this launch system. It should be noted that the
Russian systems would be a lot cheaper than a Titan IV. If

the payload mass were reduced, the Russian Proton could
launch Hyreus for approximately one third the cost of the
Titan IV.

Astrodynamics

The transfer trajectories for project Hyreus were designed

with payload maximization in mind. This required that the

Aerobraking At Mars

When the MLV arrives at Mars, it is in a hyperbolic
trajectory. As it enters the atmosphere at an altitude of
125 km, it has a velocity of 5.7 km/sec and a flight path
angle of 10.1 ° (Fig. 9). Then it proceeds with a lifting
atmospheric pass which puts it into an orbit with an

apoapsis of 2500 kin. 23,24 Next, it performs an apoapsis
burn to place it into a 2500 km by 250 km parking orbit.
The MLV waits in this orbit until the landing site is in

proper alignment, at which point it does a burn to decrease
its periapsis to make a second pass through the atmosphere.
The total AV for these two burns is about 100 m/s. The

second pass reduces the apoapsis to 580 km, where the
satellite is deployed. The satellite's orbit is circularized
using a small AV supplied by its onboard reaction control
system. The MLV continues its trajectory down into the
atmosphere to perfonn the final entry and landing. When
the aerobrake has reduced the velocity to 350 m/s, it is
jettisoned and parachutes ,are deployed to further slow the
MLV. The final soft landing is effected by means of the

retrorockets described earlier. The landing site selected for
this mission is Mangala Valles; 148.1°W , 13.8°S, 25 as
described later in this paper.
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The PPP, shown in Fig. 10, is designed to produce the
needed propellant in approximately 1.4 years, to allow for
any delays in the landing sequence at Mars and for any
necessary plant shutdowns which may occur due to dust
storms. Methane is produced at a rate of 0.94 kg/day and
oxygen at 3.76 kg/day. Martian atmospheric gases are
drawn into the PPP at a rate of 8.25 kg/day.

A
AIt.= 25O0kn

LandingSite:
MangallaValles
13.8"S 148.1"W

DeploySatelliteafterSecondPass
AIt.= 580 km

Fig. 9 Aerobraking at Mars

In Situ Propellant Production Plant

This mission requires 480 kg of methane and 1921 kg
of oxygen to be produced during the 1.5 year stay on the
surface of Mars. These propellants are manufactured in the
Propellant Production Plant (PPP), using carbon dioxide
found in the Martian atmosphere and hydrogen imported
from Earth.

The production of methane is performed through the
Sabatier reaction: 1-3

CO 2 + 4H 2 ¢_ CH 4 +2H20

Many reactors have been made to perform this reaction
reliably, including the one chosen for this mission which is
produced by Hamilton Standard. 26 The oxygen is produced

through two means. The first is the electrolysis of the water
product in the Sabatier reaction. The electrolysis breaks the
water down into hydrogen and oxygen:

2H2Oco2H 2 +O 2

The hydrogen is recycled into the Sabatier reaction, to
minimize the amount to be imported from Earth. However,
the Sabatier and electrolysis reactions produce only half the

required oxygen. Thus, oxygen production is supplemented
using the reverse water-gas shift (RWGS) reaction:

CO2+ H 2 _ CO+ H20

This reaction produces carbon monoxide as a waste
product that is released into the Martian atmosphere.

The Martian atmosphere is composed of 95.3% carbon
dioxide, 2.7% nitrogen and 1.6% argon. 27 Dust is also

present. The filter system, composed of a hydrocyclone and
a membrane filter in series, is designed to remove the dust.
The hydrocyclone removes dust particles as small as 5 pm,
and the membrane filter removes the remaining fine dust.
Dust particles removed via the hydrocyclone are collected as
a return sample. Following filtration, the carbon dioxide is
purified by removing nitrogen and argon. This is
accomplished by compressing the atmospheric gases to
1.3 MPa, condensing the carbon dioxide at ambient Martian
temperatures, and bleeding off the trace gases. A portion of
the liquefied carbon dioxide is stored at 1.3 MPa and ambient
temperature for use on the rover as a diluent.

ATMOSPHER_
GASES

TRACE GASES

FILTER

ORAGE]

CO

__ PUMP

1 I ELECTROLYZER

CH4 I ITO STORAGE TANKS

Fig. 10 Propellant production plant schematic.

The purified carbon dioxide is pumped to the Sabatier
reactor and the RWGS reactor. The Sabatier reactor produces
methane and water, and the RWGS reactor produces carbon
monoxide and water. The water is condensed out of both the

carbon monoxide and the methane, and is pumped to the
electrolyzer. The carbon monoxide is vented to the

atmosphere, and the methane is pumped to the liquefaction
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cycle. The water from the two reactors is pumped through
the electrolyzer at a rate of 4.29 kg/day. The hydrogen
product is pumped to the Sabatier reactor and the oxygen is
pumped to the liquefaction cycle.

In the liquefaction cycle, the methane and oxygen are
compressed, cooled in heat exchangers, and liquefied through
Joule-Thompson expansion in a throttling valve. Methane
is pumped into two tanks aboard the ERV, to be stored at
1.0 MPa and 135 K. Oxygen is pumped into the remaining
tank on the ERV, to be stored at 0.71 MPa and 108 K. The

storage tanks and the seed hydrogen tank are all insulated by
Multi-Layer Insulation (MLI). The MLI reduces the heat
flux into the tanks to a total of 8 W. To prevent boiloff and
propellant loss, this heat is removed from the tanks by a
refrigerator.

The PPP requires 1215 W of electric power to operate at
the required production rate. This power requirement plus
the power requirements of the Mars science package, will
require the use of one Dynamic Isotope Power
System (DIPS). The DIPS unit has a mass of 370 kg and
provides 2.5 kW of electric power. Table 4 summarizes the
component masses and power requirements of the PPP.

heat required by the RWGS reactor. Only 60 W of
additional heating is required. The power requirements for
the start-up of each individual component are shown in
Table 4, where they can be compared to the steady state
power requirement.

Special Planetary Observation Transport (SPOT)

Sample collection on the Martian surface is

accomplished by the special planetary observation transport
(SPOT). This is a semi-autonomous robotic vehicle
equipped with a remote manipulator arm and having a range
of approximately 45 km.

SPOT is a six-wheeled vehicle with three individual

sections in tandem, shown in Fig. 11. Each section's frame

is 1 m wide and 0.44 m long, and has a wheel attached to
each side via a double wishbone suspension. SPOT's design
includes a remote manipulator arm with tools, sample

storage, controls, communications antenna, power source,
and a driller. Of the three sections, only the front two have
powered wheels. The trailer has 4 hydraulic arms for

stabilization during drilling.

Table 5 Propellant production plant masses and power

requirements

Component Mass Steady Start-Up
(kg) State Power

Power(W) (W)

Filter system 5 0 0

Pumps/Compressors 140 500 500
Sabauer reactor 43 0 200
RWGS reactor 43 60 400

Water electrolyzer 15 55 55
Condensers 10 0 0

Liquefaction unit 30 300 300
Refrigerator 30 300 300

Storage insulation 60 0 0
Radiator 10 0 0

Power Supply (DIPS) 370
TOTAL 756 1215 1755

The procedure for plant start-up begins with the
operation of the inlet compressor and the subsequent
accumulation of liquid carbon dioxide. Next, the RWGS re-

actor heats up to its operating temperature of 400 K by is
turned on to produce hydrogen and oxygen. The oxygen
liquefaction begins at this time, and the Sabatier reaction is
started using the hydrogen from the electrolyzer. The
methane product is liquefied. Refrigeration of the storage
tanks begins when the oxygen and methane begin to
accumulate. Once steady state operation is achieved, the
Sabatier reactor, which is exothennic, produces most of the

CAMERA 0
I

RMA

SAMPLE

STORAGE

lm

I DRILL

Fig. 11 Isometric view of SPOT rover (Waste heat
radiator not shown, for clarity)

The material used for SPOT's primary chassis is
Aluminum 7079-T6, chosen because it is lightweight, and
has the highest yield and ultimate stresses of the different

types of aluminum alloys considered. Another factor
considered in the choice of aluminum alloy is its ability to
withstand radiation. This radiation resistance ability was
determined through examination of aluminum parts of the

Long Duration Exposure Facility (LDEF). 28 The chassis

has a mass of approximately 25 kg.

Composites are used for secondary structures, such as
propellant tank supports. Composite materials were not
selected for the primary chassis because they are more
susceptible to environmental effects, such as radiation.

The tires have a design based on the Apollo LRV. 28,29

At 0.5 m in diameter, they are 38% smaller than the
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originals and have a mass of approximately 4 kg each. The
upper and lower wishbones of the suspension system are
connected by an angled beam that is attached to SPOT's
tubular chassis, and also are attached to a shock absorber and

spring. A second angled member connects the lower comer
of the suspension to the chassis

Power Source

The power source chosen for SPOT is a
thermophotovoltaic (TPV) generator system utilizing

mechanically stacked two-junction GaAs/GaSb cells, in
tandem with an infrared emitter burning gaseous methane,
and oxygen, diluted with CO2. The TPV unit is shown in

Fig. 12. The concept is currently being developed by the
Vehicle Research Institute at Western Washington

University in Bellingham, WA. 30

EXHAUST

\ _::-:-:_

DC POWER OUTPUT

TERMINALS

RADIATOR FINS

CH 4

O 2
DILUENT

Fig. 12 Thermophotovoltaic generator

The methane bums with oxygen and carbon dioxide at a
molar ratio of 1:1:0.1 inside a 1 cm dia. tungsten tube,
heating it to a temperature of approximately 2000 K. The

infrared radiation emitted by the hot tube peaks at a
wavelength of -1.5 I.tm. Because silicon and GaAs solar
cells are mostly transparent in this bandwidth, the GaSb
cells are the key to the high efficiency (30%) of the TPV
unit. Another advantage of the GaAs/GaSb solar cells is
their resistance to degradation from radiation. This
resistance is due to the relative thinness of the photon
gathering portion of the cell. This is a major consideration,
as silicon cells degrade rapidly without heavy radiation
shielding. The infrared emitter is located inside a 15 cm
diameter cylindrical enclosure tube which is lined with the
photovoltaic cells, and whose end walls are highly reflective.
This configuration produces 1 kW of electrical power for the

rover. The combustion process is continuous rather than
intermittent, as in the batch firing of a typical internal
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combustion engine, resulting in a more complete
combustion and a drastic reduction of exhaust emissions.

Nearly 3 kW of waste heat must be rejected by the
TPV. This is accomplished by using heat pipe radiators

extending radially outward and upward from the TPV unit.
At an operating temperature of 373 K these radiators require
a total surface area of 3.4 m 2 for waste heat dissipation.

The TPV unit continuously charges onboard batteries
which actually drive the electric motors in each wheel hub.
Nickel metal hydride batteries were chosen because of their

high energy density (215 Whr/liter) and cycling ability
(1000 cycles). 31

Controls

The remote distance of a Martian rover provides

challenging problems for the control systems designer.
SPOT uses semi-autonomous navigation (SAN) wherein the
rover has a high level of autonomy. 32,33 SPOT collects
information and constructs its own local world map.
Onboard processors plan a path and determine if the map is
traversable. If SPOT needs assistance, it sends all available
information to Earth for human intervention.

Equipment for the control system includes two charge-
coupled device (CCD) cameras mounted on gimbals for a
stereo image of the Martian terrain. Two laser range finders
are mounted below the CCD cameras to help determine exact
ranges. Inclinometers are included for a cost-effective

warning of rover stability. These will prevent the rover
from exceeding rollover stability requirements.
Potentiometers are also installed in each wheel alongside the
motors to enable the processor to know if a wheel is stuck
and not rotating at the same rate as the others.

Design objectives of SPOT consisted of maneuver-
ability, weight, collection and transport of samples, and
avoidance of obstacles. Table 5 shows the mass inventory
of the rover.

Satellite for Observation and

Communication at Mars (SOCM)

A small orbiter, Satellite for Observation and
Communication at Mars (SOCM) is placed in a sun
synchronous orbit around Mars by the MLV. The primary
mission objective of SOCM is to look for subsurface water

deposits (ice) using a ground penetrating radar (GPR)
system. Also, the satellite is equipped with a weather
monitoring system (wide-angle camera) to warn the rover of
impending Martian dust storms. In addition, SOCM provide
a communication link between the rover and the MLV.

SOCM has Iwo arrangements, the initial launch
configuration and the final orbital configuration (Fig. 13).
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Table6 SPOTrovermassinventory

Component Mass (kg)
Frame 25

Cameras(2) 0.25
I.atse_2) 8
AHARS 2.2
Controls 20

Electric Motors(4) 4
TPV's(2) 8
Batteries 20

Wheels(6) 21
Antenna 0.5

Fuel Tanks(3) 9.6
Hydraulic Legs(4) 20
RMA 4

Suspension 15
Coolant System 27.7

Total 180

In the initial launch configuration the satellite is
compactly stored in the MLV The satellite is deployed
while in the folded launch configuration. Upon orbital
insertion, solar panels are deployed, and a lattice-type exten-

Initial configuration Final configuration

Solar

_"'panels

Control

thrusters

Extendible
boom

Solar

panels

Ground
Low gain
antenna penetrating

radar

Fig. 13 Configuration of SOCM

UniversityofWashington

dible boom separates the two sections of the satellite for
gravity gradient stabilization. The total wet mass of SOCM
is 280 kg, and the dry mass is 260 kg.

SOCM's payload consists of a GPR system, wide-
angle camera and a communication system. The wide-angle
camera provides a weather warning system for the rover and
Mars science experiments, while the GPR system conducts a
survey of the Martian subsurface landscape. This survey
serves as valuable insight into the characteristics of the
Martian subsurface, such as composition and ground
water/ice content. Discovery of water or ice sources on
Mars would be highly beneficial for future missions.

SOCM has a dual control system: gravity gradient
control and three axis stabilization. The first job of the
attitude control system is to place SOCM in its operational
orbit through a propulsive unit. This requires active control
using attitude sensing and control devices. A sun sensor
provides attitude sensing, and hydrazine thrusters provide
three-axis control. Once placed in operational orbit, SOCM
is controlled by gravity gradient, a passive method of
control. Gravity gradient stabilization works by the fact that
the longitudinal axis of an elongated structure tends to align
itself with the gravity field. This method results in a Mars-
pointed orientation of the satellite. There are three main
advantages of using this type of control method: surface
orientation of payload, low propellant, and low power

requirements for attitude control. The three-axis
stabilization system is used for occasional orbital
maintenance and attitude adjustment.

SOCM is placed in a Sun-synchronous orbit, an orbit

inclined to keep the orbital plane at a constant angle with
respect to the Sun. This is done by matching the variation
in the right ascension of the ascending node of SOCM's
orbit to Mars' motion around the sun. Thus, the satellite

continuously sees the sun, providing a constant power
source. The Sun-synchronous orbit is almost polar, with an
inclination of approximately 88 °, therefore, most of the
planet's surface is covered by the satellite's camera and
ground penetrating radar. SOCM is deployed from the MLV
after the spacecraft has aerobraked for landing. The satellite
is deployed at the apoapsis of the landing orbit (580 kin)
and does a burn with its four hydrazine control thrusters
simultaneously to circularize the orbit (AV= 100 m/see).

The Sun provides power to SOCM by means of solar
arrays which are deployed after the orbital maneuver. The
arrays fold around the octagonal body of the satellite for
compact storage in transit from Earth to Mars. The

orientation of the arrays is continuously controlled by a sun
sensor so, that they remain pointing towards the sun as
the angle of SOCM's orbit plane with respect to the

sun changes. Gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells
(efficiency = 22%) have been chosen. With a solar constant

at Mars of 592 W/m 2, the total power requirement of

350 W is generated with a solar array area of 2.7 m 2.
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SOCM does not communicate directly with Earth.
Instead, the satellite dumps data to the MLV which relays
the information to Earth (Fig. 14). The MLV is equipped
with a low-gain antenna for in-transit communication on
both the incoming trip to Mars and the return to Earth
voyage. Upon landing on the Martian surface, the MLV
deploys a high-gain antenna for Mars/Earth commu-
nications. Both the rover and the satellite have a low-gain
antenna for communication with the MLV. If the

rover/MLV communication link is blocked by terr,'un, the
rover can still communicate with the MLV via SOCM.

_ARTH //__t SOCM
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/ \
\ / \

/ \
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The backup sites considered are Vallis Marineris, at

63°W, 16°N, and Chryse Planitia, at 45°W, 20°N. (see
Fig. 15, Sites #2 and #3)

Scientific Packal_e

A variety of scientific investigations, including
exobiology, meteorology, and seismology are to be
conducted. The satellite is equipped with a Ground
Penetrating Rad,'u" (GPR), which searches for water deposits
on Mars. In addition, the satellite houses a low-resolution
camera.

The rover uses a Remote Manipulator Ann (RMA) with
various attachments to acquire samples. The "scoobber" is a
scoop ,and grabber integrated into one device capable of being
used on the RMA (see Fig. 16). The rover also carries an
infrared spectrometer for studying the surface composition of
theplanet.

Site

Vallis

Marineris Site #3

Chryse

Planitia

Fig. 14 Communications architecture

Mars Science

Our knowledge of Mars is the driving factor in future
planning. In the Hyreus mission, there are two main
scientific objectives to be accomplished: bringing 25 to
30 kg of Martian samples back to Earth ,and locating water
deposits on Mars.

Landing Site

The primary landing site is Mangala Valles, located at

148.1°W, 13.8°S. 34 (see Fig. 15, Site #1). Mangala

Vailes offers a variety of physical features within short
distances of each other, which enables the rover to obtain a

variety of samples for return to Earth. Features at Mangala
Valles include young volcanoes, dry river channels, crustal
rock, and craters.

Site #i

Mangala Valles

t ; I
0 2000km

Fig.15 Potentiallandingsites

The lander houses the Sample Return Capsule (SRC),
the exobiology experiments, a seismometer, and a
meteorology package. Samples tested on the lander will be
acquired either through material returned by the rover, or

material retrieved with the lander Remote Manipulator Arm
(RMA), which is provided for redundancy to ensure sample
acquisition.
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Closed (Scoop)

Open (Grabber)

Fig. 16 "'Scoobber,'" integrated scoop and grabber

Sample Return

The Martian samples returned to Earth are extremely
valuable because they can be extensively analyzed with
sophisticated instruments that cannot be flown to Mars.
The proposed samples include lava, sediment from river-
beds, underground soil, crustal rocks, and top soil, all of
which are available near the proposed landing site, Mangala
Valles. Figure 17 shows a possible rover traverse. 27

14r w

14"$. Traverse A 40kin m f 14"3

t_rw

i i i | i i

0 50 km

Fig. 17 Proposed rover traverses

The samples are returned in the SRC, which has a
thermal management system to keep the samples at
conditions as close to Mars ambient as possible during the
return trip in order to preserve the abundance and distribution
of volatile components for analysis on Earth. The returned
capsule is separated from the ERV as Earth is approached.
Aerobraking and a small rocket bum place the capsule into
LEO, where itis accessible with the Space Shuttle. The

samples will undergo preliminary analysis in LEO, in order
to ensure that Earth quarantine is not broken. If deemed
safe, the samples will then be brought to the surface for
further extensive analysis.

Earth Return Scenario

Shortly before the launch window for return to

Earth opens, the propellant plant ceases operation and the
last samples are loaded aboard the ERV. When all systems

are ready, the methane ascent engines ignite and the ERV
lifts off the Martian surface. The AV budget for the Mars
launch and Earth return is given in Table 7.

Table 7 AV budget for Mars launch (m/s)

Velocity at parking orbit insertion

Velocity penalty due to drag
Velocity penalty due to gravity
Transfer Orbit Injection AV (max)
AV gain from Mars rotation

TOTAL

3412
<5

146
2693

- 232

6,024

Upon achieving a low Mars orbit of 300 km
altitude, the ERV coasts until it reaches the burn point for
the interplanetary transfer orbit injection. The methane
engines fire again and boost the ERV through the velocity
increment required to send it to Earth. Once the ERV is in
transit to Earth, the vehicle orients itself so that the small

aerobrake on the Earth return capsule shades the sample
container. This maneuver alleviates the need for a large and
elaborate refrigeration system that would otherwise be

required to reject the heat from the sample canister due to the
solar flux. Temperature control is essential for maintaining
Mars ambient conditions in order to preserve the state of
volatile components of the samples.

When the ERV reaches the Earth's sphere of
influence, the Earth return capsule, which consists of the

sample canister, an ablative aerobrake and a small control
system, detaches from the rest of the ERV. The ERV then

performs a contamination and collision avoidance maneuver
(CCAM) which moves it away from the Earth return
capsule. During the CCAM, the ERV reorients itself so
that the thrust vector is away from the Earth return capsule,
yet the exhaust does not impinge on the capsule. The
appropriate RCS thrusters fire to depletion. The ERV

coasts away from the capsule for a brief time. When the
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ERV is a safe distance from the Earth return capsule, the
remaining primary propellants are burned in the main
engine. This provides the small boost required to prevent
the vehicle from re-entering the Earth's atmosphere and
burning up. The ERV swings by Earth in a hyperbolic
orbit and continues back out to deep space.
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The Earth return capsule, now powered by internal
batteries, re-enters the Earth's atmosphere at an entry angle

of 11.8' and an entry velocity of 11.2 km/sec using an
Apollo style ablative heat shield for the aerocapture pass.
This maneuver decelerates the capsule to a velocity of 7.27
km/sec. Once the aerobraking is completed, the orbit is
circularized at 340 km with a AV of 490 m/sec, provided by
a small monopropellant RCS system. The capsule is then
reoriented to shade the sample container from sunlight, and
awaits retrieval by the Space Shuttle. As an alternative, the
capsule could be picked up at either Space Station Freedom
or Mir, provided one of them is in orbit at the time.
Preliminary analysis of the samples can be conducted in
orbit to determine if there is any danger of biological
contamination. If deemed safe, the samples can be returned
to Earth. If for some reason the decision is made not to

return the samples to Earth's surface, the samples can either
be sterilized and disposed or the sample container can be
attached to a payload assist module and boosted to a

quarantine orbit or back into deep space.

Conclusions

This paper has presented Project Hyreus, a Mars rover
sample return mission that utilizes the Martian atmosphere
as an indigenous resource to manufacture methane and
oxygen as the propellants for the trip back to Earth. The
primary goals of the mission are to demonstrate the
considerable benefits of in situ propellant production and to

test the technical viability of this approach as a precursor to
future manned missions. Additional goals are to robotically
explore the surface of the planet, and to return a large
quantity of Martian surface and subsurface material. All the
hardware and technology used in this mission are either

currently available or could be easily developed in time to
meet the projected launch date in 2003. The mission

includes a Mars-orbiting satellite whose task is to make
extended observations of the planet using both an optical
camera and a ground penetrating radar system, the latter to
search for subsurface ice/water deposits. This satellite will
complement and build on other missions, such as Mars

Observer. Surface exploration will be performed with a
large rover that will allow a variety of locations to be
examined to give diversity to the collected samples. Hyreus
will bring back approximately 25-30 kg of Martian soil and
rocks to Earth. This represents an increase in yield of 5-100
times over conventional sample return missions currently
being considered, and is a direct consequence of the use of
indigenous Martian resources.
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Abstract

A capacitive proximity sensor (capaciflector) developed

at NASA (Goddard Space Flight Center) depends upon

detecting changes in capacitance when an object is brought

within range. This sensor, which is sensitive to conductive

and dielectric materials, consists of a capacitive sensing

element (sensor) backed by a reflector element (shield) to

reduce the effects of stray capacitance. Through the use of

the capaciflector several systems were developed at West

Virginia University that include: A multiplexing scheme

for addressing thirty two separate sensors, An Automatic

Docking System for Space Based Orbital Replacement
Units (ORU's), An Image Scanning system, and A Robot
Controller with Visual and Tactile Feedback.

Introduction

Capaciflector Background

The sensor shown in Figure 1 depends upon detecting

changes in capacitance when an object is brought near by.

As can be seen from Figure 2, there is a substantial amount

of stray capacitance when just a single plate, the sensor, is

placed between the object and ground. Most of the

sensitivity is lost due to stray capacitance coupling with the

ground and very little coupling with the object. To reduce

the stray capacitance, a conductive plate, driven at the same

instantaneous voltage (and phase) as the sensor, is placed

between the sensor and ground so as to 'shield' the effects of
ground coupling. As can be seen from Figure 3, this shield
greatly decreases the path to ground as observed in Figure

2, and subsequently reduces stray capacitance and enhances

the coupling between the sensor and object.

Researchers at Goddard's Tele-Robotics lab have

developed an automatic docking system for space based

ORU's using the capaciflector shown in Figure 1. With the

success of that project, it was thought that the capaciflector

had many other applications as well. During the

1992-1993 school year, a group of sixteen students

designed and constructed a complete sensor system. The

system is capable of accessing 32 separate sensors. The
information collected is then manipulated be each group to

facilitate the desired response (i.e. Visual Display or Robot

Command).

TOPVIEW

SIDE VIEW

_NSORc_-KtKI) 6ROUN D

___T_ Object

Sensor

Ground

Fig 2. Sensor Without Shield

Ground

Fig. 1 Capacitive Reflector 'Capaciflector' Geometry Fig3. Sensor With Shield
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This shieldisused toreflecttheelectricfieldlinesofthe

sensor away from the ground plane and directthem

outward toward an incoming object.In essence,the shield

is reflecting the field lines outward, hence the name

'capaciflector' (Capacitive Reflector). To approximate this

sensor in the classical sense, the sensor plate comprises one

electrode of a 'virtual' capacitor. The incoming object can
then be looked upon as the second plate of the capacitor.

This 'virtual' capacitance in turn controls the frequency of

oscillation of a relaxation oscillator, where frequency is

proportional to the inverse of the capacitance. As the

object gets closer to the sensor plate, this capacitance

increases, resulting in a decrease in frequency at the output.

Sensor Electronics

The description of operation for this system includes two

main topics: Communications (data transfer between the

sensors and the computer interface, see Figures 4 and 5)

and the actual operation of the sensor electronics.

DATA

SEI',TSORS:! ADDRESS
CONTROL

INTEILFACE

HARDWAKE SOFTWARE

DATA

FUNCTION

CALL

Fig. 4 Handshaking

D0-DI5

A-A
0 4

vA

DR

DRC

VAY,_D DATA _ VAI_ DATA

Fig. 5 Timing Diagram

The address lines (A o - A4) contain a binary number

representing a particular sensor. This is the sensor from

which a measurement is being requested. The Valid

Address control line (VA) is used to initiate a reading of

the sensor. After the reading has been taken, the data will

be present on a 16-bit output port from the analog to digital
converter. The second control line, Data Ready (DR), is

used to inform the interface that valid data is available.

When the interface has secured the data, the third control
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line, Data Received (DRC), will inform the sensor

electronics that a sucessfull acquisition has occured. This
action will disable the sensor electronics until a new

address is placed on the lines. In the "handshaking"

process, the sensor system controls the data line (digital

voltage level) and the data ready control line. The interface

controls the address lines, valid address control, and the

data received control. The operation of the sensor

electronics is shown in block diagram form in Figure 4

shown. Operations are initiated at the control lines of the

Demultiplexer (D-MUX) chips. These D-MUX chips

receive the 5-bit digital address of the selected sensor and

send a signal to the sensor driver that will charge the

addressed sensor. Application of this voltage induces a

charge between the sensors and any adjacent conducting

objects. This induced charge will change as the distance

between the sensor and the adjacent object changes. The

sensor driver circuit will then use the induced charge to

produce a voltage level to be sent to the analog to digital

converter. This is accomplished by using the principal that

charge is equal to the capacitance multiplied by the voltage
in a circuit. The sensor driver uses the sensor as a

capacitor in a circuit with known voltage sources and

resistors. As the magnitude of the capacitance changes, the

voltage in the resistors will vary. As this voltage changes,
opamps placed in the circuit measure this voltage and

transform it to an analog voltage level. A different distance

between sensors an adjacent objects will produce a different

and unique charge and thus a different and unique voltage

level. The analog to digital converter will use this voltage

level to create a 16-bit binary number. Figure 3 shows

these lines as D o -D w A different binary number will be

given to each unique voltage level. At this point, the

handshaking signals will complete a full cycle of

communications as outlined above. The entire process,

handshaking and sensor electronics operation, will be
repeated upon request from the interface in the form of a

'high' on VA.

Specifications

• Operating temperature range is 0 to 70 degrees
Celsius.

• Data will be presented to the computer as a 16-bit

binary number.

• Precision will be one part in ten thousand.

• The circuitry will allow for 32 operating sensors.

• The maximum time to deliver the reading from a
random sensor to the PC is 100 seconds.

• Sensor will detect conductive objects at a distance of
two times the width of the shield.
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Automatic Docking

The automatic docking system solves the ORU docking

problem by automating the docking process through the use

of computer control, thereby, minimizing the necessary

manual manipulation of the device. Reducing the amount

of manual manipulation required provides a twofold

solution to the problems associated with ORU docking.

First, the automated system allows the ORUs to be docked

more precisely and more easily. Second, the amount of

time spent docking the ORUs is reduced, allowing the

astronauts more time to engage in other activities.

Figure 6 depicts the interconnection of the primary

subsystems required by the automated ORU docking system
and indicates the data flow between them. A sensor

interface is necessary for communication between the

sensor electronics and the computer. A robot interface is

also needed to pass robot commands from the computer to

the robot. Finally, an automated docking software module

is required to process the sensor information and generate

the robot commands necessary to automatically dock ORUs.

Iocelod mz ORU md rob_ arm)

femele _ i
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Fig. 6 Data Flow Diagram
Figure 7 illustrates the locations for the sensors on the

ORU. It has been determined that these 20 sensors will

provide all necessary information concerning the

environment surrounding the ORU. In addition, there will

be four sensors strategically placed on the robot arm for

purposes of collision avoidance.

To use the automated docking system, the operator must

run the program by entering the command "autodock" at

the DOS prompt. Next, the operator may elect to enter

optional information at the command prompt concerning

the current population status of the pallet, such as
"PALLET FULL" or "PALLET EMPTY". This

information will be used to simplify the scanning process.

The operator must then place the ORU within sensor range

West Vtrgtnta University
Electrical and Con_materl_t_Ineerln£

of the pallet using manual controls, which will consist of

the cursor keys to control motion in the x-y plane, and the

+ and - keys to control the position in the z-direction. Once

the ORU is positioned above the pallet, the operator must

enter the command "DOCK" at the command line prompt

to initiate the docking procedure. The docking algorithms

will then take control of the robot and begin systematically

moving the ORU around the pallet scanning for an

opening. When an available opening is found, the docking

system will place the ORU into the opening. No user

interaction is necessary once the docking process has

begun; however, if the operator wishes to regain control of

the robot arm during automatic mode, pressing the escape

key will manually override the system and return control to

the operator.

a) side view of ORU b) bottom view of ORU

Fig. 70RU Sensor Location

If, at any time during the docking procedure, the rate of
closure between the either the ORU or the robot arm itself

and an object indicates that the object is threatening to

impact the ORU or the arm, the collision avoidance system

will be engaged. The collision avoidance will also engage

if, during manual control, the operator moves the ORU or

the arm too close to a stationary object.
When the collision avoidance mechanism is triggered, a

warning will be displayed on the screen, an audible alarm
will sound, and all movement of the ORU will cease. User

involvement will then be necessary to avoid the incoming

object and remove the ORU from danger. Once it is

deemed safe to continue, the operator can resume the

docking procedure. The system, though, will not continue

the docking procedure from the point where the object was

encountered, but will restart the entire automated docking

process because the ORU may have been moved by the

operator thus corrupting the algorithms.
During both the manual and automatic modes, the user

will be presented with a visual display screen depicting all

of the information necessary to alert and inform the user of
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the current system status. The screen will consist of three

distinct sections: 1) warning messages, 2) command

section, and 3)bar graphs representing sensor to object

distances. Figure 8 illustrates the visual display screen.

Sk_ Cor_r_l

Wandng Messages

Command Line Section

? ....

Fig. 8 Visual Display Screen

Any warnings which might be generated during the

docking procedure, such as an impending collision, will be

displayed in the warning message window. Warning

messages will be accompanied by their own distinct

auditory alarm in conjunction with the visual alert. The

command section will be the area in which the prompt is

displayed and the operator enters commands. The graph

section of the screen will contain a separate bar for each
individual sensor. As the distance between a sensor and an

object decreases, the corresponding bar will become
shorter. To increase the visual effectiveness of the bar

graph display, the bars will change colors as the distance

moves through various pre-defined ranges.

Specifications

• Docking System

Maximum Docking Time : 10 minutes
Maximum Distance Between ORU's : 1.125 inches

* Collision Avoidance System
Minimum Safe Distance : 2 inches

• Sensor-PC Interface

Data Lines : 16

Address Lines : 5

Control Lines : 3

Image Scanning

Some of the many tasks that the astronauts aboard the

space station will do routinely include work done on an
external storage pallet. Most of these duties will be

accomplished with the use of a robot arm. This arm will be

remotely controlled by an astronaut located in the

protection of the space station's control room. To see the

way to maneuver this arm and any load that it may be
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carrying, such as an Orbital Research Unit (ORU), the

operator will have only limited video riposte to indicate the

relative locations of objects on the pallet. This lack of

adequate visual feedback would tend to make it difficult to

maneuver payloads around other objects that may already

be on the pallet. To remedy this, a more complete feedback

system was be developed. This system is able to provide

the operator with the necessary information to complete

these tasks more efficiently. One method of accomplishing

this is to provide a more complete visual image of the
external pallet.

By interfacing low cost sensors to a personal computer,

an image of the pallet is created. The data collected from
the sensors is stored in such a manner so that the user can

view the pallet from any perspective. This enables the

operator to obtain a more complete visual understanding of
the pallet and the elements contained on it.

When the user selects the scan option from the main

menu bar, a pull down menu appears allowing the selection

of the start command. This option initiates the robot

control software to scan the pallet area. When the scanning
starts, the robot arm moves the ORU from its current

location on the pallet to the reference position (Figure 9).

From here, the robot arm proceeds to follow the basic

scanning motion outlined in Figures 10. Starting at the

initial position, the sensors are checked to verify the

existence or absence of an ORU at each of the positions

available for the placement of ORUs (i.e. the dots). The
sensor location on the ORU and sensor size are similar to

those shown in Figures 7. Depending on the data received
from the scan, a 0, 1, or 2 to indicate the number of ORUs

in the current pallet position is written in the array location

that corresponds to the current position on the pallet. This

continues until every available location on the pallet has
been scanned.

]_ottom center of ORU placed at

_/ Reference Point

Pltcl

6"

Fig. 9 Initial Position of ORU
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dimensional view can be constructed. Through the use of
software controls, the image can be viewed from almost any

angle. The user has the option to rotate the image 360

degrees in fifteen degree increments. Figure 11 shows a
representative view after the image data has been

processed.
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those standing near the pallet at the time the scan takes

place.

To move the robot from the furthest location on the pallet

to the reference position, the maximum distance that the

robot will have to travel is 3 feet in the X direction, 3 feet

in the Y direction, and 5 feet in the Z direction. Using the
above estimate for robot travel, the maximum time to move

the robot to its reference position is (3+3+5) * 1 s = 11
seconds.

To gather the data from the sensor will take between 50

ms and 100 ms according to the sensor design group in the

NASA/USRA project. The largest estimate will be used in
the calculations.

To process the data gathered from the sensors will take a

maximum of 1000 clock cycles of the CPU to accomplish.

For a 16 MHz machine, this translates 10 under 10 us to

complete. To account for varying machine speeds and
estimation error, a value of 2 ms will be used in calculation.

The pallet arrangement for the worst scanning time is

one where the possible ORU spaces alternate between being
stacked 2 high and empty. In this case, the robot has to

move 2 locations in the vertical direction at every location.

In this scenario, the robot repeats the following process: It
reads the sensors, processes the data, drops 1 foot, reads the

sensors, processes the data, raises 1 foot, moves 1 foot in

the current direction (either X or Z), reads the sensors,

processes the data, moves another foot in the current

direction and repeats. Since there are 24 possible locations

on the pallet, this process is repeated 12 times. The total
scan time will then be:

[12 (100 + 2 + 1000 + 100 + 2 + 1000 + 1000 + 100

+ 2 + 1000s) + I I000] ms =
62.67 s = 1.045 minutes

Fig. 11 Partially Rotated 3 Dimensional View of Pallet

As can be seen from the above figure, a distinct pattern of
ORU's can bee seen on the screen. All an astronaut has to

do is rotate the image counter clockwise to see "oehind' a

stack of ORU's. This greatly enhances perception when

trying to place an ORU in its mounting fixture.

Specifications

To perform the calculation for the approximate image

scanning time, a worst case analysis will be performed

using the information supplied by product manufacturers

and other groups involved in the NASA/USRA project.

Each time the robot moves, it moves approximately one

foot. The manual for the robot arm, supplied by General

Electric, states that the robot can move 59 inches in one
second. Therefore, the time that it takes the robot to move

one foot is approximately 200 ms. This time will be taken

as 1 second, to account for starting and stopping the robot,

general estimation error, and a certain degree of safety for

Tactile Feedback Robot Controller

Due to limited storage inherently associated with a space

station, experimental data collection hardware can be

stored outside of the orbiting craft.

The equipment used for each experiment will be placed

in a space based ORU. The two foot cubes are attached to

the pallet, which in turn is mounted on the space station.

As was the case in previous systems, a one inch tolerance

exists between adjacent ORUs.

ORUs are stored and retrieved by a remotely controlled

robot arm. Visibility of the storage rack from the space
station is limited to cameras mounted on the robot arm or a

view from a window. Since it could be disastrous for an

ORU to collide with the pallet or other objects, a method of

carefully controlling the exact placement of the ORU

during the docking and retrieving process is needed. An

operator must adjust the position of the ORU using data

obtained from visual sources and computer displays.
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During the docking procedure, direct observation and
television displays may not provide sufficient information,

and precise manipulation of the ORU may be hindered.

The operator must visually monitor the movements of the

ORU during docking, and avoid collision of the ORU with

other objects. The control unit designed will allow the user

to manipulate the movements of the ORU, while being

assisted by visual and tactile feedback. This in turn would

allow an operator to closely control the placement of the

ORU during the docking procedure. With a computer

supplying visual and tactile feedback based on data

obtained from a telemetry system, placement of an ORU on

the pallet can be greatly simplified.

An integrated docking system including a manual control

unit with tactile feedback, a computer generated visual

representation of an ORU, and both controlling routines
and data collection software was developed. The system

interprets data from sensors mounted on the ORU, takes

movement commands from the control unit, and generates

tactile and visual feedback, during manual control of the
robot.

The integrated system designed and constructed allows

an operator to dock an ORU on the pallet with no detailed

direct visibility of the actual ORU. The operator, through
tactile feedback from a control panel and visual feedback

from a computer monitor, will be able to guide the ORU

around obstacles and place it on the pallet.

The complete system, consists of a robot arm, an ORU

with sensors, a control unit providing tactile feedback, an

interface card for the Tactile Control Unit (TCU), a display

providing visual feedback, and a computer controlling the
system. The sensor electronics, robot arm, and their

interfaces have been previously explained.

The operator must first move the ORU within the sensor

range of the desired docking site. Then, using the visual

feedback and the TCU, the ORU's position will be adjusted
so that proper docking can proceed. As the ORU moves

closer to the surface of the pallet, tactile feedback through

the TCU will inform the user of the proximity to the pallet

as well as other ORU's. The feedback consists of impulses

having a frequency inversely proportional to the distance of

the ORU from the object. The feedback begins at a range

of 6 inches and a frequency of 1 Hz. As the distance of the

OKU to the object decreases, the frequency of the feedback

increases. The directional switch (for that particular

direction) is deactivated via software and the feedback

frequency will be 10 Hz, if the ORU is in danger of

collision. The presence of an object within 0.75 inches of
the ORU or 6 inches of the robot arm is considered

dangerous. There are four sensors placed on the robot arm
to monitor this.

The TCU consists of three multidirectional

switches that will control the position of the ORU. Each

Oto 1

lto2

2to3

3 to4

4to5
5 to6

>6

Specifications

switch rocks at the center so that opposing directions of any

given degree of freedom cannot be depressed at the same
time. Beneath each arm of each switch there is an

electromechanical device to provide the tactile feedback.

Feedback is activated by commands from the controlling
software.

Data which represents the switch positions is conveyed to

the PC. Data from the ORU's sensors is used to generate a

visual image, to decide if the desired movements will cause

a collision, and to determine if feedback is necessary. If

collision is imminent, the motions will not be relayed to the

robot, and the feedback to the required switches on the
TCU will become continuous.

The visual feedback is viewed as a grid on the PC

monitor screen. A box-shaped image will represent the
field of view of the ORU, rather than the ORU itself. Each

surface of view is 6 inches from its corresponding side of
the ORU.

Four sensors are placed on each of five sides of the ORU,

the sixth side being attached to the robot arm. Each

intersection of the dashed lines on the grid will correspond
to the center of a sensor on that face. As the ORU

approaches a surface, the visual feedback will be modified

to reflect the objects surrounding it. This effect creates a
better sense of the ORU orientation with respect to the

object being sensed.

As the ORU is moved closer to the pallet, the grid will

start to reflect this change. As the ORU moves closer, each

intersection representing a sensor (that senses an object)

will begin to disfigure in the direction of an imaginary

force perpendicular to the face of the object. As the grid is

registering an impeding object, a depth gauge is updated

that represents the imaginary exertion force.

Below is a list of the color scheme giving each color used

and the distance range (depth) it represents. All distances
are in inches.

dark red

red

dark orange

orange

dark yellow

yellow
white

Tactile Control Unit

Six degrees of freedom.

Two degrees of freedom from each switch

Three four way switches

Tactile feedback through an impulse, applied in

the opposite direction of each movement of each
switch.

• ORU and Robot

Experimental 1 foot square box.
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Foursensorslocatedincomersof each of five faces

Total of 20 sensors

Four sensors, one on either side of robot arm at two
feet and four feet from ORU

• Docking Software

Visual representation of field of view of sensors.
Collection of sensor data.

Collection of control stick data.

Control of tactile stick feedback.

Control of robot arm movement.

weu _ U_,er_y
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Abstract

As part of the NASA/USRA program, nineteen West

Virginia University students conducted a preliminary design
of a manned Universal Martian Lander (UML). The WVU

design considers descent to Mars from polar orbit, a six

month surface stay, and ascent for rendezvous. The design

begins with an unmanned UML landing at Elysium Mons

followed by the manned UML landing nearby. During the

six month surface stay, the eight modules are assembled to

form a Martian base where scientific experiments are

performed. The mission also incorporates hydroponic plant

growth into a Controlled Ecological Life Support System
(CELSS) for water recycling, food production, and to

counteract psycho-logical effects of living on Mars. In situ

fuel production for the Martian Ascent and Rendezvous

Vehicle (MARV) is produced from gases in the Martian

atmosphere. Following surface operations, the eight
member crew uses the MARV to return to the Martian

Transfer Vehicle (MTV) for the journey home to Earth.

Introduction

America needs a systematic approach towards the

exploration of our solar system. It began with the first

suborbital flight of an United States astronaut in late 1959.

In the years that followed, the critical steps needed to land
humans on the moon were mastered. More than a decade

of intense preparation and sacrifice culminated in the
momentous day when Neil Armstrong became the first

human to set foot on the moon. Like a young child learning

to walk, Americans became more confident living in the

strange new environment. New adventures began with

Skylab and later with the reusable Space Shuttle. Space

Station Freedom will be the next stepping stone to even

grander adventures. A permanent base on the moon and
then a first manned mission to Mars t.

The Space Exploration Initiative (SEI) was enacted by

President Bush to continue the systematic approach to

explore our solar system. His announcement of the SEI

came as a bold challenge to do what must be done if

America is to remain a leader in space sciences.

In the next 25 years, mankind will be undertaking yet

another giant leap forward in the exploration of the solar

system: a manned mission to Mars. This journey will

provide important information on the composition and

history of both Mars and the Solar System. A manned

mission will also provide the opportunity to study how

humans can adapt to long term space flight conditions and

the Martian environment. The design of a vehicle to

transport humans and equipment to Mars should be versatile
while being low cost. The UML's design will provide a

"universal" platform, consisting of four modules for living

and laboratory experiments and a liquid-fuel propelled

MARV. The distinguishing feature of the UML is the

"universal" design of the modules which can be connected

to form a network of laboratories and living quarters for

future missions thereby reducing development and

production costs. The UML will be able to provide

America that opportunity to journey to Mars. The UML

combines new technology, new thinking, and an ambitious
approach to the challenge of the Space Exploration
Initiative.

Within this summary report, the different subsystems

and components of UML will be discussed. First, the
structure of the truss and the modules are reviewed. This

will be followed by a discussion of the different phases of

the UML mission. This discussion begins with orbital

parameters and the communication satellites used for the

descent to the surface of Mars. The descent phase is

discussed beginning with the stability maneuvers in orbit,

aeroshield, parachute, and the finally the landing gear for

touchdown on the surface. Features of the surface stay are

discussed including the landing site selection, Universal

Habitat Module (UHM) deployment, power systems,

radiation concerns, fuel production, life support,

environmental control, extravehicular activity, and

physiological/psychological effects. The ascent phase is
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then described by the aerodynamics and power systems of
the MARV, ascent maneuvers, and rendezvous with the

Martian Transfer Vehicle (M'IN). The project costs are
estimated in cost analysis. Finally, the conclusions will

cover the unique attributes of the UML.

Structure

The configuration of the manned and unmanned UML's

was designed with the following factors in mind. The two

UML's needed to fit completely assembled into the

Extended Heavy Lifting Launch Vehicle (EHLLV), which

has a cylindrical cargo hold with a diameter of 14 meters

(46 feet) and a height of 30.5 meters (100 feet). A limit of

75,000 kg was put on the weight of each lander, to keep the

total weight of the two landers below the maximum lifting

capacity of the EHLLV, which is 150,000 kg. The design

®

®
M=Mo

AV=Ascent VehicLe

_g_e 1. The plan_rm view of the Unive_i

Martian _der with the landing g_r deployed..

load for all structures (except the aeroshield) was the limit

of 3 Earth g's, set by NASA for the astronauts, multiplied

a safety factor of 2.
The Universal Martian Lander consists of four universal

modules placed evenly around an ascent vehicle (Figure 2),

with a truss structure used to support the modules and the
ascent vehicle (Figure 1). The truss consists of over 550

tube-elements made of Boron-Aluminum. In the design of

the truss it was assumed that each module would weigh 15 %

of the total weight (11,250 kg) and the ascent vehicle would

weigh 30% of the total weight (22,500 kg). It was modeled

on I-DEAS (Integrated Design Engineering Analysis

Weu_ U_
Mec_al _d Aeroq_e gqO_er_

Software), where stress and buckling analysis were

performed. The truss was optimized to it's final form

(Figure 3).

Figure 2. Overall configuration of the universal
martian lander.

Figure 3. Diagram of the truss structure and the
ascent vehicle after the modules have been removed.

The modules are 9.09 meters long and have a 4.25m
diameter. Each module has 4 hatches, one on each end and

one on each side (Figure 2). The structure of the modules

is semimonocoque, using an aluminum 2219 skin with a
thickness of 6 mm and Boron-Aluminum 4 cmx 8 cm x 1

cm box beam ribs.
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Orbital Parameters

The MTV will orbit Mars during the mission; thus, the

first consideration was to determine it's orbit parameters.

The MTV will be parked in a 250 km circular polar orbit

about Mars with an inclination of 90 °. The orbital period of

the MTV was computed to be 1.84 hours. The orbital

velocity was calculated to be 3.45 km/s.

The time of decay for the MTV in it's 250 km orbit was

calculated to ensure that the orbit would not substantially

decay over the duration of the mission. Assuming a worst

case scenario, the decay lifetime was calculated to be 1.89

X 10s years 3.

Mars, like Earth, bulges at it's equator. This bulge

leads to 2 major effects on a low orbit. The first effect is

the regression of the nodes. Calculations show that the node

only regresses a maximum of-0.00885 radians after

approximately 9 months. Therefore, the effect of the
regression of the nodes on the MTV parking orbit of 250

km is negligible. The second effect of the equatorial bulge

is the advance of the perigee 4. The MTV orbit will be

circular, therefore the advance of the perigee can be

neglected.

Scan System

It was necessary to develop a communication and

navigation network for the crew during the length of the

Mars mission which would provide a continuous link with
the MTV and Earth. The Satellite Communication And

Navigation System (SCANS) configuration (Figure 4) was

developed for this purpose.
Two satellites were designed to be carried on the MTV

and launched into orbit after entering the polar orbit and
prior to launch of descent vehicle to the surface. The

satellites would then enter a geosynchronous orbit around
Mars 5. The orbit radius was determined to be 20,468.07

kin. Once in a geostationary orbit, one satellite would be
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positioned over the landing site. The second satellite would
be 163 ° from the first one. This would allow for a

continuous link between surface and the MTV. Information

could be relayed from one to the other without interference

from the planet. Therefore, there would be continuous

communication link independent of the transfer vehicle's
location.

The SCAN system served two main purposes. The first

was for navigation during all stages of the mission. While
on the Martian surface, the crew could use the SCAN while

operating the rover. In the case of a sudden, blinding dust

storm the satellites could relay navigation information to a

rover so it could pin-point its location and determine the

direction to the base. The second purpose was for
communication. Communication to Earth could be obtained

through the Deep Space Network (DSN) currently in
operation. Contact between the crew members and the

MTV or DSN satellites could be obtained through a network
concept design (Figure 5). The network uses workstations

on the surface and does major computing and data storage
with a supercomputer left on the MTV.

Figure 5. Schematic of network concept for
communication.

Figure 4. Schematic of SCAN satellite parameters.

Descent

Stability Maneuvers

Upon release from the MTV, the manned landing

vehicle (MLV) and the unmanned vehicle go through a

series of orbital maneuvers so to correctly orientate

themselves for safe atmospheric penetration. After being

released, the MLV will perform a gravity gradient
stabilization maneuver, in order to orientate itself in a

gravity gradient stable configuration. This maneuver will

consist of one ninety second 957.4 N burn about the Y-axis,

which is the orbit normal axis, to begin the MLV rotating

and another identical burn to stop the rotation once the

vehicle is in its stable configuration. These burns are
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performed using the Reaction Control System, (RCS). To

begin descent, the MLV will perform a deorbit burn. This

deorbit bum will have a velocity change (AV) of 0.035

km/s. The bum will place the MLV into an elliptical orbit
and allow the MLV to begin atmospheric penetration at 60

km above the Martian surface, with a atmospheric

penetration velocity of 3543 m/s. A first-order

approximation of ballistic entry for Mars descent was used
to find the velocity and deceleration as the UML enters the

atmosphere. The density of the atmosphere was based on
data from the revised COSPAR (Council on Space and

Research) datar.

The maximum deceleration of 3 Earth g's (29.43 m/s 2)

was satisfied with the final MLV configuration at an entry
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UML deceleration as a function of altitude.

angle and velocity of-2.25 °, with respect to the atmospheric

tangential, and 3540 m/s, respectively (Figure 7). The

deployment of the parachute (26.9 m/s:) and the ejection of

the aeroshield (11.3 m/s 2) can be seen as discontinuities in
the curve.

The plot of velocity versus altitude without the use of

engines is shown in Figure 7. As seen in this figure, the

velocity at surface impact was calculated to be

approximately 8.5 meters per second. With this relatively

low velocity, a successful landing is obtainable with the use

of engines.

Descent

The aeroshield was designed to protect the UML's

modules and truss from impinging flow and aerodynamic

heating during atmospheric entry. The symmetry of the

aeroshield allows the UML to perform a ballistic entry,

however when an angle of attack is introduced a lift is

ereatted allowing maneuverability.
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Altitude versus velocity for the final UML

configuration.

The aeroshield structural design is based on the

flexible/deployable aerobrake design performed at the

Marshall Space Flight Center 7. The shield was designed to

fold and fit into the EHLLV, Twenty ribs were used to
support the Tailorable Advanced Blanket Insulation CI'ABI).

Four ribs are used to support the thin aluminum shell that

makes up the rigid core. The final size and shape are

shown in Figures 8 and 9.
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Figure 8. The aeroshieid in its unfolded and folded

position.

The Thermal Protection System (TPS) of the aeroshieid
used two different materials. The TABI will serve as TPS

for the flexible/deployable outer ring and will be 2 cm

thick. For the rigid core, it will have 0.5cm of ablative

material, SLA-561 covering the Aluminum shell.

According to a design by Marshall Space Flight Center,
Aluminum-Lithium Alloy should be used for the ribs and the

thin aluminum shell that makes up the rigid core. After
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21,50n
Figure 9. Overhead view of the aeroshield, looking at
the inside structure.
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weight and space savings it was desired that the same

propulsion system was used for both the descent phase and

the ascent phase. Each engine was designed to use in situ

propellant. It was determined that four engines, each with

a thrust of 334 kN (1340 kN total), a specific impulse (Isp)

of 305 seconds, and a weight of 641.8 kg (2567.33 kg total)

are needed for the descent phase. Throttleable engines were

needed to ensure adequate control for the UML. Liquid

carbon monoxide and oxygen were chosen as the propellants
11

Landing Gear

The lander was designed with eight landing gear based

on a Oleo-Pneumatic shock absorber (Figure 3). The stroke

needed to safely land the UML was calculated to be 40 cm.

For safe landing and blast off operation of the engines, a

researching Aluminum-Lithiumalloys, a decision was made
to use Aluminum 2090.

The maximum heat flux occurs at 32.2 km with a

radiative heat flux of 256.511 kW/m 2 and a convective heat

flux of 6.147 kW/m 2. These values were dependent on the

TABI thermal conductivity and emissivity. After reviewing

hypersonic data, it was determined that the temperature

ratios of a calorically perfect gas would be adequate 8
Allowing for an angle of attack of + 10 degrees. The

impinging flow was calculated to be 22 ° toward the payload 9

(Figure 10). Based on the impinging flow, the diameter was
determined to be 21.5 meters.

Implnoement

Flow

_FreestreaM Flow

Figure 10. Impinging flow at a lff' angle of attack.

A parachute with a diameter of 15 meters will be

deployed at 6000 meters above the surface. The parachute

is made of dacron and will be ejected from the UML with

the use of an explosive charge. The suspension line length

for the parachute was determined to be 25.5 m t0

The final descent sequence will begin with ignition of

the four primary system's landing rockets. For simplicity,

Figure 11. UML configuration for descent, landing

gear stowed and aeroshield still attached.

distance of 1.2 m between the nozzle and the surface was

needed. Based on this, the landing gear was designed with

a 1.42 m length and a 15 cm diameter.

The final design of the landing gear needed to be able

to fold up in order to allow the aeroshield to be attach to the

truss structure (Figure 11).

Power Systems

The power requirements during the descent stage are

estimated as 17.8 kW for the operation of the life support

system and for the avionics.

The operation time of the descent stage power system

consists of two phases. It is estimated that it will take 2
hours from lander release at the 250 km Martian orbit to

touch-down on the Martian surface. Three days of Martian

surface stay were allowed before the full operation of the
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Martian-base power system for safety reasons. Thus, the

descent stage power system was designed to fulfill the

power requirements for both. Table 1 shows the power

requirements for the 8-person crew systems during the
descent stage.

The power sources for the descent stage are Silver-Zinc

Table 1: Power Requirements for Descent Stage.

Component Power Requirement

Life Support 2.0 kW / Astronaut

Avionics 1.8 kW

Total 17.8 kW

(Ag-Zn) batteries and Hydrogen-Oxygen(/-I2-O z) fuel cells
(Figure 12). Ag-Zn batteries are a reliable, quick reaction,
and low maintenance power source for short periods, these

batteries were the primary power source of the APOLLO
Lunar Lander jzm3. He-O 2 fuel cells are a reliable and

environmentally clean power source, which are used as the

primary power system in Space Shuttle Orbiter. The total

weight of the descent stage power system is 1329.3 kg.

Electrical power requirements during the ascent stage

are considered to be the same as the power requirements

during the descent stage. The operation time is estimated as
5 hours until the rendezvous at 250 km Martian orbit.

Fuel Cell for 3 days surface stay

t itl- L--i .3-....................

Figure 12 Power Distribution Schematic for Descent

Stage

Medtaaacal awl _,'rOSla_C¢lCagt,w,,ri_

Surface Activities

Landing site

There were three criteria used in determining the

landing site: safety, climate and experimental value. The

area known as Elysium Mons in the Northern hemisphere

was chosen as the landing site. This site is in a plain region

of medium altitude approximately 26* N and 216 ° W. For
safety a low altitude and fiat area was desired _4. The lower

altitude would allow for the UML to be exposed to the

atmosphere longer, providing more drag and longer time for

the parachute and aeroshidd to be more effective for

deceleration. The Northern hemisphere is also noted for

having longer summers and less violent wind and dust

storms. The topographic features of the landing site are

accessible by a rover and would make surface experiments

accessible. Near the site there is a large volcano and
several lava overflow channels 15. There are several small

craters, large channels or canyons possibly formed by

water, and tectonic troughs.

Figure 13 Sequence of steps in Habitat Module

Deployment.

UHM Deployment
Once on the surface the astronauts will exit the

ascent/decent module and rendezvous with the Unmanned

Martian Lander for Universal Habitat Module (UHM)

deployment. The detachment of the Manned Unmanned

Martian Explorer (MUME) will take place first. The

detachment of equipment and UHMs will follow the same

procedure. Four electrically driven wenches will be located

on the truss near the connection of the interior landing gear.

Each wench will have a cable connected to the top of each

UHM. Once the wenches are proven operational, the

explosive bolts holding the cylinder to the Main Truss will

be activated. This will disconnect the top of the UHM

completely and leave the UHM supported by the two
rotational shafts on the lower connection and the cable from

above. The UHM will then be lowered to the surface.

Once the top of the cylinder is lowered to the ground, the

cable will be manually removed and reattached to the
bottom end of the UHM. The rotational shafts will be
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detached from the Main Truss and the UHM will be

lowered to the ground.

The MUME will transport the cylinder into a designated

position to be connected to the next UHM lowered. This

will be repeated for each UHM removal (Figure 13). Once
the UHM's are removed they may be joined in several

different ways. An example of one way is shown in Figure
14.
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Indium Selenide (CuinSe-z) array shows the highest

efficiency (23. 1%) ever-reported for thin-film photovoltaic
cell _, and this is the reason for the selection. The

hydrogen-oxygen regenerative fuel cell (RFC) with a

cryogenic reactant storage system was selected for the

power source for the nighttime power production.

Figure 14. Layout of a possible module configuration
for a martian base.

Power Systems

The power requirements for the habitat module during

the Martian surface stay are estimated as 54.9 kW during

daytime, and 19.7 kW during night. Table 2 shows the

power requirements for the habitat module of the eight on
crew systems. A deployable type solar array is selected

rather than a rigid array configurations for the Martian

daytime power source. In the interest of lowering the total

array deployment costs, the same type of mast as used for
the OAST-1 wing was chosen _s. Although the OAST-1
wing was designed for the zero-gravity environment, the

application for the Mars mission is still considered to be

possible. The power produced by the solar array needs to

fulfil both the daytime power requirements and stored power

requirement for night use. The 102.3 kW of electrical

power is required from the solar array to fulfill both 54.9

kW of daytime power requirement and the 47.4 kW for

RFC systems. An area size of 2361.2 m2 is required to

produce sufficient amount of electrical power on the Martian

surface. The total power system mass is 6904.7 kg. The

power system for the habitat modules during the Martian

surface stay was illustrated in Figure 15 and the solar wing

in Figure 16.

The CLEFT GaAs/CuInSe. 2 Tandem with deployable

solar array system was selected for the power source during

Martian daytime. Cleavage of Lateral Epitaxial Film for

Transfer (CLEFT) Gallium Arsenide (GaAs) with Copper

Table 2: Power Requirements for Habitat Module.

Day Time:

Component Power Requirement

Life Support 2.0 kW / Astronaut

CDMS 2.2 kW

Science 5.0 kW

Rover 0.5 kW

Fuel Production 31.2 kW

Total 54.9 kW

Night Time:

Component Power Requirement

Life Support 2.0 kW / Astronaut

CDMS 2.2 kW

Science 1.0 kW

Rover 0.5 kW

Total 19.7 kW
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Figure 15 Power Distribution Schematic At Martian
Surface

Deployed

Figure 16 Space Station Program Solar Array Wing _7.

Radiation

Because the astronauts will be staying in the MTV

during the voyage to Mars and because the Martian

atmosphere will provide sufficient protection for the

astronauts against galactic cosmic radiation and most large

solar flares, the radiation shielding for the martian lander

will be limited to the shielding of the electronics. The

shielding for most the electronics will be provided by the
structure of the modules and ascent vehicle. The more

sensitive devices will need to be spotted shielded.

WestVirginia University
_echantcai and Aerospace Engineering

Fuel Production

The carbon monoxide and oxygen fuel can be

manufactured directly from the Martian atmospheric CO2,

thus saving weight. CO and 02 separate from COz at

temperatures in excess of 1000" K over a catalyst of
zirconia.

The MARV needs 18,000 kg of fuel for liftoff from the

Martian surface (11,239 kg of CO and 6,548 kg of 02).

Assuming a production rate of 150 kg per day, 120 days

will be required to produce the fuel needed for ascent and
rendezvous. This leaves 60 days remaining in the mission

after the required fuel is produced for an early return to the

MTV in case of an emergency.

Environmental Control, Life Support Systems

The CELSS for crew atmosphere revitalization must

consist of storage, resupply, and recovery of food, water,

and breathing air. Recovery and revitalization are essential
for a manned Mars mission life support systems.

An air revitalization system (ARS) must be capable of

providing a sound environment as to be able to maintain

nitrogen levels, control humidity, and handle excess water.
The ARS designed for this mission is divided into two
subsystems, the primary ARS (PARS), and the secondary

ags (sags).
The PARS will consist of 2 parts: a Biological Life

Support System (BLSS) and a mechanical ARS-8 system.

The BLSS uses higher plants, namely lettuce, tomatoes and

carrots to provide air & water revitalization, as well as
providing a constant supply of fresh food supplements 19. It

will be necessary to supplement the BLSS with a second

system. The ARS-8 system is a proposed version of a

mechanical ARS assembly designed and tested at the Ames

Research Center. The PARS will be set up and put on-line

immediately upon removal of the EVA rover, shortly after
touch-down. A second system will then be required to

supply ARS for the crew before the primary ARS is put on-
line.

The SARS has 2 primary functions: as a second system

to be activated before the PARS is put on-line, and a backup

system in case of a PARS failure. The BLSS will enhance

the total crew diet in the form of supplemental salad plants.

Lettuce, tomatoes, and carrots will be grown and harvested

in the LSM to provide the crew with a daily supplementary

salad. The fresh salad plants will also provide a break

from the monotony of dehydrated rations and increases the

psychological well-being of the crew. The remaining crew

food supply must be provided by on-board food storage

systems.

Extravehicular Activity

Once settled on the surface, Extra-vehicular Activity

(EVA) will be an essential part of the mission. EVA will

enable crew members to conduct experiments, gather
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samples, assemble, maintain, repair, inspect, and service
their habitat and user systems. Three major components of

an EVA are: Airlocks, Decompression, and EVA suits.
There are 2 identical airlocks installed for the UML which

accommodate EVA suits with 2 crew members and a CO 2

shower. The CO 2 will be used to blow off debris gathered

on the suit during an EVA.

Decompression sickness is an extremely dangerous

injury. If a pressure change forms on the body too
rapidly, nitrogen in the blood will bubble. This bubble can

cause extreme pain and even death. The airlock provides a

means of controlling the pressure change and therefore,

preventing decompression sickness.

Decompression times are primarily based on how long

a person has been subject to a particular pressure, the

partial pressure of oxygen at that pressure, and what is the

required pressure change. To minimize decompression
times in the modules, it was decided to decrease the

pressure difference between the habitat modules and suit

environments. When the cabin pressure is decreased, the

oxygen partial pressure drops. This is corrected by

increasing the percentage of oxygen in the module

environment from a typical 21.0% to 40.0%. In doing so,

decompression times decrease. The final time needed for

decompression will be approximately 30 minutes 2°.

The EVA suit allows a person to survive in a hostile

space environment. Today's suit are extremely reliable and

have an expected life of 15 years. In order to reduce

mission costs, existing suits are suitable for the UML.

Slight modifications may be made as suit technology

unfolds. One such modification will be to incorporate suit

monitoring of the EVA in a heads-up-display (HUD). This

allows the person in the suit to read the information faster

and more accurately. The best feature in the HUD will be

its compass navigation system which is fixed to the UML's
ascent vehicle. This will keep the EVA member oriented to
"home" via directional and distance indicators.

Twelve suits will provide each of the 8 crew members

with one suit each. The remaining 4 suits will be used in

case of an emergency and/or spare parts.

The detection of fire is performed in 3 ways: visual
detection, smoke detection, and heat detection. Fire

extinguisher are strategically placed and are readily

available. Self contained oxygen tanks (SCOT) will also be

easily accessible. Once a fire is detected CO 2 from the

Martian atmosphere is pumped into the compartment and

extinguishes the fire. CO z was chosen because of its

effectiveness against fires and because it requires no

storage.

Physiological/Psychological Effects

During the mission to Mars the astronauts will be in a

micro-gravity environment as well as a near zero gravity

environment during flight for an extended period of time.

A mission to Mars is a quantum leap for the space program.
Therefore, the physiological and psychological needs of the

astronauts place an extremely important role in planning a
Mars mission.

Micro-gravity environment has a number of effects on

human body. These effects include muscle and bone

atrophy, b<xiy fluid shifts, and cardio-pulmonary problems,

which include heart shrinkage, blood pressure fluctuation,
and blood cell changes. Motion sickness affects only some
astronauts :_. Little information is available that addresses

physiological effects during long duration space flight and

return to a gravity environment. Current research suggests

that one way to help counteract the effects of microgravity

is to have a rigid exercise regime. Throughout the duration
of the mission the crew members will adhere to a exercise

program regularly. Astronauts chosen for this Mars mission

will be in top physical condition.

A dedicated mini-gym will include a treadmill, a rowing

ergometer, and weight machines. Additionally, a "Penguin

suit', as used by Russian cosmonauts can be used. Exercise

not only serves as physiological need, but also as a form of
recreation.

A Health Maintenance Facility (HMF) was incorporated

into the UML and is designed to handle emergencies that
can be treated by an emergency room on Earth".

Psychological needs are extremely important for a mis-

sion that is the length of the Mars mission. Windows have

been included in the modules z3. The windows give the as-
tronauts the chance to reflect on home life and also reduce

"cabin fever "_.

Ascent

Structure

The ascent vehicle is 12m tall and has a diameter

4.25m. It contains the crew module, a kick motor, the main

engine and the fuel (Figure 17). It was designed after a

FuelStoroge--
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Figure 17. Schematic of the ascent vehicles major

components.
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aircraft fuselage with stringers and ribs using aluminum

2219 as the material. For added control during the ascent

flight, moveable fins were placed at the base of the ascent
vehicle. Once the modules are removed, the truss

structure will act as a launching pad for the ascent vehicle

(Figure 3).

Aerodynamics

The ascent phase was modeled in a computer program

using Milne's Method of integration 25. The program

modeled a rocket which accelerated vertically with no

gravity turn. The module must be throttled down from full

thrust of 1,340 kN to avoid excessive g loading. The total

MARV weight, including fuel, is 31,204 kg. The nose cone
geometry was selected to be an ogive configuration with a

radius of curvature of 3.25 meters. This nose cone gives

the module more space for equipment and crew. The wave

drag and the skin friction drag coefficients were calculated

in the program using equations for an ogive nose cone 26.

According to the program the time until burnout for the
ascent module is 87.5 seconds. If the module were to

accelerate straight upward, it would reach an altitude of 105

kilometers, and the velocity would peak at 2.5 km/s. The
module does not reach 100% thrust because of the 3 Earth

g limitation. The ascent module will have to be throttled

down even more due to acceleration from a gravity turn.

This gravity turn places the ascent module in a circular orbit
around Mars.

A secondary system engine is needed to boost the ascent

vehicle to an altitude of 240 km. An engine similar to

Rockwell's RS-41 is used to provide a thrust of 12 kN 27. A

storable liquid propellant called nitrogen

tetroxide/monomethylhydrazine is used to fuel the secondary

engine with an Isp of 320 seconds. With a length of 1.88

m and a nozzle diameter of 0.98 m, the secondary

upperstage engine weighs 68.95 kg.

Ascent Maneuvers

The ascent analysis was started by selecting the proper

pre-rendezvous orbit from which to park the MARV. The

"below and behind" geometry will be used in order to allow

proper phasing of the rendezvous procedure 2s. The MARV

will have to park in a lower orbit before parking in a pre-
rendezvous orbit of 240 km due to the fuel and thrust

constraints. A gravity-turn trajectory would be used to

obtain a preliminary 60 km orbit. After the MARV has

been in flight for 50 seconds, it will be rotated at a constant

rate of 2.4 rad/s for the remainder of the burn time, or 37.5
seconds. The MARV will then circularize in a 60 km orbit.

The velocity at burn-out was calculated to be 3.54 km/s. A

small AV of 0.956 km/s will be needed using the RCS at

the instant of main engine burn-out in order to successfully

park the MARV in a 60 km orbit. Then the MARV would

weu _ U_,er_
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move into a 240 km orbit to prepare for docking with the

MTV using a secondary engine. The time to reach the 240
km orbit from 60 km was 52.8 minutes.

Rendezvous

The MARV will move from the 240 km orbit to the 250

km and "catch" the MTV. The AV needed for this

maneuver was 0.00476 km/s. The coast time was found to

be 54.95 minutes. A thrust of 46.92 N for rendezvous

maneuvers was calculated. The thrust needed for rendezvous

was estimated by assuming that all of the 18000 kg of fuel

will be consumed in reaching the 60 km orbit and the mass

of the MARV was 15,600 kg. The velocity was estimated

by calculating an average velocity between the 240 km and

250 km orbits. COSPAR data was used to obtain a density

of 250000 kg/km 3 at a 245 km orbit. A Ca of 1.0 and a
frontal area of 14.19 m2 for the MARV were used.

All maneuvers are controlled by a fully autonomous

Guidance, Navigation, and Control computer system with

pilot override. The flight computer would gather
information from an inertial measurement unit, radar,

position sensors, and navigation beacons. Then determine
trajectory, attitude, and flight path and make adjustments or
deploy devices as needed.

Cost Analysis

The UML hardware development and production cost
will be $8.70 billion in 1993 constant value dollars. This

estimate is based on existing flight hardware cost estimates

or from developing new technologies to produce new flight

hardware. This analysis uses primarily cost estimates from

a Lunar Lander cost analysis. This Lunar Lander analysis

used previous cost data from the Apollo and Space Station

Freedom programs 29. This cost analysis also looks at the

manned UML only. The unmanned UML will differ from
the manned lander UML because the unmanned UML will

be remotely piloted from the orbiting MTV.

This analysis estimates the cost to design, test, build,

and integrate the various UML subsystems. Each phase has

a development and production phase. Analysis is broken

down into these 8 different phases: Developmental drafting,

design, project management, manufacturing, Production

drafting, design, project management, and manufacturing.
The cost analysis allows for any portion of the project cost

to be defined carefully.

Earth-based integration and testing will provide a

method of verifying proper functioning of the UML. The

integration will consist of all subsystems in the UML testing

together for an operational readiness test. This testing will

provide the engineers the means of finding errors in the

assembling of subsystems. This test will help to ensure
mission success.
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Conclusions Jersey. 1986

This design will adapt to many future Mars mission

requirements. The UML uses modular design to allow

flexibility in Martian base setup configuration. The UML

has a standard pressurized or unpressurized vessel which

can be used for a variety of needs. Each module is the

same as other modules, with the exception of equipment

modules which may have a large swinging door to allow the

deployment of small transport vehicles. These swinging
doors will be resealable. Each module can be attached from

all 4 sides and to form a base. Each module hatch can be

pressurized or unpressurized for changing base needs.

The same vehicle is used to provide final deceleration

and complete transport to Martian orbit during ascent. Just

prior to touchdown on Mars, the main engines will be used

to slow the UML to landing velocity. Once the fuel tanks

are refueled with in situ propellant, the same motors will be

used for ascent and rendezvous with the orbiting MTV.

Having only one set of engines will greatly reduce mass and
cost of the UML.

The recycling of vital resources helps reduce mass of

the UML. By recycling all water, the amount of mass
saved is several thousand kilograms. This saved mass will

allow more scientific payloads to be taken to Mars. This is

the same case for replenishing air. Without recycling
resources such as water and air, the mission would be

greatly hampered.

The UML design has attempted to minimize

psychological effects on a closed environment. There are 8

windows per module which will give the crew members the

feeling of an open environment. The UML design calls for

individual sleep chambers for privacy and multiple rooms to

create the feeling of a large living space. Through the use

of ECLSS, the hydroponically grown plants (wheat, lettuce)

will provide the crew members a change of scenery that is
reminiscent of Earth.
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Abstract

This project encompasses the design of a

spacecraft for a three year round trip mission to
collect data on the environmental and geological
conditions of the Jovian moons. The design
emphasizes the propulsion aspects and environmental
control of the fusion engine, structure and shielding,

dynamics, and habitat design. The spacecraft is
configured about its spin axis which passes through
the major axis of a cylindrically shaped engine and
the center of a torus which houses the living modules

and science platforms. Artificial gravity is created by
rotation of the torus, which houses the astronauts in

shielded and ergonomically-designed living modules.
The type of fusion engine used is the Field Reversed
Configuration. The engine is high-velocity-low
thrust, and can utilize three different propulsion

options: direct, mass-augmented, and NERVA-mode
exhaust. The hydrogen propellant is stored as a
liquid and frozen before injection. Deuterium and
Helium-3, the fuel, is injected into the engine at its

midpoint from external storage tanks. The engine is
enclosed in a bioshield and rejects waste heat via a
liquid drop radiator that uses sheets of liquid

aluminum, which is piped in a continous loop from
an external emmitter to a collector for heat rejection.

Introduction

Spacecraft carrying humans to the planets of the outer
solar system, because of the large distances involved,
require the high velocity performances achieved
through the use of fusion propulsion. For a mission
to Jupiter, a chemical rocket would reach the planet
in 3 years, whereas a fusion rocket carrying an

equivalent payload is capable of reaching the planet

in approximately 1 year. l Fusion rockets are able to

achieve such high velocities because of the extremely

high temperatures produced by their reactions and the

low molecular weight of their exhaust products. The

temperature of the fusion products can reach 109 K, 2

and the molecular weight of the primary exhaust
product, the proton, is 1.0. The resulting maximum

Isp is 106 seconds, 2 which is more than a thousand

times the specific impulse of chemical propulsion
systems.

Previous Designs

Senior design classes of 1989 and 1991 completed
designs of fusion powered rockets that served as

bases for the 1993 JEFRI design. 3,4 However,

differences do exist in the original specifications
between this year's and the previous projects.

Namely, both 1989 and 1991 teams used another type
of engine, the tandem mirror, as the basis for the
design.

In addition, the previous designs have focused on
orbital analyis, flight plans, the tandem mirror

propulsion system, and life support systems. This
year's design team chose to focus on propulsion
systems of the FRC, structure, and shielding.
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Mission Analysis/Environmental Design

Radiation

For the duration of the three year mission, the
living quarters requires shielding against both solar

flare particles (SFP) and galactic cosmic rays (GCR).

The expected dose for SFP is 53 rem/year 5 to 331

rem/month and the expected dose for GCR is 45.1 to
120.6 rein/year. For shielding, a material with a low

atomic mass number and a significant hydrogen
content is desired. 6 Aluminum 2024-T3 with a low

amount of silicon was chosen for the walls of the

living quarters, with a thickness of 11.4 cm. This
would reduce the GCR dose to 35 rem/year during

solar flare (SF) minimums. During SF maximums,
the crew will stay in a saferoom, which contains an

extra 10.4 cm of shielding.

Space Debris

The flux of meteoroids in low earth orbit is

described the logarithmic distribution: 7

LOgl0 (N)=-14.41 -1.22 .LOgl0 (m) (I)

where N is the meteoroid flux is number/m2s and m

is the mass in grams of the meteroid particle. This
equation is valid for meteoroids with a m ranging

from 10-12 to 10 g. In interplanetary space, the flux

correspondingly increases and a correction factor

needs to be applied to the flux: 8

N ip. = N •m -0.9 (2)

where Ni.p. is the flux in interplanetary space. The
number of impacts per mission can then be solved for
using:

# impacts=N ip..Apt (3)

where Ap is the projected area of the target in m 2 and
t is the time of exposure in seconds of the target over

the duration of the mission. Using this equation, the
probability of the torus colliding with a meteoroid of
0.0293 g was determined to be 100% and for a
meteoroid of mass 2.2545 g, 0.01%.

Operations Support

Implementation of Artificial Gravity

Artificial gravity is necessary in this application

for both health and productivity reasons. 3 To induce

this condition within the craft, the torus (which
houses the living modules) must be rotated.

There are many short term physiological effects
which result from improper levels. Therefore, the
rotational velocity of the craft must fall within limits
to prevent the onset of these symptoms. These limts

are defined by the Coriolis effect.

Coriolis effect. The Coriolis forces will either add to

or subtract from a person's weight depending on their

direction of locomotion within the spinning toms.

The Coriolis force is calculated as a percentage of
the person's weight.

2.£0
%C = 'Vrel'100 % (4)

r. £02

According to human factors data: a Coriolis
percentage of over 20% will cause the occupant
discomfort ; a spin rate greater than 4.0 rpm will
cause motion sickness in the crew. 9

From reasonable Coriolis percentage (%C) ranges,

their corresponding radii I0, and the limitations on the

radius of the torus, a radius of 35 m and a gravity
ration of 0.41g was determined to be necessary.

Design of the Living Quarters

The living area, shown in Figure 2, was designed

to supply maximum comfort, to meet the criteria of
minimum living area per person, and to follow
previously defined and human factors constraints.

lm

J /
Fig. 2 Cross section of Living Modules
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Results. Design Parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Design Specifications for Living Modules

Percentage of Torus for 25
Livin_ Area
Number of Cabins 12

44Volume of Living

Space/person (m 3)
Volume of Recreational

Area (m3,)

163

The area marked "Storage" in the Figure 2 is
designated for storing equpiment, food, and water,
and also contains piping for the habitat.

Shielding and Structure

Interior of the Torus

Materials Selection of the Interior. Previous

astronautics projects and research clearly indicates
that the best choice for interior supports of the
spacecraft are be a glass-fiber reinforced plastic

(GFRP), due to its high strength to weight ratio. 10

The possible resins for GFRP are limited due to
this particular application. The space environment
has high levels of radiation that limit options to three

choices: epoxies, polyesters, and phenolics. 11

Beacuse these supports are internally located, they
will not experience any pressure or temperature
extremes. For pressures of one atmosphere, room
temperature, and slight radiation exposure, polyester
is the best base resin. The specific laminate chosen is
Paraplex P-43 due to its high flexural strength.

Impact Plate for the Torus

Two types of impact plates for meteoroid
shielding were examined, one a single solid sheet of
metal or composite with a low density and high
Brinell hardness and the other a bumper shield with
three sheets of material for shielding. It was
determined that the bumper shield was the best
choice to keep shielding mass to a minimum. The

equations for the three bumpers is given by: 12

O.13.dp.pp
- (5)

p

t2 = O.3.t i (6)

0 367 0 133 0 667
4.85.e -5 .f.m p .pp .Vp

t3 - 0 25 0 167

H 3 '93

(7)

where

tl, t2, t3 = the thickness of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd

walls, cm

Pl, 93 = density of the 1st and 3rd walls, g/cm 3

dp = diameter of the projectile, cm

pp = density of projectile g/cm 3

mp = mass of the projectile, g

Vp = velocity of impact in cm/s
f = the finite sheet factor, 1.8

H 3 = Brinell hardness of target material

The seperation of the 1st and 2nd bumpers hl, and

h2, in cm, are calculated by: 12

h I =30 .dp (8)

_hl

h 2 - -- (9)
2

Using a density of 2.8 g/cm 3 for an average

meteoroid, and a maximum impact velocity equal to
the maximum velocity of the rocket, the thicknesses
of the bumpers could be determined. The first wall
consists of 0.16 cm of aluminum, the second wall of
0.07 cm of Kevalr, and the third wall is 4.73 cm of
Kevlar.

Nuclear Fusion Rocket Engine Shielding

The purpose of the engine shield is to protect the
inhabitant,; of the fusion rocket from the harmful

emissions of the engine-- the radiation, etc.

Previous Design of Engine Shield. The 1991 design
analyzed two options lot the engine shield: a reactor

shield and a shadow shield. 4

The conclusion of 1991 design is that the shadow
shield's mass was too large, and that the reactor cover
shield would be the best in terms of weight, which is

considered to be the most important optimization

variable in the design. 4

Original Specifications. The specifications for
design are shown in Table 2.
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Table 2 Specifications for the Engine Shield

Neutron Power 80 MW 13
Emmitted

Temperature on Outer Can be changed 13
Surface

Radiation Tolerance 15 rem/year
Limit for Torus

Radius of Engine 1.27 m 13

Length of Engine 10 m 13

Radiation Attenuation (n-g). As stated previously,

the engine emits neutron flux. As the nuclear
reactions occur within the plasma, protons, neutrons,

and by-products of Helium and water are released. 14

The engine magnets and the first layer of shielding
can contain the protons due to their charged nature,
and Helium and water by-products due to their larger
masses. Two kinds of "waste power" are emitted in

the form of Bremstralung power, and neutrons.13

The Bremstrallung, gamma ray production caused by
beta particle deceleration and positron annihilation, is

absorbed by metals in the engine core. 15 The
neutrons are not absorbed by this shield and must
therefore be absorbed so the radiation levels are

below appropriate limits (see Table 2).

As the neutrons come into contact with matter (the
shield), the neutrons collide with the atoms, and

either an inelastic or elastic event may occur. In the
case of an elastic event, the neutron rebounds off of
the atom with a decrease in velocity (energy). In the

case of an inelastic event, the energy from the
collision and the binding energy of the atom is

released in the form of gamma rays. 14 This gamma
ray flux must also be attenuated to tolerable levels.

This radiation flux is a constraint for design.
Using the radiation tolerable levels, the flux at the
core, one can use one of the methods below to find a
suitable shield for radiation attenuation.

There are three methods that were considered for

the analysis of flux from the engine: point kernel

integration, Moment Transfer, and Monte-Carlo. 14

Point kernel integration methods are analytical

integration methods. These use simple flux
equations, accounting only for uncollided flux, which
are integrated over the entire length of the engine

core.16 Since the application of the theory of

uncollided flux is an unrealistic one, a buildup factor

would be used in the case of flux through shielding
(this acts as a sort of safety factor).

The moment transfer method is a computational
method for the analysis of flux. This project was

already used in 1991 design- the 1991 designer was
provided results from a computational model by the
Department of Nuclear Engineering and Engineering
Physics and the Fusion Technology Institute. The
tandem mirror engine was the radiation source in this
model. 17 Since the fluxes and dimensions were

similar, so the data from this model was used in the

JEFRI design. This computational model was
performed using five popular shielding materials:
H3BO3 (Boric Acid), Borated water, Lead,

Aluminum, and Titanium.

The point kernel integration method was used for
the calculation of flux through free space (between
the shield and the torus).

Results of Shield Calculations for Radiation
Attenuation. Using the radiation limits as a
constraint for design, the results showed that Boric
acid at a thickness of 2.17 m and a mass of 427 Mg
fit the constraints best with the lowest thickness and
mass.

In retrospect, the Boric acid is the most likely
candidate for shielding among these five materials
(the Borated water was very close to these results).

Water or aqueous solutions of a high acidic content
are among the best for neutron shielding due to their
lower atomic mass/high Hydrogen content (it is more
likely for an elastic event and energy absorption

through collision). 15 A borated material has a high
macroscopic cross section-- this property
characterizes the lower gamma ray emission after
collision. 15

In the moment transfer model, the shield of Boric
acid (and borated water) included a stainless steel
container (SS204), which is 5% of the mass of the
shield. 17 Its dimensions will be discussed in later

section.

Of great importance is the maintenance of the
state of Boric acid. Orthoboric acid is a solid that

must be ground into powder and dissolved in water
(an aqueous solution). The computational model
used a solution of 5% Boric Acid, and therefore must
be maintained above 273 K to maintain its

solubility. 18 If the temperature of the solution is too
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high or low, the water will change phase and the
Boric acid will precipitate out. This will result in a

lower radiation shielding capacity.

Heat Transfer Calculations. The radiation flux

through the shield is the source of internal heat

generation. This can be modeled using the Fourier
equation of heat transfer; this is a second order
differential equation, so two boundary conditions
must be set.

First we assume that the minimum temperature is
at the outer radius of the liquid shield. With this

assumption an isothermal condition is set with the
temperature at 273 K, due to the solubility
requirements of the boric acid.

Secondly, the heat flux is set as a constant at the
inner radius, calculated from the neutron flux at the

outer radius of the engine core.

Heat Transfer Results and Related Concerns. As

a result, the inner boundary must be maintained at a
temperature of 451 K. From the original
specifications, the outer wall of the magnet can
provide this condition.

This temperature presents a problem with regard
to maintenance of the necessary state of the Boric
Acid. Therefore, a pressure of 1.15 MPa must be
maintained in the steel container in order to maintain

the liquid phase of the solvent. A pump can added to
maintain the solubility by mixing the solution.

Radiation Damage. As stated previously, radiation
damage can be a concern in the design of the shields.
Firstly, the solution's equilibrium can be

characterized by the equation: 18

B(oH +H+ (10)

The boric acid, when exposed to radiation, will
disassociate into H, OH pairs, and boron, when
exposed to thermal neutron radiation, will follow this

equation: 15
7 • 4

I°B + n-----_3LI+2 He (11)

Although this neutron interaction above will result in
a degradation of the Boric Acid:

1) Boron is the best material in this case for
thermal neutron capture and lowest for gamma ray
emission, and this damage is and expected part of the

gamma ray capture; 15

2) Although there will be a decrease in the
amount of Boron, there will be an increase in the

Helium content, whose low atomic mass is excellent

for neutron shielding. 15

As far as the disassociation into H, OH pairs, the
equilibrium will be somewhat shifted, but this can be

cared for by a pump (stated previously for the
solubility problem).

The outer shield (the steel container and any
structural shield needed) may be damaged differently.
However, due to the boric acid shield, the structural
shields (if made of AI, Ti, etc.) are not subjected to
levels of radiation that would lead to damage.

Therefore, this damage is considered negligible if.
these metals are used. If these metals are not used,

the radiation damage would have to be incorporated
qualitatively into the design. However, damage
would have to be considered as an optimization
variable and not a constraint, due to the small

experimental data base.

Outer Shield Design. In view of the problems of the
shielding presented above, one can summarize the
needs/specifications of the outer shield surrounding
the steel container. First, the outer shield is not

responsible for radiation shielding. The liquid shield
resolves that constraint. Secondly, a pressure of 1.6
MPa must be maintained inside this shield, with the

outside set at near zero pressure. Thirdly, the heat
flux at the boric acid-outer shield boundary is low
enough to be considered oegligible. Finally, there is

the impact problem (due to particles in the
atmosphere and space).

Therefore, the governing relations are: thick
cylinder stress calculations which utilize the nature of
composite shells (the internal stresses between the
two shells can reduce the thickness of the outer shield

needed to maintain a pressure)19, theories of failure,

and empirical impact relations and fluxes. 8

The results are that the steel container needs a

thickness of 1.5 cm and a mass of 21 Mg (based on
the specifications of the computational model of the
liquid shield), and the pressure between the steel
container and the impact shield is 1.6 MPa.

The materials used for the shield are based on

ability to absorb impact, the density, the hardness,
and the yield strength. An initial calculation was
done which showed that the driver for the thickness

would be the impact relation. According to this



relation,thedensitywouldbetheprimefactor.The
choiceofthematerialwasalsobasedonaqualitative
judgementof itsimpactresistance.Basedonthese
criteria,thechosenmaterialwasAluminum(2.5%Li
alloy),withathicknessof 16cmandamassof 175
Mg. Table3 liststhe theshield'scrosssectional
dimensions.

Table3DimensionsofEngineandShield

Dimension (cm)
127Radius of Ensine Core

Thickness of Boric Acid
Shield

216.7

Thickness of Steel 1.5
Container

Thickness of Aluminum 16
Shield

Total Radius of Shield 234.2

Finite Element Analysis of the Spokes

The purpose is to design the spokes, which act as
support structures for the torus and link the torus to
the main body of the spacecraft. The design will use
finite element analysis, normally used as an analysis

tool for checking stresses and displacements in a
structure.

General Procedure. An iterative process will be
used, in which an initial structure will be tested, and
the results from the test will be analyzed for the
formation of a new structure. The new design is then
tested using FEA, and the analysis continues until
specifications are met.

The job results chosen for analysis were nodal

values for Von Mises stress-- although there are more
exact techniques for determining failure, the Von
Mises stresses were considerably less than the
yield stress (10 times less), that another method of
analysis was not needed.

The software used is MARC, a FEA package for
the HP-risc machines (Apollo series 710).

Original Specifications. The initial specifications of
the spacecraft follow:

• The loadcase includes two inertial loads.
The maximum acceleration of the craft is 0.98 m/s2,

and the rotation of the living modules is 0.35 rad/s.

• The torus, spokes and hub are made of
Aluminum, with a elastic modulus of 69 GPa, a

Poisson's ratio of 0.3, and a density of 2700 kg/m3.
• The torus and the hub act as containers--

the torus contains the living modules, and the hub

contains the astrionics equipment.
• The spokes must also house astrionics

equipment and transmission lines to the life support
system in the living modules. Since they must act as
containers and truss cross sections (for bending), it
was decided that they should be hollow members,
instead of flanged cross sections (I-beams, T-beams)
or solid cross sections.

• The radius for the torus is 35 m, the radius

of the living modules is 2 m, and the radius for the
hub is 8 m. The thickness of the walls is 0.3 m.

Geometry and Mesh Generation. Each model is
comprised of three sections: the torus, the hub, and
the spokes. Each of these components has been
modeled using plates. The only part of the torus and
the hub modeled is the wall.

The spokes, the subject of the design, must be
modeled to fit the specified loadings. The rotational
velocity will cause tension radially in the spokes, and
the translational acceleration will cause bending of
the spokes. Thus the spokes, like many other space
structures, should be of a similar construction as truss

members. The aspect ratio of the elements to best
model a beam subjected to bending was used--
elements length that is perpendicular to the loading
plane was kept as small as possible by refining the
mesh. 20

Bilinear thick shell elements (Mindlin four-node

plate elements) are used-- MARC element 75. These
elements have membrane and bending capabilities,
but best model bending deformation and transverse

shear. They were also used due to the thickness of
the walls in the model, and with regards to CPU time,

they are very inexpensive. 21

The element has six degrees of freedom (x, y, z

displacement, rx,ry,r z rotation). It uses bilinear
interpolation for the coordinates, displacements, and
the rotations. In some cases, the bilinear shell was

collapsed to a triangular element for transition

purposes.21

Symmetry is used in the model. Since there are
three spokes, and loading is uniform in 120 degree
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sections, a 120 degree section is modeled with the
spoke at the center of the section.

Boundary Conditions. There are five boundary
conditions (Table 3).

Table 3 Displacements and Loadings

Location (of Nodes) Boundary Condition

0 degree boundary on Zero disp. in y-direction;
hub and torus zero rot. about z-axis

120 degree boundary on Zero disp. tangent to
hub and torus curve; zero rot. about z-

axis

Front curve of hub

All nodes
Zero disp. in z-direction
Rotational velocity and
Acceleration as Inertial

Loads

See Figure 6 for one of the models analyzed.

Results and Analysis. The first model had a circular
cross section. The deflection and the stresses were in

acceptable ranges, but later it was changed to a
rectangular cross section, which would better fit the

nature of the loadings (bending). The stresses in the
model were under the yield stress.

The second model had a rectangular cross section
of the same area of the circular cross section, but a

moment of inertia (about the bending axis) three
times that of the previous model. The stresses were
higher due to the corner-hub intersection, stress

concentrations that were not present in the circular
cross section. The deflections lower in the z-
direction due to an increased moment of inertia. The

stresses in the model were under the yield stress.

Since the stress concentrations are expected and

could easily be decreased by a rounding of the
corners at the intersection, a third model again used a
rectangular cross section but of a smaller area. This

model yielded stresses higher than the circular cross
section (again due to the stress concentrations), but
lower than the rectangular cross section. The z-
direction deflections were lower than the circular

cross section, but higher than the large rectangular
cross section. Since stress and deflection values were
of a reasonable values and the mass is smaller, this

model's geometry will be used.

The geometries modeled are shown in Table 5,
and the resulting z-direction deflections are listed in
Table 6.

Table 5 and 6 Geometries and Deflections

Cr0s_ Section Area _m-2_ Moment of

Inertia (m4]

Circular 12.56 12.56

12 36Large

Rectansular
Small

Rectangular
Cross Section

8 10.67

At ends 9fAt end of spoke
fcm_ section (cm)

Circular 2.57 2.54

2.0 1.94Large

Rectangular
Small

Rectangular

2.42 2.36

See Figure 3 for stress contours of the model with the

small rectangular cross section.

-it

Fig. 3 Equivalent Von Mises Stress Contours for
Model with Small Rectangular Cross Section
(stresses are in Pa, with the yield stress for the

material at 520 MPa)

Propulsion System and Engine Design

Thrust Performance. Fusion systems are capable of
operating in a large range of thrust to weight ratios,

5x10 -5 to 10-1. 1 The variance of thrust can be

achieved through three different thrust modes (see
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Figure 4). The fuel exhaust mode has the lowest

thrust/weight, 5x10 -5, and the highest Isp, 106 sec.
In this mode the ions are directly exhausted out the
nozzle. The ions are moving very fast but are also
very lightweight, so the resultant thrust is the lowest.
The mass-augmented mode has thrust/weight ratios

of 10 -4 to 10 -2 andlsp'SOf 103 to3xl06. In this

mode, solid propellant is added to the exhaust stream
and is ionized. The added exhaust mass decreases the

velocity of the exhaust stream and increases the
resulting thrust.

dl

........, ........, ......

%.

_| i i IlJltl| ! o illlld * I|*olod I nn*,lt

lo" lo" lo" lo" lo"
to Wei_t Ratio

Fig. 4 Range of Specific Impulses and Thrusts for

Thrust Mode Options of Fusion Propulsion Systems 1

The highest thrust mode is the thermal exhaust

mode which has thrust/weight ratios of 10 -2 to 10 -1

and Isp'S of 50 to 1000 seconds. In this mode, liquid
propellant is run through tubes in the first wall of the
reactor and is heated to a gas by the radiating heat
from the engine, much in the same way that fission
thermal systems achieve thrust.

For the JEFRI mission to Jupiter, the mass-
augmented and thermal exhaust modes will be used.
The mass-augmented mode will be the primary mode,
and will be used for the transfer between earth and

Jupiter. The thermal exhaust mode will be the
secondary mode, and will be used to turn the ship
around during the deceleration phase, and for
transferring between the moons of Jupiter, which

requires greater thrusts.

Fuel / Fusion Cycle. The choice of fuel is dependent
on the amount of power available for thrust produced
by the fusion cycle, the amount of neutrons
produced, and the availability of the fuel. The most

notable fusion cycles are: 13

D+3He----_p(14.S6MeV }+4He(3.67)(12)

D + T ----->n(14.07 }+4He (3.53) (13)

D +D -----+n(2.45}+3He(0.82) (14)

The amount of thrust power available is directly
related to the amount of charged particles produced in
the fusion reaction, in the form of protons (p) and

alpha particles (4He). The neutrons produced cannot
be used for thrust and must be shielded, raising the
mass of the overall system. Considering the above

cycles, the D-3He cycle is the best choice for

propulsion because nearly 3/4 of its total energy is
available for thrust, and less than 1/10 of the total

energy is the form of neutrons produced by the

secondary D-D cycle.13 It is much more efficient

than the D-T cycle which produces less than 1/4 of its
total energy in the form of thrust and more than 3/4 in

the form of neutrons. 13 As far as availability is

concerned, 3He is rare on earth but is expected to be

mined in large quantities from the moon some time in

the twenty-first century. For these reasons D-3He was
chosen as the fuel for JEFRI.

Engine- The FRC. Many concepts for fusion rocket
engines have been conceived and are described in
reference 2. The engine chosen for JEFRI is the field
reversed configuration (FRC), shown in Figure 5. In

this fusion system, the hot plasma is confined to the
central region through two sets of magnetic field
coils. A certain amount of cold plasma is bled from

the core and is directed out of the rocket using a
magnetic nozzle. Downstream of the core the
propellant is injected to provide thrust. The
parameters for the FRC are listed in Table 7 (next
page), along with some of the parameters for the
tandem mirror configuration, which was used on the
previous mission configurations (1989 and 1991

reports). 3,4

Fig. 5 FRC Engine 1

The most important parameters in choosing a

system are the specific power and the plasma
temperature. The specific power is the total amount
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of power available for thrust divided by the total mass
of the engine including shielding and radiator mass.
It is a measure of the efficiency of the thrust delivery

of the system. Because low mass is a major
requirement in space, it is important that a system
have a high specific power. In comparing the FRC
with the tandem mirror, the tandem mirror had twice

the thrust power, but more than ten times the total

mass. The FRC had the larger specific power, 5.5
kW/kg, compared to the tandem mirror 1.6 kW/kg.

Table 7 D-3He Fusion Rocket Model Parameters for

FRC and Tandem Mirror 1,13

Parameters FRC (1993) Tandem Mirror

(1989.1991)

Plasma Temp., 55 I05
keV

600 1500Thrust Power,
MW

Total Mass, M_, 109

5.5Specific

Power, kW/kg

1250

1.6

Temperature is an important parameter because it
is directly related to the maximum specific impulse

achieved by the rocket. The plasma temperature of
the FRC is 55 keV, which is only half of what the
tandem mirror achieves, 105 keV. However, because

the specific impulse varies with the square root of

temperature, the maximum specific impulse of the
FRC is only 30% less than the maximum specific
impulse of the tandem mirror. Therefore, if the
maximum specific impulse of the tandem mirror for
the mass-augmented mode was 300,000 seconds, the
maximum specific impulse of the FRC is
approximateb 220,000 seconds.
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Fig. 6 Range of Specific Impulses and Thrusts for the
FRC

The range of thrust and specific impulse was
determined for the FRC in the mass-augmented mode
and is shown in Figure 6. From the graph it can be
seen that at maximum specific impulse the rocket
delivers 0.5 kN of thrust and at maximum thrust the

rocket delivers over 100 kN at 1000 seconds of

specific impulse. The thrust values were not derived
for specific impulses of less than 1000 seconds,
where it becomes more thrust efficient to use the
thermal exhaust mode.

JEFRI Propulsion System

Propellant Requirements. The primary mass-
augmented mode is considered to be a low-thrust
mode. For this reason, the rocket must thrust

continuously, rather than impulsively, throughout the
mission to build up to its maximum velocity. The
amount of propellant burned will depend on how
quickly it is desired that the rocket accelerate to its

top speeds, and therefore how long of a transfer time
is desired.

Table 8 is a list of four equal one-way mission
travel time increments, and their corresponding
exhaust velocities and required propellant masses.
From the table, it can be seen that as travel time

increases the amount of burned propellant decreases
since the rocket is able to thrust at lower rates. For

low propellant mass requirements, it is desirable to
have longer travels times, however, for human
consideration shorter travel times are desirable. It

was eventually decided that a one-way travel time of

one year was the most beneficial for both propellant
mass consumption and mission duration.

Table 8 Earth-Jupiter Propellant Mass for 5 kW/kg
Specific Power

One-Way Time Exhaust Propellant
(days) Velocity (m/s) Mass (Mg)

180 2.0 x 105 800

365 3.9 x 105 410

730 6.8 x 105 280

1096 9.7 x 105 200

Propellant Storage, Consumption, and Injection.

Table 9 (next page) is a list of the propellant storage
and injection requirements for JEFRI for a round trip
mission to Jupiter.



Fromtable8 it wasdeterminedthat850Mg
wouldberequiredfor a roundtripmission.The
propellantusedwouldbehydrogen,becauseitslow
molecularweightgivesthe maximumspecific
impulse.Thehydrogenwouldbeinjectedintheform
of solidhydrogen(SH2),wherethehighenergy
densityof asolidisrequiredtoreceivethevelocity
performanceofthemass-augmentedmode.TheSH2
is injectedaspelletsapproximately1.2cm in
diameter,andthemassflowrateof pelletsrequired
formaximumthrustis 1kg/sec.22Thepelletswillbe
injectedintotheplasmastreamdownstreamof the
core,andmustbetravellingatspeedsof atleast1.0
km/secin orderto penetratethecenterof the
stream.23 1800injectorsarerequiredformaximum
flowrate.

Table9PropellantStorageandInjection

Storage Requirements

propellant mass: 850 Mg

total volume: 12000 m 3

volume per tank (4):
3000 m 3

tank radius: 6 m

tank length: 30 m

stored as (phase):

liquid H2(LH2)

temperature: 19 K
pressure: 0.068 MPa

pressurization

Injection Requirements

injected as (phase): SH 2
pellets
pellet diameter: 1.2 cm

temperature: 14 K

pressure: 0.068 MPa

velocity,: 1.0 km/sec

mass flow rate: 1 kg/sec

no. injectors: 1800

pressurization: H 2 gas
at 297 K, 10.7 MPa

4.13 Mg of H2 gas
(GH2) at 297 K, 0.3
MPa

The propellant will be stored in the form of a
liquid for both ease of storage and withdrawal. The

total amount of liquid volume required is 12000 m 3,

stored in four cylindrical tanks of volume 3000 m 3, 6

m radius, and 30 m length. The tanks will be
pressurized using evaporated propellant, gaseous
hydrogen (GH2) at 297 K and 0.3 MPa.

The tanks will be mounted radially along the axis
of the ship above the engine and fuel tanks, and
between the front and back heat radiators as shown in

Figure 1. This configuration has the benefit of
providing additional meteoroid shielding for the
engine. The injectors will be mounted radially

around the axis between the back heat radiators and
the nozzle.

The injection process proceeds as follows: the
propellant injection process begins with a portion of
LH 2 being drawn out of the storage tanks and fed

into a heat exchanger on the engine, where it is
evaporated to GH2 at 297 K, 0.068 MPa.; the gas is

compressed to 0.3 MPa and sent into the tanks and
forced against a membrane, which pumps the LH2

out of the tanks, continuing the cycle; the larger
portion of the liquid hydrogen is run through a liquid
helium cooled freezer, where it is frozen to a

temperature of 14 K; the SH2 is then fed into the

injectors where it is cut into pellets and blown into
the plasma stream at the desired flow rates; the
injectors are pressurized by a portion of GH2 at 297

K, and 1.07 MPa, which is obtained by running LH 2

through the engine heat exchanger and a compressor.

Injectors

Performance. Table 10 is a list of the performance
requirements for the injectors, and pellet dimensions.

Table 10 Parameters for Pneumatic injectors

Pellet speed (km/s) 1.0 23

Pellet mass (g) 0.11 23
Barrel diameter (mm) 13.2
Barrel length (m) 6.5

Breech length (cm) 20.0 23

Propellant gas pressure (bars) 10.7

Repetition rate (Hz) 0-5 23

Mass flow rate/gun @ 5 Hz (g/s) 0.55
Pellet diameter, initial (cm) 1.32
Pellet diameter, final (cm) 1.20

Pellet length (cm) 1.2

Pellet erosion (%) 30 23

Maximum acceleration (m2/s) 4.8 x 106 23

The pneumatic injector, also called a gas gun, is
shown in Figure 7 (next page). These injectors are
mechanisms which are used for fueling the cores of

fusion reactors during experiments. To integrate it
into the JEFRI propellant injection system, where
mass flow rates are much higher, many more
injectors would be needed (1800). The injector works
by first receiving LH 2 into a freezer, where it frozen

into SH2. The SH2 is then fed into a gun barrel by a

piston. At the entrance of the barrel is a mechanical
pellet cutter which cuts the pellets into cylinders.
The pellets are blown down the gun barrel and into

the plasma stream by a hydrogen gas charge.
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The task of the injectors is to allow the pellets to
penetrate the center of hot plasma stream, before

being completely vaporized. For temperatures of 108

K, this requires a velocity of at least 1 km/s. 23

Because the maximum speed of the pellet is
dependent on the speed of sound of the pressurant
gas, it is desired to use a gas with the lowest
molecular weight to achieve the highest speeds,
which is why hydrogen is chosen. In addiation,

raising the temperature of the hydrogen gas can
correspondingly increase the velocity of the gas,

allowing for larger sized pellets to be used. 23 This is
not believed to be desirable, as increasing the pellet

mass would result in more mass being eroded along
the gun barrel, more volume of gas required to

pressurize the pellets, and lower pellet repetition
rates. More as-stored propellant mass would be

required to satisfy these conditions, adding to the
overall mass of the rocket.
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Fig. 7 Lateral View of Injectors and Engine

Propellant Tank Design

Materials Selection. For the propellant tanks, a
material that was both lightweight and strong at a
variety of temperatures was desired. Aluminum alloy
2219-T87 was chosen for its good properties of
strength and ductility at both cryogenic and elevated

temperatures. 24

Loads and Environment. The greatest internal
stress was the ullage pressure, which is required to be
greater than the sum of the pressure of liquid
propellant, plus the pressure needed to overcome all
losses in the lines in which the propellant is fed. For
pressure fed liquid hydrogen evaporated propellants,
as is used in JEFRI, reference 25 gives a maximum
value of 0.3 MPa for the ullage pressure. This value
turns out to be large compared to the fluid inertial
forces. The largest load was due to meteoroid
impact, where it was determined that there was a

100% probability of the tanks being struck by a
meteoroid with an energy of 10 MJ.

Tank Thicknesses, The wall thicknesses for the

tanks were solved for using a design stress of 305

MPa, corresponding to the stress to produce 0.1%
creep at 300 K and 20,000 hours for AI 2219.
Meteroid armor was designed for the outside of the
tanks, where Kevlar was chosen for the material

because of its properties of high strength and low
density. The tank thicknesses were 6.7 mm of Al
2219 for' the sides and 4.8 mm for the ends. The

required meteroid shielding was 7.2 mm for the sides
and 4.9 rnm for the ends. The total fully loaded mass
of all four tanks was 1500 Mg. A view of one tank
mounted on the JEFRI rocket is shown in Figure 1.

Liquid Droplet Radiator

C._led'.,-

The engine of JEFRI produces 400 MW of waste
heat that must be rejected into continuously
throughout the mission. There are several radiator
concepts such as heat pipes, dust radiators, and belt
radiators that may be employed to reject this heat.

However, a rectangular liquid droplet radiator (LDR)
was chosen for two main reasons. One, the nature of

the LDR minimizes mass by exposing the radiating
medium directly to space. Two, the use of liquid
metal as the radiating medium allows high rejection

temperatures that minimize surface area for a more
compact design. Other advantages include easy
deployment due to reduced mass and compact
storage, and relative immunity to micrometeoroids
that will pass harmlessly through the radiating surface

area. A partial schematic of the LDR being
employed on the fusion rocket in shown in Figure 8.
Figure 8 shows one of four droplet sheets that extend
radiallly from the longitudinal axis of the rocket. The

working fluid is heated in the engine, and pumped
forward and out to the droplet generators. The
generators form billions of droplets and pumps the
fluid back to the engine to complete the c,'cle.
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Fig. 8 LDR Schematic for JEFRI Rocket
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LDR Components. The LDR can be broken down

into three main systems, the generator, the collector,
and the piping system.

The generators form the droplet sheets by
breaking up a liquid jet using an imposed periodic
disturbance. The technology is very similar to ink jet

printers that use a Raleigh breakup to produce as
many as 250,000 droplets per second from a single

orifice .26 This technology is well developed, and

can be applied directly to the LDR generators.
However, modifications are made to accommodate

the high temperature liquid metal that the LDR will
use. In addition to forming these droplets the
generator must focus the droplets with enough
accuracy to prevent excessive collision and
coalescence during the flight time. The coalescence
of the two droplets reduces their combined surface
area by 21% and therefore a large number of

collisions will reduce the radiative performance of the
droplet sheet.

The collector the fusion rocket LDR employs is
called a linear passive collector. The opening of the
collector is slightly larger than the droplet sheet
thickness. An auxiliary film is injected on the impact
surfaces to prevent backflow and help direct the flow
to the collector pump. The droplet collector must
collect essentially all incoming droplets to achieve an
acceptable mass loss for the duration of the mission.

Acceptable droplet loss rates are on the order of one

lost droplet per 108 incident droplets. 27

The piping system consists of pipes and pumps.
Both must operate in the space environment without
the benefits of gravity or gas pressure. The
components must also be able to handle high

temperature (1000 K) liquid metal.

The piping is made of a titanium alloy similar to
that used in the high temperature application of
turbine engines. Titanium alloys also have a high
strength to weight ratio that helps minimize mass of
the conical pipes that extend radially. The pipe that

carries the liquid metal from the engine to the
generators runs through the center of the rocket along
side the fuel and coolant tanks. In order to minimize

the heat transfer from this pipe to the tanks, the pipe
is lined with a thin ceramic layer on the inside and is
plated on the outside with highly polished silver. The
polished silver provides a highly reflective surface
and thus a low emissivity (0.02) that minimizes

radiative heat transfer. A series of pumps consisting

of a screw pump in each of the collectors and
generators along with a gear pump just forward of the
engine keep the liquid metal cycling through the
system.

Droplet Sheet Radiative Behavior. One of the

reasons for selecting the LDR was to elliminate the
need for metallic radiating surfaces and expose the
working fluid directly to space in the form of trillions
of tiny droplets. This concept takes advantage of a
sphere's high surface area to volume ratio to create a
radiator with a low specific mass (radiator

mass/radiating area). This, along with interdroplet
reflections to increase the effective emissivity, results
in a low mass radiator for space applications.

The emissivity of the droplet sheet is described by

Brown and Kosson 28 to be a function of the droplet

emittance (approximately 0.2 for liquid metals) and a

sheet geometry parameter. Their relationship is
shown in Figure 9 where for JEFRI's LDR:
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Figure 9 Dependance of Sheet Emmittance on
Droplet Emmissivity and Sheet Geometry

Parameters 27

= sheet geometry parameter = 4.8
N = number of droplet layers = 30
S = spacing between droplets = 0.3 mm
D = droplet diameter = 0.2 mm

For a pure liquid metal the effective sheet

emittance(eo) is approximately 0.5. By dispersing a
high emissivity powder, such as carbon black, on the
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surface of the liquid the emissivity can be enhanced
to approximately 0.5 resulting in an effective sheet
emittance of about 0.8. It follows that to dissipate
400 MW of heat using a liquid metal operating in a
temperature range of 945 K to 1030 K, the fusion

rocket LDR droplet sheets must have 9200 m 2 of

radiating surface area. Four droplet sheets (30 m x 40
m) make up this surface area.

Working Fluid. The main drivers tor selecting the
working fluid for the fusion rocket LDR are low mass
and compact design. Many fluid properties
contribute to a low mass LDR, such as density,
emissivity, vapor pressure, and operating temperature
range. However, only emissivity and operating
temperature affect the compactness of the design by
minimizing the surface area of the radiator.

Liquid aluminum was determined to be the best
candidate. In the liquid state aluminum's density is

relatively low (2300 kg/m3), it has an effective

operating temperature range of 940 K to 110 K, and
its emissivity is about 0.2 (typical of liquid metals).
The only drawback of liquid aluminum is that its
vapor pressure is a high tbr long term missions, as
shown in Figure 14. However, the fusion rocket
mission is only 2-3 years, so even though the
inventory of extra aluminum will initially double the
mass of the LDR the other benefits justify its use.

LDR Performance. The performance of all space
applicable radiators are based on the heat radiated to
radiator mass ratio (kW/kg). For the fusion rocket

LDR this ratio depends on the mission length since
evaporative losses play such a significant role in the
total mass of the LDR. The goal was to reject 5

kW/kg from the radiator. Based on a 2 year mission,
the fusion rocket will be able to reject 6.4 kW/kg by
the end of the mission.

Another performance concern is droplet
collection. Any linear accelerations perpendicular to

the droplet sheets or angular velocities of the rocket
will cause the droplets to miss the collector. Neither

of these would be present during normal operation
except the angular velocities of the transfer orbit that

would be negligible (approximately 10 -8 rad/s).

However problems can result during maneuvering.
One solution would be to temporarily bypass the
LDR and make the maneuver as quickly as possible.
The feasibility of this would depend on the heat
capacity of the fluid and the time to make the

maneuver. Another possible solution would be to
design the collector so that it can expand or move just
enough to collect the drops when maneuvers are
made very slowly.
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Abstract

A global transport is needed to meet the
needs of the military to rapidly deploy large
numbers of troops and equipment from the
continental United States to potential trouble
spots throughout the world. The primary mission
profde is to fly 6,500 nautical miles with full
payload (typically 800,000 pounds), off load, and
reUn'n with 15% of payload without refueling

and while using existing military and commercial
facilities for takeoff and landing.

To meet the design requirements, a tri-
surface transport has been designed. The three
lifting surfaces, the canard, the fore wing, and
the aft wing, are mounted on the front of the
elliptical fuselage, mid-fuselage, and tip of the
tail, respectively. To meet the stringent takeoff
requirements, nine GE-90 ultra-high bypass
turbofan engines are employed to generate
900,000 pounds of thrust. The aft wing tip joins
the fore wing at 70% of its span, with an engine
located between each set of wings. The resulting
configuration, resembling a joined wing and a
biplane hybrid, reduces interference effects and
structural complexity at the joint and provides
an increase in wing stiffness and a reduction in

weight. The remaining engines are mounted
underneath the fore wing with one in the tail.

Introduction

A global transport is necessary to meet the

needs of the military to rapidly deploy large
numbers of troops and equipment from the
continental United States to potential trouble
spots throughout the world. The UW-3S900

meets this challenge. The mission profile is to

fly 6500 nautical miles with full payload
(typically 800,000 pounds), off load, and return
with 15% of payload, without refueling, while
using existing military and commercial facilities
for takeoff and landing.

To meet the design requirements, a tri-
surface transport has been designed. The three
lifting surfaces, the canard, the fore wing, and
the aft wing, are mounted on the front of the
elliptical fuselage, mid-fuselage, and tip of the
tail, respectively. The joined wing with canard
(hereafter referred to as the joined wing) has
several advantages over conventional designs.
First conceptualized by the late Julian
Wolkovitch, the joined wing consists of two
wings joined together to form diamond shapes in
the plan and front views. The fore wing is
similar to a conventional wing. The aft wing,
which extends from the tail to the joint on the
fore wing, provides another lifting surface and
stabilizes the boundary layer over the fore wing
increasing the allowable angle of attack.

To meet the stringent takeoff requirements,
the UW-3S900 needs nine GE-90 ultra-high
bypass engines to generate the 900,000 pounds
of thrust. The aft wing tip joins the fore wing at
70% of its span. At the joint of the UW-3S900,
the vertical separation between the wings is 20 ft.
This allows the placement of an engine in the
joint while maintaining the structural advantages
of the joined wing. Therefore, this design is not
a true "joined wing," because the wing tips do
not join, but the aircraft is referred to as a joined
wing transport. The resulting configuration,

resembling a joined wing and biplane hybrid,
reduces drag effects and structural complexity at
the joints. The joining of the wings serves to
reduce the bending moment and stresses by a

truss support of the two independent lifting
surfaces, therefore increasing the bending
strength of the pair of wings in the in-plane
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direction. The vertical separations also reduce
interference effects between the fore and aft
wings. The remaining six engines are mounted
underneath the fore wing, with one engine in the
tail.

It is difficult to compare the UW-3Sg00 with
current aircraft because of the extreme
differences in size and configuration. To satisfy
the mission requirements, the calculated takeoff
weight is 2.86 million pounds. This weight is
about three times the takeoff weight of the
currently used C-5 transport.

Although the UW-3SgO0 is not a truejoined
wing, much of the information used on the
design is from the joined wing research
completed by Julian W01kovitch. Other areas of
information include Roskam's
Parts I-VIII and Abbott's Theory of Wine
S_fions. Through studies of the joined wing,
cextain assumptions are made for the UW-3S900.
These assumptions, as well as other important
design features, are discussed in the following
sections: Mission Requirements, Weights, Lift,
Boundary Layer Control, Drag, Stability, Control
Systems, Structures and Materials, Landing
Gear, and Cost. All of the calculations in the
sections can be found in the complete report and
appendix, which is available upon request.

Assumptions and Mission Requirements

The mission requirements for this design
meet all of those suggested by AIAA:

•"The payload = 800,000 pounds at a
2.5g maneuver load factor"

•"The Primary Radius Mission is to fly
6,500 nautical miles with full payload,
off load and return with 15% of fuel
load, without refueling."

•"The Secondary Radius Mission is to
fly 8,000 to 12,000 nautical miles with
at least 75% payload, land and return
empty, without refueling."

•"For both missions the critical field
length for initial airfield is 10000 ft at
sea level and for midpoint airfield the
critical field length is 8000 ft at 4000 ft
elevation and 95" F."
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Weight

The weight of the airplane resulting from the
above requirements, is a driving factor in the
overall design. Two weights proved crucial to
the design: empty weight and takeoff weight.
Using conventional airplane equations, these
weights are 1,076,265 lbs and 2,859,432 lbs,
respectively. These values are conservative
since weight savings due to the joined wing is
not considered due to unavailability of
information. Research on the joined wing
suggests savings up to 65-78% for the weight of
the wings. Considered weight savings are due to
high performance materials, mainly aluminum
lithium and some eon?posites used on the fore
and aft wings, the vertical tail, and the nacelle.

Table 1. Class IIWeight Summary

StructuralWeight

Powerplant Weight

Fixed Equipment Weight

Empty Weight

Payload Weight

Crew Weil_ht

Fuel Weight

Takeoff Weight

790500 lb

152600 lb

133200 lb

1076300 lb

800000 lb

3000 lb

9802OO lb

2859500 Ib

Lift

The UW-3S900 needs large lift forces for
takeoff and landing. To achieve the lifting force
of 2.86 million lbs., the three surface "joined"
wing configuration is an ideal choice. The
addition of an extra wing and a canard increased
the planform area as compared to classical
configurations. In addition, the joined wing
configuration has a maximum coefficient of lift
of 4.86 for the entire airplane, which is
comparable to a typical monoplane
configurations with a maximum coefficient of lift
of 3.0. The use of high lift devices is a major
asset in increasing the maximum coefficient of
lift.
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Table 2 is a summary of the overall aircraft
characteristics. The relationship between these
variables and the coefficient of rift curve is noted

in Fig. 1.

Table 2. Overall Aircraft Characteristic

Information

Flaps Up

CL 0
0.1390

CI_ 7.6148/o

CL u 1.4164

_OL -1.05 O

O_CL._ 13 °

0_" 70

Flaps Down

AC L

(CL.)_ 7"5459/°

ACL _ 2.8371

The choice of the joined wing configuration
is based on many facets of the design mission,
but a major deciding factor is the ability to
increase the planform area while keeping wing
moments at a reasonable level. The joined wing
and canard configuration has three wings
contributing to the airplane's total lift as

compared to one for monoplane configurations.
Consequently, each joined wing would normally
have a much shorter chord length than compared
to monoplane configurations that require the
same lift. However, since lift is a function of

planform area, altitude, velocity and the
coefficient of lift, the aircraft requires an
extremely large planform and thus chord length
to keep the other variables within acceptable
ranges for takeoff. The total planform area of the

t2_m'_ o! W_oana,

design is 23,400 ft2 which is distributed between
three surfaces. The fore wing contributes 51% of
the overall lifting surface of the aircraft. The aft
wing supports 37% of the rifting force of which
20% is designed for the purpose of a horizontal
tail and the canard supports only 5% of the total
planform.area with the rest of the lifting force
being generated by the elliptical fuselage. With

the planform area already determined and by
multiplying the stall velocities by 1.20, the
approach and takeoff velocities 200 ft/s and 250
ft/s, respectively.

Ma_soa

ACt,_

A Flaps Up

/t , '
Ct.. I I

/

Fig. 1. Fundamental Airplane Lift vs. Angle of

Attack Curve with Flaps Up and Down.

High Lift Devices

Incorporating various high lift devices into
the design of the UW-3S900 assists in stall
prevention at high angles of attack associated

with takeoffs and landings (See figure 2). The
use of fowler flaps and leading edge slats are
standard on current aircraft and their use is
continued. The incremental lift coefficient for

the double slotted fowler flaps is 2.04. The
leading edge slats increase the lift coefficient by
0.4. More lift augmentation is gained through
the use of boundary layer control systems. Both
leading edge suction and trailing edge flap

blowing is used. In flap blowing, high energy air
is injected into a "tired" boundary layer thus re-
energizing the flow. The leading edge suction is
to arrest the increasing size of the boundary layer
along the wing chord and to reduce the adverse

pressure gradient acting on the retarding fluid
particles which tends to cause eventual flow
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Figure 2. Location of Leading Edge Slats,
Perforated Suction, and Vortex Generators

separation. These systems combined increase
the coefficient of lift by 1.0 and greatly decrease
the required takeoff and landing distances. The
joined wing configuration with canard can also
lend itself to some natural lift augmentation, as
the canard sheds vortices that help maintain flow
attachment over the fore wing. Due to the
relatively large size of the main lifting surfaces,
(i.e. fore and aft wings) space exists for the
implementation of a combined blowing and
suction boundary layer control system.

The system used in the UW-3S900 provides
a substantial amount of increased lift (even for
the conservative analysis); prevents stall at the
leading and trailing edges; decreases required
takeoff and landing distances; and allows steeper
climbs over obstacles (Chang, p. 300). The
boundary layer control system is meant to be
used at takeoff and landing only, and vortex
generators help prevent flow separation during
cruise. These devices create tip vortices that
draw high energy air from outside the boundary
layer into the slower moving air close to the skin
(Northrop, p. 69). Drag does increase slightly
but the prevention of separation and slight lift
increment normally outweigh this.

Drag
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yield conservative estimates. The total drag of
the entire airplane is the sum of the individual
components and the interference drag that each
component imposes on the other.

Theory from Wolkovitch suggests that the

joined wing actually reduces induced drag and
trim drag. The closer the joint to the tips the
larger the reduction in drag. In this
configuration, the span efficiency is at a
maximum and will yield a maximum lift over
dragratio.However, thisconfigurationincreases
the weight of the wing. The balancebetween

structuralweight and aerodynamic efficiency

placed the joint of the wings of the UW-3S900 at
70% span of the fore wing. The chosen position
of the joint allows for a small reduction in weight
and an increase in a theoretical lift efficiency of
about 2 %. Theory from Wolkovitch also does
not account for wing overlap. The UW-3S900
differs from any current joined wing theory in
that the joint includes an engine. Because of the
lack of research in this area, the specific effect on
drag of this configuration is unknown. The best
estimate is made.

Stability

The stability of the aircraft is another
important aspect of this design. The two aspects
of stability considered are static and dynamic
stability. The static stability of the UW-3S900 is
larger than most aircraft with a static margin of
-0.15 to -0.22. Since the aircraft has a center of

gravity movement of 7.5 ft., ample allowance in
the static margin is provided to assure static
stability. The large elevator on the aft wing
compensates for the larger than normal static
margin, thus alleviating any disadvantages
associated with the margin.

Dynamic stability of this aircraft is
excellent. The longitudinal and lateral modes are
all stable except the Spiral Divergence mode that
is slightly unstable and correctable by the pilot.

The aircraft will not need a complex automatic
control system. Therefore this will lower cost
and raise reliability. Reliability is a major
concern especially for a 50 hour round-trip over
oceans and uninhabited areas without emergency
ejection capabilities.

The drag of the aircraft is divided into
profile and induced drag. The drag on the UW-

3S900 used conventional aircraft techniques that
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Control Systems

Two areas of control systems considered in
the design of the UW-3S900 are the flight system
and the fuel system. A reversible, hydraulically
and mechanically actuated system selected for
the flight system proved to be the most cost

efficient system. A fly by wire control system
selected for deflection of the spoilers allows
response to movements to be quick and precise.
The effect of the joined wing creates no
additional considerations except the addition of
extra elevators on the aft wing.

The fuel system includes fuel lines, fuel
pumps, vents, and fuel management systems.
The main driving factor in designing the system
is the fuel tanks. The tank used self-sealing

bladders. This is very important in military
transports that fly in combat areas and are
vulnerable due to the resulting fuel loss and the
danger of fne.

Wing Structure

One major criterion in the design of any
airplane is the overall structure of the wing and
fuselage. The joined wing proved to be very
beneficial to the entire structure of the UW-

3S900. The largest advantage is the wing's high
stiffness. The joined wing, as stated earlier,
forms a diamond truss structure that resists the

bending moments fxom the lift and drag forces in
the in-plane direction. The in-plane direction is
the surface that connects the quarter chords of
the fore and aft wings. To increase the strength
in the out-of-plane direction, the asymmetrical
wing box concentrates bending resistant material
near the upper leading edge and the lower
waiting edge of the wing from the wing root to
the wing joint. From the wing joint to the wing
tip, a cantilever structural wing box optimizes the
bending strength of the wing. Composite
materials are used for most of the wing strucutre.
These materials combine small weight
advantages and the ability of designing
composites to resist large bending and shear
stresses in one direction.

The joint, composed of stiffened cylindrical
frame structures, attaches to the wings with
strengthened pylons. The engine is placed in the
center of the stiffened joint.

The fore wing's profile has a lift distribution
beneficial to the structure of the aircraft. The

section of the fore wing near the fuselage

produces the largest lifting force. By decreasing
the resultant moment ann of the lift force, the
moment about the longitudinal axes reduces.
This reduction in moment corresponds to a
reduction in the amount of required bending
resistant material and therefore a reduction in

weight. The root of the wing has the largest
thickness. This allows for a thickening of the
spars at the wing root that resists the large shear
and bending forces at the wing-fuselage
connection. The thickenedwing area can also
contain more fuel than conventional design.

Fuselage Structure

Another aspect of structures is the
arrangement of the fuselage. The joined wing
configuration greatly helps the structural
integrity of the connections between the fuselage
and wings. While standard cantilever wing
airplanes have huge bending moments resulting
from a fuselage supported in the center, a joined

wing with a canard has three supports. This
lowers the maximum bending moment in the
fuselage. According to Wolkovitch, lateral and
torsional fuselage loads may also be reduced
since the joined wing provides additional load
paths to withstand rolling and yawing moments
applied by gusts or by control surfaces. Both of
these effects allow the use of lighter flames.

The fuselage consists of frames, stiffeners,
and skin. It consists of two separate cabins: the
upper cabin that contains the troops' seats and
flight deck, and the lower cabin that contains the
cargo. Cargo is loaded from the front and the
rear. The fi'ames and skin/stiffeners are made of

aluminum alloys. The frame spacing determined
by using a non-dimensional analysis relates
frame deflection to skin/stiffener panel buckling,

as discussed by Shanely. The frames have a "Z"
cross section and the skin/stiffeners have a blade

cross section. The stiffened skin concept is
selected because of its excellent stress carrying

capabilities. The mid section of the airplane
incorporates a carry through wing box that
carries the wing loads and joins the wings to the

fuselage. The pressurized upper cabin uses fail-
safe titanium swaps that bond to the skin.
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Propulsion

One of the requirements for the design of the
UW-3S900 is that it uses commercial and

military runways. The 9 ultra-high bypass turbo-
fan engines each produce 100,000 lbs of thrust

that meet the noise requirements for both the
civilian and military specifications. The ultra-
high bypass engines also reduce the specific fuel
consumption to allow for more efficient use of
fuel. The plane satisfies the takeoff and landing
requirements and completes the required 180
turn-around radius on a runway.

Landing Gear

One t'mal design area is the landing gear.
The main criterion in the design of landing gear
is the loads produced upon landing. The loads
on landing require multiple strut-multiple wheel
combinations to support the large loads. Sensory
materials employed allowed early detection of
cracks or the yielding of material. High quality
Type VII tires are selected based on loading
capabilities and pressure. In the landing gear
analysis, the joined wing was not a consideration
with the exception of the center of gravity
placement located in the center of the wing box.
This proved to be to far aft to allow retraction
into the wings due to the placement of the flaps.
Therefore, the landing gear retracts into the
fuselage.

Cost Evaluation

Cost of the airplane program, while not a
critical area is an important feasibility
requirement. Life Cycle Cost includes all those
costs associated with three phases: the research
phase, the acquisition phase, and the operation
phase. Each of these has several assumptions
based on graph interpolation and data specific to
the UW-3S900. From these assumptions and
calculations the Life Cycle Cost is 5.8 billion
dollars assuming 100 planes. This gives a cost
per airplane of approximately 900 million dollars
and is comparable to other aircraft that also need
extensive research.
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Conclusion

From the performance evaluation of the
completed UW-3S900, the aircraft can complete
both the primary radius mission and the
secondary radius mission that the AIAA

proposed. The emphasis of the design is on
static and dynamic stability, wing and fuselage
frame design, as well as overall soundness and
compliance with proposal requirements. This
design is for feasibility study purposes only.
There are areas of optimization in every section.
However, from this feasibility study and
performance evaluation, this aircraft meets the
needs of the military to rapidly deploy large
numbers of troops and equipment from the
continental United States to potential trouble
spots throughout the world.
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Abstract

Two concept designs for lunar habitat missions were

explored and developed. In contrast to other work on

lunar habitat designs, the driving force was habitation

objectives and habitation performance requirements based

on human factors/environment-behavior considerations.

Attention was given to site selection and site planning

requirements, first lunar outpost requirements, and initial

operating configuration design requirements (both quanti-

tative and qualitative). After review of 5 technological
options and 12 previously published lunar habitat concept

proposals, it was decided to further explore two concepts.

The first is a pressurized self-supporting membrane

structure (PSSMS) proposed by Chow and Lin, and the

second a dymaxion dome structure based on the work of

Buckminster Fuller. The master plan, construction

sequencing, building system, technical subsystems, and
interior configuration of one of the concepts is presented

in this paper. Domus I consists of three entrance/EVA

modules connected to a rigidized, inflatable torus contain-

ing all research laboratories and mission control, and a

domed interior of an rigidized, inflatable ellipsoid contain-

ing all crew quarters and the crew support facility.
(Dymaxion consisted of three hard module research
laboratories/EVA chambers, a mission control core, and

a two-floor habitation inflatable.) The relative advantages

and limitations of the PSSMS concept are briefly reviewed.

In summary, the concept seems extremely feasible and
deserves most serious exploration by the various lunar

program offices at NASA.

Introduction: Project Goals

A final mission design has as yet to be determined by
NASA for either the First Lunar Outpost (FLO) or the

first Permanent Lunar Habitat (PLH). Open to a wide

variety of conceptual suggestions, NASA looks to internal

ideas as well as to those from industry and academia. The

Advanced Design Program in Space Architecture at the

University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee hopes to make an

impact. Students play the pivotal role participating in a

combined educational and research process resulting in a

variety of aerospace design proposals. Each proposal is

presented not only in the USRA conference proceedings,

but also in a series of technical reports, monographs,

technical papers, and, when possible, at NASA seminars

and technical interchange meetings.

In the broadest sense, the priority of a lunar base

proposal is to provide a safe, productive environment to

sustain human habitation and experimentation. To achieve

this end, materials should be of near-term technology

requiring minimal extravehicular activity (EVA) time for

crewmembers. A lunar base represents humankind's

ability to expand its own horizons, challenge technology

that currently exists, and push the same technology to

address unique situations. There is potential, as has been

demonstrated by shuttle missions, of utilizing new advanc-

es to better life on Earth. We are upon the threshold of

achieving the goal of permanent settlement on another

celestial body. Estimates of commencing this venture vary,
yet many feel that within the first decade of the new
century, the goal is within reach.

The project goals were to research available concept
options, evaluate them and select the most promising for

further study, develop detailed habitation performance

requirements, and study the feasibility of outfitting the

most promising concepts following those requirements for

human habitation on the moon. The resulting f'mal

product was two complete lunar base designs based on the

two most promising conceFts (only one concept is devel-

oped here; for the second, see the monograph by Hueb-

ner-Moths, Rebholz, & Moore, 1993). Domus I is avail-
able as a complete AutoCAD slide program, rendered in

Animator-Pro and 3-D Studio programs. An animated fly-

through provided a brief overall perspective of the base

exterior and interior components.
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Assumptions and Constraints

The surface mission objectives for a permanent lunar
presence including the following:

o advance scientific knowledge in microbiology, life

sciences, astrophysics, geomorphology, botany and

plant growth, and astronomy with on-site laboratories

and human participation as well as telerobotic
research

o study effects on humans of a lesser gravitational field

and of various protective measures against tempera-
ture extremes, environmental vacuum, and radiation
hazards

To support these surface mission objectives, the follow-
ing are the key, high-level requirements for lunar habita-
tion:

o support a crew of 12 international astronauts for stay

times up to 9 months, with first launch around 2005

o support the crew being able to perform command

and control functions, science objectives, and habitat
maintenance

o minimize life-critical and mission-critical risks associ-

ated with solar storms, radiation, fire, contamination,

and depressurization, physical deconditioning, and

stress and other psychosocial performance factors

o address what have been called "mission-discretionary"

psychological and sociological issues (Cohen, 1993)

related to long-term isolation and confinement,

including but not limited to space for shelter, privacy,

and recreation, space for rest, relaxation, exercise,

and entertainment, and psychological support, e.g.,

communications home, and other factors leading to

improvements in productivity and the quality of life
for the crew

The principle technological constraints are the following

(based in part on Moore & Campbell, 1993):

o utilization of FLO as a starting point for PLH

o minimum construction operations, and especially

minimum EVA operations

o construction technology exhibiting advancements in

material design, weight reductions, and compacta-

bility for transport

o ability to recontigure/expand the habitat where/when

applicable

UniversityofWisconsin,Milwaukee

example, the references in Moore, Huebner-Moths,

Rebholz, Fieber, & Paruleski, 1992, and the comparative

analysis of five design concepts in Moore & Rebholz,

1992). Unfortunately, all too often engineering or archi-

tectural designers proceed as if they were the only ones

with decent ideas, paying no critical attention to the
concepts that have been published and critically reviewed

in the scientific and engineering literatures.

To not repeat this unfortunate precedent, the study

team collected and critically reviewed 5 different techno-

logical options and 12 different concept designs. Each

design concept was evaluated in terms of ease of construc-
tion, simplicity of design, near-term technology, minimizing

EVA involvement, number of facility components, volu-

metric allowances for specific functions, and habitability.

The technological options for lunar habitats include the

following:
o membrane structures

o tents and screens

o laminated bladder systems

o resin foam-rigidized structures

o aluminum alloy hard-modules

The alternative design

include the following:
O

O

O

O

o

O

o

O

o

O

concepts published to date

inflatable and hard-module concept

LEO-assembled hard-module concept

pillow-shaped tensile concept

pre-assembled hard module concept

suspended inflatable concept

earth-sheltered family home concept

hard-module rack concept

linear underground hard-module concept

hybrid triangular inflatable and hard-module concept

hybrid underground inflatable and hard-module

concept
dymaxion dome concept

pressurized self-supporting membrane structure con-

cept

The full details of this evaluation are given in Huebner-

Moths et al. (1993; for an earlier more detailed evaluation

of five concepts, see Moore & Rebholz, 1992).

Alternative Technological and Design Concepts

A large number of technological alternatives for lunar

habitats and an equally large number of architectural

design concepts have been published in the aerospace
literature and in internal NASA documents (cf., for

Habitability Performance Requirements

There will be four major elements to the PLH base: the

solar panel collection fields, nuclear power facility, the
habitat, and the launch and landing site.
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Site Requirements

Permanent landing pads should be located between 3

and 5 km from the habitation zone, and no further than 5

km away from FLO. The base should have a north-south

axis, the habitat centrally located within this axis, with the

power and landing areas on opposite ends of the axis.

This will allow a protective envelope for the habitat

guarding against spacecraft fly-over and potential hazard.
The nuclear power facility should be located 1 km from

the habitat, accessible by road along the axis. This allows

for a measure of safety while limiting the distance current
must travel. The solar fields should be located where little

exploration is expected, limiting dust contamination.

Future field operations and lunar scenery should be taken
into consideration.

According to the latest NASA thinking and require-

ments (Carpenter, 1992; Perkinson, Adams, et al., 1992),

a large number of detailed human factors/environment-

behavior (EB) habitability performance requirements must

be met in the design of the habitat of any FLO or PLH.

Details are given in Carpenter (1992), Perkinson et al.

(1992); salient performance requirements for the design of
the habitat itself (i.e., excluding technical requirements for

hatches, scientific surface mission operations, transporta-

tion vehicles, etc.) have been extracted and summarized in

Huebner-Moths et al. (1993).

General Human Factors/EB Requirements

A few, sample, high-level requirements for the habi-

tat/research laboratories as a whole include the following:

o the architecture should be configured to accommo-

date evolution of the outpost, e.g., potential addition-
al volumes including future integration of an addi-

tional pressurized volume to provide for outpost

expansion, aMocks, logistics containers, other habi-

tats, etc.; growth should accommodate spatial

adjacency between similar activity centers and not
jeopardize crew well-being

o the architecture should be designed for simple

interfaces, modularity, and replacement; this modu-

larity should provide quick disconnect for hardware

and electrical equipment

o to overcome the stresses induced by the mission

environment, mental health should be preserved by

providing appropriate design and psychological

support

o the architectural layout should insure that adjacent

volumes are set aside for similar or compatible

activities and that interfering activities be separated,

e.g., compatible activities such as hygiene and waste
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management functions can be adjacent, while inter-

fering activities such as food preparation and waste

management should be separated

o the architecture should provide a marked emergency

route for contingency operations

o the habitat should support internal operations by

space-suited crewmembers, e.g., emergency cases will

require suited crewmembers to operate inside
habitable elements

o the architecture should accommodate unimpeded

translation and circulation paths within the habitat;

traffic paths should be sized according to activities,

location of crew stations, and size of cargo/crew; a

range of scenarios that focus on the size of equip-

ment and crew moving through the habitat need to
be addressed

o the intra-vehicular activity (IVA) architecture of the

habitat shall provide a minimum of 10.0 cubic meters

of habitable volume per crewmember (by habitable
volume is meant free volume that the crew can

access for working, sleeping, eating, personal hy-
giene, recreation, exercise, etc.)

o external viewing shall be provided for the crew;
windows or video are essential for crew use in

observing their external environment

o the architecture should provide multipurpose/flexible

activity centers and volumes; multipurpose utiliza-

tion will increase the efficiency of the habitat, e.g.,

the wardroom can fold away to create an open area

for exercise equipment

o the architecture should provide a consistent orienta-

tion throughout the habitat, to provide a familiar and

comfortable living and working environment for the
crew

o the habitat shall provide two independent paths for

crew egress; in the event of fire or other emergency
which may block crew access to the aMock, a mini-

mum one emergency exit (hatch) must be provided

for crew egress

Research Functions

At the present time (Carpenter, 1992), it is expected

that the primary mission operations for FLO and by

extension for the first PLH will consist of four primary
research functions:

o space physics and astrophysics including telerobotic

monitoring of at least three remote astronomy

telescopes: Lunar Ultraviolet Transit Telescope

(LUTI'), Small Research Telescope (SRT), and

Small Solar Telescope (SST; Eppler in Carpenter,

1992)

o engineering research including tests on the lunar

surface, in-situ resource utilization (ISRU) demon-
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stration, evaluation of subsystems and prototypes of

future equipment, demonstration of prototypes for

future lunar surface processes, and test-bed functions

for new materials and construction processes for
future Mars missions

life sciences including botany, microbiology, plant

growth, health maintenance, and monitoring of

human performance and biomedical parameters, and

for operating experiments in human physiology,
exobiology, and gravitational biology

geosciences including geomorphology, monitoring

geophysical activity and environmental characteriza-

tion and regional exploration of the lunar surface

In all phases of the mission, the crew will be interacting

with various workstations. Designing these stations around

crew capability can maximize productivity (Brown & Bond

in Carpenter, 1992). Adequate and appropriate space for

these scientific mission operations (both crew-tended and

telerobotic) must be provided. Crew size, viewpoint,

reach, and restraint should be considered. The gravity

environment, required visual data, room to use tools and
equipment, and location of task should be considered to

maximize crew capability.

Crew Functions and Crew Support Requirements

For the crew to be able to perform these scientific and
engineering functions at full productivity, adequate and

suitable crew spaces and crew support spaces must be

provided in the PLH. These include space and appropri-

ate design for each of the following:
o safe haven

o centralized command and communications center

o mission operations laboratories and workstations

o health maintenance facility capable of emergency

surgery and critical care

o exercise countermeasures facility

o wardroom for all eating, meetings, and passive

recreation, including adequate space for 12 crew-

members to be seated, share meals and celebrations,

and conduct briefings, table able to be reconfigured

to seat fewer numbers, especially 6 at one time,

communication system for teleconferencing, lighting

to allow for task and general illumination, and
materials to permit easy maintenance and cleaning

o galley for all food preparation and stowage of con-

sumables, cleanup post-mealtime, and waste manage-

ment, including space for more than one crew-

member to prepare food, food stowage compart-

ments, refrigerator/freezer, microwave/convection

oven, food preparation equipment and stowage, food

consumption utensils, sink, trash management

container, cleanup supplies and stowage, material

ua/vcrs/ff of wi_com/a,/I/b_e

surfaces conducive to easy maintenance, and illumi-

nation for tasks and general activity
o recreation area dedicated to crew relaxation and

communication including audio/visual projection

system, stowage compartments for video or audio

tapes and compact discs, seating for smaller groups

of crew members, seating to accommodate quiet

activity like reading, space for game playing, space

designed for small group casual conversation, and
stowage for hard-copy printed books for leisure

o sleeping quarters for both single and double crew

occupancy for sleep, privacy, and retreat, including

horizontal sleeping space (bed), personal work space,

personal stowage compartments, controls for com-

munications and caution/warning system, and acces-

sibility to hygiene facility

o personal hygiene facility and limited hygiene facility
near the exercise countermeasures facility and

research laboratories, including hand, face, eye

cleansing capability, toilet, shower and full body

cleansing, mirror, stowage for general supplies,

ventilation for humidity control, adequate volume to

allow donning and doffing of clothing and drying off
after shower, and lighting system for proper visual
acuity for personal hygiene

o laundry

o trash management facility

o logistics-stowage area for consumables (oxygen,
nitrogen, water, food, refrigerated/frozen food, etc.)

and equipment

o suit stowage and maintenance area

o suit donning/doffing area, dust-off, and EVA/IVA

compression chamber/airlock

Detailed performance requirements for all of the above

and for modular rack components, furnishings and equip-

ment, illumination, and materials, colors, and finishes are

given in Huebner-Moths et al. (1993).

Building System Requirements

Detailed building system requirements have been

developed for each of the following (and are reported in

detail in Huebner-Moths et al., 1993):
o materials

o construction system

o structural system
o connections

o hazard shielding

o energy considerations

o construction sequencing
o expandability and retrofit
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For example, the structure system requirements were

the following:

o internal pressure of 101.4 kPa
o sustain load from regolith cover or ability to with-

stand radiation exposure

o survive impact of micrometeoroids

o support internal rack systems
o handle live loads

o support entrance and exit points

o withstand radiation exposure
o flexible

o easily erected and retrofitted

Based on these performance and technical require-
ments, and on the evaluation of 12 different concepts, a

FLO concept was selected, and two concept designs were

developed in sufficient detail to learn if the concepts were
feasible in terms of research operations and habitability
considerations.

First Lunar Outpost (FLO)

In response to requirements like those above, we have

chosen to incorporate a FLO scheme developed in the

Advanced Design Program at the University of Puerto
Rico for several reasons:

o based on the strengths and limitations of an earlier
NASA-JSC scheme

o particular attention to human factors in its design

o proposes interesting ways of handling radiation
protection/safe havens for short duration stay-times

without regolith covering

The scheme is a vertical pressure vessel habitat de-

signed to be integral with the FLO lander, in fact the
habitat is embedded within the lander legs and fuel and
oxygen tanks rather than being a horizontal habitat resting

on top of the lander and tanks as in the earlier NASA-JSC

concept (cf. Perkinson et al., 1992). This arrangement

provides some radiation protection for the habitat and

research spaces. The safe haven is the second lowest level
of the habitat.

FLO is divided horizontally into four floors. The lowest

level is the airlock and ingress/egress module. The second

level is the crew quarters, double-functioning as a safe

haven. The third level is the research level. The top level

is the crew support facility.

While this scheme has some limitations (e.g., awkward

zoning from public entry to private crew quarters to semi-

private work spaces to public recreation spaces), it has the
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distinct advantages of being protected by the structure and

tanks of the lander and providing a natural safe haven.

With the proximity of the FLO module(s), the astro-

nauts will have the capacity to reside in FLO while

conducting the construction of Domus I, or Dymaxion.

Figure 1. First Lunar Outpost, designed by the University of Puerto
Rico Advanced Design Program.

Donuts I Lunar Habitat and Research Facility

Initial Operating Configuration (IOC) will be achieved

with the outfitting of all interior spaces of the PSSMS

concept. After inflation and hardening of the rigidized

foam, the structure will be depressurized, allowing easy
movement of partitions, equipment, and furnishings into
the habitat and research areas. Wall partitions, mechani-

cal systems, hatches, scientific equipment, and all other

equipment and furnishings for the research spaces, mission

control, crew quarters, and crew support facility will be

moved into the structure, deployed, and put into opera-

tional mode. Once completed, the three major ingress/-
egress hatches will be closed and the entire structure

repressurized, thus achieving IOC.

The habitat will be organized as the center of a linear
base plan. This central habitation zone will consist of the

PSSMS habitat connected to FLO along with a solar
collection field.
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There are two major component that comprise the

habitat. These include three airlocks and a pressurized,

rigidized ellipsoid with perimeter torus.

Undverlrityof _¢On,Sd_,Mt_cai_kee

The domed portion of the ellipsoid is two-floors--

separating the private crew quarters (lower level floor)

from the public crew support facility (upper level floor).

The primary airlock will have a dust-off entry system.
The other airlocks, positioned to provide egress capability _,
from the ellipsoid and torus, have rover docking collars. , _,

Each can be used for emergency egress with or without a .: '
rover docked to it.

i /_ _/j \V,',

Figure 4. Upper level floor plan of Domus I -- crew suplxn_ facility
(wardroom, galley, library, recreation, exercise facility).

Figure 2. Overall axonometric view of Domus I shown without regolith

radiation protection system.

To support mission directives, a single-floor semi-

public/semi-private outer torus houses life and physical

science laboratories, the health maintenance facility

(HMF), and the Mission Command and Communications

Center (MCCC).

l

Figure 3. "Mezzanine" level floor plan of Domus I -- research laborato-
ries, mission control, and the three airlocks.

........... _ .....

,\ jTj

,_ ,_T _,

I _>/LL-Z-_'/:::_--_ p" " :_.;_

_._ . 1.5" . .

I _re 5. Lower level floor _lan of Domus I
personal hygiene facilities.

Kit of Parts, Racks, and Workstations

Ther : are

d :signet for l
a basic rack.

Figure 5. Lower level floor plan of Domus I -- crew quarters and

There are three basic types of workstations that were

designed for Domus I. Each workstation is a derivative of
The basic rack was divided into a 2 by 8

matrix so that a standard "kit of parts" could fit into this

rack. The MCCC workstation, laboratory workstations,

and the backup workstation utilized this standard matrix.
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The rack dimension is 2.3 m high, 1.2 m wide, and 1.2 m

deep. This rectangle is bisected twice. The rear stowage
rack is bisected into halves. The front rack is divided into

2 equal unit mods horizontally and 8 units vertically.

These are designed as interchangeable parts with different

inserts to accommodate various stowage requirements.

Itl

Figure 6. Section through Domus I showing the research labs (outer),
crew support facility (upper), and crew quarters (lower).

Research Laboratories

The torus is divided into three functional crescents.

The laboratories are allocated into the crescents by
function and similarity. The human sciences crescent

contains microbiology, life sciences, and the HMF. The

physical sciences crescent contains two geomorphology

labs, botany, and the plant growth chamber. A third
crescent contains Mission Control and Communications.

Figure 7. Partof the life sciences laboratories showing the modular rack
system and workstations.
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Figure 8. Mission communications and control center in the torus.

Crew Quarters

The crew quarters of Domus I are located on the lower

floor of the domed interior of the ellipsoid. The are

designed to accommodate a crew of 12, with four double

and four single crew compartments. These are paired with

two full hygiene facilities. Throughout the area, curved

bulkheads have been introduced as a safety feature for

movement. All the doors are retractable, requiring no

additional volume for stowage or opening and closing.

Crewmembers will have the option of personalizing their
quarters with a number of interchangeable components
and color choices.

jt j/

j///

Figure 9. View into one of the single crew quarters looking down at the
personal workstation and stowage compartments front the raised bed.

The crew quarters can be isolated from the balance of

the habitat at the bounding platforms. The crew floor,

being the most protected both by regolith and by the

remainder of the ellipsoid and torus with their stowage
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racks,is the designated safe haven for the crew. This floor

can be isolated by airlock hatches from the torus. Caution

and warning systems as well as mission control capability

are integrated into the personal quarters.

/

interaction, the crew support facility provides semi-public

meeting places as well as semi-private recreation spaces.

Contained in the upper-floor crew support facility are a

central wardroom surrounded by an entertainment center,

library, exercise facility, galley, and limited hygiene facility.

Bounding platforms connect the crew support facility with

the research labs and the lower crew quarters.

The wardroom will serve as a central focal point for all
the crew's leisure activities and celebrations as well as

double function for group briefings and mission telecom-
munications. The dominant feature is the wardroom table.

This table has the ability to be configured in a number of

ways to allow for a flexible seating program. With panels

stowed in the floor compartments directly below the

table's perimeter, a crewmember will be able to easily

access the panel and install it on the existing pedestal.

The table can also be completely removed to allow the

entire space to be open. The chairs that have been
designed for the habitat are mobile and can be drawn up

to the table to provide seating.

From this central point within the crew support area,

the projection screens of the entertainment center are

visible. A crew member can prepare a meal in the galley

U_,r_ o/l_¢om_l, _ttwanltee

and may use the table for eating. Small groups or the

entire crew can be seated comfortably with generous

surface space for working. A lighting system in the center

of the table will provide task illumination for the crew.

There will be a power supply and cable access to install

laptop computers. Circumscribing the wardroom space, an

illumination light ring will provide general illumination.

The key feature of this interior volume is the reconfigur-

ability and allowance for crew involvement in its spatial

arrangement.

Figure 11. Wardroom view illustrating the wardroom table fully

deployed.

The galley is designed for efficiency in food preparation

with ample and convenient stowage for consumables and

cooking implements. Foods will be stored in ready-to-eat
form, dehydrated, thermostabilized, or freeze-dried.

Storing additional food will be accomplished by using

refrigeration/freezer units. Fixed appliances designed into

the rack system are the sink, dishwasher, and micro-

wave/convection oven, along with a hand and face-wash

system. Cleanup will be easily accomplished. Counter

space has been designed as working surfaces. Lighting is

built into the wall rack system. Surface colors and textures

as well as the illumination type will compliment the space.

A quiet library location has been provided to access

personal choices of reading material. The choices can be

electronic as well as hard copy. The library is adjacent to

the galley, yet divided by a rack component system. The

torus has a window emplaced and provides a viewing port

into the plant growth laboratory. Comfortable seating,

desk space, and computer capability are provided. Stow-

age for hard copy and electronic information is included.
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Fiure 12. Galley as seen from the wardroom.
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Stowage components have been included to allow room

for tapes and any additional equipment deemed necessary

for listening to music or watch the monitor. The floor

space was purposely left open to allow the crew the option

to bring a chair into the space or to lounge on the floor.

Exercise countermeasure equipment that dual functions

has been included in this area. Visually, the crewmember
will focus on the wall ahead of the machines. In this

space, projection monitors have been installed to provide

a variety of settings in which to exercise. The equipment

itself is capable of being stowed in the upright position,

compacted into the wall rack system. This removes the

equipment should additional space be required for crew

functions. Although full hygiene facilities are located just

below the crew support level, a limited hygiene facility was
designed adjacent to the exercise area.

Bounding Platforms

Figure 13. Library and small group recreation area.

A recreation area has been designed with a large

projection screen as the focal point. A rack component
system spatially divides the recreation area from the

exercise countermeasure facility. Yet this entire space is

clearly visible from most points within the upper floor of

the habitat. The design was driven by the proximities of

the galley and wardroom, and the desire to allow the crew

to enjoy a video or a viewing of the surface of the Moon

during relaxation, while eating or preparing their meals, or

while exercising. A major benefit of the large screen

system is the ability to conduct full-crew, unobstructed
briefings with all seated at the wardroom table. The

projection system is located above the table, attached to

the light ring.

Bounding platforms, rather than stairs or polls, will

allow easy access in 1/6th reduced gravity between the
three levels of the habitat (see the section in Figure 6

above). The bounding platforms have been designed to

accommodate a fully-suited crewmember. Visual access is

permitted by the split level positions of the platforms.
From the research areas in the torus, a crewmember can

see into the crew support facility. Translating down one

platform, visual access is gained to the central hallway of

the crew quarters area, but not to the crew compartments

or hygiene facilities. Lighting of the platform and hand-

holds are provided to assist locomotion.

Conclusions: Critical Design Features --

Strengths and Limitations

Domus I is the result of a feasibility study of the Chow

and Lin PSSMS concept on the lunar surface. The results

of this design analysis indicate the concept is very feasible

from habitability, human factors, and environment-behav-

ior considerations. The PSSMS structure is easily able to

be made habitable. The torus versus the inner part of the

ellipsoid allows easy separation of work from living areas.

The two floor possibility in the ellipsoid allow separation

of public crew support spaces from private crew quarters.

Orientation and circulation are clear. Translation path-

ways allow for unobstructed movements of components

and crew. Dual egress is assured. Variety of space within

tight quantitative space limitations is accomplished.

Creating two separate environments within one envelope--

the torus and the domed center of the ellipsoid--lessens

the number of materials interfacing with one another.
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Someadditionalcriticaldesignfeaturesof thisconcept.

Domus I allows separate work and relaxation realms

within the habitat. The separation of work and relaxation

may be vital to the well-being of crewmembers. It is a
feature found in terrestrial architecture and allows the

human being time to refresh and regroup. As productivity

is a major component in the success of a lunar mission,

creating a positive work environment is essential.

Another feature of Domus I addresses the visual and

spatial variety of the habitat. Though there are only three
major levels of operation--laboratories, crew quarters, and

crew support levels are designed with spaces that flow and

blend with one another, while being distinctly different in

style and character. The torus portion, dedicated to the

laboratories, differs in geometry, color scheme, and

workstation arrangement from other parts of the habitat.

Work spaces are open; walls have windows emplaced to
promote a visual sense of spaciousness. Those areas

dedicated to the crew are in the central domed ellipsoid.

Some spaces, like crew quarters, have curved outer walls.

Translation spaces in the crew quarters are rectilinear,

centrally located, and clearly connected to the bounding
platforms. The ceiling of all crew support social spaces is
slightly domed, giving a more spacious feeling for these

relative large group spaces.

The crew has a choice of single or double quarters, in

agreement with various aerospace professionals who

encourage spaces be designed that will allow a crew-

member to be alone for some period of time. Personal-

ization is encouraged with interchangeable panels of

differing colors, and privacy when needed is assured.

The crew support facility is separated from the private

crew quarters. It is designed as an open-plan arrangement
with a larger central volume to serve the entire crew and

supporting facilities on the perimeter. This area allows

visual and social interaction among the crewmembers.

Safety is a prime requirement of any structure housing

human life. All levels and spaces in the habitat have been

designed with dual means of egress and the ability to "lock

down" a specific area in the event of a system failure or

solar flare. Communication and computer systems can be

accessed in numerous locations throughout the habitat.

Provisions for short-term stays in the safe haven area--the

crew quarters--have been included.

The rack component system allows for change-out and

can be shifted within several areas. These designs respond

to the change in the anthropometric alignment of the body

in the 1/6th g of the Moon.

Vntveraq o1'wluonaa, l_r'_a_te

The construction method of the habitat has not been

perfected. Yet, it appears that the construction may be

relatively easy to achieve. Site preparation that requires
little EVA time for the crew will be beneficial.

Outfitting the interior of the habitat in a shlrt-sleeve

environment will permit the crew to work without the bulk
of spacesuits. There are few components to the entire

facility. This fact will allow for easy expansion at the

airlock locations. Fewer components means fewer inter-

faces or potential points of failure.

The volume of the habitat is not expansive, yet every

effort has been made to have the geometry appear as

though it is. When coupled with the component system

flexibility, these spaces should serve a variety of individuals

who will inhabit the facility during their tours of duty in a

diversity of different spatial settings.

As yet, widespread testing of inflatable technology--and

of the PSSMS system in particular--has not been accom-

plished. The theory behind inflatables, e.g., great volume

attained with a reduced amount of packing volume, less

weight at liftoff relative to great amount of resultant space,
etc., are important characteristics dictating further promo-

tion of the technology. Adding the use of rigidizing foam

to enhance the structural integrity is of considerable value
added.

With the technology of inflatables still in the discovery

stage, Domus I has been developed under the assumption

that living within a pressurized, reinforced-fabric envelope

is not only feasible, but practical. Still to be determined

is the method of packaging the envelope and the best

strategy to deploy the habitat on the surface of the Moon.

The major limitation of Domus I lies in the currently

uncorroborated technology of the construction methods

and materials. The construction process will demand the

use of various types of equipment yet to be developed. In

the interior portion of the habitat, further testing will be

required to evaluate locomotion within a torus (in 1/6 g).

Post-occupancy evaluation (POE) will be vital as lunar

bases of the future are constructed and inhabited for any

length of time.

In summary, the PSSMS Domus I concept seems

extremely feasible and deserves most serious exploration

by the various lunar program offices at NASA.
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Abstract

As flight durations increase, the risk of occurrence

of fires also increases. It is important to better

understand the physics of a fire in a microgravity
environment so that the fire can be detected and

suppressed as quickly as possible. The Microgravity

Ignition Experiment is designed to answer

fundamental questions regarding time to ignition.

The purpose of this project was to perform ground-

based testing of the prototype version of the
Microgravity Ignition experiment chamber and

finalize the electrical and mechanical design of the

experiment. A preflight procedure has been

developed for preparation of the experiment for

launch, assembly, and final check. Finally, the
combustion chambers have been constructed and will

be assembled. Any modifications of the procedure or

instrumentation based on results of the prototype

testing will be implemented.

The current experiment consists of exposing a

sample of alpha-cellulose paper to a radiant flux and

measuring the changes in ambient temperature and

pressure in the chamber and the rise in fuel

temperature.

The ground based experiments in 1-g have resulted

in ignition occurring within approximately thirteen

seconds. In microgravity, it is anticipated that the

two competing mechanisms of increasing surface

temperatures and reduced oxygen near the fuel

surface, both caused by reduced convective flows,

will significantly change the time to ignition.

Background

The Micro-gravity Ignition Experiment was

designed to simulate ignition in a space vehicle in

microgravity to determine how microgravity affects

ignition time. This is an important concern for long

duration space flight for several reasons. The main

and most important reason is the commitment to a

continued manned presence in space. Space Station

Freedom is scheduled to begin operations by the early

part of the twenty-first century. Given the national

attention and investment in the station, the safety of

the station is important.

Ignition and fire in a microgravity environment
will not behave the same as on earth. Several

important forces drive terrestrial combustion which

are not present in space. Most of these factors
involve heat transfer.

There are three ways in which heat is transferred

into or away from an object. These are radiation,
conduction, and convection.

On Earth, convection currents are the result of

density differences in gases caused by temperature

changes. The temperature of the air near a hot

substance, such as a burning piece of paper, rises.

As a consequence it becomes less dense than the air
around it. These air molecules then rise and cooler

air falls into the resulting space. This gives rise to
currents around objects that are warmer than the

surrounding area. (See Fig. 1.)

Cooled
Air

FlpatedAir

HotSubstance

Cooled
Air

Figure 1

Convection is responsible for carrying away hot

combustion products which aid in detection of fire,

cause the fire to spread, and foul the environment

around the fire. Convection also acts to bring

heavier, cooler, oxygen-bearing air to the fire. In
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space, convection currents are very small since the

accelerations that drive them are very small.

Gravitational accelerations are almost exactly

balanced by other accelerations resulting in very

small forces on air molecules. (See Fig. 2.)

This leads to a number of interesting problems.
Since the combustion mechanism is altered in

microgravity, what is the most effective method of

fire detection? Will ignition occur and how? How

long will a fire burn? Will it go out due to oxygen

starvation? Will the fire accelerate and spread as

easily as it does on earth? What is the most effective

method of extinguishing a fire once it starts? This

project focuses on the ignition issue in the

microgravity environment.

Objective

The goal of this project at its inception was to

develop an experiment to perform the simulation of

ignition in low gravity. An experimental approach
was developed by several project groups. This

approach was refined and hardware was constructed

to implement this approach. The approach developed

by the first project team was as follows.

1. Use a radiative source to ignite a sample of
combustible material.

2. Measure the changes in conditions around the

sample.

3. Determine how long the sample took to ignite.

4. Compare the ignition data in microgravity to the

1-g data.

The present prototype is the final refinement of

these original ideas and is shown in Figure 3. It
consists of an aluminum chamber sealed at both ends.

One end houses a high flux soldering lamp. At the

other, a teflon support holds the sample in position

along with a stand containing three thermocouples. A

fourth thermocouple is positioned at the back face of
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the sample to measure the fuel temperature.

Two valves are placed on either side of the support
to purge the chamber with dry air since it was

discovered that moisture content affected the sample's
ignition time. Finally, a pressure transducer is

included in the chamber to measure the pressure
changes in the chamber.

Figure 3

Review of Previous Projects

The rnicrogravity ignition experiment has been an

ongoing project, with the goal of producing flight-

ready hardware for the GASCAN II project to be

launched, in 1995 on the Space Shuttle. The first

Major Qualifying Project (MQP) on this project was

completed in 1986. This project set the goals for this

experiment and developed a prototype. In addition,

the project group investigated various types of

sensors To be used to gather data in the experiment
(Blacker, et al., 1986).

Later MQPs focused on the material to be used as

a test sample for the experiment. M. N. Forget, E.

E. Mattor, and J.S. Siemasko (1990) eventually
settled on National Bureau of Standards c_-cellulose

paper as the best material for the experiment. This

paper was chosen for its relative consistency in

properties and the relatively small amount of heat

required to ignite a sample (Forget et al., 1990).

Previous projects also considered several different

heat sources. An Argus type 44 infrared heat lamp

with reflector was eventually chosen for the heat

source in 1991. The 1991 group designed an

alignment apparatus to verify the correct positioning

of the lamp. This allowed the maximum flux to be

placed on the target sample (Maranghides, Roy,
1991).
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Experiment Sequence

The actual experiment consists of four chambers,

three of which are ignition chambers containing paper

samples. The fourth is a control chamber which only

contains a teflon support and flux gauge to measure

the energy output of the lamp. There is some

concern that the lamp may be affected by the

microgravity environment. Furthermore, as the

experiment runs, the lamps may cause an excessive

drain on the 24-volt current string, causing a drop in

bulb output. The control chamber containing the flux

gauge will be run once before and once after the

experiment to determine if the bulb output has been
affected.

The experiment begins with the control chamber

being powered on. This chamber runs for five

seconds during which the flux gauge measures the

energy output of the lamp. After this canister shuts

down, there will be a five second rest period for

battery recovery. Then the first ignition chamber

will run. This stays on until ignition is detected by

an ion sensor or until thirty seconds have elapsed. In

either case, the GASCan data-acquisition and control
system will continue to sample data. An

experimental timeline follows in Fig. 4.
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Figure 4

Instrumentation

Four different sensors are currently in use in the

latest version of the microgravity ignition package.
One of these is an ion sensor. This sensor is used to

determine actual time of ignition. Mounted above the

test sample are two stainless steel wires which form

an open electronic circuit powered by 12 volts. When

WorceUer Polyteclmtc I_

the sample burns, it produces ions. These ions

complete the circuit between the two wires allowing

current to flow. Once the ion sensor circuit voltage

has increased above a threshold value, the lamp is

turned off. This also marks the ignition time.

Four thermocouples are used to measure

temperatures within the chamber during the

experiment. One is positioned at the sample backface

and the other three are positioned on a stand at three

different distances from the sample. These are K-

type thermocouples with teflon insulation.
The thermocouples and the ion sensor wires are

fed through a pressure sealed connector. The wires

are crimped into connector pins for reliable

connections. In an effort to reduce signal noise,

shielded and teflon insulated thermocouple extension

wires are used to connect the thermocouples in the
chamber to the micro-controller.

Experiment Revisions

Problems with sealing the chamber resulted in a

change in the endplates used to seal the canister.

Due to the success of the design of the bottom
endplates, the top endplates were changed to match
them. Previously, four bolts were screwed into

threaded holes in the second top plate to hold plate

one and the lamp in place and to apply sufficient

pressure to the gaskets which sealed the quartz

window located below the lamp. However, due to

problems with this configuration, the holes in the

number two plate were drilled through. Nuts will be

added to the end of the bolts for the top plates

because of the greater amount of force that can be

applied to tighten them and seal the chamber.

Furthermore, use of epoxy to better hold the gaskets

in place for the top end plates resulted in an excellent
seal.

The seal of the bottom endplates was improved by

moving the location of the check valve to a point

closer to the teflon support. The check valve

interfered with the proper seal of the endplate since

it was located under the edge of the cylinder.

Finally, the issue of the thermocouple support had

to be addressed. As designed by the 1992 MQP

group, the support was only a temporary measure.
It would not handle excessive vibrations. A new

stand for the flight-ready canisters was developed.

The previous configuration used a copper tube with

two slots cut lengthwise in opposite sides. An arc

shaped copper piece and a small plug with holes

drilled through them were used to hold the

thermocouples in place. This system had the benefit
of being adjustable. However, the time has come to

set the final heights of the thermocouples.
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The new design also uses a length of copper

tubing. However, instead of a long slot, single holes
are drilled in the tube at a distance of 1/8". The

thermocouples drawn through ceramic bead insulators

are secured to the tube by set screws.

Test Results and Discussion

Several experiments were run to define the

experiment's baseline characteristics at 1 g. The
experiment controller was successfully used, after

some modification, to acquire the data. These figures

display the temperature changes in the canister with

respect to ambient temperature. In 1992 it was

suggested that this thermocouple be mounted against

the surface of the paper. When this was done, the

thermocouple tracked the temperature changes

experienced by the paper before, during, and after

ignition extremely well. Some changes to this

thermocouple still have to be made, since the

thermocouple still does not reach the peak

temperature. Currently, the back of the paper is

simply open to the air and the back face

thermocouple is pressed against the paper. Figure 5

shows a comparison of the back face thermocouple

readings from five consecutive experiments.
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Figure 5

As can be seen, in four out of the five cases, a

consistent ignition time can be pinpointed.

Furthermore, in those four cases, the sample

consistently begins to flame after the lamp has been

shut off. The flaming is noted by the sudden rise in

temperature and erratic fluctuations. The magnitude

of the temperature, however, is low due to poor

contact between the paper and the thermocouple. We
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believe that the temperature response can be
improved by improving contact between the back-face

thermocouple and the sample. As the paper burns
away from the thermocouple, a hole develops around

the thernzocouple and the temperature it senses begins
to decline. This can be clearly seen in all but one of

our trials. Experiment four seems to be an anomaly.

We do not detect a distinct ignition of the paper from

the temperature. Instead we have a gradual ramping

up of the temperature of the sample. When the lamp

is shut off, we have a slight decline, and then a slight

upturn towards the end of the experiment. Finally,

the thermocouple temperature curve drops

dramatically, though still not as sharply as in the

other four trials. This is a problem that should be

investigated further.

Figures 6 through 11 show that the ion sensors

register the ignition consistently within a 1.5 second
window around the 14 second mark. In these

figures, the ion sensor voltage is plotted against time.

These plots show that the experiment is repeatable in

several important aspects. The experiment

consistently runs to conclusion at approximately the

same time, even in the case of experiment four. The

experiment achieves a consistent burn-through of the

sample. The other sensors consistently show ignition

at the same time the ion-sensor detects ignition. This

is an important concern and is discussed later. The

main problem with the data seems to be a problem in

achieving consistent temperature measurements at the

back face thermocouples. The back face

thermocouple is one of our most important

measurements, since it tells us what temperature the

paper sample experiences. It is critical that we

achieve a consistent means of contact with the sample

that insures consistent data; otherwise a great deal of
data may be lost.
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Figure 6 shows some data that may be of

importance in setting the final ignition detection
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scheme.Thepresentschemereliessolelyon the

voltage across the ion sensor. If this voltage reaches

a threshold value, then the micro-controller turns the

lamp off. Several of the MITRE Corporation critical

design review team led by Lawrence R. Moschini

have expressed concern that pyrolysis may become a

more important factor under low-g conditions and

may result in a premature shut-down of the lamp. A

second, though lesser, concern is that the lamp may

remain on longer than necessary if combustion

products don't reach the ion sensor soon enough.

Therefore MITRE has asked that alternative ignition

detection schemes be examined. One such approach

involves the use of chamber pressure rise. There is

a definite peak when ignition is reached in all five

cases as can be seen in Figure 7. When ignition

occurs, a definite pressure wave is created. This

effect can be measured at the pressure transducer and

is a secondary means of detecting time to ignition.

This wave occurs very nearly simultaneously with the

ion sensor's detection of ignition in our 1-g trails, as

can be seen in the plots. This issue should be

examined more closely by the next project team.
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Our final data in figures 8-12 show the temperature

data plots for each of the five experiments. These

plots are used to compare data from different

experiments.

Conclusion

The determination of time to ignition using the ion

sensor is reliable and to some extent repeatable. The

pressure wave generated by ignition is a weak signal

and although a good indicator, is difficult to use as

primary ignition detection, especially to effect a lamp
shutoff. However, it can be used to check the ion

sensor performance for the microgravity experiment.

Further experiments may result in switching to a

modified scheme using either the pressure transducer

or ion sensor signals to determine ignition and cause

WorreW l_itlcllnR ItulhR

a lamp shutoff. The back-face temperature

measurement needs improvement.
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